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FOREWORD

Neutron sources are widely used not only in basic research but also
in a large number of applications: bio-medical, bore hole and bulk media
assay, neutron radiography, radiation-damage study and others.
The
development of advanced instrumentation of neutron sources and more
detailed information on neutron source characteristics have become
increasingly important to meet the demand of research and applications.
It was therefore a quite logical evolution to organize a new IAEA
Advisory Group Meeting on Properties of Neutron Sources now, six years
after the previous meeting (IAEA Consultants' Meeting on Neutron Source
Properties, Debrecen, Hungary, 17-21 March 1980). The IAEA Nuclear Data
Section, with endorsement by the International Nuclear Data Committee
(INDC) at its 14th meeting in October 1984, and in co-operation with the
Radium Khlopin Institute, Leningrad as host, held this Advisory Group
Meeting during the week 9-13 June 1986 at Leningrad, USSR.

The meeting was attended by 31 non Soviet scientists and 35 Soviet
scientists. It covered 14 Agency Member States and three international
organizations.
Twenty-four invited and 28 contributed papers were
presented.
The meeting programme and selection of invited speakers were based on
advices received from the organizing committee of this meeting, which
comprised the following scientists:
J.
S.
S.
S.
E.

W. Boldeman (AAEC, Australia)
W. Cierjacks (KFK, FR Germany)
S. Kapoor (BARC, India)
S. Kovalenko (RK1, USSR)
Menapace (ENEA, Italy)

A. Michaudon (ILL, France)
D. Seeliger (TUD, German Dem. Rep.)
N. Shikazono (JAERI, Japan)
A. B. Smith (ANL, USA), Chairman
K. Okamoto (IAEA), Sei. Secretary

During the last two days of the meeting the participants split into
the following Workshops:

Group-1:
Group-2:
Group-3:
Group-4:

Cf-252 Fission-neutron Spectrum (Chair, J.W. Boldeman)
Monoenergetic Neutron Sources (Chair, M. Drosg)
White Neutron Sources and Fields (Chair, C.D. Bowman)
14-MeV Neutron Sources and Associated Equipment (Chair,
H.K. Vonach)

The proceedings contain the Chairman's (A.B. Smith) texts (Prologue,
Introductory Remarks and Summary Comments), all invited talks prepared
especially for this meeting and contributed papers as well as the
conclusions and recommendations of the Workshops.

This meeting was held approximately one month after the Chernobyl
accident. Although it deals with neutron sources, the accident itself
was not included in the meeting agenda. The anxiety of the non-Soviet
participants at Leningrad was, however, relieved to some extent by the
brief report presented at the meeting on the accident affecting the
RBMK-1000 nuclear power plant.

This IAEA meeting is expected to be the last to deal with such broad
topics and there is no doubt that these proceedings together with the
issue of the Supplement of the Debrecen Meeting in 1980 [INDC(NDS)-114]
will be the best available sources of information covering neutron source
properties in general (except reactor neutron sources).
I wish to thank A.B. Smith for his excellent chairmanship before,
during and after the meeting. It is my pleasure also to acknowledge the
work carried out by the Organizing Committee, the Chairmen of the
Workshops and Sessions. My sincere thanks go to all participants of the
meeting for coming to Leningrad and for contributing to the success of
the meeting.

As scientific secretary of the meeting, I wish to express my
appreciation to the Radium Khlopin Institute for its kind arrangement and
assistance in hosting the meeting. I am particularly grateful to N.P.
Kocherov, the local organizer, for his devotion to the management of the
meeting. I extend my thanks to the staff of the Radium Khlopin Institute
for providing their assistance. Last but not least, I would like to
acknowledge the kind support of the USSR State Committee on the
Utilization of Atomic Energy, Moscow.

Koichi OKAMOTO
Scientific Secretary

of the Meeting
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PROLOGUE
A.B. Smith

Neutron-source properties have been an essential consideration in the
provision of nuclear data for applications and in the fundamental study
of the neutron-nucleus interaction. With the rapidly growing emphasis
on precise nuclear data and with the increased focus on the more difficult measurement regimes, the importance of the characteristics of the
neutron sources has greatly increased. This growing interest includes:
intensities, spectral-characterization, and technological applications.
Concurrently, maturing applications areas are demanding far better
understanding of neutron source properties: for example, as applied to
neutron therapy. These demands have stimulated considerable attention to
neutron sources in recent years. The needs and ehe contemporary technological advances have been recognized by the IAEA Nuclear Data Section,
which sponsored a comprehensive specialist's meeting dealing with neutron
sources and their properties in 1980. That meeting did much to assemble
contemporary knowledge and stimulate future work over the subsequent
half-decade. It is now proper that the status of neutron sources be
re-assessed, with particular attention to recent advances. This meeting
was convened by the IAEA for that purpose.
The primary objectives of the present meeting are to:

1) Setforth and summarize the contemporary status of neutron sources for
basic and applied research,

2) Establish recommended evaluated neutron-source characteristics for
basic and applied utilizations (e.g., intensities, cross sections,
angular distributions, etc.),
3) Define conventional and innovative technologies, and recommend procedures for neutron-source applications, and to
4) Identify outstanding problem areas and recommend future endeavors
directed toward their solution.
The primary energy scope of the meeting extends from thermal energies to
30 MeV; with, secondarily, extension to other energies where they are
directly relevant to important applications. White and monoenergetic
(pulsed and steady state) accelerator based sources, pulsed and steady
state fission- and fusion-based sources, and sources based upon radioactive decay are discussed. The scope is relevant to neutron-nuclear
research and applications, but generally exclusive of condensed matter
and/or molecular studies. Particular attention is given to the innovative use of the modest facilites available to workers in many of the IAEA
member states.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
A.B. Smith

"The outstanding issue in neutron physics is source intensity"
Alexander Langsdorf, 1969

In the beginning it is fitting and proper to reflect on whence we came,
where we are and where we may be going. Hopefully, these proceedings

will bring a conclusion to a number of neutron-source issues, provide
essential understanding for basic and applied endeavors, and give
guidance as to future neutron-source efforts.

Neutron sources based upon radioactive decay processes find wide application in basic and applied sciences. Their properties are generally well
established and, thus at this meeting we address only the Cf-252 promptfission-neutron spectrum which has come to be accepted as the fissionspectrum standard, and is widely used in a number of applications including:
detector calibrations, production of standard fields, and, of
course, the precise definition of the source term in fission-energy
systems. The first experimental measurements were made nearly thirty
years ago and since that time increasing refinements have resulted in
excellent definition over the energy range 0.5-10.0. (e.g., W. Poenitz
and T. Tamura, 1982). Many of the older measurements are suspect due to
improper background and dead-time interpretations and only measurements
over the last few years are probably reliable. These results generally
confirm an average energy of approximately 2.13 MeV, in contradiction to
the higher values obtained in some early measurements. Despite this
precise new information, discrepancies persist at both low and high
neutron energies. The underlying concept of statistical emission from a
highly excited post-scission flying fragment was set forth very early (R.
Peierls, 1939) and subsequently developed. The recent improvements
(e.g., Madland and Nix, 1985) are largely due to a better understanding
of ehe de-excitation of the highly excited fragments and the ability to
model such complex processes. The models are primarily dynamic in nature
and it is known that static effects (e.g., shell closures) play a part in
the fission process (B. Wilkins et. al., 1971). Generally, a unification
of static and dynamic fission theory is sought. For applications, the
physical concepts must be incorporated into comprehensive evaluations.
At this meeting we may well have reached the point where a definitive
evaluated Cf-252 fission spectrum is a reality. The Cf-252 spectrum
should now have the status of the standard integral field, with other
standard responses referenced to it.

The implications of the improved understanding of the Cf-252 fissionneutron specLrum on applications is a concern. The new and improved
Cf-252 resales must be propagated into the common fission processes. It
is noted that is not necessarily so. For example, in one prominent

evaluated file, the Pu-239 spectrum has a significantly lower average
neutron energy than that of U-235, in contradiction to both microscopic

and integral observation.
The physics of the primary monoenergetic neutron sources has been reasonably known for thirty years.

One will net go very wrong if he makes

reference to the 1958 review of Brolley and Fowler.

Since that time the

details and exact magnitudes have been much refined but the basic concepts

have not changed significantly. The regions of strengths and weaknesses
remain the same. There have really been no breakthroughs and none are
foreseen.

The advances have been essentially technological (particularly

including the wide application of fast-pulsed techniques), and the
remaining problems are similarly so. These are practical matters, more
an art and craft than a science. The practical understanding is distributed over the experience of a wide range of laboratories and generally
not available to the uninitiated. It seems that now we should be able to
summarize definitively the physical character of these reactions. The
technological application is where the remaining questions lie. These
should be addressed. They are important details such as: i) the handling
of gaseous targets, ii) characterization of target yields and perturbations, iii) exact knowledge of the emission spectra, etc. It is likely

that these sources have the most potential for future development with
modest resources, but this has noc been exploited (L. Cranberg, 1960).

Modern accelerator technology is able to produce far more intense monoenergetic ion beams, well beyond the power-handling capability of the
targets. Monoenergetic sources have, in principle, some unique characteristics that are too often ignored. They provide control of all the
canonical variables, space, time and energy. This is a fundamental
advantage in many types of measurements ^e.g., determination of activities and life-times, double-differential measurements, etc.). Monoenergetic sources have a wide range of utility and are relatively economical.
In many areas they remain the key to successful observations.
Filtered beams at steady-state reactors are a variant of
source, providing not otherwise available intensities at
energies. They have been particularly useful in studies
capture (R. Chrien, 1983). More recently, the technique

the monoenergetic
selected lower
of low-energy
has been coupled

to pulsed-white-accelerator sources to provide unique capabilities,

particularly with respect to the determination of inelastic-scattering
cross sections at very low excitation energies. The results are of
outstanding applied interest (e.g., excitation of low lying levels
in fissile nuclei, (Dabbs et al. 1979 and Kegel et al. 1985)), and of
fundamental value (e.g., astrophysical chronometers based upon inelastic

excitation of ehe 10 keV state in Os-187, Macklin et al. 1983). No other
techniques appear capable of determining such low energy properties with
anywhere near equivalent accuracies. Though limited in range, filtered
beams, coupled to accelerator sources, should be further exploited.

Perhaps even more acutely, the 14-MeV source issues are technological
rather than fundamental. Certainly, the d(t,alpha)n reaction is well
known at the lower energies of primary interest. It is technologically
easily possible to make very intense low-energy deuteron beams. The
problem is the power-handling capability of the targets, and, ac lower
intensities, the quantitative characterization of the the emitted spectra.
Very high-intensity targets (e.g., yields of 10**12 to 10**13) have been
successfully operated but they are not i.n common use and, if anything,
their use is decreasing. With the wide availability of modest 14 MeV
sources and the encouragement of the IAEA, it is puzzling that there
persist so many discrepancies in 14 MeV neutron data. They must be

associated with other aspects of the measurement systems (e.g., flux
monitoring). Whatever the cause, common activation cross sections can
disagree by amounts far beyond their respective uncertainties, the
ratios of 14-MeV fission cross sections are disturbingly different,
etc. 14-MeV sources are increasingly less popular at major institutions where the measurement skill is good. Very soon, major nations will
have little, if any, capability to address 14-MeV neutron properties.
In recent times, low-energy neutron research has relied very heavily upon
powerful conventional electron accelerators (e.g., at AERE, ORNL and
CBNM).

They have been outstandingly productive in neutron-resonance

research. However, as was pointed out by Leiss twenty years ago, their
potential appears to be approaching a practical limit. Recent improvements have been in the area of very short pulses (illustrated by the
buncher at GELINA), giving superior resolution, rather than in simple
intensity. Like all pulsed white sources, they must compromise time to
obtain energy definition, thus they are not suitable for a number of
types of experiments (e.g., studies of secondary neutron emission,
activities etc.). They are troubled by large gamma-ray flashes and the
facilities are large and costly to build and run.

Faced with limitations in the above electron facilities, the future of
pulsed white sources may well be in positive-ion accelerators with energies up to approximately 1 BeV, using light-particle or spallation reactions for neutron production. Once fragmentary knowledge of spallation reactions is now much improved, making possible far better estimates of potential capability. This closes a circle as the first pulsed white sources
were of that type (e.g., Dunning et al. 1940). It is not clear whether
very high currents and relatively low energies or the converse is the more
desirable and both concepts will be addressed at this meeting. Two entirely
dedicated spallation-source high-energy facilities appear to be operational
or essentially so (IPNS and Rutherford). A third is operating in a parasitic mode (LAMPF). The former are dedicated to condensed matter studies.
In principle one should be able to combine condensed matter and fast-neutron
source requirements at the same facility, but in practice the two types
of endeavor seem mutually exclusive. One faces the same old argument,
should one optimize capability for a single objective, or compromise
performance for utility?

LAMPF is unusual in that it addresses both

areas well, abetted by a unique storage ring providing very high intensities and short pulses. Energy ranges accessible with a spallation
source are very large.

The problem of high-energy particle and meson

contamination of the neutron beam remains and and the facilities are
extremely costly. The later fact has led to the demise of several
excellent concepts (e.g., SNQ). Perhaps costs can be reduced by innovative facility concepts (e.g., superconducting devices), but that is not
clear at present.
The characterization of accelerator-based fast-neutron fields leaves much
to be desired. It is surprising that, after many years of inquiry,
uncertainties persist, particularly at relatively low energies. Such
fields can provide exceptional intensities making possible measurements
not otherwise feasible. Moreover, recently developed statistical methods
promise success with unfolding techniques, making attractive measurements
and energy coverages not accessible with other methods (D. Smith,
1983). Realization of this potential requires a far better knowledge of
the respective neutron field, including the angular dependence. The
acquisition of such detailed information appears a straightforward
technological matter and will be addressed in these proceedings. The

results have wide applications impact, including; the determination of
long-lived activities, access to "forbidden" energy domains, and even
medical therapy.
Steady-state research reactors are generally thermal and sub-thermal

sources of primary interest to condensed-matter studies. Twenty years ago
(INS Conf.) the most advanced such systems were citing thermal fluxes of
a few times 10**15. It remains so today. A number of facilities planned
or operating at chat time have been abandoned for reasons of cost,
safety, and the emergence of more promising alternate concepts. Recent
low-enrichment high-density fuels, motivated by anti-proliferation
considerations, may have the potential for increases in intensity (A.
Travelli, 1986). However, the power densities involved are impressive and
inherent to the concepts. It seems likely that future intensity increases
will be considerably less than an order of magnitude.
Repetitively-pulsed reactors have the advantages of high peak pulse with
relatively low average power dissipation, thereby mitigating some of ehe
limitations on the steady-state counterpart, and making possible the more
effective use of timing techniques. There are engineering problems that
have limited their use, and only one major facility is in routine operation (IBR-USSR). We shall learn of its accomplishments and potential. A
hybrid system employs an accelerator driver with or without change of
reactivity, ultimately going to the "booster" at white-source accelerator
facilities (e.g., at AKRE Harwell, and ANL IPNS). All of these approaches
result in long pulses which limit their usefullness to relatively low
energies or to condensed-matter studies. There are a number of operational single-burst reactors, the ultimate being an underground explosion
(Diven, 1966). They are generally used for engineering and integral
tests and have not made a significant impact on basic or applied research.
Most of this meeting deals with "conventional" source problems. However,
innovative sources can be the key to very challenging fundamental investigations. Among these are polarized white and monoenergetic sources,
neutrons induced by heavy ions, and cold and ultra-cold neutron sources.
TViese concepts will be briefly addressed in these proceedings.

There is a continuing need for improved and universally accepted energy
standards for use at both monoenergetic and white-source facilities. The
problems will be considered at this meeting and, hopefully, a list of
definitive standards can be agreed upon. The reference points for
white-source measurements appear the best defined. Monoenergetir energycalibration points are not as plentiful nor as well-known, and many of
the values in common use date back many decades. Vernier methods aie
available for making very accurate energy determinations at monoenergetic
facilities. Unfortunately, they are not widely used.

This is a neutron source meeting, but we should not forget that the
source is only a portion of the measurement system. History shows that
advances in the other components of the system may, in fact, have a
greater impact at far less cost. For example, in some types of measurements, the advent of the solid-state gamma-ray detector (e.g., GeLi
detector) has had a far greater impact than any amount of costly source
development. Other examples with similar consequences or potential are:

large liquid scintillators and BGO systems, wide use of fast nucleonics
equipment, and, perhaps beyond all else, Lhe impact of the digital
computer. One must balance the effort and cost of source development
against that of other aspects of the measurement system, and throughout
one must always remember that the source is only one of the tools toward
the primary objective— basic or applied physical understanding.
The author is indebted to R. Howerton and D. Smith for their comments
and suggestions.

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP 1
THE Cf-252 FISSION-NEUTRON SPECTRUM
Chairman: J. Boldeman

1. Differential Experimental Data

Results of two new experimental studies (Boettger et al. and Chalupha et
al.) were presented at the Meeting. In addition, revision of some of the
previous experimental results has been completed and final values released
(Blinov et al. (1984), Poenitz and Tamura (1983), and Boldeman et al.
(1986)). The following conclusions can be drawn from the main body of
post-1979 data sets.
A. The majority of the experimental data are in agreement between
0.2 and 20.0 MeV. Relative to a maxwellian with a temperature of
T=1.42 MeV, they show:
0.2-1.2 MeV

a negative deviation with a maximum of -4% at low
energies,

1.2-4.5 MeV

a postive deviation of up to +3% with a peak at about
3 MeV, and

5.0-20.0 MeV

a negative deviation, increasing with energy and
becoming -20% at 20 MeV.

B. Below 0.2 MeV the data are not in particularly good agreement.
C. Measurements above 20 MeV are very difficult due to the very small

emission rate which must be observed in the presence of cosmicray background. New experimental results in this high-energy
region were presented from a collaborative IRK/PTB time-of-flight
study in a deep mine. An integral measurement, using activation
techniques sensitive to this high-energy region was presented by
Mannhart et al. Their results do not show an excess in the neutron
spectrum above 20 MeV compared to a maxwellian with T=1.42 MeV as
indicated by the TUD (1982) experiment and partially supported
in a separate TUD/PTB experiment (1984,1985). This excess may have
been caused by a residual contribution from cosmic-radiation
background.
2. Integral Data

The evaluation of integral data presented by Kimura et al. confirms the
negative deviation of the Cf-252 spectrum above 5.0 MeV relative to a
maxwellian with T=1.42 MeV.
3. Theoretical Calculations

Theoretical models (CEM, GMNM, MNM, HFC) based upon purely statistical
approaches considering neutron evaporation from fully-accelerated fragments continue to improve in their capability to reproduce the deviations

of the experimental data from a maxwellian with T=1.42 MeV. An accurate
description of the Cf-252 spectrum over the full energy range can only be
obtained in the framework of a complex model reflecting the physical
characteristics of fission and fragment de-excitation in reasonable
detail. The application of specific complex models to other fission
processes, as required for practical purposes, is restricted because of
the limited knowledge of the necessary fission data. Some theoretical
developments with the promise of improving the calculational capability
are in progress (e.g., GMNM2).
4. Physics of the Neutron-Emission Process
At present consideration of neutron-emission mechanisms, other than the
primary component from the fully accelerated fragments, in the calculation of fission-neutron spectra is not reasonable as the physical
characteristics of the so called "scission" neutron emission and the
emission during fragment acceleration have not been clearly identified,
experimentally or theoretically. As has been emphasized in recent
detailed studies of neutron-emission mechanisms (RIL and TUD), an
adequate statistical approach to the main component is necessary to
avoid non-realistic conclusions. Recent data dealing with the anisotropy
of neutron emission from Cf-252 can be reproduced on the basis of pure
complex statistical models without the need for special emission
mechanisms.

5. Evaluation

The quality of the experimental data has improved to the extent that a
comprehensive evaluation of the recent experimental results has been
possible. The evaluation presented by Mannhart suggests that the
spectrum is now known to high accuracy from 25 keV to 20 MeV.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Between 0.2 and 20 MeV recent experimental data are in good agreement
and the quality of the data on the shape of the Cf-252 fission-neutron
spectrum has now reached a level consistent with the status of a well
defined standard spectrum. Further studies between 0.2 and 15 MeV will
be of value only if improved techniques are used.
2. Above 20 MeV a positive excess in the spectrum relative to a maxwellian
with T=1.42 MeV probably does not exist. All groups making experimental
measurements in this higher-energy region are requested to finalize their
analyses, including full evaluation of all the experimental uncertainties.
This may make possible the extension of the recommendations to spectrum
energies above 20 MeV.
3. To improve the precision of the data below 0.2 MeV there may be some
value to a new measurement, however this part of the energy spectrum is
not as important from the purely data standpoint.

4. Theoretical models continue to improve and groups are encouraged to
continue relevant theoretical work. A principle objective should be the
extension of the calculations to other fissile systems.
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The physics of the emission process is not understood satisfactorily.
Further experimental and theoretical work in this area is strongly
recommended, particularly measurements and calculations bearing upon
fragment-neutron angular correlations and associated differential spectra.
There may be value in a future consultant's meeting dealing with this topic.
The spectrum derived in the evaluation of Mannhart is the recommended
shape of the Cf-252 fission-neutron spectrum. This evaluated data should
be put in appropriate form for transmission to all data centers. This
recommendation is particularly addressed to the INDC/NEANDC Standards
Subcommittee for their detailed consideration.

1J

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP 2
MONOENERGETIC NEUTRON SOURCES
Chairman: M. Drosg

The properties and applications of the following monoenergetic neutron
sources have been considered by this working group: 3H(p,n)3He,
1
H(t,n)3He, 2H(d,n)3He, 3H(d,n)4He (excluding the generation of 14-MeV
neutrons), ^(t.n^He, 7Li(p,n)7Be, 9Be(p,n)9B, 9Be(alpha,n) ^C,
^BCpjn)1^, 45Sc(p,n)'45Ti and blV(p,n)51Cr. Also considered were inverse (p,n) and (d,n) reactions.
1.

Neutron Generation by Interactions among the Hydrogen Isotopes (p-T,
d-D, and d-T)

The absolute differential cross sections are generally known to ± 3%, for projectile energies up to about 15 MeV. The ^H(d,n)3He angular distributions
near 5 MeV are even absolutely known to approximately ± 2%. Therefore, it is
recommended that the absolute differential cross sections (complete angular
distributions) of the ^H(d,n)3He reaction for projectile energies around
5 MeV and the zero-degree cross sections of this reaction between 3 and 15 MeV
be applied as neutron-flux standard using a gas target. The application of
this standard requires careful consideration of all effects influencing the
actual neutron yield. It is important to note that the same precautions must
be taken for any worthwhile determinations of these reactions generally.
The following requirements were discussed in some detail:

A. The necessity of determining the zero-degree direction to better
than 0.1 degree (systematic angular uncertainties are critical).
B. The necessity of measuring individual angles to 0.1 degrees.
C. The necessity of knowing the mean projectile energy to within at
least 0.5% (including effects due to energy loss in foils and gas,
foil straggling, etc.).

D. The necessity of making, or at least considering, corrections for:
angular straggling, multiple scattering (especially serious in
charged-particle work), opening angle, attenuation due to the beam
stop, in-scattering from target assembly and air, and background
from the back-scattered charged-particle beam.
E. The necessity of knowing the effective areal density of the target
isotope, in particular: it's purity, the reduction of gas density
in the beam area (beam heating may be a serious problem), and the
effective target length (flexing of the entrance foil).
In applications where the shape of the neutron energy distribution is
important, it is advisable to simulate the neutron spectrum (or even the
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entire experimental arrangement) with a computer (e.g., using Monte-Carlo
procedures). The usefulness of the d-d reaction has been increased by the
capability of analytically describing the energy spectrum of the break-up
neutrons for energies up to approximately 9 MeV.
2.

Low-Energy (below 0.1 MeV) Neutron Production

Work on the 4i>Sc(p,n) "Ti reaction, presented at this meeting, demonstrates its usefulness for neutron production between 1 and 36 keV, especially for dosimetry purposes. However, the specific neutron yield is low
(10**3 neutrons/sr-microcoul. ). The yield data for the •3lV( p,n) ~**Cr source
show an unresolved discrepancy of about 40%. In many applications, filtered
beams from reactors or pulsed white-source accelerators are a better choice
than these low-yield (p,n) reactions.
3. Alternate Choices for Higher-Energy Neutrons

At present there seems to be little use for p-Be and alpha-Be reactions as
The status of the evaluated p-7Li reaction is not
satisfactory so the use of this reaction for efficiency measurements is
discouraged, though its usefulness for energy calibrations is acknowledged.
Therefore, a determination of the threshold energy at the 10**-4 accuracy
level appears desirable. For "monoenergetic" neutron production above
20 MeV this source is suitable. Angular distribution measurements up to
40 MeV appear to have value for efficiency determinations. The p-^B source
is competitive with the p-T source (involving Ti-T targets) for energies up
to 2.4 MeV (or even to 4.9 MeV as a two-line source). However, difficulties
in producing reliable ^B (or natural boron) targets may be a handicap in
the application of this reaction.
monoenergetic sources.

4. Unusual Sources

Among the inverse (p,n) and (d,n) reactions there are several with outstanding properties. Some require the use of bunched heavy-ion beams at neutronmeasurement facilities [e.g., 1JB on *H which could serve as an alternative
source to cover the 8-14 MeV "gap," and inverse (d,n) reactions with multiline
spectra, which could be developed as calibration sources for efficiency measurements]. Some of these alternate sources have already been used, e.g.,
7
Li on 1H, t on 1E and t on 2H. Whereas 7Li on ltt and t on ^H are
useful in special applications, t on *H could be the most powerful generalpurpose monoenergetic neutron source. However, because of radioactivity
concerns, it has been in only limited use until now.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

The d-D reaction is recommended as a fast neutron-flux standard.

2.

A catalogue of all error contributions and corrections relevant to monoenergetic neutron production by two-body reactions using both gas and
solid targets is necessary in order to avoid errors in converting neutron
production cross sections to neutron yield, or vice versa.

3.

The discrepancy in the scale of the integrated
section should be removed.
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51

V(p,n) 5i Cr cross

4.

The threshold energy of the Li(p,n) Be reaction should be determined
to an accuracy of about 10**-4. Use of the inverse reaction in such a
measurement increases the sensitivity by a factor of seven.

5.

The analytical description of the neutron break-up spectrum of the d-D
reaction should be tested in actual applications (e.g., activation
analysis) .

6.

A reproducible procedure for constructing reliable boron targets suitable
for neutron production should be established.

7.

The development of new monoenergetic sources based on inverse (p,n) and
(d,n) reactions is encouraged.
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP 3
WHITE NEUTRON SOURCES, STANDARD FIELDS
AND FILTERED BEAMS*

Chairman: C. Bowman
As neutron-based technology has grown so have the methods for neutron
production, and now we are at the threshold of significantly larger
source intensities and improved measurement methods. Although further
increases in reactor intensities will probably be limited due to the
large energy release (about 200 MeV/neutron), the accelerator based
sources are not near such a barrier and thus a variety of accelerator
concepts for increased intensity are under study. In addition there are
institutional advantages in the accelerator concepts (e.g., ease of
control, reduced residual activity) and accelerator reliability is
approaching that of the reactor. Systems used for pulsed-white-source
production can be characterized as follows: i) spallation sources,
greater than 200 MeV, ii) electron linacs, 30-150 MeV, iii) ion accelerators, less than 200 MeV, iv) electron linacs, 10-15 MeV, v) pulsed
reactors, up to several keV, and vi) electrostatic accelerators, up to 20
MeV. These characterizations are only guidelines as other factors, such
as utilization, may be governing. Reactors are well established and
filtered beams and standard fields will continue to see substantial use.
Engineering advances might also lead to some further increase in reactor
intensity.
1. Accelerator-Based Sources

The advantage of the spallation source is the low energy release per
emitted neutron (about 25 MeV/neutron), which is an important consideration in target-heat-dissipation and accelerator energy efficiency. The
concepts have been proven in high-energy research facilities and demonstrated in condensed-matter neutron research (e.g., at Argonne, Tsukaba,
Los Alamos, Rutherford and Gatchina). The spallation source has considerable development potential. Additional advantages are: small gamma-flash,
flexibility between pulsed and continuous-mode operation, spectral
options extending from cold to very fast neutrons, and the capability for
multiple measurement stations. A disadvantage is the presence of a
high-energy neutron component which is difficult to shield against.
Experience also indicates the presence of high-energy proton and meson
backgrounds that are not always easily removed from measurement systems.
Though the neutron production process is efficient, power costs can be a
concern. The applicability of the spallation source in both steady-state
and pulsed modes is outlined in Table 1.
*Membership in the working group included:
R.
C.
M.
V.
S.
K.
A.

Johnson
Coceva
Blinov
Ya. Golovnya
Qaim
Boeckhoff
Michaudon

N.
T.
R.
V.
E.
G.
C.

Shikazono
Nakamura
Dierckx
Luschikov
Kozulin
Muradyan
Bowman, Chairman
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Electron linacs continue to be effective as intense pulsed neutron sources.
Even though less energy efficient than the spallation source, these
devices have proven very successful and should remain so into the future.
Short pulses are important and much progress has been made in producing
neutron bursts with widths of a nsec or less. While S-band technology is
quite mature, it is possible that an order of magnitude increase in
intensity can be obtained with L-band technology. The range of applicability is shown in Table 1.
Proton and deuteron accelerators of less than 200 MeV have been productively utilized to provide white sources of neutrons. They are less
neutron efficient than the higher-energy spallation source but they have
advantages. The pulse width is characteristically approximately one nsec,
except for induction linacs which would probably operate in the 10-100
nsec range. The neutron emission is strongly forward peaked, making the
source particularly useful for radiation damage and therapy applications,
as well as neutron spectroscopy. The duty cycle is high, an advantage
for many experiments, and the spectrum harder than that of most electron
linacs. A linear induction accelerator with a maximum energy of about
100 MeV could provide a powerful and versatile facility at relatively
modest cost, though detailed engineering studies have not provided
quantitative definition. These systems can accelerate high currents of
both electrons and light ions. In addition, the induction linac can be
used as a source of quasi-monoenergetic neutrons and the light ions can
be directly employed in neutron studies. This type of device has wide
application as outlined in Table 1. The interesting potential of heavyion accelerators for the production of intense neutron sources has not
been fully explored.

Electron beams of 10-12 MeV using Ta(e,gamma) converters and Be or D
(gamma,n) radiators can be used for neutron production, with efficiencies
approaching that of a 100 MeV beam. Recent technological advances
permit a trade-off between beam current and energy. The high current
low-energy option has some significant advantages. The spectrum is free
of high-energy components. The shielding requirements are less, reducing
cost and space requirements. The accelerators are simple single-section
units and induced radioactivities are modest. With present technology, the
neutron production is less than that of the 100 MeV facility, but inductionlinac technology (cited above) with its promise of 1000 ampere beams
may alter this situation. A disadvantage of the concept is the absence
of neutrons with energies above about 4 MeV (e.g., as needed for therapy)
and less source brightness. The applicability of the concept is outline
in Table 1.
A further category is the low-energy electrostatic accelerator which,
with thick targets, offers opportunities for specialized work with
comparatively high intensity. Optimum utilization of the approach
demands solution of the target-power-dissipation problem if the full beam
power is to be realized. The method is particularly useful in the keV
and low MeV ranges where good results can be obtained with modest facilities and at relatively low costs. Applicability is outlined in Table 1.
2. Pulsed Reactors

High repetition-rate pulsed reactors have a special place among white
sources. The pulse width is generally about 200 micro-seconds, which is
useful for measurements with thermal neutrons. They also can be driven
using low repetition-rate ion or electron bursts, leading to pulse widths
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of a few microseconds. This concept provides very intense neutron beams
in the low-resonance region with modest experimental energy resolution.
Such pulsed reactors are useful, not only for conventional cross section
measurements, but also for spectroscopic studies of secondary particles
such as resulting from (n,gamma), (n,f), (n,p) and (n,alpha) reactions.
An average power of 2 MW has been achieved at such sources resulting
in an average neutron production of about 6 X 10**16 n/sec. Applicability
is outlined in Table 1.
3. General Considerations
Neutron energy standards are a concern not related to specific whitesource types. Accurate energy calibration is a continuing problem in

white-source neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy. The resonance standards presented by Coceva at this meeting are recommended for future
neutron measurements.

There is a continuing need for new intense neutron sources for basic and
applied studies. Large facilities are costly but can be used by scientists from several disciplines and may be operated as multi-national
facilities thus distributing the large construction and operating costs.
It is recommended that scientists from different disciplines further
coordinate their efforts to design and build multi-purpose facilities.
Such an interaction is desirable at the earliest conceptual stage, if
possible before the design is frozen, so that all the various aspects of
the future use of the facility are taken into account. It must be
remembered that the construction of a major facility does not imply that
all small facilities are no longer of use. They will remain of value for
special experiments, preparation of experiments to be carried out at
larger facilities, and for training.
4. Filtered Beams and Standard Fields

Calibrated neutron beams and fields include: i) filtered beams, ii)
thermal reactor beams, and iii) neutron fields (reactor or accelerator
driven). The accuracy and quality of these beams and fields were
discussed.
Filtered beams at reactors and, to a lesser extent, accelerators extend
over a wide range of energies and have been a useful tool in basic and
applied endeavors where high accuracies and intensities are sought. The
most widely used filter-beam energies are: i) 2.35 MeV (ibO), ii) 144
keV (Si), iii) 55 keV (Si), iv) 24 keV (Fe), v) 2 keV (Sc) and vi) 186 eV
2J8
U). These beams are particularly valuable at energies below 30 keV
where other methods are difficult. Neutron spectroscopy is not the
general application. Thus the availability of a well defined energy
approximately every decade below 200 keV is probably adequate. With this
assumption the primary shortcoming is in the 20-50 eV range. This
low-energy region is difficult as even the 186 eV (U-238) is subject to
background problems. Beam purity is a general concern and attention
should be given to alternate material combinations, isotopic filters,
etc. At low energies (below 2 keV) improved methods of beam characterization are desirable. The stable nature of reactor-filtered beams is an
advantage: e.g., in dosimetry applications. The use of filtered beams
at pulsed-white-source accelerators leads to reduced backgrounds in
time-of-flight experiments and provides pulsed-monoenergetic sources at
selected and otherwise difficult-to-reach energies. In other usage
there is an advantage to pulsed filtered beams at small accelerators
using thick targets (e.g., Li(p,n)), and this capability should be
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further examined. The production of intense monoenergetic beams via
thermal-neutron de-excitation of isomeric atoms, molecules or nuclei is
encouraged.
Energies in the low-keV region are important in dosimetry applications as
they contribute to typical neutron fields encountered near nuclear power
stations. Below 2 keV a better calibration field would be very helpful.
The interaction of neutrons with Cd and
B implanted in tissue is of
diagnostic and therapy interest. Generally, the physics of neutron
damage to biological specimens is not clearly understood and it is
reasonable to expect filtered beams to help resolve such issues.
The Be(d,n) specra have found increasing application in recent years as
standard fields for the integral testing of evaluated dosimetry data.
For dosimetry studies, nuclear-reaction cross sections up to about 50 MeV
are needed. Due to the lack of monoenergetic neutron sources beyond 28
MeV, those needs cannot presently be met by means of microscopic differential studies. Nuclear models can provide estimates of these data, but
with large uncertainties. Integral measurements using the Be(d,n) field
provide a useful check of such calculations. For high threshold reactions
(e.g., (n,t) and (n,He-3) reactions) there are no presently satisfactory
calculational methods though a considerable body of integral data has
been accumulated. An unfolding method has been suggested for the derivation of differential data from these integral measurements. Although the
method has limitations, it may have considerable potential that should be
explored. Alternative sources for the production of such high-energy
neutron fields are the 9Be(p,n) and 7Li(d,n) reactions. There are
continuing efforts to provide a high-energy high-intensity neutron field
of about 10**14 n/sec-cm**2 over a volume of 20-100 cm**3 for radiation
damage studies, particularly associated with the damage in the region
of the first wall of fusion-power systems. Diagnostic instruments to
evaluate the microscopic basis of materials changes using neutron techniques have also been considered. Diagnostic spectrometers have used
moderated source neutrons in the thermal and cold ranges for small-angle
neutron scattering and diffraction studies on irradiated samples.

Calibrated thermal beams from reactors provide a further energy range for
instrument calibrations and (n,gamma) work. Standard neutron fields play
an important role in nuclear power development. They are frequently
derived by placing a
U fission source in a cavity within a reactor
thermal column. Appropriate use of moderators and/or absorbers tailors
the cavity spectrum to the particular need. The cavity-field geometries
are simple, the spectra calculated to accuracies of about 5%, intensities
are about 10**9 n/sec-cm**2, and the spectra verified by benchmark measurements. The alternative accelerator-based white-source fields are accurate
and can be tailored to special applications. The use of calibrated
neutron fields should be improved by the implementation of a variety of
complimentary approaches.
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP 4

14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCES AND ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
Chairman: H. Vonach

1.

Very Intense Sources (Source Strength Greater than 10**14 n/sec)

A research program was described by J. C. Davis illustrating the present
high-intensity capability and suggesting the potential feasibility of d-t
sources with neutron outputs of 3-4 X 10**14 n/sec. Such neutron sources
would be extremely useful for fusion-reactor materials and radiationdamage studies. Furthermore, the proposed development of tritium
targets having reduced deuterium accumulations and correspondingly longer
half lives would be very beneficial at the many other less intense neutron
generators. Therefore, it is highly recommended that a target development
program of the nature described be implemented in the near future.
2.

Intense Sources (Source Strengths of 10**12-5 X 10**13)

A large portion of the contributions to this meeting in the 14-MeV field
has been devoted to reports of forthcoming new intense neutron generators.
Such new sources will become operational in the near future in Bratislava
(CSR), Dresden (DDR), and Debrecen (Hungary), and the existing Octavian
facility in Osaka (Japan) will be upgraded for extremely high intensities
in nsec pulsed operation.
The new nsec high-intensity generators will make possible large progress
in both the measurement of differential neutron data for fusion power
programs and corresponding integral experiments. The intense steady-state
facilities can also be expected to make substantial contributions to
fusion-reactor neutronics and other interesting fields such as the
determination of cross sections for very rare reactions, activation
analysis, and neutron radiography (as previously cited in the recommendations of the 1980 meeting).

Concerning the technical problems of the above cited facilities, the
design and operation of the required rotating target systems and the
reliable supply of the corresponding tritiated materials is still somewhat
difficult. As in 1980, it is recommended that the relevant laboratories
closely cooperate in the resolution of the technical questions associated
with target technologies, with the object of a degree of standardization
that might help to establish a reliable supplier of suitable targets at a
reasonable cost. The considerations of Dr. Pivarc concerning optimum
design (presented at this meeting) could probably serve as a good starting point for such collaboration.
3.

Conventional Neutron Generators (Source Strength 10**10 - 10**11 n/sec)

Conventional neutron generators still have important applications: e.g.,
in basic nuclear physics, nuclear data for fusion, activation analysis,
development of neutron spectrometers for d-t fusion diagnostics, and in
neutron metrology. Conventional neutron generators can probably provide
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one of the cleanest and best characterized fast-neutron fields for calibration of fast-neutron flux monitors and will be needed for this purpose into
the foreseeable future.
Standard neutron generators equipped with nsec pulsing capability can be
used to carry out almost all measurements of differential neutron-nuclear
data for fusion-reactor design in the 14 MeV energy region.

It is regretable that the number of operating neutron generators in the
developed countries has drastically decreased in the last decade, and
there is danger that the necessary expertise in this field maybe lost.
It is therefore recommended that the few existing installations continue
in operation. Eventually a part of the relevant work may be performed by
neutron generators given by the IAEA to various developing countries.
However, most of the needed measurements require the skills of very well
trained and experienced scientists. Considerable further transfer of
experience and technology will be necessary if the facilities in the developing countries are to become fully productive. The IAEA is a good
vehicle for such transfer.
Concerning technical problems, it has to be pointed out that many of the
neutron-generator laboratories in the developing countries, which were
equipped by the IAEA with commercially-produced neutron generators,
have severe repair and maintenance problems as the commercial suppliers
have largely (or completely) lost their interest in the field over the
past few years due to a falling demand for machines and components. This
technological problem could be addressed by the IAEA as a part of its
technology transfer programs.
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SUMMARY COMMENTS AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
A.B.

Smith

Following on the wealth of technical information presented during the past
few days, and the excellent summaries of the skilled workshop chairman, it
is appropriate to confine these remarks to some personal reflections on the
Meeting.
A major topic was the Cf-252 prompt-fission-neutron spectrum. Unlike the
situation of fifteen years ago (IAEA Specialist's Meeting, 1971), this
spectrum is now accepted as the fission-spectrum standard. Other fission
spectra should be referenced to it, it should be increasingly used as a
standard integral field of a purity not generally available from neutroninduced fission, and it should be more widely applied as a calibration
reference for neutron-detection systems. This spectrum now appears known
to 2% or better from 0.2-12+ MeV, making it probably the best known of
any continuum neutron spectrum. That accuracy and energy scope is now
probably sufficient for applications purposes. The remaining issues are
ones of fundamental physical understanding rather than of applied use.
A rigorous numerical evaluation of the experimental results was presented.
It is important that this evaluation be thoroughly documented and widely
disseminated as soon as possible. Only then can it be subjected to the
detailed tests and examinations that are essential for its final endorsement for general use. The physical interpretations of the Cf-252
spectrum are notable for the quantitative use of sophisticated statistical
nuclear models. They are particularly useful for extrapolation and
interpolation. The trend seems to be toward a unification of dynamic and
static models. These are interesting and challenging investigations, but
their difficulty should not be underestimated. They involve the interpretation of processes far from the line of beta stability, including
highly excited nuclei, with all the uncertainties of statistical level
properties, model parameters, etc. Such quantitative interpretations
have not been mastered in much simplier cases involving neutron scattering from stable targets, and predictions of capture in fission products
are known to vary widely. These uncertainties should not discourage
theoretical study, but one should remain cautious of the calculational
result without detailed experimental test. Considerable effort has been
devoted to the high-energy (12+ MeV) portion of the Cf-252 spectrum. The
region is of little applications note, but of fundamental interest. It
is increasingly apparent that the initial reports of neutron abundance at
very high energies were premature. Carefully controlled measurements
show little, if any, deviation from an extrapolation from the lower-energy
region. Measurements directed toward pre-scission emission, emission
anisotropy, the low-energy portion of the spectrum, etc. are encouraged
as these are areas of fundamental physical interest. Their resolution
will have not appreciable effect on the application of the spectrum.
Perhaps now of most importance is the application of the new-found
information to the precise determination of the "primary" (e.g., U-235,
U-238 and Pu-239) and transplutonium fission spectra so as to provide
internally consistent evaluated fission-spectra for nuclear-energy
development.
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A triad of accelerator-based pulsed-white-neutron sources were discussed.
The workhorse during the past several decades has unquestionably been the
electron linac. Its success is partly due to the emphasis that has been
given to steady improvements in performance, particularly with respect to
timing and increasing energies. There appears to be a near-term potential
for continuing improvements, and I expect this type of source to remain
the major tool for resonance-neutron studies for the remainder of my
professional career. The long term potential is not so clear, and there
are wide classes of important experiments that are generally physically
forbidden to the white-source method. An alternate, and as yet unproven
concept, is the induction linac. Its potential is in the very high
intensities, the ability to handle electrons or ions, and in expandability.
The limitations are in burst duration (probably no better that 10 or more
nsec), which restrict the measurement regime to relatively low energies.
At this point an induction linac facility for neutron work is a concept.
Detailed engineering designs should be pursued so as to make possible
quantitative cost and performance estimates. Spallatlon sources,
operating in the 500-1000 MeV energy range with very short pulse durations,
are particularly attractive white-neutron sources due to intensity, time
resolution, wide energy range, and the overall efficiency of converting
energy to neutron yield. Only one such facility (WNR-LAMPF) appears to
be coming on-line in the foreseeable future. A few preliminary experiments
at that facility (without the storage ring) have given encouraging
results, but the potential remains to be fully proven. There is little
gamma-ray flash but there is a high-energy particle contamination. These
high-energy spallation-sources are massive and costly, and for that
reason proposals have not generally faired well. It seems clear that
such massive facilities cannot be supported by neutron work alone.
Thus, the neutron studies must be in concert with fundamental physics
endeavors which provide a major portion of the support. Lower-energy
spallation sources (generally including ion beams on thick targets, e.g.,
as demonstrated at the KFK cyclotron) have been projected to have considerable potential at modest facility cost. However, it was pointed out that
the knowledge of the requisite lower-energy nuclear reactions on thick
targets is very fragmentary and is a limitation to design predictions.
This is odd as the measurements are known not to be particularly difficult.
Better basic reaction information is needed for assessment of the
potential of low-energy spallation facilities and the same information
will be very useful in neutron therapy work where, apparently, the future
energy regime will extend upward from 60-100 MeV.
Monoenergetic neutron sources have fundamental physical advantages due to
their ability to control both the time and energy of the neutron emission.
These advantages are the key to success in a wide range of important
measurements. The primary sources are the hydrogen-induced reactions,
either on hydrogen targets or light elements (e.g., Li-7). They are
generally well known, particularly the d(d,n) reaction which is even a
standard near 5 MeV. All of them, at some energy, become non-monenergetic,
with usually a continuum breakup component. The latter for the important
d(d,n) reaction was particularly effectively addressed at this Meeting.
There are in the literature a number of evaluations of these reactions.
It would be desirable if these were updated to a definitive contemporary
statement. The source problems are largely technological, involving the
detailed application of the reaction (such as target configuration,
gas-cell windows, etc.), not in the physical reactions themselves, and
that technology has been far from fully exploited. There are secondary
(p,n) reactions that have special usage; one, V(p,n), was defined at the
Meeting. Another, B-ll(p,n), may be a promising alternative to the
Li-7(p,n) reaction if the technology of target fabrication can be suitably
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mastered. Inverse reactions (e.g., H(Li,n), H(t,n), etc.)
have potential
for increased range of monoenergetic performance and/or high intensities
in local regions. Again technological concerns limit their application
(e.g., the use of tritium beams, high incident energies, heavy-ion
capability, etc.), and it is unlikely that they will come into wide
usage.

To be most effective, material-damage studies (for
fusion-energy development) require NVT in the range 10**18-20. That intensity is not available
with conventional sources and special concepts (e.g., FM1T)
have been
abandoned. In the foreseeable future, alternate methods of damage study
(e.g., charged-particle equivalence) must be resorted to.

Considerable improvement has been achieved in the characterization of
contiuum fields, such as those from the Be(d,n) and Li(d,n) reactions,
including the detailed specification of covariance information. They
provide access to the "forbidden" energy ranges (e.g., 10-14
MeV)
and can
be used to obtain much needed integral information. With newly developed
unfolding techniques, the latter has promise of providing long sought
differential information. In addition, these sources are suitable for
certain integral benchmark tests, or the mockup of engineering environments
such as fusion blankets. These continuum fields maybe one of the more
promising near-term advances in source applications.
Filtered beams provide valuable intensities at selected lower energies for
basic and applied studies and for bio-medical applications. Coupled with
the pulsed white source, they also provide intense pulsed "monoenergetic"
sources that have proven very useful in special applications. Variants of
these filtered beams will continue to be very useful, but in a limited
scope.

14-MeV sources are a special case of the monoenergetic source, set aside
by the properties of the (d,t)
reaction. At the high intensities they are
the only operating sources for many radiation-damage studies, and some
types of integral measurements associated with fusion-energy development.
The intensities can probably be increased by a factor of approximately x
10 by upgrading current technology, but already the cost of operation is
limiting. As a consequence, some of the most powerful such facilities
are being shut down and soon 14-MeV high-intensity capability will be
confined to Japan and Eastern Europe. At modest 14-MeV intensities there
are a number of applied data problems that can be effectively addressed.
That was recognized in the IAEA CRP program of 14-MeV studies. The
measurement problems are generally technological: the mastery of various
aspects of the source and the detection methods. The latter are generally
governing and the reason why large discrepancies persist in the 14-MeV
data area despite decades of study. The measurement capability is very
often not well developed at those institutions operating 14-MeV generators.
Where there is measurement capability there is little or no interest in
14-MeV data. The technological development of 14-MeV capabilities, by
adapting major accelerators to 14-MeV measurements, where broad measurement programs are routine is desirable (steps toward this end have been
taken in Japan).
Energy standards were only briefly discussed. This does not alleviate
their importance. For white sources, a new scale was proposed. It
should be carefully reviewed and, if judged suitable, made an international standard. The coverage is good to 1.0 MeV, but weak at higher
energies. There is far less guidance in the area of energy standards
for monoenergetic sources. Commonly used thresholds, (p,gamma) points,
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etc. are too often based upon very old data, not always easy to apply,
and not conveniently summarized for reference. Updating is warranted,
including new measurements, compilations and evaluations.

Relatively little attention was given to uncertainties, covariances, etc.
(e.g., discussed largely in the context of the Cf-252 spectrum, field

specifications and integral responses). Many aspects of neutron sources
are essentially standard quantities, and far more care must be given to
uncertainty specification. Perhaps the most glaring illustration of the
shortcoming is the paucity of properly defined Cf-252 results suitable
for rigorous evaluation (only about 400 data points were used in the
above-cited evaluation).
There are some trends at major neutron facilities. The future probably
implies broad programs with both basic and applied relevance. Such
facilities increasingly transcend specific programs or even laboratories,
and wide applicability is essential to obtain the requisite support. The
concept of joint programs should be introduced at the conceptual planning
stage. The major facilities are properly complimented by smaller and
local facilities that remain an essential part of the measurement "mix".
This duality will probably be the way of the future. Over-riding all
aspects of the facility, is the availability of skilled personnel with
breadth of interest and youth. In this critical aspect there appears to
be considerable variation from region to region. Finally, one should
always remember that the source is only one part of the measurement
system and often not the major component. Other facets may be far less
costly and have greater impact on achieving the overall research objective
(e.g., consider the impact of the GeLi detectors, fast nucleonic equipment, and the digital computer). One should always remember the
objective—achieving basic and/or applied understanding as effectively as
possible.

Many of the above views were cited in my introductory remarks.
Meeting did not change their importance.
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Abstract

SESSION I
WHITE NEUTRON SOURCES, PRIMARILY PULSED

The staff of the Center for Radiation Research of the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) has recently analyzed the neutron and hiqh-LET radiation
research program at NBS. From this study it was recommended that a f u l l
design study of a linear induction accelerator as a possible replacement for
the present electron l i n a c be performed. This paper is an updated report on
the preliminary study on which that recommendation was based.
Recent technological advances have significantly improved the
practicality of induction linacs for moderate-energy high-current accelerator
applications. Of primary significance is the development of magnetic pulse
compression techniques and the related development of iron-based metallic

glasses.
The target parameters of the preliminary design were chosen with many
considerations in mind and represent in most cases only modest requests of the
technology. The accelerator was designed to accelerate up to 250 A of
electrons to 100 MeV with a pulse structure of 100-ns maximum length at
repetition rates up to 1000 Hz. Because of the versatility of induction

linacs, protons and other light ions can also be accelerated with currents
l i m i t e d only by space charge effects. The design includes provision for
accelerating protons and deuterons at maximum currents of 2.5 A and 1.2 A,
respectively.
This accelerator would be a powerful and versatile tool for neutron and
h i g h - L t T radiation research.

Both continuous and quasi-monochromatic beams of

neutrons would be a v a i l a b l e and th< l i g h t ions could be used directly.
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1.

through a toroidal coie of ferromagnetic m a t e r i a l at tne same time tnat a
change in flux in the core is produced by a voltage pulse applied to a driving

Introduction

In 1982 the staff of the Center for Radiation Research of NI3S completed a
comprehensive evaluation of research and measurement opportunities m v o l v i n q
neutron and other high-LET (linear energy transfer) radiations. One of the
principal recommendations of this analysis was to perform a f u l l design study
i n c l u d i n g cost estimates of a linear induction accelerator. Such an
accelerator would not only replace the present A)-year old 140-MeV electron
hnac as an improved neutron source but would considerably enhance
c a p a b i l i t i e s for research in several other areas. Tins paper is based on the
preliminary study on which the recommendation was made.
The linear induction accelerator principle has been the subject of
intense development over the last few years. The technology which has been
and continues to be developed for these machines is impressive. These
accelerators should be considered for any application where a modest-energy
high-current source is required. 1 Especially s i g n i f i c a n t in the present
application is the development of magnetic pulse compression techniques which
can provide high-voltage, high-current pulses at high repetition rates.2 A
related development is the a v a i l a b i l i t y of iron-based m e t a l l i c glasses. The
present design relies h e a v i l y on these recent developments and is at, but
probably not beyond the state-of-the-art.
The p r i n c i p l e of linear induction acceleration by magnetic induction is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1. A beam of charged particles passes

Figure 1.

The principle of induction acceleration.

loop. A voltage appears across a gap in a second loop during the flux change.
The particles that thread the core during the pulse are accelerated in the
f i e l d across the gap in the second loop. In order to increase the
accelerating voltage for the same drive voltage the induction cores can be
stacked r a d i a l l y or l o n g i t u d i n a l l y ur both.
i.

Design Parameters

Selection of design parameters for an induction linac is a d i f f i c u l t and
somewhat arbitrary process. From the neutron and h i g h - i i î radiation research
study it was clear that for the broadest a p p l i c a b i l i t y both intense beams of
electrons and l i g h t ions with energies of at least 100 MeV are required.
Although an induction linac can be designed to accelerate multi-kiloamperes of
electrons, other conflicting requirements lead to the choice of a smaller
current.

First, the capital cost and operating cost of the accelerator

increase with increased current demands. Second, the beam h a n d l i n g and
neutron target design become more d i f f i c u l t at higher currents. On the other
hand neutron production scales directly as power.

An electron current of 250

A is a compromise for these conflicting requirements. However, this current
w i l l provide an order of magnitude increase in neutron production over the
best rf electron linac currently used in neutron research.

For protons and other l i g h t ions the primary l i m i t a t i o n in current is
space charge effects. Consequently, a maximum proton current of 2.5 A and a
maximum deuteron current of 1.2 A were selected. Other ion species can be
accelerated with currents limited by the beam transport system.
Since a major use of the accelerator is neutron time-of-f1ight
measurements, the pulse characteristics are important. A maximum pulse length
of 100 ns and a maximum repetition rate of 1000 Hz were selected for the
dosiqn. For work at higher neutron energies, shorter pulse lengths are
desiranle. Methods to achieve pulse compression w i t h peak current
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n w i l l be discussed in a later section.
The basic design parameters of the accelerator are shown in Table 1 with
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) Advanced Test Accelerator
(ATA)3 parameters shown for comparison. The ATA machine has met its design
parameters.

Table 1.

Induction linac design parameters.
NBS

Accelerator

(Preliminary design)

ATA

VT - ABAS

(D

and the current at saturation (i )

(LLNL)
Z

Max energy (MeV)
Peak electron current (A)
Peak H+ current (A)

Peak D+ current (A)
Pulse length (ns)
Repetition rate (Hz)
Duty cycle

100
250
2.5
1.2
10-100
100-1000
2 x 10-5

a) R e p e t i t i o n rate of 1000 Hz for
3.

50
10,000
---

50
5a
2.5 x 10-7

a proposed upgrade.

where a and b are the inner and outer radius of the core, A is the cross
section area of the core, S is the packing fraction of the magnetic material,
and d is the thickness of the metal foil.
Induction modules were designed to sustain a 450-kV pulse tor 125 ns.
Ihe design is shown in Figure 2. The cores are wound with b-cm wide 13-gm
thick Metqlas 2605CO with a 2.5-um thick interlaminar insulation. This module
has a 10-cm diameter beam aperture and its overall length is 37 cm. At
saturation the current is ?4Q A. W i t h a compensation c i r c u i t to provide pulse
shaping, a module would draw 300 A during the pulse plus a beam loading of up
to 250 A. The average power in each module at full pulse length and
repetition rate is 25 kW.

A c c e l e r a t o r Design

It should be emphasized that the study presented here is a conceptual
design. In a f u l l engineering study considerable refinement and possible
changes in design should be expected. The purpose in the present study is to
identify the c r i t i c a l elements of the accelerator and to develop possible
solutions which w i l l meet the design goals. The solutions selected are at but
not beyond the state-of-the-art.
a.
Induction modules
The versatility of a linear induction accelerator is primarily due to the
fact that it consists of a number of i n d i v i d u a l modules which are
independently controlled. Consequently, the design of these modules is
critical to the performance of the accelerator. One of the recent
technological developments which is important in this context is the
development of iron-based metallic glass. Specifically, Metglas alloy 2605CO
is used as the core material for the induction modules. This material can
maintain a flux swing (&B) of over 3 T and has a resistivity (p) of 130 ufl-cm.
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(2)

The equations'* which govern the design of the induction modules are those
for the product of voltage (V) and time before saturation (T)

Z4J

Bon C«nt«r Lint

Figure 2.

Half section of a 450-kV induction module.

b. Pulse Forming Network
One of the major problems in the design of a linear induction accelerator
is in providing a hiqh-voltage, high-current, fast-rising pulse to the
induction modules. The development of the magnetic pulse compression
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technique at LLNL 5 has provided one solution to this problem.

The magnetic

pulse compression drive which has been developed tor ATA can produce 80-ns

National Laboratory (IANL) ? appear to bp suitable. The latter gun directly
meets the present requirements. At a 450-kV extraction voltaqe this gun w i l l

wido pulses at 450 kV and 25 kA. These drivers have been demonstrated to
operate at repetition rates of 1000 Hz.

deliver over 300 A with a beam radius of less than 3 cm and an emittance of

In Figure 3 a schematic diagram of the pulse forming network which would
drive an induction module of the accelerator is shown. In concept it is

For the l i g h t lun injector the m u l t i c u s p ion source developed at Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)0 has been demonstrated to provide the necessary
Current density at the extraction grid. Again with 450-kV extraction using a

exactly the same as that proposed for the ATA upgrade.

However, the current

requirements for the present design are a factor of 45 smaller so the scale of
the device can be reduced. In fact since magnetic core volume and capacitor
volume scale linearly with energy an order of magnitude reduction in scale can
be expected.

1___

———--u v u l u y_v_> —————————

i

!

1Figure 3.

Pulse forminy network using magnetic pulse compression.

about 0.01 n cm-rad.

dual-gap system this source can supply at least ?.5 A of protons into a beam
Of less than 3-cm radius and an emittance of 0.04 TT cm-rad. Recent

developments in pulsed plasma sources for heavy ion fusion'J may provide an ion
source with several important advantages. The new method uses a biased grid
to remove electrons from the flowing plasma which effectively decouples the
optics of the ions in the hiyh voltage gap from the plasma source. Using t h i s
method, bright, uniform, low emittance ion beams have been obtained. Other
advantages which may be realized for the present application are high
efficiency ion production and simple control of ion species.
The extraction voltage for both the electron or ion injector would be
provided by a modified induction module. A possible configuration for an
injector (in this case for electrons) is shown in Figure 4. It is based on
the PHERMEX design s l i g h t l y reduced in si?e and is shown to set the scale of
the design. The cathode and anode diameters are 8.0 cm and 5.0 cm,
respectively. After extraction either light ions or electrons would enter a
low-enerqy acceleration system consisting of six induction modules modified to

The magnetic pulse compression is a passive technique so it requires an
i n i t i a l pulse to operate. This pulse is generated hy conventional techniques
at lower voltage, ~ 25 kV. The voltage of the pulse is then increased by a
10:1 pulse transformer. The magnetic driver contains two stages of
compression. The pulse output is transported to the accelerator where a 3:1
pulse transformer and pulse sharpener feed the accelerator induction module.
Since both positive and negative charges are to be accelerated, voltage
reversibi)ity needs to be considered in more d e t a i l . Compensation circuits
also need to be designed into the system.

c. Injectors
Several electron sources developed for other accelerators could be
adapted for the present design. A scaled down version of the ATA plasma-board
injector6 or the thermionic gun used on the PHERMEX accelerator at Los Alamus

Figure 4.

Electron injector (half section) for the induction l i n a c .

accept a solenoid. These modules have a 7-cm larger inner radius and a 4-cm
larger outer radius. The solenoids can provide nearly continuous focusing for
the acceleration which brings the beam to over 3 MeV. In the worst case these
solenoids need to produce a 5.0-kG field and would require 10 kW to do so.

considered — low energy (eV range) and high energy (MeV range). In each case
the present design is compared to typical but f i c t i t i o u s sources based on a rf
electron linac and on a high energy proton accelerator. The comparison for
low energy neutrons is made in Table ?.
Table 2.

d. Beam Transport

Comparison of white neutron sources at low energies
(eV range).

Both continuous focusing using solenoids inside the acceleration modules 3
and periodic focusinq 1 0 have been used for induction linacs.

For the present

design, a periodic focusinq system has been chosen because it uses less power
itself and allows for smaller induction modules which use less power. A
focusing system of either quadrupole doublets or short solenoids spaced every
?.0 m (after each fourth accelerating module) can provide the necessary beam
transport. For example, at the low energy end of the accelerator quadrupoles
with a pole-tip field of 1.3 kG focus a 1.2-A D + beam within an envelope with
a 16% growth from waist to maximum radius. In this case the zero current
phase advance and beam loaded phase advance per period are 60' and 38",
respectively--wel1 within suggested s t a b i l i t y l i m i t s . 1 1 For this focusing
system (and for the injector acceleration system) the beam currents are less
than half the estimated maximum currents allowed. 12
The accelerator would require 220 induction modules and 55 quadrupole
doublets. The total length of the accelerator is estimated to be 12Ü m.

4.

Accelerator

RF Electron

Peak
Current

(MeV)

Repetition
Rate

(A)

Pulse
Length

Power

(Hz)

Average Neutron
Strength

(kW) (1013 n/s)

(ns)

100

1

100

2000

20

100

250

100

100

250

50

800

15

50

200

120

940

Linac
Induction

Linac (e)
Proton

Spal1ation

Neutron Production

Before discussing the neutron production rate in detail, an additional
feature of the accelerator needs to be discussed. As mentioned above, for
work at higher energies pulse lengths shorter than 100 ns are desirable.

For the acceleration of light ions compression of the pulsp can be
accomplished by appropriate shaping of the acceleration pulses. It w i l l be
assumed that provision for a factor of 10 pulse compression has been
incorporated in the design of the accelerator. An increase in the peak ion
current by the saire factor w i l l be obtained.

The technique of ion pulse

compression is being developed at LBL.13
For a white neutron source a number of parameters i n f l u e n c e the energy
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Energy

Even though electrons are not as e f f i c i e n t as l i g h t ions in producing

neutrons, the electron currents in the induction l i n a c are so much higher that
electrons w i l l produce the highest neutron source strength. The neutron
production of the induction linac exceeds that of the rf linac by an order of
magnitude. In a d d i t i o n , for higher energies (keV range) where the repetition
rate can be increased, the neutron production of the induction linac increases
directly as, the repetition rate,

nearly the high energy proton s p a l l a t i o n

sources which have been designed for condensed matter research have the
highest source strength for this energy region.

In the high energy region the mode of the induction l i n a c is switched to
à l i g h t ion accelerator for several reasons. First of a l l , it avoids problems

resolution and intensity for a particular experiment i n c l u d i n g pulse width,
f l i g h t path, and overlap of neutrons from one pulse to the next. To s i m p l i f y

with gamma flash.

the comparison of this design with other white sources only two cases are

general harder than that produced by electrons on a heavy metal target.

Secondly, the neutron spectrum induced by l i g h t ions is in
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F i n a l l y , the pulse compression technique can be applied.
and target dre, however, s t i l l open to question.

The best projectile

produce about fuur times the number of neutrons as protons on a thick l i t h i u m
target. 1 ' 1 However, in the latter case the spectrum w i l l be harder and more
forward peaked. For comparison of neutron sources, a proton beam and a heavy

metal target are assumed.
The neutron source strengths for the high energy region are compared in
Table 3.

5.

Here the induction linac has the highest neutron production.

However, for some measurements the longer pulse length may reduce the
effective strength.
Nearly monoener get ic neutron beains can be produced with the thin target
7
Li(p,n) reaction 1 5 for energies above about 25 MeV. The neutron spectrum
shows a sharp peak at the proton energy and a small tail extending to lower
energies. For a 1.0-MeV thick target thp proton beam from the induction linac
would produce a 4 x 10'! n/sr-s neutron beam at 0".
F i n a l l y , the direct light ion beam from the induction linac w i l l be
useful in high-LET radiation studies. Applications in radiation biology,
chemistry, dosimetry, and physics are foreseen. An example of such research
is pulse radiolysis with l i g h t ions. For this research short high current
pulses of light ions with energies above 30 MeV are required.

The linear induction accelerator, as discussed above, would provide a
powerful and versatile tool for neutron and high-LET radiation research.

I'efer encps
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Accelerator

RF Electron

(MeV)

100

Repetition
Rate

(A)

100

Pulse
Length

Power

(Hz)

1000

1
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(kW) (10n n/s)
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Abstract
With r.f linacs nowadays intense, bubnanosecond bursts of neutrons can be
produced which allow neutron time of flight measurements in a range
covering in favourable cases 11 decades of neutron energy (1 meV - 100
MeV).
The number of neutrons contained in such short bursts is larger than the
corresponding numbers generated with the short burst spallation source at
LAMPF**and with the Karlsruhe cyclotron. The considerably larger average
neutron intensities at the latter two accelerators are due to the much
higher pulse repetition frequencies. This advantage is cancelled if pulse
overlap conditions require a reduction of the p r.f. down to the level at
which electron linacs operate. Taking this into account the contemporary
linac equipped with a subnanosecond pulsing facility like GELINA continues
to offer the best intensity/resolution performance for neutron time of
flight spectroscopy between 10 keV and a few MeV
At very low (meV range) and at high (> some ten MeV) neutron energies the
LAMPF neutron sources occupy with distinction the first rank while in the
low MeV range the KFK cyclotron is clearly superior to electron linacs and
competitive with the LAMPF short burst satellite source.

Plans or thoughts to replace some electron linacs by more powerful
accelerators have existed for several years. So far none of them has had
the chance of realization Instead of going the way of completely new and
very expensive concepts which carry a non-negligible technological risk,
for the field of applied neutron nuclear data the following two approaches
are suggested:

' This is a combined paper of two presentations given by the author (at Sessions I and VII)
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Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility.
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a)

Case of dominant interest in neutron data for fission reactors:
Exploitation of the L-band linac to the same level as it is done for
S-band linacs, including post acceleration pulse compression. This and
a slight increase of the p.r.f. could bring a factor of 10 in
intensity compared to contemporary electron linac driven sources.
Development requirements are modest. No new infrastructure would be
needed.

b)

Case of dominant interest in neutron data for fusion reactors.
Use of a KFK cyclotron type source. With 70 MeV deuterons on uranium a

hundred times more neutrons would be available at 14 MeV than with
contemporary electron linac driven sources. No development would be
required. There is however development potential for still higher
neutron intensities. The y-flash effect associated with electron
linacs would be avoided.

1.

Introduction

The interest in differential neutron data for energy applications
moved within the past 40 years from thermal/epithermal to resonance
data in the eV/keV range and from there now to data in the low MeV
range. It therewith followed the general trend of technological
developments from thermal to fast fission reactors and from here - in
a projection into the future - anticipated the development of
terrestrial
fusion
power sources.
In parallel, but largely
independent, suitable neutron spectrometers for the measurement of
these data were developed which could cope with most of the data

requirements.
The thermal reactor neutron beam sources equipped with mechanical
choppers or crystal spectrometers, which were the only facilities to
measure thermal neutron cross section data at the beginning of the
"Nuclear Age" were superseded by electron linac based pulsed white
neutron sources. The potential of these facilities for differential
neutron data measurements soon proved to be largely superior to that
of the first generation of neutron spectrometers, mainly due to their
possibility to produce much shorter neutron bursts than the mechanical
choppers, an essential requisite for high resolution neutron time of
flight spectroscopy. With this property and with the progressive
shortening of electron beam pulses from fractions of microseconds down
to fractions of nanoseconds, last but not least also with the

continuous increase of peak beam power intensities the linac based
neutron time of flight spectrometers became not only matchless
instruments for the measurement of neutron data in the resonance
neutron energy range but also entered into a serious competition with
Van de Graaff accelerator and cyclotron based sources, which before
governed the upper keV and low MeV neutron energy range.

With contemporary electron linac based pulsed white neutron sources it
is now possible to measure e.g. high resolution neutron transmission
data in an energy range extending from one meV up to 100 MeV, covering
thus 11 decades of neutron energy. The intense bremsstrahlung-flash
associated with the neutron production process in high Z electron
linac targets may present serious problems in some experiments.
Generally it does not give rise to difficulties, since it can be
attenuated to tolerable levels by suitable shielding measures.
The relative neutron intensity deficiency in the MeV range as compared
to other possible source options, the interest in neutron data for
fusion and the exploitation saturation of contemporary electron linac

based white neutron sources give rise to plans or thoughts to replace
the existing linacs by a new generation of more powerful neutron
source drivers for high resolution neutron spectroscopy.

A considerable amount of information shown or used in this paper can
be found in ref.(1).

2.

2.1.

Contemporary electron linac based neutron tine of flight spectrometers

Traveling wave r.f. electron linear accelerators - a reminder

Flg.1 gives a schematic functional view of such an accelerator.
Electromagnetic (E.M.) waves produced in pulses by klystrons at a
power level of 20 to 30 MW are injected into an accelerator section
which

consists

of

linear

arrays

of

resonating

dimensions of the cavities, in particular the
coupling holes which serve also as a passage for
are designed in such a manner that the phase
selected wave mode is adapted to the local

cavities.

The

diameter of the
the electron beam
velocity of the
velocity of the

they "condense" around a working phase which is normally chosen
close to the top of the wave in order to achieve maximum energy. In
classical linacs the electron energy gain is of the order of 10
MeV/m. The lengths of the micropulse trains forming a (macro-)pulse
can be adjusted between some nanoseconds and several microseconds
The pulse repetition rates (p.r f.) can be varied between single
shot and values of the order of 1000 Hz (JAERI Linac: 600 Hz,

Electron
gun

Harwell Linac: 2000 Hz).
:
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Electron linear Accelerator

electrons. When this velocity approaches the speed of light, the
cavity structure must not vary any longer. This is practically the
case for electron energies larger than some MeV. The electron pulses
are generated by a triode gun. Part of the electrons are lost since
they meet the E.M. wave at the front end of the accelerator in a
decelerating phase or in a phase-instable position. To increase the
phase acceptance a pre-buncher is applied. In clever designs phase
acceptances up to 70% of the injected beam have been achieved. The
original pulse is chopped into a train of micropulses (bunches)
which have widths of about 10 ps

The repetition rate depends on the

microwave frequency of the accelerator ( ~3 GHz for S-band,-1.3 GHz
for L-band linacs). So in an S-band linac the time interval between
successive micropulses is
333 ps. The electrons of each bunch
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Electron pulse compression
Resolution and spectral intensity are the essential parameters of
each spectrometer - so also of a neutron time of flight
spectrometer. There is a never ending quest for improving both

quantities. In the case of
spectrometer both quantities

Power Klystrons ( - 30 MW each )

Fig 1

2.2.

undergo phase oscillations in the early stage of acceleration before

the electron linac based t.o f.
can be dramatically ameliorated

simultaneously by a practical lossless compression of the electron
(macro-)pulses. Two approaches are possible: pre- or postacceleration pulse compression. The first one was tried at the Oak
Ridge electron linac (ORELA)(2), the latter one was realized at the
Geel electron linac (GELINA)(3>. It is briefly reviewed below
Fig. 2 illustrates the method.
For electron pulse widths, which are much smaller than the so-called
filling time I> of an accelerator section (time required to fill
that section with E.M. energy - for GELINA Tr = 1-liis), the energy

gain of the accelerated electrons is exclusively won from the E M.
energy stored in the cavities of the section. The first micro-pulse
in the train of all those forming a (iiacro-) pulse sees the maximum
acceleration field, the next one gets a little bit less acceleration
since a (small) part of the stored energy was consumed by the
forerunner. So the energy of the micro-pulses in the train is
successively and monotonically reduced from the beginning to the end
of the pulse. This intrinsic feature of time-energy relationship
along the (macro)-pulse can be used for pulse compression:
If one injects such a pulse into a magnet system, which is designed
to allow the beam electrons a 360° turn in the magnetic field before
they leave the system in the original direction, then one gets the
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100 A
333ps——|

0.67ns

Fig 2 Post acceleration electron pulse compression at GELINA
The train of micropulses (width — 10 ps, spacing 333 ps) forming a (macro-)pulse of e g 10 ns width
enters j magnet system from which the electrons leave after a 360° turn The exclusive use of stored

E M energy available in the cavities of the Linac implies a monotonous decrease of the electron
energies from bunch to bunch and therewith a corresponding length decrease of the electron
trajectories within the magnet system Leading and trailing edge of the pulse come closer together
The individual micropulses are somewhat stretched in time due to their energy spectrum One can find
a magnetic induction B such that the transformed micropulses are stacked one on each other at the

Fig. 3.

same time when leaving the magnet Pulse widths of 0 67 ns have been observed for such micropulse

GELINA with a plastic scmtillator by means of the

stacks They correspond to real pulse widths of 0 6 ns

t

Inititial (a) and compressed (b) pulses measured at

flash

first micro-pulse (having the highest energy) moving on the largest
trajectory and the last micro-pulse (with the least energy) moving
on the
speeds
magnet
as the

neutron output by a factor of 10 with respect to the conventional
target. The application of the fission chain reaction is unavoidably
coupled with a broadening of the neutron burst width In this case
the burst width is 120 ns which limits the use of the booster source

smallest one. Since all the electrons after acceleration have
close to c, a compressed pulse appears at the exit of the
system. It contains practically the same number of electrons
entrance pulse. This means that the pulse height is increased

to t.o.f. measurements
range.

in the same rate as the pulse width is shortened. Fig. 3 shows a
result measured via the v-flash by means of a plastic
scintillator*3). pulses with an average width of 0.6 ns have been so

at GELINA which should enhance the neutron yield above 10 MeV by a
factor two to three Calculated neutron yields for such a target are
shown in Fig. 1b.

patented in which the electrons can perform a double turn '"'. This
allows a reduction of the diameter of the magnet.
2.4.

Linac targets
The accelerated electrons impinge on a thick high Z target (uranium
or tantalum), generate there an intense bremsstrahlung-flash which
subsequently produces in the same target body photo-neutrons and in
an U-target to a lesser amount also fission neutrons. Above about 30
MeV electron energy the neutron production rate is nearly
proportional to the electron beam power '^'. From a thick natural
uranium target about 6 neutrons are emitted per 100 electrons of 100
MeV. Use of enriched uranium increases the rate by only -10J (6) The
corresponding neutron production rate of tantalum is about 60Ï of
that of natural uranium. Both water and mercury cooling is in use.
Power density in the targets may reach several tens of kW/cm3.
Mercury cooling is preferred if neutron moderation is to be avoided.
(Moderators can be placed independently if required.)
Fig.
ta illustrates the design of some targets in use or provided
for use at contemporary electron linacs. At the Harwell electron
linac (HELIOS) a special booster target '?) is still available as a
supplement to the high power fast target. This uses the neutron
multiplication of a small subcritical 235u assembly to enhance the
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neutron energy

Besides the existing stationary and rotary mercury cooled natural
uranium targets also a heterogeneous U-Be target (8) win be in use

obtained. Recently a pulse compression magnet has been proposed and

2.3.

in the thermal/epithermal

Neutron spectra/moderators
Below a few MeV
electron bombarded
a fission neutron
Even at 100 MeV a

the original neutron spectrum, produced by an
uranium or tantalum target, is similar to that of
spectrum. It extends however to higher energies.
small but still useful neutron intensity has been

observed (9). To enhance the spectral intensities at eV/keV neutron
energies moderators consisting of polyethylene or water are placed
as close as possible to the targets. Polyethylene can only be used
at relativily low electron beam power levels. It exhibits radiation
damage resulting in deformation, cracks and gradual neutron spectrum
hardening. The "life time" of such a moderator is about U kW (beam
power) weeks. The optimization of the dimensions of the GELINA
polyethylene moderator was based on Monte Carlo calculations ' 10'
which also yielded energy dependent distribution functions of the
moderation times (resp. distances) and their averages as well as the
spectrum of the escaping neutrons. At GELINA this moderator is now
replaced by beryllium canned water moderators situated above and
below the rotary target. Beryllium is used instead of stainless
steel to avoid resonance structured neutron beam intensities.
Neutron spectra obtained at GELINA with and without polyethylene
moderator are shown for higher neutron energies in Fig.5a(11) and
with moderator for thermal/epithermal energies in Flg.5b^

'.
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ORELA (Oak Ridge)

HELIOS (Harwell)

A

™i
Water cooled

Ta-target

Water cooled

U - target

Hg- cooled
Hg-target with

235

U booster

GELINA (Geel)

ja
Mercury cooled stationary U- target

Fig. 4a.

Mercury cooled rotating U-target

Mercury cooled
heterogeneous B e - U - t a r g e t

Neutron producing targets at some contemporary electron linacs

NEUrPON FLUX FRO»* POLYETHYLENE
MODERATOR At 0£LI*A W NEUTRONS/cm J
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Fig.Bb
Polyethylene
moderator
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Fig. 4b.

10°
Calculated neutron yields of a uranium and a heterogeneous
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Fig's 5.

Neutron spectra at GELINA

To enhance the neutron intensities at subthermal energies a liquid
Fig.50
a'6-.
D*
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Polyethylene
moderator.
keV/MeV range

methane moderator has been installed at GELINA which operates
at -16U°C. Fig. 6 shows the construction and Fig.Sc the neutron
spectrum obtained with this moderator
in perspective with the
spectrum available at ambient temperatures with a water moderator. A
spectrum enhancement factor of up to five can be achieved by the CHl4
moderator below 25 meV .
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2.5.

Liquid methane moderator

Neutron time of flight facilities

The neutron emission from the electron linac targets described above
is nearly Isotropie
This allows the installation of many
flightpaths, which to a good fraction can be operated simultaneously
(annual average at Geel . ~5 of 12 installed) The stronger foreward
peaked y-flash favours flightpath installations around the direction
vertical to the electron beam axis. Figure 7 gives examples of layouts of some major neutron time of flight facilities around electron

unacs

GEEL

Fig. 7.

Some linac based neutron time of flight facilities

2.6.

Intensity/resolution considerations pertaining to pulse compression
For any given spectrometer spectral intensity and resolution are

peak current 10 A

To assess the real improvement one has to

normally anti-correlated: The better the resolution, the smaller the

one available now with pulsp compression (starting pulse width: 10

spectral intensity and vice-versa. In the case of pulse compression

ns, peak current- 10 A).

compare the spectrometer operated with these parameters and that

both the neutron pulse intensity and the resolution become better at

the same time ' We investigate here the improvement of neutron
intensities for a given
compression is applied:

total

energy

uncertainty,

when

pulse

• the other

time and

length

uncertainties must

be taken

into

account. This strongly reduces the advantage factor for most of
the experimental situations
But what is left is still
considerable.

If I(E) denotes the number of neutrons per cm^, keV and second

Fig. 8 displays ratios V(E) of the neutron intensities of the old (4

arriving at a distance L from a pulsed source, which emits S(E)

ns)

neutrons per keV and second isotropically and if AE is the total

compression) for a target without moderator (negligible moderation

neutron

energy

uncertainty

produced

by

the

flightpath

length

uncertainty AL and the flight time uncertainty At, with

to

those

of

the new

one

(10

ns

-» 0.6

ns

time) The ratios are calculated for the respective cases of target
and detector contributions to the flight length uncertainties of 1

; At* = £ At

AL° = E AL,

spectrometer

cm each (upper curve) and 2 cm each (lower curve). The parameters

then one may express I ( E ) by S(E) and these uncertainties:

for the Atj. contributions quoted

in the plot correspond to the

realistic case of a performed transmission experiment. The plot
©

HE) = S(E).AEVl6nE' (AL'+ EAtV72,3 2 )

demonstrates-

(E is measured in MeV, L in meter and t in ns).
• the considerable improvement in neutron intensities for a given
Comparing now two t o f. spectrometers with equal energy resolution
AE, the same source strength S(E) and the same AL one obtains for
the intensity ratio
®

neutron energy uncertainty AE achievable by pulse compression
• the importance of flightpath uncertainties (target and detector
thicknesses) even at MeV neutron energies.

V(E) =

I, IE,

A L / + E.At^/72,3''

' 2 (E|

AL 2 + E.At 2 /72,3 2

It is legitimate to ask whether the burst width of 0 6 ns measured
at GELINA via the \-flash corresponds to the real neutron burst
width. The rather massive rotary uranium target may in fact enlarge

At
v(

—— )
At, /

2

2

for AL « E.At /72,3

somewhat the original burst. There is however an indirect proof that

2

such an effect cannot be substantial: High resolution transmission

This is the case of pulse compression if we denote with index 1
intensity and
compression.

time

uncertainty

after

and with

index

2

before

One has to make here the following remarks:
• the shortest routinely available, intensity optimized pulse width
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at GELINA without pulse compression is 4 ns and the corresponding

measurements have been carried out on the resonances of 1°0 at
3438 6 keV and 3441.63 keV at the KFK cyclotron (1iJ) with AE/E =
2.6-10-1 and at GELINA (15) with AE/E = 1.9 10-1 both using pulse
width of 0.7 ns and the longest flightpaths (resp. 200 and 400 m).
The result is shown in Fig.9. The observed resonance widths seem to
correspond to the resp. calculated energy resolutions which do not
consider a possible burst broadening by the targets.
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100

MeV

Ratios of the neutron intensities of the old (4 ns burst width) to

High resolution transmission data on the resonances of 16O at

the new (0.6 burst width) GELINA neutron time of flight

3438.6 keV and 3441.63 keV

spectrometer for equal energy resolution AE. The ratios are

•

full line:

GELINA

calculated for the respective cases of target and detector

•

dotted line:

KFK cyclotron

thicknesses of 1 cm each (upper curve) and 2 cm each (lower

both using burst widths of 0.7 ns and the longest flightpaths

curve). The parameters for the Atj contributions quoted in the

(GELINA: 400 m, KFK: 190 m)

plot correspond to the case of a performed experiment

with AE/E

= 1.9 10'4

with AE/E = 2.6 10'4

2.7.

~

The different types of contemporary accelerator based neutron time
of flight spectrometers in perspective.
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experiments in which due to overlap conditions the p.r.f. needs to
be reduced down to the 1000 Hz level the sources should be compared
on the base of neutron yields per burst (anisotropy effects not
considered). Such situations are frequently found (depending on
flightpath length, samples, detectors, etc.)
when the interesting
neutron energy range extends (e.g.
from 1 MeV) down to the low keV
or eV range. These are the cases where electron linacs have the
highest application potential as compared to other accelerator
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SOMeV d U (0°) /CYCLOTRON 1KFK)

7M«V V d G (CBNMI (0°)

0 25ns

10 '

Fig. 10 b.

Fig. 10 a.
Thick target neutron yields per incident particle, keV, sr, for
different nuclear reactions used or considered for use.

Thick target neutron yields per shortest pulse of incident
particles, keV, sr, s

Table II gives the cotal number of neutrons per (shortest^ ourst for
the different considered thick- sources. It demonstrates that r.f.
electron linacs produce the largest number of electrons per burst

LAMPF SATELLITE SOURCE ( 90 )
0 2ns

ard that LAMPF and the KFK cyclotron gain their higher average
neutron intensities at the shortest bursts only via tne higher pulse
repetition frequencies!
Table II
p. r.f. (Hz)

A

n
>i
[nsl

partnumber of
particles total
neutrons per
icles/ per pulse
target
barst

900

0.6

e-/U

6-10"

3.6-10'° (5)

58000

0.2

p/U

3-10 s

1.0. lu10'«)

2- 10*(2- 105)

0.8

d/U

7.2-109

1.8-109

(1)

FMIT-type*

8-10 7

1 .0

d/Li

7.5-10 9

3.7-10 8

(23)

7 Mi V.d.G

6.25- 10s

0.25

d/Be

1 .U-10 7

GELINA
LAMPF

KFK cyclotron

(19)

Fig.lOc presents the average number of neutrons per keV, sr and
second obtained with the p.r.f.'s in Table II. No account is given

to p.r.f. reduction due to overlap conditions which can be effective

below about one MeV.
Fig.lOd shows the average reutron inte-.sity per keV, sr and second
for equal "instrumental resolution" R, where R - ût* L
(Atb : burst width in ns and L : flight path length in m.)

The value of R has been chosen equal to 0.0015 ns/m, the minimum
value obtained so far at existing t.o.f. spectrometers (GELINA). It
has become customary to compare t.o.f. spectrometers on the base of
such a source relevant quantity, neglecting the influence of the
uncertainty components other than the burst widths which normally
also contribute to the energy resolution. This leads to a too
idealistic picture in particular for those
spectrometers
using
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Fusion Material Irradiation Test Facility, (35 MeV deuterons on Li)

Fig.lOc

Thick target average neutron yields per keV, sr, s for shortest
pulse widths and maximum pulse repetition rates. (Table II)

ultra-short burst widths ( - 0 . 2 n s ) . Here the weight of the other
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time and length uncertainty components to the energy resolution w i l l
in most experimental situations dominate the contribution from the
\*

LAMPF S A T E L L I T E SOURCE (90 )
0 1 n5

burst w i d t h . This becomes evident from

(AE/E) 2 = 4/L2 (AL 2 + E/72,3 2 At 2 )

which relates the different uncertainty components (L in meters, E
in MeV and At in ns).

In Fig. 11 the neutron energy E is plotted against At for the case
where the length uncertainty contribution to AE equals that of the
time contribution: 72.32 AL2 = EAt2
One can see that e.g. for At = 0.2 ns (total time uncertainty) and
for a AL = 1 cm (total length uncertainty) the contribution of AL
to AE is dominant even up to neutron energies of 13 MeV.

Instead of comparing spectrometers on the base of R = Atb/L one
finds sometimes also comparisons made with a fixed AE as a
reference. Since AE depends on experimental conditions which differ
from case to case and moreover on the neutron energy also such an

approach is only of limited value.
One may

E„IMeVI

Fig. 10 d.

Thick target average neutron yields per keV, cm2, s
and for an "instrumental resolution" R = Atpu|Se/L =
0.0015 ns/m.
The used pulse widths are given in Table II.

better

construct

realistic

reference model

experiments

designed for best possible AE(E) functions and use these functions
as references for intensity comparisons.
It can be shown that in the case of transmission experiments
performed with the same detector and the same electronics at our
different t.o.f. spectrometers and with the experimental parameters
used for the high resolution transmission experiments at the KFK
cyclotron as the reference case (with only the flightpath length
extended from 190m to 400m), the neutron intensity curves shown in
Fig. lOd for the ultra-short burst width spectrometer of LAMPF and
the 7 MV Van de Graaff would have to be tracked downward by a factor
of up to 2.5, while the curves for the other spectrometers would
stay almost unchanged.

2.7.2. General Inter-comparison
•

LAMPF subnanosecond beam pulse and proton storage ring facilities
(28)

The subnanosecond satellite neutron source at LAMPF opens new
dimensions Ln neutron time of flight spectroscopy, in particular at
higher neutron energies. It has Just become operational. Pulse
widths shorter than 0.2 ns are available from the microstructure of
a chopped ~H beam which is accelerated simultaneously with the main
*H beam and then magnetically separated from it. At 58000 Hz pulse

repetition frequency this beam produces average neutron intensities
in a W or U target which are superior to those of all other
competing high resolution neutron t.o.f. spectrometers. With this
neutron source experiments will be carried out in the 3-500 MeV
range. At lower neutron energies, however, where t.o.f. overlap
considerations limit the neutron burst rate to values below ~ 1000 Hz
the r.f. linac based neutron sources are comparable or superior in
intensity, depending on the direction of the neutron flightpath used
at this LAMPF source. It has to be emphasized here that the spectral
intensities presented in Fig.'s 10 b,c,d for that source were

derived from data calculated for an observation angle of 90° with
respect to the incident proton beam. In the foreward direction the
intensities could be higher by a factor of up to 10. Information on
spectral neutron intensities at foreward angles was not available
for consideration in an intercompanson.

Remarks :

\
ns

Fig. 11.

Neutron energies at which the contribution of the flight length
uncertainty AL to the energy uncertainty AE becomes equal to
the corresponding contribution from the time uncertainty At
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Burst widths as short as 0.2 ns are only useful when all other
time and length uncertainties contributing to the energy
uncertainty can be made comparatively small. This is achievable at
neutron energies above some 10 MeV where the AL contribution
usually becomes relatively small.
There is up to now only one evacuated neutron flightpath
available. This has a length of only 40 m. The (geographically)

en

- The number of possible neutron flightpaths is limited (about 3)
due to the use of an internal target.

maximum possible flightpath length is about 250 m. (At the
electron linac based neutron t o f. spectrometers ORELA, HELIOS,
JAERI and GELINA in total more than 40 evacuated neutron
•

flightpaths are Installed.)

The application potential of fast pulsed neutron sources based on
this category of accelerators has its centre of gravity in the

Complementary to the subnanosecond pulse facility there is now
also a beam available from the proton storage ring which delivers
pulses of 0.27 iis width at a rate of 12 Hz on a tungsten target.
This neutron source with its unprecedented high average neutron
intensities of 1 lo'" n/s will be mainly used in solid state
physics applications (meV/sub-meV range). In the field of nuclear
data measurements it could compete favourably with r.f
linac based neutron sources up to about 10 keV.

Electron llnacs (r.f. type)

eV/keV neutron energy range where medium and heavy weight nuclei
show resolvable cross section resonance structure. The enormous
amount of cross section data available nowadays in this energy range
has almost exclusively been determined by means of electron linacs.
High quality neutron data measurements at very low neutron energies
(meV range) are also possible (2Ua,b,c) with these linac neutron
sources. In general this range is however the domain of high flux

electron

reactors (e.g. ILL) or spallation sources (e.g. LAMPF proton storage
ring).

Generally it may be said, therefore, that the r.f. electron linac
sources are de facto superior to the LAMPF sources in the neutron
energy range from 10 keV to some MeV.

Also the MeV range is accessible with linac based neutron sources
and programs to measure fusion relevant neutron data with them

exist. In special (transmission) cases the energy range may even be
•

50 MeV cyclotron at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe'1'

extended up to about 100 MeV. Spallation sources like LAMPF,
furthermore the KFK cyclotron facility and sources based on the d-Be
or d-Li reaction offer however more favourable neutron spectra.
Moreover the y-flash may be a handicap in some linac experiments
with MeV neutrons

(d-U source)
The Fig 's 10 demonstrate the excellent potential of such a source
in particular for the measurement of nuclear data which could be of
interest for future fusion reactors. At 14 MeV the 0° neutron yield
per keV, steradian and second is a factor 50 larger than the
corresponding 90° (isotropic) yield of GELINA and even a factor two
higher than the 90° yield of the LAMPF subnanosecond source! With
0 8 ns pulse width the spectrometer also has an optimal short
neutron burst capability The KFK facility has for a long time been
the neutron spectrometer with the best resolution/intensity
performance. It is not used any longer in a neutron data program.
Limiting remarks:
- Below 1 MeV the neutron intensities drop down quickly. Moreover
the pulse repetition rates need to be reduced to avoid overlap of
neutrons from successive bursts. (Fig. lOb)

The favourable position of GELINA with respect to ORELA and HELIOS
(Fig. 10d) is entirely due to the pulse compression system, which in
principle - after the installation of more powerful electron guns
could also be applied at those L-band accelerators.
•

Van de Graaff accelerators
Post acceleration pulse compressors now installed at several Van

de Graaff's (26) allow pulse widths of 0.2 ns or even less. With
the white neutron spectrum from a thick Be-target bombarded with
deuterons such facilities are suited for high resolution neutron
time of flight measurements in the low MeV range. Since both the

number of deuterons in the short pulses (Table II) and the number

• minimum accelerator pulse width:

of neutrons per deuteron (Fig 10a) are comparatively small, a
high pulse repetition rate is required to obtain reasonable
neutron intensities (625000 Hz in the case of an experiment with
the Gael 7 MV Van de Graaff) Fig lOd shows that between 1 and 10
MeV the intensities at best possible resolution are on a

• average neutron intensity improvement

competitive level with ORELÄ dnd HELIOS, not however with GELINA.

3.2.

Below 1 MeV the neutron intensities become too low and p.r.f.
limitations due to overlap conditions would reduce the available

3.2.1.

intensities still further.

The remarks concerning the use of ultra-short neutron burst widths
which were made in the case of LAMPF hold also here. Usually only
one neutron flightpath is installed or considered for
installation.

3. Electron linacs and beyond
3.1.

General Aspects
The incentives to replace the actual electron r.f.linac based
neutron sources by a new generation of more powerful sources can be
derived from the following arguments:

• electron linac based neutron sources have existed for several
decades. Their exploitation has reached saturation levels.
Experiments with higher degrees of sophistication (differentiation), on very radioactive materials or on samples available
only in nano- and microgram quantities require a sensible increase
in neutron intensities, maintaining the short pulse capacity which

is available now.
• the growing interest in neutron data for fusion reactors

Electron

<

1 ns

factor pertaining to existing linac sources
* En ä 5 MeV (main fission energy interest):

> 10

* ~ 5 MeV <E n < 18 MeV (main fusion energy interest)

> 100

Existing studies for electron linac replacements
ORELA replacement study
Two conceptual design studies have been made by the Accelerator
Technology Division of LANL on behalf of ORNL
a) Large Proton Lirac (tantalum target)
Design goal was a 200 MeV machine capable of accelerating

5- 10" protons per micropulse at a rate of 1000 Hz. The LftNL
proposal consisted of a 200 keV duopigatron multi-aperture ion
source, followed by a beam chopper, a 40 MHz RFQ (acceleration
from 0.2 to 5 MeV), an 80 MHz drift tube linac (acceleration
from 5 to UO MeV) and a 160 MHz drift tube linac (acceleration
from 10 to 200 MeV). The calculated intensity was 3x10 11
protons/micropulse (1 3 neutrons/proton). This means that a

peak current of 2A and 200 keV would be required at the
entrance of the RFQ. Pulse widths of one microsecond would be
provided for long pulse mode operation. They
trains of 40 micropulses. In the short
accelerator would deliver 1 ns pulses of 200
25 ns pulses of 200 keV. The total r f. power

would consist of
pulse mode the
MeV starting from
consumption would

be 7.7 MW. and the costs of the total facility including
research was estimated to be possibly in excess of 100 million
US* (1981) Fig. 12a shows a block scheme of this proposal The
total length of the accelerator is more than 120 m.

linac based sources suffer from relative neutron deficiencies in
the MeV range.
General desiderata for a new accelerator based neutron source which

serves the field of nuclear data for energy applications could be:
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b) Linac Ring Compressor (LIRIC)

The second study aimed at a source which was expected to be
less expensive than the first project. It concerned a system
comprising a 250 MeV H~ linear accelerator of the PIGMI (Pion

ORNL-DWG 8 2 - 2 0 6 8 3
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1

1

1

80 MHz
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|

5 MeV

f
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~
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20 MeV

|

NBS has published a preliminary conceptual design study for a 100
MeV induction linac which aims at accelerating 250 A electrons,
2.5 A protons and 1.2 A deuterons with pulse lengths up to 100 ns
and repetition rates up to 1000 Hz. The accelerator would be used
for neutron and high-LET research. No information on minimum pulse

160 MHz

DTL 3

~
40 MeV

f

STRUCTURE COST

5 8 MS

26MS

30MS

15 1 MS

RF EQUIPMENT COST

3 2 MS

t 9MS

1 7 MS

14 O MS

JOO MeV
H" UNEAR ACCELERATOR

INJECTION TRANSPORT

Fig. 12a
Block diagram for the large proton linac with peak rf power requirements, average rf
power requirements at 100 pps, structure costs, and rf equipment cost for each accelerator

section The total average rf power requirement is 7 7 MW and the total linac
manufacturing cost is S 47M (1981) The average rf power cost would be proportional to
the repetition rate

»F<l

= «AOIO-FREqUENCr

OfL s O H I F T - r u B E LINAC
CCU = C O U P L E D - C A V I T Y L I N A C

9UNCM

COMPRESSOR

Generator for Medical Irradiations) type and an accumulator
ring which is filled 833 times/second with 6 circulating pulses
of 6 ns. It comprised furthermore an extraction line on which
these pulses are compressed to 1 ns. Each of the bunches is
expected to contain 6xl010 protons, fit 250 MeV about 2.3
neutrons are generated per proton. The pulse repetition rate on
target is 5000 Hz. Total equipment cost was expected to be 43
million US$ (1984). Fig. 12b shows the design of that facility.
3.2.2. Replacement plans for the NBS electron llnac^28)

Induction

linear

accelerators

are

capable

Fig. 12b.

Conceptual design for a 250-MeV Linac-Ring-Compressor (LIRIC) neutron

of

accelerating

kiloamperes of electrons and amperes of protons at the
comparatively low voltage gradient of about 0.25 MeV per meter
(for comparison: r.f. traveling wave electron linacs: 10 MeV/m).
The Livermore ATA induction linac is designed for 10 kA, 50 MeV, 5
Hz, 50 ns electron pulses (29)

source In the short pulse mode, macropulses are overlayed 30 times in
the ring forming 6 ns-wide pulses each containing 6 x 10'° protons These

protons are compressed to be 1 ns wide at the target by the 70-m-long
compressor line The PIGMI would fill the ring 833 times per second with
six circulating pulses giving an on-target repetion rate of 5000 pps

Utopian.

widths is given. The relatively low electrical field strengths in
induction linacs and the desired very high peak currents do not
allow electron burst widths of 1 ns or below as available at other
accelerators. The minimum achievable electron burst width would

3.3.

of

superconducting

S-band

linacs

is

L-band linacs (\ = 23 cm)
The energy stored in the cavities of a r.f. linac scales as the
square of the used wavelengths. L-band linacs can therefore
accommodate a factor of five more stored energy than S-band
linacs. Consequently in short pulse mode also the maximum number
of accelerable charges could be a factor of five larger. Together

require highest

with a possible increase of the p.r.f. by a factor of two over the
present level there may be potential for an overall gain factor of

The development potential of r.f. electron linacs
- a qualitative assessment -

10 in average beam power and therewith source strength as compared
to the existing S-band linac sources. The increase in the number
of electrons per bucket implies the construction of new more
powerful electron guns which is mainly a matter of up-scaling of

• S-band linacs (A = 10 cm)

The development potential of non-superconducting S-band

linacs

geometrical dimensions. Pulse compression at L-band linacs with
the method realized at GELINA is principally possible. It requires
just that up-scaling of intensities by \2 in order to use up the

with respect to a further increase in the number of accelerated
electrons in a pulse is exhausted. At GELINA pulses of

100 nC

(10A,
10 ns) are accelerated. These utilize ~ 50Î of the stored
energy which has as a consequence that the electron energy spectra
become very broad. This broadening is however fully and very
usefully exploited for pulse compression. The average beam
intensity may be increased noticeably only via an increase of the

stored E.M. energy at the same rate as in an S-band linac.
Such an approach would be the cheapest way to improve neutron
intensities of an existing linac facility by a factor of about 10
since it would not require a new infrastructure (building,
flightpaths, etc.) and could lend on existing technologies.
Going superconducting with such an L-band accelerator could bring
another factor of 10 using the same arguments as before in the
case of S-band accelerators. The limiting statements made there,

pulse repetition frequency, ft p.r.f. of 2000 to 3000 Hz may be
technically possible at the present peak power rating of GELINA.

It would require substantial modifications
modulators and accelerator sections.

technology

MeV energies of interest to fusion persists.

probably be not smaller 10 ns. The expected high peak currents
cannot compensate this deficiency. Induction linacs can therefore
not compete in performance with r.f. linacs as bases for high
resolution neutron time of flight spectrometers, this in
particular not if the latter ones are equipped with postacceleration pulse compression. Nevertheless they can be powerful
neutron sources in applications which do not
neutron energy resolution.

The

however not advanced enough at present to consider this
possibility seriously for a new generation of intense pulsed white
neutron sources. Moreover the relative deficiency of neutrons at

of

the

existing

hold however also here.

A superconducting S-band linac would allow acceleration of larger
quantities of electrons in a bucket due to the possibility of
storing in principle more E.M. energy. More important would be
that the p.r.f. could be substantially increased. It is difficult
to assess which overall improvement factor could be achieved for
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the average beam

intensity.

A

factor of

10 does not

appear

3.4.

Concluding remarks pertaining to possible advanced accelerator based

pulsed white neutron sources.

The ultimate choice would depend on :
• the predominant research interest
• the level of funding possibilities

CJ

If the interest is mainly

in neutron data for fission reactors

(eV/keV range), then the cheapest way to achieve a factor of about
10 more neutrons than available with contemporary electron linacs,
maintaining sub-nanosecond pulsing capability, would be to exploit
the possibilities of L-band linacs to the same level as it is done
for S-band linacs and to increase the pulse repetition rate
slightly.Existing infrastructure (buildings, flightpaths) could be
used.
Any further increase of beam intensities on this line would require
superconducting accelerator structures.
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Abstract
Some new experimental results and calculations bearing on calibration
fnergies for neutron spectrometers are examined, and their influence on values
and errors of the 1982 INDC/NEANDC Standard List io discussed. On this basis,
a revised list is presented, to be considered as a draft proposed for the next
updated issue of the INDC/NEANDC nuclear standards f i l e .
Critical aspects of the absolute determination of resonance energies by
neutron time-of-flight are discussed and some recommendations are givtn for
the correct use of the dat i and for future work in this field.

1.

INTRODUCTION

People having to do w i t h neutron induced reactions often meet some
difficulty in referring the results of measurements to a common energy scale.
A-J i consequence, there is a genenl requirement for J set of standard neutron
energies, easily reproducible on currently used neutron spectrometers.
The first paper |l| e x p l i c i t l y responding to such a need appeared in
1973. It provides a l i s t of 89 energies corresponding to peaks of "prominent,
isolated neutron resonances in readily available isotopes", deduced
3 hirp,
from
time-of-flight
measurements,
mainly
performed
at
the
Nevis
synchrocyclotron of Columbia University, New York.
The selected energies
181
40
range from A.? eV ( ^ Ta) up to 0.76 MeV ( Ca). Most of the quoted relative
errors are around 10 , the smallest ones being = 3x10
A standard set is obviously worthy as much as 11 is generally accepted on
a worldwide basis.
For this reason the problem had to be taken up by
internationally acknowledged bodies
in fatt, in 1981 INDC and NEANDC decided
to publish periodically a joint standard f i l e of neutron data including the
item "Neutron Lnergy Standards".
In the frame of the work promoted by these rommi ttees,
d.D. James
reviewed the experimental data \2\ and eventually published a list |3| oi
neutron energies in the "1982 INDC/NEANDC Nuclear Standards File".
A more
recent review war presented by G.D. James |4| at the 1984 Advisory Group
Meeting on "Nuclear Standard Reference Data".

To my knowledge, outside thib internation i l frame, there are two lists
which were presented in the United Stattb as "Standard Neutron Energieb"
an
<valu it ion |b| published in FNDF-300 (October 1979) md a t i b l e |6| appeared
in an appendix of the last edition of "Neution Cross-Sectiorio" volumes (1984).
However, these tables hive no official tharacter, in fact LSFWG has- not
retommended any specific value
The 1982 INDC/NEANDC table represents a substantial improvement over the
first Columbia data.
The new list includes 40 resonance energies, ranging
from 0.65 eV (
Ir) up to 12.1 MeV ( C)
Quoted errors are an order of
magnitude smaller than in réf. |l|.
Nine resonances are common to both tables it is interesting to note that
for five of them the new values are outside the confidence limits quoted in
the first table ]l|
From this we argue that experimentalists may not always
be fully aware of systematic errors effecting their measurements
In the
following we shall have to consider this possibility if we want to establish a
set of "enduring" standard values.
Having issued their basic table, the two Nuclear Data Committees have
taken the task upon themselves of reviewing the data from time to time, and
bringing the ir joint file up to date
The present paper is bas-ed on the work
performed to do such a task.
In the following, the consequences of new information now available are
examined, and a revised table of standard energies is presented. Some aspects
of neutron energy measurements are then discussed. From this, indications are
drawn on the correct use of standard values and on future work which could
improve the data quality.

2.

REVISION OF THE 1982 TABLE

In revising the 1982 data,
all of which are from time-of-flight
measurements, we mike use of new information on the following items

-

-

Moderation distance of source neutrons

The main body of data used in the compilation of the INDC/NEANDC table
comes from time-of-flight measurements j?| carried out at ORELA (Oak Ridge
Electron Linear Accelerator) on a flight-path 150 m long.
In this work,
systematic errors, which are generally much larger than statistical ones, are
mainly due to uncertainty in the moderation time, i.e the average delay from
generation of a neutron to its escape from the moderator.
This time interval
is equivalently given as "moderation distance 11 by multiplying it by the final
velocity of the neutron.
In the work of Olsen et al. this distance was
assumed to be 16 mm, independent of neutron energy, with an evaluated error of
±10 mm.
James ]2|, for the Harwell synchrocyclotron,
assumed a moderation
distance equal to three times the neutron mean free-path at the escape energy,
this is equivalent to consider the moderator as an infinite non-absorbing
hydrogenous medium |8|.
The effect of the finite dimensions of the moderator and of absorptions
was first studied by Michaudon |9| by Monte Carlo method
The problem of the determination of the moderation-distance distribution,
taking
into
account
the detailed
geometry
and composition of
the
target-moderator assembly, was then tackled by Bignami e_t al. |10| in 1974 and
later (1983) solved for the specific case of ORELA |ll|. This work shows that
the value of the average moderation distance is 21 mm at low energies and
increases with energy, according to an empirical formula given in réf. 1 1 1 1
For example, for the
S resonance at 112 keV, the effective flight-path
length should be 26 mm longer than assumed in réf. |7|.
By using these results,
all ORELA data can be corrected and the
corresponding part of the systematic error greatly reduced.
Likewise, a
similar correction can be applied to the
S data of réf. J 1 2 J , which were
also used in evaluating the standard energies.

Moder it ion time of source neutrons- at ORELA

2.2.

Length of neutron f lipht -patV

Generally,
in time-of-flight measurements each detector station is
provided with a suitable benchmark, placed in a stable position, whose
listance from the neutron producing target is accurately measured once for
ill.
Then, for each experiment the much ,horter distance from detector to
benchmark may be determined in a relatively less accurate way.
The mentioned neutron resonance data obtained at ORELA |7j relied upon
distance measurements between the neutron target jnd a fiducial line in the
150 m stition, taken with a surveying tTpe when the station *;as being built.
The reported uncertainty of such a length determination is ± 4 mm.

16

0 and

12

it ORELA

C resonance energies ibove 3 MeV

VelcM ity-to-en<rgy conversion constant for neutrons.

The above
sub-sf c tion^
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2.1.

points

are

discussed

>tparately

in

the

following

four

Flight-path length

ro

Subsoquen tly,
the distances on thi (No. G) Î L i g h t - p i t h w( re measured
again using a new eqjipment buo* c) on a L i^ er interferometer j l ^ l - The results

could he compared with earlier meaburt me rit s, aiso performed with a 'steel tape,
but not with those used to obtain t ne "bfandard" data of réf.
| 7\ .
The new
value, having an uncertainty of 1,5 inrn, was found to be I/ mm higher than the

(1)
or, more conveniently up to - 6 MeV, by its approximated expression
1

2

3 2 5 4 .

(2)

old one

Even if onf trusts the new determinations, there is no reason to apply i
correction to 01 sen's data |7! since the length difference refers to another
benchmark.
However, the- comparison of the results obtojned with surveying
tapes and with Laser teaches us that at leas* one of the two sets of
measurements is affected by a systematic error which the experimenters were
Also for the 200 m station on flight-pith No. i, used to obtain
unaware of.
the
S data |12|, a difference of 2b mm was found, much larger than the
alleged errors.
U n t i l we know the origin of the discrepancy, we can only
conclude that the length measurement which we are concerned with may have a
systematic error of the order of 17 mm.
2.3.

Karlsruhe data

High resolution transmission experiments on Carbon and Oxigen were
performed at the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron |14|, providing a new set of
calibration points above 3 MeV with a relative accuracy one o'-der of magnitude
better than the other standard values.
This was achieved by exploiting the
exceptional resolution (5.5 p^/m) of the Karlsruhe time-of-flight apparatus
and by caretul evaluation of all components of time and length measurements.
Here, an advantage with respect to lower neutron energies is that source
neutrons need no moderation.
Errors in absolute time calibration are negligible, while the absolute
length of the flight-path *ias determined with an accuracy AL/L = 4.6 ppm
(parts per million).
The time-of-flight corresponding to the peak of narrow
resonances could be cJetermined with a minimum uncertainty of about 25 pb.
Thub , calibration energies with relative errors as low as 12 ppm could
be establisned.
The published paper |14| reportb two tables of peak energies (notice not
resonance energies).
The first one Ints resonances having their
width r narrower than 10 E and relative errors
A E/E
between 12 and
20 ppm.
The second table shows resonances which, having larger r values,
are more suitable as energy st^ndardb for neutron spectrometers with a not
very high resolution, here the relative energy errors range from 40 to 99 ppm.

2.4.

Velocity to energy conversion

In time-of-flight spectrometers,
converted to energy by the usual formula

measureo

neutron

velocities

are

In (1) and (2) M
is the neutron mass expressed in energy units, and ß is
the neutron velocity expressed in c units.
While the adopted value of the light speed c
was practically constant
in the last years, this is not true for the neutron mass M
used in deducing
n
resonance energies.
Table 1 shows the M
values given by the successive evaluations and the
values used in some neutron time-of-flight works, the corresponding deviations
are referred to the "1983 evaluation" |18|. We see that M
values used at
Harwell |2| and Oak Ridge |7|, which are apparently based on a 1969 evaluation
1151,
are lower than the currently available "best value" by an amount
comparable with the attainable neutron energy uncertainties.
In updating the
standard energy values it is therefore worthwhile to correct the data of refs.
]2] and |7| for the respective mass difference.
Unfortunately this is not
possible tor the other data used in the compilation of the 1982 table since no
information is available on the M
values employed by the different authors.

Table 1
Adopted Neutron Mass

Reference

1969 evaluation
1971 evaluation
1977 evaluation
James (1977)
01 sen et al. (1978)
Cierjacks et al. (1980)
Mughabghab (1984)
1983 evaluation

15
16
17
2
7
14

6
18

Mass
(MeV)

939. .553
939 .576
939. .573
939 .553
939, .551
939 .573
939. .551
919. .5726

Deviation
(ppm)

- 21.1
3 .3
0.5
- 21
- 23
0.5
- 23

-

3.

Table 2 repress nts a draft ol the nev TNDC/NtANDC list of standard
"nergies.
It is only a pro/isional one sine" it has not yet been endorsed by
these committee?.
In order to ease the <j,e nf -such a tab'f, most of ihe standard resonances
are sho*/n in figs. 1 through 9, where they are labelled with a full dot
These figures reproduce, from ""he JEF-1 evaluated library, the total neutron
£^38
cross-section ol
U, pb, Fe, 0 and C in the energy intervals containing
standard resonances. One sees that also with Pb ind Fe it is not necessary to
use enriched isotopes to isolate calibr ition resonances
The t^ble
incorporates
the new information available since
the
compilation of the "1982 file", outlined in the preceding section.
For U resonances the reported data are based on three sets of
measurements performed at Oak Ridge |7], Harwell |2| and Geel |19|, the last
two covering only part of the resonances. A comparison among these three sets
of data showed the existence of systematic differences in the energy scales
Harwell's values being lower and Geel's higher than Oak Ridge values.
So,
rather than taking an axerage for the resonances having more than a single
energy determination, i<- was preferred to take an average of the energy scales
and then apply a normalization fai tor to the Oak Ridge data, actually this led
to an upward correction of 44 ppm.
Two more corrections were applied to the Oak Ridge data
a) the effective length of the flight-path wao increa ,ed according to the
calculated value of the moderation distante, as explained in 2.1,
b) in the time-to-energy conversion the 1983 standard neutron mass J18| was
adopted, instead of the mass used in réf. |7|, with a corresponding energy
increase of ?3 ppm.
The systematic part of the errors given by Olsen et 3l. |7| might have
been stnngly reduced on account of the accurate determination |ll| of the
moderation distance,
^ere not for the doubt raised by the new length
measurements |13[. However, sjch a remarKable uncertainty of about 240 ppm,
could be somewhat reduced taking in due account the results obtained at
Harwell \2\ and Gepl |19| for the sane
U resonances.

At low energy the two Ir values |20| were originally calibrated on the U
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resonance energies as given in réf. |2|,
in table 2 also these data were
corrected according to the new energy bcale.
The same normalization procedure was applieda) to the data of réf. |12| on
S, making use of the three
S values given
both in réf. |7| and in réf. |12|,
b) to the
Fe value given in réf. |3| for the resonance at 266.8 keV, making
use of 'he other Harwell synchrocyclotron data overlapping those trom Oak
Ridge.
Thus, including the energies of Pb, Al and Ni resonances simultaneously
measured )7j with U, we should have a consistent set of reference data from
Ü.6 eV to 819 keV.

Peak values of neutron resonances.

Targe L

Energy (eV)

Ir 191

0 6529

0.0005

Ir 193

1 .298

0.001

Error (eV)

Target

Laboratory system.

Energy (keV)

Error (keV)

238

4.5134

0.0011

U

238

5.6520

0.0014

5.9050

0.0017

U

U

238

*

6.673

0.002

Al

27

U

238

*

10 .237

0.004

S

32

30 .388

0.013

U

238

»

20 .867

0.005

Na

23

53.21

0.04

U

238

*

36.676

0.008

Pb 206

0.014

S

0.018

71 .22

0.04

32

97 .55

0.06

S

32

112 .23

0.07

0.03

Fe

56

266 .80

0. 13

189.67

0.04

S

32

412 .5

0.2

*

311.32

0.08

S

32

818 .8

04

238

*

397.65

0.09

0

16

* 1652.1

0.6

238

*

463 .22

0. 11

C

12

» 2078 .6

0. 5

U

238

*

620.06

0. 15

0

16

* 3211.68

0.04

U

238

*

708.39

0. 17

0

16

* 3438.60

0.06

U

238

*

905.2

0.2

0

16

* 3441.63

0.04

U

238

* 1420.0

0.3

0

16

* 4594.83

0.07

U

238

* 1474.1

0. 3

C

12

* 4937.07

0.07

U

238

* 2489 .7

0. 6

0

16

* 5369 .51

0. 11

U

238

* 2672 .8

0.6

0

16

* 6076 .19

0. 11

Pb 206

* 3358.2

0. 9

C

12

* 6296 .82

0.39

238

» 3458 .9

0.8

C

12

«12087

9.

d

238

*

66.024

U

238

*

80 .740

U

238

»

145 .65

U

238

*

U

238

U

U

U

(*)

Resonances shown in Figs. I through 9.

*

»

16

60

12

TOTAL

URAN lUM-238

Above this energy the resonances of '"0 and ~ C ^elected as energy
standards are shown in figb. 8 and 9.
Unfortunately, the measured values do
not have any link with the data below 1 MeV.
For the first two of these resonances, it 1.65
and 2.08 MeV,
the values
of table 2 are averages of results obtained at Geel 1 2 1 1 and Karlsruhe ]22 !,
and at Geel |2l|, Karlsruhe |22j and Harwell 1?!, respectively.
The other reference points from 3.2 to 6.4 MeV are taken from réf.
|14|
(see
2.3 above).
It should be noted that in fig.
8 the peak at 3.44 MeV
corresponds to a closely spaced doublet which may be used to t heck the energy
resolution.
Above 10 MeV the only available calibration point is given by a
broad peak in the cross-section of
C; the corresponding value given in
table 2 is an unpublished result obtained at Karlsruhe, already reported in
réf.
|4|.

2000

E (eV)

TOTAL

URANIUM-238

Fig.

2.

U total cross-section in the range 30O-10OO eV, with six
resonances selected as energy standards.

URANIUM-Z38

TOTAL

1400

j 1000

c"
600

.1,

.1..
80

(ev)

120

.1.

160

238

"u total cross-section below 20O eV, with eight resonances
selected as energy standards. Notice the logarithmic scale

j il
1.6
E (keV)
total cross-section in the range 1.3-1.7 keV,
resonances selected as energy standards.
1.4

238

1.5

with two

NATURAL LEAD

TOTAL.

URANIUM-238

^^f^^^f^^^^^^^f^^f T

TOTAL

10

2.5
238

2.6
E (keV)

2.7

10O

"U total cross-section in the range 2.4-2.8 keV r with two

Fig. 6.

resonances selected as energy standards.

URANIUM-238

JOTAL

Natural Lead total cross-section below 100 keV, with two
resonances selected as energy standards.

Pb

TOTAL

N A T U R A L IRON

60O

I
c~
200

3.4

3.5

3.6

220

E (keV)
Fig. 5.
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U total cross-section in the range 3.2-3.6 KeV, with one
resonance selected as energy standard.

Fig. 7.

240

E (keV)

26O

3TX

Natural Iron total cross-section in the range 200-300 keV, with
one ^"e resonance selected as energy standard.

TOTAL

O X Y G E N - I6
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4.

PROBLEMS IN PRECISE ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

An excellent review of the main difficulties and of the necessary
precautions in establishing precise calibration energies is found in James'
paper |2| it the 1977 Symposium on neutron standards
Herf I summarize the main points with some comments.

4.1.

Length measurements

The discrepant results obtained at ORELA with different measuring
apparatuses prove James1 right when, following Youden |23|, he asserts that
systematic errors should be experimentally assessed by repeating the
measurement under significantly different conditions.
With modern instruments |?,13,14| it should be possible to perform length
measurements with an error not larger than 2 ppm, which is entirely adequate
to our purposes
To this end the experience gained at CERN in this kind of
precision measurements |24| could be of help.

E (MeV)
Fig. 8

16
0 total cross-section in thé -ange 1-7 MeV, with seven resonances
selected as energy standards. Notice the doublet at 3.An MeV

N A T U R A L CARBON
CARBC

TOTAL

D"

4.2.

Start time

The source-neutron start time is generally determined by measuring the
time of arrival of the "gamma I lash" with the same detector used ior neutrons,
on the assumption that gamma-ray emission is coincident with the reaction that
generates neutrons.
This time may mainly be altered by two effects
a) dead time of the time-to-digital conversion system,
b) different response time of the timing discriminator for neutrons and for
gamna rays.
The first difficulty is easily avoided by partially absorbing the gamma
rays in order to have much less than one detection per burst.
As far as the
second is concerned, the time difference should be evaluated case by case
at cording to the particular detector.
Anyway, it may be advisable to use ARC
(Anplitude and Rssetime Compensated) rather than CF (Constant traction)
discriminators, the former being in principle less sensitive to the shape of
the detector pulse.

time

E (MeV)
Fig

9.

Naturil Carbon total cross-section below 20 MeV, *ith four

resonances selected as energy standards.

The works of 0. James |2| and ?. Cierjack et al_._ 1 1 4 1 have demonstrated
the usefulness
of using cumulative probability plots for a direct
determination of the peak position of a symmetric resonance.
Tbfse authors
obtained ir accuracy of one tenth of a timing channel.

More generally,
fron examination of the above work |14| and ot the
statistical errors quoted by Olsen e' al . |7|, it ran be deduced as a thumb's
iulp that the time-ol-flignt rorresponding to a narrow resonance peak ran be
determined with an accuracy of about one fortieth of the resolution width
( fwhin) . For pulsed accelerator sources having a hydrogenous moderator sim^ar
to ORELA, this is equivalent to a contributed energy unceitainty appoximately
given by AF/E = 10 /L, where L is the flight distance in m.
The error in peak position due to counting statistics is usually
c i l c u l a t e d by the computer code used in fitting the data
Alternatively, the
N'ente Carlo procedure described by James \2\ can be appliea.

Moderation and detection distances
When bource neutrons need to be slowed down , "moderation distance" is the
length travelled by a neutron during the time interval from its generation to
its escape from the moderator; this length is calculated, as explained in 2.1,
for the escape velocity of the neutron.
Likewise, detection distance is the
length corresponding to the time interval from neutron entrance into the
detector to the interaction giving rise to a detection pulse.
These two
energy dependent lengths must be added to the nominal flight path, which is
the distance from the output face of the moderator to the input face of the
detector.

Of course, at each energy the sum of these distances has a statistical
distribution, which generally forms the major part of the resolution function.
In order to determine 1 the effective flight distance corresponding to a peak in
1 he time-of-f 1 i ght spectrum, in first approximation one may use either the
most probable value or the mean of such a distribution.
The first quantity
should be used when tne rebolution is wider than the resonance, the second in
the opposite case.

4.5.

Resolution function

When we think of evaluating a reference point of a peak (be it, for
instance, its maximum) with an accuracy of one tenth of a timing channel
|2,14|, we easily understand how the shape of the peak in the neighbourhood of
its maximum must be precisely known. As a consequence, any uncertainty in the
shaoc of a peak is translated into an uncertainty of the above mentioned
reference point.
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So, for high precision energy measurements we must consider that the
measured tim<-of-f1ight spectrum is the convolution of transmission with the
resolution function and that the flight-time of a reference point in the
crosb-section can in principle be obtained only through a fitting procedure
w h i c h requires a detailed knowledge of the resolution f u n c t i o n .
This is

particularly true for the asymmetric shape of the resolution characteristic of
spectrometers based on moderated neutrons.
Examples of resolution function
calculation are given in re*. \2*>\ for two experiments performed at Oak Ridge
and Geel.
It must be stressed that when the resolution is evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulation,
like in réf. 12b|, all experimental details must be taken into
account.
For example,
in the above mentioned work |?5J we found that
neglecting the effect of oackscatteted neutrons from the light guide benind
the glass detector resulted in a srift of 250 ppm for the best fitted energy
of an isolated p-wave resonance of
Zr at 3.16 keV.
Moreover,
in a transmission measurement, the shape of an asymmetric
resonance generally depends on sample thickness.
To reduce this effect, the
sample should be thin for the resonance under consideration.
Ideally, all
calibration resonances should be nearly symmetric.

4.6.

The &L/flt method

An elegant method was devised by James |2|, which avoids the difficul1"
evaluation of moderation and detection distances and which is not affected by
a different response time between gamma-rays and neutrons.
It consists in
measuring the same transmjssion spectrum at two different distances along the
same flight-path with the same detector. The only length which matters is the
distance between the two detector positions.
A limitation to the applicability of this method is that the resonance
under examination should be well resolved even in the time-of-Hight spectrum
taken at the short-distance station.
Moreover, this method requires, for each calibration point, a double
number of start- and stop-time determinations with respect to the direct
method.
If we add that the flight-path length is necessarily shorter, we see
that the
AL/At
method implies a substantially higher relative timing
uncer tainty.
It should also be observed that the ratio of the resolution to the
resonance width is strongly different at the two flight distances; this means
that the shape of the same peak is different in the two spectra, which brings
with it an uncertainty, so as we have seen before.
In this case we are back
again with the unpleasant task of evaluating the resolution function.
In spite of the above drawbacks, the idea of obtaining a result based
only on directly measured quantities is so attractive as to pay for planning
an ad hoc experiment in which the resolution function should be as nearly
symmetric as possible.
This would allow to check, by an independent method,
at least some points of the neutron energy scale.
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NEUTRON EMISSION IN THE HEAVY ION REACTIONS

AT THE ENERGIES BELOW 20 Me V/A
M.V BLINOV, S.S. KOVALENKO, E.M. KOZULIN
V.G. Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

The yields, the energy spectra and the angular distributions of neutrons at heavy ions interaction with different

nuclei are considered in the report. The mechanism of such
interactions is discussed.

1. Introduction
The interest to the use of heavy ione in nuclear physics

has aharply grown in the recent years. The number of the acting
and being constructed heavy ion accelerators has essentially
increased. Both the energy of the ions and the intensity of the

beams increase. In the heavy ions investigations many problème
of nucleus-nuclear interactions are studied, for instance such
as the ion kinetic energy dissipation, the behaviour of different collective degrees of freedom of the system (the distribu-

tion of the mass, charge, angular momentum, the deformation of
the fragments).

A broad use of heavy-ion beams on accelerators determines
the expedience of studying these reactions (with different ions

and nuclei of the targets) from the practical point of view as
neutron sources (determination of the intensities, spectra and
angular distributions of the neutrons). This is necessary for

(jjj

using such a neutron sourc» for the purposes of sample activation, making a shielding, determination of background conditions of the experiments, doennetry and the problems of designing different detectors and devices on the beams. It is worth
mentioning that if the characteristics of neutron sources baaed

on the interaction of light ions with nuclei have been studied
carefully enough, a different picture ie observed for heavy ions:
there are quite few works. Neutron sources based on heavy ions
accelerators have not been sofar discussed at the IAEA Meetings
on neutron sources.
In the present report wo shall consider first the neutron
emission from thick targets, then the results of the studies of
the cross-sections, energy and angular distributions of the neutrons from thin targets, the results of theoretical investigations
and the mechanism of neutron emission.
2. Emission from thick targets
There is no information in literature on any systematic
studies of neutron emission from thick targets for different
masses and energies of the ions, different target nuclei. There
are only some works on individual problems.
In reference /1/ the authors analysed different experimental data on the neutron yields for a number of heavy ions. The
total number of the neutrons per one incident ion for the energy 10 MeV/A was found to be •>- 10~^n/ion which is less than for
light ions /2/. Neutron yield at bombardment of thick Be and
Li targets by protons and deutrons of the energy 10 MeV is equal
-v-10~2 n/ion and of the energy 100 MeV -~10 n/ion. Neutron
yields at interaction of the ions (C, N, 0, Ne)(6-l6 MeV/A) with
thick targets of iron, nickel and copper were determined in reference /3/ for the angle 90° in relation to the direction of
the ion beam (Pig. 1). In reference /4/ the ions of Ar, Kr, Xe,
Pb and V (5-10 MeV/A) «ere used for determination of neutron
yields in the straight direction (^30°). In the same work the
angular distribution of neutrons was determined in the reaction
230
U + 238U (9 MeV/A) for the angles interval 0-90°. The angular
distribution of neutrons for the ions of C, 0, Ne, Ar (7-9 MeV/A)
and different nuclei targets was studied in the work /5/ by means of neptunium foils in combination with solid-state detectors (Pig. 2). We have carried out measurements of the energy
spectra of the neutrons (interval 5-30 MaV) for different emission angles with a beam of
C ions (9 MeV/A) and thick targets of
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IG"
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E

Relative neutron yield Y (per an incident ion), depending on the ion energy /3/.
•- 12C, A - U N, o-160, v - 20Ne. . -4 He

20

30
t. MtV

40

Absolute yield of different energy neutrona for two
1 p
angles of emission (0 and 120") at bombardment of
C
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Pig. 3.
Angular diatributions of the neutrons emitted at heavy
ion interaction with a thick target of na Ag /5/:
a - ions of 12C (81 MeV); b - 160 (I3t> MeV),
c - 22He (175 MeV); d - 40Ar (29b MeV).

Points - experiment, continuous line - calculation
for 1. s.; dotted line - c.m.e.
Pig. 2.

12

C, 27A1, 5°Pe, 118Sn, 18lTa /6/. The spectrum of the neutrons in
1 'P
L~ C.
the reaction
C + 3 Pe is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure two components of the spectrum are seen - the soft (up to 10 MeV) and the
hard (E
10 MeV) ones. Pig. 4 shows the change of the neutron
yield for different targets for the neutron energy 7 MeV (angle 0°)
(1. a.) in our work. In réf. /?/ total neutron yields from
C,
N
and
He (10 MeV/A) bombardment of thick targets of various elements
were measured by an activation method (Pig. 5).
In reference /1/ the authors propose a simple semiempirical parametrization of the neutron yield on the characteristics of the ion
(Z, A and W - the atomic number, the mass number, the energy/nucléon).
Besides the authors made an assumption about the insensibility of the
yield to the substance of the target, although the experimental data

/6, 7/ demonstrate some dependence on the mass of the nucléons target (Pig. 5). The neutron yield was obtained as:
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5- Absolute yield of neutrons in dependence on the mass
of tile target nucleus /?/•
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N,
•- 20No (10 HeV/A).
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wuere C » 1'^'10—exp(-0,475 logZ2);
The authors of the work report that by their evaluation the
formula predicts the neutron yield with the precision to the factor 2 and can be applied for ion energies lower 20 MeV/A. The calculations of the neutron yields for the beams of C, Ne and very
heavy ions are shown in Pig. 6. The Pigure shows, that the neutron
yield sharply increases with the increase of energy per nucléon W,
especially for ions A > 12. Por the angular distribution of the
neutrons an empirical formula was used, which had been applied for

ß (2) = 1,22 Z.
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4. Absolute yield of neutrons with energy 7 Ve/ at the

angle 0° (I.e.) in depondence on the mass of the
target nucleus /6/.

Thus the available information gives some knowledge on the
characteristic of the neutrons formed at the bombardment of thick
targets with beams of different ions. However these data are not
yet complete and precise enough. A further accumulation of experimental information on the yields,spectra and angular distributions

is worth mentioning that the interaction of heavy ions with nuclei
is quite a complicated process (fuaion, deep inelastic and quasielastic processes, fission, direct interactions) in which different reaction channels are displayed. Therefore it is desirable
to carry out investigations for individual reaction channels side
by side with the inclusive measurements.
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3. Experimental and theoretical studies of neutron
emission characteristics

One of the first works devoted to the study of the energy and
angular distributions of the neutrons arising in thin targets was
work /8/, where the interaction of 1 0 ions with the nuclei of Al,
Ni, Cu, Au was studied. The angular distributions of the neutrons
(En< 8 MeV) had a symmetric (in relation to 90°) angular distribution in the system of the center of mass, and the energy spectra
in the measured neutron energy range 1-10 MeV were well described
by a one-component Maxwellian distribution. Further on the results

were published of a number of inclusive and exclusive measurements
of the characteristics of the neutrons arising in thin targets of
different substances at the bombardment with different iona. Neutron energy spectra up to 20-30 MeV and more were measured in those
works /9-28/. In reference /9/ where the inclusive measurements of
the neutron emission in the reaction Or +
C (53 MeV) were carried out, the energy and angular distributions were well explained
within the limits of the statistical model. In Pig. 7 there is the
obtained experimental neutron energy spectrum and its approximation
within the limits of the evaporation model. It should be noted that
at studying this reaction the ion energy per a nucléon over the
Coulomb barrier was rather small. In further studies with the increase of the ion energy (E ••? 7-20 MeV/nucleon) a nonequillbrium
component was found in the hard part of the spectrum (over 10-15 MeV)
both in the inclusive and in the correlation measurements. If the
C •}

l
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K»
W.E/A (MeV/omu)

pig.

6. Results of the calculation by the aemiempinc formula
of the yield of neutrons (per an incident ion) in dependence on the ion's energy EI (MeV/A) /1/.

of the neutrons is desirable for practical purposes.
For prediction of the characteristics of the neutron sources

based on heavy ion accelerators it would be very useful also to
study the mechanism of the interaction, of the neutron emission
and the construction of the corresponding theoretical modele. It

4O

temperature paremeter T is used to characterize the hardness of
the spectrum, then for the high-energy part of the spectrvua this
parameter several times exceeds the T for the evaporation part of
the spectrum. Thus, for instance, in reference /10/, where the
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different energies from the reactions:
12

C + 181Ta (left) and 20He + 181Ta (right) /6/.

Energy spectrum of neutrons from the reaction
12

C (53.5 MeV) + 53Cr: histogram - the experimental

data; curved line - evaporation calculation by the
programme "Overlaid Alice".

inclusive measurements of the neutron emission were carried out,
181

20

it was shown in the reaction
Ta + Ne (178 MeV) that in the
neutron energy spectrum there is a hard component (T— 4,5 MeV)

which has an. anisotropic angular distribution in relation to 90°
in the system of the center of mass (Pig. 8). Using a supposition
of only the evaporation mechanism of the neutron emission the hard
component failed to be explained in the reaction in question. Pig. 9
shows double differential cross-sections of the neutron emission of

this reaction (181Ta + 20Ne). In all the works the value of the
temperature parameter of the soft part of the spectrum was obtained
by means of a simple fitting of the apectra of the kind n(E)~
exp(-E/T) to the experimental data, with the parameter T
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Double-differential cross-sections of the neutron
emission from the inclusive measurements in the reaction
Ne (180 taeV) + ° Ta. Experimental points
from référença /52/.
Thin continuous line - the calculation in the TMPN
Q'-.

1 fl 1

model of the contribution into the preequilibrium
neutron emission from the HZ.
Dotted line - the calculation in the TMPN model of

the contribution into the preequilibrium emission
from the PEP process.
Thick continuous line - the result of the summary
evaluation of the evaporation and the preequilibrium
component

in the TMPN model.
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being within the range 1,b-2,5 MeV. Let's notice that for obtaining the "true" temperature parameter of the soft component one
should know the behaviour of the hard component of the spectrum

^a

within the energy range lees 10-15 MeV, especially in the cases
when the intensity of the hard component is high enough. As one
can aee from reference /11/ the temperature parameter of the soft
part of the spectrum can change from 1,6 to 2,4 MeV for one and
the same group of the experimental data in dependence on the way

1.B

of accounting the contribution of the hard component.
In reference /12/ the temperature of the equilibrium heated

nuclei was determined on the base of the neutron spectra and also
from the data on the measurement of the compound nuclei lifetime
by means of the shadow effect and on the study of the I-ray radiation of the compound atom vacancies. In the present work a systematics for the dependence of the neutron1a kinetic energy on the
excitation energy of the radiating nucleus (ïig. 10) has been
worked out on the base of these literature data.
Calculations by the statistical theory using programs of the
Grogi-2, Julian, Overlaid Alice type enable to evaluate the crosssections and the energy spectrum associated with the equilibrium
neutron emission.Usually the programs take into account the decay
of both the excited nucleus and the daughter nuclei by the five
possible channels (n, p, <*, Ï , f) which compete with each other.
The calculations are also carried out accounting for the angular
momentum on each stage ot the evaporation cascade. The greatest
difficulties of the calculation are connected with an inexact
knowledge of the partial cross-sections of the processes which
are accompanied with neutron emission, with the behaviour of the
levels density at high excitation energies and great angular momenta, and also with the increase of the contribution of the preequilibrium neutron emission with the increase of the ion energy.
Thus, theoretical calculations cannot claim to predict accurately
enough the energy spectrum of the equilibnum neutron emission in
the reactions with heavy ions. Although a satisfactory agreement
of the calculations with the experimental data was noticed in a

number of works, but this is mainly due to the fitting of the

I

t.*
Pig.
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10. Systematics of the average neutron energy (or temperature /2 = T) in dependence on the ratio of the average thermal energy of the emitting nuclei excitation
E * ^ t o the mass number A /12/.
Points :
- analysis of the excitation function (HlOot)of the
reaction for compound nuclei of erbium;
- determined by the ?T-ray continuous spectra,
- analysis of the time of duration of the 235,238 U
( n . f ) fission reaction /12/;
- from the results of references /10,
- from the résulta of reference IM I.

l6/;

calculations to the results of the experiment by variation of the
free parameters present in the programs.
Experimental studies of the neutron emisaion in coincidence
with definite channels of the reaction show that the hard component is present both at the de-excitation of the compound nucleus
and of the fragments formed in the reactions of deep inelastic
transfers. In the inclusive measurements the relative contribution of these processes to the full crosa-section of the reaction
can change essentially in dependence on the ion energy and on the
combination of the interacting nuclei. In the case of exclusive
measurements these diffeculties are partly passed over, but for

obtaining a summary neutron spectrum the measurements of the energy
and angular neutron spectra are necessary for all the caramels of
the reaction. In the exclusive experiments carried out in the
recent years /20-28/ mmn attention was payed to the study of the
harder part of the spectrum, because a new effect associated with
the preequilibrium neutron emission had been found in this field.
The first indication of the the presence of the nonequilibnum
component in the neutron spectra was obtained in works /13, 14/
where the decay of one and the same compound nucleus was studied
in the reactions 158Gd(12C, Xn)170'^, 15°Nd(20Ne, In )17°-^
at the ion energies 152 and 175 MeV respectively. The authors
evaluated that the contribution of the preequilibnum neutron
emission is 16 36 in the reaction C + '' Gd and marked that the
effects of the preequilibrium emission (in the neutron energy
spectrum below 10 MeV) in the reaction Ne +
Nd are manifested much weaker. In work /15/ the nonequilibrium neutron emission
was studied in the reaction 15/*Cd + 1 0 (158 MeV) in coincidence

in all the enumerated reactions the ion energy was not high (E-Vc)
A
è4 MeV/nucleon). Besides, even if the nonequilibrium component
were present in these reactions, its contribution would be relatively small and therefore it was very difficult to detect this component against the great background of the evaporation neutrons.
When investigating the neutron emission in the reactions of
deeply inelastic transfers (DET) a preequilibrium neutron emission was discovered in works /21-28/. Thus, in reference /22/ which
deals with the study of the energy and angular neutron distributions in coincidence with a light fragment the obtained results
couldn't be explained only by evaporation from the fully accelerated fragments. A harder energy spectrum corresponded to the nonequilibrium emission; the spectrum had the temperature parameter
2,5-3
MeV which is much more than T « 1 MeV for the evaporation

with the compound nuclei from the complete fusion channel. The
contribution of the nonequilibrium neutron emission characterized

was much less. The fact that the preequilibrium emission was
discovered in coincidence with a light ion-like fragment could
point out that the nonequilibrium contribution was connected with
an incident ion. Nevertheless it should be noted that, as shown in

by the temperature parameter 5-6 MeV was obtained for all the
measured angles (20, 70, 100, 151 °). In works /17-21/ using ion

11

beams with A > 40 a. m. u. the hard component in the neutron
energy spectra practically was not observed (except work /16/).
Thus, in work /17/ the neutron emission was studied in the reaction l65Ho + 55Fe (47b MeV) in coincidence with different fragments. Statistical analysis of the energy and angular distributions of the neutrons coinciding with the fragments of the compound nucleus fission showed that the measured neutron distribution was well explained by the evaporation of the neutrons from
fully accelerated fragments in a mutual Coulomb field. The evaluations of the preequilibrium neutron emission make a contribution not more than 5 % in this reaction. In the reactions
l66
197Au
63,
Cu (400 MeV),
Er + 86Kr (602 MeV), 197Au + 132Ie
(1 GeV),
where the neutron emission in coincidence with different
fragments was studied, the energy and angular neutron distributions were also well enough described by the evaporation from the
accelerated fragmenta. In addition to that one should notice that

component. In the reaction 158Gd + 12C (192 MeV) /2j/ the contribution of the preequilibrium neutron emission into the given reaction channel was about 9 %, and in the reaction
Ne +
Nd it

references /6, 24, 25/, in the reactions 157'158Gd + 12>13 C
(150 MeV},114>124Sn + 12C (105 MeV), 58'64Ni + 160 (96 MeV) where

the preequilibrium neutron emission was studied in dependence on
the binding energy both in the heavy ion and in the target nucleus,

it was shown that the target nucleus is the main source of fast
neutrons.
In a number of works /26, 27/ the analysis of the preequilibrium neutron emission contribution was carried out at measuring
the energy and angular distributions of the neutrons in the channel of the complete fusion reactions. In work /26/ the neutron
emission was studied in the reaction
Ne -tHo at the incident
ion energies 11, 15, 20 MeV/nucleon and in the reaction
C +
Ho
/27/
at the energy 25 MeV/nucleon. Neutron energy spectra measured in coincidence with a compound nucleus are shown in Pig. 11
and 12. for all the energies at the front angles there are two
components corresponding to neutron evaporation from a compound
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Pig. 11. Double-differential cross-sections of neutrons in coincidence with the compound nucleus from the reaction
l65
Ho + 20Ne (220, 292 and 402 MeV) /26/.
..... - contribution of the evaporation component;
———— - contribution of the preequilibrium component;
____ - summary evaluation of the two processes (evaporation and preequilibrium neutron emission).

Pig. 12. Double-differential cross-section of neutrons from
the reaction 1et)Ho t 12C (300 MeV) in coincidence with
the registration of the compound nucleus at the angle
7.5° to the beam.
Experimental points from reference /27/:
..... - result of evaluation of the evaporation
contribution, and
—•—— - of the preequilibrium neutron emission;

____ - sum of the two processes.

nucleus and to the nonequilibrium emission. It ia aeen from Pig.
11 that the contribution, of the nonequilibrium neutron emisaion
increases with the energy increase and presents a considerable
share at the ion energy 20 IteV/nucleon. Using the source parametrization for the description of the neutron spectra, the authors determine a possible velocity of the source emitting nonequilibrium neutrons and also obtain the full multiplicity and the
temperature of the nonequilibrium neutrons. It was obtained in
works /26, 27/, that in the reaction l65Ho -t- 20Ne and l65Ho + 12C
from 85 to 95 % of all the neutrons are emitted due to evaporation

from the compound nucleus and the excited fragments, and from 5 to
15 %, due to the nonequilibrium processes. In work /28/ a dependence
of the nonequilibrium neutron emission multiplicity on the energy
of an ion per nucléon over the Coulomb barrier was obtained at an
analogous source parametrization. The obtained data are presented
in .Pig. 13. Thus, for central collisions the yield of the nonequilibrium component, the average neutron energy and the parameter T of the nonequilibrium component temperature increase with
the energy increase. The dependence of T on the ion energy E is
shown in Pig. 14.
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Pig. 13. Multiplicity of the nonequilibrium neutron emission M
as a function of energy per nucléon over the Coulombian
barrier.
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Despite the fact that there exists quite a great number of
models (about 20) /29-50/ used for interpretation of the preequilibrium particle emission, at present there's not a single model
explaining the totality of the experimental infotmation. Theoretical models must describe in particular such main characteristics of the nonequilibrium particle emission as the shape of the
energy spectrum, the type of the angular distribution, the dependence of the emission cross-section
on the ion energy, on the
mass, the charge of the target nucleus and the ion, and also the
multiplicity of the nonequilibrium particle emission and its dependence on the analogic parameters. The most often used models
are the exciton, the hybrid models, different modifications of
the hot spot models, the prompt emission particle (PEP) models,
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Pig. 14. Dependence of the temperature parameter (T) on the
ion energy per nucléon over the Coulombian barrier.
if - corresponds to the neutron measurements in coincidence with the compound nucleus;
OD- inclusive and exclusive data for protons:

the continuous and the dotted lines pass through
the exclusive (n) and the inclusive (p) data,
respectively.

the direct reaction model (break-up, break-up - fusion, fragmentation, knock-out), the modela of incomplet* fusion, the cource
models, etc. They differ greatly by their physical picture. Nevertheless almost all the modela may be classed, if considered from
the point of view of the residual two-particle nucléon-nucléon
interaction and the average field for a one-particle nucléon motion inside the system. Two possible extreme cases may be considered. The first case is different modifications of the "hot source"
models /29-33X where the dominating part of the two-particle collisions is nonevidently supposed. In these models the short length
of the free range and the small relaxation time can lead to the
formation of the excited zone emitting particles statistically.
In these models the parametrization used for description of the
preequilibrium particle emission enables to obtain a good agreement

il

with the experimental data obtained both in the inclusive /&, 91
10/ and the exclusive measurements /11, 12-24/. However, the success of these modela bas only a formal character, because they give
no physical interpretation of the source development dynamics.
Another extreme case is represented by the models offering the
mechanism of prompt emission particle (PEP) /3S-44/, in which the
part of the two-particle nucléon-nucléon collisions is reduced to
the formation of the average field where the nucléons move quasifreely. The «ost consistent realization of the PEP physical picture

are the quantum-mechanical one-particle models /44-46/, and also
the self-consistent time-dependent Hartree-Pock method (TDHP) /47,

48/. All these models give too great anisotropy in the angular
distributions of the preequilibrium particles /50/. Besides,
within the TDHP framework it is obtained that the yield of the

supposition may seem not quite just, therefore on the second stage
of the Interaction the preequilibrium particles emission in the

TltPN is supposed from the hot zone (NZ), expanding at a speed of
sound in the radial direction and having a strongly anisotropic
velocities particles distribution. In Pig. 9 and 15 the results
of the calculations by the TMPN model are shown for the reactions
l65
20
Ne (11 and 20 MeV/A) /26/ and
Ho
/52/. For both reactions carried out at different ion energies
there's a good agreement with the experiment. It should be noted
that the relative contribution into the nonequilibrium neutron
emission from the HZ increases with the incident ion energy increase and with the decrease of the impact parameter ( ) for two interacting nuclei. At tangential collisions in the TMPH model the

fast particles greatly depends on the nucloon binding energy in
the incident ion /51/, which evidently contradicts to the experiment /11/.
In the two-step model of the preequilibrium nucléon emission
(TMPN) /50, b>1/ an attempt has been made to unite different concepts concerning the mechanism of the fast particle emission for
applying the positive aspects of these modele and for their further development. The initial point of the suggested dynamic model is the trajectory calculation of the average field evolution
for the given system in dependence on the impact parameter /49i

50/.

Classical equations of the collective parameters motion are

solved in it: the distances between the centers of two nuclei,

the radius and the curvature of the neck. In the TMPN model two
stages of the fast preequilibrium particles emission are supposed.
At the first stage of the reaction, when the colliding nuclei are
not yet strongly overlapped spatially (before the formation of the
neck between the interacting nuclei), the emission of the preequilibrium particles is calculated like the PEP models. The main
supposition of these models is that at each instant of time the
pulse distribution of the nucléons in the system is a superposition
of two nonperturbed Permi-spheres shifted in relation to each other.
On the second stage after the formation of the neck and disappearance of the on*-particle potential barrier between the nuclei, this

0101030 0
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15. Double-differential cross-sections of the neutron

emission from the reaction

Ho +

Ne.

Experimental pointa from reference /26/.
All the designations the same as in Pig. 9.

preequilibrium neutron emission takes place on the first stage
only, i. e. the hot zone isn't formed. It should be stressed that

within the framework of the given physical interpretation the
process of the preequilibrium neutron emission (at the ion energy
10-20 MeV/nucleon) proceeds not at separated impact parameters,
but for the whole range of the "1" values. In addition to that the
correlation of the preequilibrium neutrons yields from the two
processes changes, depending on the impact paraaeter and
the mass of the interacting nuclei. Using the possibilities of
the given model /50, 51/ one can predict the regularities of the
change of the preequilibrium neutron emission characteristics,
depending on the mass of the target nucléons, the mass and energy
of the ion, the binding energy of the neutron in the nucleus.

neutrons are emitted in this case, there ia a necessity in further study of this component. However the experimental data are

mainly connected with the investigation of the some reaction
channels and not the total neutron spectra, which are necessary
for predicting the characteristics of neutron sources based on
heavy ion accelerators.
The available informations on the properties of neutron
sources on heavy ion beams concerns
mainly ion energies less
10 MeV/A, therefore it is expedient to carry out investigations in
the range of higher ion energies too.
The autora express acknowledgement to A. S. Veshchlkov for
his aid in drawing up the report.
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At interaction of heavy ion beams with different targets of
accelerators (energy less 20 IteV/nucleon) there arises an emission
of neutrons, the spectrum of which covers a wide energy range. The
properties of the neutron sources based on heavy ion accelerators
Bust be studied for different scientific and practical purposes.
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lot of experiments require long-term measurements and it io atill
imposoible to carry out some experiments oince they require too
much time of measurement. In this connection tho problem of raiaing
the e f f i c i e n c y of studies by optimizing the source and tho sot-up
aa a wholo becomes of great importance. Ucrc tho efficiency means
tha value reverse of the measurement time required to obtain a
preset accuracy. At a conventional approach the efficiency is divided into two factors, i.e. the efficiency of an experimental
aet-up and that of a oouroe. The latter is characterized by a

figure of merit

Q /!/

which la the flux magnitude over the

miecomit

flight path length L enauring the preset energy resolution:

0.05 the allowable load amounts to -v 10 s~ . That ia

five orders losa than the neutron intensity.
(1)

Let us proceed to a quantitativ« consideration of efficiency

at a limited measuring capacity of the recording equipment. It ir
Here A is the source intensity, ot is the duration of neutron

flashes. Kote that the violation of conditions underlying the

obvioua that in this case the efficiency ia proportional to a mean

.merit

rate of recording éventa in a unit interval of energies ( V ) :

conclusion (1) résulta in breaking tho agreement between the figure of

(2)

and efficiency. For example, eq. (l) does not yield efficiency
in the presence of a background uncorrelated with the aource in-

Here S ( E ) ia the density of the neutron flux over a flight path

tenaity /2/.

length of 1 m at the maximum frequency of flashes

\3 , * - p-a

In the present work we consider the efficiency of a rather wide

where y ig the probability of the fact that a neutron «ill induce

and promising category of inveatigatlons. A. high i/ate ol recording

a recorded event in a sample, a ia the sample area. It la assumed

the interaction of neutrons with a sample is important for and

that the source intensity ia proportional to the flash frequency

characteristic of euch investigations. Among them ia the measure-

T) . For the puls« load wa have

ment of small departureo of neutron cross aections depending, for
example, on the energy,

polarization and other factora, or merely

the measurement of neutron cross sections with a high accuracy. For

whore a «> 36.1*10

the above-mentioned category of investigations the efficiency ia

(or resolution) IB preset, it

determined by the measuring capacity of the recording equipment

level not higher than p> by choosing W in compliance with the con-

and the parameters of the neutron source. Tho dependence on the

dition of

latter ia not reduced to the expression (1). Moreover, it

find the nwximum allowed value of W:
-3
B.L"
ojo
0
S(E)-E 3 / 2

p A

may turn

out that out of two eourceu the one with a analler figure of merit
is

more e f f i c i e n t .
The fact that on modern aourcea the meaauring capacity of th' 1

equipment becomeo significant can be seen from tho following est i m a t e s . At tho energy of neutrona of 10 eV and at a r a t h e r hign
resolution of

v

0.3^ the pulse intensity of n e u t r o n a on a sanpl»
2

9-1

having the area of ~ 100 cm may reach -^ 10 a
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. Y/herort3, ut n

dead time of the recording ayetom of 9~10 ua and the

level of

; L is

/•

expressed in meters. If the path length

is possible to ensure the ndacount

"

-jj— *10 r j . Prom that condition and formula (3) we

(4)

Note that if WS changes considerably in the energy rang« corresponding to the variation of tho time of flight by the vulue 0, one
ahoul<l perform the reopective averaging. i"or the sake of aimplicity, we ahall consider the case when the above-mantioned changes
are negligible.
Prom eqo (3) and (4) wa find th« mnxlmun neon rate of recording:
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In u more général c'ioe whon Ï

< W Q wo have

v,-

v - v
The character at the V dependence on tho f l i g h t path l e n g t h foz

the case of W - W Q ( i . e . for V - V Q ) Is p r e n e n t e d in f i g . 1 (solid
curve). At umull L tho V

vulua grows with the increase of L. Bo-

ginning from the path length L - I> corre»ponding to the «quality

of the recyclic frequency (l)r) to the maximum frequency of the
source the count rate doe a not change. That is due to the fact that
*
for L > L the frequency v - ~w r
whioh recuits in th« In-

FIG. 1.

dependence of V Q from L- At that V do*a not depend on the aource
parameters. Thus, in the absence of limitation on the W value ( f o r
example, on the quantity of mnttnr of th« sample under investigation) the maximum achlsvabl« count rata im the earn« for all

aourcea

If under the experiment condition» th« W value is limited, tharo
abovo which the inequality W > V

to hold. Then it will b« i«po««ibl« to fulfill

from the point

of vie* of achieving HLRiinjura raten of rccordmc, io characterized

and does not depend on resolution.

exioto ouch a path length L

It follows froa eq. (8) that the source e f f i c i e n c y ,

by the value

fail

the equality W - W

by decreasing W and, according to eq. ( 6 ) , V will «tart dropping
Xbroken curves in fig. 1). The greater i« the preeet value of W,

P •

,2

AT)

(9)

where A is the source i n t e n c i t y . As compared with the figura <£ merit,
there arises a considerable dependence on the maximum frequency and
tho part played by tho intennity io fur leas important. Let us

the longer will be the path length at-which the above will take
stress that the e f f i c i e n c y e s t i m a t i o n according to eq. (9) holds
place. At L O < L

we have
at

(7)

small W. With tho increase of W the d i f f e r e n c e between the

cources gradually disappears.
The dependence of V Q on the energy is rather strong. Thus, for

Tho respective mean niAxiraum count rt\to will amount to
3
"
1
V

the moderation opectrum V /v S~
(Ü)

. That ouggests the superiority

of the lower energy range from the point of view of the particular

category of investigations.

Table 1 presents the value« of P and Q - A/^

for some source«

of the neutron target and the possibility of obtaining a low back-

uoed in the spectral region of moderated neutrons. The table also

ground at small thicknesses of walls of the protective bunker.

gives the relative value of LQ calculated Q.a\/ A X>

Short path lengths are highly suitable for the lower energy range

of A and f

. The values

are taken from réf. /3/ (they do not take Into account

where the resolution is good and tho value V

13 relatively high.

the moderator efficiency). It is clear from the tablo that the oon-

It is possible to increase somewhat the path length with the in-

oidored sources do not differ by more than 20 times over the para-

crease of à. In particular, it 13 possible >to do 30 with the help

meter P though the difference in quality reacheu the order of 7.

of a booster without decreasing the frequency. Note that in solving

For linear accelerators of electrons(Unac3)high values of P are
achieved at a relatively low intensity A. The puth lengths required
here are considerably shorter than thoae of other sources. Creation
of short path lengths is quite possible at llsacs due to small olzes

dern oroton accelerators.
The high value of P is also characteristic of fast pulsed
reactors (IBR). But unlike LAE no extremely short path lengths are
required in this case. This fact may turn out to be significant in

Table 1
A
Source

problems, which require a high quality, LAE cannot compete with mo-

(10

s

)

(o

Q

T

"l)o

101^

O».)

)

r

-p

LQ

Thus, for the investigations, which require high rates of event
10

10-*

7

4

> 100

0-44

19

19

L J n n c , Or: I, IN A

900

0.004

i
1.2- 1Ü4

900

0.25

3.2

40

0.01

ber of sources which may be used for a successful performance of
?5

2.8

the above-mentioned investigations.

(Belgium)

0.2

25

(Moscow)
Spec tro.iu 1er

"Gneia"
(Leningrad)

1

and by the possibility of realization of the optimal path length.
The optimization of set-ups in these parameters increases the num-

I

0.?

•i/——o

counting, bhe efficiency is characterized by the value P *=\/ A \)

LBK-30/LAE-40
(JINK, Dubni)

using set-ups which have a noticeable length along the neutron beam.

104

'j . 4

I

2.0

13
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dicting total neutron yield and its angular distribution has been introduced

NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRA AND YIELDS PRODUCED
FROM THICK TARGETS BY LIGHT-MASS HEAVY IONS

from the rathet dispersed and incomplete expeiimontal data and some theoretical
results in the published papers.
But for neutron energy spectra produced from thick targets, our work 3 '4) ib

T. NAKAMURA, Y UWAMINO
Institute for Nuclear Study,
University of Tokyo,
Tokyo, Japan

spectrum analysis on the basis of the Serber model for deuteron stripping '

Abstract

and no evaluated data files exist in the present.

the only one on their analysis connecting to the mechanism to produce neutrons

from nucleon-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions, except for the neutron

The neutron cro^s sections ot energy above Ib MeV are quite insufficient
Especially for activation

cross section and induced radioactivity measurements, we installed a high intetiTlie m r a~>ur ed. m

it run

«TH rgy

spe< t ra produced1 from thi rk tat g* 1 > by

l i ghi -

)ity p icudo-mono^nc L getic neutron beam course by using the Be(p, n) reaction.

mass heavy i« i beams were analysed with the pli^nomc nolugi c il nybt i d mod> 1 of
equilibrium ~md pre-oquilibi j urn (missions.
to two

The neutron energy s pet t r i ar< fit ted

,'.

Phenorm no logical Hybrid Analysis ot Neutron Energy Spectra

(in the energy teg ion of incident promue t il P ('lier g y lower L lia n 100 M<^V)

It can be considered that the energy spectrum ot neutrons produced by light-

and three (in the energy region o t incident projectile enenjy higher (-ha n 100 Mr V)

Maxwellian-type components.

l

The lowest energy component corrt sponds to t i^

mas-j heavy ion bombardment ie composed of the following tour components,

1)

evaporation neutrons from, a compound nucleus having a nuclcdn temperature inde-

pendent to tue neutron emission angle and the higher two components to the pre-

hvaporatio . jpoc.trurn in the low energy region corresponding to neutron

emission from an equilibrium state,

equilibrium neutron emission having a nuclear temperature depending on the ingle.
rhr total neutron yield was evaluated by surveying several pub]Lshed papers
and estimating the neutron yield below a few MeV by fitting ^ome spc ctra measured

2)

Higher energy spectrum coming from pre-equilibrium neutron emission,

3)

Knock-on spectrum in. the forward direction duo to the direct process,

4)

Only tor ^!le and d projectiles, a broad bump in the forward spectrum

produced from the breakup reaction ot projectiles, (d, np) and ( -*Ho, n2p) reac-

above that energy to the Maxwellxan distribution.

In order to übe for the neutron activation cross sect ion measurement, ind the

tions.
The evaporation cross section in the center of mass (c.m.) system is given

induced radioactivity study, a pseudo-monoenergetic neutron be^un rourbe an the

energy range from Ib to 40 MeV was installed by using tHP Be(p, n) reaction,

by

K

do

ihe peak neutron energy changes with the proton energy and the beam intensity

(1)

no ne 1
4TT

T'

was relatively high.

since the evaporated neutrons are uni tted isotropically in the c.m. system,
where e is the neutron enrrgy in the r.m. system, in MeV; ü is the solid angle
1.

in the c.m. system, a
. is the nonclastic cross section, K is the total number
nonel
of evaporated neutrons per nonelastic collision, and T is the nuclear temperature

In t rod uc t ion

As the basic data for various accelerator applications, it is indispendable
to get accurate detailed information on secondary neutron production.

Much work

hai. been done on secondary neutron production from thick targets bombarded by
charged particles, as is summarized in Ref. l.

Neutron production yields have,

however, not been systematically investigated as a function of projectile type

and energy, and target atomic mass.

Recently, a simple empirical formula pre-

in MeV
The emission angles in the c.m, system and the laboratory (L) system are
assigned to be 0 and 0, respectively, and the evaporation cross section in the

L system is obtained from Eq. (1) as
= 0

n
nonel

— —

2

,

exp ( -

i2

-) sinO

(cm2-MeV '-sr

(2)

where E is the neutron energy in the L system in MeV".

3.

Comparison with Experimental Neutron Spectra

The relation between E arid e is obvious.
c = E + Ec - 2/EEc

In the projectile energy below 100 MeV, among several experimental studies,

cosG ,

our experimental data of neutron energy spectra of thick targets of carbon, cop-

(3)

per and lead bombarded by 30-MeV proton, 33-MeV deuteron, 65-MeV 3He and 65-MeV

EC = __M^1__ Ei ,
(Mi + Mt)2

alpha particles were selected to use for this phenomenological hybrid analysis,

where My, Mn, and Mt are atomic masses o£ the projectile, neutron and target

because of their detailed information.

Figures 1 to 3 show the neutron energy spectra divided by energy, *(E, 6)/E,

nucleus, respectively, and EL is the projectile kinetic energy in the L system.
The evaporation neutron spectrum of the thick target observed in the L sys-

of carbon and lead targets from 30-MeV p, 65-MeV a, and 65-MaV 3He, respectively .
These figures include the *(E, 0)/E values calculated by Eqs. (4) and (5). The

tem, t(E, 9), is given by

*(E, 6) calculation in Eq. (4) was performed by using 0

-,(^1) given in Ref. (8).

As can be seen from Eq. (3), E is strongly dependent on the emission angle, 8,
in the L system, so the ${L, 9) value calculated by Lq. (4), the evaporation
No

, 6) =

exp(-

nonel

(4)

dx

Eth
(MeV

spectrum, vaiied with Ü in the case of light target nucleus like carbon, but

with an increase in the target atomic mass, the change of * (E, 6) with 6 became
considerably smaller, as can be seen in Iigs, 1 to 3.

•projectile)

where t,o is the initial kinetic energy of the projectile in McV, Lth J-s the

lower evaporation spectrum region at all emission angles.

thiebhold energy of the neutron-producing reaction in MeV, N is the atomic den-

sity of the Large*- in atoms/en"*, EL is the pro3ectile kinetie energy in tho tarjet in M^v

The calculated values of

<t>(E, 0) in Eq. (4) show the good agreement with the experimental results in the

The neutron spectra, <Mb, 0)/E, are clearly divided into two components in
Figs

1 to 3

The higher energy components are well fitted to Eq. (5) corres-

and dEi/dx is the stopping power of the projectile in MeV/cm.

ponding to the pre-equilibrium cmia^ion.
When the target atomic mass MC or the initial kinetic energy of the projectile t-Q is large, t becomes elose to E as can be seen in Eq.

The values of nuclear temperatures T

and T'(0) best titted to the measured spectra are shown in Table 1, as a function

(3). Therefore,
ot 0 for all projectiles and targets.

*(t., 8) in HI. (4) becomes a function of E exp(-E/T) and ${E, 0 ) /L indicates the
For the alpha projectile shown in fig. 2, the 4>(E, 6)/t spectra show a broad
exponential form expl-E/T).

bump from their exponential form in the energy region from about 15 to about 45
The neutron spectra emitted from the precompound nucleus state can also be
MeV for all targets.

rhe magnitude of the bump and its most probable energy de-

expressed in the Maxwellian-type spectrum above the transition energy from equicrease with increasing emission angle and target atomic number.
librium emission to pre-equilibrium emission.

This shows that

Differently from the evaporation
the reaction process which leads to the burfip spectra is the direct khockout reac-

process, however, the nuclear t cmp«- ralure,-T', of a precompound nucleus in a

tion.
pre-equil ibrium state is dependent jn *~he neutron rmission angle 0 -

For 3He incidence, especially on lighter target nuclei, a broad remarkable

Ihe neutron
peak above 10 MeV on the continuum spectra only in the forward direction, 0 and

fnergy jpeetrum from the pre-equilibrium emission can be expressed as
15 deg, can be seen in Eig. 3.
<t(L,

0) = K

1

———— exp ( -_

T'2(0)

ii milarly as Eq. (4 )
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^

)

,

(M

I1(6)

the breakup reaction of

3

He,

The neutrons in this peak area are produced from

t^lle, n2p), and the most probable energy of this

peak is about 1/J of the incident 3He kinetic energy.

The T' value is higher than the nucTear temperature T of

For the projectile energy above LOO MeV, the experimental neutron spectra
q)

a compound nucleus in an equilibrium -.täte, and decreases with the emission angle,

from a thick lead target by 590-MeV protons by Cierjacka et al.

since the neutron emission from the hotter pre-equilibrium state occurs in a more

uranium by /50-MeV protons by Madey et al.

forward direction

640-

, from a thick

, and from carbon and lead by

and 710-MeV alpha particles by Cecil et al.

were selected for this phe-
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by 6j-MeV

neutron energy E of $ (E, O Ï / 1 3 dt u cTn^sion arLgxe by 30-MoV pioton

alpha ion bombardment to two Maxwellian-type spectra having nurlear

bombardment ta two M.ixwelljan-ty^ spec-tra having nuclear temperatures

temperatures T and T'(0) as in Fig. 1.

T for evaporation neutrons arid T ' ( e ) fur pro-equilibrium emission.
(a)

Carbon target

(b)

target

(a)

Carbon target

(b)

Lead target
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Analytical fj.tt.ing ot the measured neutron spectra t (K, G ) / E by 65-MeV

100

Neutron energy (HeV)

^Ue ton bombardment to two Maxwellian-type spectra having nuclear
tenperatures T and T 1 [ 8 ) .
(a)

Carbon target

(b)

I.ead target

Fig. 4

Analytical f i t t i n g of the measured neutron spectra * ( E , 9 ) / E by 590-MeV
proton bombardment on lead target

, to three Maxwellian-type spectra

having nuclear temperatures T, T ' ] ( 9 ) and T ' 2 ( 0 ) .
nomenological spectrum analysis, because only these data at present give the
angular dependent neutron energy spectra down to less than 10 MeV, which is necessary to estimate the nuclear temperature T in the evaporation process.

The

measured spectra, <t>(E, 6Ï/E, by Cierjacks et al, are shown la Fig. 4 and by Cecil
cL dl. in Fig. S as example^.
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As seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the neutron spectra are

divided into two exponential components, the evaporation component given by Eq.

Tor alpha particle incidence t>hown in Fig.c>, the *(E, 9)/E spertra also

(4) and the pru-equilibrium component <jiv«n by Eq. (5). The former has a con-

show a broad bump from their exponential form above about 50 MeV for all targets,

jtant nuclear temperature T independent of the emission angle and rhp latter has

similarly as in Fig. 2.

angle-dependent one T'(9), as well as in the proper-tile energy below 100 MeV.

45 deg for a projectile energy below LOO MeV (Fig. 2), while clearly seen only

Thi_s bump can be seen in the forward direction of 0 to

SO

50

150

100

Neutron energy (tlev)
Fig. 5

ICO
Neutren energy (l*eV)

150

Analytical fitting of the measured neutron spectra *(E, 6)/E by 710-MeV
9)

alpha ion bombardment , to three Maxwellian-type spectra (intermediate

component is not shown to avoid the visual complexity) having nuclear

temperatures, T, T'jO) and T'2(0).
(a)

at U deg for a pro3ectile energy abovt -LOO McV (Fig. 5).

Carbon target

(b)

Lead target

Thi:, may be explained

from the fact that the forwardness ot neutron emission due to knockout process

is much stronger with increasing proiort-ile energy.
One more characteristic feature ot the neutron spectra produced for projec-

but its nuclear i-cmperuturt of Maxwe] li tin-type spectium is almost independent to
the neutron emission angle, differently from that of the highest spectrum component, T'(0), in Kq. (M.

The evaporation nuclear tojnperature, T, and two pre-

tile energies in above 100 MeV is that the intermediate third component can be

equilibrium nuclear temperatures, T'(d), best fitted to the measured spectra in

identified.

Figs. 4 and 5 and from Ref. (10) are shown in Table 1.

This component may also belong to a kind ot pre-equllibrium emission,

Table 1

Nuclear Temperature T for the Equilibrium State and T' for the Preequilibrium State
for Each Projectile-Target Combination

Nuclear
Equilibrium

Energy
Projectile

p

d

3

He

OL

p

EQ (MeV) Target

30

33

65

65

590

Temperature

T (MeV)

Preequilibrium
0°

15°

——

C

1 .7

-- -

Cu
Pb
C
Cu

1 .5
1 .0

4. 7
4. 4

2 .3

Pb
C
Cu
Pb
C

1 .1

9. 3
6. 9
5. 0
11. 2
9. 8
10. 2
7. 4

1 .5
2 .8
2 .1
1 .5
2 .8

Cu

2 .1

Pb

1 .5

Pb

1 .7

7. 3
6. 2

30°

45°

60°

750

U

640

Pb

1 .5

7io

c

3 .2

Te

2 .2

Pb
0 = 50°

85

** 9 = 130°.

1 .7

120°

3.9

3.6

2.6

4 .1
5.0
4.3
4.3
8 .3
6 .9

3.8

3.3

8.2

5.8

——

——

5.5

4 .6

4.6

3.0

6.8

6.7

5.9

3.5

5.4

5 .0

4.7

3.6

3.9

-—

3.3

2.7

3.3

3.3

6.3

4.2

——

——

(409

C368

r

c,-;

1

(487

7
(35

__

• 7.5
48

( 7 . 5 / 7.5 , 7.5
^25
33
29

( 7.5 ( ——
20
13

f 6.5 x 6 . 5 / 5 . 5
32
^26
23

/ 5.5 / ——
V
17
13

6.5
43

7
(30

150°

——

-- "~

--

135°

4.6

<38

a

90°

4.3
7.0
5.9
4.9
9.8
9-0

1.8

<X

75°
——

53

p

T' (MeV)

C 7
27

/ 7
Ib

, ——
10

, ——
8
(

'
l

——
9

, ——
9

OC

The ratio of evaporation component to the Dre-uqailibrium emi^bion conuonent,

since the measured data were often limited to neutron spectra above a few MG.V.

as seen in Figs,. ± to br becomes larger with lighter projectiles arid heavier tar-

Tor practical use, it is necessary to have the total neutron yield, i.e., the

get nucleus.

number of neutrons produced over the whole onergy region, Y U

rhu

rrvealb that the heavier projectiles and lighter targe.t nucle-

3

, by estimating

us produce a larger fraction of high energy neutrons from pre-equilibrium emission

the neutrons below that energy Eout. As dcscnued before, the neutron spectra in

and the knockout process, due to a larger momentum t ransfer from projectile to

the few MeV region scarcely change with emission angle, excluding neutrons from

target nucleus.

the carbon target by d, 3He, and u ions, and can be approximated to be a

Figure b shows the nuclear temperature T of the evaporation component of
the neutron spectrum as a function of imtnl projectile energy, EQ.

Maxwellian enetjy distribution given by

It increases

*(E)

with projectile energy and decieaseb with increasing target raabs number, but does

- C —— cxp ( -I./ il .

(7)

T2

not depend so much on the type of projectile, and approaches a saturated value

at about 100 MeV. Tor T1 (0),

the data arc too small to discuss» their dependence

Tor the carbon target bombarded by d, 3He and T ions, however, the rontnbution
of neutrons produced by the non-evaporation process could still not be neglected

on EO and target atomic number.

in this low energy region in the forward direction.

tron components were estimated by subtracting the <KD
4.

Estimation of Low Energy Neutron Components and Total Neutron Yield

The fai.t neutron yield, i.e., the number of neutrons of energy higher than
was

NE

faSt

(E, 0) smoothly into thr energy region below Fcut.

f

su 8 de I

[*(E,
*'<E'

Ö)

H

8) in Figs. 2 and 3,

for E cuL < L <• Eg

m-

*(K) of Eq. (7) + n
»<E, 6)dE ,

The neutron energy

spectra »'(E, 0) were finally evaluated over the whole energy region as,

obtained from the measured neutron spectra, 0(E, 0)/ as

Eü

value of Eq. (7) from the

measured spectra »(E, 8! for Ecut <, L <. -Lu MeV and extrapolating the subtracted
results *

' ^

These non-evaporation neu-

~

(8)

(E, 6), for 0 i L ._ Ecut .

(G)

By integrating <f'(C, 0) with energy and angle, the total neutron yield, vtotal

Fcut

was obtained as
10
2n sine » ' ( E , I j d E d O .

• C target
o Cu target
o pb target

(9)

For p, d, 3He and a ions, the total neutron yields, ytoLal obtained by
Eq. (9), from our experimental results

for carbon and copper targets are com-

pared with othei experimental results in Tig. 7.

Figure 7 also includes the

total neutron yields for 710-MeV alpha beams incident on carbon and iron targets
which were estimated by Eq. (7) from the neutron angular and energy distributions
measured above 3 MeV by Cecil et al.

Die total neutron yields increase i., th" order of p, ,1, 'hie and d projec-

10

100

1000

P r o j e c t i l e e m e t i c energy (PeV)

tiles and with the incident projectile energy per nucléon, and so are the largest

for deuturon incidence on the carbon target due to a splitting reaction.
values of Y

The

increase monotonically with the target atomic mass for p, 3Hc

and a projectiles of energy above 10 MeV per nucléon.
Fig.

fa

Dependence of the nuclear tempeiature T of the compound nucleus in an
equilibrium state on the projectile kinetic energy Eg.

The angular distributions of the fast neutron flux integrated over energy
for carbon, iron, copper and lead targets.

10

= t i iiiiiii—i 111 iiii|—i 11 mill—i i HUM

fast

(6) =

*(E,

8)dE,

(10)

are shown in Fig. 8, for Ecut of 4 MeV. Figure 8 clearly shows that the fast
neutron angular distributions in the backward direction ore almost isotropic for

all projectile and target combinations, whereas in the forward direction, the
forward peaking is stronger in the order of projectile types of p, a, 3He and d,
and for lighter target nuclei.

This can be explained from the tact that the
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Total neutron yield data for proton, deuteron, 3He and alpha ions on

carbon, iron and copper targets.
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Emission Angle (deg)

Angular distributions of fast neutron fluxes integrated above 4 MeV for
proton, deuteron, 3He and alpha ion incidence on carbon, iron, copper

and lead targets.

pi 11 Mug

lj rec t ion

r^ac t ion
t

and

ot d an 1 ^ Hi pnu-)<ct-il*-b

i

ur_, btiJiiql/ in

I"lt futwiri

that the moment uin Li an_,fer it ">m i h avj < i pro jo 11 Lu t j a l L q h t H L

tatgct ib gr Later and the velocity ot t lie ceiHei of mas -, L_, -jrea*~cr in the 1 .ibotatory ^ystem; then base \ on the 1- i nemat i c ,, ,1 UUL 1» on is onu t.Led in t he mure
fonward direction from th(„ heavier project1 11. and the 1 i jhter t ar .p t .

S.

High in tensity Pbeudo-Munuentigetic N^uti cjn Beam fro n 1 > MeV tu 40 McV

A neutron beam course of pbeudo-moiiuenei g y from 15 MeV to 40 MeV wa^ inbtalled by the Be(p, n) reaction, with changing the proton energy up to 40 MeV. The
thickness of the beryllium target is selected Lu be 2 mm tor 40 and 35 MeV protons
and 1 mm for proton energy lower than 30 HeV, in order to get the neutron yield
as much as possible, with kaepuig the reasonably good energy resolution of the
monoeiiergy peak.

10

l*hc water backing for target cooling is ubed to btop the proton

20
30
Neutron t-nergy ( MeV )

beam completely, because ot low neutron production cross section and high threshold, energy of oxygen.

llie neutron energy i.pcctra at 0 degipo to the proton beam for 40, 35, 30,
2L> and 20 M,eV proton energies, measured with a NE-213 scintillator, are shown in
Tig. 9 as examples, in units of neutron flux density per incident proton.

These

neutron energy spectra indicace pretty good pbeudo-monoenergetic spectra, although they are contaminated with low energy neutron components.

For above four

proton energies, the peak nautron energies En and their energy resolutions AEn
arc listed in. Table 2, with the peak and the total (neutron energy above 4 MeV)
neutron fluxes.

rhe En value moves upward with increasing the proton energy and

the monoencrgtitic neutrons in the peak area are about a half of all neutrons

_J________ L_

'Q

produced in the beam course as shown in Table 2 .

20

30

Neutron Energy (

Measured quasi-monoenergc-tic neutron energy spectra produced from 1 mm
This pseudo-monoenergctic neutron beam course of variable energy peak
or 2 mm thicK. bervll'um target ba_k«?d by Water bombarded by 30 MeV or
between 15 MeV and 40 MeV can be used for induced radioactivity studies of mate10 MeV proton beam, respectively.
rials, activation analysis of trarc elements, activation cross section measurements, study on neutron-rich bhort-lived nuclei, neutron damage study and so on.

(a)

40 MeV proton

P mm thick Be)

(bj

30 MeV proton

(1 mm thick Be)

Table 2

Characteristics of Pseudo-Monoenergetic Neutron Field

Proton

Energy

Energy

Loss

Target

Ep(MeV)

AEp(MeV)

40

4.4

2

35

4.9

30

Mean Neutron

Energy

Total Flux

Energy

Spread

( ± 4 MeV)

Thickness

(mm) En(MeV)

Peak Flux

$p/$t

AEn(MeV)

$t

4>p

34.0

i 3.0

1.36 + 16

5.74 + 15

2

30.0

± 3 . 5 1.16 -t- 16

2.8

1

26.5

+ 3.2

5.65 + 15

25

3.2

1

21.0

+ 3.0

4.28 + 15

20

3.9

1

15.5

+ 3.5

3.42 + 15

* 1.36 + 16 means 1.36 x 1016 in units of n*sr

Ratio

5.23 + 15
3.02 + 15
2.52 + 15

1.63 + 15

0.42

0.45
0.53
0.59

0.48

-Coulomb
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d(Be) NEUTRON FIELDS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
IN NUCLEAR REACTION CROSS-SECTION STUDIES
S.M. QAIM
Institut für Chemie l (Nuklearchemie),
Kernforschungsanlage Jülich GmbH,
Jülich, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract

SESSION II
FAST NEUTRON FIELDS

A short review of ,ome it the properties oi d(Be) neutrons it.
given and the methods of spectrum characterization u^inq various
detectors are outlined. Some of the integral tests don! using such

spectra are discussed. Nuclear reacti n cross-sec t loi measurements,

especially on high-threshold (n,t) and (n, He) reactions, employing
activation and other ofi-line methods are described. Those studies
nave

ontributed significantly to n understanding of the1 phenomenon

of trinucleon emission. A recent effort to determine the excitation

function uf an (n,t) reaction via irradiations in variou^ neutron
fields is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Fast neutrons produced in the interaction of energetic
deuterons (generally Irom a cyclotron) with Li and Be are oi
special interest because of high yields and high average neutron
energies. Such neutron sources have a great potential for
integral data testing, radiation damage studies and biomédical
applications. This paper reviews briefly some of the characteristics of the Q(Be) neutron fields and describes in more detail
their applications in nuclear reaction cross-section studies
using activation and other off-line techniques.

of the broad peak decreases rapidly with angle, that of the low

PROPERTIES OF NLUI'RON F T rLDS

Tlie d(Be) and d(Li) neutrons are krown to be strongly forward
peaxea L e t . 1 - 1 4 J . Time of flight (rot) studies using various
flight lengths and a few selected angles have been performed in
several laboratories [cf. 1.3,4,5,7,8,10,13,14]. Some typical neutron
yield curvet from 4O MoV deuLerons on a thick Be target arc shown
in Fig. 1

7j. Evidently the intensity of neutrons decreases

shaLoly with the angle of emission. The spectrum around O

direction

ib of greatei interest since it is of the highest intensity. It
eonsi tb of a low energy component as well as a bell shaped
distribution, centred at E

of the broad neutron peak show that neutron production at high
oeutcron energies proceeds via deuteron stripping. The low-energy
component is not well understood. It has been postulated r cf. 12]
that the neutron unbound states in the target nucleus, excited by
oirect inelastic scattering reactions, contribute significantly to
the production of low-energy neutrons. Other contributing processes
are nulti-bod^ breakup reactions (winch have low thresholds) and
evaporation of neutrons from the compound nucleus.
For both the d(Be, and o(Li) neutron sources an increase in
the aeuteron energy leads to
- enhances forward-peaked distribution (cf. Fig. 2 [5])

"v O.4 t

J.1010

energy continuum varies very blowly.
The angular distribution of neutrons and the energy dependence

8 = 0°

< 10'
3.

Neutron yield
( En > 4 MeV)
108

= 50MeV
= 33MeV
= l6MeV

: Neutron yields from

I d.Be
; Ed - M> MeV
. TOP data

10'

0

10

20

30

tO

Neutron energy (MeV) ——•>
Fig

\

Lneigy d stribution of neutrons emitted at various
angles in the interaction of 4O MeV deuterons with
a thick Be target L7].

Most of the TOF studies concentrated primarily on the highenergy part of the spectrum, the lower cut off energy of the neutron
being 2 MoV or higher. A few measurements [cf. 8,1O] on the other
hand extended to lower energies and showed that the contribution of

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

neutrons with energies < 2 MeV is rather high. Some recent studies,
however, have shown L 1 4 j that this contribution is not as high as
given earlier L 8 . 1 O J . The low-energy component fall«! off almost

91

exponentially rfith neutron energy. Furthermore, whereas the intensity

9lob (deg) ——Fig.

2

Angular distribution of neutrons from d(Be) reaction
with 3 thick target at various deuteron energies tS]

92

rapici increase in th<_ intensity oi neutrons omitted in the

l a i g e t anu

O° direction (ci. Fig. 3A , 9 J )

.t i n Li 11 a t ur placed at a q i ven

increase in the average eneiqy of the neutrons (of. 1'iy . 3D [ 1 2 J )

tin. l U L l o n s pi oducee arc u e t o t t o d by

path. 'Ih^ o: L jCi imin-i t r on

angj<

at the end

D c t _ w < e n ncu^f<'/is and

in NL

213

ot a c e r t a i n ] L i g h t
r

-rays j^ easily

achieveu. Tin it' aie, liowever, two major d i f f i c u l t i e s a 1 , îocuted

20
>
x
|UJ

wjth the TOT methou:

15
10
5
0
12
10

a) 'lliL lu'lector officient y determination e n t a i l s considerable
unci'i taintius since a wide range» of neutron energies are involved.

Average energy

h) Ihe < haï actfr i/a t ion of low-energy neutrons IG complicated
by pulse overlap, especially in the cane of high-trequency

acceleiatuis. Due to this difficulty most of the measurements have

'• Neutron yield
( En »2 MeV 0°)

been uone with the neutron detector threshold set above i MeV.

Characterization of d(Bc) neutron spectra haï been done so lar

for jnciaenL coûterons of energies 7,13,14,15,16,18,23,30,33,35,4O,5O

Si 1011

and 54 MeV

i c f . 1 , 3 , 4 , rj , 7 , 8 , 1 3 , 1 4 ] . A.S far as we know no detailed

study beyond 54 MeV has been reported.

A more modest method of neutron spectrum characterization
(compared to TOF technique) involves activation of several monitor

-101(

-reaction J o i l s and subsequent unfolding of the neutron spectrum

(A)

0
Fig.

3

3

10
20 30 dO 50
Deuteron energy (MeV) —

Ihick target neutron yield (A) and average neutron
energy (B) a^ a ^j^-tio^ nf deuteron energy inci îcMi
on Be , 9, Uj .

Evidently, using energetic deuterons at high beam currents intense

using various codes. A set of foils is chosen such that on
irradiation with neutrons some 20 nuclear reactions, each with
a different threshold, are induced. The nuclear reactions chosen
should have well-known excitation functions, covering the entire
region of the neutron spectrum. Some of the threshold reactions
commonly used are listed in Table I. Cross-section data for several
of them are given in dosimetry files; for the others results of
individual investigations are available.

The differential neutron flux 0(E) as a function of neutron
energy E appears in the activation equation as

neutron fields can be obtained. The major limitation is the strong
anisotropy of the source, due to which only small samples can be
used for irradiation, mainly in the O direction.

AA = /

0(E)

oi(E)

dE,

l - 1,2,3.

CHARACTERIZATION OF NEUTRON SPCCTRA

incident deuteron energies have been characterized by TOF studies.

the specific saturation activity of i , threshold
reaction product (measured generally by y-ray spectroscopy), and

A pulsed deuteron beam with a width of a few nsec and repetition
tame of 5O to 1OO nsec (e.g. from a cyclotron) falls on a thick Be

111 i (r.) its
its energy-dependent
cross section; E mm and Emaxarc the
"
^
limits of the energy region of the spectrum.

As mentioned above the neutron spectra produced at several

where A

Td.ble I, Some threshold reactions ust d f 01 neu t r on spectrum unf olcii ng

10
Threshold

Maximal response

Threshold

Maximal re bponse

reaction

region (MeV)

reaction

region (MeV)
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Neutron energy (MeV) ———••

N e u t r o n ^ p e ^ t r u m f r o m a d ( B c ) oource at tj

= 4O MeV

u n f o l d e d <it O° o o m p i r e d to TOF r e s u l t s [ 2 1 ] .

* o (t)

—

O.b o

max

(E)

Several codes have been used for unfolding neutron spectral
distributions Lcf. 15-17] from threshold reaction activities. Some
of the best known codes are SAND II [cf. 18] and STAY'SL Lcf. 19].
Whereas the former is based on iterative methods, the latter uses
a more generalized least-squares formalism. A typical unlolded
neutron spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 Lcf. 2O,21] together with the
results from TOF measurements. The agreement is quite good.
Similar unfolding studies have been performed on neutron spectra
produced in the interaction of deuterons of other energies.
The error limits of the unfolded neutron spectrum are
generally calculated using a Monte Carlo programme [cf. 22].
A typical case is shown in Fig. 5 [23]. The major errors are
those involved in the absolute measurement of radioactivity and
the uncertainties associated with the excitation functions of the

93

threshold reactions used. The excitation functions have generally
errors of 5 to 10%, but in some cases there is a lack of data in

10

15

20

30

Neutron energy ( M e V ) ——

tig.

b

unfoldid neutron spectrum with error limit'

?3].
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Lilt region of 2u to 3O McV. 1-ur ther more , beyond JO MeV there is

large ancertamties. Integral measurements using neutron fields, such

a serious lack of data. Uue to thjL, reason the scope of the
multiple foil activation technique is limited up to about 3O MeV.
last neutron fields have also been characterized by combining

as the ones described above, could lead to a useful check of those

calculâtions.

foil activation with helium accumulation passive neutron dosimetry
24]. In this case mass spoctrometric technique was used to
L cf.
determine tue accumulated helium, it was possible to discern steep
gradientb in flucnce and spectrum. Thic type of study 10 important

Tctblt II. Ratios of measured to calculated activities of some
ru'utiun threshold reaction products

Ratio for investigations around O

in ] rradi.it ions when- a knowledge of fluence information is required.
1^ LU. J- t j u

Jtdt-LJ-UIl

4O MeV d ( B e )

INTEGRAL TESTS

' Al (n, .)
4fa

Ti(n,p)

Fast neutron fields calibrated by TOF techniques, especially
48

those produced by 4O and 3O McV deuterons on A thick Be target,
have been used ab potential "benchmarks" for integral testing of

58

I'l (n , p)

Na

1 .02

0.92

Sc

1. 18

0.88

Sc

O.97

Co

0.93

Yo

0.97

1.12

Ü.93

1 .OO

46
48

N i (n , p )

iO MeV d ( B e )

58

some dosimetry related reaction cross sections L c f . 21 ,24 — 26] .
.Several f o i l s were irradiated in a well-defined geometry

6

(in the

V(n,p)

9i

O° direction) ana the radioactivity "1 each product under investigation was estimated. The activity of the same product was

loJ

also obtained by calculation using the known excitation function

and the n e u t r u n f i i x d i s t r i b u t i o n of the spectrum. Since in several

6f

., /92m

Nb (n , n)

Tm (n , 2n)

Nb

168

Au (n , jn)

Tm

O .91

Au

O.87

cases no experimental cross sect ions weJe known beyond 2O MeV, the
information was obtained either by extrapolation of the curves or

Rt'f. ,21]

b)

Rr>f. |

by nuclear model ca1culationb. A ratio of the measured to calculated
activities was then determined and the results for a few cases are

A second type of integral test incorporates the estimation

given in Table II. Both sets of data agree within about 15%. Taking
into account tiie various uncertainties involved, this agreement

of a reaction product from the bulk of a material as well as its

appears to be rather good. Presently, efforts are underway to
9
Be(d,n) spectra fcf. 13,14,27] which

d(Be) neutrons, for example, were determined [26] for stainless

establish some well-defined

individual components. Tritium formation cross sections with 30 MeV

could be used as standard fields lor integral testing of evaluated

steel as well as its constituents (Cr, Ni, Mn and Fe). The experi-

neutron dosimetry cross-section data.

mentally determined integral value for stainless steel was found

For neutron uosimetric studies nuclear reaction cross sections

to be in agreement with that deduced from the values for various

up to about SO MeV are needed. However, due to the lack of

contributing elements. Somewhat similar investigations have been

availability of nonoenergetic neutron sources beyond 28 MeV, those

performed on the emission of
measurement of the ratio of

needs cannot be rne

j

presently by experimental investigations. Nuclear

model calculations can yield the required data, though possibly with

4

27

Al(n,})

24

He as well Lcf. 24]. A careful
Cu(n,u) Co cross section to

Na cross section was done in a 7 MeV d(Be) neutron

field using a Cu-Al alloy as sample 127], The ratio was compared
with the values derived from evaluated cross sections and the
9
Be(d,n) spectrum. Similar studies could also be done in the case

isotopic elements or highly enriched isotopes are used as target
materials. For the other reactions, however, summed cross sections

of elements consisting of several isotopes. Since the thresholds of

of various contributing processes are obtained. Tritium counting leads

the various contributing processes are different, the extent of

co a useful information on the emission of tritons. Mass spectrometry
has been applied to the determination of 3He and 4He particles.

agreement between the integral value and that deduced from the

for (n,xn) and (n,p)

individual components could reflect on the accuracy of the available

excitation function and the neutron spectrum.
CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS

Integral cross-section measurements using d(Be)

neutrons in the

O direction have been done on several target nuclides. A typical
arrangement for irradiations is given in Fig. 6. The monitor foils
are irradiated together with the sample in order to incorporate
geometry corrections and to determine neutron flux. The neutron
flux is also derived from the charge collected in a Faraday cup.
A comparison of the two values gives an indication of the uncertainties involved in flux measurements.

reactions are unambiguous, provided mono-

borne cross-section measurements on (n,xn), (n,p), (n,n'p),
(n,p2n), (n,a), (n,n'a) and (n,2u) reactions have been performed
Lcf. 24,26,28-31], especially in connection with radiation damage
studies anu nuclear model testing. It was found that the (n,n'p)
and (n,n'u) reaction cross sections with 30 and 53 MeV d(Be) neutrons
are considerably highei than 'hose with 14 MeV neutrons [cf. 26,30,31].
They would therefore contribute appreciably to hydrogen and helium
formation, if such a source were to be used for testing fusion
reactor materials. The (n,2a) process, on the other hand, is weak
even with 53 MeV d(Be) neutrons l3OJ. From the fundamental
point of view, a greater part of the effort, mainly at Julien, has
been devoted to the investigation of trinucleon emission reactions

(n,t)

and (n, He), for which relatively little information existed.

Since the Q-values of those two reaction's are highly negative and

the cross sections very low, it was found worthwhile to carry out

Cooling
water

experimental studies with spectral neutrons having intense high

Flux
monitor foils

Cu- backing

'-*•

Deuteron beam

Neutrons

I.

the cross sections for the emission of tritons from the lightest
nuclei are quite large, presumably due to direct interactions.
The tritium formation cross sections for elements with Z > 2O are
practically constant. A comparison of the cross sections obtained

Be-target
Sample
mm
Fig. 6

energy tails.
The results for the (n,t) reactions investigated by 53 MeV
d(Be) neutrons are reproduced in Fig. 7 [28,29], It is evident that

Typical arrangement for irradiations with d(Be)
neutrons [ 33] .

via tritium counting with those measured via "y-ray spectroscopy of
the activation products (Fig. 7 (A) and (B)) reveals that for the

light elements, like Ne and Mg, the two types of cross sections are
almost identical, suggesting that the activation product is formed
exclusively via triton emission. For elements with A > 4O, on the
other hand, tritium emission cross section is much smaller than

Three off-line techniques, viz. activation, tritium counting
95

activation cross section, suggesting thereby that the emission of

and mass spectrometry, have been commonly used for studying the

three particles (1p2n) is more favoured than the emission of a bound

reaction products. With the activation technique the data obtained

tri-nucleon ( H).
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neutrons plotted as a function ot Z of the tarqet elemont

The results for (n,t) reactions investigated by JO MeV d(Be)
neutrons are given in Fig. 8 L 2 3 J . The trend is similar to that
with 53 MeV d(Be) breakup neutrons. Apart from the initial decrease
the cross section is almost constant over the entire range ot
Z = 22 to 83. A somewhat s i m i l a r result is obtained if the rrosssection data are plotted against A

of the target element. Tins

suggests the occurrence of surface reactions. In Fig. 8 arc also
shown the results of Hauser-Feshbach calculations on the firbt chanco
emission of a triton. The experimental and theoretical data agree
within a factor of 2 in the region of Z = 13 to 2O, i.e. Cor nuclei
in the (2s,Id) shell. For heavier nuclei, however, triton emission
seems to proceed via nonstatistical processes.

b

S/btematics ot triton emission cross scot ions with 1O MeV
d(Bc) muLrons. UK results of hausor-t i'shbacn calculations
are shown ds a trend L ^^].

The results of activation and mass-spectrometric measurements
on (n, He) reactions with 53 MeV d(Be) neutrons are depicted ab
3 4
He/ He emission cross-section ratios in Fig. 9 [3O,31]. One
observes that the ratios obtained using the two techniques agree
within 3O%. The ratios were also calculated using the Hauser-Feshbach
method and the results are given as a general trend in Fig. 9.
Apparently, with increasing Z of the target nucleus the contributions
of statistical processes decrease much more sharply in the case of
3
4
He-emission than in He-emission. However, for a better understanding of the phenomenon of He emission, calculations using
direct reaction theories are needed.
The foregoing discussion leads to the conclusion that d(Be)
neutron fields are of considerable use in integral cross-section

reaction on aluminum. The aluminum sample and monitor foils were
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"i x< itation function unfolding" was

is I he same as in spectrum unluldjng, except that 0(h) and o(E)
to STAY'SL, was used.

The excitation function deti. mined via the unfolding method
1O L 33j. The experimental data points obtained

using monocnergetic neutrons up to 19 MeV,

100

as well as the results

o' Hauser-Feshbach calculationb are also shown. The agreement is
satisfactory up to * ?5 MeV,

beyond which the slope of the unfolded

excitation function becomes too steep.
1

J

3

4

He/ He emission cro^s-spction r a t i o s (ob* i n^d ^v

letivation

and mass spec, trometij. ) -••; a f u n c t . j n of Z of the t irgct
e l e m e n t . Tue rc-ssltb o c H i u s e r - I t hfcach ^al ulatxon are
also given 3 O , 3 1 ] .
(n t) • In tn)

measurements, especially of high-threshold iarc reactions. Such
studies have contributed to an understanding of the phenomenon of
trinucleon emission fron target nuclides in various mass regions.

DIFFERENCIAL DATA FPOM INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS

Experimental data using \
monoenergetic neutrons

Due to the lack ot monoei ergetic neutron sources the determination
of excitation functions of neutron induced reactions above 2O MeV is

Hauser-Feshbach calculations

difficult. Therefore, it was thought worthwhile to investigate
whether irradiations in different neutron fields, followed by

application of mathematical unfolding procedures, could be used
to obtain the desired excitation func'ion. A theoretical approach
to thia goal, illustrated by several hypothetical numerical
examples, was developed at Argonne L cf. 32],
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The first experimental

application of this idea, however, was demonstrated at Julich cf. 33]
i" an attempt to determine the excitation function of the (n,t)

are

exch "nged. For u if olding a least jiiuares coae (LbQ-2) , very sinilar

is given in Tig.

Proton number of target element (Z) ——»
Fig.

The

dune using the relation mentioned above. Mathematically the problem

N .

tO

neutrons produced at
25.0,

irradiated Al sample tritium was separated by vacuum extraction and

\

20

20.O, 22.5,

activation technique and the unfolding code SAND II. From each

^ i
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various neutron spectra were characterized by the multiple foil
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The above mentioned study showed that determination 01

[13] D.L. Smith, J.W. Meadows and P.T. Guenther, Report ANL/NDM-9O

excitation function by application of unfolding codes to activities
obtained experimentally in diverse neutron fields is feasible. The
method cannot substitute the work with monocnorgetic neutrons but

(1985); see also Nucl. Instr. Methods in Phys. Research A24 1
(1985) 507
L14j

in Dosimetry for Fast Neutrons and Heavy Charged Particles

can yield useful information in the energy regions not readily

tor Therapy Application;,, IAEA-AC-371 /14 , Vienna (1984) p. 203

accessible by monoenergetic neutrons. For future applications of
the reported method, the availability ol a greater number oC

G. Uicrzf, n.J. Ilrede and n. Schlegcl-Bickmann, in Advances

[ 15] C.A. Oster, Proc. 2nd ASTM-KURATOM Symp. Reactor Dosimetry,
Palo Alto, California, 1977, NUREG/CP-OOO4, 3, 1365,

exactly determined monitor excitation functions up to 3O MeV
(or more) appears most essential.

US Nuclear Regulatory Commise i on

(1977)

1 16j W.L. Zijp, J.H. Baard and H.J. Nolthenius, abidem
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INTENSE NEUTRON FIELDS
FOR RADIATION DAMAGE STUDIES
R DIERCKX
Joint Research Centre,
Commission of the European Communities,
Ispra

1.

INTRODUCTION

Changes in the physical properties of a material due to neutron irradiation are an important factor in the design of a fusion reactor. Considerable

attention is being focused on the radiation damage that will be experienced
by the first wall of a magnetically confined fusion reactor

In end-of-life

irradiations in fission reactors, unexpected microstructural changes have

Abstract

been observed and have been related to mechanical property changes /!/.
Microchemical evolution has been shown to be responsible for the acceleration

Damage, due to radiation by neutrons or charged particles/ has to be taken
into consideration whenever a material is used as part of a radioactive plant

of radiation-induced void growth and creep with fluence. The same should be

true for fusion conditions

(fission or fusion reactor, accelerator and so on). It is necessary to be able

The complexity of deriving mechanical property changes from the radiation

to estimate this damage, especially for future fusion reactors, due to the

source parameters, material characteristics and physical environment is treated

high investment costs. Therefore, knowledge has to be gained about the damage-

elsewhere /2/. Because of this complexity and the need for technological data,

producing mechanisms and the correlations between damage and radiation source

the radiation damage physicist makes use of empirical or semi-empirical corre-

parameters (energy spectrum, flux and fluence) .

Up to now damage studies for fusion applications have been done with
fission neutrons, medium-intensity high-energy neutron sources and charged par-

lation functions /3,4/. With these correlations, data obtained in one radiation

field can, in principle, be used in other radiation fields. This is very important for fusion materials technology /5,6/.

ticles. To validate these radiation damage results and make them useful for
fusion application, correlations have to be established in radiation environ-

A fusion reactor in which the materials can be tested has not yet been
built and it will be a long time before such facility becomes available.

ments similar to those of the first wall of a fusion reactor. This can only

Some projects exist, such as INTOR /?/ and the Fusion Engineering Facility,

be done in a fusion reactor itself, or in specially built neutron sources pro-

FEF /8/. Before the real material testing fusion reactors will be realized,

ducing or simulating a first wall radiation environment.

an interim solution is the use of the accelerator-based neutron sources /2,9/.

The types of possible sources are:

Three types of high-intensity high-energy neutron sources are possible

1)

14 MeV sources based on the d-t reaction;

1)

2)

d-Li sources which have a broad spectrum, peaking at 14 MeV but with a

more, with a flux of 10^

tail up to 40 MeV,

used a blanket to create the non-14 MeV energy part present in the first

3)

spallation neutron sources which have an evaporation spectrum and a highenergy tail up to 200 - 300 MeV.

The characteristics of the neutron sources are discussed and compared,
especially in relation to their use for fusion applications.
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n/cm , or the projected INS which would have

wall neutron spectrum,
2)

d-Ia. sources which have a broad spectrum, peaking at 14 MeV but with a

tail up to 40 MeV. The FMIT project at HEDL is of this type;

Except for the 14 MeV sources, the others are simulations, and the damage results have to be correlated with real fusion spectra.

14 MeV sources based on the d-t reaction, such as RTNS II at LLL Liver-

3)

spallation neutron sources which have an evaporation spectrum and a highenergy tail up to 200 - 300 MeV
lity, EURAC, is proposed.

At JRC-Ispra such a materials test faci-

iftft

Except for the 14 MeV sources, the- o t h e i b tire s i m u l a t i o n s ; damage results

10

I

nave to be correlated with r e ^ l tusion spectra. The question a r . - j c s . how far
do these simulations of fusion reactor r a d i a t i o n environment^ give valid re-

i ' ( T ) dl -1
UWMAK _

sults and valid correlation functions?

— — — — INS Blinket

— •-— •— --* H^ston spectrum
2.

RADIAT ICK DAMAGE PARAMETERS

— *« — •• —->. 14 MeV neutrons
— — ——— - n-Li (3S MeV 0)

During irradiation the source particles i n t e r a c t ^ith the nuclei of the

— — •• — — •• Ü-L

material and transfer a part of their energy to the nuclei. Thi£> interaction
process results in primary knock-on atcms ( P R A 1 ^ ) and

(FMIT ppiturbert)

— — — •- — bOO MeV - protun spdllation (ref U)

transmutation

——— -• ——— 1?00

- proton -,palldtion (IP! 13)

products. The parameters, dependent on the radiation field, which govern the

materials benaviour under irradiation, are:
a)

the primary knock-on atom spectrum;

b)

formation of gaseous transmutation products (He, H) ;

c)

formation of solid transmutation products.

Apart from this direct e f f e c t ,

the r a d i a t i o n f i e l d has an indirect influence

on other metallurgical and chemical properties, buch as phase stability, precipitation, diffusion,

2.1

etc.

The primary knock-on atom spectrum
The projectile (neutron or charged particle) interacts with the target

nucleus, displacing atoms and producing primary knock-on atoms rfith a certain

energy distribution /10-13/. In Fig. 1 the PKA spectra for the d i f f e r e n t sources
are compared with those of a real fusion blanket (UWMAK-1). The ilope of the
PKA spectra above an energy of about 400 keV is the same for all

sources ex-

10

cept for the fission reactor which has no recoils at high energies*. There is

800

1000

T. PKA energy (kcV)

1

a d i f f e r e n t ratio small energy PKA s to high energy P K A ' s for every spectrum

Fig. 1

shown. The high energy P K A ' s give rise to ^ubcascades /14/. For P K A ' s above
500 keV, the nature of the subcabcades does not change and the number of suo-

Normalized primary knock-on atom spectra
for iron irradiated in different sources

cascades, per PKA saturates.
The differences between the PKA spectra of fhe high-eneigy neutron sources
proposed will have a small, or even completely negligible, e f f e c t on the resulting radiation damage. However, between fission and high-energy neutron

2.2

Transmutation productb
Transmutation products represent a special problem in fusion reactors.

sources, the subcascade formation gives rise to d i f f e r e n t defect loop-sizes

The nelium production in fusion environments is definitely an important tactor.

and loop-densities /15/ depending on the d i f f u s i o n and recombination properties

The manner in which helium is formed ib found to be very important. The fact

of the material.

tnat the production of helium occurs at a rate proportional to the damage

The INS facility used a triton beam impinging on a deuterium jet target

production rate seems to be significant. Dual beam experiments at Argonne N.L.
(using simultaneous irradiation by self-ions and helium injection) have de-

to produce 14 MeV neutrons. Within the target volume of about 1 cm^,

monstrated that the damage effects are different to those of pre-injected

are produced for a 1 A triton beam /25/.

samples 716,177.

supersonic target for a 1 A beam. For a 3 A bea_-n project, a subsonic jet was

The high-energy neutrons react with the material atoms according to a

series of reactions (n,a), (n,p), (n,na), (n,np), (n,x), (n,nx), leading to

reaction products different from the original material.

different way for different neutron spectra. Some typical examples are:

in

proposed and tested. By surrounding the 14 MeV point source with a blanket

/26/,

first wall fusion reactor spectra are obtained.

neutron cross sections from 10 to 40 MeV /27/,

and in an LAST report /28/.

A typical blanket design and its characteristics are shown in Fig.

an ORR (fission reactor) irradiation of pure vanadium, 27% chromium is formed

This standard blanket has a total enclosed volume of 113 cm

at 100 dpa,

effective useable irradiation volume is ^ 75 cm^)

pure niobium forms

3

2 /29,30/.

(of which the

within a contour whose total

3% zirconium in a 14 MeV irradiation and up to 20% molybdenum in an ORR irra-

flux is 2-10^

diation. Stainless steel, due to its complex composition, does not change its

and the blanket has a multiplication of ^ 7. By using a primary source strength

n/cm

. s. In this case, the required amount of 2^5u 1S g jçg,

composition so drastically; nevertheless, it has different compositions depen-

of 3-10^

ding on the spectrum in which it is irradiated /IS/.

The primary 14 MeV flux, iJ14, falls off with the square of the radius, whereas

Irradiation in a spallation neutron spectrum yields all elements with
lower Z /19,13/ in decreasing quantity. In an irradiation of three months and

n/s,

the flux level in the irradiation volume is 2-10

n/m^.s.

the low-energy component, <t> .., is essentially constant within the volume.
The ratio,

He production to dpa rate, expected in the tokamak design

a fluence of 2-10 19 n/on2 at the beam stop of IAMPF - Los Alamos, the follow-

/31,32/ determines the optimum location for placement of irradiation samples.

ing long-living radioactive transmutation products were measured /20/-

Fusion reactor first wall spectra are matched from a 1.2 to a 2.8 cm radius

in aluminum

22

in iron

46

in titanium

42

in vanadium

42

Na

from the source, where the dpa rates for iron range from 2-10"7 to 5-10"7 dpa/s

Sc

(6 to 16 dpa/yr). Inside this volume, the ratio of dpa rate to the helium

Ar and 46Sc
Ar and 46Sc

production rate equals that of the first wall spectrum to ± 20%.

d-t NEUTRON SOURCES

The gas target

wall in its position nearest to the source will suffer a dpa rate of l.l-10~ fe

dpa/s (or 34 dpa/yr).
3.

The INS neutron spectrum is a very close match to the

calculated first wall spectrum for the tokamak reactor, differing only slightly

d-t neutron sources with medium intensity /21-23/ exist and are discussed
elsewhere at this conference (see

section V on 14 MeV neutron sources). The

most intense source is the RTNS II (Rotating Target Neutron Source) 724/,
which has a flux of 10^

2

n/cm .s of 14 MeV neutrons, used for radiation damage

in the lower keV region. This is due to the nature of the fission blanket,
but the differences are not relevant for radiation damage and helium production
effects. A preliminary two-dimensional design is shown in Fig.

The other aspects of the INS project (ion

3.

source, beam extraction, 02 jet

experiments and beam on target prototype) are fully described together with a

studies.

A high-intensity d-t source, INS (Intense Neutron Source), was proposed

complete list of references in the "Intense Neutron Source Facility Progress

and studied for several years at LANL, Los Alamos, before being abandoned in

Reports" of Los Alamos /33/.

favour of FMIT, a d-Li

of the d-Li

source. Nevertheless, it may be worthwhile to pay

attention to this project as it may contain elements for the future develop-

101

/

n s

Preliminary blanket designs were described at a Brookhaven symposium on

The solid transmutation products change the material composition in a

but none in a 14 MeV irradiation; at 100 dpa,

10*5

This was originally designed as a

ment of high-intensity high-energy neutron sources.

project.

In 1978

the INS project was abandoned in favour
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d-Li NEUTRON SOURCES

In this type of sources the neutrons are produced in the stripping reaction
of deuterium by lithium. Medium and small intensity d-Be sources /23/ can easily
be made available at existing cyclotrons. At these sources, preparative experiments for the high-intensity d-Li source are executed. Neutron yield and
neutron energy spectra are measuted as functions of the emission angle. They
served also for neutron dosimetry development and integral cross-section
testing up to 40 MeV neutron energy. Some radiation damage experiments at low
fluences are executed at such sources /15/.

Fig. 2

Standard blanket configuration for INS

D i f f e r e n t projects were presented for a high-intensity d-Li neutron
source by BNL /34/, by ORNL /35/ and by HEDL /36,37/.

The Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facility, EMIT, at BED L is based on

5.

a 100 mA, 35 MeV deuteron linear accelerator. The deuteron beam impinges on a
liquid lithium target (Fig. 4) . The neutrons are stripped from the beam and give

rise to a narrow peaked neutron emission.

SPftLLATION NEUTRON SOURCES

The use of a spallation neutron source was already proposed in 1974 / 4 4 / .

Different high-intensity spallation sources have been constructed and are in

operation, but only as a source for thermal and cold neutrons for basic physics

The neutron spectrum has a broad distribution (up to 40 MeV)

with a maximum

at about 14 MeV at 0° emission angle (depending on the deuteron energy) . The

studies. A few medium—intensity spallation sources are constructed such that
radiation experiments are possible.

maximum flux is 1.4-10" n/cm's or 83 dpa/y in a volume of 10 cc and 5-10^ n/cm^s
or 33 dpa/y in a volume of 100 cc /37/. The He to dpa ratio of 10 appm/dpa is
about the same as the predicted values for the tokamak / 3 1 , 3 2 / , INTOR /38/ and

UVMAK-1 /39/ projects. The flux has steep gradients which make dosimetry of
the radiation damage experiments a challenge /40/. The neutron flux in the irra-

diation positions and the effect of the material inside it have been the object
of intense studies /41/. At JRC-Ispra a centrifuge Li target was proposed permitting the use of deuteron beam of a few MW/cm^ /42/. For that purpose the
interaction of a 50 MeV deuterons with lithium was investigated /43/. In 1985

The new beam stop area /45/ of LRMPF - Los Alamos, permits radiation

damage experiments in a maximum flux of 3 - 1 0

n/cm s for an operation current

of 0.5 mA with a proton contamination between 1% and 10%.

Calculations and

experiments /46/ show that the high-energy tail of the neutron spectrum,

unique to spallation radiation damage environments, make significant contributions to displacements and He production rates. The He to dpa ratio is slightly

higher than in a physical first wall neutron spectrum. The Intense Pulsed
Neutron Source (IPNS) at ANL, although with a lower flux than LflMPF, is also

used for radiation damage studies /47/.

the FMIT project was suspended.

At EIR (Switzerland) a study was made to build a spallation neutron source
SINQ with a flux (E > 1.0 MeV)

of about 2 - 1 0 1 3 n/cm 2 s /46,48/ using a liquid

Pb target. It was concluded that it is far more effective to use the direct
Flowing
lithium

proton beam than to use the secondary spallation neutrons to produce helium and
displacement damage effects.
At JRC-Ispra, an intense neutron spallation source, EURAC /49/, with a

flux of about 2-10^ n/cm^s or 320 dpa/y in a volume of 20 cm-*

with a He to

dpa ratio between 6 and 13 is proposed. It has a liquid lead spallation neutron

target and a 235y booster surrounding the thermal and cold neutron sources.
The lead target and the 2350 booster are to be optimized in order to get optimal

Deuteron
beam

1x3 cm

conditions for radiation damage experiments, simulating fusion first wall
radiation environments.

gaussian
6.

CONCLUSION

In Table I, the three possible types of high intense neutron sources are
compared.

Only the INS blanket gives a real radiation environment of a fusion reactor. It is indeed a hybrid system: driven d-t fusion, uranium boostered. The
maximum f l u x obtainable is lower than for the other two systems, but in the
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Fig.

4

Beam/target and test module interlace (or FMIT (ref

37)

irradiation volume, the flux is nearly constant.

The need iur er o - section data is very severe. Dosu^etr^ for Lhe d-Li

104
(INS BLANKtl)
status

(FMI I)

abandoned project
studied

suspended proiect

? 10" in 100 cm1

1 5 10 5 in 10 cm

spectra is already fairly well developed, but more research and development is

Spallation

rJLi
(LAMPfl

operating

(EURACl

proposal

necessary for the monitoring of spallation neutron spectra and fluence measurements. The effect of the proton contamination for radiation damage experiments

is unknown and has to be studied.

studied

Construction oi a spallation neutron source has the advantage ol being

obtainable
fluxes in volume
(n/cm! s)

5 111" in 100 cm'

-3 10
(maximum)

2 10" in 20 cm1

06

320 in 20 cm1

relatively cheap if the accelerator is built and Ubed for other purposes.

d-Li and spallation sources have the potential of making high fluxes and high
dpa production per year available, but with steep gradients in the irradiation

6 in 100 cm1

dpa/y

83 in 10 cm3
39 in 100 cm'

volume. Special requirements on the metallurgical samples may have to be met.
Radiation damage data obtained in d-Li and spallation neutron sources

1

He/dpa

10 t 02

spectrum

exact first wall

10
_______
broad up to 40 MeV

maximum at 14 MeV

18

6-

•- 13

have to be compared and correlated ^ith data ODtained in 14 MeV neutron sources.
The scientist has to majtp sure that they are useful for fusion radiation en-

evaporation spectrum . tail
up to 200 (800) MeV

PKA spectrum

exact first wall

more high energy rec oils and recoils with E -> IMeV

Trasmutalion
products

exact first wall

slightly different

largely different

vironments.
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1. - INTRODUCTION

The request for reliable nuclear data "),

in particular for neutron

cross

section measurements f r o m 5 to 14 MeV, is still open, and has nowadays been
enhanced with the need of precise fast neutron data for fusion reactor development.
Moreover, there is a. need for calibrated neutron detectors for making they possible

neutron cross section measurement.
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In order to respond to these needs, at the 7 MV Van de G r a a f f accelerator of

tnn

the l.N.F.N. - Laboratori N a z i o n a l i di Legnaro (L.N.I,.) it was b u i l t - u p a m u l t i p u r pose s c a t t e r i n g chamber (50 cm innet d i a m e t e r , 24.2 cm long. See

figures 1 and 2)

adequate for fast n e u t r o n spectroscopy w i t h Associated Particle Technique (A.P.T.)
(2),

used with

thin Ti-T and home made deuterated polyetylene

targets (20-350

u g r / c m ^ thick).

As w e l l known ( 3 . 4 ) ihe

A . P . I , w i t h the d-D and d-T

reactions provides a

simple method for producing monoenergetic neutrons of a c c u r a t e l y d e t e r m i n e d f l u x in

a wide energy range.
In t h i s work we present the tests of the A.i'.T. f a c i l i t y , the measurement of
the absolute detection efficiency
1.27

of a Stilbenc scintillator (3.81 cm in d i a m e t e r ,

cm thick) and the compatison w i t h a n a l y t i c a l and Montecarlo calculations.

2. - SCATTERING C H A M B E R
An overall view of the vacuum chamber, based on a design developed in the

Fig.

1 - Vacuum Scattering Chamber Schematics.

L.N.L., is presented in Figure 1.
The basic components, i l l u s t r a t e d in the f i g u r e , are:

1. External c i l i n d r i c a l body w i t h interchangeable 137° l a r g e thin window;
2. Rotating target assembly suitable for self-supporting deuterated polyethylene
and thin T r i t i u m - T i t a n i u m targets;

2.1 R o t a t i n g Target Assembly
Since polyethylene is a low t e m p e r a t u r e b u r n i n g m a t e r i a l , a

rotating target

assembly is a convenient solution 10 avoid fast d e t e t i o r a t i o n .
Figure 2 shows a schematic d r a w i n g of the rotating target assembly, illustrating how a t w o - d i m e n t i o n a l motion ( p e r p e n d i c u l a r to the beam) is achieved w i t h a

3. Charged particle detector table;
4. Beam collimator system;

5. E x t e r n a l s c a t t e r i n g t a b l e w i t h slidding n e u t r o n detector mounting;

flexible bellow.
An electric motor (not ^hown in Fig. 2) i r a n s m i t s (a) a tilting and (b) an up
and down movement to the cuver f l a n g e of the air t i g h t bellow vessel. This then
o r i g i n a t e s a horizontal and up and down movement of the t a r g e t f r a m e , attached to

6. A u t o m a t i c vacuum system.

this flange through a long driving metal rod. A proper choice of the frequencies ^j

and ">2,

an<

^

tne

a m p l i t u d e s of each these components of motion, p e r m i t s a u n i f o r m

and long l i f e t i m e u.it of the t a t g c t s .

The movement imposed by our arrangement permits an adjustable rectangular
scan of the beam over the t a r g e t .

1000

deuteron beam
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Fig. 2 - Rotating Target Assembly Schematics.

3.

-

PRELIMINARY

TESTS AND P E R F O R M A N C E S OF

THE

A.P.T.

SCATTERING

CHAMBERS

Once the chamber p a r t s were cleaned and assembled, and the whole apparatus
was aligned in the +30° beam line of the Van de G r a a f f 7 MV CN Accelerator, the
vacuum tests reported a final 2 x 10"° Tort pressure normally achieved a f t e r

30

minutes.

To study the p e r f o r m a n c e of

the

A.P.T. facility, preliminary measurements

were p e r f o r m e d in the n e u r r o n energy range 2 f l 8 MeV using both d-D and d-T

SOO

b)

ICK»

ISOO

2000

reactions.
For a given neutron e n e r g y , the neutron p r o f i l e and the t i m e resolution of the
system depend on v a r i o u s k m e m a t i c a l and geometrical parameters concerning the
d e u t e r o n b e a m ' s e n e r g y and spot, the t a r g e t s thickness and composition, and the
charged p a r t i c l e ' s r,olid angle c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .

The f o l l o w i n g e x p e r i m e n t a l c o n d i t i o n s for the tests were set according to the
compromise which arises between a good t i m e resolution and a high n e u t r o n counting

109

rare.

Fig.

3 -

Neutron-Gamma Soectra taken with a typical
electronic arrangement and the 1.8/ cm x \.21
cm Stilbr-ne detector usjng 3) the D(d,n) He
reaction for Ej-5.5 MeV,
£n=4.409 MeV
and ®n-8n.?0°;

b<

the

Tfd.nl^He

Ed=6.0 MeV, En=IR.t94 MeV
fiqum;

of

merit

obtained

f"2-'-'7. respectively.

reaction

for

and Qn = 72.47°. The
were

Fj-l.?9

and

we

h i K u r e 5 shovvb a v e n u ai antl h o r i i o n i a l m e a s u r e m e n t of the n e u t r o n p r o f i l e s

used a three c i r c u l a r s l i t a r r a n g e m e n t w i t h the f o l l o w i n g diameters: 3 mm entrance

t a k e n f r o m a l ) ( ' J , n ) - ^ l le r e a c t i o n for L n - 2 . 4 1 Me\ , ( E , j = 2.0 \1e\'). Ihe p r o f i l e s are

one,

t a k e n AI a d i s t a n c e of 30.6 im

In o r d e r ;o o h r a m a 2 mm d i a m e t e r demeron beam spot over the

110

target

1.8 mm middle one and 2.5 mm exit one; which ones in proper alignment allows

us to obtain 500 nA c u r r e n t on the Faraday cup extension.

from

the t a r g e t , and

tile v e r t i c a l

si ales, give a

relative measure of the ToF to 'He counts.

The charged p a r t i c l e " A E" detector, chosen in agreement w i t h the 'hie C*He)
range, and located at 18 cm f r o m the t a r g e t , was provided w i t h a pair of l i m i t i n g
c i r c u l a r slits of 1.6 crn ( e n t r a n c e ) and 2.2 mm d i a m e t e r s , 3.5 cm apart f r o m each
o t h e r , in order to have a neutron cone contained in the 3.81 cm d i a m e t e r (1.27

cm

long) Stilbene spectrometer.
Figures 3-a) and 3 - b ) i l l u s t r a t e s the pulse shape d i s c r i m i n a t i o n spectra ( n - f )
take with a t y p i c a l electronic a r r a n g e m e n t

and the

Stilbene

detector

D(d,n) 3 He reaction for E d -5.5 MeV , E n =4.409 MeV and 9 n =80.20° and
T(d,n) 4 He reaction for Ej^o-O M e V , E n = 18.194 MeV and 6 n =72.47°. The

using the
using

the

f i g u r e s of

50

m e r i t obtained were F j - 1 . 2 9 and F2-1.17, respecrively.

1

I I

\

'

In Figure 4 a t i m e - o f - f l i g h t (ToF)

spectrum is shown, which illustrates the

t i m e correlation between the neutrons and the associated 'He's, as

f\

obtained f r o m

the fast Stilbene (stop) pulses using a t i m e - t o - a m p l i t u d e - c o n v e r t e r for a D ( d , n ) ^ H e
reaction w i t h E d =4.0 M e V , F.(3neM.154 MeV,

*

10?"

IK?"

L ,' , ... . S ___
2

M8' 0*9-**»

4

«

FWHM was 2 nsec.

Fig.

•

«cm

t»

3)

En--4.115 MeV and e n= 76.49°. The

5 - , j ) Hnn ,'t.Tital ami bl V p r r i c d i profiles taken
fro/" t h e D , d , n ) ' ' i e r e a c t i o n f o r E n = 2 . 4 / 5 M e V
^^-2.0 Vt I 7 * i v : t h r,hr

.- 4 1 1 5

\

d e t e c t o r af

3 0 . 6 cm /"rum

M*V

Figure

_ 525 -I

deuteratcd

6

shows

typical

3

He

p o l y e t h y l e n e home

yields

made

obtained

target, with

for

119

carbon

and

151 M g r / c m 2

baking

(18

and

19 u g r / c m 2 ) .
- 350 -

4. - C A L I B R A T I O N OF
2-18

175 -

Fig. 4 - Tof Spectrum obtained uxinq the
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The chamber previously described was used by some of us for the

mea-

s u r e m e n t of the absolute d e t e c t i o n e f f i c i e n c y of the 3.81 x 1.27 cm^ Stilbene
d e t e c t o r as f u n c t i o n of the l i g h t collection threshold (bias level) and the neutron
k i n e t i c e n e r g y in the range 2 f l 8 MeV.
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spectrum were recorded.
The bias level, B, was determined experimentally. For this purpose

gamma
TSCAt
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calibration measurements in t e r m of the electron energy of the Compton edge

Tiding
531

Singl«

Chftnn*!

An*ly*«r

4

were p e r f o r m e d in an accurate separate experiment ( ).
The Figures

7-11 summarize some

results of

such

absolute detection
L i n e a r g a t e ORTEC «09

efficiency measurement

L G i

Figure 7 shows the electronic used for the

ADC

Sulbene neutron detection

L i n e a r G « t e O R T E C 426
analog To O i i j i t » ! Conve

e f f i c i e n c y calibration using the Associated Particle Technique w i t h the d-D and
Pig.

d-T reactions.
The kinematic and geometric conditions

chosen

for the

monoenergetic

7

-

Electronics for the Associated Particle
Technique used for the absolute detection
efficiency
of a Stilbene detector in the
energy range 2-18 MeV.

neutron production in the energy range 2-18 MeV are summarized in Table 1.
The distances between the target and the SSBD and Stilbene detectors were 13
cm and 30.6 cm, respectively.

For the d-D reaction were used thin home made deuterated polyethylene targets
2

(20-350 pgr/cm ).
Ill

Germany).

For

d-T

reaction

was used

a

thin

Ti-T target

(Nukem,

In Figure 8 it is shown a typical charged particles energy spectrum obtained
w i t h a "Totally Depleted" S.S.B.D. (27.5 ym thick). The spectrum was taken for
E d -5.5 M e V , E( 3 He)=6.602 MeV, 9( 3 HeMO°.
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MeV)

The experimental response of the Snlbene to electrons and protons is shown
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above are reported in Table II w i t h an accuracy of about ± 2%.

Our data are

compared w i t h the values calculated with both analytical

expressions ( 4 ?6) and the Montecarlo code SANREMO of Anghmolfi et al. *•''.
The computer code, originally w r i t t e n for liquid and plastic organic scintillator,

The results indicate that the measured efficiencies are reproduced rather

has been modified to be compatible with the characteristics of our Stilbene

well by the computer code calculations and the code could be used for the

detector. The

evaluation of the e f f i c i e n c y of our detector over the energy range 2-20 MeV

main

modifications are:

e x p e r i m e n t a l proton light

(i) physical costant; (11) use

of

our

response f u n c t i o n ; ( i n ) use of alpha and heavy ions

about

5-20%. It should be

nored

that

the

difference

light response f u n c t i o n s of Nakayama er al. ' ', ( i v ) use of proton light response

data of Craun et al. ^"'.

region is m a i n l y due tu the u n c e r t a i n t y in the d e t e r m i n a t i o n of the threshold

The experimental and calculated detection efficiencies, for bias level B = 124
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w i t h an a c c u r a c y of

between the e x p e r i m e n t a l and calculated values in the

8

KeV, are shown in Figure 11

low n e u t r o n energy

value a f f e c t s s t r o n g l y the e f f i c i e n c y calculations especially in the

region.

low energy
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THE DIFFERENTIAL NEUTRON PRODUCTION
CROSS-SECTIONS IN THE D(d,np) REACTION
A.B. KAGALENKO, N.V. KORNILOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

7,93 + 10,94 MeV) and our data (EQ= 5,89 •»• 7,44 MeV). The latter da-

ta were obtained with using the EGP-10M accelerator and the gas deuterium target by the application of the time-of-flight techniques.
The time resolution was ~3 nsec, the path length was ~ 2 m. The
J
neutron detector efficiency was measured with use of 252
Cf prompt
fission neutron spectrum and the D(d,nKHe reaction yield. The neutron spectra at zero degrees were transformed into the centre-of-mass
system. Tb.«« we'll consider the following notation of the reaction m

The available experimental data on differential neutron production cross-section in break-up reaction have been analysed. It has

o2(mo1'm1m2)m3:
E' - e - 2 i/£77 tt>$ 9 -

(1)

been established a number of regularities that allowed to estimate

the cross-section and neutron spectra at zero degrees for the energy range from a threshold to —11 MeV in the laboratory sistem. An
angular dependence of the neutron spectra has been determined for
the initial deuteron energy of ~10 MeV. Neutron yield averaged
over the ^ U, -^^J fission cross-section have been calculated.
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The reaction D(d,n) He ig commonly used aa a souroe of monoenergetic neutrons for energies above 2,5 MeV. But if the incident
deuteron energy is above 4,45 MeV the breakup reaction becomes energetically possible and in addition to main neutron group, a low
energy component appears. The breakup neutron yield increases rapidly. This fact limita the energy range using the D(d,n) reaction
as a neutron source. Therefore, it is worthwhile to make a detailed examination of the D(d,np) reaction. The present experimental
works, as a rule, investigated neutron spectra and breakup crosssections at zero degrees in the laboratory sistem. Although these
data are in reasonable agreement and cover a wide range of initial
deuteron energies there ia no any valid evaluation of the crosssection. Moreover, the regularities of changing spectrum and angular distribution of the neutrons haven't been investigated.
The analysis of available experimental data revealed a number
of regularities allowing not only to carry out the evaluation of
the cross-section and neutron spectra but probably to stimulate the
investigation of a reaction mechanism. In the work we used the previous data on neutron spectra /2/ (EQ = 5,28 * 7,22 MeV), /3/ (EQ =

where E*,9*, E,o - are the energy and the angle of the neutron
cape in CMS and LS
J - is the Jacobian of convertion of LS to CMS

es-

FQ - is the itnitial deuteron energy
m, - is the neutron mass.
The neutron distribution in CMS is typically cupola-shaped and can

be discribed by the average energy £* and the dispersion S . The
regularities become most visible if the spectra normalyed to unity
should beplotted as a function of x = ( 6 -£*)/•$ . The spectra
have the same shape (-2 < x -6 2) for a wide range of incident particles energies (Pig.1). The difference is observed on the "tails"
of the distribution and appears due to variation of the upper ( c"/S ) and low (-f"/S ) spectrum limits. Since the distribution is "nearly" simmetric it should be expected that
where :
-O

11±2#- Q
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Fig.1. The neutron spectra normalized to unity in CMS.
The experimental data for different initial
energies are denoted by the following symbols:
(5+7 MeV)
- •
(7+9 MeV)
- o
(9+11 MeV) - A
The solid and dashed lines represent the distribution calculated by the expression 4.

Pig. 2. The averaged energy £ and 3 / E*
against the initial deuteron energy.

The experimental data are shown by O /2/ ,
O /3/, • - this work. The solid line
represents the calculations by formula 2.
The maximum neutron energy can be easily calculated on the base the
laws of energy and momentum conservation. The experimental and calculated by the relation (2) values £" are shown in Fig.2a. The
olope of the curve was defined by the least squares method (LSQ) and
it agrees with the predicted value within the uncertainty of about
2%. The -S/E" ratio was described with a Ijnear function. The parameters of this curve was determined by the LSQ method (Fig.2b)

S/E~* = 0.541 - 0.0172 -e0

(3)

At present there is no successive theory explaining the observed
neutron spectra. The spectrum defined in the accessible phase volume theory ia described by the expression:

which doesn't agree with the data shown in Pig. 1 . The description of
the spectrum by the power function using the linear interpolation to
the boundary energies is suggested for practice

-£/S < * *- 2

-2)

0,3642 + 2.49-10~3-JC - 0.1124-Ä11- 1 ,778-10'3^3+
-2 <• X. * 2 (4)
? é X- * £~/S

- 2)

For the d-<>/<J£* croaa-aection estimation in addition to the data
mentioned above we uaed the data /4/, where the cross-section value an
and the integration limits are given together. All experimental point

are successfully described by the function (Pig.3):
-^

= 7.218-O - e-°'910V).od,
O

where

f o^<*

7

/no

(5)
.

fc

7 —

ex! = ( fo - 4.45) /^o j Z-77b« /- TT ' ^ "^ "

The weighted average deviation of the experimental points from the
curve is 8%. So, taking into account possible correlations of the
data, the uncertainty of the evaluated dependence is (2*8)$. The expression (5) describes the change of the cross-section by a factor
of
200 with high precision. This enables to assume that the function (5) is not only a suitable mathematical model, but the function
and its parameters seem to have the specified physical sense.
For example the neutron spectra at zero degrees in the LS for
the initial energies of 6 and 10 MeV been calculated by the expres-

sions (1}+(5) are shown in Fig.4. One should pay attention to the
presence of the low-energy component for energy < £<> connected
with the neutrons emitted at the angle of 180 _in CMS. The behaviour of the spectra in the energy region of ~£*/S f on. ^- 2 is most
ambiguous. The experimental data for this energy region are scanty.

(0°

10

Pig.3. The D(d,np) cross-section at zero degrees in
CMS. The dependence 5 is given by the solid
line. In the insertion the same values are shown
as a function of oi . The experimental data of
the work /4/ are denoted by triangles. The other
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symbols are the same as in Pig.2.

Fig.4. The neutron spectra in LS for the initial energies
of 10 MeV - - - - and 6 MeV ————. The regions
corresponding to - '-/S ~ •* < -2 are limited by
the arrows.

At £ = <f» the spectra vanished due to using the linear extrapolation. If the neutron spectrum in the energy region in CMS is proportional /£" , the neutron spectrum at E = «To in LS doesn't reach zero but in vicinity of (f„ is proportional /<f0

. The analy-

sis of angular distributions are found difficult because of the experimental data are scanty and also because of the fact that if the
angle is not equal to zero the different escape angles in CMS correspond to different neutron energies in LS. We suggested the spectra for different angles could be described by the following expression
2

}") ïLÉ- fe*o>}

(6)

Conclusions.
1. The D(d,np) reaction cross-section at zero degrees can be cal-

culated with an accuracy < Q%. It'll satisfy the practical needs
in many cases and will allow to account the breakup neutrons contribution more reliably.
2. It is necessary to develop the theoretical models to describe
the regularities of the behavior of the D(d,np) reaction cross-section and other three-particle reactions.

3. The experimental researches on angular distributions and neutron spectra in the vicinity of <S> for various initial energies
are needed.

Analysis of the data reported in /3/ for r „ ~ 1 0 MeV has allowed

to make the following conclusions
1. The D(d,np) reaction cross-section is anisotropic in CMS
j(E*d*)t<.anst

•

2. The degree of anisotropy depends on neutron energy in CMS
A favourable description of the experimental data (Tig.5,6)

is obtained using the function
/(£*

8*) -- (1 +6 E* 0>/V;/ (t+tE*)

(7)

1

if è = 3,2 MeV , 2n = 6.
Within the experimental error the angular distribution can be described for Fo = 11,75 MeV /?/ using the same values of parameters.
But it is necessary to increase the parameter "b" for lower energies so, B = 5 MeV~1 ( f0 = 7,44 MeV) and ^ = 6 MeV~1 (£„ =6,31
MeV /4/) with the same parameter 2n = 6. This work doesn't consist
the successive least squares analysis of angular distributions and,
therefore, the mentioned dependence o (fe)
is qualitative.

Our general results are summarized in Table 1 . In addition to
values characterizing the D(d,np) reaction,the background neutron
yields are also given for the -"U,
U fission cross-sections.
The fission cross-sections were taken from /5/ and the D(d,n) crossaections were from /6/.
When employing the results of the work at high energies one
should remember that the double dcuteron breakup 13 energetically
possible for energies Et, >. 9 MeV.

Fig.5- The neutron spectra ^n LS for the initial energy
of 9,94 MeV /3/ at different angles: 0° - O

;

10° - •
; 20° - A
, 30° - à. . The solid lines represent the calculations by the formula
(2)»(7) for the initial energy of 10.17 MeV. The
energy increase was made according to the data
given in Pig.2.

Table 1.
E

o

MeV

4,5

5,0
5,5
6.0
6,5
7,0
7,5
8,0

8,5
9,0
9,5
10,0
10,5
11,0
S3

0.5

1.0

1.5

! D(d,np)D

j

J

D ( d , n ) 3 He
Y

:

MeV

0,79
1,55
2,12
2,65
3,16
3,66
4,15
•1,64
5,12
5,60
6,08
6,56
7,03
7,50

|

mb/at

!

5, %

Y

at
0

of.
TO

MeV

0,0004
0,473

7,76

8,24
8,73
9,21
9,69
10,17

2,97
8,37
16,65
27,29
39,58
52,87
66,66
80,55
94,35
107,28
120,20
132,71

10,65

II. 13
11,60

12,08
12,55
13,03

13,50
13,97

0
0,42
2,66
7,41
14,29
22,52
31,45
40,30
48,93
56,29
61,46
65,70
70,17
74,56

0

0,03
0,85
3,62
8,36
14,35
21,32
28,47

35,98
43,34
50,23
56,63
62,23
67,14

g'

20

where

Pig.6. The description of the neutron spectra in LS
at the angle of 20° /3/ by the expression (7)
with fixed ê = 3,2 MeV and various values
o f 2 n = 0 - . - . - ; 2n=2

... ; 2n = 4 ———

2n » o ———— ; 2n = 8 —-.. —..—
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120 DISTORTIONS OF NEUTRON FLUX AND ENERGY
SPECTRUM DURING DEUTERON BOMBARDMENT
OF SOLID DEUTERIUM AND TRITIUM TARGETS
V B FUNSTEIN, S V KHLEBNIKOV,
Yu A NEMILOV, Yu A SELITSKIJ

V G Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract
The method of (d,p)-reactionb is applied for the de terminât ion
of neutron flux and energy spectrum distortions durinn deuteron
bombardment of solid deuterium-titanium and tritium-titanium
tarfjfito . The neutron background caused by oeuterium accumulation
in target backings, carbon build-up, substitution of tritium for
deuterium sind deuteron or Lriton break-up is analyzed.

The solid deuterium or tritium containing targets are widely
used as sources of monoenergetic neutrons generated in H(d, n)JHe
and

H(d, n) He reactions. These targets are stable when bombarded

by high beam currents, convenient and safe under operating conditions. The solid targets consist of Zr or Ti layers impregnated
with 2H or 3H and applied to Mo or W oackings.
However in the case of targets with the thickness of hydrogen-containing layer less than the range of incident deuteron, the
deuterons accumulate continuously inside the target backing, forming ao called "drive-in" target. This results in appearance of
low-energetic neutron flux component. The distortions of neutron
flux value and energy spectrum shape may also occur owing to carbon build-up on *ne target. At £,£> 4 MeV, on appreciable fraction of the total neutron flux is composed of background neutrons
arising from the deuteron or triton break-up in 2H + d or 3H -t- d
reactions. AtE,£, 6 MeV the background neutrons are produced by
interaction between deuterons and construction materials of targets and diaphragms.

In this report a method is described for the determination
of neutron flux and spectrum changes during experiment on the
basis of proton spectra arising from (d, p) reaction /!/. It is
known that the probabilities of 2H(d, n)3He and 2H(d, n)3H reactions are nearly equal and the differential cross-sections are
well examined at Ed 4 6 MeV /2/.
This made it possible to obtain from the proton-spectra the
data on the changes in neutron flux and spectrum at any emission
angle, as well as the information about deuterium distribution
profile with the target thickness. The target was located perpendicularly to deuteron beam. The deuteron beam from electrostatic
generator was collimated on the target, at mean current density
p
-^ 80 t<A/cm . The targets were cooled by direct water flow or a
1 mm thick brass plate was placed between the circulating water
and the target backing. The plate enabled to reduce the heat removal and so the target temperature was raised. The protons generated in (d, p) reactions were registered by Si-detector positioned at the angle 120° to the beam direction. The deuterons scattered
by tlie target material were absorbed by an aluminium foil.
Fig. 1 shows the typical proton spectra for investigated range
Erf = 0,7-1,6 MeV measured before and after 20 hours of 1,2 MeV deuteron bombardment of deuterium-titanium target with 0,5 mg/cm2

thick titanium layer. The target backing was immediately watercooled. The peak 3 on proton spectra caused by deuteron implantation and subsequent deuterium diffusion in molybdenum backing is
clearly defined.
On the basis of experimental proton spectra measured under

the different target thermal conditions, the deuterium distribution profiles in the molybdenum backing and the background neutron
spectra (Pig. 2) produced by this deuterium at 6 = 0° were calculated. The calculation of neutron flux was controlled by direct
measurement of this flux through registration of fisaion events in
238
U target in an lonization chamber (Pig. 3). Prom Pig. 2 and 3
it is seen that the mean neutron energy and the absolute value of
the background neutron flux rise with extended irradiation time and
increased target temperature. In a few hours of irradiation, a dynamic equilibrium is reached between the deuterium accumulated in

a
800
600
MOO
0

200

_

2.5

3.0

3.5

H.O IS 2.5

3.0
En,, MeV

0

20

W

60

80 CO

Fig. 1. Spectra of protons generated in deuterium-titanium target
at the beginning and after 20 hours of irradiation on
immediate water-cooling; n - number of events;
the spectrum portions which exhibit any changes at the
beginning of irradiation are marked by dashed line. The
peaks are conditioned by the following reactions:
1 - I60(d, p)170* on the oxidized Mo-backing surface;
2 0(d, p) 0* on the oxide layers of the target
surface;
3 - TJ(d, p) H on deuterium implanted in the Mo-backing;
O
-1
4 - H(d, p)JH on deuterium in Ti-layer;
12
11
5 C(d, p) C on carbon layer of the target surface.

backing and released from it. Background neutron flux at 9 » 0°
was found to be 10-13 % of the value of neutron flux produced in
deuterium-titanium layer.
The data on deuterium distributions in molybdenum backings
within E , » 0,7-1»6 MeV permitted to calculate the values of background neutron flux arising by 2H ( d , n)3He reaction in "drive-in"
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target at Ed > 1,6 IdeV. The results are presented in Pig. 4 as
energy dependence of the ratio between the values of neutron fluxea at 0° generated in "drive-in" target under the saturation conditions and in deuterium-in-titanium layer. The calculations were

Pig. 2. Spectra of neutrons collinear with the incident beam
produced by 2H(d, n) J1He reaction with deuterium accumulated in Mo-backing.
A - the target with immediate water-cooling;
B - the target with poor cooling. A lower energy edge of
neutron spectra, is designated by arrow.

Fig. 3. Density of neutron flux collinear with the incident beam
2
3
generated by H(d, n) He reaction with deuterium accumulated in Mo-backing; 1 - the target with immediate water
cooling; 2 - the target with poor cooling; t - irradiation time. The density value of neutron flux generated by
deuterium-titanium target with titanium layer thickness
0,5 mg/cm2 is taken as 100 %.

no performed taking into account the constant width of energy spectra
of neutron main group ( A En/En - 0,05). As it is ahown in Pig. 4,
the relative value of neutron background increases gradually with
increased deuteron energy and attains 17 % at En « 7 MeV for titanium layer thickness 5 my/cm . Lesser values of background neutron
fluxes generated from "drive-in" target can be obtained under the
incomplete saturation conditions, when moving the beam over the
target surface, for example.
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Fig. 4. The ratio of neutron fluxes collinear with the beam produced by TI(d, n) He reaction from deuterium accumulated
in Mo-target under saturation conditions and from deuterium in titanium layer. The width of energy spectrum of
neutrons generated by deuterium in titanium layer,
AEn/En, i« assumed to be equal 0,05.

At EJ > 4,45 MeV an additional source of background neutrons
is observed due to 2H •*• d reactions proceeding with deuteron breakup (at £Td > 8,9 MeV - with break-up both deuterons). In Pig. 5 the
characteristics of such neutrons depending on , are presented, and
namely the ratio of neutron fluxes generated in deuteron break-up
3
and 2H(d, n)^He
reactions /3/ (curve 2) and the maximum neutron

4

5

10

Pig. 5. The flux and energy of neutrons produced by collinear
( H -f d) interaction. 1 - the energy of neutrons produced by H(d, n) He reaction; 2 - the ratio of neutron
fluxes
generated
in reactions with deuteron break-up and
p
"l
H(d, n) He reaction /3/; 3 - the maximum energy of neutrons produced by reactions with deuteron break-up. A-B thresholds of Tî(d, n)p, H and (d , 2n)2p reactions
redpectively.

energy generated in deuteron break-up reaction (curve 3). for com3 He reaction (curve 1)
parison the neutron energies for 2H(d, n)
are given as well.
These data show that at &En/Ea - 0,05 and Fd ^ 6 MeV the
neutron background caused by deuteron break-up is lees than the
back ground arising from the formation of the "drive-in" target.
Besides, the background neutron energies generated by deuteron
break-up are much below the neutron energies generated by H(d,
n) He reaction in titanium layer.
The distortions of neutron flux and energy spectrum shape
when deuterou bombardment of solid tritium targets may be governed by different reasons. Within the low E . values when the thickness of tritium sorbing layer exceeds the deuteron range, the only

possible prosses is tritium substitution for deuterons. At such
energies it leads merely to neutron flux decrease. As deuteron
energy increase, the cross-sections of H(d, n) Tie and H(d, n) He
reactions become comparable, and the process of tritium substitution for deuterium can considerably change the spectrum of generated neutrons. Besides, when using the targets with Ti-layer thickness less than the deuteron range, an additional source of neutron
background appears - the process of "drive-in" target formation.
The calculations show that the relative values of neutron flux

generated by deuterium implanted in Mo-backing of tritium-titanium target coincide very closely at £ ^ * 2-6 MeV with the similar
values for deuterium-titanium target. At E~d < 2 MeV the crosssection of H(d, n)Tie reaction inereaaes and neutron background
generated by "drive-in" target decreases. At Ed « 1 uey
A F /£" m 0,05 the value of this neutron flux in relation to the
4 n)
. Tie in titanium layer constitutes
neutrons produced by 3H(d,
2 %.
At Ed > 3,71 KeV, the ^H + d reactions with break-up of one

or both interacting particles may occur. Background neutron flux
increases with Ed so sharply /3/ that the H(d, n)Tle reaction

could not be used without energy selection of produced neutrons.
In the present work the behaviour of thin tritium-titanium
p
targets (P„ = 1-2 mg/ cm ) was investigated at 1,2 MeV deuteron

bombardment. The total neutron flux at 0° was determined from the
number of
U fission events in ionization chamber; the fraction
3 Re reaction was determined from the
of the flux caused by 2H(d, n)
2

~\

amount of protons produced in subsequent H(d, p)^He reaction
neutron flux caused by H(d, n) He reaction - from différencies
in them.
At irradiation with immediate water-cooling of the target

backing no decrease of tritium content in the titanium layer was
observed within the experimental errors. Further investigations
on substitution of tritium by deuterium were performed under conditions of poor water-cooling. The experimental results revealed
that the amount of desorbed tritium IT-, increased with irradiation
time t^r according to dependence VT ~ t^ 1/2 . In tritium - saturated targets the total tritium and deuterium volume in titanium

layer remained constant during deuteron bombardment. The additive
sorption of deuterium in titanium up to n(^H + H)/n(Ti) » 2 takes place in some targets with atomic ratio n(-*H)/n(Ti) < 2.
Tne carbon build-up on the target reduces the mean neutron
energy from H(d, n)3He or %(d, n)4He reactions, changes the
neutron flux value, and at £di 0,3 MeV initiates added neutron
flux from 12C(d, n)13N reaction with the energy E^E d - 0,27 MeV.
All changes in neutron flux can be taken into account from peak
13
area of protons generated by 12C(d, p)
C reaction (Fig. 1). The
amount of these protons may be estimated absolutely or from proton peak ratios for (d, p) reactions on carbon and deuterium in
titanium layer. The necessary data on differential cross-sections
for
C(d, p) C and 2H(d, p) He reactions are available, e. g.
/2, 5/. In the present work the target irradiation was carried out
under typical experimental conditions of using oil-free magnate
discharge vacuum pumps. In conducted experiments the thickness of
carbon layer on the target increased directly with irradiation
p
time and attained 190^/ig/cm in 12 hours at immediate water-cooling of target backings. Such carbon layer thickness led to appearance of additional neutron flux equal to 30 % of that from H(d,
n) He reaction in titanium layer at P_, =0,5 mg/cm . In this
case the neutron energy of the main group decreased by 65 keV.
The rate of carbon build-up on the target surface is strongly
dependent on its temperature and hence on beam density and cooling degree of the backing. So, the carbon build-up rate decreased
over 10-fold at poor cooling of target by using the brass plate
between water and target backing (Fig.6).
In conclusion it may be said that the considered procedure
for registration of protons generated by (d, p)-reactions furnishes an useful method for continuous control over distortions
of neutron spectrum shape as well as the characteristics of solid
deuterium and tritium targets during bombardment.
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Pig. 6. The thickness of carbon layer and neutron flux produced
by 12 C ( d , n) 13 N reaction under different operating conditions: 1 - immediate water-cooling; current 7yuA; 2 immediate water-cooling; current 15^uA; 3 - poor cooling,
current 15/iA. The density value of neutron flui generated
by deuterium-titanium target with titanium layer thickness
0,5 mg/cm is taken as 100 %.
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REVIEW OF MEASUREMENTS OF THE
PROMPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM FROM
THE SPONTANEOUS FISSION OF Cf-252*
J.W. BOLDEMAN
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,
Australian Atomic Energy Commission Research Establishment,
Sutherland, New South Wales,
Australia
Abstract
A review is presented of experimental determinations of the prompt

SESSION m
CALIFORNIUM-252 PROMPT FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRA
AND OTHERS

fission neutron spectrum from the spontaneous fission of

252

Cf.

Special attention has been given to post-1979 measurements

1.

INTRODUCTION
The prompt neutron spectrum from the spontaneous fission of

2S2

Cf has

been defined as a standard neutron spectrum [1,2]. This standard has
found considerable use in recent years in applications such as the energy
calibration of neutron detectors [3] and reactor dosimetry via activation
reactions [4]. The use of 252 Cf as a source of neutrons in environmental,
medical and industrial applications is now widespread. Furthermore, the v
value for the spontaneous fission of 252 Cf has been the reference for all
v measurements and the accuracy of these measurements is influenced by the
knowledge of the 252 Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum [5]. It is
clear, therefore, that the spectrum requires accurate description.

There has been a large number of measurements of the spectrum since
the potential value of 252 Cf as a neutron source was recognised. Table 1,
taken from the review of Blinov [6] lists all measurements prior to 1979.
Post-1979 measurements which are the principal concern of the present
review, are listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 1

PRE-1979 MEASUREMENTS OF THE "~Cf SPONTANEOUS

FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM
(taken from Bl inov [6])

Year

Authors

Neutron Energy
Range (MeV)

Hjalmar et al

[7]

1955

2

Smith et al

[8l

1957

0.2-7.0

[9]

1961

<4

1962

0.5-6 0

Bonner

Results
Method, Neutron Detector

—

Tmax l(MeV)
Photoeinul s ton

TOF,

p l a s t i c scinti 1 lator,

Ê (MeV)

1 40:0 09

-

-

2 36

1.367=0 030

-

-

2 34:0.05

photoemils ion

Integral (Bramblett counter)

Bowman et al.

[10]

Condé A During

[11]

1965

Meadows

[12]

1967

0.003-15

Green

[13]

1969

-

Zamjatnin et al .

[11]

1970

0.005-6.0

TOF,

Jéki et al .

[15]

1972

0.002-1 0

TOF, <Li glass

Werle & Bluhm

[16]

1972

O.Z-8.0

0.07-7.5

Tuf. plastic scint'llator

TOF, 'LI glass, plastic sdnt.

1.3910.04

(2.09)

TOF, 'Li glass, l i q u i d scint.

1.52

2 348

Integral (Mn bath)

1.39

(2 09)

1.4810.03

(2.2210.05)

'Li glass, plastic, sdnt.

1.57 (1.3)

'He spectrometer,

2.15510.02»

Proportional counter

(1.42±0.015)

2.130;0.022

Green et al .

[17]

1973

0.5-13

TOF, organic sdntlllator

1.40610.015

2.10510.01«

Knitter et al .

[18]

1973

0.15-15

TOF, organic scintillator

1.4210.05

2.1310.08

Spiegel

[19]

1974

-

Alexandrova é t a l . [20]

197*

2.04-13 2

Kotelnikova et al . [21]

1975

0.5-7 0

Johnson

[22]

1975

2 6-15

Single crystal spectrometer

Csikai J Dezsö

[23]

1976

2.5-15

Activation detector

Integral ("age")

-

1.4210.03

(2.1310 045)

TOF,

1.46tO,02

(2.19-0 03)

(1.4210.02)

2.1310 03

1.4U0.02
1.48*0.03

(2.1210.03)
(2.2210.05)

1 iquid scintillator

(threshold reactions);
"age" method

Batenkov et al .

[24]

1976

0.02-2.0

2. 2U0.05

Single crystal spectrometer

TOF, 'Li I crystal
!

1.40

-

1. 41*0.03

2.12

Blinov et al.*

[25]

1977

0.01-7.0

Oyachenko et al .

[26]

1977

<2

Amplitude, 'Lf(n,a)T reaction

1.18

-

TOF, metal. !"U,!"U chamber

Nefedov et al.

+

Bertin et ai

Starostov et al .

[27]

1977

0.01-10

[28]

1978

1-10

[29]

1978

0.01-10

TOF, 'Lll crystal, "U chanber

TOF, liquid scintillator

TOF, metal

!

"U;

M5

U chamber

1.28

(1 92)

(1.51)

2.27*0.02

1.4310.02

(2.1510.03)

Note: The values of T
max and £ in brackets are taken not from the reference
works, but calculated according to their data by Blinov et al. [6],

•See Blinov et al. [30]
*See Starsatov et al. [37]

TABLE 2
POST 1979 MEASUREMENTS

Energy Range
(MeV)

Authors

Neutron Detector

Flight Path

Timing

Fission Detector

(m)

Resolution' FWHM
(us)

Time-of-F11ght
Bl inov et al

[30]

0 03-1 0

0 0625-0 50

Bl inov et al

[31]

0 04-11 4

0 25-1.0

Li An-Li et al

[32]

0.45-15.0

Poem tz A Tamura

[33]

0.2-10 0

Bottger et al

[34]

2.0-14 0

Laytai et al

[35]

0 025-1 18

Boldeman et al

[36]

1 0-14.3
0.124-2.66

Starostov et at
Boystov & Starostov

[37]
[38]

0 01-10 0

«LU (Eu)

gas sclntlllator

1.5

I)!

fast ion chamber

1.32

U fission chamber

NE213 (equivalent)

(sclntlllator)

black neutron detector

gas scintillator

S4.0

NE213, PSD

fast ion chamber

1.5

0.30

*L1 glass sclntlllator

fast ion chanter

3 015

NE102

fast ion chamber

0 40

'LI glass sclntlllator

fast Ion chamber

2.9

1I5

U fission chamber

gas sclntUUtor

2.5,5 5

"U fission chamber.

fast 1on chamber

3 5,5.0
1.5

2 58,3.47
12 0

0.1-0.4

Z

0.01-3 0

2.6-3. 0

anthracene crystal
Bottger et al

[59]

2 0-12 0

NE213 PSD

fast Ion chamber

Marten et al

[39]

9.0-30.2

4 50

NE213 PSD

fast Ion chamber

l.B

Bdttger et al

[40a]

5 0-28.0

3.7.5.9

ME213 PSD

fast Ion chamber

1.3,1. S

[MaYten et al ]

[40b]

Chalupka et al

[60]

2 796

NE213 PSD

fast Ion chamber

0.85

14-28

12.0

Proton Recoil Measurements
Jasicek 8 Benck

[41]

0.9-10.0

proton recoil, gas counter

Bolshov et al

[42]

1.0-11.0

proton recoi 1 ,

stllbene crystal

TABLE 3
SOME PREVIOUS REVIEWS flND EVALUATIONS
Year

Recommendations

Authors

1971

Snn th
Koster

[43] \

Consultants1 meeting [2] recommended

[44] /

secondary standard

1972

Ferguson

[45]

Panel recommendations [1].

2S2

Cf as a

(i) 252 Cf should be the standard.
(11) Existing data poor. E from 2.085 to 2.35 MeV.
Data not sufficiently accurate to define
departures from Maxwellian.
1975

Grundl & Eisenhauer

[46]

Spectrum in energy range 0.25 to 8 MeV similar
to Maxwellian with E = 2.13 MeV.
Departures <5%.

Recomrended an empirical segmented fit.
[NBS
1976

Knitter

segmented fit]

[47] In accord with Grundl & Eisenhauer [46]. Important

to obtain improved data at low and high energies.
19RO

Blinov

1983

Klein & Blinov

[6]

[48]

Consideration of error sources. Spectrum can be
described by Maxwellian T = 1.42 MeV in range 1 keV
to 10 MeV with deviations of ±10% at ends of this
range.

For energy region 1 keV to 6 MeV, Maxwellian distribution witti T = 1.42 MeV and deviations less than

10% (1-10 keV) and 51 (10 keV-6 Mev).
For energy
region 6-20 MeV, NBS segmented fit. Evaluation needed.
1984

Boldeman

[49]

Theoretical description now consistent with trends of
experimental data. Use theoretical shapes pending
full evaluation of experimental data

TABU «
C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S Of HtUTQQN DETECTORS USED FQK TH£ T|MÇ OF RIGHT

Energy

0

1 1 nov °t
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Accuracy
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[12]
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< 10 5
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Bottger et al

[33]

[34]

b l a c k d e t e c t o r s 17 7 .15 24
27 0 x JO II
(?)

0 2-4.0
0 6-10 0

2 0-14 0

5 08 < 25 i

4 x NE213

E f f i c i e n c y of 8NO xlOOl

98-831 ( 0 . 2 - 4 . 0 He»)

based on design prin-

snail detector

ciple. E f f i c i e n c y confirmed by e x t e n s i v e u s e .

96-771 (0.6-10 Hev)
large detector.

PSD

SI-21
i\ 21

4 Detector«
t Ions Including «all

[35]

H y t J i «; i\

NE9I2 'Li qlJSS
srlnllllator

D 95 x 4 5

0 025-1 18
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col 1 Imators

e f f e c t s and detector

Thin «all Al cell to
reduce neutron

Measured (TOF)

2-Sl except on

relative to a thin

Scattering.

NE908 'LI detector.

large resonances In *L1 .

resolution .

"SI. "0.
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[31)
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[361

? 54 > 5 08

HE in?

1 0-14 3
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Experimental .
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particle 2-11 He»
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(21 absolute
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21 at IM
energy.

wnere

0 20 x 5 08 0 124-?. 66

'Li g l a s s
sclntilla'.or

Time response functions

Experimental TOF

2^ r e l a t i v e

measured experimentally

0.1J4-1.349He».

0 5-1.4 Me».
2-61 r e l a t i v e
at fewer

Calculation 1 3.49Z.6« He»

energy.
StaroUov t» jl

[3/1

"U(n,f)

In

(a) gas sclnt
(b)

Ion cnarrfjer

(a) '"U o ( n , r )

(a) thick U
target
(11 x 01)
(b) 1 <ng cm"'
on 1R o l a t e s

(b) f i s s i o n frig,

detector v80-90t
'"U o ( n . f ) 1i

of 9 ci« d l a .
B i y s t Q v i Slaroslov

[38]

crystal

i 5 ing cut"' 0 01-J.O
8 lay»rs
10 'X d l a .
1 8 c« d l a .

KE2I3

5 08 x 25 4

"'</ f i s s i o n
chamber

anthracene
Bottq^r çt «1

[59]

reference.

3. 0-12.0

(a) '"U

o(n.f)

41

(b) calculation

PSD- 4 Detectors

Honte Carlo

Separated by 1Z.S'-

calculation.

PSD. Sliding b i a s -

Honte Carlo cilc.

U
21 overall

Conf Iniatlon by

experiment.
^rt-n f t

41

SoLlgcr *t al
(Harte« et jl . 1

[39]

NE2I3

[ÎS1 N"1]

IJ 7 < IZ 7

9.0-30.2

3 81 t 12.7
12.7 x 12.7

S.D-23.0

énergie«.

PSD. 2 detectors

nonte Carlo

0*. 60'

calculation-

SS at lo«
energies.

sliding bias
PSO.
rhjli/pt-« *t

*l

[f.0]

NE213

S W i 25 4

14-28

SI at loo

Confirmed at low
energies 0.4-7HeV.

PSD.

Honte Carlo

calculation .

Historically, the spectrum has been approximated analytically by a
Maxwellian distribution N(E) « /f exp(-E/T) in which the temperature
T = 2/3 Ê, where Ê is the average energy. Thus, the traditional way of
treating the experimental data has been to determine the average energy
Ë of a best fitted Maxwellian distribution and then to determine the
deviation of the actual data either from the fitted Maxwellian or from a
reference Maxwellian distribution with a defined temperature. Precise
measurement of the spectrum presents serious experimental problems because
of the range of energies involved. Thus the development of the subject
has been accompanied by some disagreement. This has been reflected in the
reviews of the subject. Table 3 lists some of the reviews and workshops,
and the recommendations that were appropriate to the status of the experimental data at that time. It will be seen, for example, that the early
work could be described by a Maxwellian distribution with an average energy
which converged on 2.13 MeV, whereas more recent studies have tended to
reveal widescale but small deviations from this shape. The evaluation of
Grund! and Eisenhauer [46] produced the so-called NBS segmented fit which
has been used extensively since then. The two most recent specialists'
meetings [48,49] have recomended temporary descriptions of the spectrum,
the first, empirical, and the second, a theoretical description, pending
an evaluation of the recent experimental data.
2.
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GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The recent measurements listed in Table 2 can be divided into two
groups: time-of-flight measurements and measurements involving the
analysis of proton recoil spectra. In the larger of these two groups,
the spectrum was derived by measuring the inverse time-of-flight of
neutrons over a specified flight path using the detection of a neutron
in an appropriate detector as the start signal to a time-to-amplitude
converter and a signal previously recorded (in real time) from the
fission detector, suitably delayed, as the stop signal. The typical
set-up is shown schematically in Figure 1. In assessing the accuracy
of a particular experiment, the factors to be considered are the fission
source and associated fission detector, the neutron detector and the
corrections that must be applied to the experimental data.

FIS3ICN
DETECTOR

NEUTRON
COLLIMATOR

n
u

CUD •
QQ.AT

FAST ELECTRONIC
T I» !>e »coûte

CETECTOR

STAUT

ST»

TAC

FAST ELECTRONIC
Tim NC xooxe

Figure 1
Details of the time-of-fl ight systems are listed in Table 2. It
will be noted that the flight paths that have been employed vary greatly
from as little as 6.25 cm to 12.0 m. The choice of the flight path was
governed principally by the neutron energy range that was under study.
The short flight paths, for example, were chosen for measurements emphasising the lower energy end of the spectrum. Long flight paths were used
for the higher energy end of the spectrum, whereas measurements with flight
paths between 1 and 4 m tended to be directed at determining the major component of the spectrum from about 0.5 to 10.0 MeV. The significance of
different sources of error depends on the flight path. For example, for
very short flight paths, the precision of the flight path itself and the
downscatter of neutrons in the fission and neutron detectors are important.

For the longer flight paths, accidental neutron fission coincidences are a
major factor.
2.1 Neutron Detectors
For measurements covering the lower energy region of the spectrum, the
neutron detectors were based either on the 6Li(n,a) reaction as in Li glass
scintillators or Lil(Eu) crystals or 2 3 5 U fission chambers. Most of the
detectors for measurements at higher energies were NE 213 liquid scintillators incorporating pulse shape discrimination to minimise the Y-ray background. One of the exceptions [36] used an NE 102 plastic sclntillator, a
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detector type which was frequently used in pre-1979 measurements. The
other exception was the black neutron detector, based essentially on total
neutron cross sections, which was used by Poenitz and Tamura [33].
The overriding feature to consider for the neutron detector was
the method of determining either the relative or absolute neutron

detection efficiency curves. Obviously, the accuracy of the shape
of the spectrum is limited by the accuracy with which this is known.
The efficiencies of the NE 213 liquid scintillators [34,39,40,59,50] were
determined by calculation using Monte Carlo methods [50,53]. These
calculations can produce extremely accurate data provided the full
detector characteristics, such as the resolution function and the
detector response function are specified [51]. The absolute neutron
detection efficiency curve for the NE 102 plastic scintillator used
in réf. [36] was determined experimentally in the energy range 2 to
11 MeV using the associated particle method and extended by calculation outside this region using Monte Carlo methods similar to réf. [50].
The alternative methods of determining the efficiency curves, experimental and calculational, have their virtues. The experimentally determined efficiency curve is directly applicable to experiment, although
edge effects are difficult to take into account because of the collimation effect of the associated particle method. Calculation methods can
bypass the edge effect problem but, in this case, the input data must
be very accurate and the detailed structure of the detector system (PM
tube, for example) must be incorporated into the calculation. Black
neutron detectors as used by Poenitz and Tamura [33] are high efficiency
devices based on total neutron cross sections which are known very
accurately. Furthermore, extensive use of such detectors in other
standards work such as the 235U(n,f) cross section has led to very

accurate calibration of their efficiency curves. The neutron detection
efficiency curves of the 6Li and 235 U based systems are generally related
to the standard (n,a) and (n,f) cross sections for these isotopes. These
cross sections are known to high accuracy (2-61) in the first case and
better than 4% in the latter case. Therefore, high accuracy can be
obtained with such detectors, provided effects such as multiple scatter-

ing are taken into account.

A second factor that needs to be considered is the effects of neutron
scattering in the structural elements of the neutron detector. Blinov et
al. [52] have discussed this question in detail. In three measurements
[33,34,59] col lima tors on the flight path . were used reducing significantly
scattering effects in both the neutron and fission detectors. Of course,
such an arrangement introduces the necessity to design the collimator
carefully to minimise scattering on the walls of the collimator. In
the detectors based on the 2!5 U(n,f) and 6li(n,ct) reactions, scatter

in the detectors was reduced by making the structural elements of
each as small as possible. In réf. 36, scattering effects in both
neutron detectors were included in the experimental determination of
the efficiency curves.
2.2

Fission Counters

The critical features of fission counter design have been discussed recently by Chalupka et al. [54]. Greater attention has been
paid to these requirements in recent years. Structural elements have
been reduced as much as possible, great care has been taken with the
preparation of the 252 Cf deposits to minimise fission fragment absorption and attention has been paid to the design to obtain fast response
and a fission fragment detection efficiency close to 100?».
The detailed features of the fission counters are listed in Table
5. The most frequently used design has been the miniature fast ionisation chamber similar to that of Chalupka [55]. Except at very low
energies, scattering effects in such fission detectors are negligible.
The ionisation chamber used in réf. [36] was slightly heavier in construction, but here the principal component of the weight of the chamber
was at a diameter of 7.5 cm and therefore the geometry and the relatively
light design reduced the scattered component considerably. The body of
the gas scintillator used by Poenitz and Tamura was shielded by the
collimator on the flight path thereby making any correction exceedingly
small.

A high efficiency in fission fragment detection is desirable because
of the effects, discussed later, which result from the correlation of the
neutron spectrum with the emission angle of the neutron relative to
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flight direction of the fission fragments. Böttger et al. [34,59] have
considered in detail factors such as the preparation of the backing surface which cause a reduction in the fission fragment detection efficiency.
To improve the accuracy of the correction factor discussed in section 2.3,
the fission fragment detection efficiencies were determined experimentally.
In experiments [30,31,33] the total fission rate of the 252Cf source was
obtained using MnSO,, baths to measure the total neutron emission OF.
Since v for 252Cf is known to about 0.25%, the fission fragment detection
efficiency can be determined very accurately. In experiment [36] neutron
coincidence counting using a large liquid scintillator tank provided an
accurate value for the fission fragment detection efficiency. Bottger et al

[34] have measured the dependence of the fission fragment detection-neutron
coincidence probability as a function of the angle of the neutron detector

with respect to the perpendicular to the fission foil surface. In their
more recent measurement Böttger et al [60] have shown that if special
attention is paid to the preparation of the backing surface for the
fission deposit a detection efficiency of 99.5% can be obtained.

2.3

Experimental Corrections

As the consensus between the different measurements has improved in
recent years and with attention now turning to the deviations from a
Maxwellian distribution, all corrections in time-of-flight measurements
have received close scrutiny. The major ones are listed for post-1979
measurements in Table 6 and are discussed below.
2.3.1

Accidental neutron fission coincidences & renormalization

The events in a typical time-of-flight spectrum can be classified into

three classes:- (i) Genuine fission neutron-correlated fission fragment
counts, (ii) Genuine fission neutron-accidental fission fragment coincidences,
(iii) Random background (y-ray, neutron) fission fragment coincidences.
Chalupka [56] has discussed the interaction of the three classes and
formulated a method of analysis for typical data. Similar but independent
analyses have been presented by other authors.
133

The specific procedure for the analysis differs according to the dead
time of the stop pulse (generally the stop pulse width) T relative to the

time range of the time-to-amplitude converter T. In the case where
T « T, the accidental coicidence gain to a channel i is given, in the

formulation of Poenitz and Tamura [33], by
max
ex p -V [l-exp(-N,At)]NU)

"..ce:

(1)

where N, is the nett fission rate to the stop input of the TAC, t is the
time associated with channel i and At is the channel width. The first
exponential in equation (1) accounts for the probability that a random
stop signal has not previously occurred in time t. Of course, these
accidental coincidences mean that genuine neutron fission coincidences

have been lost with the effect being larger for the higher energy channels.
The shape of the spectrum requires a renormalisation factor exp(-N.t)
to account for this effect. The random background fission fragment
coincidence probability can be determined from the higher end of the

spectrum above the prompt y-ray peak. However, this random background must also be renormalised. In the second case in which T 2 T,
all channels in the time-of-flight spectrum have been equally affected
by the accidental coincidence probability and the first exponential factor
in equation (1) and the need for renormalisation are eliminated. As a
general conclusion, it is clear that the magnitude of the corrections
relate to the factor N.J.
In the measurement of Böttger et al. [34], because of the flight
path and the high fission rate necessary to obtain statistically significant data, the corrections necessary for the accidental coincidences
were fairly large. Exact corrections were applied and their influence
on the experimental data is illustrated in Figure 2. It should be noted that
renormal isation was necessary only for the higher channels in this measurement
because of the dead time associated with the stop trigger. Poenitz and Tamura
[33] used a stop trigger dead time many factors smaller than the time
range. In this measurement all the correction factors were fairly small
and applied according to the formulation above. For measurement [36],
the correction factors were smaller still. In this case, the use of a
sliding bias on the neutron detector introduced an additional complication as the neutron detector spectrum associated with random coincidences

differs from that associated with the accidental neutron fission fragment
coincidences. An approximation to an exact correction was applied and
the data were also renormalised as T « T. In the measurements of Märten
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et al. [39] ßöttger et al. [40] and Chalupka et al [60], the effects
referred to above are negligible.
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One consequence of the accidental neutron fission fragment coincidences seen in Figure 2 is that the background at low channel numbers,
corresponding to the low energy part of the neutron spectrum, is
increased. Thus accidental coincidences would seriously interfere with
the data from measurements endeavouring to define the lower energy end
of the spectrum. Blinov et al. [30] and subsequent measurements [31,35]
have used pulse pile-up rejection so that the magnitude of the effect
associated with accidental coincidences is reduced to one commensurate
with the pulse pair resolution of the fission counter and associated
electronics. Figure 3, taken from Blinov et al. [57] illustrates the
background effects that are associated with experiments of this type.
2.3.2

Fragment loss

Neutron emission in the fission process is primarily evaporation
from the fragments after they have reached their full velocities from
Coulomb repulsion. Some of the neutrons, however, are emitted during
the acceleration process and there is also considered to be a small
component (MO".) which are emitted from the neck of the elongated
fissioning system - the so-called "scission neutrons". For all of
these reasons, the fission neutron spectrum varies with the neutron
emission angle relative to the fragment direction. Therefore, if the
neutron emission spectrum is measured with small geometry and there is
an angular dependence to the discrimination against the fission fragments that can stop the TAC, a bias is introduced into the measurement
of the spectrum.

10«
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Poenitz and Tamura [33] and Bbttger et al. [34] have studied this
effect experimentally. The latter have shown that even with highly
polished deposit surfaces, a small proportion of the fission fragments
travelling parallel to the plane of the source are still lost. The
effects of such losses are clearly demonstrated in Figure 4 from Poenitz

Figure 4
and Tamura [33]. The data show that fragment losses in the foil cause a
hardening of the spectrum measured at 0° to the perpendicular to the

plane of the source. It is also clear that the effect increases as the
proportion of fission fragment absorption in the plane of the foil
increases. Since almost all measurements were made at 0° corrections
must be applied. The appropriate correction can be calculated from the
fission fragment absorption probability and the data from Bowman et al.
[10] on the density distribution of neutron emission angle with respect
to fragment direction and the angular dependence of the emission spectrum.

Since the magnitude of the effect depends on the absorption
probability, considerable effort has been devoted to the measurement of
the fission fragment detection efficiencies as mentioned in section 2.2.

In most cases, the fission fragment detection efficiencies were found
to be close to 100% and therefore the corrections applied were quite
small. In the case of Poenitz and Tamura [33] the fission fragment
detection efficiency was 71%. A separate experiment was mounted by
these authors to show that only 7% of the fragments were actually lost
in the foil (Figure 4). A correction was applied on this basis.
233

Structural materials

Neutron scattering in the fission fragment and neutron detectors
has been considered in detail by Blinov et al [52] and a number of
other authors

The distortion of the experimental spectrum caused by

scattered neutrons increases rapidly at energies below about 1 MeV

As discussed previously, the precautions taken to minimse neutron
scattering include miniaturisation of the fission fragment detector
and the use of a collimator on the flight path. Neutron scattering
in the body of the neutron detector alters its efficiency but, except
at the lower energy end of the spectrum, does not significantly time
shift the neutrons to lower energy In the measurements of Blinov et
al. [30,31] and Starostov et al [37] which addressed the lower end
of the spectrum, great attention was paid to the corrections necessary
to account for neutron scattering Such effects are also taken into
account in the calculation of the neutron detection efficiencies for
measurement [35]. For the detector used for the lower energy measurement of réf. [36], the experimental determination of the neutron
efficiency and time response functions overcame the scattering effects
in the neutron detector.

2.3.4

Air attenuation, downscatter

Air attenuation is an important correction, especially for long
flight path experiments such as that of Bottger et al. [34], where a
correction of ^10% is mentioned

Corrections for air attenuation

appear to have been applied universally. A second aspect is the scatter

of neutrons by the air outside the flight path into the neutron detector.
The important consideration here is the time shift which makes a scattered
neutron appear experimentally as one of lower energy. Such effects are

fairly small at high energies where the scattered neutrons are adding to
a spectrum which is increasing in intensity with lower energy. However,
below 1 MeV or so, the effect starts to become quite significant. In the
measurements using collimators [33,34,59] neutron scattering in the air
is eliminated entirely. In other experiments [35,36] appropriate corrections were obtained by repeating the spectrum measurements with a shadow

bar placed between the neutron source and detector to eliminate all
direct sight neutrons.
2.3.5 Verification of energy scale
An important consideration in time-of-flight measurements is the
verification of the energy scales Most experiments were performed
with y-ray sensitive neutron detectors and the prompt y-fay Peak in
the time-of-flight spectrum can, with the use of time calibrators
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or precision time delays, be used to define the energy scale

An

alternative method involves transmission measurements on, for example,

a carbon sample using the experimental time-of-flight system

The

energy scale is then defined by the position of the narrow resonances
in 12C which have been defined by James [58] as reference energy

standards For measurements of the lower energy part of the spectrum,
the resonance in the 6Li(n,a) cross section can be used to define the
energy scale, although the apparent peak in the cross section shifts
if multiple scattering becomes significant Of course, the optimum
method of calibration is to use such resonance data to confirm the
energy scales determined using delay times etc.
Special problems arise in the use of neutron detectors based on
the 235U(n,f) reaction as there is no y-ray signal here to provide an
indication of zero time on the time-of-flight scale Blinov et al.
[57] have discussed three methods of determining zero time in such
systems. In the first method, identical fission shaped signals from
a pulse generator were fed to the electrodes of the 252 Cf fission
counter and the 2 3 5 U fission counter used as the neutron detector.
The second method involved measuring the neutron time-of-flight spectrum over a flight path of only 6 mm with a single layer 2 3 5 U fission
detector. The third method involved the comparison of the shape of
the fission neutron spectrum measured over several different flight
paths to obtain the optimum zero time position for minimum difference
between the experimental data after all corrections Thus the zero
time position was obtained with a reliability of the order of ±0.1 ns

2 3.6 Other sources of error
A number of other sources of error have been considered in the
various experiments and dismissed as negligible. These include
(a) A contribution from delayed y-rays from fission - shown
to be negligible by Boldeman et al [36].
(b) Other californium isotopes in the 252 Cf target - dismissed by both Poenitz and Tamura [33] and Blinov et al. [57].
(c) The timescale in the fission process for the emission of
neutrons - dismissed by Poenitz and Tamura [33].

3

PROTON RECOIL MEASUREMENTS

The second method of measuring the 252 Cf fission neutron spectrum
utilised proton recoil spectrometers In the measurement of Jasicek
and Bensch [41] two separate gas filled proportional counters were used,
while Bolshov et al [42] used stilbene and antracene crystals. Both
the proportional counters used by Jasicek and Bensch [41] were cylindrical in shape, the larger, covering the energy region 0.9 to 10 0
MeV, was filled with a mixture of methane and krypton, while the smaller,
for the energy region 1 to 3 MeV, was filled with methane. Very small
quantities of 'He (0 1^) were added to each counter to provide an energy
calibration via the 764 keV protons from the reaction 3He(n,p)3H induced
by thermal neutrons Gas filled proportional counters of this type have
been studied for many years and are capable of accurate measurements.
The principal disadvantage is the need to unfold the proton recoil distribution which is distorted by wall and end effects. The details of the
measurement by Bolshov et al. [42] were not available to this reviewer.
4

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Recent reviews of the experimental data for the 252Cf fission neutron
spectrum have recommended that the optimum way to present the experimental
data is relative to a reference Maxwellian distribution with T = 1.42 MeV.
This recommendation has been followed in the present review.
For clarity, the experimental data are presented for three energy
regions. 0-1.5 MeV, 1.0-15.0 MeV and 11.0-30.0 MeV. The data of experiments [31], [33], [35] and [36] for the energy region 0-1.5 MeV are shown
in Figure 5. The data from experiment [30] were not included in this
figure as they are in accord with the subsequent data [31] from the same
group and because tabular data were not available. The data from
Starostov et al. [37] are presented separately in Figure 8(a). The data
from experiments [31], [33], [34], [36] and [39] for the energy range
10- 15.0 MeV are shown in Figure 6(a). The extended data set from experiment [34] and recent data from the same authors [59], both reported at

this conference, are shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(c) respectively. The
data from [32] and [41] are shown separately in Figures 8(b) and (c)
respectively. The data from réf. [39] are shown for the energy range
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Below 0.4 MeV, the data from Boldeman et al. [36] differ from the other
three experiments in showing a positive deviation: however, the
authors have pointed out problems with their experiment in this region.
At lower energies, below 0.2 MeV, the data from Blinov et al. [31] and
Laytai et al. [35] suggest that the spectrum may return to the
reference Maxwellian. The experimental data from Starostov et al. [37]
shown in Figure 8(a) support the trend of the data discussed above,

except that at low energies they show a positive deviation. For the
purpose of obtaining a representative spectrum, the four experiments
[31], [33], [35] and [36] were given equal weight in small energy bins
from 0.4-1.0 MeV and averaged. Below 0.4 MeV, the data of réf. [36]
were excluded from the average.

The data from the six experiments [31], [33], [34], [36], [39]
and [59] shown in Figures 6(a) (b) and (c) for the energy range
1.0-15.0 MeV are consistent in showing a positive deviation from
30

35

1.0-5.0 MeV with a peak at about 3.0 MeV. The deviation seen in the
data of Poemtz and Tamura [33] is slightly larger than that of the
other experiments. Above 5.0 MeV,

all experiments show a negative

deviation which increases with energy. The deviation seen by Bottger

Figure 7
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et al. [34 and 59] slightly exceeds that of the others. To arrive

at a representation of the trend of the data, the data from each
experiment were averaged in fairly broad energy bands and then all
experiments were given equal weight and averaged. The exceptions

11.0-30.0 MeV in Figure 7. The experimental data of Bottger et al. [40a,b]
give partial support to [39] but have not been shown in Figure 7 as the data
were preliminary. The data from Chalupka et al. [60] were not available
prior to the meeting.

were that above 10.0 MeV, the data of Boldeman et al. [36] were
given half the weight of Marten et al. [39] and Bottger et al. [59].

It can be seen from a perusal of Figures 5-7 that the data show
significant departures from the reference Maxwellian throughout the
entire energy ranqe. For the energy range 0.4-1.0 MeV, the four
experiments, [31"], [33], [35] and [36] consistently show a negative
departure of the order of 2 to 4%. The departure is more pronounced
in Poenitz and Tamura [33] and Boldeman et al. [36], but both Blinov
et al. [31] and Laytai et al. [35] show a nett negative deviation.

be somewhat larger. The data from the proton recoil measurements of
Jasicek and Bensch [41] are shown in Figure 8(c). Their data are

It was also assumed that the data from Bottger et al [34] were included
in the analysis presented in [59]. The data of Li-An Li etal.[32] are shown
in Figure 8(b) in comparison with the reference Maxwellian. This data
set shows the same general trend, except that the departures tend to

consistent with the time-of-flight data in showing a negative deviation
near 10.0 MeV; however, the shape of the spectrum at lower energy is
not in accord with other measurements.
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CONCLUSIONS
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I

The agreement between most of the post-1979 measurements is
extremely good and the 252 Cf fission neutron spectrum can now be
said to be known with reasonable precision as befits a reference
standard. Figure 9 presents a representation of the majority of
the experimental data between 0.01 and 20.0 MeV, but does not constitute a full evaluation. A full evaluation of the data will be
presented at this meeting by Mannhart [61]. The errors shown
essentially reflect the distribution of the data. The representation
in Figure 9 shows a negative deviation from 0.2 to 1.0 MeV, a positive
deviation between 1 and 5 MeV with a maximum at about 3 MeV and an
increasingly negative deviation above 5 MeV. Above 20 MeV, the one
experiment that has been finalised shows a large positive excess with
respect to the reference Maxwellian. However the experiment of
Chalupka et al.[60] which was performed in a mine at a depth of 600 m,
giving a background reduction of approximately 5 orders of magnitude,
did not see the large positive excess above 20 MeV. It is possible
therefore that this effect may not be genuine. Below 0.2 MeV, two of
the experiments produced data consistent with no deviation from the
reference Maxwellian, while a third shows a positive excess. It may

0 10 -
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THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
Cf-252 FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM
H MARTEN
Technical University of Dresden,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic

Starting with a characterization of the fission process related
to fission, neutron emission and corresponding theoretical

concepts this review considers basic principles of a statisticaljiodel approach to fission neutron spectra based on the
assumption that all prompt fission neutrons are evaporated
from fully accelerated fragments. Further possible emission
mechanisms are discussed.
Recent theoretical descriptions of tue Cf-252 (sf) neutron
spectrum axe summarized focusing on emission models (statistical
formalism) as well as on the procurement of necessary fragment
data. The present status of fission theory concerning the
prediction of fragment distributions in nucléon numbers H,Z,
kinetic energy A , excitation energy E*, and spin I is

evaluated.

Finally this review characterizes the applicability of the
different fission neutron emission models considered to any

fission reaction as well as their accuracy discussed on the
basis of the Cf-252(sf) neutron spectrum calculation.
1, Introduction
'i
As discussed in a recent review , the general understanding of
prompt fission neutron emission requires some basic problems
to be solved:

11)

correlation of fragment excitation with the
scission configuration which defines a complex
fragment orobability distribution as function
of N,Z(A = Z+N), total kinetic energy TKE, Ex,
I, etc.

iv) neutron emission models for different
mechanisms.

Abstract

i)

111)

the role of friction in conjunction with largeamplitude collective motion, specifically
diabatic single-particle excitation and particle
emission due to rapid changes of potential
(descent from saadle point to scission point)i
dissipation of excess deformation at scission
into intrinsic excitation (main source of

fragment excitation)

The stated questions indicate that prompt neutron emission
is strongly connected with fission dynamics (paragraph 2).
Neutrons emitted at a time close to scissen (cf. item i)
are called "scission neutrons". Their existence predicted
2
in the early paper of Bohr and Wheeler was shown on the
basis of the experimental energy and angular distribution
N(E,9) of fission neutrons , but considering a rough theoretical descnotion as reference of this analysis. Axoeriraental
scission neutron data summarized elsewhere ' exhibit large
contradictions. In agreement with the general characteristics
of experimental neutron emission distributions from fission,
the evaporation from fully accelerated fragments is considered
as the predominant mechanism of prompt neutron emission in

fission commonly. However, statistical-model approaches
published are based on different assumptions and formalisms.
The complexity of fission and fission neutron emission is
considered to a certain extent. We recapitulate recent
treatments already reviewed' and discuss new modifications
(paragraph. 3). The application of these models requires the
knowledge of different fragment data (cf. item lii) whose
multitude depends on the kind of the model.
Generally experimental fragment data 3_C available are more

reliable than theoretical predictions. However, the determination of distributions in E* on the basis of experimental
neutron and Y-ray data depends on theoretical assumptions, too.
The status of fission models relevant to neutron emission
studies is discussed in paragraph 4.

2. The fission process and mechanisms of prompt fission
neutron emission_____________________________
Fission dynamics have "been treated in the framework of
different kinds of models. One extreme, the adiabatic model,
excludes the excitation of single-particle degrees of freedom
during the descent from the saddle point of the fission
barrier to the scission point.0 Assuming that the energy
available at scission is shared among all degrees of freedom
according to the laws of thermal equilibrium, one deals with
n

the other extreme (statistical model) , i.e. strong single-

litcely that the degree of single-particle excitation is correlated with the scission configuration defined by TKE and A^/A 2
mainly.

The dissipation occuring during the descent from saddle point
to scission can be of different types: one-body or two-body
dissipation. Negele et al.?0 studied the evolution of the

fissioning system applying the time-dependent riartree-Fock
(TDHF) method. The transition time between saddle point and
scission was found to be in the order of some 10 — 21 s
( 3-10 s). The corresponding fast change of deformation

might give rise to a considerable single-particle
excitation
^ C ^ f-

l~)f\

particle excitation during the descent from saddle to scission
point (viscous— transition). Several intermediate models have

been proposedfl 1

2

. They account for the coupling of the fission

mode to different collective degrees of freedom and/or intrinsic
degrees of freedom. The assumptions made are different and
partly contrary. However, all these models are suited to
describe the general features of nuclear fission more or less
reasonably, but it is not possible to obtain a sufficiently
good quantitative agreement with experimental data on fragment
distributions (cf. paragraph 4). In any case, the consideration
of shell effects is of fundamental importance for tne understanding of low-energy fission and the diversity of scission
1^
configurations specifically.
The shell* /\energies (depending
on deformation and intrinsic température ) of complementary
fragments define the ratio of their excess deformation at
scission and, therefore, the value of their final excitation
energy. This can be illustrated by the experimental data on
neutron and y-ray emission in fission as a function of TKE
(elongation of the scission configuration) and A^,/A„ (mass
14
' <asymmetry).
-1 c^-.-1 Q
Different studies
of single-particle excitation due to the
rapid change of nuclear potential in fission resulted in the
qualitative conclusion that this appearance might be considerable.
Nevertheless, quantitative estimations are quite uncertain. It is
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and,
consequently, "scission neutron" emission. Pl
Mädler'
studied fast-particle emission in the framework of TDHF for
scissioning nuclear systems (catapult mechanism) recently.
A new three-dimensional quantummecnanical description based
on a two-potential model yield energy and angular distribution
of emitted neutrons.22 A predominantly polar emission was
obtained as in Mädler's model, i.e. similarity to the distribution of evaporated neutrons (main component). A verification
of both theories is therefore very difficult.
In general, all nitherto published theoretical treatments of

scission neutron emission give some first clues for an understanding only.
As mentioned above, experimental data on scission neutrons are
that the nonadequate theoretical treatment of the main fission neutron
component, i.e. consideration of the complexity of fission
reflected by an intricate fragment distribution, gives rise

poor and contradictory. It was shown recently

to systematic errors of data analysis.
The truth of earlier scission neutron data has been questioned,
since they have been obtained on the oasis of rough evaporation

models.
Ternary fission is connected with tne preferred release of
neutron-enriched light nuclei due to the neutron excess in
the neck of the scissioning nucleus.
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Cheifetz et al.2^ found that about 11 % of alpha-particles
from 2^2Cf(sf) are originally emitted as n-unstable 5He nuclei
decaying in an alpha-particle and a neutron with a half-life
of about 8.10~22s. Such neutrons are predominantly directed

the velocity of collective degrees of freedom

at scission,
a contribution due to diabatic single-particle
excitation before scission as already discussed,

in the equatorial plane obviously.
1

A calculation of their energy and angular distribution has
shown that this component is of minor importance. It doesn't
disturb the total fission neutron distribution in energy and
angle significantly.
Two simultaneous processes occuring after scission within some
10—?0s are of special interest: the fragment acceleration in

the Coulomb field and the dissipation of excess deformation
energy into intrinsic excitation. Neutron emission can occur
in this time. The corresponding energy and angular distribution
depends on time obviously.
Neutron evaporation during fragment acceleration was investigated
on the basis of arbitrary assumptions concerning B* as function
of time
. The study of post-scission dynamics by Samanta
OQ
et al.
resulted in an estimation of the dissipated energy
depending on time (one-body friction). This was the basis of a
1
new calculation in the framework of the statistical model.
A remarkable influence of this component has been only found if
assuming unreasonably short neutron life times (high nuclear

temperatures ~2 MeV), i.e. simulation of non-equilibrium.
The role of non-equilibrium effects in the dissipation process
of fragments is not yet clear.

The main mechanism of fission neutron emission, i.e. neutron

(in the case of induced fission) the excess excitation
energy at the saddle point of the fission barrier
("heat" energy subdivided among the complementary

fragments according to thermodynamics).
E, contributes to
mainly in the case of low-energy fission.
11 9fl 9Q
It is strongly dependent on shell effects' ''^
yielding the
well-known saw-tooth curve of E*(A).
The theoretical description of neutron evaporation from fully

accelerated fragments requires the application of a statisticalmodel approach1 *4- to be attributed to a diversity of fragment
configurations covering excitation energies up to 50 MeV.
3. Statistical-model approach to fission neutron emission

3.1. Basic principles

Calculations of fission neutron emission probabilities
considering all possible emission mechanisms are infeasible

at present. It was emphasized above that the description of
the main mechanism, i.e. evaporation from fully accelerated
fission fragments, is a complex task due to the necessary
consideration of many characteristics of fission and fission
neutron emission:
i)

complex fragment distribution as discussed in

evaporation from fully accelerated fragments, comes into action

paragraph 1, item (iii), i.e. P(EX, I, A, Z, TKE)

after the sufficiently high excitation of the originally

depending on the characteristics of the

— ?0

deformed fragments ( 10

fissioning nucleus,

s).

The main sources of fragment excitation energy are28
- the excess fragment deformation at scission E,

ii)

cascade neutron emission from highly-excited,

neutron-enriched fragments in competition to
y-emission.

The fragment distribution P cannot be derived from fission
theory completely and/or with sufficient accuracy (see
paragraph 4). Therefore, one has to consider experimental

The transformation of the CMS distribution into the laboratory
system LS is carried out by the use of the formulae

The CMS spectrum €(£) is calculated in the framework of either
the Weisskopf formalism-' (without P(I) consideration) or the

Hauser-Feshbach theory

(2)

N(E,9) dEdtt = -|/F • £(£,6) dEda ,

data and/or special assumptions.

. In any case, the level density g(U,I')

where
£

= E + Ef - 2 • -/ E • E~' . cos 6 ,

(3)

of the residual nucleus with excitation energy U and angular

momentum I' and the transition probabilities, i.e. the inverse
cross section o of compound-nucleus formation or the
transmission coefficients respectively, have to be taken
in account. Using the Weisskopf ansatz one can approximately
consider the influence of the spin distribution on spectrum
shape if assuming S(U,I) = 3(U,I = oy .

Ef = -f - TKE

A

A

FN
(E,Q are the LS energy and angle respectively;

A-pjj is the mass number of the fissioning nucleus).
The weighted concentration taking into account the fragment

The emission of fission neutrons is not isotropic in the

occurance probability P(A,Z,TKE) yields LS emission probabilities
for eligible fragment parameter bins. Specifically the total

center-of-mass system (CMS) of the fragments due to the fragment

distributions N(E,Q) and N(E) can be derived.

spin-". This influence is often neglected. The average spin
amounts to about (6^8)^ yielding a CMS anisotropy close
to 10 %^.
The function tf(o), i.e. CMS angular distribution, has been
assumed to be independent on £ in Refs. 36, 4 and 37. According
to the classical description of angular distributions of

3.2. Recent theoretical treatments

particles emitted from compound nuclei with a given average

The whole scheme of Eq. (1) has not yet been realized in
praxis. Most of the hitherto published treatments rely

on

average fragment parameters, i.e. the diversity of fragment
configurations is often neglected. The influence of several
approximations is discussed in paragraph 3.3.

angular momentum-^, it is likely that the anisotropy is nearly

The Madland-Nix-Model (MNM)38 is based on a simplified

proportional to £ (cf. paragraph 3.3).
The complex statistical-model approach to fission neutron
emission based on the main mechanism can be stated by the
following relation:
e(£,6

: A.Z.TKE)

= E Ï. \ dEx.Pi(Efl:A,Z,TKE).Pi(£,6:Efl,A,Z),

(1)

i.e. the emission probability is calculated for a fixed
fragment configuration defined by A,Z, and TKE. The sum over i
147 (emission step index)means consideration of cascade emission.

distribution P(T) in nuclear temperature of the residual
fragments which is triangular in shape extending from 0 to
the maximum temperature Tm. In this way, PQ(EX) and the cascade
emission are considered roughly. It is assumed that P(T) is
unique for the both considered fragment groups. OG and the
CMS-LS transformation axe considered in regard of average
fragment group parameters. A model similar to the MNM was
proposed recently™. Here, P(T) is modified to consider it more
realistically. A further modified version of the MM was used
by Walsh40. He introduced the CMS anisotropy ß = 0.1 (see Eq. 5)
in this model.
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The A dependence of Tm, Ef, oo, and the weight of the partial
spectra is taken into account in the generalized Madland-Nix
model (GUNM)^1, i.e. the complexity of fission fragment
configurations is considered in more detail. Both the MNM and
the GMNM are, however, rather rough models because of the
assumption of an idealized temperature distribution and the
use of a simplified Weisskopf ansatz based on the constanttemperature discription of nuclear level density. An extension
of the GMNM has been worked out at TUD42 recently to make the
model applicable to any fission reaction (GMNM 2). The twospheroid model is used to predict necessary fragment data
(E^, Bx) as a function of A. Further, the CMS anisotropy as

well as a lower T limit in P(T) (to account for the influence
of neutron/y- ray competition roughly) is considered.
The concept of the complex cascade evaporation model
corresponds to the scheme described in paragraph 3.1 but the
explicit consideration of P(Z,I). Here, the Weisskopf formula
is used to calculate <?(£: E^A) on the base of a semiempirioal
description of the level density 5(U,I = 0) including shell
and pairing correction, a is calculated by the use of the
optical model. Further, the initial distribution in excitation

energy P

(Ex : A,TKE) is assumed to be Gaussian i'or fixed A and

Both the OEM and the HFC involve a more realistic consideration
of PQ(BX) as well as improved setniempirical descriptions of the
level density.
A review of earlier models of fission neutron emission was
presented in Ref. 4.
3.3. Sensitivity of calculations in regard of approximations
____and input data variations_______________________
The study of sensitivity effects is a necessary precondition for
the evaluation of the calculation accuracy as well as for the
interpretation of systematic deviations between measured and
calculated spectra. A first analysis in the framework of the CSM
has been published in Ref. 4 for ^2Cf(sf) yielding the
following conclusions :
i)

The calculated average number of emitted neutrons
is strongly changed by variations of i,x and the
average neutron separation energy.

ii)

The shape of the calculated_spectrum is mostly
sensitive to variations of Ex, the width of P(EX),
and the level density parameter.

iii)

The calculated spectrum of the low-excited fragments
with A close to 132 exhibits large uncertainties,

TKE. The CMS anisotropy is considered roughly according to

specifically at energies higher than 3 MeV.

1 + ^ ß(£)

(5)

iv)

The description of ac in the framework of the optical
model reduces the average emission energy by about
5 % with reference to the calculation with constant a .

v)

If considering the TKE dependence of the spectra for
fixed A, i.e. correct CMS-LS transformation
(cf. Eq. 2-4), the calculated spectrum is strongly
reduced at high energy (Fig. 1)

vi)

The consideration of the CMS anisotropy yields an
enhanced spectrum at low and high energy and a lower
emission probability at intermediate energy (Fig. 2).

denotes the CMS anisotropy parameter.
Applying the Hauser-Feshbach theory for fission neutron spectrum
calculations one is able to account for the competition of neutron
and Y~ray emission as well as the initial distribution in fragment
spin. The first study was presented by Browne and Dietrich .
Similar calculations have been done by the Leningrad group (HPC) '
without consideration of CMS anisotropy and the spectrum dependence on Z and TKE.

Fig. 1

Percentage deviations of
the 252cf(sf ) neutron
spectrum calculated in
the framework of the GEM
including the full A,
TKE-dependence from the
Ef-approximated spectrum,
i.e. neglection of the
TKE dispersion at
fixed A.

to the HPC spectrum at energies below 10 MeV. This new modification enables a very good description of the 10 - 20 MeV data.
The consideration of the neutron/y-ray competition reduces the
CMS spectra at low energy. This yields a diminution of the LS
spectrum at E close to E£, i.e. ^0.55 MeV for the light fragment group, «sO.98 MeV for the heavy one (cf. Eq. 2-4). This
effect is present in both the HFC and GMNM 2 spectrum.
Furtheron, a comparison between experimental and theoretical
oc o

Fig. 2

Percentage departures

of the 252cf(sf)
neutron spectrum calculated in the framework of the GEM
considering the CMS
anisotropy from the
ß = 0 calculation:
ß = 0.1 (continuous

line),
ß = 0.1'£(dotted line),

anisotropy data for
Cf(sf) is presented. Fig. 3 shows
measured points of different groups in comparison with calculations performed in the framework of both the GEM and the GMNM.
Recent data ' ' has been confirmed by the CBNM Geel group48.
There is a good agreement between the statistical-model calculations and recent anisotropy data. Hence, all suggestions
concerning the existence of a very hard emission component
at equatorial direction (0 = 90° )4 should be cancelled.

Pig. 3
Emission anisotropy ratio
of 252cf(sf) neutrons

defined by [N(E,0°) +

3.4. The

?

Cf(sf ) neutron spectrum and emission anisotropy

A comprehensive comparison of calculated 2^2Cf(sf ) neutron

N(B,90°)J/ (2.N(E,90°)):

• - Ref. 3, o - Ref. 45,
+ - Ref. 46, A - Ref. 47.

spectra (MNM, GMNM, GEM, HFC) with recent experimental data

available with rather high accuracy in the 1 keV - 20 MeV
energy region has been presented at the IAEA AGM on Nuclear
Standard Reference Data.
It has been shown that all statistical model versions considered

yield similar results in the energy range 0.5 - 10 MeV.
The MNM and the H?C underestimate experimental data at high
as well as at low energy.
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The GMNH yields a clearly better description of the Cf spectrum at
high energy. The result of the GMNM 2 calculation42 is similar

4. On fragment data related to fission neutron models
The MNM is easily applicable to any fission reaction. No
detailed fragment data are required. Average TKE values for the
Ü.Q

fission reactions concerned can be taken from systematics
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if not available from direct measurements. Nix et al.
use a
dynamical calculation, including dissipation described by a new
surface-plus-wiudow mechanism. Thus, they determine the average
TKE value for the fission reaction considered. However, this
treatment is only applicable to high-excitation fission, since
single-particle shell and pairing effects which affect the
potential energy, inertia, and dissipation iu low-excitation
fission are not taken into account.
All the other models characterized in paragraph 3.2 require
the knowledge of a multitude of fragment data. Specifically
the GEM including the full dependence on A and TKE is only

applicable to 252Cf(sf) and 235U(nth,f), i.e. to well-studied
fission reactions. The application of an approximative GEM
"V? reduces the data procurement
discussed in the original paper^'
effort considerably.
The E*(A) curve is usually deduced from measured neutron
multiplicities and average Y-ray energies (total). The

variance of the distribution in Kx can also be obtained from
an analysis of neutron multiplicity functions.14 '37
How accurate are, however, predictions of fragment distributions
in the framework of fission theory? Specifically the scissioupoint model including deformed-shell effects11 is successful
in describing qualitative properties of fission for a wide

A new thermodynamiaal model for the description of the fission
process, specifically mass yield distributions, was developed

by Grashin et al.52 They obtain a rather good agreement with
measured mass yield curves.
The use of the simple two-spheroid model including shell effects
is proposed by the TUD group . Effective shell energies have
been deduced from experimental data for the well-known fission
reactions
Cf(sf) and ^-)U(nt_ ,f ). Considering the diminution

of shell effects at high excitation energies, TKE(A) as well as
EX(A) can be calculated. In this way, the GMNM has been made
applicable to any fission reaction. The same formalism can be
applied to the other models, on principle.
The saw-tooth-like EX(A) curve yielding a similar dependence

of W on A was qualitatively explained on the basis of
different ideaa (Ref. 36 ar.d Refg. thorein, Refs. S, 11, 53).
However, shell effects affecting the scission configuration
have been considered as responsible for this dependence
directly or indirectly.

Finally it is mentioned that the angular momentum distribution
of fission fragments has been calculated in the framework

of a dynamical model by Dietrich and Zielinaka-Pfabe.
The average angular momentum has been found to depend on A
in a saw-tooth form due to the influence of she'll effects.

range of fissioning nuclei at different incident energies.

Nevertheless, the calculated fragment mass and kinetic-energy
distributions are too narrow. Further, the deduced averages for
the fragment groups deviate from experimental values appreciably.
The consideration of dynamical aspects based on the use of the
Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution function of

collective variables (concerning the descent from saddle to
scission) solves this discrepancy partly.51 Besides the
tabulation or parametrization of fragment distributions there
has not yet been developed a comparatively simple model
(semiempirical) to deduce fragment data with sufficient accuracy.

5. Conclusions
The present review on theory of fission neutron emission
(emphasizing the spontaneous fission of 252 Cf) is the occasion
to the following concluding remarks:
- The total emission distribution of prompt fission neutrons

has to be understood as a superposition of different
mechanisms. The evaporation of neutrons from fully accelerated fission fragments has been unambigiously pointed out
as the most important one.
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CALCULATION OF PROMPT FISSION
NEUTRON SPECTRA FOR APPLIED PURPOSES
H. MARTEN, A. RÜBEN, D. SEELIGER
Technical University of Dresden,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic
Abstract

An extended version of the generalized Madland-Nix model
is used to calculate the energy spectrum of fission neutrons
as well as multi-differential emission probabilities (energy
and angular distributions for different fragment mass numbers A).
Besides the consideration of the compound-nucleus formation
cross-section and the model dependence on A we introduce the
center-of-mass system (CMS) anisotropy of neutron emission and
a definite lower limit of the temperature distribution to
account for the influence of neutron-gamma competition roughly.
Fission energetics are studied in the framework of a simple
two-spheroid model including shell correction energy. This
treatment can be used to deduce necessary fragment data for
any fission reaction semi-empirically.
The new fission neutron spectrum model is applied to the
spontaneous fission of 252cf.

1, Introduction
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The Madland-Nix model (MNM) for the calculation of fission
neutron spectra N(E) had been generalized concerning
the model
o
dependence on fragment mass number A. (GMHM) . The latter one
was applied to the spontaneous fission of ^ Cf (nuclear standard),
for which the input data (fragment kinetic energy 'E,,
average
K
—j
fragment excitation eneigy & , tne average number of emitted
neutrons V , the fragment yield Y(A)) are known with high accuracy.
The Cf energy spectrum can be well reproduced in a oroad energy
range (1 keV - 20 MeV) if adjusting the constant C for the
description of the level density parameter a = A/C.
However, the applicability of the GiMtiVl as well as its approximation (reduction to two fragment groups and use of averaged input
parameters) aas been restricted due to the insufficient knowledge of the stated input parameters for many fission reactions.

Therefore, we propose an extension of the GMl^M to calculate
necessary fragment data in the framework ot a rather siaiple
two-spneroid model following a treatment of Terrell . Purtheron,
we consider tne fragment spin giving rise to an emission anisotropy
in the center-of-mass system (C.i'S) of fission fragments as we_l as

an lower limit TQ of the idealized residual-temperature distribution P(T) to account for ttae influence of neutron/if-ray competition
of fragment ae-excitation.

2. The neutron emission model
The original 1<INM serves for the calculation of tne CMS spectrum
•£(£) according to

r

P(T)-exp(-

o (£). £ • j

) dT,

(1)

where aC - compound-nucleus formation cross-section (to be
calculated in the framework of the optical model),
and
2 • T

P(T)

m

m

o

'

<

o —

m

<

—

rj\

m

(2)

0, otherwise

The maximum value T of the distribution P(T) is connected
witn E^. The Fermi-gas model state equation yields
1/2

1/2

(3)

The CMfa anisotropy, i.e. £ ( £ , 6 ) (6 - CMS angle of neutron

emission) is assumed as
cos2o).
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Û(£) is the anisotropy parameter, whose average is close to 0.1. '
The emission probability distribution '€(.£,&') is normalized to v

Taking into account the fragment oass yield Y(A) we obtain
N(E,9) and N(E), respectively, by weighted addition (cf. Réf. 2).

to be calculated by the use of the expression

v =

(5)

ß is assumed either constant (ß=0.1) or proportional to
according to the classical description of Ericson and
Strutinski . Both approximations result in similar influences

on N(E) but the higher enhancement at high £ in the second
waere
(o)
yi

(MITM approximation, for o = const.) .
energy (total) can be deduced from
The average
= (6.686? - 0.15578
+

where Z~-, A
respectively.

3. Two-spheroid model includius shell corrections

/ ApN)

(0. -11127 • Z™ / A- 2.2408),

TN

case.
_
The most crucial fragment parameters of the model are Ji* (A)
and E^ (A).
"They are not available for a series of fission reactions. Therefore, we propose the following treatment.

(7)

- charge and mass number of the fissioning nucleus,

The total available energy in any fission reaction is equal to
the sum of the Q value, the binding emrgy of the incidence
particle B^, and its kinetic energy E^. The energy balance
yields
(A2)

Eq. (7) has been obtained from experimental data (cf. Hef. 5)
for 252Cf(sf) and 235U~(nth,f ). It holds true as a function of
A and total kinetic energy Tiffi of fragments, too.
Assuming neutron evaporation from fully accelerated fragments,
the transformation of e(£,6) into the laboratory system (LS)
is
~i^,
i/£;
K(E,Q) = (E/£)

. e(£,6),

(8)

where
- 2(E.Ef)'1/'2 . cos Q

£ = E

(6 - LS angle of neutron emission, Sf = E^, / A).
All the parameters of the described model
x

(cc, T , TQ, 3, E , E , £ ,

E^) can be considered as a

function of A, so that we calculate iv(E,9:A) or N(;E:A)
(after integration over solid angle).

(9)

(10)

The sum of the average excitation energies of complementary

particles is equal to the sum of
- deformation energies Ej at scission >

- the excess "heat" energy E^ above the fission
barrier, which is distributed according to
thermodynamics (~A),
- a certain amount of intrinsic excitation due
to nuclear friction during the descent from
saddle to scission point (kg, which is assumed
to be distributed equally on both fragments).

Conseauently, we have
F(A1/A2) = Q(A1/A2) + Bi + Ai ~ % ~ Es
(11)

Following the ideas of Terrell (Ref. 3 and Refs. therein),

Here, we assume-

we assume taat E^ is quadratic in radius change, i.e.
= -^
Fd = a (D - RQ)2.

(12)

A

. (A - 0.5) light fragment),

FN
(1?)

(A + 0.5).

a is the deformation parameter related to the stiffness
parameter C^ as
2
C„
2it
o

FN
(13)

4. Shell correction energy

D is the major semi-axis of a spheroid, RQ is the radius of
the corresponding spherical nucleus. If we assume, that TKE
is the same as the Coulomb interaction energy between two

charges Z^-e and Z2-e effectively located at the centres of
the fragments, we find

—

Ou the basis of the well-known "v data for 2 5 2 C f ( s f ) ^ and
2 35
- U(n t , , f î 1 1 , we deduced E^A) for both fission reactions by
the ase of the Eqs. ( 5 ) , ( 6 ) , and ( 3 ) .
Assuming

Z .Z

TKE, = —J————-

2

experimental values of TKE (Refs. 12 and 13, respectively)

--

(14)
-t- d

d amounts to about 1 fm and accounts for the nuclear interaction
at scission.
Minimizing F (potential energy at scission) i.e.
we get a set of equations

were taken to calculate <x(A). The results are represented in
Fig. 1 showing the deviations from the liquid-drop model (LuM)

curve-3 indicating the influence of shell effects.

= 0,
——

E, , 2

„2 72
4 '
' a1,2 'Z1 'Z2 'e

I
'd2

a?
= —
a
1

(15)
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Cl (si)

——— "'um,,,

(cf. Réf. 10).

If knowing a(A), one is able to deduce TKE(A1/A2) and Ed(A)
by solving
-_ _.
!
__________ . 1 , 1
F = TKE
(16)
,, • 7Z
2 .72Z .04e
„ ce „ a
4

and using Kq. (15).

Eg = 5 MeV, we obtained E d (A). These data and

Fig. 1

Deformation paramter a as
a function of A deduced

from experimental fission
data on the basis of the
two-spheroid model
(see t e x t ) .
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jiildir and Aras

considered the relation between C 2 and the
K. -

G

2

=

C

OAT
(IB)

2,LDM

fie propose the lolloping semi-empirical treatment of shell
corrections, for any fission reaction in the actinide region.

shell correction energy 6iV by means of

ÔW

Thf> actual 6W(A) curve is deduced by interpolation of the
values deduced iroia Cf- and U-fission in terms of ZFN /
(fissility parameter).

The constant K was found to be equal to 8 WeV. Fa. (18) is

In the case of induced fission reactions, one has to consider

also valid for a instead of C2 (cf. Ea. (13)). Thus, 6,V(A)
can be deduced from the a data, Results obtained lor the
two analysed fission reactions are represented in Fig. 2.

the diminution of shell e f i e c t s due to the enhanced temperature
Q

-1 ^

-1C

at scission (as a consequence of Ly + n,g). ' '
The a(A)
set and, iinall/, the TiCE and Ej data are obtained oy the use
of the reversed procedure than that one described aoove .
."irst calculations coniiriied tie applicability of the tfodel.
Here, we locus on the description of tie Cf neutron soectrum

according to the aim of tne Advisory Group Meeting.
Fig. ?

Shell correction energies
deduced from experimental

the closea-shell region for

the ex~terried version of tne GMwV ( i . e . GiINM 2), M£)
and n ( E , 9 ) of 5 Cf(sf ) neutrons aave oeen calculated.
iVe assumed the CMS anisotropy paraneter ß = 0.1, i.e. independent of £
O C (E :A) has been calculated in the framework of
the optical model accepting tne Becchetti-Greenlees potential 1G
T Q was taken to oe constant ior all fragments and set to 0.2 ileV.
.;e assumed C = 8.0 MeV ( c f . R é f . 2).

the proton systen at Z = 50,

ior farther input data, see paragrapn 4 and Ref. 2.

fission data as a function

of A. The arrows indicate
the position of particular
shell regions with negative
sign as calculated
by
Wilkins et al.8 The regions
A and G correspond to colosed

neutron shells at H = 50 and
if = 82, respectively. G is
no

to
A

ihey can be understood on tie basis of calculated shell
corrections depending on defoliation (StrutinsKi method).
Botn 6,n(A) curves deduced are L, ute similar. Distinctions

are clear, if Oone taites into account the calculations of
et al.

5. Tne 252Gf(sf ) neutron spectrum

The result is represented in Fig. 3 as

percentage deviations

from a Maxwellian distribution with KT = 1.42 ueV. The Of
spectrum calculated in the framewor^. of the cascade evaporation
model '*
is also shown for comparison. The snaoe oi the
GfrufM 2 spectrum is quite similar to tne result oi the nauserFeshbacii calculation of the RIu group. 19 Tai^ iormalisa
includes the consideration of neutron/y-ray competition wnich

was simulated in our calculation by tie lower temperature
limit T . The GMNli 2 spectrum reproîuces recent experimental
data which are in good agreement witn the CuM calculation for
1 ft

the energy rar^e 1 keV - 20 MeV (see fig, 3).

Further, we introduced the dependence of shell effects on

excitation energy (at scission) to make the model applicable
to induced fission reactions. However, the energy Eg dissipated
during the descent from saddle to scission can only be estimated
Percentage deviations D of
the calculated
Cf spectrum
(GANVi 2) from a
Viaxwellian
u s t r i c u t i o n v/itn
kT = 1.42 MeV. 18
The GEM spectrum
001

00!

ÙK

01

02

05

is shown for
comparisoa.

I

E [MeV]

rougnly, since the actual value is not accessible neither
experimentally nor theoretically. Eg is one of the controversional quantities in fission theory.
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EVALUATION OF THE Cf-252 FISSION
NEUTRON SPECTRUM BETWEEN 0 MeV AND 20 MeV
W MANNHART

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
The results of seven recent measurements of the Cf-252
neutron spectrum were used in the evaluation. Based on the
available information, for each experiment a complete uncertainty
covariance matrix was generated. The data were combined by
generalized least-squares techniques. The evaluation was carried
out with 70 energy grid points between 25 keV and 19.8 MeV. The
individual experimental data were extrapolated to these grid points
by using the shape of a Maxwellian distribution specific for each
2
experiment. The evaluation gave a value of X per degree of
freedom of approximately unity and indicated no incompatibility
between the experiments. The resulting relative uncertainty of the
evaluation is smaller than 2 % between 180 keV and 9-3 MeV. A
weighted spline interpolation between the discrete data points was
used to generate a continuous shape of the evaluated neutron
spectrum The result of the evaluation was compared with available
theoretical aescriptions of the Cf-252 neutron spectrum. None of
the existing theories is compatible with the evaluation over the
whole energy range.

1 . Introduction
Measurements of the neutron spectrum of Cf-252 have been performed
since 1955. In 1971/1972 the spectrum was defined as a standard
/1 , 2/ for neutron detector calibration and reactor dosimetry
applications. Nevertheless, the shape of this neutron spectrum has
not yet been unambigously defined. This discrepancy between
definition and the actual state of the standard was a major problem
for many years. A review of all experiments prior to 1979 /3/

reflects some of the difficulties. Historically based, most of the

earlier experiments had been analyzed in terms of a Maxwellian. The
resulting energy parameters showed a large spread in their value
and were difficult to compare due to their restricted validity in

class of problems in the form of documentation deficits. The new
evaluation methods define obligatory requirements for the
documentation of experimental data. Apart from comprehensive

uncertainty listings, the correlations of the data, too, must be

different energy ranges. Another point which gave rise to probiens

documented or sufficient details must be quoted to allow a

was the wide energy range covered by this spectrum. Measurements of
the Cf-252 neutron spectrum required the use of different kinds of

deduction of these quantities.

neutron detectors to be able to cover the spectrum over the full

Many of the older experiments lack a detailed description and it is

energy range. In addition, many of the problems associated with the
experimental determination of this spectrum have been recognized
only recently /A-/. Recent experiments performed with refined
techniques and with improved corrections have therefore given more
precise results. A comprehensive review of these post 1979
experiments is given elsewhere /5/• From time to time the status of
the standard was discussed and temporary recommendations were given
/6, 7/. The only systematic attempt to define the spectrum in its
shape was an evaluation performed at the NBS /8/. This evaluation

sometimes necessary to re-analyze the data in order to take all
corrections properly into account. This all results in serious
restrictions, as it concerns the inclusion of such data into

covered experiments before 1975 and stated piecemeal correction
functions relative to a reference Maxwellian with an energy

The data used in this evaluation coirprise most of the post-1979
experiments. All of the experiments used were based on time—of-

evaluations. The present evaluation bad to be confined to more
recent experiments where these problems have been, at least to some

extent, circumvented.
2. Experimental data base

parameter of T = 1.42 MeV.

flight (TOP) techniques. A summary of the experiments is listed in

With improved experimental results and, at the same time, an

Table 1 . The energy range covered by each experiment and the number
of available data points are given. A brief listing of a few
characteristics of each experiment is given below.

increasing interest in describing the spectrum on a theoretical
basis /9, 107, the question of the adequacy of a Maxwellian in
representing the spectrum lost its weight. It is todays' consensus
that although the Maxwellian is convenient to scale experimental

Lajtai et al. /1V

results, the shape of a Maxwellian is inappropriate for defining
the Cf-252 neutron spectrum over a wider energy range.

A flight path of (30.0 +_ 0.1) cm was used for the experiment. The

Compared with the situation at the time of the NBS evaluation we

now have the most favourable conditions. More experimental results
obtained with improved techniques and a resulting higher precision

(Fig. 1)

efficiency of the fission fragment detector was approximately 99 %•
The neutron detector was a thick lithium glass scintillator
(NE-912). The efficiency was experimentally measured relative to a

thin lithium glass detector (NE-908). The efficiency of the thin
detector was calculated using Monte Carlo methods.

are available and advanced evaluation methods based on generalized
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least-squares techniques /11, 12/ describe the present state-of-

The data of this experiment are plotted in Fig. 1 relative to a

the-art. However, the last point in particular has produced a new

faxwellian with an energy parameter of 1.42 MeV. This form of
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representation also used in the following figures has been
recommended /6/. The figure also contains the curves of recently

Table 1 : Experiments used in the evaluation
Authors

Number of
data points

Energy ränge

of the experiment

developed theories. The dashed line represents the theoretical data

of Madland and Nix in the version presented at the Geel meeting
/9/. This theory has been adjusted with the experimental data of

Poenitz and Tamura /16/ between 0.25 MeV and 9.25 MeV. The dot-

51
73
28

Seeliger /10/ obtained with an anisotropy parameter of ß= O.1. The

Blinov et al. /17/
Boldeman et al . /18/
(Lithium glass)
Boldemann et al . /18/

1 .05 MeV

- 14.25 MeV

59

Bbttger et al. /15/

(Plastic scintillator)
Märten et al . /19/

3.89 MeV - 19.77 MeV

16

This TOF experiment was based on a flight path of 12 m defined with

Total: 357

an uncertainty of 0.24 cm. The experiment used three or four large
volume NE-213 scintillation neutron detectors in parallel. It was
performed in two separate runs. During the first period in August

Poenitz/Tamura /16/

keV - 1 .22 MeV
MeV - 14.00 MeV
MeV - 9.25 MeV
keV - 11 .36 MeV
keV - 2.66 MeV

70
60

25
2.00
0.25
42
124

Lajtai et al. /14/
Böttger et al. /15/

200

rig. 1 : Experimental data of Lajtai et al. /14/. Details in the text.

dashed curve represents the cascade evaporation model of Marten and
discontinuity of this curve at 1.8 MeV is due to a numerical error
in the transmitted data and is without any physical consequences /13/-

(Fig. 2)

16

18 MeV 20

Fig. 2: Experimental data of Böttger et al. /15/. Details in the text.

1981
a fission fragment detector with an experimentally determined
efficiency of 95.4 % was used. In this run the data of three
neutron detectors were analyzed. The second run was in January

theoretical data of Marten and Seeliger /10/. The solid line above
6 MeV corresponds with the high-energy shape of the NBS evaluation

1986.
Here an improved fission fragment detector of an efficiency
of 99.5 % and four neutron detectors were used. The efficiencies of

evaluation is in accordance with recent experiments and theories.

the neutron detectors were determined by Monte Carlo calculations.
Between 3 MeV and 12 MeV the results were confirmed within +_ 3 %
by n-p scattering data.

Poemtz and Tamura /16/

/8/.

It is interesting to note that the global trend of this old

(Figs. 3 and 4)

The efficiency of the fission fragment detector in this experiment

was only 71 %. It has been experimentally verified that the
Altogether, between 2 MeV and 14 MeV s. total of 1018
data points at
slightly different neutron energies due to different threshold and
all necessary corrections these data were available for the

critical nonisotropic detection losses were of the order of 7 %.
The neutron detectors used in this TOF experiment were two black
detectors of different sizes. Data between 0.2 MeV and 4 MeV were
obtained with the smaller detector and a flight path of 258 cm. In

TAC calibration of the individual detectors was produced. Including
evaluation. First, the data of each detector of each series were

the energy range between 0.7 MeV and 10 MeV the flight path was

handled separately. A two parameter fit (normalization constant and
temperature parameter) with a Maxwellian was performed to obtain
estimates of the energy-dependent shapes. Within the statistics the

347 cm and the large detector was used. The efficiency of the
detector between 0.6 MeV and 10 MeV the corresponding efficiencies

results for all detectors were identical. The shape parameters were
jsed to transform the data of each detector from the individual

were between 96 % and 77 %. The uncertainty of the efficiency is
very small and is of the order of 1 % to 2 %. The energy scale of

smaller detector changed between 98 % and 83 %. For the large

energy grid to a common grid (steps of 200 keV between 2 MeV and

the experiment has been verified with carbon rescrances. The data

14 MeV)

of this experiment are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4.

valid for all detectors. This process reduced the

statistical uncertainties, whereas the systematic components
remained unchanged and gave 420 data points. The common energy grid
structure was the basis for further data compression. This was

achieved step by step. First, the three detectors of run no. 1,
then the four detectors of run no. 2 and finally the data of all
seven detector sets were combined. In each step the compatibility
of the data was tested. Within the uncertainties no inconsistencies
between the different detectors and different series were found.

t 10
s 09
08

The 70 data points of this experiment finally obtained are plotted
in Fig. 2. The representation in the figure is the same as in

Fig.

161

1. However, the energy scale of this figure ranges from 2 MeV

to 20 MeV.
As in Fig.
1, the dashed curve corresponds to the theory
of Madland and Nix /9/ and the dot-dashed curve represents the
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Fig.

3: Experimental data of Poenitz and Tamura /16/,

below 2 MeV.
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18 MeV ?0

Fig. 4; Experimental data of Poenitz and Tamura /16/, above 2 Mev.

Blinov et al . /M/

200

Fig. 5: Experimental data of Blinov et al. /17/, below 2 MeV.

(Figs. ^ and 6)

The experiment was performed with different lengths of the flight
path. The data used in the evaluation are based on a flight path of
(50.00 +. 0.25) cm. The fission fragment detection efficiency was
99 %. A U-235 fission chamber acted as neutron detector. The
efficiency of this chamber is proportional to the energy-dependent
p o c:
cross section of
U(n,f) and its uncertainty is given by the
uncertainties of this cross section (ENDF/B-V). In the experiment,
special attention was paid to calibrating the time scale precisely.
18 Mev 20

The authors prepared a comprehensive documentation of the
experiment for the present evaluation. All corrections and the
associated uncertainties were described in detail. The numerical
data of this experiment are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6.

Fig. 6: Experimental data of Blinov et al. /17/, above 2 MeV.

12

Boldeman et al. /18/

(Figs. 7 and 8)

11
K

Data between 1 MeV and 15 MeV were measured with an NE-102 plastic
scintillator as neutron detector and a flight path of 301.5 cm was
used. The fission fragment detection efficiency was 97 %. Between

t 10
z

2 YeV and 11 MeV the efficiency of the neutron detector was

Ï 09

experimentally determined using the associated particle method. The
uncertainty is about 2 %. Between 1 MeV and 2 MeV the efficiency
was measured relative to a long counter and above 11 MeV the
efficiency is based on a Monte Carlo calculation which was tested
between 2 MeV and 11 MeV. In all, seven different experiments were
carried out. The data were combined by the authors and are plotted
in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Fig. 7: Experimental data of Boldeman et al. /18/ (plastic scintillator)

Boldeman et al. /18/: Li glass

(Fig. 9)

In the low energy part of this experiment a lithium glass
scintillator was used as neutron detector and a flight path of
40 cm. The fission fragment detector was the same. The efficiency
of the neutron detector was measured relative to a long counter
between 124 keV and 1349 keV. Above 1349 keV the efficiency is
based on calculations. The experimental efficiency was determined
with a time resolution similar to that of the later experiment. The
results of this experiment were normalized to the plastic
scintillator data between 1 MeV and 1.65 MeV. The data are plotted
in Fig. 9. It is obvious that the structure of these data can be
associated with the 240 keV resonance of Li(n,a), i.e.,
independent of the experimental determination of the detector
efficiency, there remained some problems in taking the time
resolution properly into account.

Fig. 8; Experimental data of Boldeman et al. /W
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(plastic scintillator)
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Marten et al. /19/

12

t

10)

From this high energy experiment the data below 20 MeV were used.
The fission fragment detection efficiency was 0.858 + 0.010 derived
from 0° to 90° measurements of the spectrum. The influence of the
nonisotropic losses was corrected on the basis of angular
distributions and theoretical models. A large NE-213 scintillator
was the neutron detector. The flight path in the experiment was
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Fig. 9: Experimental data of Boldeman et al. /18/ (6Li detector)

4-50.0 cm. Similar to other experiments, pulse shape discrimination
was used to reduce the background. The efficiency of the neutron
detector was obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. The
calculations have been checked with experiments between 4 YeV and
12 MeV by assuming the NBS evaluation /8/ as reference
distribution. Above 12 MeV the efficiency is extrapolated. The

uncertainty of the efficiency determination exceeds 5 % but the
dominating uncertainty contributions in this experiment are from
counting statistics, as can be seen from the data plotted in
Fig. 10. The authors have prepared a detailed description of the
experimental analysis for the present evaluation.

3. Steps of the evaluation process
An excellent review of all effects and corrections to be considered

in sophisticated time-of-flight experiments is given in the paper
of Poenitz and Tamura /16/ presented at the Antwerp conference.
This information was used as a basis in checking the comprehensiveness

of the analysis of the various experiments made use of in the
present evaluation. Depending on the available documentation, no
real deficits were identified. For all experiments, the calculation
of the time resolution correction and the bin width correction has
18 MeV 20

been repeated. Comparison of the present results with those

expressly stated by the authors shows full agreement with the
Fig. 10: Experimental data of Marten et al. /19/

exception of the experiment of Boldeman et al. /I8/ where the

quoted time resolution correction factors were larger. This
discrepancy may originate from an asymmetry in the time resolution
function mentioned by the authors.

For each experimental data set, an uncertainty covanance matrix

Table 2:

was generated, based on the documented uncertainty information and
on additional information directly obtained from the authors. The

Magnitude of the energy scale uncertainty contribution

Authors

dominating systematic uncertainty component of all experiments was

Minimum
value

Maximum

value

due to the efficiency calibration of the neutron detectors. Another

systematic contribution which was not expressly taken into account
in most of the experiments is the uncertainty of the energy scale

Lajtai et al.

0.0 %

1.3 %

Bottger et al .

0.1 %

definition. This uncertainty has been transformed into a
corresponding contribution to the neutron spectrum uncertainty with
the following formula:

Poenitz/Tamura
Blinov et al.

0.0 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

1 .7 %
1.7%
13.4 %
5.9 %

Boldeman et al.

0.2 %

13.2

(Plastic scintillator)
Marten et al.

3.8 %

Boldeman et al.

(Lithium glass)

(itt\

l [l _ E \

+

/E_3_£\

+

2 /- - - V - — H / —1

(1)

N = N(E) is the neutron energy spectrum and E = £(E) the energydependent efficiency of the neutron detector. The first term on the
right-hand side of eq. (1) is the relative derivative of the
neutron spectrum with respect to the neutron energy valid for a
Maxwellian with a temperature parameter T. (For the present purpose
this approximation in describing the spectrum by a Maxwellian is of
minor influence). The second term in the formula is the
corresponding derivative of the detector efficiency. The third term

is an interference term which enhances or decreases the
transformation factor depending on the difference in the direction
of the shape of N(E) and E(E). The energy scale uncertainty
comprises the flight path uncertainty, the uncertainty of the time

channel width and the uncertainty of the definition of the zero
time. For each experiment the uncertainties and correlations
according to eq. (1) were calculated on the basis of the available
data. Table 2 shows some results in form of the minimum and maximum

value of this contribution to the spectrum uncertainty specific to
each experiment. For a smooth efficiency curve the contribution of
eq. (1) approaches zero for E = T/2 and increases towards lower as
well as higher energies. For an efficiency curve rapidly changing

with the energy, as for example in the case of the U-235 fission
cross section used in the experiment of Blinov et al. /Mi, the

165

result of eq. (1) fluctuates strongly in some energy regions.

%

9.2 %

To obtain a common basis for the evaluation a fixed energy grid was
established. The selection of the grid point energies was governed
by the density of the available data points as well as by the
necessity to represent the structure of the spectrum adequately.
Altogether, 70 grid point energies were chosen. Each of the

original data points was transformed to the neighbouring energy
grid point. Before doing this, the approximate slope of the data
was determined. This was done by fitting a Maxwellian to the
original data of each experiment. The results of these fits are
summarized in Table 3- Two parameters were obtained from the fit
procedure: a normalization constant and an energy parameter. Both
quantities were highly correlated or anticorrelated. All these fits
were made over the whole energy range of each experiment (see
Table 1) without differentiating in certain energy ranges. The
strong variation of the individual temperature parameters and the
values of chi-square per degree of freedom indicating inconsistency
between experimental data and the Maxwellian were of minor
importance because information of Table 3 was only used for
auxiliary purposes. The specific Maxwellian of each experiment was
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Table 3:

Two parameter fit of a Maxwellian to the experimental data

Authors

Normalization
factor

Lajtai et al.
Bottger et al.
Poenitz/Tamura
Blinov et al .
Boldeman et al.
(Lithium glass)
Boldeman et al.
(Plastic scintillator)
Marten et al .

1 .009 +
1 .054 <
1 .010 +
0.993 ±
0.976 ±

Table 4:

X2/f

T
(MeV)
1 .430 + 0.044

0.48

1 .379 * 0.002
1 .395 + 0.004
1 .365 + 0.014

3.09
1 .16
1.25
4.13

1 .010 ± 0.001

1 .410 ± 0.002

3.26

0.984 ± 0.097

1 .372 ± 0.018

0.24

0.041
0.004
0.004
0.005
0.012

1 .429 i 0.005

Shape experiments in the evaluation

Authors

Poenitz/Tamura

Blinov et al

Normalization
by the authors

Integral
Maxwellian

Normalization
factor of the
evaluation

0.25MeV -9.25MeV
Maxw. T=1 .42 MeV

94.6

%

1 .007 i 0.013

40 keV - 10 MeV

99.4

%

0.997 - 0.009

applied in the transformation of a data point from its original
energy to the grid energy. Due to small shifts in energy the
uncertainty contribution of this procedure was almost negligible
and the original structure of each data set, shown in the Figs. 1
to 10, was not essentially changed.
Based on the common energy grid, the data sets were combined by
generalized least-squares techniques with regard to their
uncertainties. The evaluation has been made with absolute data,
i.e. without the scaling used in the figures. However, some of the
data sets had to be regarded as shape data. These sets are listed
in Table 4. Poenitz and Tamura /16/ as well as Blinov et al. /17/
normalized their result to the numerical value of the integral of a
Maxwellian with T = 1.42 MeV taken over the energy range of the
experiment. The energy range applied and the value of the integral
are given in Table 4. The data of Boldeman et al. /18/ obtained
with the lithium glass detector have been normalized to his plastic
scintillator data in an overlap energy range. All these
normalizations were ignored and the data were taken as shape data.
The final normalization was part of the evaluation process. Because

of a. poor documentation of the efficiency calibration procedure,
the second data set of Boldeman et al. obtained with the NE-102
neutron detector has also been regarded as a shape data set instead
of an absolute one. In the last column of Table 4 the final
normalization factors obtained from the evaluation process are
listed.

Maxw. T=1 .42 MeV

4. Results and discussion
Boldeman et al.
(Lithium glass)

with plastic
scinti llator
data between 1MeV
and 1 .65MeV

—

Boldeman et al.
(Plastic
scintillator)

none

—

1 .009 - 0.024
The evaluation resulted in a chi-square value of 264.5 which must
be compared with 265 degrees of freedom. From a first glance at the
different data sets shown in Figs. 1 to 10, one might have
anticipated difficulties in obtaining a consistent result. The chi-

1 .010 i 0.012

square value indicating a full compatibility between the different
data sets was therefore rather surprising. However, this result
demonstrates that a mathematically consistent data combination

procedure with full regard to the uncertainties and correlations is
superior to any eye-guided evaluation.
During the evaluation process a few difficulties arose. Nine of the
seventy data points of the experiment of Lajtai et al. /14/
increased the chi-square contribution of this experiment by more
than a factor of 4 and indicated a strong inconsistency with the
remaining data from other experiments. These data points at neutron

energies between 125 keV and 305 keV were within the range of the
width of the broad Li(n,a) resonance at 240 keV. Difficulties in
the handling of this resonance in the neutron detector efficiency
calibration cannot be excluded. However, it was not understood why
other data points at neighbouring neutron energies of the same
range exhibited no problems. It has nevertheless been decided to
remove these nine points from the evaluation set. The same has also
been done with six data points of the lithium glass set of Boldeman
et al. /18/ where similar problems were more obvious and have
already been discussed in section 2. Finally, 3 of the 59 data
points in the data set of Boldeman et al. /18/, measured with the
plastic scintillator detector, made the same contribution to the
chi-square as the remainder of these data. It was impossible to
find a physical explanation of this, neither was it possible to
have recourse to the original measurements, as the only data
available was that which had already been combined. Here, the
somewhat arbitrary opinion of the evaluator was the only
justification for the rejection of these three data points. In all,
18 of the 357 data points available were neglected in the

resulting relative uncertainty of the evaluated data is smaller
than 2 %. Between 45 keV and 150 keV and between 9.8 MeV and 1 3 - 3
MeV the corresponding value remains smaller than 5 %. The evaluated
data point at 25 keV has a relative uncertainty of 10 % and above
13-3 MeV the uncertainty increases strongly up to 77 % for the data
point at 19.8 MeV.

001

Fig. 11 ; Result of the evaluation at discrete neutron energies

evaluation process.
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The result of the evaluation at discrete neutron energies is
plotted in Pigs. 11 and 12. The representation is the same as in
Figs. 1 and 2. The error bars given were obtained from the diagonal
elements of the final covariance matrix of the present evaluation.
These data represent the state of the available experimental data
base and therefore a totally smooth behaviour as function of the
neutron energy cannot be expected. Between 180 keV and 9.3 MeV the

MeV 20

Fig. 12: Same as in Fig. 11, above 2 MeV.
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Fig.

evaluated data are plotted relative to the theoretical model of
Madland and Nix /9/ which is based on an adjustment to the
experimental data of Poenitz and Tamura /16/. Below 0.4 MeV and
above 8 MeV the theory underestimates the evaluated neutron
spectrum. Above 11 MeV the deviation 15 larger than 10 %, Between
1 MeV and 3 MeV a slight overestimation of the theory can be
identified. It cannot be excluded that a re-adjustment of this
theory to the present evaluated data changes the global picture.
However, it must still be proved if the level density parameter,
the adjustable quantity of this theory, remains within physically
reasonable limits.

13; Ratio of the evaluation relative to the theory of Madland and
Nix /9/
The second theory used in this comparison is without freely
adjustable parameters. The cascade evaporation model developed by
Marten and Seeliger /10/ is based on a more detailed description of
the physical processes and avoids some of the approximations used

l t t

elsewhere /9/. The result used here is that with an anisotropy
parameter of ß = 0.1. In Figs. 15 and 16 the ratio of the evaluated
data relative to this model is plotted. An overall agreement with
the present data is given between 25 keV and 6 MeV. Above xhis
energy the theoretical data is somewhat lower than the evaluated

H

data, but the difference never exceeds 10 %. Recent improvements to
this theory /20/ make it probable that these differences at high

^ 10
S 09

neutron energies can be further reduced.

2 08
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18 MeV 20

At present, neither theory is adequate to describe within the
uncertainties the evaluated data over the whole energy range. To
obtain a smooth curve for the evaluated neutron spectrum a spline

interpolation procedure was applied. This procedure used the
Fig.

14: Sane as in Fig. 13, above 2 MeV.

variances of the evaluated neutron spectrum data at discrete
energies as weights and generated a continous curve through the
data points. The spline procedure has been applied to the complete
data set between 25 keV and 19.8 MeV without any attempt to

interpolate between partial energy ranges. The result is plotted in
Figs. 17 and 18 relative to a reference Maxwellian with T = 1.42 MeV
in the form of a continuous curve. In addition, the data at the
discrete energies are given. This curve represents the real final
result of the present evaluation.
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Fig. 16: Same äs in Fig. 15, above 2 MeV.

Fig. 18: Same äs in Fig. 17, above 2 MeV.
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5.

Conclusions and future prospects

References :

The neutron spectrum of spontaneous fission of Californium—252 has
been evaluated on the basis of data of recent time-of-flight
experiments. The result defines the spectrum with a precision never
before obtained and supports the status of this spectrum as a
standard. With the aim of further improving knowledge of this
spectrum, in the near future it is planned to combine additional
experimental data, especially the results of integral experiments
and of recent TOP experiments performed at very high neutron
energies, with the present evaluation.
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The results of integral experiments (spectrum-averaged cross

757

section data) have already been used in a preliminary evaluation of
the Cf-252 neutron spectrum /21/. Instead of point-wise data, this
evaluation yielded energy integrals over the spectral distribution.
A comparison of these preliminary data /21/ with the present
evaluation shows agreement within the uncertainties. The integral
data were not considered in the present evaluation as this would
have made necessary time consuming data transformation procedures
which did not fit into the schedule of this work.
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In addition, the analysis of two recent TOP experiments 722, 237,

which investigated the neutron spectrum up to 30 MeV, has not yet
been finalized. The data of both experiments obtained below 20 MeV
are believed to establish a sound basis for the reduction of the
large uncertainties of the present evaluation between 14 MeV and
20 MeV. Both data sets are expected to be available very soon.

Before the end of 1986, the final version of the evaluation
comprising the neutron spectrum and its covariance matrix will be
released and transmitted to the Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA,
for distribution to nuclear data centers.
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Cf-252 FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM
AS AN INTEGRAL FIELD
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Abstract

.

By making use of the average crosb section data
(Mannhart'i evaluation) for twenty five reactions measured with

the

oJc o

Ci spontaneous fission neutron source, its spectral shape

was unfolded by NLUPAC.

As a whole, the result agrees with the

predicted ones by Madland and by Marten and with the measured one
by Pönitz and Tamura, but obviously differs from the Maxwellian
spectrum with its average energy Eav=2.13 MeV. The influence of
each cross section data to the shape of the unfolded spectrum was
investigated.

The

-* Cf spectrum averaged cross sections for the above

reactions were calculated by making use of energy dependent cross

section data from ENDF/B-V (dosimetry file), JENDL-2 and internal
library of NEUPAC and of six expressions of its spectral shape,
(1) Maxwellian (hav=2.13), (2) Madland's prediction, (3) Marten's
predictions(CEM and GMNM), (4) Gerasimenko's prediction, and (5)
the spectrum unfolded by NEUPAC.
By comparison of the calulated

values with the measured ones, checked were the shape of the
"

Cf fission neutron spectrum and the convergence between the

measured and calculated cross section data.
The average cross section data for the above reactions were
tried to be plotted by the Horibe's empirical rule
Although
the number of data is rather restricted, we can see good systematics for the (n(p), (n,a) and (n,2n) reactions similar to the
case of the average cross sections to the -*^U fission neutron
spectrum.
_________
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In the present work, we have tried to examine the shape of

1- Introduction

9^9

Standard neutron spectrum fields or standard neutron fields,
have significant usefulness for the purpose of integral check of
neutron reaction rate or cross section data, neutron detection
efficiency and so forth
As an excellent standatd neutron field, it is required to
fulfill the following conditions, (1) the neutron spectrum is
known as precisely as possible, (2) its shape is gently-s lop ing

without resonant peak and dip,

(3) interlaboratory reproducibili-

ty of the spectrum, (4) the neutron flux in the vicinity is flat
for position and angle, and (5) the absolute value of the flux
can be obtained precisely
The most important standard neutron fields were defined by
IAEA as/1/, (1) Maxwellian for the thermal neutron region, (2)
1/E distribution for

range, and (3)

the e p i t h e r m a l and i n t e r m e d i a t e energy

Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum in the

fast neutron region

Many attempts have been performed to de-

velop other standard or reference neutron fields
For example,
there are (1) Che neutron spectrum of thermal neutron induced
fission of 2350^ (2) slightly softened one from the fission
spectrum with some neutron moderator, and (3) broad neutron
spectrum produced by the bombardment of thick light element
target with monoenergetic protons or deutrons
Other than these spectra, it is regarded that the 252 Cf
spontaneous fission neutron spectrum is more precise from 250 keV
to 8 MeV
However, errors below 250 keV and above 8 MeV are
still considerably large/2/
Since the absolute number of total
neutrons in these regions is extremely s m a l l , it can not be
thought that these neutrons are very important for the main
purpose of this field.
But precise data of neutron spectra n
these regions are needed for error analysis
Furthermore, these
data are of great significance for the study of fission phenomena
Recently, fission neutron spectra have been theoretically
derived by assumption of neutron emission from energetic fission
fragments just after the scission

From this standpoint, pre-

cise knowledge of fission neutron spectra is keenly expected

the
Cf spontaneous f i s s i o n neutron spectrum by means of
average cross sections for t w e n t y five r e a c t i o n s
Although two
of the a u t h o r s (I K. and K K ) m e a s u r e d l a r g e n u m b e r of a v e r a g e
9Ç9

cross sections to the ^ Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum
before, used here are the newest values of Mannhart/3/ evaluated
by the covariance analysis of not only his original data but also
ours/4/ and some others.
Firstly, the shape of the ^ Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum is unfolded by NEUPAC code/5/
The ratios of the present result to the Maxwellian with 2.13
MeV
of its average energy Eav are compared with measured values and
theoretically predicted ones
There appear a few peaks and
dips, and hence the influence of each reaction cross section to
the shape of the unfolded spectrum has been investigated
In the second place, we have calculated the 252Cf £ lsslon
neutron spectrum averaged cross sections for the above reactions
by making use of energy dependent cross section data o(E) taken
from three evaluated data libraiies and of six types of the " Cf
spontaneous fission neutron spectrum X(E) .
For a(E) and X(E) ,

we adopted the fallowings.
a(L)

(1) ENDF/B-V(dos,imetry file)/6/,

X(E)

(2)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

JENDL-2/7/,
Internal data in NEUPAC/5/,
Maxwellian (Eflv=2 13 MeV),
Madland's predict ion/8/,
Marten's predictions(CEM and GMNM)/9/,

(4) Gerasimenko ' s predictiori/10/,
(5) Unfolded spectrum by NEUPAC.

By the intercomparison between these average cross sections, the
shape of

9^9

Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum is assessed

Moreover, we examine the convergence of integral and differential
cross section data for each reaction by comparison of the above
calculated and measured values
Recently, one of the authors (O.H
) proposed an e m p i r i c a l
rule for the estimation of "ijj fission neutron spectrum averaged
crobS sections for the (n,p) and (n, ï ) reactions and showed

satisfactory result/11,12/.
The applicability of this rule to
2S9
the J Cf fission neutron spectrum has been attempted.
We also
try to apply this rule to the average cross sections for the
(n,2n) reactions.

2. Unfolding of 2^2cf Spontaneous Fission Neutron Spectrum by
Making Use of Average Cross Section Data
In order to unfold the shape of the 2 ^ 2 Cf spontaneous fission neutron spectrum, we used the NEUPAC code developed by
Nakazawa, et al./5/.
This code has been successfully applied to
the neutron spectrum measurements in JOYO and EBR-II/13/ and in
YAYOI, KUR and JMTR/14/.
In the international comparison program of neutron spectrum unfolding codes by IAEA, NEUPAC showed
satisfactory result.
Present authors are now using this code to
obtain neutron spectra in experimental facilities in KUR/15/.
The NEUPAC code contains energy dependent cross section data
for main important neutron dosimetry reactions.
These data have

This calculation was executed by the KURRI terminal of the Computing Center of Kyoto University.
The neutron spectrum obtained by the NEUPAC code is compared
with the Maxwellian and three predictions in Fig. 1. The ratio
of the unfolded spectrum to the Maxwellian is depicted in Fig. 2.
The ratios of the experimental values by Pönitz and Tamura/16/
and of the calculated ones by Madland/8/ and by Marten(CEM)/9/ to
the Maxwellian are also shown in this figure.
As a whole, the
gross shape of the ratio of the present unfolded spectrum to the
Maxwellian agrees with both the experimental values and the two
predictions, however it shows a little peak around 6 MeV and
oscillatory irregularity in higher energy region.

IOC
Moxwellian
— — Madlond

10"

o o o Märten (GMNM)
û û ù Gerasimenko

been mainly taken from the ENDF/B-V dosimetry file, but there
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are several reactions of which cross section data are originally
evaluated in NEUPAC.
The mesh size of correlation matrix in
ENDF/B-V is rather coarse, therefore, larger correlation matrix
with fine mesh is calculated in the NEUPAC code itself and is
used in spectrum unfolding.
We adopted 135 energy groups from
0.01 eV to 16.4 M e V , but the result obtained from 0.5 MeV to 16.4
MeV (68 groups) are plotted as shown later.
As the input data
for the measured values of the 252 Cf fission neutron spectrum
averaged cross sections, we took the newest values of Mannhart's
evaluation/3/ for twenty five reactions, which were obtained by
the covariance analysis of his own original data and some other
d a t a i n c l u d i n g those by the p r e s e n t authors/4/.
In his
evaluated values, both variance and covariance data are presented, so we input all of these data together with the average
cross sections into the NEUPAC code.
We took the Maxwellian
(fcav=2.13 MeV) as the initial guess spectrum in the first step.

i i i NEUPAC unfolding

s

lö 3

gio«
6

8

Neutron

Fig. 1

10

12

14

16

energy ( M e V )

Comparison of the unfolded spectrum by NEUPAC using

Mannhart's evaluated average cross sections with the
Maxwellian(E

=2.13 MeV) and with three predictions.
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In order Co f i n d out the reason of t h i s i r r e g u l a r i t y and to
i n v e s t i g a t e the i n f l u e n c e of each reaction cross section to the
shape of the u n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m , we tried to remove each reaction

I5
iz

Cf(sf)

d a t a s t e p by step.
Figure 3 shows the r a t i o s in the f o l l o w i n g
cases to the M a x w e l l i a n (E a v =2.13 M e V ) ; (1) the u n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m

w i t h all d a t a , (2) t h a t w i t h o u t ^ 7 T i ( n , p ) ^ 7 S c ( i t s cross
data seem to have a p r o b l e m as described l a t e r ) , (3) that
•*•
In(n,Y)
In ( n o t t h r e s h o l d r e a c t i o n ) , (4) that
56
Fe(n,p) 5 6 Mn, (5) t h a t w i t h o u t 9 0 Zr(n ,2n) 8 9 Zr, (6) that
127
l ( n , 2 n ) 1 2 6 I , (7) that w i t h the W i n k l e r s ' s data for

IO

9 Experiment
—— Madland's prediction
— Marten's prediction (CEM)
Hff

2n)->

NEUFflC unfolding

05,

IQ'1

IO1

IO"
Neutron energy E ( MeV)

Fig. 2

Comparison ol the r a t i o of the u n f o l d e d spectrum to
the Maxwellian w i t h those of the M a d l a n d ' s and M a r t e n ' s

Ni instead of its

data f r o m E N D F / B - V .

section
without
without
without
58
Ni(n,

L i t t l e change can be

o b s e r v e d in the c a s e s of ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , ( 5 ) , (6) and ( 7 ) , but the peak
around 6 MeV n e a r l y disappears o n l y in the case of (4).
3. Average Cross S e c t i o n s to " 2 Cf Spontaneous F i s s i o n
Neutron S p e c t r u m f o r Each R e a c t i o n

predictions and of the Pönitz and T a m u r a ' s experiment.

The average cross s e c t i o n to

the

2

-> Cf spontaneous f i s s i o n

n e u t r o n s p e c t r u m was c a l c u l a t e d for each reaction given in the
previous section,

and the result is

obtained w i t h the Maxwellian
values by M a n n h a r t .

compared

w i t h both that

(Eav=2.13 MeV) and the evaluated

For data base of the energy dependent cross

section o(E) , we used the ENDF/B-V d o s i m e t r y f i l e / 6 / ,
l i b r a r y / 7 / and the i n t e r n a l l i b r a r y in N E U P A C / 5 / .

of

the J E N D L - 2
As the shape

Cf spontaneous fission neutron s p e c t r u m X ( E ) , the f o l l o w i n g

six expressions were used:
(1) M a x w e l l i a n w i t h E a v =2.13 M e V .
(2) The M a d l a n d ' s p r e d i c t i o n taken f r o m the r e f e r e n c e / 8 / .
(3) The M a r t e n ' s prediction (CEM), the complex cascade evapora-

111
10°
Neutron
Fig. 3

10'
energy

E (MeV)

Comparison of the ratios of the unfolded spectra to
the Maxwellian.
described In text.

The meaning of each number is

tion m o d e l / 9 / .
(4) The M a r t e n ' s p r e d i c t i o n ( G M N M ) , the generalized M a d l a n d - N i x
model/9/.
The n u m e r i c a l data of both M a r t e n ' s spectra were
o f f e r e d by M a r t e n / 1 7 / .

(5) The G é r a s i m e n k o ' s p r e d i c t i o n , the Hauser-Feshbach c a l c u l a tion/10/.

The numerical data were taken from

ence/23/.
(6) U n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m shown in the p r e v i o u s s e c t i o n .

the

refer-

We p r a c t i c a l l y c a l c u l a t e d each average cross section by

Marten's(GMNM),

the

Gerasimenko's,

the

M a d l a n d ' s and the

Maxwel-

l i a n , a l t h o u g h the d i f f e r e n c e is not very large.
20 MeV

=

A keV

=

=

(3) All of the convergence

20 MeV

,o(E) X ( E ) d E /

X(E)dE

factors

for ENDF/B-V

are

slightly

b e t t e r than those for JENDL-2 except in the case of the M a d l a n d ' s
spectrum.
However, there are a few r e a c t i o n s of which C/E

A keV

Z 01(E)XL(E)AE1 / I XL(E)uE1
1
1

ratios w i t h JENDL-2 are closer to u n i t y than those w i t h E N D F / B - V ,

Z a1(E)xL(E)
l

tions .
(4) For the reactions w i t h higher response energy such as ( n , 2 n ) ,
the C/E ratios for the M a x w e l l i a n (E av =2.13 MeV) are much larger

s u c h as the

,

EL = const = 10 keV .

56

Fe(n , p) 5 6 M n ,

59

C o ( n ,'<x)5 6 M n and

63

C u ( n ,a) 6 0 Co r e a c -

than u n i t y , w h i l e those for others w i t h lower response energy are
I n t e r n a l values of o(E) and X X ( E ) b e t w e e n two given d a t a p o i n t s
taken f r o m references are i n t e r p o r a t e d by the linear approximation .
The obtained r e s u l t s are

t a b u l a t e d in Table 1.

The ratios

of the c a l c u l a t e d value u s i n g each set to that w i t h the M a x w e l -

(5) Among these ( n , 2 n ) reactions, the C/E ratios for the ^ 8 N i ( n ,

2n)->'Ni reaction are e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y low.

This is probably due

lian (E flv =2.13 MeV) and to the M a n n h a r t ' s evaluation are given in

to too small energy dependent cross section o(E) in both ENDF/B-V

Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.

and J E N D L - 2 .

The degree of convergence or

This t e n d e n c y

is

pointed

out

by the

present

has been d e t e r m i n e d by the u n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m and the r a t i o s of

authors and by Ikeda, et al., r e c e n t l y / 1 8 , 1 9 / .
(6) The C/E values for the ^* 7 Ti(n ,p)'!*7Sc reaction are larger than
1.2 for all cases.
Mannhart suggested the energy dependent
cross s e c t i o n d a t a for t h i s r e a c t i o n is too high in a few

the M a n n h a r t ' s evaluated value and the c a l c u l a t e d value to that

MeV/20/

the

convergence

factor

given by the

mean value of

abs.(1.0-

( C / E ) j _ ) is t a b u l a t e d in the b o t t o m row of T a b l e 3.
In Fig. 4,
s h o w n is the r e l a t i o n s h i p between the 90 % c o n f i d e n c e level which

using t h e M a x w e l l i a n s p e c t r u m .
From Tables 1 - 3 a n d Fig. 4 , w e
can point out the f o l l o w i n g s
( 1 ) T h e g r o s s s h a p e o f t h e d a t a p o i n t s i n Fig. 4 a g r e e s w i t h t h e

M a d l a n d ' s a n d M a r t e n ' s ( G M N M ) p r e d i c t i o n s f o r t h e "^Cf s p o n t a n e o u s f i s s i o n n e u t r o n s p e c t r u m , b u t does n o t a g r e e w i t h t h e
M a x w e l l i a n (E flv =2.13 M e V ) .
(2) Most of the C/E ratios for the M a x w e l l i a n are larger than

u n i t y , and hence the convergence factor for that is much worse
than others

The best convergence f a c t o r is obtained for the

combination of the u n f o l d e d spectrum by NEUPAC and its
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closer to unity.
This f a c t c a n b e e x p l a i n e d b y b e i n g s m a l l e r
n u m b e r of high e n e r g y f i s s i o n n e u t r o n s than that in the M a x w e l lian distribution.

internal

cross s e c t i o n d a t a .
If we c o m p a r e the convergence f a c t o r s for
other spectral shapes in the case of E N D F / B - V , the r a n k i n g next
t o t h e u n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m i s a s f o l l o w s , t h e Mar t e n ' s ( C E M ) , t h e
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Table 1

Comparison of the Cf-252 spectrum-averaged cross section (in mb)

Cf-252 spectrum

Mâxwellian
E av =2.13 MeV

Mad! and 's
prediction

0 ( E ) data

ENDF/B-V JENDL-2

ENDF/B-V JENDL-2

Märten 's (GMNM)

Marten's(CEM)

prediction
ENDF/B-V JENDL-2

Géras imenko 's

prediction
ENDF/B-V JENDL-2

ENDF/B-V JENDL-2

27

Al(n,p) 2 7 Mg

5.27

4 . 6 54.97

4.40 4.89

27

Al(n,a) 24 Na

1.16

1 . 1 70.982

0.996

46

Ti(n,p) 46 Sc

13.8

13.0

12.7

12.9

13.1

47

Ti(n,p) 4 7 Sc

24.2

24.2

23.6

23.9

0.380

«TKn.p^Sc

0.446

55

0.557

0.568

Mn(n,2n)54Mn

0.387

0.998

0.456

by
NEUPAC

Internal
library

Measurement (X error)
Evaluated by
Mannhart

Present
authors
4.891(3.66)

4 . 3 04.93

4 . 3 6 5.00

4.41

5.04

4.885(2.14)

1.01 0.993

1.01 1.05

1.06

1.03

1.017(1.47)

1.006(2.17)

13.2

14.09(1.76)

14.04(4.36)

24.0

23.8

19.29(1.66)

20.36(5.44)

0.402

0.398

0.4251(1.89)

0.4153(3.80)

0.413

0.431

0.4079(2.34)

0.386
0.395

Unfolded

prediction

0.385
0.465

0.440

0.449

0.405

54

F e (n ( p) 54 Hn

89.3

8 3 . 1 88.8

81.8 86.4

7 9 . 687.8

80.9 87.7

80.9

87.0

86.92(1.34)

56

Fe(n,p)56Mn

1.51

1 . 5 7 1.33

1.38 1.33

1.38 1 . 34

1 . 39

1.39

1.44

1.39

1.466(1.77)

1.440(4.86)

116

113

115

112

112

109

111

114

111

112

117.6(1.30)

118.5(3.45)

.00996

.00981

.00617

.00607

.00810

.00797

.00778

.00766

.00610

.00600

.00792

0.221 0.216

58

Ni(n,p) 58 Co

^NUn.Zn)57!«
59

56

Co(n, a ) Mn

59

58

0.238

0.255

114

0.205

0 . 2 1 9 0.207

0.222

0.207

.008961(3.59)

0.231 0.211

0.2220(1.86)

0.4055(2.52)

0.512

0.473

0.352

0.327

0.417

0.387

0.403

0.373

0.367

0.341

63

Cu(n,a)6°Co

0.817

0.780

0.723

0.695

0.722

0.692

0.724

0.695

0.753

0.721 0.742

0.6893(1.98)

65

Cu(n,2n) 64 Cu

0.806

0.806

0.572

0.569

0.662

0.6610.640

0.639

0.602

0.599

0.627

0.6587(2.24)

Co ( n, 2n )

Co

0.400

115

ln(n,n') 115m ln

182

186

183

184

185

183

197.6(1.37)

127

I(n,2n) 126 I

2.76

2.07

2.29

2.23

2.23

2.23

2.071(2.75)

0.0161

0.01613(3.40)

19

F(n,2n)18F

0.0261

0.0173

0.0213

0.0205

0.0178

24

24

Mg(n,p) Na

2.10

1.998(2.42)

53

Cu(n, Y ) 64 Cu

9.86

10.45(3.24)

63

Cu(n,2n) 62 Cu

0.179

0.196

0.1845(3.98)

^Znfn.pl^Cu

38.7

40.63(1.64)

90

0.213

0.2212(2.90)

124

125.7(2.23)

Zr(n,2n) 89 2r

115

In(n,Y)116mIn

197

198

Au(n, )

197

Au(n,2n) 196 Au

Au

0.269

0.176

0.219

0.211

87.63(4.97)

77.8

76.86(1.59)

5.69

5.511(1.83)

0.2176(6.44)

201.0(4.08)

1.940(4.79)

41.84(4.18)

5.267(4.30)

Table 2

Comparison of the average cross section ratios

90 % confidence

Reaction

Ratios to Maxwellian spectrum-averaged cross section*

level ( eV )
( by NEUPAC )

Madland
ENDF/B-V

JENDL-2

Märten (GMNM)
ENDF/B-V

Märten (CEM)

JENDL-2

ENDF/B-V

JENDL-2

Géras imenko
ENDF/B-V

JENDL-2

Measurement

(evaluated by
Mannhart)

27

Al(n,p) 2 7 Mg

3.52+6 - 9.83+6

0.943

0.945

0.923

0.924

0.935

0.937

0.948

0.948

0.955

0.926

27

Al{n,a) 24 Na

6.54+6 - 1 .25+7

0.848

0.850

0.862

0.863

0.857

0.859

0.907

0.908

0.887

0.878

46

Ti(n,p) 4 6 Sc

3.81+6 - 9.86+6

0.944

0.923

0.936

0.946

0.954

1.020

47

Ti(n,p) 4 7 Sc

1.90+6 - 7.95+6

1.000

0.975

0.988

0.991

0.984

0.796

Ti(n,p) 48 Sc

6.01+6 - 1.30+7

0.853

0.867

0.864

0.902

0.894

0.954

0.727

0.774

0.732

48
55

Mn(n,2n)54Mn

1.12+7 - 1.57+7

0.695

0.695

0.818

0.8170.790

0.789

0.727

^Fefn.p^Mn

2.37+6 - 7.96+6

0.994

0.985

0.967

0.958

0.982

0.974

0.982

0.974

0.974

0.973

56

Fe(n,p) 56 Mn

5.55+6 - 1.18+7

0.884

0.884

0.883

0.882

0.885

0.885

0.918

0.919 0.919

0.972

58

Ni(n,p) 58 Co

2.15+6 - 7.91+6

0.996

0.996

0.970

0.970

0.985

0.984

0.985

0.984

58

Ni(n,2n) 57 Ni

1.32+7 - 1.61+7

0.619

0.619 0.812

0.813 0.780

0.781 0.612

Co(n,a)56Mn

6.01+6 - 1 .27+7

0.858

0.8610.869

0.870

0.866

0.869

0.907

0.909

0.788

0.717

59

0.969

1 .015

0.611 0.794

0.899

0.886

0.931

0.721 0.782

0.792

^Cofn^nJ^Co

1.14+7 - 1.57+7

0.688

0.691 0.816

0.817 0.788

63

Cu(n,a) °Co

4.90+6 - 1.15+7

0.886

0.892

0.884

0.887

0.887

0.891 0.923

0.924

0.909

0.844

65

Cu(n,2n) M Cu

1.08+7 - 1.55+7

0.709

0.706

0.821

0.820

0.794

0.793

0.746

0.743

0.777

0.817

in(n,n')115tnln

1.19+6 - 6.21+6

1.022

1.003

1.008

1.014

1.007

1.086

I(n,2n) 126 I

9.76+6 - 1.50+7

0.751

0.830

0.807

0.808

0.809

0.751

F(n, 2 n) 18 F

1.20+7 - 1.60+7

m

6

127

19

24

24

Mg(n,p) Na

0.664

0.815

0.785

0.680

0.889
0.857

6.56+6 - 1.21+7

63

Cu(n,Y) M Cu

5.30+4 - 3.97+6

63

Cu(n,2n) 62 Cu

1.20+7 - 1.60+7

Zn(n,p) 64 Cu

2.50+6 - 8.01+6

1.027

1.29+7 - 1.61+7

0.975

M

90

Zr(n,2n) 8 9 Zr

115

1.068
0.652

0.812

0.782

0.664

0.822

In(n Y ) 116m ln

1.01+5 - 2.92+6

1.028

197

Au(n, Y ) 198 Au

5.44+4 - 2.94+6

0.993

197

Au(n,2n) 1 9 6 Au

8.64+6 - 1.42+7

0.821

In this case, the Maxwellian spectrum-averaged cross sections were obtained from NEUPAC calculation.
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Unfolded
Internal
library

Table 3

178

Comparison of the C/E ratios of the Cf-252 spectrum-averaged cross sections
R a t i o o f c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e t o e x p e r i m e n t a l v a l u e (Mannhart's evaluation)
Maxwell! an
E a v =2.13 MeV

Reaction

ENDF/B-V

JENDL-2

Madland' s
prediction
ENDF/B-V

27

Al(n,p) 27 Mg

1.080

0.953

27

Al(n.a) 24 Na

1.139

1.1510.965

1.018

Marten's (GMNM)
prediction

Marten's (CEM)
prediction

JENDL-2

ENDF/B-V

0.900

0.996

0.880

1.010

0.892

0.979

0.982

0.994

0.976

0.989

JENDL-2

ENDF/B-V

JENDL-2

Gerasimenko's
prediction

Unfolded
by NEUPAC

JENDL-2

Internal
1 ibrary

1.023

0.903

1.031

1.032

1.045 1.010

ENDF/B-V

46

Ti(n.p) 4 6 Sc

0.980

0.925

0.904

0.917

0.927

47

Ti(n.p) 47 Sc

1.256

1.255

1.225

1.241

1.244

1.235

48

Ti(n,p) 48 Sc

1.049

0.894

0.909

0.905

0.946

0.937

55

Mn(n,2n)54Mn

54

Fe(n,p) M Mn

56

Fe(n,p) 56 Mn

0.935

1.366

1 . 3 9 30.950

0.969

1.117

1 . 1 3 9 1.079

1 . 1 0 00.993

1.101 1.057

1.028

0.956

0.9410.994

0 . 9 1 61.010

0.931 1.009

0.931 1.001

1.021

1.029

1.0690.910

0.945

0.908

0.943

0.911

0.945

0.945

0.982

^NUn.p)58^

0.986

0.958

0.981

0.954

0.956

0.929

0.970

0.943

0.970

0.943

0.955

58

Ni(n.2n)57Ni

1.112

1 . 095

0.688

0.677

0.903

0.890

0.868

0.855

0.681

0.669

0.883

Co(n,a)56Mn

1.074

1 . 1 4 7 0.921

0.988

0.933

0.999

0.930

0.997

0.974

1.042 0.951

1.262

1.1670.869

0.807

1.030

0.954

0.994

0.920

0.905

0.842

1.185

1 . 1 3 11.050

1.0081.048

1.004 1.051

1.008 1.093

1.045 1.076

Cu(n 2n) Cu

1.224

1 . 2 2 4 0.868

0.864

1.005

1.004 0.972

0.970

0.921

0.941

0.924

0.929

0.913
0.934

0.909

" 5 In{n.n'J 115 "ln
1 97
1 9£
1Z7
I(n,2n)126I

1.332

1.001

1.105

1.075

1.076

59

9

^ Co(n,2n) 58 Co
63
65

64

19
24

63
M

Cu(n,a) 60 Co

18

F(n,2n) F

1.619

1.074

1 .319

1.271

0.951
1.077

1.101

1.001

Mg{n,p) 24 Na

1.053

Cu(n,y)

0.943

Cu

Cu(n,2n) 62 Cu

0.952

1.460

1.186

0.969

1.141

Auln.Y;

0.965
0.988
1.012

Au

Au(n.2n) 196 Au
1
1.0- (C/E)<|
N

1.065

0.952

90
Zr(n,2n) 89 Zr
115. ,
>116mT
In(n,Y)
In
197. ,
v!98.

N
1

0.987

0.928

Zn(n,p) M Cu

197

0.946

1.032

0.1405

0.1992

0.0895

0.0851

0.0701

0.0882

0.0683

0.0827

0.0806

0.0845

0.0532

cross sections were clearly grouped by mass number (odd or even)

—————I——I——I——
— —o — — Evaluated

and by neutron excess number t = N - Z

Calculated [Marten
(GMNM) and EMDF/B V]

In this work, we investigated the applicability of this rule

— ——
Calculated [Modland
ant ENDF/B VJ
Calculated (Unfolded

lOOKeV

Fig

4

10 MeV

I MeV

Neutron

energy

Plots of the response energy (90 7, confidence level)
and the r a t i o of each average cross section ( e v a l u a t e d
and c a l c u l a t e d ) to the Maxwellian

For comparison,

those of the M a d l a n d ' s and M a r t e n ' s ( C E M and GMNM) pre

to the 252cf fi Sil0 n neutron spectrum averaged cross sections
We also tried to apply this rule to the average cross sections
for the (n,2n) reactions.
In this case, the threshold energy
Eth was used instead of Eef£
At first, the effective threshold energy E e ££ to the Maxwellian spectrum (Eav=213 MeV) was calculated for each reaction by
the same method described in the previous paper/11/
In this
calculation, not actual integration but the summation was performed from 0 to 20 MeV with AE = 50 keV
All data, except that
for the 52et (n,p)^2V reaction/22/, are the evaluated values by
Mannhart/3/
Although the number of the present data Is less
than that for the 235 U fission neutron averaged cross sections,
most of the data points can be grouped into two lines as seen in
Fig 5
The coefficients a and g were obtained by the least

squares approximation and are tabulated in Table 4.

The ratio

of the predicted average cross section by using the empirical

rule to that evaluated by Mannhart is also given in this table

dictions are shown

Most of the data points are close to the fitted line for even
nuclei, but the results for the

48

Ti(n ,p)'!|8Sc ,

56

Fe(n ,p) 56Mn and

^ Cr(n,p)^'V reactions do not agree within the factor of 2
4

P l o t s of Average Cross S e c t i o n s for "

Cf Spontaneous Fission

Neutron Spectrum by Horibe's E m p i r i c a l Rule

Similar tendency was seen in the case of the ^35^ fission neutron

averaged cross sections/11,12/

Agreement for odd nuclei seems
2

Recently, one of the authors ( O H ) proposed an empirical
n Tr

rule for the estimation of i J J U fission neutron averaged cross
sections for the (n,p) and (n,o) reactions and showed satisfactory results for large number of reacions /11 ,12 /
By this rule,
the average cross sections can be shown by
a*

179

A 2 / 3 E e f £ 1 / 2 exp( a E e f £ + ß) ,

where A is the mass number of the nucleus and Eeff is the effective threshold energy defined by Hughes/21/
It was shown that
y T r
most of the data points for the i J J U fission neutron averaged

to be satisfactory even for the ' Al (n ,p)2 ' Mg reaction (t=l)
The result for the (n,a) reactions is shown in Fig. 6
Three data points satisfactorily locate on the fitted line, which
is parallel to that for the '35^ fission neutron averaged cross
sections
The fitted coefficients a and ß and the C/E ratio for
this case are tabulated in Table 4
The data point for the
Na reaction (t=l) is apart from the line
^
Similar plot was carried out for the (n,2n) reactions, where

we took h th
obtained

for the abscissa instead of Eef£.

is shown in Fig

7

The result

Although some t-values are quite

large, most of data points are close to the fitted line for t ^ 5

Table 4

Comparison of effective threshold energy E ,,: to the

252

Cf

fission neutron spectrum, fitting coefficients a and ß, and

the ratio of the calculated average cross section using the
empirical rule to the evaluated by Mannhart

Reaction

t

10'
58

t =2 and 4
Ito
in

r\J

10°

icy0

5

10

Effective threshold energy, Eeff (MeV)
Fig.

5

Plots of l o g ( 2 5 0 A ~ 2 / 3 E e f f ~ 1 / 2 ) as a

f u n c t i o n of E

for the

Ni(n, P ) 58 Co

2

4.34

0.807

^ Fe(n,p)^ 4 Mn

2

4.41

0.988

64

Zn(n!p) 6 4 Cu

4

4.79

1.30

46

Ti(n,p) 4 6 Sc

2

5.54

0.903

48

Ti(n,p) 4 8 Sc

4

7.15

2.23

56

Fe(n,p) 56 Mn

4

7.39

0.481

52

Cr(n,p) 5 2 V

4

7.40

0.451

47

Ti(n,p) 47 Sc

3

3.73

1

4.30

1.03
- _ -

27

Al(n,p)

59

Co(n,p) 5 9 Fe

5

5.40

0.86

51

V(n,p)51Ti

5

5.70

1.13

51

V(n,c0 4 8 Sc

27

Mg

5

11.8

1.00

56

5

10.6

0.98

60

Cu(n,a) Co

5

9.83

1.01

Reaction

t

Co(n,a) Mn

63

Straight lines are the best f i t t e d to the

Ratio

4

59

( n , p ) reactions.

E e f f (MeV)

a

and

6

a=-0. 740+0. 073
6=5.12+0.42

a=-0. 785+0. 058
6=4.22+0.29

a=-0. 624+0. 0073
6=5.675+0.078

data p o i n t s .

197

Au(n,2n) 196 Au

127

The n u m e r i c a l data are also given in Table 4.
Except the cases
63
62
90
89
of the
Cu(n,2n) Cu and
Zr(n,2n) Zr reactions, the C/E

ratios converge to unity by about 10 7».

The

fitted line is

65

Cu(n,2n) 64 Cu
54

tn

(MeV)

Ratio

39

8.12

1.00

21

9.21

0.89

7

10.1

0.94

55

Mn(n,2n) Mn

5

10.4

1.05

59

Co(n,2n) 58 Co

5

10.6

0.93

63

Cu(n,2n) 62 Cu

5

11.0

1.60

10

12.1

0.77

T O C

p a r a l l e l to that n e w l y o b t a i n e d for the JJU f i s s i o n neutron
averaged cross s e c t i o n s .
Two d a t a p o i n t s for t <_ 2 are a p a r t
f r o m the above line.

I(n,2n) 126 I

E..

90

Zr(n,2n) 89 Zr

a

and

6

a=-0. 347+0.035
6=2.97+0.36

5. C o n c l u s i o n
By m a k i n g u s e o f t h e t w e n t y f i v e " c f

fission spectrum

averaged cross section d a t a ( M a n n h a r t ' s e v a l u a t i o n ) ,

were (1) u n f o l d i n g the "

carried out

Cf f i s s i o n n e u t r o n s p e c t r u m by NEUPAC,

(2) c o m p a r i n g them w i t h the c a l c u l a t e d average cross sections

Empirical rule
for "5U fission
spectrum

u s i n g three e v a l u a t e d energy d e p e n d e n t cross section data and six
e x p r e s s i o n s of the 2 ^ Cf f i s s i o n n e u t r o n s p e c t r u m , and (3)
a p p l y i n g the average cross section d a t a to the H o r i b e ' s e m p i r i c a l
rule .

8

10

12

From these works, we can conclude:
(1) The gross shape o£ the u n f o l d e d 2-><?Cf s p o n t a n e o u s f i s s i o n

Effective threshold energy, E e ff (MeV)
Fig. 6

Plots of log ( 25ÖA~ 2 / ' 3 E

function of E

~1/2 ) as a

for the (n,a) reactions.

n e u t r o n s p e c t r u m is closer to the e x p e r i m e n t a l values by Pönitz
a n d T a m u r a a n d t o t h e p r e d i c t e d ones b y M a d l a n d a n d b y M ä r t e n

Solid line is the best fitted to three data

(CEM)

points for t = 5.

l i t t l e oscillatory s t r u c t u r e .
A peak around 6 MeV in the ratio
of the u n f o l d e d s p e c t r u m to the M a x w e l l i a n n e a r l y d i s a p p e a r s , if

\9Tf.

we remove the cross section data for

Au

\

from twenty five data set.

10'

-~
'<£

than the M a x w e l l i a n (E f l v =2.13 M e V ) , however there exists a

Empincol rule

N-

for "'U fission
spectrum

\

,

,„

\

the

F e ( n , p ) ^ ° M n reaction

L i t t l e change w a s observed b y t h e

removal of other reaction data.
(2) T h e r e s u l t o f t h e c o m p a r i s o n o f t h e e v a l u a t e d a v e r a g e c r o s s
section data w i t h the calculated ones also supports the Madland's
and M a r t e n ' s p r e d i c t i o n s but does not agree w i t h the M a x w e l l i a n .
L<

The b e s t a g r e e m e n t is o b s e r v e d for the c o m b i n a t i o n of the un-

folded s p e c t r u m by NEUPAC and its

Ib

internal data.

The ranking

n e x t to t h i s is ; the M ä r t e n ' s ( C E M ) , the M ä r t e n ' s ( G M N M ) , the
Géras i m e n k o ' s and the M a d l a n d ' s , when we use E N D F / B - V .
The
convergence f a c t o r s for ENDF/B-V are s l i g h t l y better than those

"F\

for JENDL-2 except in the case of the M a d l a n d ' s p r e d i c t i o n .
(3) The evaluated energy dependent cross section data in ENDF/B-V

(t-2) \

and JENDL-2 for the

47

Ti(n ,p)47Sc and

58

N i ( n , 2 n )5 7 N i s h o u l d b e

improved.
( 4 ) A p p l i c a b i l i t y o f t h e H o r i b e ' s e m p i r i c a l r u l e t o t h e ? JSi?C f

8
10
12
14
Threshold energy, Eth (MeV)

f i s s i o n s p e c t r u m averaged cross section data for the ( n , p ) and
Fig. 7

Plots of log ( 2 5 Ö A ~ 2 / ' 3 E ~llï ) as a function of

th

E

181

for the (n,2n) reactions,

lines are the best fitted for
respectively.

Solid and broken
^5 and t = l,

2,

(n,a)

r e a c t i o n s h a s been d e m o n s t r a t e d w i t h a f e w e x c e p t i o n s .

S i m i l a r rule to the data for the ( n , 2 n ) reactions is
served .

also ob-

/12/
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NEW EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
OF THE ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION
OF Cf FISSION NEUTRONS
H. MÄRTEN, D. RICHTER, D. SEELIGER
Technical University of Dresden,
Dresden

W.D. FROMM, W. NEUBERT
Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung,

principle, the following methods of the N(E,9) measurement can
be applied:

Detection of the fragments at a fixed direction;
use of one neutron detector and consecutive

i)

measurement of the neutron energy spectra for

selected angles.

ii) As item(i), but use of several neutron detectors
(multidetectorsystem) to measure N(E,S) at the selected

angle points simultaneously (Ref. 4 but without
distinction of light and heavy fragments).

Rossendorf
German Democratic Republic
Abstract

Employing a direction-sensitive method of fission fragment
detection in conjunction with neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy the energy and angular distribution of Cf fission neutrons
has been measured. The correlation experiment and multiparameter analysis is briefly described. We present first
experimental data which are compared with statistical-model
calculations in the framework of the complex cascadeevaporation model as well as an extended version of the
generalized Madland-Nix model.

iii) Use of only one neutron detector and application of
a direction-sensitive method of fragment detection.
The method according to item-(iii) implies the simultaneous
measurement of the whole N(E,9) distribution applying only one
neutron detector. Systematic errors concerning the other methods
are avoided obviously. Two papers concerning a type-(iii)
experiment have been published recently. ' These arrangements
rely on the use of a gridded ion twin chamber' and a double-PPAC
set-up (one position-sensitive) - to be described in this paper
in more detail - respectively.

1. Introduction
2. Experimental arrangement
A detailed study of the mechanism of fission neutron emission is
only possible on the base of a precise n.easurement of N(E,o:Pf)
(P^-fragment parameter set) or at least K(E,9) as recommended by
an IAEA Consultants' Meeting.

A scheme of the fragment-neutron correlation experiment is
represented in Fig. 1.
ct EXPERIMENT
NIES)

Such investigations are important because of open fundamental
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questions (scission neutrons) as well as for practical purposes

Fig. 1

(development of models for the calculation of fission neutron
p
spectra). Concerning asymmetric fission reactions, 6 is defined
as the angle between neutron and light fragment direction
commonly. In any case of N(E,9) measurements, the determination

Schematic representation of the
experimental arrangement
parallel-plate avalanche counter,

of the fragment direction and the distinction between the

scintillators for neutron
detection, FP - fission fragment direction).

(S - 252cf source, PPAC -

PPAC(PS) - large PPAC, positionsensitive, N1.N2 - NE 213

light and the heavy fragment group have to be arranged. On
PPAC

P»C IPS)
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The fragment detection set-up consisting of two different
parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC) is mounted in a thinwall chamber with low-pressure heptane 0~ 10-TPa).
The single PPAC located beside the fission sample S (5 am

800

400

normal distance) provides a timing signal for fragment time-offlight (TOF) and neutron TOP spectroscopy.
A large position-sensitive PPAG (35 z 180 mm ), whose cathode
Fig.

is subdivided into 36 strips of 4.5 mm width, serves for the

3

Typical position
spectrum exhibiting

measurement of fragment direction (Fig. 1).
The PPAC(PS) strip signals are coupled into a delay line

64

inductively (220 ns maximum delay). Measuring the time difference

iS6
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channel number (position a m p l i t u d e )

36 resolved peaks
which correspond to
the FPAC(PS) strips.

between the PPAC(PS) anode signal and the delay line pulse one

gets the position (fragment direction) information (Fig, 3).
The normal distance between both PPAC amounts to 170 mm. îhe
FF-TOF measurement enables the distinction between light and
heavy fragment group.
Two identical neutron detectors consisting of NE 213 scintillator

and XP 2040 photomultiplier are located as shown in Fig. 1. The
neutron flight paths amount to 1.6 m.

n/y-discrimination is used

3. Data analysis
The dividing line between neavy and light fragment group is a
function of FF-direction (position amplitude) due to the
position-dependent FF flight path (Fig. 1). The sorting code

generates the two-dimensional (neutron TOF, position)-spectra
for both fragment groups on the basis of channel limit table to
be determined from the analysis of the non-correlated (FF-TOF,

to suppress the background.
Fragment TOF, fragment direction and neutron TOF of the two

neutron detectors are measured employing a multi-parameter data
acquisition system with KRS 4201 computer, magnetic disc and an
universal microprocessor-controlled set-up for the handling of
two-dimensional spectra.
Typical single spectra are shown in Fig. 2 and 3.

position)-3pectrum. The latter one is also used to deduce the
geometrical efficiency of the PPAC(PS), which was found to be
identical for both fragment groups and equal to the geometric
calculation (within the uncertainty of the PPAC(PS) strip area,
i.e. about 1 %}. The correlated position spectra deduced for
selected neutron energy intervals are unfolded by the use of a
rather simple Gaussian-fit algorithm. The peak area ±or a given
FF direction (angle 6) and a selected E interval divided by the

geometrical efficiency of the PPAC(PS) strip is proportional to
N(E,9).
Fig.

2

Typical FF-TOF spectrum

for a selected FF-direc-

tion. The arrow indicates

400

the
the
and
(L,
50

100

channel numoer (ff to')

dividing point for
distinction of light
heavy fragment group
H).

4. Results
The experimental arrangement described above was employed to
measure N(E,9) of neutrons from ^2Cf(sf). This reaction
represents a "standard" subject for tne study of fission neutron
emission.

Using the FF-TOF measurement for the L/H distinction (cf. Fig. 2)

a small part of the fragments (about 2.5 %} is not correctly
classified for physical (FF-TOP is a function of fragment kinetic
energy per nucléon) as well as experimental reasons (time resolution). This effect concerning the uncertainty of N(E,0) data was

A. more thorough comparison between experiment and theory is in
progress.

estimated to be of minor importance. A part of the results of a
500-h-measurement carried out with a thin Cf source on Ta backing

with 10 f/s strength is shown in Pig. 4.

Fig. 4
Measured angular distributions (histograms) for
2, 3, 4, and 5 MeV in
comparison with the data

of Bowman et al.3 The

statistical errors are
about 3 and 5-8 % in polar
and equatorial direction,
respectively.

leo
Fig. 5
252cf(sf) neutron

angular distribution
at 2 MeV in comparison
with statistical-model

calculations q 7^n

(GEM, GMNM 2) ' .

The original data points (3.1 deg angular resolution) have been
concentrated for 5 deg angle bins. We considered the random background and the background due to scattered neutrons. The latter

part has been measured by the use of Fe shadow cones.
At energies below 3 MeV, the angular distributions are in excellent
agreement with the data of Bowman et al.
The measured anisotropies
Q Q
for E above 4 MeV are considerably higher than previous data '
in agreement with recent measurements carried out at CBNM Geel
and TU Dresden/CINR Rossendorf.
The angular distributions can be
reproduced by calculations performed in the framework of the
Q
complex cascade evaporation model (OEM) 7 as well as an extended

!BO

version of the generalized Madland-Nix model (GMNM 2) (Figs. 5, 6).
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No arbitrary normalizations have been included. Both the GEM and
the GMNM yield a very good description of the ' Cf(sf ) energy
spectrum.
Calculated angular distributions are similar.

Fig. 6

As Fig. 5, but for
E = 4 MeV
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THE NEUTRON SPECTRUM OF THE SPONTANEOUS FISSION
OF Cf-252 (3-12 MeV NEUTRON ENERGY)

5. Conclusions
The experiment described render it possible to measure N(E,9)
for the whole angular range simultaneously. This guarantees a
high accuracy of the shape of angular distributions.
Complex statistical-model approaches, which are based on the

assumption that all neutrons are emitted (evaporated) from fully
accelerated fragments, have been uaed to reproduce the data
satisfactorily. Within the uncertainty of experimental as well as
theoretical results, no indications of other emission mechanisms

have been found.

R. BÖTTGER, H. KLEIN
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
Braunschweig, Federal Republic of Germany
A. CHALUPKA, B. STROHMAIER
Institut für Radiumforschung und Kernphysik,
University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria
Abstract
A neutron spectrum of a source with 10 5 fissions s — 1 installed
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including the presentation of an improved analysis of the TOF
spectrum (Ref.

1 - 5 ) . For the second experiment performed more

than four years later, the Cf source was replaced by a source of

about 50 % higher source strength and better fragment detection
efficiency to generate the timing signal for the stop-channel in
the TOF measurement.
The flight path of 12 m between the center of the scintillator
and the source plate was the same for all detectors in all TOF
experiments, thus achieving very high energy resolution with a

TAC (time-to-amplitude converter) range of 1 us and a TOF
channel width of about 1 ns. The efficient n-Y discrimination is

capable of separating the high photon background mainly
originating from the surrounding of the unshielded detector from
the few neutron events. Each event included light output (L(E)
with charged particle energy E) , particle identification signal,
time-of-flight, and the energy loss signal of one of the two
fission fragments. The data of only one detector were not
included in the analysis due to instability of the TAC. For the
other detectors excellent stability was found concerning time
calibration, n-y discrimination and thresholds in L(E) over more

value which is set to separate a-particles and fission
fragments. The second source (fission rate 160 000 s ) had a
highly polished platinum backing and front plate. The roughness
parameter was much smaller (R = 0.2 urn), resulting in a
fragment detection efficiency of 99.5 % * 0.2 %. As there is

selective fragment absorption as far as the emission angle is
concerned, an energy-dependent correction must be applied in the

prompt neutron energy spectrum. This is taken into account for
the first source (Ref. 1, 4), but can be neglected for the
platinum source. The distortion of the neutron spectrum by the
chamber material is similar for both sources for En^ 2 MeV.
Excellent discrimination properties between a -particles and
fission fragments are observed for both ionization chambers.
Because of a different sealing system, the assembly or repair of
the platinum chamber is easier, the higher mass being, however,
a disadvantage.

than three weeks.

After the random background has been subtracted from the measured TOF distribution, the background due to uncorrelated stops

The first fission fragment detector with a count rate of 110 000 s

between experiment and calculation for this background is less

had golden chamber walls with a golden backing, for which the

than 2 %. A channel-dependent renormalization factor must be
applied to correct for the subtracted background with uncorrelated stops taking into account the dead time in the stop-

is analytically determined and subtracted. The difference

effect of neutron absorption and production by the material was
calculated on the basis of data evaluated with the STAPRE code.
For E 2 2 MeV the resulting corrections are of the order of
2 ' 10— 3 . The time resolution from the fragment detector
together with a large scintillation detector with a bias of

about 500 keV electron energy is 1.5 ns (FWHM). Extensive
investigations were performed to study the influence of some
parameters such as bias voltage polarity, roughness of the
source backing and time pick-up on the fragment detection
efficiency which was found to be 95.4 % for the golden chamber

The main problem involved in the measurement of the energy

distribution is the normalization due to the neutron detection
efficiency. The energy dependence is taken from MC simulations

with a measured surface roughness parameter R 2i = 2.0 utn.

(NEFF5 code), which are based on carefully determined light

Computer simulations show that mainly the surface roughness is

output and resolution functions.

responsible for the loss of fragments because of fragment
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channel. For the first experiment, the neutron energy distribution must be normalized by an energy-dependent factor due to
neutrons whose associated fission fragments could not be
detected.

absorption or reduction of the pulse height below the threshold
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The comparison of the neutron fluence determined with a proton
recoil telescope (PRT) and the reference detector of the spec-

trometer (2.54 cm x 10.16 cm 0) showed excellent agreement
within uncertainties of ± 2 % for the energy range
6 MeV S En ^ 14 MeV. Cross reference measurements between the

large volume detectors used for these investigations and the

uncertainties up to 6 MeV. For 8 MeV ^ En £ 12 MeV the ratio
between the experimental and theoretical data is about 1.05. Our
conclusion is that this theoretical spectrum provides best

overall agreement with our experimental data. The experiments
show in addition that there are no deviations in the results
neither from the individual detectors nor from the two series of

reference detector yielded an energy-independent normalization
factor of 1.05 ± 0.02. These resulting efficiencies were confirmed by n-p scattering in the energy range 3 MeV < E < 12 MeV
within the estimated uncertainties of ± 3 °!>, but a small energydependent correction cannot be excluded. Additional experiments

experiments.

are being analysed.
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Cf-252 FISSION NEUTRON SPECTRUM ABOVE 15 MeV*
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peaks are due to energy loss signals from cosmic radiation.
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output and pulse shape information from the neutron detector signal and the

A micro-processor controlled measuring and data collection system capable of

the environmental

conditions

in

the mine was

developed. A TOF

experiment with a four parametric event by event data collection was performed

applying a calibrated N'E213 neutron detector (25.4 cm in diameter, 5.08 cm in
height) from the PTB and a fast fission chamber. Besides TOF data, also light

energy loss signal from the fission chamber «ere recorded. A recently developed

"pile up unit" /4/ allowed an identification of events with a unique time measure
ment. Characteristics of the experiment are summarized in Table 1.

Abstract
The high energy tail ( ~ 15 to 30 MeV) of the neutron spectrum from the spontaneous fission of 25!Cf
was measured with excellent shielding against cosmic radiation No significant deviation from
Maxwelhan shape (T = 1 42 MeV) and no indication of any neutron excess above 20 MeV was found

The high energy tail (up to ^ 30 MeV) of the neutron spectrum from the spon252
Cf was first investigated in 1982 by the TUD group /!/

Table 1

taneous fission of

using the time-of-flight (TOF) method. The authors found a clear deviation from a

Median flight path

(279.6 : 0.2) cm

Maxvellian shape with a temperature parameter T • 1.42 MeV above 20 MeV neutron

Time

0.2085 ns

energy (see Flg. l and crosses in Fig. 6). A second TOF experiment «as done in

TAC-range

400 ns

collaboration between the TUD

Time resolution (FWHM)

0.91

and PTB

/2,3/, and one set of results thereof

("detector 1 data") seemed to confirm the earlier measurement (Fig. 6, histograms

I and 2) though the experimental uncertainty above 21 MeV amounts to 80 to 100

per cent (1 standard deviation).

channel width

Cf source strength

(Jan.

nation of this part of the spectrum suffers from the background due to cosmic
particle radiation. Background reduction may be achieved by sophisticated apparative provisions or heavy shielding. We decided on the latter and performed a TOF

ns

• 105 fissions/s ± 0.2 per cent

1, 1986)

Fission chamber efficiency

Despite many advantages of the TOF method its applicability to the determi-

1.564

Veutron detector: diameter
thickness
Run times:

0.995 + 0.002

25.4

cm

5.08

cm

run 1

79.86 h

run 2

247.58 h

experiment in a mine in Bad Bleiberg, Carinthia, early this year. Prior to the

Bias setting: bias 1

4 MeV equiv. electron energy

experiment, background measurements had been performed on sites in question for

bias 2

5 MeV equiv. electron energy

the experiment. A site at the end of an adit about 600 m below ground was chosen.
Fig.
a

2 shows pulse-height spectra taken above (I,II) and below (III) ground with
neutron

detector

containing

an

NE213

liquid

scintillator

* This work was supported by the International Atomic Energy Agency

cell

(Nuclear

Background (TOF): blas l
bias 2

0.144

counts per channel + 8 per cent

0.088 counts per channel + 10 per cent

Table 2
hnergy bin
in MeV

Calculated yield

Measured yield

background

Ratiu meaburemei

MaxwelLian , T=1.42 MeV

(counts)

(counts)

to calculation

Bias 1

Bias 2

Bias 1

1749

Bias 2

Bias 1

Bias 2

Bias 1

Bias :

cent)

13.98

- 15.01

2004. 70

1579. 60

1.30

0.79

0.87

0.88

15.01

- 16.03

994. 00

807. 53

892

713

1.15

0.70

0.90

0.88

16.03 - 17.01

481. 69

401. 47

431

353

1.00

0.62

0.89

0.88

17 01 - 17.93

232. 62

198. 81

230

198

0.86

0.53

0.98

0.99

9
10

17.93

- 18.92

18.92

- 20.00

1391

113. 76

127

110

0.86

0.53

0.96

0.96

70. ^

61. 65

81

73

0.86

0.53

1.14

1.17

11

20.00 - 20.97

31. 10

27. 52

35

34

0.72

0.44

1.10

1.22

13

20.97 - 22 91

23. 74

21. 29

23

22

1.30

0.79

0.91

1.00

23

- 24.87

6. 14

5. 59

11

9

1.15

0.70

1.60

1.58

35

1. 64

1. 50

3

2

1.15

0.70

1.12

0.87

95

0. 32

0. 29

1

1

0.86

0.53

0.44

1.59

22.91

24 87 - 27.10
27.10

- 28.98

131. 47

A comprehensive discussion of the design and properties of the fission

The TOF spectrum after data reduction is shown in Fig. 5. The background was

chamber is to be found in earlier papers 15,bl. A short description is given in

determined in the region from channel 2561 to channel 3740. In the energy region

another contribution to this meeting HI. The neutron detection efficiency of the

below 15 MeV neutron energy, the spectrum is in excellent agreement with previous

scintillator in the energy region from 18 to 30 MeV was calculated from hydrogen

measurements In that energy range /10/.

cross section data /8/. For energies between 14 and 18 MeV, the result of the

Assuming a neutron source with a Maxvellian energy distribution and taking

code NEFF4 /9/ was used. An uncertainty of 5 to 8 per cent was assigned to the

the experimental parameters of Table I, the efficiency function and a value of

efficiency data.

^=3 77 for the nean number of neutrons per fission event / l l / , we calculated the

Off line data reduction was performed for two bias settings: at 4 MeV (bias

1) and at 5 MeV
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(per

(bias

>ield

to be

expected. The

geometrical

resolution

function was

taken

to be

2) equivalent electron energy. Fig. 3 shows a three

rectangular with a width equal to the detector thickness, and the time resolution

dimensional representation of the data. With respect to the bias the resulting

function was assumed to be Gaussian. The results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6

TOF spectrum was generated from all the events within the area indicated . The

(bias 1 data only). We do not find any significant deviation from the Maxvellian

position of the gamma-peak was obtained from all events above the bias and is

shape.

plotted in Fig. 4.

measurements /12/ which do not indicate any neutron excess in the high energy

This

wing of the

finding

is

Cf spectrum.

in

accordance

with

recent

results

from

integral
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Fig. l :

This figure is t a k e n f r o m R e f . l ( F i g . 8) and shows the measured

pulse shape signal in arbitrary units

- »-

spectral neutron yield N(E) of a Cf-252 source versus neutron energy E
compared with

the NBS spectrum ( s o l i d line) and the cascade

Fig. 3 : Pulse height (38 channels correspond to 1 MeV equivalent electron

e v a p o r a t i o n model ( d o t t e d l i n e ) . A M a x w e l l i a n w i t h a t e m p e r a t u r e

energy) versus pulse shape signal.

p a r a m e t e r T = 1 . 4 2 MeV ( d a s h e d line)

smallest point stands for 1 event

is

added.

largest point stands for 6 events and more

Events within the indicated area are interpreted as neutrons.
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width, respectively.
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1.

Introduction

In 1982, a group from the Technical University of Dresden (TUD)

published experimental data of the Cf—252 neutron spectrum /1, 2/
which above 20 MeV neutron energy showed a strong excess of
neutrons compared with existing assumptions on the shape of the
spectrum. This result was of some interest, contradicting as it

does the present understanding of the fission neutron spectrum
based on neutron evaporation from fully accelerated fission
fragments. A second (non-equilibrium) mechanism in the neutron

emission process has been assumed /3/.

Due to the low neutron yield of the Cf-252 neutron spectrum above
20 MeV, in this time-of-flight experiment careful discrimination
against myon induced events was necessary to yield a measurable
effect. In spite of the large relative uncertainties (> 60 7«) of
the measured data points there is a distinct significance in the

2.

Experimental procedure

neutron excess in this experiment. It was the aim of the present
work to investigate the validity of this effect by another

2.1 Samples

independent method. The availability of a strong Cf-252 neutron
source ( 3 x 1 0 s ) mainly used for average cross section
measurements /4, 5/ offered an opportunity to study the neutron
excess on an integral basis. The only neutron reactions which are
sufficiently sensitive to the spectral component above 20 MeV were
those based on the (n,3n) process. The principle of the present
experiment was to measure the integral responses (spectrumaveraged neutron cross sections) of such reactions and to compare

Generally, the samples were high-purity metallic disks 10 mm in
diameter. A summary is given in Table 1. Due to a slight
instability of thulium in air, the thulium foils were fitted into

The general procedure is similar to that of previous work /4, 5/
and is only briefly reviewed.

cylindrical lucite containers with inner dimensions of 0.8 mm in
height and 10.1 mm in diameter. The wall thickness of the lucite

containers at the front and the rear side was 0.2 mm. Seven of the
0.1 mm thick thulium foils were fitted into each container.

the results with those calculated on the basis of different

Table 1; Sanple characteristics

assumptions of the shape of the neutron spectrum above 20 MeV. The
method specifically requires sufficient knowledge of the

excitation functions of the (n,3n) reactions used in the
experiment. This condition and the additional requirement of a
convenient measurable radioactivity of the reaction product

Material

Tm

nucleus strongly reduced the number of possible candidates of
(n,3n) reactions. Finally, the reactions of
Ag(n,3n) and

1 69

Chemical

metallic

Thickness

Purity

Isotopic
abundance

99 9 7.

Tm-169

-

Ag-107
Ag-109

98 22 ".
1.78 7.

Ag-107
Ag-109

51 83 7.
48.17 7.

form

100 ".

0.1

nun

foil
A«

Tm(n,3n) were identified as being appropriate for the present

purposes.
Ag

The (n,2n) reactions of both nuclides were also measured. These
reactions are only sensitive to the neutron spectrum below 20 MeV.
Nevertheless, the (n,2n) reactions were useful in detecting a

metallic
powder
enriched 3 -*
metallic
foil

a) O b t a i n e d from t h e

99 99 %

-

1 .0 mm

Isotope Distribution O f f i c e , ORNL, USA

possible bias in the experiment.
The very low r a d i o a c t i v i t y of Ag-105 r e s u l t i n g f r o m the

The present results supersede earlier published data /6/. These
preliminary values have been obtained from a first rough analysis
of the present experiment and did not include all the corrections
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applied in this work.

A g ( n , 3 n ) r e a c t i o n r e q u i r e d a minimum background-to-photopeak
r a t i o . W i t h samples of natural silver this c o n d i t i o n c o u l d not be
met,

d u e t o strong b a c k g r o u n d c o n t r i b u t i o n s r e s u l t i n g f r o m p h o t o n s

of the r e a c t i o n

1

° 9 A g ( n , Y ) 1 1 0 m A g with a h a l f - l i f e of 250 days.
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Therefore material highly enriched in Ag-107 was used in the
experiment (see Table 1). This material was filled into luoite

Table 2: Decay parameters and cascade-sunming corrections

containers identical with those used for thulium. In addition,
samples of natural silver were used for the investigation of the
107

Ag(n,2n)

106m

Nue 1 i de

Réf.

T

1/2

I,

^/Iy
%

Cl

280.4
344.5

0.310

1 .1

0.416

1 .0

1 .08
0.99

406.2

616.2
717.3
1045.8

0.135
0.283
0.217
0.290
0.297

6.2
6.4
6.3

6.6

1 .41

207.8

0.410

14.6

1 .04

184.3

0.163
0.498
0.218
0.108
0.112
0.461

2.2
2.1

1.35
1 .29
1 .41
1 .18
1 .12
1.28
1 .09

E>

(keV)

Ag reaction.
Ag-105

/?/

41 . 2 9 ( 7 ) d

2.2 Irradiation
The irradiation was carried out over a period of one month at our
low-scattering outdoor Cf-252 facility in a position 12 m above

Ag-106 ra

/8/

8.46(10)d

451 .0

ground. The neutron source encapsulated in a zircaloy cylinder

with outer dimensions of 10 mm in diameter and 10 mm in height had
n

an emission rate of 3 x 10^ s

_-i

6.3

1.43
1.53
1.55

1.37

in 4 IT during the experiment.

The samples were placed perpendicular to the cylinder axis of the

Tm-1 67

/9/

Tm-168

/10/

9.24(2)d

source and almost touched the convex surface of the source. Nickel
foils (0.25 mm thick, 10 mm in diameter) were placed at the front

and the rear of each sample and acted as neutron fluence monitors.

2.3 Radioactivity counting
The radioactivity of the samples was measured with a large volume

93.1(Dd

198.3
447.5
720.3
741 .3

816.0
821 .1

0.111

3.0
2.4

2.3
2.2

2.3

Ge(Li) detector. The photopeak efficiency of the detector was
calibrated with an extensive set of standard gamma-ray sources.
Corrections were applied for the extended volume of the samples

and for self-absorption within the samples. The decay parameters
used for the different radionuclides are listed in Table 2. In the
case of Ag-106m and Tm-167 the large uncertainty contributions
from the photon emission probabilities of these radionuclides must
be noted.

/7 - 107 the single branches of coincident photons were analysed

Due to low radioactivities, very close sample—to—detector

photopeak efficiencies to obtain the necessary correction factors.

distances were used in the counting process. Because of the
complex decay schemes of Ag-106™ and Tm-168 the counting losses
due to cascade-summing effects were large. Extensive calculations
were made to correct these effects. Based on the decay schemes

Terms of higher order were also considered (compare with réf. /11/).

and correction factors were derived. The decay scheme dependent
part was combined with experimentally determined total and

The specific cascade-summing correction factors of this experiment
(Cj-) are listed in the last column of Table 2. The measured
photopeak areas were multiplied with these factors.

Table 3: Cf-252 spectrum-averaged neutron cross sections (in mb) of (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions.
The experimental data are compared with calculated ones based on various

representations of the neutron spectrum.

Reaction

MeV

1

3.

MadlandNix

«W,,2n)168ita

8.11

6.69 > 0.42

107, ,• „x106m.

9.64

1 69Tm(n,3n) 1 67Tm
107.Ag(n,3n)
, -, x105.
Ag

Ag(n,2n)

Ag
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TOD
spectrum

7.82

-

0.480 + 0.037

0.506

0.595

0.553

0.718

-

14.96

(1.56 * 0.23) E-2

1 .06E-2

1 .55E-2

1 .60E-2

2.25E-2

> 3.00E-2

17.64

(1.12

0.64E-3

1.07E-3

1 .20E-3

1.70E-3

> 8.55E-3

np

107

Maxw.
T=1.42

6.27

+

0.10) E-3

cO

Based on the well-known value of the reaction
Ni(n,p) Co
/5/, Cf-252 spectrum-averaged cross sections were derived for the
Ag(n,2n)1°6mAg,

CEM
6=0.1

6.81

3.1 Experimental data

107

MBS
spectrum

6.04

Spectrum-averaged neutron cross sections

reactions

Calculation

Experiment

Threshold

Ag(n,3n)1°5Ag>

The uncertainty quoted comprises the uncertainty contributions
from counting statistics, gamma emission probabilities (see Table 2),
photopeak efficiency calibration (1.5 %) , cascade-summing
corrections (5 % of the correction), geometric and self-absorption
effects and from nickel monitoring (1.3 %)• The uncertainties
correspond to the lo-level (68 % probability).
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Tm(n,2n)168Tm

and
Tm(n,3n)
Tm. The experimental results are given in
Column 3 of Table 3. For the reaction 107Ag(n,2n)106mAg the
results obtained with the natural and the enriched silver samples

3.2

Calculated data

agreed within their statistical uncertainties. The final result
was obtained by averaging these data.

Energy-dependent cross section data of nuclear reactions are
sparse above 20 MeV neutron energy. To avoid the use of excitation
functions based on theoretical models alone, the experimental data

3.2.1 o(E) data
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base was carefully investigated. For
Tm(n,2n) and 1 5Tm(n,3n)
experimental data between 14.7 MeV and 24 MeV were found in réf. 1?
For both thulium reactions and for
Ag(n,2n) and
Ag(n,3n)
another source with experimental data between 7.5 MeV and 28 MeV
was available /13/. The experimental data of both works were used

curve was generated. This curve was based on precise o(E) data

between 1 3 - 6 MeV and 14.7 MeV /15/ and was extrapolated to higher
neutron energies with regard to the data of Ref. /13/. A similar
extrapolation down to the threshold was done which was only weakly
supported by available experimental data.

as the primary reference for the o(E) data used in the present

analysis. Due to the lack of experimental data in certain energy
ranges and relatively large energy gaps between the data, the
results of model calculations were used to interpolate between the
data. These calculations /13/ incorporated both compound-nucleus
and prequilibrium decay modes.

For
Ag(n,3n) the experimental data and the model calculation
of Ref. /13/ were in agreement. Between threshold and 28 FeV the
model calculation was used for representing the cross section
curve. Here an overall uncertainty of 20 % is estimated.

3.2.2 Spectrum representations
For
Tm(n,2n) energy-dependent cross section data between
threshold and 20 MeV were used. The experimental data of Ref. /12/

and Ref. /13/ agree within their uncertainties. Both data sets are
also compatible with the model calculation of Ref. /13/ which was
used in describing the excitation function of this reaction. With
regard to the experimental uncertainties and the agreement with
the model calculation, a relative uncertainty of 7 % valid over
the whole energy range is estimated for this cross section.
For
Tm(n,3n) the situation was similar. Between reaction
threshold and 28 MeV the model calculation of Ref. /13/ gave a
good description of the experimental data. Here, an overall
uncertainty of the order of 10 % is estimated.

Various representations of the Cf-252 neutron spectrum were used
in the comparison between experimental and calculated data. It was
the aim of the present work to discriminate between these
representations and to obtain some information on their validity
within certain energy ranges. The simplest assumption was that of
a Maxwellian with a temperature parameter of 1.42 MeV. The NBS
evaluation of Grundl and Eisenhauer /16, 177 is based on this

Maxwellian with additional energy-dependent correction functions
within limited energy ranges. For the present purposes only the

validity of the experimental correction function between 6 MeV and
20 MeV was of importance. The results of two theoretical model
calculations were also used. The data calculated by Madland and

Nix were used in the version as presented at the Nuclear Standard
The excitation function of
Tm(n,2n) used in the present work
is in excellent agreement with other recent data /14/. The only
9
data point of this work /14/ of
Tm(n,3n) fits well with the
corresponding excitation function used here.

For the reaction

Ag(n,2n)

m

Ag only 8 data points between

threshold and 20 MeV were available from Ref. /13/. Unfortunately
the model calculation failed to describe the cross section curve
adequately. To circumvent this problem a hybrid cross section

Reference Data meeting in Geel /18/. The second theoretical

spectrum is the ^ascade evaporation model (OEM) of Marten and
Seeliger /19/. The distribution obtained with an anisotropy
parameter of ß = 0.1 was used.

Compared with the neutron energy range below 2C M e V , information

on the shape of the spectrum above 20 MeV is poor. Nevertheless,
both model calculations /18, 19/ delivered data up to 40 M e V . It

was also assumed that the exponential correction term of the NBS
spectrum remains valid above 20 MeV. The TUD spectrum based on

experimental data /1, 2/ and used in the present analysis is

identical with the NBS spectrum below 20 MeV. Between 20 MeV and
28 MeV a second exponential correction term was derived by the
authors which essentially reflects the neutron excess measured in
the experiment.
In the case of the model calculations uncertainties of the order
of 10 % to 30 % can be estimated. However, it is quite difficult
to give realistic uncertainty estimates of the various spectrum
representations. This deficit seems of minor importance as long as
the adequacy of the different spectrum representations in
describing the experimental integral data is used to deduce trends
instead of details.
3.3

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 the energy response curves of the reactions
Tm(n,3n) and 107Ag(n,3n) are plotted. On the basis of the
available excitation functions, the response curves were
calculated for two different spectrum representations. The solid
curves are valid for the NBS spectrum. In the case of the neutron
excess of the TUD spectrum the response curves follow the dashed
lines above 20 MeV and are identical with the solid curves below
this energy. The integral over the curves is directly proportional
to the expected spectrum—averaged cross section. Fig. 1 shows that
y
in the case of the neutron excess the value of the
Tm(n,3n)
reaction is enhanced by a factor of 2. For the reaction
Ag(n,3n), see Fig. 2, the numerical value of the spectrumaveraged cross section is quite sensitive to the neutron excess.
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40
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RELATIVE
35

Im(n3n]

TUP spectrum

Responses in the Cf-252 neutron spectrum

About 90 % of the total response of
Tm(n,2n) is between
107
8.6 MeV and 13-8 MeV and of
Ag(n,2n) between 10.1 MeV and
15.6 MeV. Therefore both these reactions allow conclusions only
about the shape of the neutron spectrum below 20 MeV to be drawn.

159

The upper limit of the available o (E) data is 28 MeV. In the case
of the neutron excess (TUD spectrum) the response curves have at
this energy a numerical value different from zero, i.e., the calculated spectrum-averaged cross sections based on the TUB spectrum
remain incomplete and should be regarded as lower limit estimates.
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1 : Calculated response of
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with (dashed curve) a neutron excess above 20 MeV.
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4.

Results and discussion

In Tab. 3 the experimental results are compared with calculated

ones based on the various spectrum representations. For the
reaction
Tm(n,2n) the best agreement between experiment and
calculation is given for the NBS spectrum and for the CEM model.
The theoretical model of Madland and Nix seems to underestimate
and the Maxwellian to overestimate the neutron spectrum. These
conclusions are fully consistent with the data of a recent

evaluation of the Cf-252 neutron spectrum /20/.

Between 9 MeV and

14 MeV the NBS spectrum is very similar to the evaluation. The

data of the CEM model in this energy range follow the energydependent shape of the evaluation but are systematically lower.
With the data of the Madland and Nix model the neutron spectrum is
underestimated and this effect becomes more pronounced towards
higher neutron energies. The agreement of the experimental value
of
Ag(n,2n) with the calculated result based on the Madland
and Nix model is therefore a virtual effect. The sensitive energy
range of this reaction is between 10 MeV and 16 MeV. Here, the
data of Madland and Nix deviate substantially from the evaluation.
107
The increasing discrepancy of
Ag(n,2n) between experiment and

calculation when using the CEM spectrum, the NBS spectrum and the
Maxwellian is therefore due to the problems in defining the
excitation function of this reaction between threshold and
13.6 MeV as already mentioned.

For both (n,3n) reactions a good agreement between experiment and

becomes quite large for the (n,3n) reactions and indicates that
these representations are relatively bad descriptions of the
spectrum at very high energies. The experimental result of
1 69
Tm(n,3n) is lower by a factor of 2 than that calculated with

the neutron excess spectrum. For
Ag(n,3n) this factor is of
the order of 8. Even assuming problems with the exact definition
of the excitation functions (similar to that for
Ag(n,2n),
see above) the differences are too large to be explained by this.

The results of both (n,3n) reactions show the same tendency and
contradict a neutron excess in the Cf-252 neutron spectrum above
20 MeV.
In summary, the author of the present work has reached the
conclusion that a neutron excess with a magnitude such as that
quoted by the Dresden group /1 , 2/ does not exist. This statement
is further confirmed by recent data of another time-of-f light
experiment /21/ especially undertaken to study the same effect. It
is obvious that a comparison between experimental and calculated
spectrum-averaged cross section does not allow detailed
conclusions about the exact shape of the Cf-252 neutron spectrum.
However, the above discussion has shown that this method is
relatively sensitive in recognizing global trends of the shape of

the spectrum. The present analysis cannot exclude a small neutron
excess but from the present data, it is Lelieved that such an
excess never exceeds the amplitude of a Maxwellian with a
temperature parameter of 1.42 MeV.

calculation is given by using the NBS spectrum (extrapolated above

20 MeV) and the data of the CEM model. At present, our best
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Introduction.

In the process of nuclear fission and at establishment of the
equilibrium shape of the fragments, a quick change of the shape of
the nuclear surface and, respectively, of neutron emission is possible due to the effects of nonetatistical nature. Therefore the
deviations from the evaporation model from equilibrium heated fragments moving at full velocities depend first of all on the time of
separate steps of the fission process. Despite a number of works
devoted to the study of the mechanism of spontaneous fission neutrons
emission /1-7/, the full picture is not clear yet,
as the results of
the works differ much and sometimes are even contradictory.
In the present work precision measurements of differential
energy spectra were carried out for different masses and total
kinetic energies of the fragments at different flying out angles
of neutrons. Special attention was payed to the neutron spectra
at small angles (less than 6°). Using these data, for the first
time by the direct method it was possible to determine the velo-
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cities of the fragmenta during the neutron emission. The analysis
of the same spectra enaibled to obtain information on the behavi-

our of the cross-section of the reverse process (the capture of
neutrons by the excited nucleus) for the region of low enrgies of
neutrons. The comparison of the data for small and big angles
enabled to specify the limits of applicability of the evaporation
model.

The obtained data are very useful for correct formation of
the 252-Cf integral spectrum-international standard, as it is possible only on the base of complete understanding of the mechanism
of the neutron emission process.

les to the direction of the flight of the fragments in the laboratory system. The deviations in the integral spectra obtained by the
three different methods did not exceed 2 %.
The threshold by the recoil protons for neutron energies less
that 9 MeV was 0.15 MeV, for EQ 9 MeV - 1 MeV. This enabled to
obtain the effect-background ratio not less than 10 for the energy
range 0.3-15 MeV. The discrimination of neutrons and gamma-quanta
was done by the pulse shape. The suppression coefficient at the neutron threshold 0.5 MeV was 104, and at the threshold 0.15 MeV - 102.
In this spectrometer threshold formers were used. The time -

amplitude dependence was removed by means of the computer program.
This allowed us to compensate the nonlinear dependence of the time

Method
The measurements were carried out using multidimension spectrometer of spontaneous fission neutrons, on-line with a computer.
for each fission event was determined the neutron energy (E), the

masses of the fragments (M1, Mg), the total kinetic energy of the
fragments (E^), the flying out angle of neutrons relative to the
direction of the fragments motion (<0) in 1. s.
The fission source was made of high purity californium by the
method of vacuum selftransfer on aluminium foil with the thickness
30 mg/cm 2. The intensity of the source was 105 fission/second, the
diameter of the spot was 3 mm. ?ragments were detected by two semiconductor surface-barrier silicon detectors (S. C. D.) with the
o

area 300 mm. Energy calibration was done by the well-known Schmidt
parameters /8/, The calibration was carried out automatically in
each four hours, which excluded the influence of the radiation
ageing of the detector on the correctness of »eaaurements.

The energy of neutrons was determined by the time-of-flight
method. A stilbene crystal (50 i 30 mm) with a photomultiplier
(FEU-30) was used as a neutron detector. The efficiency of the
detector was determined relative to the 252-Cf integral spectrum
that was measured by three methods: by means of a fast ionization

fission chamber, by direct applying of californium on the S. C. D.
and by

integration of neutron spectra, measured at different ang-

shift on the pulse amplitude, to work in a wide dynamic range and
to determine the correcting coefficients immediately in the course
of the experiment.

In consequence during the whole series of measurements, lasting about 4 months, the shift of the time zero didnot exceed
0.1 ns. The dispersion determined by the width of the Jf-quantum
peak distribution, was 1 ns for neutron energy E > 0.5 MeV and
1.5 ns for E < 0.5 MeV.
Por checking the energy calibration and the resolution of the
neutron channel of the spectrometer a measurement of the neutron
absorption curve by a carbon sample was carried out.
The value of neutron scattering on closely situated constructions is important characteristic influencing the corrections of
measurements. In order to exclude this effect all the elements
were made of minimum size; the thickness of the vacuum chamber was
0.3 mm, the thickness of the SCO was 0.2 mm. The measurements and
calculations were carried out imitating the scattering on the construction elements. All this enabled to reduce the effect of neutron scattering and absorption to a small value (<~2 %).
All the measurements of neutron spectra were doubled on three
flight bases: 37.5, 75.0 and 150 cm. The use of the three bases
increased the precision and reliability of the measurements; besides for increasing the precision two neutron detectors, situated
collinearly, were used simultaneonsly. The measurements were done

for the angles of 2, 6, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90°, The angular
resolution at measurements at the angle 0° was 2° or 6° in different experiments.
The treatment of the measurements consisted of two steps.

Almost in all the references /1-7/ a discrepancy ia observed
between the spectrum at small and big angles and, respectively,

During the first one, carried out immedeately in the course of the
experiment, for each recorded event the mass (M), the kinetic energy (E^), the velocity of the fragment (V-) and the time of flight
of the neutron (T) were determined. The accumulation was carried out

at small angles, and the sum of the spectra, obtained at all the
angles. The value of this discrepancy varies from 10 % to 20 %.
For explanation of this effect different suppositions are used:
the presence of the neutrons associated with the process of neck
breaking, neutron evaporation from unfully accelerated fragments,
anisotropy of neutron emission in connection with great angular

of the matrix of fragment-fragment coincidences in the coordinates
Nf(M, Ek, I), where I - the number of the detector, of the matrix
of fragment-fragment-neutron coincidences in the coordinates
Nfl(T, M, Bk, I) and of the matrix of vélocités Vf(M, B^, I). For

each event was done: the compensation of the time-amplitude dependence of the connection, the fragment energies correction associated with the account of the neutron recoil effect, leading to a

between the spectrum, obtained by means of integration by the angle
in c, m. a. of diffential spectra, obtained from the measurements

momenta. The most detailed studies of the "scission" component
were carried out in the works, where its dependence on U and E^

of the fragment was studied. Yet, the results of those works have
a contradictory character.

systematic shift of the coordinates of the KQ matrix relative to

In this work for the first time the information on the correlation of the time f and TTO was obtained directly from the shape of

the coordinates of the N.J. matrix. In the result of the treatment
the neutron flux density distribution

of the fragment motion. The advantage of those measurements is

the spectrum measured at the angle 2° in respect to the direction
evident (Pig. 1).

T3»n/(R»e*L3),

where I - the distance flown by the neutron, R - the number of
registered fragments, n - the number of registered neutrons,
the efficiency of the neutron detector, V - the velocity of the
neutron.
Results and discussion
J
The 252
Of spontaneous fission neutrons emission mechanism is

determined by the correlation
of the three characteristic times: the fragment acceleration time (TQ), the time
of dissipation of collective energy of fragments - into the thermal
energy (Td), the neutron emission time (In). The main information
on these timea la abtained from the comparison of the shape and

intensity of neutron spectra measured at different angles.
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Figure 1. Neutron spectrum at small angles. Calculations of the
spectra from the works: a - /10/, b - /11/, c - /12/
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First, here the contribution of the neutrons from the opposite fragment is minimum and it is possible to account for it correctly, due to the additional velocity of the fragment the lowenergy part the neutron spectrum is shifted to the region of energies of the order of 1 MeV and the relative yield of auch neutrons

0.10

-

increases sharply. Besides, there is a special point in the neutron spectrum at small angles. That point where the neutron's velocity (V ) is equal to the transfer energy of the fragment (Vf),
corresponds to the zero energy of the neutron in the c. m. s. .
Prom the correlation

N(E)
Vfc

Pigure 2. Spectrum of neutrons emitted at the angle 5°

connecting the spectra in the laboratory system N(E) and in the

*
o

system of mass center of the fragment N(£) it is seen that at
£•»•0 there is an uncertainty of the form 0/0, which can be differently disclosed in dependence on the spectrum form N (£) near
the 6-0. If the spectrum in the c. m. s. behaves as £*; then
depending on the value of the parameter o£ in the laboratory spectrum a dip (ct>0.5), a peak (et<0.5) or a smooth dependence (eC« 0.5)
can be observed. Different theoretical calculations /10-12/ give a

11 » 98+4 m. u., Efc « 175+4 MeV, Vf « 1.44 cm/ns
M * 117+4 m. u., Ejj • 175+4 MeV, V^ » 1.22 cm/ns

full set of these possibilities (Pig. 1).

If to use not an energy but a velocity reperesentation of the
spectrum (0(V) • N(£)/V, then on condition of neutron emission from
a lully accelerated fragment, a distribution symmetry must be observed relative to the point Vj - Vf (back and forth symmetry).
In our work we have found a dip in the spectrum of light fragments (Pig. 2). The positions of the dips within the limits of
measurement error coincides with the average velocities of the

fragments for groups of light fragments isolated by their masses
and kinetic energies, which confirms the hypothesis of neutron
emission from a fully accelerated fragments.
The comparison of the spectra with respect to the symmetric

point that divides neutrons emitted at the angles 0° and 180° in
c. m. s. was carried out too. The data coincided within the limits
of the measurement errors.

o
f- 2

cr>

1

^

3

4

5

6

ji, IJeV

Figure 3. Ueutron spectrum at the angle 90° in the 1. s.
- - spectrum obtained from measurements at 0° angle in
the 1. s.

o - experimental data at 90° angle

In the work a comparision iS presented of the spectra of neutrons emitted from the fragments at the angles 0° and 90° in the
1. s. In Pig. !> there are shown the spectra: the one measured at the
angle 90° and the one calculated for the angle 90° from the data of
the measurements at the angle 0° in assumption of neutron emission
from a fully accelerated fragment.

Both spectra agree by the integral within the limits of statistical error (2-3 %).
I
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efficiency on the base of recent experimental data on the 252Cf

integral spectrum, the breaking of the whole range of fragments
into 108 groups, for which the velocity of the fragment was determined immedeately in the course of the experiment, the development
of the method enabling to account for the influence the neutron
recoiling effect for each angle in each separately registered

i

event (it was manifested most strongly in the comparison of 0°
•
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work in question from the previous one can be explained by the
following factors: the improvement of the spectrometer's characteristics, a thorough determination of the neutron detector's
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effect the errors could reach 100 % for some groups of fragments),

Jt
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and 90° spectra where in case of a wrong account of the recoil

. 1.3

.!' i!
165

M, n.u.

Figure 4. Neutron yield (N) and average energy (K) at the angle
90° in dependence on the fragment's mass for the sum of
E

k
* - obtained from the data for the angle 0° (calcal.)
0 - obtained from the data for the angle 90° (exp.)

the introduction of anisotropy in the c. m. a., associated with the

angular momentum of the fragment /17/ in the from 1 + BP_(costj> ),
where jj • 0,04.

In the present work there was also a comparison of the integral spectrum (Pig. 5), obtained from the data at small angles and
measured by the direct method in the references /18-21/. In connec10

An analogous comparison of the spectra at 0° and 90° was carri-

ed out also for separate groups of fragments. In Pig. 4 the depen-

dence of the neutron yield and the average energy on the fragment
mass for the sum of Ek is shown.
-20

Fission neutrons being present, one should expect a dependence
of their number on the E^ and U of the fragment, which was noted in
references /1-2/. But it is seen from the figures that within the
error limits (3-10 %) the experimental and the calculated (from 0°)
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neutron
We
repancy
sed 7 %

yields coincide at the angle 90°.
mark that in the initial stage of the given work the discof the measured and the calculated spectra for 90° compoby the integral /!/. The difference of the results of the

0.01

10

20

Figure 5. Deviation of the integral spectra from Maxwell distribution (T « 1.42 MeY)
• data of reference /18/,
- data of the given work,

* /19/, o /20/, +• /21/,

-•- calculation of reference /22/, - - - /23/
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tion with the fact that the integral spectrum of
Cf fission neutrons is an international standard, the shape of this spectrum must
be determined with a high precision. The highest precision in the
determination of the spectrum is reached for the energy range
1-5 JieV. It aeems interesting to determine the integral spectrum
from our data for 0° in assumption that the neutron emission takes

total kinetic energies. Consequently, we can get the neutron spectrum in c. m. s. for neutron - rich nuclei - fragments in a wide
excitation energy range.
Therefore it is very interesting to carry out the comparison

place only within the limits of the model of evaporation from fully

of experimentally measured fission neutron spectra with equilibrium part of the neutron spectra, obtained from (n, n')(n, 2n)(p, n)
and (o(, n) reactions and with statistical calculations too at the

accelerated fragments. In this case the correlation of the energy

corresponding excitation energies /25/.

intervals for different angles of neutron flying-out due to the kinematic effect leads to the appearing possibility for the determination of the shape of the integral spectrum in the region of low and

high energies, basing on a comparatively well known shape of the
spectrum in the energy range 1-5 MeV. Besides, by means of an iteration procedure a description was carried out of the total in the

The comparison carried out for the results of the first set

of the experiment has shown that for high excitation energies the
difference between the spectra was observed - the average fission
neutron energy is lower than the average energy of the neutrons of
nuclear reactions. This result was obtained for the first time in
this paper. It shows that the values of t

(neutron emission time)

energy range 0.2-1 lieV (in 1. s.). The spectrum obtained an this

andTjj (the time of establishment of equilibrium shape of fragments)

way is shown in Pig. 5.

axe possibly of the same

The theoretical calculation spectra obtained on the base of
statistical models in reference /22-23X are close by their shape

rather a good agreement was observed between the fission neutron

to this distribution, which shows a reasonable degree of simplification in calculations. It is worth mentiong that in the energy
range 1-10 MeV our integral spectrum (from 0°) goes close enough
to a number of direct measurements experimental data /18-21/. In

the low energy region (less that 1 MeV) our integral spectrum is
somewhat lower than the data of direct measurements /18-19/. The
difference in the low energy region can be associated with the influence of the anisotropy effect in the c. m. s., caused by the
angular momentum of the fragments, and also with the presence of
non-evaporating neutrons. The variation of the anisotropy coefficient, when using experimental spectra at 0° (1. s.) as the basis
data, does not enable to reach an agreement of intégral spectra in
the whole energy region. The introduction of neutron of non-evaporating character (2% of the total number) enables to explain the

discrepancy of the spectra.

Thus, the conclusion can be drawn that Tn > "jfo, i. e. practically all the neutrons ( except sevenal percent) are emitted from
fully accelerated fragments for all measured groups of mass and

order.

For low excitation energy a

spectra and the reaction neutron spectra. For this region the comparison of the experimental and the statistical calculation data
was made /25/. There is a good agreement, except the region of low
energy where the behaviour of the capture cross-section by an excited nucleus 6" (inverse cross-section) has been unknown.
For
obtaining 6C the spectrum in c. m. s. is given as in Ref. /13/ in
the form: 4>(E) - ^«fytèWD^T, <ty£) - rfc(ë) Ê exp(-£/T), were P(T)
is the residial distribution of fragment temperature. It was used
as

2T/T, T
E

r(T)
T>T

7
m
The excitation energy was determined from the experimentally obtained number of neutrons V and the V- -rays total energy. The comparison of the obtained values 0 with the values calculated for an
urexcited nucleus was carried out /13/. Fig. 6 shows that they are
in agreement qualitatively, though some quantitative difference is
observed. It is necessary to specify both the experimental and the
calculated data.

8. H. W. Smitt, W. M. Gibson, J. H. Heiler, P. J. Walter and
T. D. Thomas, Proceedings of the Symposium on physics and
chemistry of fission. Salzburg (IAEA, Vienna, 1965), vol. 1,

p. 531.

-1
10"'

10"

J 2,
^ HeV
10'

Figure 6. The cross-section of the neutron capture by an excited
nucleus
___data of the this work,-calculation at the use of
___-the Bechetti-Creenles /13/ potential

Thus the information on the base correlations between the
fundumental
quantities that determine the neutron emission
2
mechanism of ^ Cf spontaneous fission was obtained in this paper.
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THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF PROMPT NEUTRON
SPECTRUM FOR Cf-252 SPONTANEOUS FISSION
B F GERASIMENKO, V A RUBCHENYA

V G Khlopin Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

The results of theoretical calculations of promt neutron
J
spectra and multiplicity distributions for 252
Cf spontaneous fieaion are reported. The calculations were carried out on the basis
of Hauger-Feshbach statistical theory taking into consideration
the angular anisotropy of neutron emission in the center-of-mass
system of fragment and ignoring it, Nonequilibnum component was
neglected in calculations. The theoretical results are compared
with experimental ones. The effects of input data uncertainty and
angular anisitropy consideration on the calculation results are
discussed.

The interest for the study of prompt fission neutrons (PFN)
spectra is connected with the fact that, on the one hand, they
give information about atomic nuclei fission process and deexcitation of highly exc ted fission fragments, and on the other
land, the spectra of PFI. are a"iong important characteriatica of

fissionable nude- wh ch are neutron sources.
One of the most widespread neutron sources is spontaneously
fissionable
Cf. The neutron spectrum of
Cf spontaneous
fission is the most studied one and is used as a neutron standard.
Numerous calculations of differential and integral PFN
spectra for 252 Cf spontaneous fission are known; they were performed with different theoretical models /1-5/. In most of them

a number of factors affecting PPN spectra formation are not taken
into account or a series of substantial simplifications leading
to more rough characteristics of PPN are used. The most wellfounded and promissing approach to the calculation problem of

PPN characteristics, which takeo into account all basic factors

having influence on the complex process of excited fission fragments deexcitation, is the use of Hauser-Peshbach statistical
theory /5, 6/. The authors used this approach with a number of
improvements, as compared with /5/, to calculate PPN characte25?
ristics for
Ci spontaneous fission /6, 7/. Fragment excitation energy and spin distribution as well as kinetic energy,
charge and mass distribution are also taken into account in calculation. Cascade character of PPN emission from fission fragments is considered in detail, gamma-competition accompanying
PPN emission from fragments is allowed for. An expression including shell structure of fragments and their nucléon pair correlations was used for density of excited fragment levels. Since
the portion of nonequilibnum neutrons is small, the calculation
was baeed on the supposition that PPN are emitted only by fully
accelerated fragments. Angular anieotropy of PPN on centre-of-mass
system of fragment was neglected. In our calculations the centreof-maBs energy spectrum of neutrons emitted from the fragment (A,
Z) on K-th stage of the cascade with residual nucleus (A - K + 1,
Z) formation was presented as /?/:
, E * ' , A - K + 1, Z, E v ) = 2-60 (I, E",
K
I

A - K + 1, 2)

(1)

- K + 1, Z, E,

I)

P n *(A - K + 1, Z, E * ' , I) + P* (A - K + 1, Z,

wher« E
£.

I)

is the residual nucleus excitation energy;
is the kinetic energy of neutron in fragment centre-of-

fflass system;
EK is the kinetic energy of fragment (A, Z)j
[jj and I""1 are the total neutron and radiation widths;
[^ is the partial neutron width;
60(1, E*', A - K + 1, Z) is the spin distribution for the
nucleus (A - K + 1, Z).
Excitation energy distribution P K - 1 (E

, A - K + 1, Z) of

residual nucleus was calculated, in distinction to /5/, taking

The calculations of PFN spectra made by the authors of this work

into account the (K - l)th neutron spectrum:
r

K-1 (B*

A - K + 1, Z)

oc o

A - K + 2, Z) l

(2)
- Bn(A -

2, Z), E*,, A - K + 2, z]

well in calculations. Mean energies of calculated and experimen-

The spectrum (1) was averaged over the distribution
K-1 (E* , A - K + 1, Z), and the resulting spectra (K « 1, 2,...,
'max ) were added (with corresponding weights)to PFN spectrum
Cp(£, A, Z, EK) of the fragment (A, Z). Here V ^ - maximum number
of neutrons in the cascade emission from the fragment (A, Z); the
r

value of quantity V>m&x is calculated within the limits of described model. The average energy E of initial distribution P(E , A,
Z, EK) of excitation energy of fragment (A, Z) was calculated

otherwise than in /5/ using the equation
v (Bn + £ + 5 )

Bn/2,

(3)

where V and £ are the average prompt neutron multiplicity and

average neutron kinetic energy for the fragment
_
Bn, S

for
Cf spontaneous fission /6-10/ with the use of described
method showed a good agreement with experimental data in a wide
range of neutron energies and fragment masses. The shape and
mean energy experimental center-of-mass spectra were reproduced

(A, Z), respectively. These values were taken from
experimental or available evaluated data;
are the averaged over the cascade values of neutron
binding energy and parity correction. These values

tal spectra for fragments of

oco
J

Cf spontaneous fission within

the mass interval 96^ A ^.156 are compared in Pig. 1, and in
Pig. 2 calculated values of P7N multiplicity distribution variances for fragment pairs are compared with experimental data. As
can be seen from Pig. 1, the calculation reproduces well the experimental curve £(A); and it supports the existence of a valley
in the region of A = 130 found in the experiment /1V, which is
connected with shell effects in fragments. The values of calculated variances in Fig. 2 are systematically lower than experimental ones, even though they reproduce a qualitative character of
the A - dependence of experimental variances. This seems to be

connected with the fact that PFK multiplicity distribution was
calculated neglecting the correlation between the neutrons from
paired fragments.

are calculated within the limits of described
method.

The use of equation (3) provide a means for a more correct
calculation of PFN spectra parameters of individual fragments.

V"

The neutron center-of-mass spectra obtained are converted
to laboratory spectra N(E, A, Z, EK):

0

C£>(£, A, Z, Ey
N(E, A, Z, EK) =

209

(4)
4(£Ef)1/2

where Ef = E„/A.
The integral spectrum is obtained by summation of EK - distribution - averaged spectra (4) over independent fragment yields.

90 tOQ HO 12Q 120 iW 150 160,
252

Pig. 1. Averaged center-of-mass neutron energies for J Cf spontaneous fission as a function of fragment mass number,

I - experiment /11/; x - calculation of this

W

0 rk.

210

2.0
f. 5

In the range of energies 10~ MeV^ E ^ 30 MeV a detailed
calculation of integral PFN spectrum for 25? Cf spontaneous fission was earned out. The results of this calculation in the form

V'-'-'1-"-''''""-...
*

*

*

*

X

1.0

*

X

"

*'<X

0.5
0.0
90

of ratio of calculated spectrum to IJaxwellian distribution for
T = 1.42 MeV are presented in Table, and also in Pig.

3 (solid

line), where they are compared with the experimental data of /12/.
1

100

HO

1

HQ

Pig, 2. Variances of P?N multiplicity distributions for 252Cf
spontaneous fission fragment pairs as a function of

light fragment mass number.
I - experiment /16/;

x - calculation of this work.

The calculations show a strong dependence of high-energy-part of
PPN spectrum or the variation of initial distribution parameters
/7, 10/. Since the uncertainty of input data is of a random character, the averaging over many fragments at calculation of integral spectrum reduces the error of final result.
In the work /13/ it is shown that the angular distribution

of particles with energy £ emitted by an excited compound nucleus
must have some anisotropy in the compound nucleus center-of-mass
system, if the particles and the nucleus have angular moments
different from zero. It is revealed that angular distribution of
O

emitted particles IB proportional to (1 + bcos 6), where 6 is

particle emission angle in center-of-mass system; b - anisotropy

0,7.20 F

parameter. In accordance with the above-mentioned it can be expected that center-of-mass angular distribution of PFN at energy
£will be described by a dependence of the said form. For anisotropy parameter we can use the quasiclaseical evaluation made in
/13/:

(5)
-20 -

10

wher« 1,1

£,MeV
l/ot-f

Pig.

3. Calculated and experimental integral PFN spectra for
2S2
' Cf spontaneous fission relative to Haxwellian spectrum with T = 1.42

MeV.

———— - calculation of this work (b = 0.0);
- - - - calculation of this work (b = 0.15);
Ï
- experiment /12/.

are the mean squares of fragment initial spin and
orbital moment of neutron emitted respectively;

is the variance of spin distribution for residual
nucleus.

The value of f can be evaluated using the "rigid-body" value
(J- v. ) of nucleus moment of inertia and nuclear temperature T:
2J r.b.'

(6)
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ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF
Cf-252 FISSION NEUTRONS IN THE LOW ENERGY RANGE

tion in the 0 -180 region. The effect of scattered neutrons and delayed
gamma-rays have been measured.
The experimental results have been compared with those of Bowman et al

H. MÄRTEN, D. RICHTER, D. SEELIGER
Technical University of Dresden

at two energies. The agreement is very good at 1 MeV, while at 0,5 MeV there
is a small deviation.

W. NEUBERT
Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung
Dresden, German Democratic Republic
Several years ago we have measured the energy distribution of neutrons

A. LAJTAI
Central Research Institute for Physics,
Budapest, Hungary

from spontaneous fission of

Cf in the energy range of 0.03-1.2 MeV (1).

In accordance with the measurements of Blinov et al (2) we found no excess
neutrons at this energy region relativeto the Maxwell distribution of

T=1.42 MeV. However, to get absolute spectrum values the determination of

Abstract

the absolute efficiency of NE-912

Li glass detector was unavoidable (3).

A new measuring method (4) has been worked out at the Technical
Experimental and theoretical investigation of the emission of prompt
fission neutrons provides information

of both practical and fundamental
252
Cf, adopted as

importance. Prompt neutrons from spontaneous fission of

the measurement of the energy and angular distribution of neutrons from
Cf for neutrons with energy above 0.8 MeV. So, it seemed to be obvious to

nn international standard have a special significance.

combine this new method with

As it is well known the energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons from
252
spontaneous fission of
Cf can be described by a Maxwell distribution with

measure the neutron angular- and energy distribution in the 50 keV-1.2 MeV

a parameter of T=1-42 MeV. The different model calculations can reproduce

Li glass detector of known efficiency, to

range.

The measurement was motivated by the following reasons:

the measured spectra within 10 percent. More precise double differential

1. There are no data at low energies in the full solid angle region.

spectrum measurements are in progress at the TU in Dresden and at CENM in

2. The experimental data can be used to select between the different
theoretical calculations of neutron emission probability, and especially

Geel .
Ln the low neutron energy range, 50 keV-1.2 MeV, NE-912 glass detectors

enriched in

Li and with an absolutely determined efficiency at a distance

of 350 nm from the target have been used for neutron detection. The fission
fragments have been detected

by two parallel-plate avalanche detectors,

one of which, 5 mm far from the target gives the stop signal, while the

213

University Dresden in cooperation with the Rossendorf Research Institute for

to test the existence or the so called scission neutrons, and the reliability of the input nuclear data of the calculations.
3. IAEA NDS's recommendation in accordance with californium standardization

program.
The measurement of californium prompt fission neutrons at low energies

other 35x180 mm large position sensitive detector at 72 mm far from the

and different angles has been performed in Rossendorf. The neutrons have

source divided into 36 segments of 4.5 mm width records the direction of

been detected by two NE-912 glass detectors enriched in

fragment's flight. The distance between the two avalanche detectors, a flight

method. The flight path was 350 mm. The fission fragments have been detected

path of 67 mm serves the distinction between the light and heavy fragments.

by two parallel-plate avalanche detectors, one of which, 5 mm far from the
2
source gives the stop signal, while the other 35x180 mm large position sen-

The angular distribution of neutrons have been measured by a AG=6.5

resolu-

Li using time-of-f1ight

/14

s i t i v e detector at 72 mm far from the source, divided into 36 segments of

NEUTRON DET 1

4.5mm width, records the direction of fragment*s flight. The distance between
the two avalanche detectors, (67 mm) ensures the distinction between the

NE 912

light and heavy fragments by time-of-flight method. The experimental setup
is shown in Fig. 1. A special diaphragm system of thin aluminium foil reduced the fragment's angular dispersion in the polar direction. It diminishes

the geometrical efficiency of fragment registration but it gives a better
ingular resolution for neutrons at 0° and 180°.
The geometrical efficiency of position sensitive avalanche detector
with the diaphragm at the different angles is shown in Fig. 2.
The system provides 3-3.5

NEUTRON GET 2

angular resolution for the fragment

detection, while the NF-912 9.5 mm thick, 4.5 cm in diameter neutron
NE 912

detectors at 350 mm far from the sourci increase the total angular resoluF,gl

tion up to 6.5 .
Among the disturbing background-effects the most important is the

Experimental setup tor the measurement of the neutron
angular and cnerg> d i s t r i b u t i o n

neutron scattering background. This can cause an enhanced neutron detection at low energies. We have determined this background with a 140 mm
thick Fe shadow cone. The other part of the background is the contribution
of delayed gamma-ravs, which was measured separately by a NE-913

Li glass

detector of the same size.
We measured the neutron spectra (? (t,0)) with NE-912 for 900 hours,

while with shadow cone for 100 hours (P„(t,6)) and the delayed gammas for
107 hours (P (t,6)ï

At the data evaluation we have assumed the approximate angular independence of scattered neutron spectra and delayed gamma spectrum, because
the measuring conditions are the same for all direction of neutron detection.
We get the background-corrected neutron spectra at each of the
36 angles,

20

N(t,e) = p1(t,e)-P2(t-8)-?3(t,o)
for the heavy and light fragments

30
Segment number

respectively.

The detailed procedure of data analysis is described in Ref. (5).

Diaphragm

F«J 2

Ge metrical efficiency of F i' A C (P S)
and diaphragm

Results
006The experimental results can be seen in Figs. 3 to 6. At the lowest
-•_ Present eiper neni

evaluated energy of E =0.125 MeV (energy bin 0.1-0.15 MeV) the angular

E n = 0 125 MeV iO 1-0160)

distribution is practically isotropic (Fig. 3). The average statistical

error at the angular bins of the histogram is about 5 %.
A small enhancement was found at 0

and 180

at E =0.25 MeV (energy

bin 0.2-0.3 MeV) (Fig. 4). Because of the large neutron detection efficiency
the statistical error in this case was only ahout 3 %.

At E =0.55 MeV (energy bin 0.5-0.6 MeV) the velocities of the neutrons
are approximately equal to those of the heavy fragments, whose energy/nucleon

is about 0.56 MeV. In agreement with Blinov (6) no dip was found at 180 .

Instead of that we got a slowly arising distribution. That behaviour can have

000L
30

60

90

120

two different reasons. First is to mention the relatively large velocity

dispersion of the heavy fragments which can smear

Fig 3

out the possible effect.

Second, the absence of any dip can be caused also by the possibly different

150

6 L A B (deg;

Angular distribution at E =0.125 MeV.

behaviour of the compound-nucleus formation cross sections for light and
heavy fragments. The statistical errors are of about 9 Z. The shape of
the measured distribution agrees with the result of Bowman et dl (7), but

0.06

the absolute values are somewhat different.
At 1 MeV (energy bin 0.95-1.05 MeV) the velocity of the neutrons are
approximatly equal to those of the light fragments, whose energy/nucleon

is about 0.99 MeV. In agreement with Blinov (6) dip was found at 0

(Fig. 6).

The shape of measured distribution well agrees with the result of

Bowman et al (7).
The statistical errors are of about 11 %.
The above results are based only one nart of the measured data. The

evaluation of all the data and a comparison with theoretical calculations
are in progress.

Angular d i s t r i b u t i o n at E =0.25

215

MeV,

180

216

006r —————
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ESTABLISHMENT OF SIMPLE NEUTRON REFERENCE
CALIBRATION FIELD USING MODERATED Cf-252 SOURCE

The fields including room scattered components have also been characterized
especially to calibrate the neutron detectors having high sensitivity to low
energy room scattered neutrons; because large errors are included in the evalu-

s. rwAi

ation of low energy neutron components of the direct component field obtainable

Omiya Technical Institute,
Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industries, Inc.,
Omiya, Saitama

by shadow shield subtraction.
These two kinds of fields can be situated on the secondary standard fields
traceable directly to the primary national standard fields in ETL.

A. H ARA
Technical Research Institute,
Hazama-Gumi Ltd,
Saitama

1.

Introduction

A simple neutron calibration field has been developed by using a

T. NAKAMURA, T. OKUBO, Y. UWAMINO
Institute for Nuclear Study,
University of Tokyo,
Tokyo

source moderated with iron, carbon, or polyethylene sphere.

Cf

The neutron energy

spectra with and without room scattering at the reference calibration point, l m
distant from the source center, have been calculated with a discrete ordinates
code, ANISN-W

Japan

, and a three-dimensional Monte Carlo code, MORSE-CG.

This paper describes the characterization of these fields by comparing the
calculated values with the measured values by using neutron detectors, which

Abstract

have been calibrated in the national neutron standard field at the LlectrotechThis paper describes the development and standardization of the neutron

nical Laboratory (ETL).

fields simply manufactured for detector calibrations used for radiation control
and environmental measurement.

These fields are the following:
252

fission field, (2) iron-moderated
and (4) polyethylene-moderated

(1) bare

Cf field, (3) carbon-moderated

?52

Cf field.

The simple neutron calibration field

3 4) features the following points:

252

Cf

252

(1)

The field has four different types of energy spectra close to those

Cf field,
appearing commonly in and around various nuclear facilities.

The

These fields are most suitable for
bare

^ Cf source forms a fission neutron fields, the polyethylene

calibrating the detectors used in and around nuclear and radiation facilities,
moderated

Cf source gives an nearly 1/E slowing-down neutron spec-

bince the fields are designed to simulate the typical neutron fields in and
trum and the iron and carbon moderated source gives the spectra between
around the facilities.
these two.
The direct neutron components of these fields have been standardized by the
(2)
following two methods:

The neutron excluding room scattering, that is, the direct neutron

(1) calculation by the ANISN code, and (2) measurements
components, have been standardized by calculations and experiments for

with and without a shadow shield, by detectors standardized in the national
detector calibration, because of its independency to room size.
standard field at the Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL).
rates of the

/J

The neutron emission
(3)

The neutrons including room scattering have also been characterized

^Cf source have been calibrated also at ETL. We have standardized
for the calibration of detoctors having high sensitivity to low energy

the energy spectrum of direct component berause of its independency to room size
neutrons.
and peripheral structure»; the accuracies have also been evaluated to be 20%
below 100 keV, 15% at 1 MeV, and 50% above 5 MeV.

211

(4)

This field may be constructed easily and at low cost, since this type
of direct neutron field requires no large room and expensive equipments.
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These simple calibration field may be situated as the secondary standard
field,

Table l

field in ETL.

2.

Values of u ( E ) in Eq ( 1 ) cited from Ref (7)

because of its direct traceability to the primary national standard
Neutron E n e r g y ( M e V )

Configuration of the Reference Calibration Field

A point Isotropie

J52

Cf fission neutron source of Amersham Co.,

used as a secondary standard neutron source.
6

characterized to be 4.25

x io

neutron spectrum of bare

252

Ltd.

was

Its neutron emission rate was

n/sec on August 16, 1985

at ETL.

The fission

fi

(E )

0 00 -

02 5

1 + 1 20 E- - 0 2 3 7

0 25 -

080

1 - 01 4 E + 0 098

0 80 —

1 50

1 - 0 024 E - 0 033

1 50 -

600

3
! — 6 2 x 10~

6 00 - 2000

1 0 exp

c-

E + 0 0037

0 0 3 ( E - 6 0)}

Cf source was fixed to be the following formula

presented by the National Bureau of Standards,
X(E)

1/2
(-F/1
42)
= 0.6672 * E ' * e
' '
* M (E)

(1)

(a)
where p(E)

is shown in Table 1 as a function of neutron energy, E.

The

(b)

(c)

252

Cf

fission source was encapsulated in double stainless steel capsule of 1.6 mm
thickness, but the neutron slowing-down effect due to this capsule was neglected,
because of its 1.6 mm thickness.

This bare neutron source was contained in three

types of spherical moderators of 20 cm diameter iron, 30 cm diameter carbon, and

45 cm diameter polyethylene shown in Fig.

1.

The source is set in the center of the concrete calibration room with dimensions of 7.0 x 7.0 m2 size and 5.0 m height, whose concrete is 30 cm thick.
The point of one meter from the center of the source is selected as a reference
point for the detector calibration.
tions.

This position is commonly used for calibra-

The distance of l m was selected as a kind of optimum value of two con-

tradictory conditions that the ratio of room scattered neutrons to direct neutrons increases with the distance from the source but the neutron flux variation
coming from the distance deviation decreases instead.
centers are both located 1.25

The source and detector

m above from the concrete floor, because of handl-

(unit m mm)

ing easiness.
A shadow shield was placed between the source and the detector so as to
evaluate the contribution of room scattering by shutting off the direct neutron
component.

The shadow shield is assembled by iron borated polyethylene blocks
3

of 5 x 10 x 20 cm

3

and 5 x 10 x 10 cm ;

8203 and has a density of 1.06 g/cm

the borated polyethylene includes 30 w/o

. The shadow shield is composed of 20 cm

Fig.

l

Cross sectional views of spherical moderators surrounding the
point source.
(a)

Polyethylene moderator

(b)

Carbon moderator

(c)

Iron moderator

252

Cf

thick iron layer in the source side and 30 cm thick polyethylene layer behind;
the iron layer is set for the source so as to decrease effectively neutron energy

by iron inelastic scatterings.

The shadow shield is constructed to have minimum

thickness and configuration sufficient to shut off only the direct component

from the source to the detector.

3.

Standardization of Direct Neutron Energy Spectrum

Figure 2 shows the calculated energy spectra, i(>

(u) in lethargy unit u,

of direct neutron components at the reference calibration point which is l m

away from the source.

The spectra were calculated by ANISN-W code without re-

garding the concrete room.

The figure clearly shows that the bare source gives
————

the fission neutron spectrum field, the polyethylene moderated source gives

IRON

CARBON

almost 1/E- type spectra, and the carbon and the iron moderated sources give the
intermediate spectra between the former two spectra.

———

In the iron moderated

POLYETHYLENE

source field, many resonance peaks can be seen between 5 keV and 1 MeV.

The neutron spectrum of direct neutron component without room scatterings
$

-10-

(u) at the reference calibration point, is obtained experimentally by the

17I

!

I

.

in-'

I

I

I

.

1

I

.

•

I

I

io3

(u) = neutron spectrum measured

with the shadow shield (room scattered component).

Figure 3 shows comparisons
8)
(u) measured with the Bonner sphere
and the

Fig. 2

I

.

I

io«

I

io5

.

I

I

106

107

Direct neutron energy spectra, Ç,

(u), per one fission at the reference

point 1 m distant from the source, calculated by the ANISN-W code.
252

of direct neutron spectra à
dlr
9,10)
Bonner cylinder,
and those calculated by the ANISN-W code, in the energy

Bare

: Bare

Iron

: Iron moderated

range between the thermal to Ib MeV for the four types of simple neutron cali-

Carbon

. Carbon moderated

bration field.

Polyethylene:

Figure 4 shows finer intercomparisons of fy^ (u) calculated by

the ANISN-W code, and those measured by the Bonner sphere, the Bonner cylinder,
and two types of hydrogen counters

10 keV to 15 MeV.

I

(u) = neutron spectrum measured without the shadow shield

(direct component + room scattered component), $

NE-213,

•

(2)

*dir(u) = *tot(u) - *sc(u) '
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I

io2

Neutron energy, eV

following equation:

where u = lethargy, <f>

I

10'

'

in the energy range from

Cf fission field
252

Cf field

252

Cf field

Polyethylene moderated

252

Cf field

103

—l——'—r
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- (a) Bare

252

~ (c) Carbon moderated

Cf fission field

Cf field
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Comparison of calculated and experimental direct neutron spectra
(thermal - 15 MeV) at the reference calibration point in the fields
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surface.
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4

Comparison of calculated and experimental direct neutron spectra
(10 keV - 15 MeV) in the same condition as in Fig. 3.

P.R.
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2-ATM is 2-atm hydrogen counter and P.R. R-ATM is 8-atm hydrogen

counter.
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The spectra measured by the Bonner sphere give higher values than those

The following results can be found from those figures:
(1)

(2)

The spectra calculated with the ANISN-W code agree well with the re-

measured by the NE-213 and calculated by the ANISN-W code in the energy region

sults measured with the NE-213 scintillator exceeding 1 MeV for the

exceeding 2 MeV. We consider this disagreement originates in the large unfold-

four calibration fields.

ing errors caused by use of the response functions having similar slopes above

In the four calibration fields, the spectra calculated with the ANISN-

2 MeV. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the spectra by the Bonner sphere are in agreement
14)
with the other two spectra within the error evaluated by the LOUHI code.

W code agree well with the results measured with the 2 atm hydrogen

It was verified experimentally that the spectra of direct neutrons calcu-

counter in the energy range from 70 keV to 1 MeV, and in the energy

(3)

range from 400 keV to 1.5 MeV the calculated spectra agree with the

lated with the ANISN-W code have good accuracy, since the calculated spectra

results measured with the 8 atm hydrogen counter.

agree well with the spectra measured by NE-213 above 2 MeV, by hydrogen counters

The spectra calculated with the ANISN-W code in a range below 2 MeV

in the energy from 50 keV to 1.2 MeV, and by the Bonner sphere below 2 MeV down

are in good agreement with the results measured by the Bonner sphere

to the thermal energy.
Only in the bare

in the iron-, carbon-, and polyethylene-moderated fields; although in

the bare

2î)2

Cf field, the measured spectrum gives a factor from 30% to

90% lower value to the calculated result in a range below 1 keV.

(4)

Cf fission field, the direct neutron spectrum calculated

by the ANISN-W code shows larger values than that measured by the Bonner sphere
below 1 keV, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . This discrepancy may be attributable to the

The spectra calculated with the ANISN-W code in a range above 2 MeV

neutron leakage through the shadow shield.

are approximately 50% of those measured by the Bonner sphere.

determined the spectrum measured by the Bonner sphere to be an evaluated value

The spectra measured with the Bonner cylinder for neutron incidence

below 1 keV in the bare 2->2Cf fission field.

from its lateral surface show nearly equal or a little larger (about

calculated by the ANISN-W code have been finally determined to be evaluated

50%)

spectra of direct neutron components at the reference point.

values to the spectra calculated with the ANISN-W code in a range

Considering this leakage, we have

For all other cases, the spectra

We have roughly estimated the errors of the neutron spectra to be about +20%

above 2 MeV. In a range below 2 MeV, however, these measured spectra

(5)

252

show about 50% values of the ANISN-W code calculated spectra for the

below 100 keV, ±15% at 1 MeV, and ±50% above 5 MeV. We have estimated these

three moderated fields, and about only 5% values for the bare ^''Cf

errors from differences between calculations and experiments, since it was quite

field.

difficult to determine quantitatively all errors from many sources.

The spectra measured by the Bonner cylinder for neutron incidence from

its bottom surface are quite different from calculated spectra, especially for the bare

252

Cf and iron-moderated fields.

These results prove that the direct neutron energy spectra calculated by

4.

Characterization of Neutron Spectrum Including Room-Scattered Component
These spectra including room scattered components have also been character-

ized especially to calibrate the neutron detectors having high sensitivity to
low energy room scattered neutrons, because large errors can be caused in the

the ANISN-W code have good accuracy.
The spectra measured by the Bonner cylinder are not in good agreement with
2

low energy neutron components by shadow shield subtraction.

2

the calculated values, especially for the bar<* ^ Cf and iron moderated fields.

Fig.

5 shows the three types of neutron lethargy spectra at the reference

This disagreement is attributable to the inadequate application of response func-

point for the four different calibration fields:

tions.

cluding room-scattered components A

In these experiments, neutron spectra were unfolded by use of the Bonner

cylinder response functions for paralleled incidence to the detector surface,

(1) total neutron spectra in-

(u), measured without the shadow shield by

the Bonner sphere, (2) total neutron spectra including room-scattered components

nevertheless the detector were set 1 m distant from a point or point-like isotro-

calculated without the shadow shield by the MORSE-CG code, and (3) direct neu-

pic source.

tron spectra cj>

(u) calculated by the ANISN-W code in a free air.

(a)

Bare

Cf fission field

(c)

Carbon moderated

Cf field
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5

Comparison of calculated and measured neutron spectra including room-

sc.attered components in the same condition as in Fig.

10'

rvteuuon energy. eV

3.

The following results have been proved from Fig. 5.
(1)

(2)

1

The

The direct neutron calibration fields are not adequate to be applied to the

total neutron spectra for the four different fields are similar

calibration of neutron detectors having high sensitivity to low energy room

each other, owing to the 1/h - type slowing-down spectra (<500 keV)

scattered neutrons, because of large errors caused by subtraction.

caused by room scatterings; although the direct component spectra are

tors should preferably be calibrated in the fields including room scattered

mutually different.

components, by a comparison with the results measured with standardized detectors.

The result;, calculated by the MORSE-CG code are at maximum 20% higher

Therefore, the energy spectra including room-scatterings have been characterized

than the experimental resalts and results calculated Dy the ANISN-W

from calculations and experiments.
The simple neutron calibration field developed in this study is very useful

t ode above 500 keV.
(3)

These detec-

The MORSE results below 10 keV are in good agreement with the experi-

in eliminating the need for large rooms and expensive apparatuses.

mental values in the polyethylene moderated fields, but in the other
three fields, the values calculated by the MORSt-CG are about 50% high-

er than the experimental results.
The discrepancy is found between the MORSE spectra and the ANISN spectra of
experimental spectrum above 500 keV, although the neutrons exceeding the energy

of 500 keV is mostly direct components.
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THE HALF-LIFE AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF
NEUTRONS PER AN ACT OF CF-252 FISSION
E.A. SHLYAMIN, I.A. KHARITONOV

V.O. Khlopm Radium Institute,
Leningrad, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

Jhe manganese bath method has been used with fragment counting
over a small solid angle to measure the value of~*d •- CfJ.
The unproved quality of the source active layers has reduced

the error in determining the fission rate.The value obtained
for V[252Cf]ig 3i749 ±0)0i6.An analisis of the results and
met.ioas of caliiorniun-252 half-life neasarement has oeen
carried out.

The flowing manganese bath is used for measuring the neutron

flux /3/,and the fragments of californium sources fission are
measured by means of a small solid angle chamber.
Californium sources were prepared by the method of thermopulverization ol californium chloride with the contect of the A^252
isotope ~85?j on platinum substrates 0,4mm thick.Rotation of
a substrate at californium pulverization provided a 55S homogeneity
of the layer at the spot diameter 8mm.The mass of the active
substance of different sources was within the limits (0,4 -0,Qjjus'
this provided a reasonable counting value both at measuring thff

neutron Jlux and at measuring the counting rate of fissions in
the small solid angle chamber.

The calibration of the chamber was done by the reference
target of americium-241; it 1 s dL-activity was measured by the J.- %

I tie value T=(2,6473+0,0028) yearo can oe reconmended as

evaluated by the results of the considered publications.

coincidence method with the error 0,1 /6.
A specially manufactured surface-barrier silicon detector

with a small level of the low-energy "tail" of the fission fragments
1. Measurement ofV(^52Cf)

?or many years the average number of neutrons per an act of
252 Of fission has been a standard,in relation to which the measu-

rement of the V -values of "fuel" isotopes 01 uranium jind plutonium
was done.However,despite the status of a standard f or ^ ( ' Cf),
there is a long disagreement ol the experimental results obtained
by different methods.For the recent one and a half decades the
discrepancy of the results exceeds the claimed error of measurements

by the methods of manganese bath and large liquid scintillator.
•i réévaluation of the results and introduction of corrections for
the case 01 these main methods has improved the situation,but hasn't
'—' 2 S?
brought a final agreement.Thus, M ( Cf^measurements with the
highest precision both by the manganese batn method and by the
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large liquid scientillator is the only a way for detection of systematic errors and for obtaining the required agreement of the results.
The works on v ( -^Cf) measurement have been carried out at the
V.G.Khlopin Radiun Institute since 1972 /1,2/.

spectrum was used as the detector of the fission fragments. At determining the counting rate of fissions in the californium target

the spectrum of the fission fragments was extrapolated to the zero
energy of the linear dependence.

The neutron flux of the californium sources hermetized by
means of titanium containers was neasured on the flowing manganese
bath of the Radium Inatitute.
The counting device of the bath was calibrated, i. e. the

registration efficiency of the full induced activity of manganese-56 was determined, by absolute measurements on 4TiA-^ setting of
the aliquots of the manganese sulphate activated solution added to
the bath.

The corrections used for calculation of the neutron flux of
californium sources by the results of measurements of the saturated activity of the solution of the bath, had the following values:

1 + grs « 1.0137 /4/ for ""^

- 0.023417 - the correction for
the resonance neutron
capture by manganese;
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1 + l » 1.00216 /5/ - correction for the neutron leakage from the
bath;

The value of the average number of neutrons per an act of ca-

lifornium-252 fission by the results of measurement of the neutron
flux and the counting rate of fissions of different californium

1 + X " 1.00437 /3/ - correction for the capture of fast neutrons
by nuclei of sulpher and oxygen;
1 + m » 1.00388 /3/ - correction for neutron absorption in the casing material of the source and in the aluminium hollow sphere, where the source was

target was:

(252Cf)

encased during measurements;

For agreement of the measurements the value was used

K1 « 1.00003 /3/ - correction for neutron absorption in steel rodsholder s of the aluminium hollow sphere;
K2 « 1.0027 /3/ - correction for neutron absorption by the solution
admixtures.
At counting the share of the neutrons captured by manganese coefficient P - the following cross-section values were used:
24

<0S - (0.53±0.01).10-

OMn

cm /6/,

- (13.3+0.2)'10~24 cm2 /7/,

The summary results of the intercomparison are published in

The components of the error of the neutron flux determination

Prom Pig. 1 , 2 of the document a conclusion can be made about
a good agreement of the results of the RI (symbol VGK) with the

- counting statistics of the ^-detector

.+0.05 %;

- efficiency determination of the ^-detector

+0.3

%;

- coefficient P

+0.2

%\

method, which it its furn characterized the reliability of the
*•• oc o
obtained value of -V ( Cf) in the field of neutron measurements.

^0.01 %;
+.0.02 %\

2. Californium-252 half-life: data analysis and formulation

+0.03 %;
+_0.0001 %.

The components of the error of the fission rate measurement
were:

- determination of the solid angle

average-weighed value of the flow of the "SR-CF-144" source, and
about a correct account of the correctiona of the manganese bath

+0.01 %;

- neutron absorption in the source and aluminium

- counting statistics
- extrapolation of the energy spectrum of fission
fragments to zero energy
- californium self-diffusion

NBS (USA) was carried out on the initiative of the International

the document CCEMRI (IID/85-2.

had the values:

- neutron absorption by the solution admixtures
- neutron absorption in the rods

In 1979-1984 international intercompariaon of the neutron
source on the base of californium-252 "SR-CP-144" belonging to the

by the D. I. Mendeleyev Metrology Institute and the V. G. Khlopin
Radium Institute.

6~H /g-^ » 0.02486 + 0.00009 /8/.
The concentration of the solution was obtained 0.281897 +_
+ 0.00014 g/g of solution.

- neutron absorption by oxygen-16 and sulphur-32
- neutron leakage

T1/2(252Cf) = (2.651 + 0.004) years /17/.

Bureau of Measures and Weights. 14 laboratories from 9 countries
took part in the intercomparison. The Soviet Union was represented

2

sphere

3.749 + 0.016.

of requirements to the experiment providing a measurement
with a necessary precision

An analysis of the résulte and methods of calif ornium-252

+0.1 %\

half-life measurement from eleven works /9-19/ published in the
period 1965-1985 has been carried out.

±0,1 %\
+_0.1 %;

A comparison of the half-life values shows that the error of
the result evaluated by the authors in from 0.08 % to 0.38 %\ deviation of individual values from the recommended, for instance /20/,

+0.15 %•

Residual

Figure 1

Original data

value reaches 0.7 %; the swing of the results is 1.5 %; the results

of the later works /16-19/ are grouped around the average value
BLC and ASMW e*Clud«d

which exceeds the recommended one by 0.3 %,

Error bars repces«nl utv:o«eialwJ component

Thus, the divergence of the results exceeds considerably the
indicated by the authors errors, which gave grounds to Reich /21/

-

to characterize the existing situation with the califomium-252

I

half-life as a "highly confused".
-

In 1985 Smith /23/ analyzed the results of the measurements

y

and evaluated the half-life; however in connection with the publication of the results of works /18, 19/ this evaluation requires
specification.

-•

-

• l«)

In prologed experiments on measuring of constants, where californium-252 is used as a standard, the error in the value of the

1
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half-life directy influences the results of measurements, for instance, as shown in reference /19/, at the experiment on measuring
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PRP
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Cf the data accumulation may take the time comparable
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One and the same method of determining the half-life is used
in the experimental works: calculation of the decay constant from

and corrections

the results of relative measurements of the activity (or the neutron flux) of the radionuclide in the source for a certain time
interval.
In all the works side by side with the random error of measurement one can suppose the presence of a systematic error stipula-
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ted by the influence of 250Cf and 254Cf nuclides and by instability
of the measurement condidions.
In most works the influence of the concomitant nuclides is
accounted for by introducing the correction calculated on the base
of the initial product composition determined by the mass-Bpectro-
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with the half-life. Since the required error of measurement of the

-N) is fixed 0.25 % /22/, one can suppose that the error of the halflife shouldn't exceed 0.1 %.
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metric method; however in some references /10, 11, 13, 16/ the
composition of the initial product isn't quoted and the correction
waan't introduced.

Although to provide constant conditions of measurements, special neasures had been taken in the course of the experiment: fixed geometry of the source's location in relation to the detector,
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the coincidence method at measuring the activity, stable equipment
or normalization for the neutron flux of the sources with longlived radium, nevertheless the influence of the long-time instability can't be excluded completely.
For nonampuled sources one should take into consideration the
specific cause of systematic error, connected with the noncontrolled losses of californium resulting from the agregate product transfer from the substrate of the cource.
Thus, in each experiment the presence of nonexcluded remainders
of the systematic error, the combined action of which leads to the
experimental result displacement from the "true" value and ia the
cause of divergence of the results beyond the error limits, cited
by the authors.
In some references /12, 14, 19/ the evaluation of the systematic error, established by the authors, is included in the error
of the result side by side with the standard deviation. Therefore,
although in the other works this hasu11 been done, the first approximation in our method of evaluation is the half-life evaluation
calculated only with an account of the error cited by the authors.
By the calculation results TI • (2.6457 + 0.0026) years.
In some works /10, 11, 13, 16/ the influence of other nuclides wasn't accounted for, and the composition of the initial product was either not cited at all, or cited in the form not enabling to introduce the correction. Prom analysis of the works where
the composition was studied and the corrections were carefully calculated it follows that the minimum error because of non-accounting
of californium-250 can be 0.2 56, and because of californium-254 0.1 %. These additional error were summed up with the "authors"
ones in the works where the influence of the attendant nuclides
was neglected. Besides, in the work of Spiegel /14/ a correction
of the value cited by the authors was introduced, with the account
of the califormum-254 content and the measurement procedure.
The second approximation in the accepted method of evaluation

the authors (from 0.5 to 7 years) and of the number of measurements
(from 2 to 50), because both parameters influence the precision of
the calculation of the decay constant by the least square method.
In absence of a criterion enabling to give preference to certain values of the parameters a concept of a conditional rational
experiment was formed. If we suppose that the measurement of the
activity (or the flux) are carried out in equal time intervals
with a fixed statistical error 6" and choose the length of the interval on the condition that the relative change of activity should
exceed 26'(an account of the resolution of the apparatus), it is
possible to show that there exist an optimal duration and the number of measurements for such an experiment. In particular, for californium the optimal duration corresponds to the half-life and the
number of measurements equals 33.
The duration and the number of measurements in each real experiment were compared with the paremeters of a rational one, and
the difference was evaluated by a certain method as a factor of
additional error of measurement. It was by this that all the experiments were conditionally reduced to the rational one.
The third approximation to the accepted method of evaluation
is the value I, = (2.6473 + 0.0028) years, calculated with an account of an additional error due to the difference of the measurement
procedure from the "rational" experiment.
Comparison of the values T1, Tg, T, shows that introduction of
additionsl error because of ignoring the influence of other nuclidea

is T? «• (2.6468 + 0.0021) years, calculated with an account of the
additional error through the influence of the attendant nuclides.

and digression from the procedure of the "rational" experiment leads
to the increase of the mean weighted value of the half-life at keeping the mean-square deviation of the calculation result 0.1 %.
The value T = (2.6473 + 0.0028) years can be recommended as
evaluated by the results of the considered publications.
The analysis of the "weight" coefficients bear witness that
the contribution of the results of Alberts /18/ and Axton /9/ peblished after the analysis of Smith/23/to the TI , T2, T., was over 50 %
It would be desirable to reduce the summary "weight" of the
results of those works in T, to the level of 25 %, for this it is

At comparison of the results of the works certain difficulties
arise because of great variety of the experiment duration chosen by

necessary to do, at least, two more independent experiments the
requirements to which could be worded as follows.

The measurement method: activation of the détectera, preferably
gold foil, by an ampulled source in fixed geometry in a moderator:
water, graphite or polythylene. The activity of the foils should by

measured by the 4TI&-J' coincidence method. The choice of the method
excludes an agregate self-atomization of the product and decreases
tne probability of measurement aonditions instability.
Product composition: californium-250 content isn't limited,
but it must be measured with an error not more 5 %', the content of
' Cf in the initial product before the ampulation of the source
not more 0.02 % and should be determined with an error not more
30 %; the time interval between the ampulation and the first measurement not less 14 months.
Measurement procedure: experiment duration - 2.7 yeas, the
nujaber of measurements - 33« the interval between measurements 1 month, according to the plan of the "rational experiment".
One can suppose that carrying out of purposeful experiments
will enable to establisn the value of the half-life of califormum-252 with an error less 0.1 %.
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Abstract
The paper considéra the possibilities of theoretical des-

SESSION IV
MONOENERGETIC SOURCES AND FILTERED BEAMS

cription of various neutron source characteristics on the eiample of a gas deuterium target.
It has been shown, that with proper models adopted not
only the first moments but the function of neutron flux energy
distribution can be calculated with good accuracy. There is a
review of experimental measurement methods for incident particle
energies, mean neutrons energies and distribution functions. Attention is pa.id to the systematic disagreement between the expe-

rimental and theoretical neutron fluxes from the gas target.

A monoenergetic neutron source is totally determined by a
distribution function of the neutrons by the energy and the an-

gle of escape ^fifcPJ . In many cases, when the value <3'(.£•) investigated is independent on an angle and can be described by a linear function in the range of averaging it is enough just to take into account the first moment of distribution. In this case

»..
where E = JE c/f J

= j

However, on these assumptions, for 0 , E calculation the distribution function should be determined correctly. For this purpose the following factors should be taken into account:
1. Space distribution of incident particles;
2. Energy losses in target materials, energy and angle
straggling, surface inhomogenety.
3. Energy and reaction cross-section variation with on the
angle of neutron escape.

Same of the above factors are often ignored at neutron aourcc calculation, whicn may result in systematic energy shifting,
may alter the neutron flux dependence on a distance etc. At the
same time all the factors affecting '•PCsJ are calculated with the

The interaction is characterized by an average number of
collisions K.

sufficient accuracy. That is the consideration of theoretical models of calculation and expérimental methods of neutron source

where

characteristics measurement the present work is devoted to.
Theoretical Models for Calculation
I. Distribution Function Calculation
Let the possibilities of neutron source characteristics

calculation be illustrated on the example of a gas deuterium
target focusing attention on the analysis of the factors mentioned above in points 2,3, and let the main relations usable for
practical calculations be listed.

I.I. Interaction of Particles in target entrance foil
A mean particle energy after the entrance foil is calculated on the basis of stopping power tabulated in a number of references /1,2/, and a known thickness of foil. However, with essential energy losses it 13 reasonable to define energy E, after
the foil from the equation:

£(£„) - Û& = £(f,J
where
UK - foil thickness,
£(£•)t R.CE*) - particle paths with the energy Eo
, F-i
The function £ (fj is described fairly accurately by the
formula :
/
*
The coefficients ^ , o
are defined from the description
of tabulated values £ (fj . As a rule, two sets of coefficients are enough to describe R.(£) with an accuracy ^ 0.15%
in the incident particle energy range from 2 to 8 MeV.

At the expense of statistical nature of charged particle interaction its energy will be properly distributed in the vicini231 t y of the mean energy £1 .

=o
/> , ^f
fo
? jf

- projectile charge and mass,
- kinetic energy (MeV),
- charge and mass number of stopping material
nuclei.
At K •£ 1 the distribution has an asymmetric form, that is an excess of large energy losses. The importance of taking the distribution into accont was paid attention to in Ref /4/, when investigating neutron distribution of thin metallic lithium targets. The problem of interactions for small K was considered by
Vavilov. The resulting distribution fanctions were tabulated e.g.

in Ref /5/.
At K ^ 10 the distribution is described by a Gaussian. If

the incident particle velocity essentially exceeds the Bohr one
ifo - & /fa, , the energy losses are determined by interaction
with electrons and the interaction cross-section is proportional
to
&E
-the energy dispersion is calculated by the Bohr

formula.

,

-- lie
where -M -is Avogadro's number.
High-energy limit (1) is predicted in all theoretical calculations. More ambiguous is the behaviour of 6" at low energies. Let

certain models be considered in more detail. The total review
of theoretical and experimental analysis of the energy straggling
is given in Ref /6/.
In Ref /7/ it was suggested to calculate the energy straggling with the formula:

e> -'

where

*. = V/V0)Z = 36 7
It should be emphasized that the function
the material stopping power formula

*-(Z.)

defines
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x.

1

ctX.

Hence for low energies
x. f 3,
equation
G1 - (

can

=

r

o'f

i *x

be defined from the

The behavior of <* close to expression 2 is also predicted
in more rigorous theories /8,9/. So for deutrons with £o~ 6 MeV
going through a molybdenum foil
<="/<^e> ~~ 0.8 /8/. The critical energy determined by formulae 2 is~7 MeV.
The comparison of the theoretical model with the experimental data is hindered due to increasing contribution of surface
inhomogeneity at low particle energies. The experimental data given in Hef /6/ exceed the theory prediction by a factor of 1-4
for x. é 3« In /6/ the data for varions incident particles experimentally obtained with one set of foils were analyzed, which
enabled the inhomogeneity contribution to be taken into account.
The data are in a good agreement with the predictions of Ref /8/.
However, these results cover the area oc ï 2 and their accuracy
is defined by the accuracy of heavy particle ( ions Li) ionization loss knowlegde.
Work /10/ experimentally showed the nouniformity contribution to be well below straggling. The experimental data for nic-

kel show (Pig.I), that o" - C'A
up to the energies corresponding to the velocity 3.6 Vo (0.7 MeV for deutrons). The deuterium target investigations with molibdenum foil performed in our
institute do not contradict an assumption on the Bohr formula
validity up to E ^3 MeV.
Thus for source under consideration the application of expression 1 is justified at energy straggling calculation. When
destribmg a source with other structural materials the possibility of essential decrease of <£z at low incident particle
energies should be kept in mind. Besides, the material's structure affecting the value of straggling is quite feasible /6,10/.
The foil non-uniformity essentially affects particle energy distribution. The distribution formed in this case is well- described by the Gausaian (Fig.2). Dispersion as a function of
the initial energy can be calculated from the equation

Bohr

4

^

Vc

.6
A A
V-"- -- - - - - - - - - - -Bohr

0.5

10

15

2.0
E (MeV)

Pig.I. Energy straggling depending on incident particle
energy according to the data of Ref /10/.
The arrows indicate energies corresponding to
the velocity 3.6 Vo.

a particle escape Probability in the interval of angles 9~9 + d
is determined by the Expression:

P(0) -- (29/01) &*/J (' ( */0J V

4

1500 where
»e - is an. angle of the e-fold distribution decrease.
For practical calculations it is reasonable to adopt approximated expression (4), after the value oç determination on the

basis of consistent theoretical models /11/» The parameters required for the angle
^e
calculation are:
Oi
is the
angle for which on an average there is only one scattering with

WOO -

the angle
0 > Q^
,
oo
- is the critical angle associated with shielding and
the function B, which is the solution of the equation
- °
Qf = 01565

500-

jà

i——i——i

300 320 340

Fig.2.

560 MO

oL - particle spectru with E=7.68 Mev
measured by a semi-conductor with
o
molibdenuBi foil u% = 6.4i> mg/cm ,
Se. = 0.46 mg/cm (a) and. without
foil ( b ) . 0 £ = 42.1 KeV, o^ = 201 KeV.
The golid line shows the function of
normal distribution.

Equation (3) is valid, if non-uniformlties of the inlet and outlet foi] surfaces °e are non-Intel-correlated. It should be poin-
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ted out, that value og_ can be essentially varied for different foils, that 13 why it should be determined experimentally.
An important factor affecting not only the distribution, but
also the mean neutron energy is the angular straggling. A detailed analysis of theoretical models is given in Ref /11/. According to this wirk
90/£> of particles in the angular range
0° ^ & <
6° are described by the normal distribution function. For these angles the assumption
Stn-Q -9
13 valid and

p ,V

f/c

- are the pulse and particle rate. Upon determining the

parameters from equation (5) (the function B 13 tabulated in
Ref /11/), the value &f. can be calculated from the formula:

Ref /11 / determines the limits of the theory applicability:
1. The value G

is approximately equal to the number of

collisions in the foil. The theory is inherently statistical, so
this value must be suffeciently high
10-20. If C ~ 15, then
ê - 2.7.
2. The theory does not take into accomt the energy variation when particle goes through the foil. The theory is supposed
to be valid if AF/60^. 20%, In this case it is required apply the
mean energy

t - f„ - o S AE
The theoretical calculations were verified in a number of experimental investigations, e.g. /12,13/. At low energy losses
J£"/£•„< 0.<d a good agreement of the theory and experiment is observed. The disagreements increase as ?o decreases and Z increases.
In Ref /13/ the correction functions allowing the theory and experiment being in agreement with an accuracy ~ 5% are determined .
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0£ - is calculated by formulae (5,6).

M t.

Equations (9)

were obtained in the quasiclassical approximation

which is valid with an accuracy 0.1-0.3$ for the Initial energies
1.2. Reaction kinematics and Geometrical factor

The factors considered in this section essentislly vary with
the experimental conditions. Qualitative consideration of the typical distribution functions is qiven in Hef /14/. In the case of
a point detector and an extended target, at distance to the detec-

tor comparable with the target length: <P(£/ ~ (">»ji * ej~2
At large distances the distribution has an retangular form. In the
case of a point source and a cylindrical detector the energy distribution is close to the uniform one. To obtain distribution functions in the real geometry a dependence of neutron formation reaction cross-section and their energy an the angle of escape should
be taken into consideration. For the accurate calculation it is convenient to apply cross-sections /15/ recommended, which are represented in the form of Legendre polynomial expansion of the angular
distribution in the system of the centre of mass. The neutron energy and the reaction cross-section in the laboratory system can be
calculated by formulae /16/
where

^ 10 VieV.
1.3. Neutron Flux Distribution Calculation

The most natural way for distribution function calculation
taking into account all the above peculiarities is the Monte-

Carlo modelling. The results of this calculation using the code
developed in IPPE are shown in Fig. 3. They were obtained for the

at

<?', u' - is the cross-section and cosine of the angle in the

system of the centre of mass. For the reaction

-

Mï
7/1

75

7,6

Pig.3. Neutron flux energy distribution

function for various distances from
the target to the detector 7 cm ———

and 2 cm - - - - - .

7,9 .

following conditions: incident particles are uniformly distributed
over a circle of a diameter 0.5 cm, the entrance foil is of Mo of
f
*?
a thickness 8.08 mg/cm2 , OR.
= 0.1 mg/cm
, the gas pressure is
210 torr, the target length is 5 cm, a distance from the target
end to the detector is L = 7 cm, 2 cm, the detector diameter is
1.9 cm, the thickness - is 0.11 cm, the deutron energy is 4.5 MeV.
The detector is located at an angle 0°,
Depending on the experimental conditions the above-mentioned
factors have different influence upon the mean energy and it's
dispersion. For example taking into account the angular straggling varies the mean neutron energy by -^ 8 KeV. Partial components of neutron energy dispersion for the mentioned conditions
are listed in Table I,
Table I.

Value under examination
Scattering due to neutron escape angle
(L=7 cm) and energy losses in the target
Charged particle beam size

, KeV
19.8

7.4

Angular straggling

19.9

Energy straggling

23.5

Non-uniformity of foil

2.2 Incident Particle Energy Determination
The most accurate measurement of charged particle energy, to
be more exact analyzing magnet calibration, is made in the method

of thereshold and resonance reactions. Nowadays an accuracy ~40 ev
( ~ 0.01%) has been reached. A review of reference energies as

well as methods of measurement is given in Refs./17-19/, that is
why there is no need to discuss this method in detail.
The requirement to the energy determination accuracy in the
neutron experiments is more moderate - 0.2%, this accuracy can
be achieved in other in certain cases more convenient methods.
Ref /20/ suggests a method, which enables the proton energy
to be measured with an accurace " 0.4 KeV in any point of the interval 0,9 - 2 MeV. It is based on measuring the
"jf -ray energy
formed in the direct proton capture reaction
0( p,]f ). In this
case a •£ -rays energy is E y = E + Q (Q = 600.7 ± 0.4 KeV). This
energy is an the range of well-know standards, which allows the
spectrometer scale to be accurately calibrated.
The anthors of Ref /21/ suggested employing an inelastic scattering reaction for energy measurenent. For certain nuclei, e.g.
Al, Pe the lowest level's energies are known with high accuracy (Table 2) and are well-separated from each other.
Table 2
Scheme of Nuclear Levels

9.0
JJO

2. Experimental Determination of Neutron Source
Characteristics

I
2

The experimental technique may be adopted both for all most
essential values required for neutron source calculation: accelerated particle energy, energy loss in target materials, geometrical factors; and the mean neutron energy, the distribution function of the neutron, energy dispersion. Let the methods of determining these values be considered.
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3
4

5

27

Al /22/
KeV

843.76 ± 0.03
1014.46 + 0,04
2210.5 ± 0.60
2734.0 ± 0.99
2981,1 + 0.90

5b

Pe /23/
KeV

846.755 + 0.014
2085.05 i 0.03
2657.52 + 0.04

A semi-conductor detector is located at an angle 90° to the

incident particle beam. In this cage, equation (9) is transformed
to the form :
E. - £ ———
- ——
Q<10
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Û

- is the excitation energy of the l-th level (i=0-k).
j* MZ/MI

K + ML ~ "3, + "<,
On the basis of ratio (10) a set of equations for the scale calibration and energy measurement can be obtained:

where X-^ - is the number of the channel of a centre for the i-th
peak,

4<, - is the energy loss correction in the scattering foil.
Therefore there are 4-6 equations from which E,a,b

con be

determined with the least-square method. This method of energy measurement can be employed for the determination of charged particle
energy in a wide energy range 3-10 MeV for varions accelerated particles. The accuracy of the method is (0.1 - 0.2)'S.
The similar ratios were applied in Ref /24Y to measure the
energy in the backseat tering method.
The time-of-flight method was realized in 1PPE. It requires
pulsed mode (1-2 ncec) and an ion path of flight ;> 5 m. A small
part of the accelerated particle beam hits the slits after the analyzing magnet, another portion ^oes through the slits and hits the
target located at the ion-pipe end. Near the slits and the target
there are two scincillation detectors of f -quanta and neutrons.
A distance from the source to the detectors 10 choaen so as
to provide good separation of events from the f -quanta and neutrons.
The starting pulses from the detectors arrive at a single time
converter. The frequency of stopping pulses 10 reduced by a factor
of two relative to the accelerated particle pulse frequency. This
lay-out of the experiment permits the simulteneons measurement of
the particles 'time-of -flight and the time converter channel width.
The inter-detector time shift is measurable if they are placed together in the vicinity of a single source. With the path length
6 m and the accuracy of its determination -0.5 cm, this method
provides the energy measurement with an accuracy (0.2-0.3)% in the
deutron energy range -S 9 MeV. The method is absolute, simple in realization, allows measuring an energy of any particles in a wide

energy range. The energy measurement accuracy basically is determined by the path length available.
2.2. Measurement of neutron energy and distribution
function
The mean neutron energy can be determined through measuring
the near-resonance transmission in the total cross-section with
well-known energy. If the resonance width is well below the neut-

ron flirt distribution function width, then these experiments may
also result the information on the distribution function. A list
of resonances with the well-known energy is given in /28/. The

experiments on the determination of neutron energy from the gas
1?
deuterium target held in IPPE utilized a resonance
0(6.293 +,
± 0.005) MeV in the total carbon cross-section. The measurements
were conducted with tune-selection mode to reduce the background.
The accuracy of -transmission measurement ~3% was basically determined by the peak integration accuracy. The experimental aet-up
is typical for measuring the total cross-sections in the transmission method. Pig.4 shows the experimental data and the result of
the theoretical calculation of transmission on the basis of the
rations given in section I. A good agreement of the calculated and
experimental function shows that the distribution function of a
neutron flux from the source 10 determined properly. Note, that
there were no free parameters in the calculation, all the values
required ,;ere determined experimentally or calculated from the
theoretical models.
The neutron energy can be determined in the transmission
method in separate points, however a good agreement of the theory
and experiment enables us to assume, that the mean energy can be
determined fairly accurately (10-15) KeV m a wide energy range.

In /25/ on the basis of the time-of-flight experiments a neutron energy dispersion was determined depending on the angle of
escape. The results are in a satisfactory agreement with the analitical approach taking into account all the factors considered in
section I. The neutron distribution function can also be measured
in the similar expérimenta. Hef /26/ gives the results of the like

(1.5-2)5» for deutron energies 5-10 MeV /15/. The nuclear density
in the target ia measured with an accuracy ~ 1%. Talcing wito account the geometrical factor error and the current measurement
(1-2)%, the absolute neutron yield can be expected to be calculated by an error ~*3%. However, only relative flux variation on the
distance to the target can be calculated with a good accuracy
( ~ 2%).
In Ref /27/ it is noted, that the neutron yield is systematically below the calculated one, the difference increase with the
gas pressure in the target. A lower neutron yield abserved in our
investigations as well. The data given in Pig.5 indicates not only
of the presence of the yield dependence on pressure, but probably
of its decrease aa the mean particle current increases. A great

ZISOO

22000

22500

23000

y «/•„
0,9

Fig.4. Carbon transmission functions depending on
nuclear-magnetic resonance frequency.

Points — experiment. The solid line shows
transmission withont averaging, the broken
one - calculation taking into account distribution functions. The carbon cross- section is taken from ENDP/B-V.

measurements for 2.7 MeV energy neutrons formed in the litheum
target. The measurent were performed at a path length ~ 40 m. A
satisfactory agreement with the theoretical calculation is pointed ont.
3. Theoretical Predictions of Absolute Yield from
the Source
The gas deuterium target is a well-simulated neutron source.
237 The D(d,n) reaction cross-section is known with an accuracy
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Pig.5. Dependence of neutron yield observed on
the mean current value for pressures
200 torr , and 000 torr 0 . The line
is drawn by eye through the experimental

points and
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spread of points, which essentially exceeds the experimental accuracy, is paid much attention to. This is indicative of the existence of the unknown factor affecting the neutron flux.
If the yield decrease is associated with the energy dessipation in the target resulting in local increase of the gas temperature and density reduction, the mean neutron energy increase
must be observed. This phenomenon is currently the main source of
mean neutron energy calculation uncertainty in the gas target, and

its investigation must be paid a serious attention to.
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PRODUCTION OF FAST NEUTRONS WITH TARGETS
OF THE HYDROGEN ISOTOPES - SOURCE PROPERTIES
AND EVALUATION STATUS OF THE CROSS-SECTIONS
M. DROSG
Institut für Experimentalphysik,
University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria
Abstract
An updating survey of the three basic monoenergetic neutron sources
3
3
2
3
3
4
H(p,n) He, H(d,n) He and H(d,n) He is given including the inverse
1
3
2
4
reactions H(t,n) He and H(t,n) He. Source properties and the
accuracy of the differential cross sections are discussed. In
addition fast neutron production by t-T and by inverse (p,n)
17
7
reactions (e.g. H( Li,n) Be) and inverse (d,n) reactions is
considered.

II. MONOENERGETIC NEUTHONS FROM REACTIONS AMONG THE HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

The sources and their properties are discussed with some length in a
contribution to the new Handbook on Nuclear Activation CrossSections 3) . There also the presently recommended absolute differ
ential cross sections of the reactions can be found for projectile
energies up to 16 MeV. Additional overview information is given in
4)
the forerunner of this paper
(including break-up neutrons and neu
2 5)
tron production up to 40 MeV) and in other recent publications '
The basic figure of merit of a clean monoenergetir neutron source is
the specific neutron yield, i.e. the number of neutrons with the

right energy (whithin the desired energy resolution) per projectile
particle. A general comparison of various sources must therefore
start out with this property. Usually neutrons emitted at 0' are
used. Therefore Fig.1 gives the energy dependence of the specific 0"
neutron yield in pure targets for various popular sources for an

energy resolution of 10 keV.
Starting out with the specific yield, some more individual parameters must be taken into account to establish the "best" source
I. HTTHODUCTION

(i.e

the most intense source, if background is negligible)

Under the assumption that projectiles of the correct type and energy
Evaluations of the differential cross sections for fast »onoenergetic
neutron production by the hydrogen isotopes have been Meliorated
from tine to tu 1,2,3) by incorporating new data. At the same tine

the highest neutron energy covered by the evaluations was increased.
Since the last survey of these reactions4) only few papers became
available. Nevertheless, the reliability of the evaluated data now
appears to be nuch increased.
Other fast neutron sources using targets of hydrogen isotopes include

are available, the following characteristics of the set-up must be
considered
current capability of the accelerator
- maximum local heating (current density) in the target (or
entrance foil in gas targets)
- maximum global power dissipation in the target
degradation of energy resolution (by straggling in the target
structure, by the finite time resolution in TOF experiments,

the (white) t-T reaction and the inverse (p,n) and (d,n) reactions.
The interest in the inverse reactions has been increasing in recent
years due to the development of bunched heavy ion sources that allow
neutron time-of-flight (TOF) technique for neutron detection. This is
17
7
239 true especially for the H( Li,n) Be source.

etc )

To give an example of how the actual neutron flux is connected with
the specific neutron yield, Table 1 compares neutron fluxes of the
p-T and the d-D reaction in an energy range where specific neutron

nin

1

3
H(t,n) He, formed the backbone for a réévaluation

yields ot the two reactions do not differ much. From this it is clear

inverse reaction

that in this energy range p-T is better by about a factor of two. The

at lower energies which included also the recent Chinese data7)
f] c\
giving improved Legendre coefficients '

smaller background and the better time resolution (because of the
highei piojeetile velocity) in the p T case, giveh even an
appreciable higher factor tat least in TOP experiments).

T ABI F l

TABLE 2

Y i e l d Comparison for Equal Total N e u t r o n Knc-rgy Spread (FW1IM=100 k e V )
2
the Same Power ( 0 . 2 W) in a 5.3 mg/cra Molybdenum Entrance

arid foi

3

3

H(p,n) He Differential Cross-Section Measurements Which are Not

Included in Previous Evaluations (Symbols in accordance with Ref.l)

Koi 1 of j Gas Target. ( A l l energies in M e V . )

Symbol

Author(s)

Ref.

Method

N e u t r o n data

P r o j e c t i l e - data

Aug.Range

Proton Energy

(c.n.,deg.) (lab.,MeV)

Absolute Data

DH85

geo

m
8 MeV Neutrons.

p T

8.957

0.136 0.040

0 0 1 2 1 . 4 7 0.051 0.080

d D

5 115

0.307

0 . 0 1 3 0.65

0.043

0.040

0.024

0.083

8.361.0

0.026

7.66 0.4

10 MeV Neutrons.
p-r

10.941

d D

0.118

7.134 0.252

0.040

0.043

0.015 1 . 7 0

0.017 0.79

0.052

0.043

0.079

0 082

Drosg et al.

6

n.TOF

47...180

2...6.4

Relative Distributions

YI81

Chen Ying et al.

7

0...120

1.3,1.8

DR85

Drosg et al.

6

n.TOF

0...144

2.22,3.00

8

n.TOF

0

9.77...14.77

0.030 10.9 1.5

0.032 12.5 0.8

Break-up Data
TH82

Thanbidurai et al.

a) energy uf accelerated projectile
b) energy loss in entrance foil
( ) corret tion of beam energy to give the uori ect mean neutron energy
at an opening angle of ±f> '
d) maximum < ui rent for a power of 0.2 W dj&.sipated in the entrance

foil

New integrated break-up data

confin» the previous solution

extending the energy range by 1 MeV down to 9.77 MeV. Unfortunately

r l KWHM of energy smearing due to energy straggling

the new double differential break-up data were not compared with

f) specific yield

previous spectra9) , although 5 of the 6 projectile energies coincide.

n.sr . pC

for an energy loss in the gas

resulting in a 10 keV neutron energy spread
O

_•!

_ 1

g) flux in units of 10 n.sr .s

Another aspect of the new evaluation la the reaoval of the data

labeled JA56B

in the evaluation of Liskien and Paulsen

. After

studying the Progress Reports of the Physics Division of LASL

of

12

IÏ•A. PROTON-TBITON REACTION

the late fities, it became clear that the data labeled PK59

Table 2 summarizes measurements not included into previous
fi "i

contain the revised JA56B data so that they are not independent data

evaluations. New data

by this author, measured mainly by the

sets.

^

As shown in Table 1 , the p-T reaction is superior to the d-D
reaction even for neutron energies where the specific neutron yield

(see Fig.l) is smaller

For special application« (e.g. elastic

scattering) it is also by far superior to the d-T reaction, even at
the "14 MeV resonance. There its specific yield is 27 times higher.
In TOF experiments this advantage is further greatly enhanced by a

•uch better time resolution

An even better source than p-T is the reaction
Fig

1 H ( t , n ) *?He as shown in

1 Its specific neutron yield at 0" is the highest of all

competitive sources over practically all the energy range between

0 6 and 20 MeV. Its practical use as monoenergetic source has been
demonstrated several times '

There not only the high yield but

also the special kinematic situation of this reaction vs very

advantageous

neutrons are only emitted into a forward cone giving

less room background and simplifying shielding

200

The half angle 8 of this cone at the projectile energy B can be

derived from the (nonrelativistic) equation

100 —

M
2 M 4 (1 - E
sin 2 6 = -f——1
-i t - h
M M
E
T 3
p

The masses M are those of the projectile, the target, the neutron
and of the residual nucleus resp , K . is the threshold energy of the
reaction (here, E.. = 3.051 MeV). The monoenergetic range extends to
17 64 MeV neutron energy. Actually there are two neutron groups at 0'
O

1 O\

with the lower energetic one negligible in energy and intensity ' '
in most cases. The background from (t,n) reactions in the target

structure can usually be corrected for by a separate background run
with the empty target.

The t-H source is probably the best source for neutron radiotherapy
because of the possibility to tailor the neutron emission spectrum by
chosing target thickness and projectile energy in such a way that

intrinsically no neutrons below 10 MeV are produced

17 18)

'

. At the

save time, the neutron yield is comparable with other choices (see
10

20

Table 3). With a gas target allowing the dissipation of 100 W19)
12
-1 —1
1.10 n sr sec
can be achieved in the 0' direction. Below 10 MeV
o

Fiq.

1. Energy dependence of the specific O°

neutron yield for an energy resolution of
10 keV. Except for d-T and t-D the thick
curves indicate the monoenergetic range. The

241

index TT denotes the second neutron group (at
18O in the c . m . system).

only neutrons from the target structure and the second line
present. The intensity of the latter is only 5 10

* c\

are

of the primary

line and its average energy is 0.03 MeV (for the conditions given in
Table 3). The neutron background from the target structure cannot be

predicted without experimental data.

TABLE 3

242

the same c.m. energy the triton energy is thrice that of the proton
energy so that the absolute energy loss in the target becomes the

Comparison of Neutron Yield and Energy Data for the H(t,n) He,
2H(d,n) and 9Be(d,n) Reactions in the Forward Direction for Particle
Beams of 25 MeV and an Effective Target Thickness of 10 MeV
Reaction
Type

Neutron Yield
,,
-1, )
n10
(10
n.sr -1 . nc

relative energy loss is only on third in the t-H case giving thrice
the neutron yield in the same cross section range.

Average Neutron Energy
(MeV)

t H

10.5

13.8

d Da

15.5

13.2

d-Be' b)

11

11

a) fro« Table 1 of Ref. 19
b) derived from values given in Table 1 of Ref.

same (because of the sane velocity of the projectiles). Thus, the

LEGEND
= U 30°)
= Cu(30°)
= A 1(30°)
= Be(30°)

19

One could also consider using t-H w i t h a thick target as a "white"
fast neutron source. For the »onoenergetic range (neutrons between
0.6 and 17.6 MeV) the spectrum can easily be predicted ( f u l l line in
Fig.

2). It is worthwhile to compare this neutron yield with that of

the spallation source of WNR at Los Alamos under the assumption of
equal dissipated power in the target (800 W) as done in Fig. 2. In

this figure some more information is given: the meagre yield of the
"14 MeV" d-T resonance (even for a gas target), and the continuation
of the specific monoenergetic neutron yield of t-H beyond the
break-up threshold. At higher energies the break-up cross section

becomes increasingly larger than that of the two-body reaction (see
e.g.

Ref.20) so that for triton energies sufficiently higher than the

threshold energy of 25 MeV the 1 MA specific yield curve of t-H will
grossly underestimate the reality.

When the total neutron output (integrated over solid angle) of p-T
and t-H at the same center—of-mass energy is compared, a curious fact

appears: although the cross sections involved are the same, the
neutron output for t-H is threefold! The explanation is simple: at

NEUTRON E N E R G Y [ M e V ]

Fiq.
2. Specific neutron yield of a spallation
source (LAMPF, 8OO MeV) at 30° and of the t-H
source at O° (lowest c u r v e ) . The solid part of
the curve covers the "monoenergetic" range.
Adjustment to the same dissipated power in the
target gives a yield according to the upper
solid curve. The maximum specific yield of the
"14 MeV" d-T resonance is given, too.

II.B. DEUTERON-DEUTERON REACTION
Table 4 sumnarizes measurements not included into previous
evaluations.

TABLE 4

2
3
H(d,n) He Differential Cross

Section Measurements Which

are Not

Included in Previous Evaluations (Symbols in accordance with Ref. l)

Method

Ref.

Symbol

Author(s)

OK79
JA85

Okihana et al
Jarmie et al.

Ang. Range Deut. Energy
(c.m.,deg.) (lab.,MeV)

Absolute Data

26
21

6...90
25...125

He
3

He

13.2
0.02...0.12

Fig. 3. Predicted integrated cross sections

of 2H(d,n)3He (solid line, Ref. 25) and
verifying data (FE70, Ref. 24).

Relative Distributions
J080

22

Jones

20...95

He

18...26

TABLE 5

The main activities were at very low energies:21) and at higher
. 22)
energies
. The former data were included into the recent
3)
evaluation
of this reaction. The latter confirmed a previous
23) based on a rather incomplete
evaluation between 20 and 39.8 MeV
24)
data set
which, however, agreed very well with the postulated
energy dependence of the integrated cross section 25) as shown in

3H(d,n)4He Differential Cross Section Measurements Which are Not
Included in Previous Evaluations (Symbols in accordance with Ref.l)
Symbol Author(s)

Fig. 3. The low energy data support the anisotropy given by Liskien 1)
so that a revision which seemed necessary 4) was superfluous. The new
*}C-i \

data at 13.2 MeV

agree with the current

evaluation reasonably

well, if the scale of the data is raised by 4.8* and the zero degree

Ref.

Method

Ang. Range

Deut. Energy

(c.m.,deg.)

(lab., MeV)

Absolute data
IV68
JA84

Ivanovich et al.
Jamie et al.

27

4

29

4

He
He

4

120. ..150

..11

0.01. . . . 0 . 0 8

30. ..135

position adjusted by +0.4".

U.C. PEUTKBON-THITON-8KACTIOH
Table 5
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summarizes

evaluations.

measurements

not included

into

previous

The three charged particle excitation functions
11 MeV proved

very valuable for

because they provide back

checking the

27)

between 4 and
2)
1978 evaluation'

angle data. There the neutron data are

244

expected to have the biggest systematic errors. After a single scale
adjustment of +2.8 X (the scale uncertainty given for these data

is

3 X) nil three excitation functions coincided very well with the pre28) Inclusion of these new data gave only
dictions of the evaluation
small changes below 7 MeV down to 3 MeV,28) These changes together
29) were included in
with those due to the new very low energy data
the latest evaluation 3)

Ü
Q. 10'

t-H(O')

o

c
O 10'

ai
The use of this reaction for producing "14 MeV" neutrons is subject
of a special session at this Meeting. Therefore it will not be
covered in this paper.

1-0 <80°)

z

o
DC
UJ

For the sane reasons as explained in part A the integrated neutron
2
4
yield from H(t,n) He is 1.5 times that of d-T when the sane portion
of the center-of-mass cross sections is involved. This can also be
noticed in Fig. 4 where neutron yields of d-T at 0' and 90' are
compared with those of t-D at the same angles, and with that of t-H
at 0". From this figure it is clear that t-D at 90" is quite
advantageous even if the peak in a practical application will be
lower and wider because of beam straggling which was not taken

into

«-0(0")

d-T(90°)
10'

z
o
IL

o
111
Q_

<n 10
140

14.5

15.0

15.S 16.0

NEUTRON ENERGY[MeV]

Fig. 4. Comparison of specific neutron yields of
monoenergetic sources near 14 MeV for pure tar-

account in this figure. Thus, t-H has at least an order of magnitude

gets. Inclusion of beam straggling into the calculation would lower the maximum and widen the

higher yield and additional advantages, like

width of the peaks.

lower room background

and better timing characteristics.
III. INVKHSB REACTIONS WITH HYDROGEN AND DEUTBHIUM TABSBTS

Another advantage of t-D over d-T is the higher monocnergetic energy

Nowadays, the technology is available to

Iimit3\ namely 23.0 MeV rather than 20.5 MeV.

produce bunched heavy ion

beams with sufficient intensity for neutron work. Therefore
II.D. TRITOH-TBITON-8KACTION

The

H(t,n) reaction does

not produce monoenergetic neutrons.

(p,n) and ( d , n )
production

reactions should

be

considered for

inverse

neutron

However, it is of some importance in the fusion program. Therefore
21)
its low energy cross sections were measured recently

The advantage of inverse reactions is

At high enough energy

b) the containment of neutron emission into a forward cone, if the

one would expect

an intense white

neutron

spectrum due to the fact that two thirds of the nucléons are
neutrons30). For complete break-up tritons of at least 34 MeV are
necessary. Data only up to 19 MeV have been taken
. So it is still
unclear how good such a source would be.

a) the wider

monoenergetic neutron production range

two body reaction is endothermic.
The advantage of such a containment was discussed above (see H . A . ) .
There, the general formula
given, too.

for the opening angle

of the cone

is

/5

III.A. INVERSE (p.n) REACTIONS

I

I

Most of the practical (p,n) reactions are endothermic. In these cases
the neutrons fron the inverse reactions are contained into a forward
cone, thus enhancing the zero degree yield kinematically and

simplifying the experimental

set-up because of

^U Me/

the reduced

background.
Table 6 gives relevant data

for some selected reactions

involving

Eno =10MeV

lighter nuclei. The range of monoenergetic neutron production is
given and the maximum opening angle 8in (at the upper limit of this
range)

Fig. 5 shows

that a reaction requiring

energy must be chosen if the

a high projectile

neutrons of a given energy should

be

contained in a narrow cone.

Reaction Data for Monoenergetic Neutron Production by Some Inverse (
Reactions at 0'

React ion

b)

E (MeV)

i

o

P

H(t,n)°He
V 7Li,n)7Be
i
H( io„Be ,n)10B
1

10

H( B, n)

3.051
13.095
2.478

E (MeV)
n
0.573

E (MeV)b)
P
25. Oil

1 .439

25. 732
51. 267
92. 284
122. 986
121.821
157.248
172. 138
129. 284
149.908

0.206

C

48.492

4.031

H( 11B,n)UC
14
V c,n)14N

32.967

2.534

9.323

0.584

*H( UN,n) 0

98.302

5.533

L

15

15

N,n) 0
18
o,
n) F
H(

56.177

V 19F,n)19Ne

79.824

V
1
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Upper Lin it.)

Threshold

45.980

3.316
2.310

3.821

30

0

TABLE 6

a) Limit for 3-body break-up with neutron «•ission
b) projectile energy

E (MeV)
n
17 .640
8.184
16 .659

21 .924
32 .659
29 .449
27 .298
33 .806
21 .156
20 .386

8 (deg)
m
69 .6
44 .5
77 .2
43 .5
58.8
73 .9
41 .5
55 .1
53 .4
43 .1

Fig. 5. Required terminal voltage of a tandem Van de
Graaff for the acceleration of f u l l y stripped heavy
ions (with charge Z) to produce neutrons of a maximum
energy E no inside a cone with a maximum opening angle
9m via inverse ( p , n ) reactions. The curves are only
meant to guide the eye.
The »ost prominent inverse ( p , n ) reaction is

1

3

H(t,n) He. It has been

dealt with in Sec. H.A. The only other reaction of this table
*3Q\

1 7 7

1 1 A \

up to now00'' is the *H( Li.n) Be reaction

l5l H;

° . Its specific

used

yield

at 0* is compared with that of the other reactions in Tig. 1. Except
near the threshold (i.e. for neutrons between 1.4 MeV and 1.9
the p-T reaction snd the t-H reaction have a higher yield.

MeV),

Contrary

to t-H the second neutron group at 0* (corresponding to ISO* C.B.) is
in most cases not negligible, neither in energy nor intensity. Around
0.55 MeV neutron energy this second

line is even the most

intense

"»onoenergetic" neutron source (see Fig. 1). The center-of-»ass cross
sections can be calculated fro« the Legendre coefficients of the
7
7
35)
Li(p,n) Be reaction
after adjustment of the energy by a factor of
6.9637 and changing the angle 6 to 180*-8. The status of the eva-

Olfi

luation of this reaction

will be presented independently

TABLE 7

at this

Meeting 36). However, it is worthwhile to note that there seems to be
7
33)
an energy shift of about 50 keV between measured Li-H data
and
the evaluated p- 7Li data 35 )(see Fig.6). This figure shows the energy

Kinematics Data for Selected

dependence of the anisotropy of p- Li for the two cases.

Reaction Type

Multiline Neutron Sources by

Inverse

(d,n) Reactions (All energies in MeV)
2-Body Reaction

3-Body Neutron Reaction

En(0')*)

0

Threshold

0

III.B. INVERSE (d.n) REACTIONS

2

H( 1 3 C,n) 1 4 N

5.326

13.236

16.587

-2.225

No measurements

V 7 Al,n) 2 8 Si
V°Si,n) 31 P

9.361

13.288

8.987

-0.624

5.072

13.561

35.331

2

6.640

8.836

5.057

-2.225
-0.309

6.466

10.895

6.442

-1.079

4.361

4.908

0.547

-0.100

suggested as

have been

reported. Some reactions have been
32)
relative standards
providing multiline neutron

spectra (see Table 7).

2

H ( 3 1 P.n) 3 2 S
9

10

H( Be.n) B

: neutron energy, at th

Advantages of inverting the reaction are:

At the same center-of-mass energy

higher neutron energies are

tained so that the energy gap between primary neutrons and

o
l—
-c

from the deuteron break-up is appreciable

I—I

ob-

neutrons

larger. In parallel, the

spacing between the neutron lines from the excited levels is wider in
the inverse case

which is beneficial

for a multiline reference

spectrum.

1 IV. EVALUATION STATUS AMD DATA NEEDS
Evaluations using Legendre polynomials for the presentation of the

absolute differential cross sections are available for neutron
1-3 23)
7
production by the hydrogen isotopes
'
and for the Li-H

2. 4
PROTON ENERGY

2. 9

reaction

35) The status of the latter reaction will be discussed in-

.36)
dependently at this Meeting

[ MeV ]
IV.A. PBOTON-THITON BBACTION

Fig. 6. Ratio of the center-of-mass cross sections at
180° and O° of the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction. Full
line from Ref. 35, broken line from Ref. 33.

o c\

The most recent evaluation '

energies up to

gives Legendre coefficients for proton

16 MeV. The scale error

of the evaluated data

increases from about ±1.5 * between 10 and 16 MeV to about ±4 *

at 3 MeV and below. The shape error of the angular distributions
less than ±3 X

over most of

the energy range

(see Fig.7).

is

The

uncertainty in the 0' position is typically ±0.1* with a maximum of
±0.6" near 3 MeV. The energy uncertainty is about ±0.02 MeV,
decreasing with decreasing energy.
When neasuring differential cross sections

of this reaction it

is

very important to determine the effective energy and the effective
0" direction accurately. Otherwise the data will contribute only
little to an improvement of the present evaluation.
Especially at lower energies

be acceptable there.
IV.B.

' 10

I5

angular and beam straggling 37) could

play an important role. When measuring the charged particle branch of
the reaction, the magnitude of the multiple scattering correction
might be appreciable larger than the combined uncertainties. Properly
corrected new accurate measurements are worthwhile below 10 MeV, especially near the threshold, around 3 MeV and near 8 MeV. Above
20 MeV only few data are available.4) so that less accurate data will

05

0.02 005 0.1 02
0.5 1 2
5 /O 20
PROJECTILE ENERGY [MeV]

Fig. 7. Shape uncertainties of the angular distributions of monoenergetic neutron sources. The full
curves qive worst case errors, the others give
estimated orobable errors.

DKUTKBQH-DBUTKBOM 8BACTIOH

The latest evaluation

20

3) gives Legendre coefficients for deuteron

energies up to 15 MeV. The energy range up to 40 MeV is covered in a
separate report23)
The scale uncertainty between 5 and 17 MeV is about ±1 X increasing
to about ±5 % at 1.5 MeV and at 20 MeV (and above). Below 0.1 MeV the
scale error is ±1.5 X. The shape error is ±1 X between 5 and 10 MeV,
increasing to about ±4 X at 17 MeV and ±10 X at 20 MeV and above.
Below 3 MeV the maximum shape uncertainty can be read from Fig. 7.
The 0* position has an error of ±0.1* and the projectile energy a
typical uncertainty of ±0.02 MeV decreasing with decreasing energy
p
O
The accuracy of the differential cross sections of the H(d,n) He
reaction around 5 MeV is so good that it has been recommended as a
38)

standard .
Deviations of new measurements
bearing

because

these

39)

of the order of 5 to 10 X have

(preliminary)

data

have

internal

inconsistencies (in c.n. they are not symmetric around 90").

24Î

no

23)
The evaluation at energies above 20 MeV
is strongly suppported by
22)
later data
when taken as relative angular distributions. Not

reproduced is the energy dependence which was established
previously 25) and verfied afterwards 24 ) (see Fig.3). An explanation
for this discrepancy might be an

insufficient charge collection in

the Faraday cup because of the high deuteron energy (it must collect
the protons of the

break-up, too')- This

would give a

deviation

increasing w i t h energy as observed.
2
3
A main problem with data of the H(d,n) He reaction lies in the un-

certainty of the 0' direction as demonstrated in Table 8. A change in
the 0* direction by only 0.1* (in the c.m. system) results in cross

IV.C. DEUTBHON-TRITON-RKACTION

TABLE 8
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The latest evaluation3) gives Legendre coefficients
Systematic Deviations of Selected

H(d,n) He Data at Higher Energies

energies up to 16 MeV. The coefficients for
oo \

10 MeV have been published before

from the Evaluation

in the 1978 evaluation

Symbola)
JA76

OK79
HE77
JOSO
J080
J080

J080
VA63

J080

Energy
(MeV)
12.305
13.2
17.5
18.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
25.3
26.0

for deuteron

energies between 3 and

2\

and those between 7 and 19 MeV

.

Scale Dev.

Dev. of 0" Position

The scale uncertainty is about ±1.3 X below 0.1 MeV rising to

X

(de«.,lab)

±4 X near 2 5 MeV, falling to 2 X at 4 MeV and to 1.5 X at higher
28)
energies. As pointed out before
there is an indication that the

0.0

+ 1.1
+4.8

-0.4

-2.0

-0.17

scale at higher energies might be high by (1.5 + 0.8)*.
•J
The worst
case shape error 1) increases from 11.4 X at 0.4 MeV to

b)

0.7

±6.5 X at 2.9 MeV. The probable shape error is estimated to be ±3

b)

0.4

at 3 MeV, decreasing to ±1 X between 7 and 10 MeV and then increasing

b)

0.1

again (±2.5 X at 13 MeV, ±5 X at 16.5

b)

0.0

error of ±0.1"

-2.9
b)

-0.57
0.0

and the

mentioned in parts

A and B of this section,

confidence level . Double differential neutron
break-up are sparse4 ). An increase of the data

4 MeV to 2 X at 20 MeV.

kinematic compression.

In this

When the

even more sever«- due to

case, also

of

±0.02 MeV decreasing strongly with decreasing energy.

a) for symbols not included in Table 4 aee Ref. 2 and 4.
b) relative data only

particle is detected, the changes are

X

MeV). The 0' position has an

projectile energy a typical uncertainty

In the 1.5 to 2.5 MeV range new datn, measured with the

section changes from 1 X at

about

He

precautions

could improve

the

spectra from

the

base would be quite

welcome.

the

uncorrected multiple

V. CONCLUSION

scattering contributes to discrepancies as indicated in some data at
higher energies.

The evaluation

of

the

three

hydrogen

reactions

producing

monoenergetic fast neutrons appears to be very reliable for energies

The data base for 2H(d,n)3He appears to be in a very good shape. The
accuracy seems to be sufficient even up to 40 MeV. One accurate

up to about 20 MeV. There are some

small energy ranges left, where

the total uncertainty is ±5 X or more. Most cross sections are known

absolute differential cross section measurement near 1.5 MeV would be

absolutly to about ±3 X or even

helpful to reduce the uncertainty in this region. However, all precautions and corrections mentioned in part A and B of this section
should be adhered to to make the data worthwhile. The analytical
description40) of the neutron energy spectra from the three-body
break-up (i.e. up to 8.9 MeV) appears to be very promising. It should

5 MeV

32)

better (down to ±1.9 X for d-D
3R^

). This accuracy was acknowledged by recommending

at

that the

"absolute differential cross
sections (complete
angular
2
3
distributions) of the H(d,n) He reaction for projectile energies
around 5 MeV and

the zero degrees

cross section for

energies above 3 MeV be applied as a

projectile

neutron flux standard using a

help with the correct background subraction in experiments where d- 0

gas target". New measurements of cross

sections of these reactions

must be used beyond its break-up threshold

are worthwhile only, if the projectile energy is known to better than

0.5 X, the

zero-degree position

to better

than 0.1' and

the

5) C.A. Uttley, "Sources of Monoenergetic Neutrons", pp.19 of

individual angles to about 0.1". In addition, corrections for beam
straggling (energy

and angle) and multiple

scattering (of

the

outgoing charged particle beam, if applicable) must be applied

Ed , Pergamon, Oxford (1983)

if

they are not negligible.

6) M. Drosg, G. Haouat, W. Stoeffel and D.M. Drake, "Differential

Cross Sections of

Among the inverse reactions, the
properties. The

Neutron Sources for Basic Physics and Applications, S. Cierjacks,

t-H source

1
3
H(t,n) He reaction has outstanding

is practically

monoenergetic up to

as intense

"white" neutron
(e.g. 10 MeV) are

produced, makes it a potential source for neutron radiotherapy.
Among the other inverse (p,n) reactions which

National Laboratory report LA-10444-MS (1985)

7) Ch. Ying, Zhu Shengyun, Luo Dexing and Jiang Songsheng, Chinese

source. There, the possibility to tailor the spectrum in such a way
that practically no neutrons below a given limit

Li(n,t) He by Using Triton

Neutron Production Cross Sections up to 12 MeV", Los Alamos

17.6 MeV with the highest specific neutron yield of all monoenergetic
sources. Furthermore it can be used

H(p,n) He and of

Beams Between 5.95 and 19.15 MeV and a Réévaluation of the p-T

Journal Nucl.Phys. 3 375 (1981)
8) P. Tharobidurai, A.G. Beyerle, C.R. Could, Nucl.Instr.
Meth.Phys.Res. 196. 415 (1982)

emit neutrons into a

9) M. Drosg, G.F. Auchampaugh, and F. Gurule, "Neutron Background

forward cone only, up to now only the H( Li,n) Be reaction has been

Spectra and Signal-to-Background Ratio for Neutron Production

used. Although its specific neutron yield is appreciable smaller than

Between 10 and 14 MeV by the Reactions 3H(p,n)3He, ^(t.n^He,
'
•}
and *~H(d,n) He", Report LA-6459-MS, Los Alamos Scientific

that of
H(

t-H, it can be

B,n)

useful in specific applications.

C source appears to be very promising in the

neutron energy range between 10 and

The
interesting

20 MeV41) . It is basically

a

two-line source up to 11.9 MeV and a four-line source up to 20.6 MeV
with a rather high

specific yield. So it would be worthwhile

to

realize it.

Laboratory (1976)
10) G.A. Jarvis, see JA56B in Ref. l
11) I am indebted to D.M. Drake of LANL for providing me with copies

of the relevant pages of the P-Division Progress Reports
12) J.E. Perry, E. Haddad, R.L. Henkel, G.A. Jarvis, and R.K. Smith,

The inverse (d,n) reactions could provide multiline neutron reference
spectra. However, their development as a source depends on the ready
availability of ion sources delivering bunched heavy ions which

are

only now appearing in neutron installations.

see PE59 in Ref. l
13) D.M. Drake, G.F. Auchampaugh, E.D. Arthur, C E. Ragan, and P.G.
Young, Nucl.Sci.Eng. 63, 401 (1977).
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N.W. Hill, and L. Nilsson, "Cross Sections For Neutron-Induced,
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NEUTRON SOURCES WITH LITHIUM TARGET

neutrons leading to the first excited state of

Be at 0.429 MeV is

emitted at proton energies above 2.37 MeV. Liskien and Paulsen have

Y. YAMANOUTI
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai, Ibaraki,
Japan

evaluated neutron production cross sections for the Li(p,nn) Be and
7 7
1
Li(p,n.)
Be reactions for proton energies up to 7 MeV ).
1
7
Groups of neutrons leading to the higher excited states of Be are

Abstract

have relatively weak Intensity compared with neutrons leading to the

produced at higher proton energies.
ground and first excited states.

The

Li(p,n) Be reaction is widely used as a source of monoenergetic

neutrons. Usefulness of the Li(p,n) Be reaction as a monoenergetic

neutron source can be evaluated from the characteristics on zero-degree

However, these groups of neutrons

At higher proton energies unresolved

neutron groups leading to the ground and first excited states are

usually used as a monoenergetic neutron source with energy spread of
about 400 KeV. Usefulness of the Li(p,n) Be reaction as a monoenergetic
neutron source can be evaluated from following characteristics of the

energy spectra, zero-degree cross sections, angular distributions, and

reaction:
total reaction cross sections of the reaction. The

Li(p,n) Be reaction

on a thin lithium target is the most practical source of monoenergetic

1) Zero-degree energy spectra

neutrons with neutron energy spread of about 400 KeV at proton energies
2) Zero-degree cross sections
above 30 MeV.
3) Angular distributions

It is also to be noticed that the Li + p and

Li + d reactions on

4) Total reaction cross sections

thick lithium targets are useful sources of intense neutron beams for
applications where the monoenergetic characteristics are not required.

In these reactions the Li + d reaction produces the zero-degree neutron
yield higher than the

Haouat and Cance have given a review of the Li(p,n) Be reaction data
2
in the previous meeting on neutron source properties held at Debrecen ).

Li + p reaction at the same projectile energy.

It is to be noticed that the
In this paper characteristics of the

Ll(p,n) Be reaction as a

Li -f p and

Li + d reactions on

thick lithium targets are useful sources of intense neutron beams for

monoenergetic neutron source and production of intense neutron beams

applications where the monoenergetic characteristics are not required.

from the Li + p and Li + d reactions are presented.

Data available up to 1977 for the Li + p and

Li + d reactions on

thick lithium targets have been summarized in an article by Lone ).
In this paper characteristics of the Li(p,n) Be reaction as a
monoenergetic neutron source and production of Intense neutron beams

1. Introduction

from the Li + p and

Li + d reactions are presented.

Nuclear data measured with monoenergetic neutron sources are

needed for technological applications and medical programs as well as
studies of neutron nuclear physics. The monoenergetic neutron source
is required to have only one peak in its energy spectrum with small
energy spread.

The

Li(p,n) Be reaction Is widely used as a source of

monoenergetic neutrons.

This reaction produces monoenergetic neutrons

IK] at proton energies between 1.92 and 2.37 MeV.

A second group of

2. Monoenergetic neutrons from thin lithium targets
2.1.

Energy spectra

The Q-value of the

Li(p,n) Be reaction is -1.644 MeV.

The characteristics of the

Li(p,n) Be reaction as a monoenergetic

neutron source can be seen in the zero-degree energy spectra of the

OM

reaction at different proton energies.

The neutron peaks corresponding to the second and higher excited states

The energy spectra from the

are small compared with the main peak.

Li(p,n) Be reaction have been observed in the energy range from 10 to
63.8 M e V ) . Incident proton energies, authors and comments for the

22 MeV

measurements of the energy spectra are listed in table 1. Fig.l

states become relatively large ).

At proton energies of 10 and

neutron groups corresponding to the second and higher excited

shows a zero-degree time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum for the Li(p,n) Be
reaction at E -33 MeV. This TOF spectrum was measured at the JAERI
P
n
tandem accelerator fast neutron facility ). As is seen in fig.l,
the zero-degree TOF spectrum

r

has a main peak corresponding to the

Ep = 33 MeV

ground and first excited states, and has very weakly excited peaks
corresponding to the second and higher excited states at this proton

9

<t
re
o

energy.

= 0°

AEP 2 500 KeV

Table 1

to

Energy Spectra at 0°

Proton Energy Range

L\ ( p,n ) 7Be

Authors

Comments

References

o
o

fe

(MeV)
10.45

M.Anwar

20°, 120°

10,22

C.Poppe

5)

15,20,30

M.McNaughton

6)

30

DeVito

30,50

C. Batty

30,50

C. Batty

4)

100

CHANNEL
Fig.

TOF spect.

10°, 40°

7)

1.

300

200

NUMBER

Zero-degree time-of-flight spectrum for the

Li(p,n) Be

reaction at E =33MeV.
P

8)
2.2. Zero-degree cross sections
9)

The zero-degree cross sections of the Li(p,n) Be reaction are

directly related to the neutron yields of the source. Measurements of
50

10)

J. Jungerman

the zero-degree cross sections for the Li(p,n) Be(g.s.+ 0.429 MeV)
reaction have been recently extended to 160 MeV

50

M.Bosman

20°

11)

).

The measurements of

the zero-degree cross sections are summarised in table 2.

In fig.2

the zero-degree cross sections for the Li(p,n) Be (g.s.+ 0.429 MeV)

61.8

F.Brady

12)

40.6,63.8

J. Wächter

13)

reaction are plotted as a function of proton energy. The zero-degree
cross section increases with increasing proton energy in the energy
range from 13 to 30 MeV, and approaches approximately 30 mb/sr at

Table 2

i

h.

i

1

i

I

1

i

i

•

«I
7

References

Comments

-

i #l !

o

(MeV)
e

3.5

g

/

5)

S 20
15,20,30

M.McNaughton
C.Batty

30,50

6)
9)

30,40,50

J. Jungerman

10)

30,40,50

J.Romero

16)

*

j II ' 'f
i\

z" 30

C.Poppe

•

1

^ 40
3

I*. 2-26

0.429 MeV ) a t O *

1

o

Authors

Be ( g.s.*

-

s-*»

0" Cross Section Measurements

Proton Energy Range

7
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<0
O

in
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•
•
*
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LLL
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ORNL
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o

1

1

i

1

40

i

80

i

i

120

>

.

160

200

PROTON ENERGY. Ep ( MeV )
Fig.
50

M.Bosman

ID

39,60

J. Wächter

13)

135,160

J.Watson

15)

2. The laboratory cross section at 0°,
7

Li(p,n)7Be (g.s.

+ 0.429 MeV)

laboratory bombarding energy; réf.

applications.

aiab(0°), for the

reaction as a function of

15)

Measurements of the angular distributions for the

Li(p,n) Be reaction are listed in table 3. The angular distributions
for the

Li(p,n) Be reaction

above about 15 MeV,
the proton energy of 29 MeV ).

In fig.2 in the energy range higher

proton energy 5 '8).

are forward peaked

at proton energies

and become more forward peaked with increasing
Theoretical analyses of the angular distributions

than 30 MeV the zero-degree cross section hardly change as a function of

at proton energies of 26 and 45 MeV have been performed within the

proton energy.

framework of the microscopic folding model

Neutron yields from the Li(p,n) Be (g.s.+ 0.429 MeV)

reaction can be predicted from these zero-degree cross sections in
the energy range up to 160 MeV.

2.4.

Total reaction cross sections
The total reaction cross sections are related to the 4 TT Integrated

yields of the neutron sources. The
2.3.

Angular distributions
Angular distributions of the source reaction are one of the most

fundamental information needed for calculating other properties in

).

Li(p,n) Be (g.s.+ 0.429 MeV)

total

reaction cross sections have been measured recently up to 480 MeV by
21
). Measurements of the total reaction

using the activation technique

cross sections are listed in table 4. The measured total reaction cross
21 22
section shows a striking 1/E energy dependence ' ).

Table 3
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3. Intense neutron beams from thick lithium targets
7

8

The Q-value of the Li(d,n) Be reaction is 15.03
Angular Distribution Measurements

Zero-degree neutron yields of the

Li + p and

MeV.

Li + d reactions on thick

lithium targets have been measured in the energy range from 2 to
Proton Energy Range

Authors

Comments

Reference

(MeV)

65 MeV

).

The reaction type, incident energy range and authors

for these measurements on thick lithium targets are given in table 5.

1.95-7

H.Liskien

10.45

M.Anwar

compilation

1)
Table 5

n-+n

9.8,19.6

J.Anderson

4.2-26

C.Poppe

24.8,35,45

S.Schery

30.2,49.4

C. Batty

119.8

C.Goulding

n

134.2

J.Watson

n

,n

4)
18)
5)

Neutron yield measurements from
thick lithium targets

Projectile

Incident energy

Li + p and

Li + d reactions on

Authors

References

M.Lone

23)

C. Nelson

24)

range

19)

P

14.8-23

8)

P

15

n+nl

20)

P

35,65

H.Amols

25)

n+nl

15)

d

2

D.Jones

26)

K. Weaver

28)

C. Nelson

24)

"o4™!

d

5-19

Table 4

d

8,12,15

Total reaction Cross Sections
Proton Energy Range

Authors

Comments

(MeV)

4.2-26

C.Poppe

25-45

S.Schery

60-200

60-480

T.Ward

J.D'Auria

d

13.42,34.06

A.Goland

27)

d

14.8-23

M. Lone

23)

d

35

H . Amo 1 s

25)

d

35

D.Johnson

30)

d

40

M.Saltmarsh

29)

Reference

5)
n

n+n 1

"n^l
+n

"o l

19)

22)
21)

3.1. Spectral distributions

At the proton energy of 65 MeV the spectral distribution for the
Li + p reaction shows a broad peak at a neutron energy of about

22 MeV

).

At proton energies below 23 MeV, however, the spectral

distributions for the

Li -l- p reaction decrease monotonically with

increasing neutron energy. While in the spectral distributions for the
Li + d reaction a broad peak, appears. The neutron energy of the
broad peak is always about 0.4E,,
energy ).

where E

is the incident detiteron

10'

Very few neutrons are emitted at neutron energies higher

than incident deuteron energy, in spite of the high Q-value of
15.03 MeV for the ?Li(d,n)8Be reaction30).

3.2. Angular distributions
The angular distributions of neutron yields integrated over neutron

energy for the Li + p reaction are essentially Isotropie at proton
23 24
energies below 23 MeV ' ). On the other hand the angular distributions

o
o
a
+
A
v

for the Li + d reaction become more forward peaked with increasing deu-

teron energy

' ).The broad peak in the spectral distribution and the

10

forward peak in the angular distribution of the Li + d reaction can
probably be accounted for with the deuteron stripping theory

shows neutron yields at zero-degrees from the Li + p and
reactions as a function of projectile energy.

the

). Fig.3

Li + d

The neutron yields from

Li + d reaction at zero-degrees are obviously higher than those

from the Li + p reaction at the same projectile energy.

x

25)
27)
23)
28)
24)
26)
29)

The neutron

yield at zero-degrees from the LI + d reaction approaches 2.50 x 10
n/(sr A sec) at the deuteron energy of 35 MeV

Amols
Goland
Lone
Weaver
Nelson
Jones

).

10

20

30 40
Ep. Ed

50 60
(MeV)

70

Fig. 3. Zero-degree neutron yields as a function of
4. Conclusions
The

Li(p,n) Be reaction on a thin lithium target is the most

practical source of monoenergetic neutrons with neutron energy spread
of about 400 KeV at proton energies above 30 MeV, because the contribu255 tion of lower energy neutrons corresponding to the second and higher

the projectile energy. Solid circles and
solid squares represent data for the 7L1 + p
reaction.

oec excited states of

Be becomes relatively small, and the zero-degree

cross section approaches its highest value in this energy range.
The

Li + p and

Li + d reactions on thick lithium targets are

useful sources of intense neutron beams.

The

the zero-degree neutron yield higher than the

Li + d reaction produces

Li + p reaction at the

same projectile energy.
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FILTERED MEDIUM AND THERMAL
NEUTRON BEAMS AND THEIR USE
V.P. VERTEBNYJ, A.V. MURZIN, V.A. PSHENICHNYJ,
L.L. LITVINSKIJ, PAK EN MEN*
Institute for Nuclear Research,
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,
Kiev, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

Application of the filtered neutrons beams for nuclear and
reactor physics field is reviewed. Experiments have been carried

out at Kiev atomic reactors using interference and monocrystall
filters.
Some results of these experiments are given for the germanium - 74 monocrystall, inelastic scattering cross Sections on
the first 2 levels of 238U and 232Th, etc.

method experiments or to get new possibilities. The filtered neutron beams properties and their earlies applications have been reviewed in /1,2/. This paper deals for the most part with new uses
of filters and only for clarity a few information is given about
their properties.
1. Filtered intermediate neutron beams

Filtered neutron beams have been widely used after the pioneer Simpson and Killer paper /3/. For example let consider the
idea of the Scandium filter. Scandium total cross section upon
neutron energy is shown in fig.1 (Yfilson Data 1966). It is seen
that the 2 keV interference minimum crosa section value is equal
approximately zero. If to insert a long scandium rod ("the scandium filter") inside an atomic reactor neutron beam tube there
will be tailored quasimonoenergy neutron beam with the mean energy 2 keV at excit end of the filter (see the lowest curve In fig.2);

6( BAHN )

A Review of filtered neutron beams use for nuclear data measurements
is given. Results of new experiments which have been carried out at
Kiev atomic reactor V/Y/R-IJ are reported. In particularly 232Th and
\i neutron inelestic and elastic scattering cross sections,
Go

single crystal filter properties arc discussed.
"Neutron filters are used at stationery atomic reactors and
time-of-flight neutron pulsed sources in order to tailor intense
quasimonochromatic intermediate and thermal neutron beams.
Filter quality in determined with peculiarities of the neu-

tron crono section energy dependence of the filter material. Fil-

lor1

id*

to*

to*«P

io4

ter material choice depends upon of the experiment purpose. It has
been shown that filtered beam expérimenta allow to get an additio-

nal information to one v/hich is visually obtained in time-of-flight
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Visiting scientist from the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.

Figure 1. Scandium total cro^c opction upon neutron energy (see
(3), Wiloon

Silicon h&3 two "windows" at 144 keV and 55 keV.
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144 keV be-

am first was obtained in /3/ and 55 keV one wan obtained in /6/.
Using of silicon single crystal permits to tailor high quality

thermal neutron beams /7,9/. This ponsibility ia discussed in
the section 3
red

Pew examples of filtered beams are given in table 1. Filtebeams are well collimated (beam diameters were used in the

4 -t 40 mm range); other energy neutron background is ussually
equal 2-3%

(a scandium filter is exception, which background in

10-40/j). Thick filters suppress strongy reactor gamma-rays and
background is usually low.
Filtered neutron beamc should be
considered as intensive and stable those because research atomics reactors belong to very high average intensity and stable
neutron sources.

Half-height-line width of a filtered neutron beam is usually wide that many neutron resonances of heavy and some medium
isotopes fall into this energy interval. Consequently, cross sec-

1.5

n.«

tion values are averaged on many resonances in investigations of
nuclear reactions with the filtered beams. As this energy interval is wider than the one for resolved resonances so we can obtaine average values of strongly fluctuated resonance parameters
with the better accuracy than in time-of-flight method experiments.
Many other filtere have been proposed after /3/.
Mill and

Figure 2. Transmission of scandium filters of different thickness
upon neutron energy (t:mp-of-flight) (A.L.Kiriljuk
measurements).

Harvey /10/
proposed to use separated isotopes 170Er, 18\, G8Zn.
860
64,
60„. 54
58T. 52
br,
Zn,
NX, ^Fe,
'Ni,
Cr for beam tailoring with dif-

the line half-height width is nearly 0.6 keV.
The iron is usually used to get 24-keV neutron beams. The
24-keV iron interference minimum is well known for reactor shield
designers as "neutron window". Slabs of aluminium and sulfur are
added to the iron filter if necessary to suppress other "windows"
which have been well investigated by Pilippov /4/.
The intensity
of the 24.3
keV neutron beam may be essentially increased if to
use pure
Pe isotope instead natural iron. Other iron isotopes
increase the minimum value from
7 nb to
450 mb. The pure Fe56 filters have been used at the HPBR in Brookhaven /5/ and at
WWR-M in Kiev.

other isotopes have also been used at the Kiev atomic reactor in
the neutron energy 1-144^keV range. We have also observed the
interference minima for
Ge near 4 keV,
which probably may be
used for filter beam getting.
Hill and Harvey /10/
collected so many proposes to uce filtered neutron beams that they ever, considered a ponsibility of 3pecilized atomic reactor design.
In addition to the above mentioned of filtered beams tailoring it was proposed to use resonance scatterers /11-12/ Broder,
Gamaliy, Zemtaev, et al. used
wide
Wa neutron resonance to get a filtered beam 2,7 keV neutron energy and 0.52
keV

ferent energies in the 0.06-48 keV range. Some of these and some

Table 1.1.
Parameters of some filtered neutron beams (examples)
Filter

Scandium:
1. Idaho, U.S.A. /1/
2. Kiev, U.S.S.R. /2/
3. Kiev, U.S.S.R. /2/
Iron:
1. DNL, U.S. A/1 ,_}/
2.
-"/1,3/
3. Kiev, U.S.S.R. /2/

E

n >
keV

2

E ,
keV

0.6
0.6
0.8

2
2

24,3

2

tl
H

Silicon:
1. Kiev, U.S.S.R. /2/
55
_"144
_ "—
thermal

2
25

Composition, thickness
in mm

Diameter in
mm

Sc 1067,
Ti U ;
Se 960, B 10 0.2 g/cm 2
Sc 850, 60, Co 30, T 2
B 10 0,2 g/cm 2
56
Pe 3,05, Al 7.8
Pe 228, Al 362, S 63
Pe 250, Al 350, S 65

25

.107

20-40
20-40

3-10 7
^10 7

72.7

4 .1 O7
~107

S = 7 , 2 7 cm 2
-10

S j n g l e , crystal
Si 875-, S 2 0 5 , B 10 0.2 g/cm 2
Si 875; B1" 0,2 g/cm 2
Ti 875

(n/sec)

~10/

30^42

2,0*10/

30^42

~ 4'10 7

neutrons

Si single crystal 875
S 205-,

Ti 18

Oxygen:

1. Massachusetts,
U . S . A . /1/

259

2350

100

0 2 1830;

c 80;

30^42

~1 0 n/cm sec
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width at the Jimitrovgrad GIJ-2 reactor /TO/. Dilg and Vonach also
used this filter at Garching-IJunich reactor /12/. The both methods combination allows to tncrcaoe quality of filtered beam,
for example to achieve better background suppression.
oome investigators
improved experimental conditions using
filters of different type at lineacs
and other pulsed neutron
sources (See Muradjan, Adamchuk et al /13/)i Tsubone et al /14/,
Popov and Gamosvat /15/ experiments).

4900

H. Experiments with filtered neutron beans
Examples of different earlier investigations with filters arc
given in /1,2/. Here we consider only relatively new examples of
experiments, which high stable intensity of filtered beams was important for.
There are the lowest excited 2+ states
Inelastic scattering
i5 keV and 49 keV 238U and 232Th nuclei
of 144 keV neutrons
correspondingly.
for the first excited
23S
Inelastic scattering for these lelevels of U and
_
vela was investigated not very surely
and ___
•* Th isotopes
in former time, differential data for
were in some contradiction with integral experiments /16/.
Recently angular distributions of elastic and inelastic
U scattering of 144 keV neutrons have been investigated at atomic reactors of the Missoury Université /17/ and Kiev Institute for Nuclear Research /18/. Both results are nearly the same. Experiment arrangement in /18/ is shown in fig. 3, U238 angular distributions
are shown in fig. 4 and Th-232 those in fig. 5It is possible to show that
6 in - value strongly depends
only upon p-strength function value S1 and practically is independent upon other average resonance and potential parameters for
^J and
Th isotopes. Large correlations between value S^ and
other parameters there were in methods, which used previously for
>S- evaluation. By thia reason we hope that
in - measurements
for the lowest states of some heavy nuclei allow to evaluate S.jvalues with a better accuracy than in other measurements.
In addition we have studied as a neutron resonance transmission self shielding at 55 and 144 keV energy so angular distribution
of the elastic scattering.

••) T Q

i~) -jrj

Figure 3. Experimental arrangementof U and
ing investigations with Si-filters.

Th neutron scatter-

258U

1.0

i i i.Ml*

70
0

50

60

90

120

150

180

Figure 1. Angular distributions for ' U elastic (upper curve)
and inelastic (lower curve) scattering.

0,001

0,01 0,1

SAMPLE THICHNESS

Figure 5. Angular distributions for ^Th elastic (upper curve)
and inelastic (lower curve) scattering.

Everything was done with silicon filters. It has been also measured U-238 neutron resonance self-shielding with the Scandium
filter. (Gee /19/and fig.6). The obtained average parameters for
2 38
- U and 232 Th isotopes are listed in table 2.1.
Intermediate neutron
Neutron capture primary gamma-ray transitions arc being widely investigated with
capture gamma-ray
the help of f i l t e r s /19/. Porter-Thomas
spectra
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partial gamma- width fluctuations are essentially less in the case
of filtered neutron capture in compare with those for thermal neutron capture, for which only one or two of the nearest to zero e
energy neutron resonances are important. A typical arrangement of

10
0.05

O.W

0,15

0,25

0.30

SAMPLE THICHN1SS
Figure 6. Observed total cross section 6 t of
U upon sample
thickness (resonance gelf-chielding) at 2 keV neutron
energy (results of V.F.Razbudey, A.V.Muravitsky,
A.L.Kiriljuk), 55 keV and 144 keV.
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Table 2.1

and

,r

-

Value

10 4 x S,, eV~ 1 / 2
R

Ro-

232

Th average resonance and potential parameters

:

tLJO.,

nJ

2,42 - 0.09

9.15

f

i*°

±

0.24

c.jf£.—,

:

Th

2.12 ± 0.11
8.56 i 0.41
1

0.257 - 0.027

0.360

0.82 ± 0.71

1.2 ± 3.3

<0 t (144 k e V ) , b

11.55 - 0.02

gj t (55 k e V ) , b
£ t (2 k e V ) , b

13.34 i 0.05
24.70 - 0.30

11.38 - 0.13
12.98 ± 0.17

f, 00

R2

0.054

capture gamma-ray spectrum experiment is shown in f i g , 7 /20/. We
have the 3c-(E n =2 k e V ) , Pe-(E n =24.3 k e V ) and SJ-(K n =55 k e V ) filters and G o ( L i ) pair gamma-spectrometer. The 2 keV-neutron capture gamma-ray spectrum for
U is given in f ig. O /?OA for example.
Uranium-238 gamma-spectra transformations connected with neutron energy change from thermal up to 55 keV arc shown in fig. 9.
Primary transitions to the ground and near -ground states are not
observed for thermal neutrons but they are well observed for filtered neutrons. It is worth to note our 2 keV and 24.3 keV data
2 30
U gamma-spectra are in agreement with the results of /21/. The
neutron energy dépendance of average E1 primary gamma-ray transition reduced intensities has been investigated for S- and p-waves
in /20/. It has been observed that reduced intensity of primary
E1 transitions, which are induced with S-neutrons, from compound
states to the final states 1/2~ and 3/2~ abnormally increases at
the 24.3 keV energy in compare with 2 keV one (see fig.10). Reduced intensities for
-7/d neutron capture gamma-ray spectrum is
shown in fig.11 at ^=2 keV. Gimilar investigations allow to cor-

. 0 0

(3e«(U4 k e V ) , b
eke (55 k e V ) , b
^in

(U4

keV)> b

10.57 - 0.09
12.9
i 0.2
0.815 i 0.024

10.23 i 0.12
0.667

±

1460

I 8 6 0

^5 0 0_ 5 5 0

0.030

Figure 7. Neutron capture gamma-rey spectrum rxperament with
filtered beams at Kiev atomic reactor.
i - core;âî,î- shield; k - filter; 6 - sample, t G e ( L i ) pair spectrometer.
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10
IHMGY

20
KEY

Figure 10. iîeduced gajrma-rny i n t e r m i t y for transitions fron captuo ^Q

re of S- and p-neutrons in "" U upon neutron energy; Q —
S neutrons ( t r a n s i I ions from compound s t a t e o to 1 / 2 ~ , 3/2~ t h o s e ) ;
2>~ p-neutrons (trp-neitiom from compound s t a t e to 1 /2 + ,
3/2 + statea^i- total rapture cro«a section.

rect transition .schemes and to study energy dependence of a
gamma-ray transitions r a t e for a given multiplicity /22/.
tleutron resonance
s elf-shielding

Ouch experiments allow for Jarge level
density nuclei to evaluate average neutron
resonance parameters with a good accuracy
in transmission and
partial cross Sec/r3,2/>/. Gnidak, ïavlenko et al /24/ have
tions expérimenta
evaluated from experiments with thin samples (n (•> .. < 0.01) in addition to
, alro generalized dispersions <(
<tot<ai'>-<t3^'><dj>
. Using Lukjanov calculations /25/ they have
evaluated at 2 keV energy all the average "-wave resonance parameters for
Ta in unresolved resonance region. The experimental
results for scattering arc shovm in fig.12 and the data are listed in Table 2.2. in comparison with resolved resonance region
from HNL-atlas /26/.

Figure 11.

"Tld (n,5) reduced i n t e n s i t y ^ / - r /
tron energy.

at ? keV neu-

Gnidak and Pavlcnko /27/ taking in account a high neutron
intensity of Sc-filtered beam have pi'oponed a new absolute method
of capture cross section measurement.
35
239
Neutron fission croos sections of 233 U,
U and
Pu isotopes have been measured in Ubningk /30/, Dimitrovgrad /31/ and
Kiev /32/ Murzin et all. /32/ observed resonance self-shielding
233 235U even nt the 24.3 keV neuin fission cross sections of
tron energy.

Inveetigations

of (n,oQ reactions

These experiments are difficult to make
because ratio < T^,>/<
10
is very

small. Yu.P.Popov et al at pulsed reactor IBR-30 in JINR (Dubna)
has first carried out many experiments on neutron resonance
spectroscopy of (n ,°O-reactiong /28/. Joint Dubna and Kiev group

has measured (n,«*-) cross sections
ted
/29/.

Sm,

Mo, etc. and evalua-

Filtered beam

applications
at pulse neutron
sources

Tsubone et al /13/ have measured average total cross section of
^J up to 1 I'eV neutron
energy with iron beam. Zo INOK, Popov and Samaswat also have used 24 cm-iron filter and

Table 2.2
181

Ta cross sections and neutron resonance parameters

Parameters

50 cm-aluminium filter to measure total cross sections of Mo and
Cd /30/. I.ïuradjan, Adamchuk and Schepkin measured accuratly Pb

1Q4

total cross sections with the help of the Sb-resonance scattering

G

ev" 1 / 2

1 64 * 0.07
4.3 i 0.3
57 ± 4
8.1 i 0.2

eV

3° '
Pf , meV
PO , t
<^t>

= 2

<es> =

3-°i °* 3 b;

18 43 ±

'

Results

:

«Si^i^ -<et"> <(0&>
b

°-°3 '

< G l t O i > A d i\

12
1.70 i 0.
4.17 i 0.04
57 i 3
7.8 - 0. 2
= 652 i 12 b3 ,

= 56 i 1 b.

«ft

f i l t e r at v/ell definite energies. Background conditione have
been essentially improved in all these experiments using filters.
3. Single crystal f a l t e r s of thermal neutrons
ffO

K5

01X05

000«

W015

n, ATOM/MDN

Figure 12. .Self-shielding in s e l f - i n d i c a t i o n scattering cross section measurements.
Ta observed total scattering
cross ^et. Lions upon thickness (nucl/barn) n^ of shielding sample for d i f f e r e n t thickness n Q
Ta oatterers:

1 - n0 = 0.000464 nucl/b-, , - nQ = 0.00925 nucl/V, 3 -

265

nQ = 0.001387 nucl/b; 4 - nQ = 0.0018^8 nucl/b; 5 n = O.OOP308 nucl/b.

Perfect single crystals with low capture, ineDastic and incoherent cross sections and with high cross sections for epithermal and fast neutrons work as high quality thermal neutron filters. They are o f t e n used to receve only slow neutron beams from
"white" reactor neutron beam. The alow neutrons penetrate Though
perfect coherent single crystal without intensity a t t e n u a t i o n if
neutron wave length d j e s not satisfy IPTf-Bragg condition ( A =
= 2dsino). Neutron, which satisfy thio condition go out of the
beam of course but their intensity part is relatively low. It is
t h j s reaeon that total croas section of a single crystal is deminished neutron energy decreases. Total cross section energy dependences of Si and Ge single crystal are good examples of the above
stateament ( f i g . 1 3 , 1 A ) .
Probably Brockhouse /32/ was first who had been used such type f i l t e r in experiments. It was single quartz crystal (SiOj) cooled with a liquid nitrogen in order to suppress nrutron inelastic
scattering on atomic thermal motion.
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Figure 13. Si single crystal total cross section upon neutron
energy (time of f l i g h t ) .

Vertebnyi, Vlaoov and Koloty /?/ after measurements of Gc total cross section upon neutron energy /33/ have concluded, that
easy available industrial
Si and Ge single crystal may
be used as neutron filter even without liquid nitrogen cooling
/3/. For Si this was shown in /?/ then in /3/ by R. I.I. Brugger. The

first use of Si-single monocrystal filter was reported in paper
of Barchuk et al

evaluate

/34/. A filter quality may be suggested if to

B in for slow neutrons. In first approximation

is determined by value of Debye temperature

6

6

in

/35/: Ü^=ÖQ" B^.

where BO - total scattering cross section for free nuclei, GA =

0

100

200

400

300

500 CHANNEL

Figure 14. Ge single crystal total crooo öection upon neutron
energy (time of f l i g h t )

= Öcoh (1- e~

)/ci,

; «t- ^ AJ£ ,

<£>

Einstein energy,

is characteristic energy, which is a function of T/6 ; T ia filter temperature, Al is nucléons mass in units of neutron mass;
is practically equal to elastic cross section (without energy loss). In table 3.1. listed evaluated (£ j^, capture cross sec-

tion (£)„cl for 50 KeV neutron energy and some other parameters of
filters. It is seen from this table that silicon gives the lowest
neutron attenuation and this is cause of silicon application .sucsess in /7,8/.
Other experimental and evaluated data are listed

Table 3.1
Inelastic and capture cross sections for neutron energy 50 meV and temperature 293°K
(evaluation)
Material

:

Be

Q ,°K

j______Cross sections, barn

1160

C

io-2

1,5

1580

0,5

Mg

400

1,2

Al

428

0,5

3

65

3

10~

3

10~

0,235

:

Material : Q ,°K

Cross sections, barn

1.5

Pb

111

5.2

0,17

5,4

0,53

Bi

119

4,1

0,05

4,15

1,27

U

200

1,8

2,7

4,5

0,74

MgO

825

1,4

0,067

1,5

1

0,44

2,0

0,16

3,0

Si

640

0,4

0,16

0,56

A1203

Ge

310

2

2,3

4,6

Si02

562

2,8

Zr

370

1,3

0,19

1,49

™Ge

310

1,65-

0,3s-

A

2,28

76

310

1

0,10

?

Sn

1.65

199

0,63

1025

Ge

i5

Slow neutron filter comparative parameters
Single crystal

:

Thickness
cm

: Attenuation of neutrons

( times )
::

^n = 50 meV
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Table 3.2

; ^ = 1 ev

MeV

^ . 1 MeV*

Ge

7

2,5

10

4

Si

25,5

1,8

10

50

Si02

10

2,9

10

6

MgO

9

3

10

14

Calculated

: Attenuation of gamnja-

5.5
12
3.3
4

wo

in table 3.?. uiljcon ningle crystal filters sucsessfully used in
(n, ) experiments at Kzesh, Kiev atomic reactors and in solid state physics experiment in Obninsk /9/.
It is always desirable to have a filter of high Z material in
order to suppress gamma-ray intensity. Kley et all /36/
investiga-

10

1.0

eV

ted properties of Bi-single crystal filters (thickness 20 and 40cm),
which were cooled by liquid nitrogen. Bi-aingle crystal transmission at the neutron energy 50 meV was very low, T 0.05;
neutron
spectra were cuttcd with Y/olf-Bragg's "Steps" and maxima of these

spectra were displaced to the cold neutron region. Cadmium ratio
for these filters was equal approximately 5000. Bi-single crystal
filter was also used by Lowde /37/.

In 111 it has been suggested that pure even-even (74 or better 76) germanium have isotope single crystal filters would have
good properties. It is this reason we have measured with timeof-flight method a transmission of a pure
Ge single crystal (Enrichment 98.3/5; nongermanium impurities 3 10
cm ; sample
thickness 3.25 cm or 0.144 nuclei/b). The incident neutron beam
direction was normal to the planes (1,1,1). The total cross section (o t of this sample ia shown for the 0.02-10 eV neutron energy range in fig.15. For comparison the raturai germanium single
crystal total cross section is shown in fig.14. It should be mentioned that for natural cermaniuir. ^"e results were nearly the same for normal and parallel incident neutron beam directions to the
planes (111). The thickness of the Ge single crystal in normal directions was nucl./barn. Our new results are in agreement with
those of /7/.
Appearance of the
Bragg peaks on curve in fig.15 mean
that our ''''Ge single crystal is still not perfect as natural Ge
one is. However we have been able to evaluate the total cross section for perfect
Ge stogie crystal from the curve which was
drawn through minimum points. At E = 50 meV this value for
Ge
single crystal is equal? barn, for Ge one is equal Sßbarn.V/e have
evaluated the free nucleotts total scattering cross sections (3 Q:
for5i3.0<ttO.O&barn; for Ge fl.itfta barn, for 74Ge 6.9*O.Q barn.
Untill now be Si-single crystal filters lengthes were equal
25 cm in /?/, up to 200 cm in other experiments at Kiev reactor
without any cooling and up to 200 cm in /8/ with nitrogen cooling.

400
Figure 15-

500 CHANNEL

Ge aingle crystal total cross section upon neutron
energy (time of flight).

It should be concluded at the end that the filtered neutron
beams which can be tailored at stationary atomic reactors and pulsed neutron sources are very promised for many applications not
only in nuclear physics experiments, but also in other fields.
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MONOENERGETIC NEUTRONS FROM THE
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Abstract

The
S c ( p , n ) Ti reaction was investigated w i t h good energy
r e s o l u t i o n by a DC-beam method and the t i m e - o f - f l i g h t t e c h n i q u e at
b o t h PTB and N P L . A n u m b e r of i s o l a t e d r e s o n a n c e s were f o u n d in

the energy region from 8 to 40 k e V . The energy w i d t h of the levels
is well below 1 keV ( F W H M ) . The r e a c t i o n was used for the
c a l i b r a t i o n of i n s t r u m e n t s in the keV r e g i o n .
I n t r o d u c tion

M o n o e n e r g e t i c n e u t r o n sources in the

low keV region are n e e d e d for

the c a l i b r a t i o n of radiation p r o t e c t i o n i n s t r u m e n t s . Several

m e t h o d s of n e u t r o n p r o d u c t i o n have been used for t h i s p u r p o s e ,

e . g . the r a d i o n u c l i d e n e u t r o n source S b B e ( y , n )

, reactor

filtered neutron beams 2) and nuclear reactions induced by
charged particles . The
Sc(p,n) Ti reaction appeared
_ 7)
especially suitable
as scandium is monoisotopic , the
targets have good stability, the cross section is comparatively
large and changes little with incident proton energy. The reaction
threshold at 2.908 MeV can easily be reached with small particle

accelerators. Measurements using this neutron source led to
difficulties which made a thorough investigation necessary. The
quantity of interest in connection with neutron sources is the

neutron yield, Y, of the target, which is the quotient of dN by
dß, where dN is the number of neutrons propagating in a specified

I 20 -

direction within the solid angle dfi

The spectral neutron yield, YE, is the quotient dY by dE, where
dY is the increment of neutron yield in the energy interval

between E and E + dE
vY
E

=

dY
ÏÏË

Experimental Method

The spectral neutron yield, YE, of the 5Sc(p,n) ^Ti reaction
has been determined as a function of the incident proton beam
energy using both conventional DC beam and time-of-flight
techniques. For the DC-beam measurements, the charged particle
beam from the Van de Graaff accelerator (HVEC, KN 3750) had an
energy resolution of 2 keV (PWHM). Scandium metal targets with a
2
mass per area of 5 ug/cm were used, corresponding to an energy
loss of about 0.3 keV for incident proton energies near the
reaction threshold of 2.908 MeV. The proton energy was increased
in steps of 0.3 keV. The neutron fluences were measured with two
previously calibrated long counters
(NPL, DePangher). The
spectral neutron yield determined with the NPL long counter at 0°
and 60° with respect to the direction of the charged particle beam
is shown in Pig. 1. The effects of the scattered neutron
background were taken into account by placing a shadow cone
between the target and the detector. Other spurious neutrons were
identified by blank target measurements. The structure observed
could be reproduced in different measurements with other targets
giving the same resonance energies within 1.5 keV. The line width
of different measurements depended upon the adjustment of the
accelerator's voltage stabilizer.
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2 92

293

2 94 MeV

Incident proton energy
Pig. 1

Relative spectral neutron yield as a function of proton
energy for a thin target at angles of 0" ( —— ) and
60° ( - - - ) with respect to the incoming proton beam

measured with a long counter. The indicated background was
determined with a shadow cone and by reducing the proton
energy below the reaction threshold.

Another confirmation of the spectral neutron yield was obtained by
the neutron time-of-flight technique with a pulsed charged

particle beam. The klystron bunching system of the Van de Graaff
accelerator was operated at a pulse repetition rate of 6.25 • 10 s
with an approximate pulse width of 2 ns. When a thick target (mass
Q
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per area about 0.5 tng/cm ) on a tantalum backing ( 0 . 5 mm t h i c k )

272

was used the slowing-down of the charged particles caused the
excitation of the spectral yield over a correspondingly broad
energy range. The resulting neutron groups could easily be
separated by time-of-f1ight measurements. The detectors were two
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lithium glass scintillators (Nuclear Enterprises, NE 912, 3 mm
thick, 38 mm in diameter, and 6 mm thick, 25 mm in diameter)
coupled to photomultipliers (Philips, PM 2232 B and XP 2020). An
overall time resolution of the system of 3.5 ns (FWHM) was

600
500

achieved. The flight paths were 0.3 m to 1.2 m. The background in
the time-of-flight measurements was determined by shadow cone
measurements and by reducing the proton energy below the threshold
for neutron production. Pulse height discrimination reduced the
detection of photon radiation considerably. The spectral neutron
yield obtained at a distance of 1 . 2 m and an angle of 0° to the
direction of the incoming protons is shown in Fig. 2. The spectral
neutron yields measured by the two methods agree very well, and

o,

"5
1C

300

tQQ

Qi

100

exhibit very pronounced resonances with very little neutron

Q

production between the lines. The independent determination of the
neutron energies gave differences smaller than 0.1 keV for neutron
energies below 20 keV, 0.5 keV at 27.4 keV, and 1.3 keV at higher
energies. The neutron energies, at 0°, of the observed peaks,
based upon the time-of-flight measurements, are 8.15, 9.1, 10.9,

ü

can be produced at an angle of 120° using the first neutron group
with an energy of 8.15 keV at 0°.

18

Neutron Energy
Fig. 2

13.2, 14.4, 16.7, 19.4, 20.2, 23.3, 25.2, 27.4, 33.4 and 36.7 keV.
Three isolated neutron groups with energies well suited for
detector calibrations are at 8.15 keV, 16.7 keV and 27.4 keV. With
these three resonances the neutron energy can be continuously
varied from 2 keV to 27.4 keV measuring at different neutron
emission angles from 0" to 80". Neutrons with an energy of 0.5 keV

9

27

36 keV

——

Relative spectral neutron yield from a thick target
measured by the time-of-flight technique using a lithium
glass scintillator. The measurement was at 0°; background

has been subtracted.

indicate that the angular distributions are Isotropie in the
centre of mass frame.

The angular distributions of these main resonances have been

determined using both the long counters and the lithium glass
scintillators. From the time-of-flight measurements, the change of
neutron energy with the emission angle was consistent with the
kinematics calculated for the individual levels. The measurements

The neutron yields from the individual resonances have been
determined with a calibrated DePangher long counter. Typical
p

values for a scandium target (10 ug/cm ) bombarded by a proton

Dipl.-Ing. H. Strzelczyk, for their support. The presentation of
the paper at this meeting by Dr. R. Böttger is gratefully
acknowledged.
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at 2 keV to
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kept in mind that several levels may be excited with thicker
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computed by simulating the target assembly. Experiments were
performed to test the reliability of the computer code. In the
following we will confine ourselves to a few
standard
monoenergetic neutron fields with typical target assemblies.

Monte Carlo Calculation

Abstract

The Monte Carlo simulation of the neutron production and neutron

When monoenergetic neutron^ are produced at accelerators, a

scattering within the target assembly is similar to the
calculations performed by Ryves . In addition we calculated the

contribution of neutrons scattered from the target backing and the

time-of-flight distribution of neutrons as seen by a lithium glass

vacuum chamber must be taken into account. Monte Carlo
calculations and time-of-f]lght experiments were carried out for

detector to make a comparison with measurements possible. The
following effects are considered in the Monte Carlo simulation'
- energy loss of charged particles in the target material prior to
neutron production,

the quantitative determination of the spectral distribution of the
fluences of scattered neutrons

- angular distribution of the neutron producing reaction,
- attenuation of primary and secondary neutrons in the target
construction ;

Introduction

- angular distribution of neutronfa from reactions with the
material of the target construction,

Monoentrgetic neutrons are moL,t frequently produced via nuclear
reactions with charged particles from accelerators The thin layer

- lithium glass detector, re&ponse of which is taken to be
proportional to the cross section of the reaction

of target material is usually supiorted by a backing and
surrounded by a vacuum chamber As this material is close to the
spot of neutron production, it gives, in particular, rise to

Li(n,t) He in a firbt order approximation with multiple
scattering being neglected,
- geometry of backing, mounting ring and tube of vacuum chamber.
The nucleai data were taken from Liskien and Paulsen 7) for the
o\
neutron producing reaction and from ENDF/B
for the other cross
sections.

neutron scattering. This results in a non negligible contribution
of low energy neutrons
It is not possible to cc-parate the primary and these scattered
neutrons by shadow cone measurements or variation of the targetto-detector distance. The importance of this background may be

Comparison with Experiment and Results

enhanced by the dependence on energy of the cross section or the
response under study. The influence of target-scattered neutrons

The spectral distributions of neutron fluences were measured with
the neutron time-of-flight technique employing the pulsed particle

appeared to be quite important in recent international inter-

beam of the Van de Graaff accelerator and a lithium glass
scintillation detector. The Van de Graaff pulsing was described
earlier 9). The scintillation detector consisted of a lithium
glass acintillator NE 912 (Nuclear Enterprise) of the following

comparisons of fluence measurements

4)5)

. In order to obtain

reliable correction factors, a Monte Carlo code has been written

which allows the spectrum of primary and secondary neutrons to be

The contribution of photon radiation in the time-of-flight spectra

was reduced by selecting only pulse heights in the detector
spectrum which corresponded to neutrons. Scattered neutron
background from air, from the walls of the building and other
equipment was determined by shadow cone measurements. This
background was found to be uniformly distributed in the time-offlight spectra.

A comparison of a measurement and the corresponding calculation is

given in Pig. 2. The Li(p,n)Be reaction was used with a proton
energy of 2.04 HeV, a target with a mass per area of lithium of
2

120 ug/cm and a backing of tantalum, 1 mm thick. The mean
primary neutron energy was 144 keV at a reaction angle of 0°. The

2

Fig. 1

3

Target assembly as considered in the Monte Carlo
calculation. ( 1 - Tube of vacuum chamber; 2 - Mounting

target to detector distance was 1.5 m, and the time resolution
0.8 ns/channel. While the main peak in the experiment is much
broader since some effects had not been implemented in the Monte
Carlo calculation, the region of lower-energy scattered neutrons
is reproduced very well. The agreement of the measurements with
calculations at other energies was of varying quality. The main
reasons for the discrepancies are:

ring of target backing; 3 - Target backing; 4 - Detector)

-

dimensions: diameter: 2.5 cm, thickness: 0.6 cm; it was coupled to
a photoraultiplier of the Philips XP 2020 type. This system had a
pulse height resolution of 20 % FWHM for the peak related to
thermal neutrons. The time resolution of the system comprising

essentially the charged particle beam pulse width and the detector
time resolution was typically 3 ns FWHM, as could be observed in

resonances of oxygen or silicon,

-

neutron scattering in the vicinity of the scintillator has not
been considered,
the material at the target was assumed to consist only of pure
elements ouch as: Ag, Al, Fe, Ta
the geometry was not realistically simulated in all details,

the 7-ray peak of the time-of-flight spectra. For neutrons an

some of the neutron-producing reaction cross sections and the

additional uncertainty in time was introduced by the primary
charged particle energy distribution, the energy loss of the

neutron reaction cross sections were affected by large

charged particles in the target layer, the kinematic broadening of
the neutron energy distribution with solid angle and the time-offlight of neutrons in the scinti1lator. These phenomena

275

the response of the lithium glass scintillator was assumed to
follow the Li(n,t) He cross section as a function of energy,
although deviations had to be expected
, especially at

deteriorated the time resolution considerably.

uncertainties.

The calculated energy spectra are shown in Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6 for
neutron energies of 0.144, 0.25, 0.57 and 1.2 M e V , respectively.
Target configurations most frequently used in this laboratory and
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Calculated spectral distribution of neutron fluence for
E = 250 keV, lithium (50 us/cm ) on backing of
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Time-of-flight spectra for neutron energy of 144 keV
A - measured with lithium glass detector
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Calculated spectral distribution of neutron fluence for
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En = 144 keV, lithium (50 ug/cm ) on backing of
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Calculated spectral distribution of neutron fluence for
En = 570 keV, lithium (50 ng/cm ) on backing of
tantalum (1 mm)

Table
En Back.Hat.
keV

400

600

800

1000

1200

1. fie 3 ion
En

BG

2. Region
B6
keV
X
En

3. Region

4. Region

keV

BG
X

En
keV

BG
X

En

keV

X

144 Ta/la» 3.72

0 -36

1.97

36-72

0.77

72-108

0.54

108-144

0.44

250 Ta/in» 9.64

0 -62

1.15

62-125

6.17

125-187

1.53

187-250

0.79

565 Ta/Ira 2.41

0-141

0.05

141-282

0.59

282-423

0.97

423-565

0.83

Ag/lu 5.35

0-300

1.41

300-600

3.20

600-900

0.47

900-1200

0.27

1200
200

B6
X

1400

En / keV
Fig, 6

C a l c u l a t e d s p e c t r a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of n e u t r o n f l u e n c e for

• lU keV.Ia wR

E n = 1.2 M e V ,

* 250 keV. la w R
+ 565 keV.Ia wR
o U MeV.AI wR

o

t i t a n i u m - t r i t i u m ( 0 . 9 ug/cm ) on backing

of silver (1 mm)

0

U MeV.Ag

typical of neutron production were selected. The results of these
calculations are summarized in the table, which gives the relative

contributions of the spectral distribution of neutron fluences in
different energy regions.
The change of the scattering effect with the target backing

thickness is illustrated in Fig. 7. As can be expected from solid
angle considerations and the attenuation of neutrons, the target
5.0

scattering is not proportional to the target thickness. This must
be taken into account if the target scattering effect is measured
by mounting additional discs to the target backing.

Fig. 7
Further investigations are planned which may help to reduce
uncertainties in the knowledge of fields of monoenergetic
neutrons.
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Contribution of target scattering neutron background as
function of backing thickness for different energies and
target mountings (w.R.: is with a scraw cap mounting,
otherwise soldered)
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II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOURŒ

The Q-value of the Be-9(d,n)B-10 reaction Is +4.362 MeV (1). The predominant mechanism for exciting low-lying levels in B-10 via deuterons
on Be is the stripping reaction. Excitation of the higher-excited B-10
states involves a combination of direct and compound-nucleus mechanisms.
When a. beryllium target thick enough to stop the incident deuterons is
used, most of the neutrons are emitted in a broad distribution with an
average energy approximately 40% that of the incident deuteron. In
addition, there is a lower-yield, higher-energy component extending to
the kinematically-allowed neutron-energy limit. This spectral shape is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The neutron emission is generally peaked forward
with the anisotropy governed by the angular momentum of the (d,n) processes for the particular levels involved. The high-energy component is
dominated by contributions from the first few levels in B-10. The respective stripping reactions proceed primarily by i-1 transitions (excepting
only the 4.77-MeV, *• greater than 2, and 5.11-MeV, 1=0, levels) (2). The
predominance of i greater than 0 transitions leads to anisotropic highenergy distributions with smaller yields at zero degrees than at angles
away from zero. The energy dependencies of such angular distributions are

illustrated in Fig. 2.

TOT • 3053

These anisotropic spectral distributions can
9. des

Fig. 2. (up) Meutron Angular Distributions Resulting from 7 MeV Deuterons
Incident on a Thick Be Target.

produce important consequences in some applications. The neutron yield is
very intense. For example, at a 7 MeV deuteron energy approximately
3 x 10**9 neutrons per steradian-mlcrocoulorab (3) are emitted near zero
degrees. At many installations, the maximum intensity is primarily

2
"5

dictated by target power-handling capabilities.

2.5"

s

Some proposed special-

purpose facilities have projected yields as high as 1 * 10**16 (4), but
such estimates involve very specialized targets and accelerators.

4H*

D

10
EpIMeV)
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Fig. 1. ( u p ) Forward-Angle Spectr«
Resulting from 7 MeV Deuterons Incident on a Thick Be Target.

First attempts to predict the spectrum from basic principles were semi-empirical (5). Lately, DWBA theory has been used, correlated with thin-target
measurements (3). None of these fundamental approaches is a substitute
for direct measurement of thick-target spectra. Detailed quantitative
spectrum-mapping efforts have been systematically carried out at only a few
lower energies, notably near 7 MeV (6,7). At CBNM, time-of-flight measurements were made using a liquid sclntlllator (6) and the results were
reasonably consistent with integral Cu-63(n,alpha)Co-60 measurements (8).
More recently, detailed data have been obtained at Argonne with the
results shown in Figs. 1 and 2 (7). In this later work it was shown that
the spectral angular distributions are an important consideration in
activation-cross-section measurements. However, even with this new
detail, consideration of activation responses in this spectrum, particularly comparisons of low- and high-threshold reaction rates, has
raised questions concerning the spectral shape (13). Most of the reported
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spectrum measurements have utilized time-of-flight techniques and cal-

ibrated organic scintillators to measure the velocity spectrum.

The

low-energy response of organic scintillators varies rapidly with energy,

is difficult to determine with reliability, and can be unstable with
time.

Very recent measurements at Argonne employed time-of-flight methods,

with approximately-flat response U-235 fission chambers as the neutron
detectors, to give improved definition of the low-energy portion of the
spectrum (9). It was found that at zero degrees the spectrum yield falls
to essentially zero below approximately 200 keV (see Fig. 1).

When this

result is factored into the above-cited activation results, much better
agreement is obtained between differential and Be-field measurements.
These new results should be extended to higher energies using scintillation
detectors, but they already give valued and long-sought after spectral
definition.
III.

ENERGY-AVERAGED FAST-NEUTRON TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

Energy-averaged neutron total cross sections are the starting point for
applications evaluations, and they are essential to the development of
fundamental models. They have been measured for many years, most recently
at large white-source facilities using time-of-flight techniques with
pulsed beams. Despite this effort, disturbing discrepancies remain. In
a number of cases, the experimental values are sparse, discrepant, and of
poor quality. Self-shielding effects have distorted many results, and
some of the evaluations leave much to be desired. An Illustration of
such problems is shown in Fig. 3A. A contemporary evaluation of Co (10)
shows a great many fluctuations but an energy dependence inconsistent
with physical behavior, for example as indicated by an optical model.
The discrepancies are large (10-20% at a few MeV). In this particular
example, all three of the above factors probably contributed to this
discrepancy. It has long been evident that a systematic, precise and
comprehensive study of energy-averaged total cross sections over the
energy range from the unresolved resonance region to 20+ MeV is needed.
The requirement is for "true" (as contrasted to the "observed") cross

10

En(MeV)
Fig. 3. Co Total
Cross Sections. Up-Comarlson of Evaluation and
Optical-model calculation.
Lower-Measured and Opticalmodel Results.
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sections.

The Be(d,n) reaction can provide a very-intense pulsed-neutron source for
energy-averaged total cross section measurements using modest deuteron
energies. With flight paths of the order of tens of meters, relativelygood energy resolution can be realized using conservative pulse durations
of approximately 1 nsec. This potential has been routinely exploited
using the novel experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 4 (11). A small
(several mm in diameter) and Intense neutron beam is defined at the
transmission samples by a collimator. Samples and a void are rapidly
stepped through the beam. The samples may be quite small, e.g., separated
isotopes, and a number of sample thicknesses may be used concurrently,
making possible accurate corrections for self-shielding effects. A
conventional scintillation detector, placed 10-30 m distant, provides
energy resolutions of 0.1-0.03 nsec/m, sufficient for energy-averaged
cross-section measurements. Background control is very good, with little
gamma-ray "flash" and no high-energy-parlicle contamination, and the
circuitry corrects for dead-time effects. Neutron detection is correlated
with sample position using a digital computer which provides real-time

Fig. 4. Argonne
Total-Cross-Section
Apparatus

cross-section information. The result is the concurrent determination of
the total cross sections of up to 8 samples in real time, with no requirement for beam monitoring, and with identical energy scales and resolutions.
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Obviously, the total-cross-section measurements are self-normalizing.
However, measurement fidelity is verified by the concurrent observation
of the well-known carbon total cross sectons with results such as shown
in Fig. 5. This illustration was obtained with a relatively-short flight
path (11 m), and it does not have the resolution of the ENDF evaluation;
nevertheless, the energy-average magnitudes and the energy scales are in
good agreement. Results obtained over a wide range of the periodic table
are illustrated in Fig. 6, where experimental corrections for self-shielding effects have been made using results obtained with various sample
thicknesses. Fig. 7 extends the illustrative observations to the actlnide
region, where these particular results have led to major revisions of
evaluated files (e.g., that of Pu-239). Another example of the resolution of discrepancies associated with evaluations and/or physical interpretations is the cobalt case of Fig. 3. The above methods can be
extended to higher energies using composite Li and Be targets, and to
lower energies using thick Li targets and protons beams, as illustrated
in Fig. 7 (11).
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The above results were obcained with flight, palhs of less than 12 m, yet

they have adequate resolutions for the objective of determining precise
energy-averaged total cross sections in the MeV energy range. Measurements have been made at 30 m (see carbon inset of Fig. 5), with commensurate resolution improvements. An important measurement problem is
neutron intensity—too much intensity. Special instrumentation is required to make optimum use of the source at flight paths of 30 m or less.
Alternatively, flight paths can be greatly extended, with consequent
improvement in resolutions and the elimination of an annoying technical

problem.
The essential point is that the high specific brightness of the Be(d,n)
source in the MeV energy range makes a modest facility highly competitive

in energy—averaged total cross section measurements and, indeed, such a
facility has been a major source of such information.
IV. STANDARD FIELDS AND REFERENCE ACTIVATION CROSS SECTIONS

There is a need for intense benchmark fields for resolving existing activation cross-section discrepancies and for studying low-yield and longlived reactions not otherwise accessible. The Be(d,n) reaction is ideal
for providing such fields for it has the advantages of high intensity and,
contrasted to fixed spectra such as Cf-252, the capability to be tailored
to the needs of the particular investigation. These are attractive
attributes. Many of the most-needed fusion activation data may well not
be determined in any other manner. In some cases data are obtained at
isolated energies, e.g., 14 MeV, and they are then model-extrapolated over
ride energy ranges. Such extrapolations can easily differ by an order of
magnitude. Measurements in reference fields can give considerable guidance to such model extrapolations. Even "well determined" activation
cross sections can (and should) be validated in standard reference fields.
The high yield of the Be(d,n) source is such that special facilities must
be established to assure biologically tolerable environments for personnel.
Such a facility has been constructed at Argonne, providing a very-heavilyshielded cavity within which accurately-calibrated neutron fields can be
is produced (12). Particular attention was given to the reduction of
room-return effects. The field can be varied to reasonably represent the
environments encountered in "hard" fast reactors and fusion blankets.
The target assemblies are low mass, scattering only a few percent of the
emitted neutrons, and yet are capable of dissipating several hundred
watts of beam power. Cavity walls are lined with polyethelene and
cadmium to reduce neutron room return. Measurements using U-235 and
U-238 (threshold) fission detectors indicate that the return of neutrons
above 1 MeV in the cave is relatively small (e.g., less than 0.1% of the
direct yield 10 cm from the target). Below 1 MeV the room-return fraction
can increase to 103! at 10 cm, but that is of little concern in the threshold measurements for which the facility was primarily designed. The
general concept of this facility is illustrated in Fig. 8.
The above facility is presently being used in spectral characterizations
and Integral cross-section measurements for a number of prominent dosi-

Fig.
8. Facility
for the Production of
Intense Be(d,n) fields.

metry and radiation-damage activation processes with a 7-MeV incident
deuteron beam. The objectives are: i) to establish a well-known benchmark
field, ii) to explore applications of the field, and iii) to develop new
and innovative methods for the provision of nuclear data. The immediate
problem is mathematical specification of the benchmark spectrum consistent
with the measured spectrum and the experimentally-determined response^
of well-known activation cross sections. The next step is the determination of the neutron-emission spectra for a number of additional incidentdeuteron energies, using time-of-flight techniques with fission and

scintillation detectors. Complete covariance information is also
sought. Concurrently, activation cross sections for low-yield reactions
in high-atomic-number elements are to be measured, e.g., for Ta, W and
Re. Such cross sections are very small, but are of interest in high-temperature applications.
Integral tests of differential data for the reactions Li-7(n;n',t)He-4,
Al-27(n,p)Mg-27, Al-27(n,alpha)Na-24, Ni-58(n,p)Co-58 and Ni-60(n,p)Co-60
relative Co U-238(n,f) have been carried out to good precisions (13).
These results are indicated in Fig. 9. Some interesting conclusions have
emerged from this work: i) It was observed that the high threshold
reactions (all other than Ni-58 and U-238) are internally consistent,
providing a reasonable test of both the differential cross sections and
the high-energy portion of the Be(d,n) field, il) There is an apparent
discrepancy between low- to high-energy threshold C/E comparisons. This
suggests some problems with the Be(d,n) spectrum representation previously
reported in the literature (6). However, as pointed out above, a very
recent Be-spectrum measurement at Argonne with a U-235 fission chamber
has led to a representation that reduces this discrepancy considerably,
iii) There appears to be somewhat of a problem with the Ni-58(n,p)
reaction. It is not clear at present whether this is associated with the
differential or integral data, or both. Additional measurements have
also been made for the structural materials, e.g., Nb, Fe, Cu and Al
and these data are being analyzed.
It is anticipated that integral tests of activation cross sections in the
Be spectrum will provide a useful supplement to the extensive body of 14
MeV experimental cross section data and to nuclear-model calculations in
the threshold region, as mentioned above. These investigations extend
over the full neutron-spectrum range encountered in fusion-energy applications. It is often said that 14-MeV measurements and model calculations
are adequate for many applications, but experience indicates that this is
not clearly so in the threshold region.
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As noted above, the intensity of the source is too great to fully utilize
its capabilities in total-cross-section measurements at relatively-short
flight paths, using conventional circuitry and detection equipment.
Therefore, flight paths are being extended to 50+ meters and will thereby
provide resolutions of 0.02 nsec/m or better, even with conservative 1nsec bursts. Large white-source facilities have nominally (though not
exclusively) employed 5-10 nsec bursts in such measurements, therefore
they must have 250-500 m flight paths for equivalent performance.
Moreover, the 1 nsec burst durations used in the present work can be
reduced by factors of 2-4 without undue trouble (14). Thus, the potential
for performing energy-averaged neutron-total-cross-section measurements
using the Be(d,n) source at modest facilities is good and can be realized
at low cost. It is not a new concept as some of the most comprehensive
and most reliable data of that type were obtained more than 15 years ago
using a very modest Van de Graaff accelerator (15). However, it is a
concept limited to higher energies and should not be construed as
a capability for low-energy resonance studies.

Effective access to the difficult 8-14 MeV neutron-energy region remains
a problem in many monoenergetic measurements. The Be(d,n) source provides
a vehicle for reaching this region at a modest facility, particularly so
if supplemented with higher positive Q-value reactions such as the
Li-7(d,n)Be-8 process (as was used in some of the above total cross
section measurements). An important aspect of this approach is the
ability to combine integral and differential data determinations. A
statistical method for unfolding integral neutron-reaction data to obtain
differential information has been proposed (16), and initial use of the
methods in tritium production studies (17) is encouraging. An essential
requirement for the application of statistical unfolding methods is a
complete covariance specification of uncertainties for both the integral
data and the spectrum representation. As noted above, a goal of the
Argonne program Is the development of such information for the Be(d,n)
spectrum for deuteron energies up to 7.5 MeV.

Benchmark integral studies remain an essential test for microscopic data
bases. Accelerator-based fields will play an increasing role in such
studies as fission-reactor "physics" integral experiments become sparse
and interest in fusion-energy grows. Their value is illustrated by the
14-MeV pulsed-sphere program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (18). The
high intensities, and the ability to vary the spectral distribution
obtained with the Be(d,n) reaction, make this source very attractive for
integral studies supporting fusion- and fission-energy development. As
noted, the source spectrum can be tailored to represent very "hard"
fission reactors or fusion blankets. In all such work the characterization of the spectral- and angular-dependence of the source is important.
A program of such measurements is in progress ac Argonne, with the
initial objective of testing Be as a fusion-blanket multiplier.
With the intensity and spectral distribution of the Be(d,n) source, it is
interesting to consider the potential for alternate types of differentialdata measurements. For example, time resolutions of a few nsec obtainable
with intrinsic germanium detectors could be exploited to make precise
measurements of (n;n*,gamma) cross sections for applied and basic purposes, and the energies are high enough so that there is a potential for
examining the decay properties of transmutted nuclei (19). Another
option is the study of neutron-induced prompt-charged-particle production
using timing techniques to determine the incident neutron energies. More
generally, the source is, at a modest facility, competitive for whitesource measurements at higher energies.
V. SUMMARY REMARK

One of the outstanding limitations of neutron physics remains source
intensity. In the Be(d,n)B-10 reaction, nature has provided an intense
source of neutrons which appears to be relatively easy to control and
characterize. Thus far efforts to do so have been modest, and the
potential of this source is far from fully exploited. Doing so should be
a priority activity of fast-neutron physicists during the coming decade.
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UPDATING SURVEY OF SOME LESS COMMON
FAST NEUTRON SOURCES: 9Be(p,n)9B,
u
B(p,n)nC, SIV(p,n)slCr AND »Be(a,n)12C

properties. Therefore one can expect that in the near future (as soon
as bunched heavy ion sources of enough output are also available in
neutron installations) inverse (p,n) reaction will have increased
importance.
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H.A. THE9Be(p.p)9B REACTION

Abstract
9
9 11
11
Production of fast neutrons by the reactions Be(p,n) B, B(p,n) C,
51
51
9
12

V(p,n) Cr and Be(a,n) C is surveyed with an upper neutron energy

limit of about 30 MeV More recent cross section measurements are
included into the data base and their impact on the results of
previous reviews is investigated

Besides the use of

H(

B,n) C as

energies even this value seems optimistic because recent measurements
12)

between 11.9 and 20.6 MeV is discussed.

around 17 MeV
(measured in the same laboratory) differ by about
20 X from the Legendre values.

I. IMTBOOUCTIOM

Table 1. Additional Experimental

In Boat cases fast monoenergetic neutrons are produced by charged
particle reactions among the hydrogen isotopes . Other common
, ,7„
, . ,
, ,45„
sources are 7.
Li(p,n)
Be, 9„
Be(d,n)
and . 45„
Sc(p,n)
Ti 2-4)

Included in the Survey of Ref.6

In this paper same less common sources are reviewed. For Be(p,n) B
and
V(p,n) Cr this is an updating of a previous review , for the
others it is a survey of recent experimental results.

(MeV)

a Bonoenergetic source for 11.4 MeV neutrons and as a two-line source

II. PBBSKMT STATUS
The sources dealt with in this paper have quite different
applications like
- "monoenergetic" neutron production at higher energies (e.g.
- monoenergetic neutron production at lower energies (e.g. po
- thick target "white" neutron production (e.g. p- Be).
They have little in common except that most of the» are (p,n)
reactions. As pointed out in the companion paper
the exchange
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.5) A more
The situation has much improved since the last survey^'
recent survey covers cross section and neutron yield measurements
until 1983 for neutron energies up to 120 MeV Table 1 adds some more
references
' to this survey with emphasis on very recent
work ' .A thorough evaluation using Legendre coefficients to
present the data up to 30 MeV is available . Discrepancies in the
data base of the order of 25 * make it, however, unlikely that the
accuracy of the Legendre presentation is better than ±10 \. At higher

projectile and target nuclei often results in improved source

9
p- Be)
V) and

of

E
P

4.... 14
6.3,7.4

Symbol

BA64A
BA64B

14.9,17.8

BA80

8. 2. ..15. 7
16.4,17.6

GU82
BY83
MU86

Ref.

7
8
9
10
11
12

9Be(p.n)9B Data Which are Not

Ang. Range
(c.m..deg.)

Remarks

integral
0..112
0...90

rel. tot. yield
TOF

0...162
0...162

indent . data
incl. evaluation
Lane model

II.B. THB
The differential cross sections and neutron energy spectra following
S~ have been evaluated for energies
the break-up reaction 9Be(a,ccn)Tle
up to 7.7 MeV to allow the simulation of the neutron spectra of

radioactive o-Be sources

'

. Since then low energy total cross

286 sections have been «ensured with a 4* counter

. These results agree

Gooo

within error limits with the integral of previous angular
distributions
.
The thick target yield at 0" for alpha particle energies between 12

and 30 MeV has been measured recently to investigate the usefulness
of this source in neutron radiotherapy

17)

c

. For this purpose the

o

source is «uch inferior to both the p-Be and the d-Be source not only

100

with regard to the total yield but even More so with regard to the
neutron energy distribution, i.e. the average neutron energy.
U.C. THE51V(p.n)5ICr REACTION
Since the last survey

two papers

cross section of this reaction bee

'

dealing with the integrated

20

available. Because of the

u
UJ
n

.20) at not too high energies the differential cross
near-isotropy'
sections are usually obtained fro« the integrated values by dividing

by 4*. The shapes of the two new excitation functions agree rather
i o\

well. However, the data of Zyakind et al. ' are lower by about 40 *
21 22)
in rough agreement with others '
. These data were Measured at 90*
with a BF_ counter. Also the higher excitation function 19) agrees in
scale with previous data

Fig.

2

3

NtUTRON ENERGY [MeV]

1. Energy dependence of the specific zero-degree neutron
7 7
1 1
1 1
Li(p,n) Be (upper curve) and
B(p,n) C. The

yield of

full curves cover the monoenergetic range, the dotted part

indicates the presence of a neutron continuum.

23 '24) .In this case the measurement was done

with a 4* neutron detector consisting of a 60 cm diameter

polyethylene sphere in which eight BF„ counters are embedded. In an
earlier experiment in which also a 4* neutron detector was used, the
scale was an additional 30* higher25) .

Even if this highest solution which is not reproduced by other work
is excluded, no unique solution for the correct scale is evident.
Until further reliable data become available or a more detailed

analysis allows the exclusion of some of the data it is advisable to
use the mean of the two lower data sets and to assign a 20 % scale

error to it.

There are quite a few cross section measurements

2G—38)
available

(see Table 3). Below proton energies of 10 MeV agreement between the

data sets within the order of 10 * is achieved '.
The p- B excitation function does not show very narrow resonances
(see Fig.l and 2). Therefore one can profit from the relatively high
yield at the maxima of the resonances (at 1.9 MeV and around 3 MeV

neutron energy) even with energy resolutions somewhat above 0.1 MeV.

7

7

This reaction supplements the Li(p,n) Be reaction for neutron
energies between 2 and 3 MeV where the other reaction is not
monoenergetic any more (see Fig.l). Some kinematic properties of this

source are summarized in Table 2.

At 1.9 MeV the specific yield of p- B is about one half of that of
7
the p- Li reaction but it has the advantage of a pure single line
spectrum. The maximum around 3 MeV lies in the double line range

which extends to about 5 MeV. In this energy range the p- Li source
7
is already plagued by the neutron continuum of the Be break up.

Table 2. Kinematic Data of the

B(p,n) C Reaction. (All energies

Table 3. Survey of Experimental

B(p,n) C Data.

in MeV)

Ground St.

C

0.000

-Exc. Energy

-2.765

Q-Value

1st Exc.St.

2nd Bxc.St.

Break-up Thr.

E
P
(MeV)

Symbol

Ref.

2.000
-4.765

4.319
-7.083

7.544
-10.308

HI60
AL61

26
27

LE61

28

5.202
2.388
1.350
0.037
0.037

7.734

AN64

29

0.055
0.055

11.252
8.469
5.499
6.425
3.881
3.999
2.060

8.1. ..14.1
2.9... 4.3
4. 9. ..11. 4
17,18.5
4... 14
4. ..11. 5
7.1,8.2
30,50
18.0

84.510

122.947

20.646
0.313
16.082
1.189
6.497
6.497

32.646

Forward Reaction:
3018
.

Proj . Energy
E

nO

E .
ni

°- 021
0.021

°'
180'c.m.
0'
180'c.m.

K

n2

°'
180'c.m.

4.941
3.080
2.860
1.497

Inverse Reaction:

Proj. Energy
E

nO

0-

32.977
' 536
2.536

2

180'c.m.
E

°"
180'c.m.

E

°'
180'c.m.

nl

n2

4.371
4.371

The real potentiel of pH(

B,n)

56.839
11.879
0.542

C.

23.021
1.835

B lies in its inverse reaction

In this case the neutrons are collimated into a

forward cone as detailed in the companion paper
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0.198
28.473
0.672

. In addition, the

BA64A

7

Ang. Range
Remarks
(c.m.,deg.)
10... 140
proton rec. spectrometer
long ctr. .rel.data
0...130
activ.techn.
integr.
3... 155
TOF
integr.

4* ctr. ,rel. yield

OV65

30

0...170

TOFc)

WA65

31

0...155

TOF

CL70

32

TOF

AN74

33

3.1. ..4. 8

VA78

10.9. .27.5
5. 4. ..7. 5
14.0. ..14. 6
16... 26

ANSI

34
35
36
37
38

2... 65
2. ..144'
0...165

H081
SC84

GR85

TOF
prot. recoil, data comp.

integr.

activ.techn.

22... 162
22... 162
4... 147

TOF

TOF
TOF

a) dubious data; lowest energy 0.12 MeV below threshold'
,34)
b) data are high by a factor 1.71
36)
c) normalization is high by at least a factor 1.71
Special attention deserves the relatively high yield around 11.4 MeV
(with a width (FWHM) of 0.8 MeV) which is in the 8 to 14 MeV "gap".
There the second line has an energy of about 0.6 MeV and an intensity

neutron energy at the same center—of-mass energy is appreciable

which is only 1 % of that of the primary line.

higher for the inverse reaction (see Table 2) so that break-up

Also the two-line range (actually it is four-line range if the

neutrons start to appear only when the primary neutron energy becomes

180'c.m. groups are considered, too) up to 20.6 MeV could be useful.

larger than 32.6 MeV. The »onoenergetic range extends fro» 2.5 to

The specific yield is higher than that of the truely monoenergetic

11.9 MeV. Actually it is a two-line range, because also the neutrons

d-T source by an order of magnitude. If solid tritium targets are

em tted under 180'c.a. occur at O'lab. However, this second line is

used then it is even higher by about two orders of magnitude. In

typically two orders of Magnitude less intense and its energy

addition, the natural collimation of the neutrons into a forward cone

decreases strongly with increasing primary neutron energy as can be

is very beneficial because it simplifies shielding.

seen fron Table 2.

'iiooo

The

>

source. Even »ore so if the inverse reaction is considered.
Its specific yield at the resonances is comparable with that of the
p-T reaction when solid T_ targets are used. (With gas targets the
yield from p-T is about an order of magnitude larger.) So the p-11 B
reaction is a good one-line source for 1.9 MeV neutrons and a
two-line source between 2.4 and 5 MeV.
Although the acceleration of heavy ions has become a tool in »any
technical fields, it has not been used mich for nonoenergetic neutron

v\

o
_i
Lu
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B(p,n) C reaction appears to be quite a useful monoenergetic

production, despite the availability of bunched beams (e.g. Ref. 40).
17

20
_L

10

15

20

25

30

NEUTRON ENERGY [MeV]

Fig. 2. Energy dependence of the specific zero-degree neutron
yield of 1H(11B,n)11C (upper curve) and 3H(d,n)4He. The

full curves cover the raonoenergetic range, the dotted
portion of the d-T curve indicates the presence of a

7

The only work in this field is a measurement of the H( Li,n) Be
reaction41). The need of a source between 8 and 14 MeV (aside fron
the prolific t-H source ') together with the available technology
(boron beam« in the above uA range have been obtained
and have
43 44 )
been accelerated to be required energies ' ) should speed up the
development of the H( B,n) C source. However, the seriousness of
the neutron background fro« the interaction of the B beam with the
target structure can be assessed only after a bunched B beam has
become available in a neutron time-of-flight installation.

neutron continuum.
III. DISCUSSION
The neutron sources considered in this paper are used for very

Thanks are due to Mr. W. Penits and Mrs. R. Libiseller for the
technical assistance in preparing this report.

different purposes. The usefulness of the two Be sources (p-Be and
17) . The reaction

a-Be) for neutron radiotherapy has been investigated

a-Be appears to be much inferior in such an application. However, the
a-Be cross sections have been successfully used to calculate the
neutron spectra of radioactive a-Be sources
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290 NEUTRON SOURCE FOR 3-25 MeV ENERGY RANGE
BASED ON EGP-10M ACCELERATOR AND
GAS TRITIUM TARGET
G.N. LOVCHIKOVA, O.A. SALNIKOV, S.P. SIMAKOV,
A.M. TRUFANOV, A.V. POLYAKOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

The target depicted in Fig.1 represents a steel cylinder
filled with gaseous tritium of 10 mm in diameter, 40 nun in
length and 0,2 mm of wall thickness. The two windows with cool
helium circulated between them isolate tritium from the vacuum
system of an accelerator.

Abstract

The report describes the design and operating principle of
a gas tritium target installation on the EGP-10M PEI pulsed accelerator. Neutron fluxes in the energy range of 3-8 MeV in the
) He reaction and in the energy range of 20-25 MeV in the
) He reaction are being obtained with the help of this
target. The basic physical neutron flux parameters, from a target, the comparison with a solid tritium target and the examples
of using a gas target in neutron experiments are given.

A study of the fast neutron interactions with nuclei is
of great scientific interest and significant practical importance. This requires the neurton source with an energy readily
varied, sufficient monoenergeticity and intensity of a neutron
yield. The gas tritium target made by the authors [l, 2]
using the ^H(p,n) He and J H(d,n) He reactions for obtaining
some neutrons satisfies these requirements. The EGP-10M recharged electrostatic accelerator is used as a source of protons
and deutrons. Prom the references we know the works [3-6J
devoted to a description of the gas target constructions but
a little attention is given to a study of some characteristics
of the neutron flux created by targets. The present work gives
a comprehensive description and study of the physical characterictics of the gas tritium target as a source of neutrons.

Pig.1. The arrangement of a gas target:
1 - a beam of charged particles,

2 - lamellae, 3 - a cooling cell,
4 - foils, 5 - a steel cylinder,
6 - ballastic volumes with helium,
7-a compressor, 8 - a fore pump,
9 - valves, 10 - a pressure indicator,
11 - a balloon with uranium tritide.

In case of using the T(p, n) reaction for obtaining neutrons the windows have been made of the Hi - milling foils
9,2_,um thick sealed with the ring-type indium spacers. Geometric demensions of a proton beam incident on the target are restricted by lamellae with a hole of 7 mm in diameter and positioned at a distance of 10 cm in front of the target. The inner
surfaces of the target, a cooling cell as well as a side of
lamellae faced to a proton beam have been covered with the
Sfl
Ni - layer (with an enrichment of 96&) 0.2*0.3 nnn thick.
This has been accomplished for decreasing neutron yields from
the (p, n) reaction on the construction materials of the target
since a threshold of the -* Ni(p, n) reaction is sufficiently
high (9,51 MeV).
The gas target is similar in constraction when obtaining
neutrons from the T(d, n) reaction. In this case the molybdenum
2
foils of 7,9 and 14 mg/cm thiCK have been used for the entrance
windows. Also,
the lamellae have been covered
with molybdenum
*2
p
(60 mg/cm ). A disk of platinum 580 mg/cm thick served as the
bottom of the target. The materials selected with large Z allow
to decrease the yield of background neutrons from the (d, n)
reaction.
Before the target has been filled with tritium it is
evacuated by a fore pump (Fig.1) and then the balloon containing uranium tritide is heated to a temperature of
500°C.
The gaseous tritium, being released in the decay of a compound,
is entered a target via a system of electromagnetic valves.
V/hen the given tritium pressure has been reached the target is
cut off by a valve and uranium tritide is cooled absorbing tritium that has been left in the system. To avoid the diffusion of
tritium via foils during heating witK a beam of the passing charged particles the provision, has been made to cool these ones with
a flow of helium drifted through a closed circuit by a microcompressor.
The inner layer in a cooling cell of the target is laid out
so that to direct a flow of helium to both the foils uniformly.
CQ
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The target of a described construction is found to be stable
and reliable in operation during some months of continuous work
at the bombarding proton and deutron currents of 1.5 * 2.5./*.A.
In a neutron energy range of 5 * 8 MeV and at an energy of 21 MeV
the target characteristics are studied as a source of neutrons.
Results presented in the table are obtained at the following
conditions: the pressure of tritium in the target is 2 atm, the
pressure of helium in a cooling cell is 1 atm. There have been
determined the energies of charged particles |Yl, the energy
losses in foils and gas, the energy and neutron yield at an angle
of 0° to a beam incident on the target. The angular divergence of
a beam occured as a result of a multiple Coulomb interaction in
foils and gas leads to an added energy spread of 10 keV in case
of the T(p, n) reaction and of 20 keV in the T(d, n) reaction.

table

The characteristics of a gas target as a source
of neutrons in a range of 5 t- 8 MeV and at an
energy of 21 MeV

1.

Reaction

2. Energy of neutrons escaped
forward, MeV
3. Yield of neutrons at 0°,
^8_
10°n/sr-^
K
4. Accelerated particle
energy, MeV
5. Losses of particle energy
in foils and gas, MeV
6. Root-mean-square angle of
particle beam divergence
in gas, degrees
7. Neutron energy uncertainty,
MeV
8. Neutron yields from back-

ground reactions to yields
from basic ones, /£

T(d, n)

T(p, n)

5,00 6,00

7,00 8,00 21,0

1,31 0,95

0,76

6,51

8,37 9,33 5,54

7,42

0,74

0,65

0,60 0,56 1,44

3,5

3,0

0,07

0,06 0,05 0,05 0,20

0,03

2,7

0,68 0,54

0,08

2,4

5,2

0,03 1,00 85
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ïh-G initial neutron energy uncertainty (a root-mean-squre
deviation) presented in the Table is composed of the energy particle losses in a half-value layer of gaseuos tritium, the fluctuation of ionization proton losses when passing through foils
and the energy uncertainty occured because of a non-uniform
entrance window thickness. Should a quantitative estimation can
be given to first two components on a base of the well-known
relations, then a non-uniformity of the used foil thickness can
be estimated experimentally only. For this we have measured the
graphite sample transmission functions at the neutron energies
close to resonances in a total neutron interaction cross-section
with carbon. This resonance parameters are well-known \8\ :
E
t
-™>
0,003; 6,56 MeV,
a= 5,369 - 0,003; 6,293
L ç3

in the interaction of protons or deutrons with structural materials of a target to the neutron yield from the basic T(p,n)

or T(d,n) reactions.

•6.293 , 6.56 n,fc

T

N
OH

TJ/cS = 28 i 3; 57 i 4; 40 i 4 keV, respectively. The graphite
samples of 10 and 18 cm long have been placed between a tritium
target and detector; monitoring has been carried out using a long
counter. In the Pis. 2 are shown the experimental points obtained
during measuring the transmission functions for the mentioned
above resonances and graphite sample thickness.
The smooth curves show the same sample transmission functions
calculated on an assumption that the energy neutron flux line from'
a target has a normal distribution with appropriate standard
deviations. (See the numerals near the curves in the Pig.2). It
is seen that at the 5,4 and 6,3 MeV energies of neutrons escaped
from a target the total initial energy uncertainty accounts for
70 and 50 keV, respectively. Taking into account the energy tritium half-value layer thickness and the ionization proton losses
fluctuations in foils (all together is accounted for « 30 keV)
one obtain an energy spread introduced by a non-uniformity of
foils being equal to 60 and 40 keV that corresponds to relative
non-uniformity in thickness - Q%.
Uonoenergeticity of a neutron flux from the target is
characterized by a ratio of the neutron yield (with the energies
from a detector threshold 0,7 MeV to a maximum one ) originated

Pig.2. Transmission functions of graphite samples:
the experimental points and the transmission

curves calculated with different dispersions
of the neutron energy distribution from the
tritium target.

The energy spectra of these "background" neutrons, i.e., neutrons at 0° from an evacuated target are shown in Pig.3 for the
two incident proton energies of 6.00 and 8.77 MeV. The arrows
and figures show the peak energy of neutrons produced in the
(p,n) reaction on the proper Ni -isotopes. The correlation of

distance of 2.1 m in front of the target. A visible width of

the neutron peaks exceeding in some times a true width of energy
distribution of neutrons is determined by a time resolution of
a detector ( % 3 ns) and by the effects of neutron interactions
with a collimator of a shield.
One of an added neutron source with energies differed from
the basic one can be reactions on imparity gases which are
inevitable present in tritium or can penetrate into a target
during measurements. To illustrate this in Fig.4 are shown the
CO

neutron spectra measured from the air-filled target to 1 atm

CD
CD
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and the evacuated one. The energy of incident protons in a
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Fig. 3. The spectra of neutrons escaped from the

to

-100

evacuated and the neutron peaks from the

target filled with tritium up to 2 atm.
The energy of incident protons in the target
6.00 C) and 8.77 (z) HeV.

these ones with the rise of "background" neutrons in the energy
spectra points out to the origin of neutrons that disturb "the
purity" of a target. For comparison the same figure shows the
neutron peaks from the target filled with tritium to 2 atm.
The measurements have performed using a time-of -flight method
by
a scientillation detector [9] placed in the shield at a
293

100
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300
400
HOMEP KflHfl/lfl

Pig.4. The tune spectra of neutrons escaped from
the evacuated target (•) and the target
filled with air up to 1 atm (x) at the
proton energy of 8.77 MeV in the target.

500

9QA
target is equal to 8.77 MeV. The sole additional *peak
appeared
£wH
*
4 *

on the spectrum corresponds to neutrons from the *N(p,n) ^0
reaction ( S+hj-egb0 8-35 MeV). The evacuation of this target
even to -s 1 mm of mercury column reduces a peak from these neutrons to a level of the contribution from residual background
reactions.
At the neutron energies of 8 LSeV the T(p,n)D tritium breakup reaction (Q= - 6.26 HeV) became energetically possible, in
this case a maximum energy of neutrons from this reaction is

4 6 c a

^I
t

»t

WiS9-"»-"

22- «

equal to 1.5 MeV. Apparently, proceeding from this small value

of a tritium break-up reaction cross-section [lO, 11] a contribution of these neurtons at the considered energies is not detected.
At the proton energies below a tritium break-up reaction
threshold in the instrumentation neutron spectra in an energy
range of 1,5 MeV a wide peak with an area of 100 times lower
than the area of a basic neitron peak from the T(p,n) reaction
is observed. The similar effect has been observed by the authors
in the work [12] . The reason of these neutron occurence is not
established. The estimations made by us show that the neutrons
with such an approximately low energy can be formed in the
T(p,n) reaction with the beam protons scattered back into a gas
volume by the bottom of a target.
When bombarding a gas target by a deutron beam for the
reason of obtaining neutrons with energies near to 20 MeV a
contribution of background neutrons, as is seen from the table,
becomes considerably higher as compared to the experiment with
a proton beam. In the Fig.5 is shown the instrumentation spectrum of neutrons from the gas target filled with tritium at
ii'^o 5.5 MeV. Besides neutrons from the basic T(d,n) reaction a
complex spectrum of background neutrons is seen. There have
been displayed sharply the peaks of neutrons formed in the (d,n)
reaction on oxygen, carbon, nitrogen (oxidea, scales, residual
gases) and on deuterium (packing of a deutron beam, impurities
in gases). The continuous part of a neutron spectrum is formed
at the expense of deutron break-up reactions on the structural
element nuclei of a target.

I

0

100

200

300

A/K

Fig.5. The instrumentation spectrum of neutrons from

the gas tritium target measured at an angle of
0° and £d= 5.5 HeV.
The arrows indicate neutron energies from the
(d,u) reaction for different elements existed
in helium (He) and tritium (T) volumes as well
as in foils from molybdenum (f 1 and f ,)•

It is interesting to compare a possibility of obtaining
neutrons with the energies greater 5 MeV using the gaa and
solid tritium target since the considered ones are used widely
for obtaining the neutrons of leaser energies. '.Ye have used a
P
solid target with a titanum-tritium layer of 0.96 mg/cm thick
on a molybdenum backing.
To obtain an energy resolution comparable to that one
from a gas target the TiT layer thickness should be taken

approximately four times greater; in this case a neutron yield
from the T(p,n) reaction should be increased, respectively. It
has teen taken into consideration by normalizing time spectra
in Pig.6 (amplitudes of neutron peaks are related as 1:4), which
illustrates the relation of background neutrons for the gas and
solid tritium target.

It is seen from the figures that for the solid target a ratio
of neutron yields from the (p,n) reaction on structural materials to the neutron yields from the T(p,n) reaction exceeds the
appropriate ratio for a gas target in the one or two orders of
magnitude. It makes impracticable to use solid targets for obtaining monoenergetic neutrons witn energies greater 5 HeV.
The gas tritium target as a constituent part of a neutrontime -of -flight spectrometer [ 9~) is actively used for a study
of the fast neutron interaction cross-sections with nuclei.

The differential elastic and inelastic neutron scattering crosssections in the range of initial energies 5-8 MeV on a number
of construction [13] and fissile [14] nuclei have been investigated. The elastic scattering cross-sections on carbon [15]
and neutron spectra from the °%b(n,xn) reaction [loj have
been measured at an energy of neutrons 21 MeV.
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INVESTIGATIONS ON THE PROPERTIES OF
D+D AND D+T NEUTRON SOURCES*
J. CSIKAI, Zs. LANTOS, Cs.M. BUCZKÖ**
Institute of Experimental Physics,

Kossuth University,
Debrecen, Hungary
Abstract

Simple analytical expressions are given for the
calculation of the energy and angular distributions of neutrons emitted in the reactions
2
H(d,n)3He and 3H(d,n)4He for the 2O-5OO keV
deuteron energy range. The results obtained were
compared with the measured and calculated thin
and thick target energy and angular distributions of D+T neutrons at 75, 125, ISO, 175 and
210 keV deuteron energies. The energy spread of
D+T neutrons as functions of emission angle and

deuteron energy is also given for thick TiT
target.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The accurate knowledge of the energy and angular distributions
of neutrons emitted in the D+D and D+T reactions is needed especially for the precise measurement of cross sections around 14MeV
and for the design of thermonuclear devices. The aim of this work
was to find simple analytical expressions for the description of

* This work was performed under the "14 MeV Co-ordinated Research Programme"
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency.

** Permanent
4010 Hungary.
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the source yield and the energy of neutrons emitted in the widely
used D+D and D-t-T reactions below 500 keV bombarding deuteron energy as well as to check these expressions by experiments and
calculations both for thick and thin targets.

Table 2.

E

d

Ikev]

2. FITTING PROCEDURE

50

The thin-target data recommended[1] for the energy (E ) and
angular (Y ) distributions of neutrons emitted in the D+D and
D+T reactions in laboratory system were approximated by the
following expressions[2]
(1)

1=1

100
150
2OO
250
300
325
400
50O

Values of the parameters in Eq.(l) for the calculation of thick, target neutron
energy vs. emission angle in lab. system
D-T
E

D-D

o

E

14.06520
14.07883
14.06942
14.09680
14.10286
14.10803
14.10723
-

0.42329
0.57613
0.66776
0.72427
0.76661
0.80001

O.OO682
0.01222
O.O1600
O. 01908

0.79477

0.02347

-

-

-

2.50981

-

-

2.52140

-

E

l

2

B

E

o

0.30083
0.39111
0.47697
0.55825
0.62147

2.46674
-

O.O2167

2.47685
-

0.02374

2.49712

l

2

E

0.01368
0.04098
-

-

E

0.05124
-

0.07125
O.O9816

3

0.02749
-

0.02957
0.02474
O.O3307

n
Y

n(Ed'9)

(2)

=

i=l

In eqs.(l) and (2) n=5 and 3 for D+D while n=3 and 2 for D+T

reactions, respectively. It was found that the evaluated data[3]
for the energy and angular distributions in the case of thick
target can also be described by egs.(2) and (1). The values of

Table 3.

Y , Y., EQ and E± coefficients obtained from a least-squares fit.
are given in Tables 1-5 for the 2O-500 keV deuteron energy range.
Ed(keV)

Table 1.

Values of the parameters in Eq. {1 ) for the calculation

of thin target neutron

energy vs. emission angle in lab. system

E

d

[keV]
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D-T
E

o

E

D-D
E

E
0

l

E

2.46073

0.24848

O.O1282

O.OOO31

0.01719

2.47303

0.35237

O.O2524

O.OOO62

0.03320

2.49771

0.50072

0.05044

0.00242

O. 04923

2.52289

O. 61581

0.07530

1.35640

0.06527

2.54798

0.71456

1.51899

O. 08249

2.57246

0.80285

0.10013
0.12592

l

50
100
200

14.04814
14.06732

0.67488

14.10711

O. 95596

300

14.14704

1.17282

400

14.18670

500

14.22569

O. 47679

2

O.OO834

E

2

E

3

O. 00589
O.O0757
O. 01024

20
30
40
50
60
70
100
150
2OO
250
300
350
4OO
450
50O

Recommended parameter values for the calculation of the thin target angular
dependence of D-T source yields in lab. system by Eq.O) normalized to 9O

Y

o
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y

ff(90°)

l

Y

O.O220

0.0518
0.0407

O.OOO25
- O.0093
0.0007
0.0010
- 0.0035
0.0011

4 .2942
19 .6126
52 .8382
105 .4180
173 .2630

O.O482

0.0011

O.0599

O.OOO9

393 .3834
316 .3704
198 .4180
132 .8133
95 .0878
77 .3864
63 .4112
53 .0290
45 .5970

0.0227
0.0310
0.0344

2

0.0678

O.OO05

O.0685

- 0.0104

0.0818

O.OO05

O.O904

0.0028

0.1O03

- 0.0008

0.1140

- 0.0101

0.1273

- 0.0187

(mbfsrl

249 .3768

Coefficients for the calculation of the thin target angular dependence of

298

D-D source yields in lab

b
d
[keV]

Y

Y
o

l

system by Eq (2) normalized to 90 degree

Y

Y

2

i

O 11787

0 58355

1

0 01741

0 88746

50
100
20O

1

- 0 03149

300

1

- 0 10702

1 11225
1 64553

400

1

- 0 02546

5OO

1

- 0 10272

- O
O
O
0

Y

3

Y

4

11353

0 04222

22497

O 08183

38659

O 26676

63645

O 67655

1 05439

0 21072

0 81789

1 09948

O 2962O

1

09435

O
0
0
0
0
O

5

16359
37225
11518
35367

59571
76159

(TOO0)
[mb/sr]
0 32016
1 01828
1 95031
2.66479
3 32222
3 63084

00
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Coefficients in Cq (2) for the calculation of the thick target D-T neutron
yield vs

E

emission angle

Y

o

Y

normalised to *ÎO deyree

l

UeVl
50

loo
150
200
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3OO
325

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Y

2
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O O3003
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Figure 1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Eo and E i values for the D+T reaction have been determined
between 20 and 70 keV in 10 keV steps. The angular dependence
of D+D source yield at different deuteron energies normalized to
90 degree is shown in Fig.l. In the insert of Fig.l. the energy
dependence of the Y coefficients are demonstrated.

The effect of target thickness on the source yield and on the
energy of neutrons as a function of emission angle in D+T reaction
was investigated in an improved experimental arrangement shown in
Fig.2. This scattering-free irradiation tacility rendered it possible to measure the source yield and the neutron energy in 2n
interval. The details of the foil activation method used for the
determination of the neutron energy around 14 MeV are described
in Ref.[4]. The neutron energy and the yield as functions of
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FISSION CHAMBER
5 cm

Zr/Nb ratio gives the best agreement with the relativistic
calculation. The coefficients obtained for the En(e) function
by calculation and experiment for thick TiT target at different
deuteron energies are summarized in Table 6. An analysis of the
Table 6

C o e f f i c i e n t s of the E (e) f u n c t i o n for t h i c k TiT t a r r j e t

Figure 2.

Coefficients

E

l

Calculated
PavlikWinkler[5]
Rates' 6 )

E.-150'keV
d

E,= 125fkeVl
d

Method

emission angle were determined from the measurements of the activity ratios 89Zr/92mNb, 89Zr/18omTa and 89Zr/196Au produced in
(n,2n) reactions. The measured energy values together with those
obtained by relativistic[5] and nonrelativlstic[6] calculations
at E,=150 keV are indicated in Fig.3. The calculated[5,6] energy
spreads ( c! E) of neutrons as a function of emission angle for
thick TiT target are shown in Fig.6 for 125, 150, 175 and 220
keV bombarding deuteron energies. The energy spreads are the
1/2 FWHM values of the distributions at different emission
angles. Further investigations are needed for the determination of the shape and magnitude of the dE(Ed,e) functions.

14 .0617
14.O847

' 2

L

0

L,

1

t,

2

0.6283
0.6219

0 O149
0.0142

14.0645

0.653

O.O16

14 .O814

0. 668

0 016

Measured

NbJZr
Ta/Zr

14.0602

0.6O46

0.0469

14.O862

0.658

O.OIO

14.0894

0.5984

0 C166

14 .0820

0.644

- O.OOl

Au/Zr

14.0777

0.5963

O 0192

14.0846

0.649

n.OOS

t ,-75[keV

L -150'kiW] l/( 74«)+D*(26»)

d

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows that good agreement exists between the mea299 sured and calculated neutron energies. As it can be seen the

Nb/Zr

14.0715

0.507

0.008

14.074

0.581

0.051

300

data at different energies led to the conclusion that the deviation from the relativistic calculation does not exceed 30 keV
for D+T and D+D neutrons if E^SOO keV. The shapes of the source
yield curves measured by Nb, Ta and Au foils deviate slightly
from each other indicating that the (n,2n) excitation functions
of the flux monitor reactions are not constant around 14 MeV
(see Fig.4). Accepting the calculated angular distributions]; 5 ,6 ]
for thick target we have deduced the shapes of the monitor reactions around 14 MeV. As it can be seen in Fig.5 the relative
change in the cross section curves for the
Nb,
Ta and
Au(n,2n) reactions between 13.5 and 14.8 MeV is +O.35 %,
-2.4 * and +1.6 %, respectively.
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DEUTERIUM GENERATOR FOR GAS TARGET
A.A. GOVERDOVSKIJ, A.K. GORDYUSHIN, V.F. MITROFANOV
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,
Obninsk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

The device filling gas targets with deuterium is described.
The working substance of the device is titanium powder. The tests
of the device have shown that the gas coming out of the powder

does not contain impurities.

The

D(d,n)^He reaction provides a perspective source of

fast neutrons in the energy range from 4 to 10 MeV. The targets for this source can be deuterium gas target , which

is

more preferable in comparison with the metal-deuteride deposit. Their advantages are connected with a higher yield

for

a given energy loss, target backgrounds being correctly measured .
A generator-accumulator of deuterium for gas target filling has been constructed (Fig.1). Its operation is based on

the property of titanium to absorb and to adsorb, hydrogen
isotopes with heating. The former process is more

intensive

at T=300°C, the latter increases very rapidly in the
rature range T from 500°C to 1100°C. Therefore, at low

peratures (T

300°C) titanium is an accumulator

of

rium, and a generator at high T=500°C. Other gaseous
nents were not found in the deuterium released.

301

tempetem-

deutecompo-

4) titanium is more available in practice than uranium;

302

5) oxygen is not released by titanium with heating .
At the temperature T=700°C the formation and explosion of the
combustible mixture (oxygen-t-hydrogen) was quite possible. Therefore,
a considerable amount (about 200g) of titanium was available

and

the temperatures T were about 550-600°C. In the refrigerator (R)
deuterium cools down to Td=40°C.
In the identical experimental conditions more than 20 refillings

were performed; small decrease of the gas-adsoption rate from 5 to
10% was found (TTi=600°C), while the change in the absorption intensity was negligible (Tlji=300°C). It was concluded that the

FIGURE. Schematic diagram of the experimental

dominant

mechanism was a leakage of deuterium through the stainless-steel
arrangement :
walls of the working volume. The time-operation interval of the de-

1 ) titanium powder;
2) stainleas-steel container;

vice was 2000 . At the heating temperatures TTi

3) electrical heater;
4) refrigerator;
5) manometer;

layer of titanium powder can be baked, titanium absorption capabili-

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

ty can decrease, but slightly - from 20 to 25% .
The inspection of quality of the deuterium released was done by

emergency bolloon tire;
gas targe t ;
thermocouple vacuum-gauge;
hydrargyrum manometer;
vacuum - pump.

Titanium has several advantages over uranium 1 '2 ,

1000°G the surface

means of neutron time-of-flight method. The flight path was more
than 1=2,6

m. A scintillation detector was used for measurements in

the neutron energy range E

1 MeV; in the energy range

a double-ionization fission chamber with the
for

example, as a deuterium generator working substance.

2JJ3S

TJ

and

E

U-radia-

tora was used (L=0,7 m). General Conclusion : gas-cell was filled

by pure

deuterium.

These are :

1) titanium is not radioactive ;
2) in case of emergency and dehermetization of the working
volume the explosion of the -uranium-hydride is not impossible;

3) titanium absorbs about 430 cm /1g(Ti) of the deuterium,
while uranium - only 230 cm3/1g(Ti);

1 MeV

2 ^R
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RTNS-II: EXPERIENCE AT 14 MeV SOURCE STRENGTHS
BETWEEN 1 x 1013 AND 4 x 1013 n/s*
J C DA VIS
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, California,

United States of America
Abstract
The RTNS-II Facility was built at LLNL from 1976 to 1978 to provide two

SESSION V
14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCES

14-HeV sources dedicated to irradiation of materials and components for the
Magnetic Fusion Program of the United States Department of Energy Initial
experiments began in early 1979 with a single source operating at a strength
of 1 x 1013 n/s
In 1982, a five-year agreement was signed between the
US DOE and the Ministry of Science. Education and Culture of the government of
Japan to operate the facility jointly for fusion irradiation experiments
Under this agreement, both neutron sources became operational with source
strengths rising to near the original design goal of 4 x 1013 n/s Nominal
source design parameters are 150 mA of D* focused to a 1-cm diameter spot on
a 5000 rpm titanium tritfde target, producing a maximum useful flux of
1 3 x 10'3 n/cm^s In the past eight years, approximately one hundred
23-cm targets and seventy-five 50-cm targets have been produced and used
Target output decays with a half-life varying from 75 to 200 hours
at currents
11

near 125 mA Average Initial yield on a new target Is 2 1 x 10
n/s-mA,
average total yield of a target before replacement is 1 1 x ID1" neutrons
Lifetimes of ion source components range from 200 hours for cathode assemblies
to as much as 1200 hours for extraction electrodes Power supplies,
acceleration columns, most beam transport components and radiological systems
have imposed no significant operational limitations
Maximum fluence
delivered 1n Irradiations to date has been 1 x 1019 n/cm?
Operation of the facility is currently scheduled to cease at the

expiration of the Joint agreement in February of 1987

The operational

experience gained with accelerator, target and radiological systems w i l l be

reviewed, as well as design options and changes appropriate for inclusion in
solid target 14-MeV generators designed to operate at higher source
strengths The prospects for upgrading a source of this type to
4 x lO^* n/s will be discussed

303

* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy by the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No W-7405-ENG-48
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separate the ion species and provide monoatomic beam to simplify the bunching

INTRODUCTION

optics.

Ten years have passed since the design of the two RTNS-II (Rotating
Target Neutron Source-II) 14-MeV neutron sources.

These sources have now

operated for a total of almost twelve accelerator years, providing irradiation
services for a wide variety of nuclear physics and materials science
experiments. With the closure of this irradiation facility scheduled for next
year, a review of the successes and failures of its design concepts is
particularly appropriate. Originally designed to operate at a peak neutron

source strength of 4 x 10 13 n/cm2 s, the sources have basically reached
that goal. Essential in design of the sources was not just the production of
high fluxes in themselves, but development of a facility that could support

complex and changing irradiation experiments. The facility was to operate at
high plant factor and at an acceptable cost in both dose delivered to

operating staff and releases to the environment.

The success of this endeavor

is reviewed as wel1.

The possibilities of higher source strengths are discussed in light of
the operating experience to date and of new technologies that may be applied
to the problems of high flux generators of this type.

Similarly, changes in

Development of a clever splash-cooled 15-cm titanium-trltlde target

rotating at 1100 rpm provided a source strength near 2 x 10
currents of 8 mA.

20 mA, and the target was enlarged to a diameter of 23 cm. By 1973, peak
source strengths of 6 x 10

n/s were produced routinely, and a variety of

fusion-related materials irradiations and cross-section measurements had been
performed.
The successful operation and understanding of RTNS-I, coupled with the
energy crisis-induced expansion of the fusion programs of the United States,
led the Livermore Laboratory to propose construction of a new intense source

based upon the principles of RTNS-I. The final proposal, funded for
construction in 1976. envisioned two neutron sources. Each source was to be
capable of peak strengths of 4 x 10 n/s with potential to be upgraded to
1 x 101 4 n/s. Design concepts for the facility were discussed at some
length in 1977; a brief summary is given here. The arrangement of major
accelerator and target systems is shown in Fig. 1.
High voltage

terminal

the ancillary equipment that would provide more efficient or safe operation
are also indicated.

1. Original Design Concepts and Expectations: 1974-78
Fundamental to the design of the RTNS-II sources was the experience with
the RTNS-I source. Booth and Barschall were the first to explain that the
apparently anomolous target lifetime of up to 100 hours obtained with RTNS-I
was a consequence of the use of a monoatomic deuteron beam. This beam
produced the maximum useful neutron yield from the solid target without

displacement of the tritium contained in the target by accompanying molecular
species. As the RTNS-I source utilized an accelerator designed for both
pulsed neutronics and intense flux production, this monoatomic beam existed as
a result of a somewhat fortuitous design feature; the high-current
duoplasmatron ion source in the high voltage head utilized a bending magnet to

n/s at 0*

The accelerator was modified to produce D* beams up to

Isolation
transformer
DEUTERON ACCELERATOR

Figure 1
RTNS-II N e u t r o n Source Schematic

Accelerators

ground potential utilize graphite limiting apertures on which power can be

Lach accelerator was to produce a beam of 150 mA of D at 400 keV,

read both electrically and calorimetrically, and optical monitors similar to
those in the terminal
The beam spot on the rotating target 1s observed by a

wmch was to be transportable to a target room several meters from the high
voltage platform and able to be focussed to a spot size of 1 cm in diameter

Rather than the magnetically coupled 60 Hz power supply of RTNS-I, 1500 Hz
solid state voltage m u l t i p l i e r supplies purchased from Emile Haefele et Cie
wfre utilized
Each supply is rated at 300 mA and is upgradable to 500 mA by
the a d d i t on of a second rectifier string

television camera looking down the transport system from behind the bending
magnet in the terminal

All elements in the entire accelerator system are

shown in Fig 2

To provide power in the 10 m

h i g h voltage platform, a 75 kVA three phase isolation transformer is used
Inside the high voltage platform, voltages of 480, 220 and 115 are distributed
at single or three phase as required by electronics and power supplies

Target

Control of all components in the high voltage terminal 1s by robust

The tritium containing target layer selected from trials on the RTNS-I
machine was chosen for these sources After evaluating several thicknesses

single-channel fiber optic links, readout of terminal parameters is by both a

and types of tritium occluders, a nominal thickness of 10 ym of titanium was

multiplexed fiber optic link and a backup television link also transmitted via

found to retain tritium for the longest useful lifetime while minimizing

fiber optics

tritium inventory Targets lasted for an average of 100 hours before the
yield decayed to half the initial value After that time, the neutron output
of the target decayed more rapidly Initial yield from a fresh target was

The ion source selected for use is a seven aperture reflex arc source
The extraction supply installed o r i g i n a l l y was rated at 25 kV, 0 5A
In
operation on a test stand d u p l i c a t i n g the 90° double focussing magnet selected
for species separation, the source produced currents of up to 100 mA of H4",
suggesting its adequacy for this application
The acceleration tube design 1s
uniform gradient, u t i l i z i n g five electrodes of 10-cm aperture with an active
length of 25 cm Actively cooled electrodes fabricated of chromium-coated
copper with molybdenum inserts shape the accelerating field
The vacuum

envelope of the acceleration tube is a 46-cm diameter ceramic vacuum brazed
into four sections, 0-ring joints join the separate sections
Pumping was
orig nail y by directly coupled turbomolecular pumps A single 2000-1/s pump
was i n s t a l l e d in the high voltage terminal behind the analysis magnet and two

2000-1/s pumps on a plenum directly following the acceleration tube

The

original vacuum system was all stainless steel with 0-nng seals near the ion
source and metal seals in the section between accelerator and target Two
1000 1/s turbomolecular pumps removed the gas load at the target
Currents in the transport section in the ion source terminal are read

from both fixed and insertable electrodes, while beam position is determined
wth a television viewer that observes the recombination l i g h t from lomzation
of residual gas in the beam line Beam diagnostics in the transport system at

2 5 x 10 11 n/mA
Mechanical design of the target system envisioned operating the target

layer within the envelope of the same thermal cycle experienced on RTNS-I,
thus achieving the same lifetime

To accomplish this, the target diameter had

to be increased to 50 cm, and the speed of rotation Increased to 5000 rpm At
this speed, cooling of the target by immersion in a thin f i l m of water was no
longer possible because of drag considerations, thus, an internally cooled
target was required with rotating fittings for water feed and drain Target
substrates were made by diffusion bonding of two layers of copper alloy, one
etched to contain the cooling channels
Initial substrates were 23 cm in
diameter To reach the high rotating speed desired, a differentially pumped

bearing was built to support the target

Mechanical loads are carried by a

large aperture precision ball bearing assembly, and an air-levitated

differentially pumped seal provides vacuum isolation

The bearing assembly is

driven by an air turbine The assembly 1s mounted on a cart with all utility
interfaces running through a single panel to allow for remote changeout The

target cart was also designed to support the irradiation experiment and
provide utility services to it as well
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Figure 2
Beam Transport System

Ancillary Systems
Containment and control of prompt and residual radiation without
compromising convenient access to the working points of the sources were
important design criteria for this f a c i l i t y The floor plan of the f a c i l i t y
is shown in Fig 3 To contain the prompt radiation, walls of the target
cells were made 25m thick, yielding an attenuation factor of 10
Q

Reinforcing bars in the cell walls were placed no closer to the surface of the
concrete that 40 cm to reduce the dose in the target room contributed by
activation of the iron Target rooms are kept at negative pressure during

operation, and the exhaust from them passed through particulate filters to
minimize the inventory of airborne species and activated dust released up the

facility stack

Temperature in the target rooms was stabilized by wholly

contained cooling systems in each room

Controlled access work space for the repair and storage of activated or
contaminated irradiation assemblies and target assemblies was b u i l t into the

facility
Included in this 300 m hot workroom were a hot cell with
traditional remote manipulators, a storage vault for temporary storage of used
targets, fireproof vaults for longer term storage of new targets, and hoods

for maintenance of tritium contaminated equipment

A remote handling system

was included to transport target carts between the hot cell and the target
rooms

Protection against tritium released by the targets during operation and
reduction of the amount exhausted up the facility stack is provided by online
catalytic tritium scrubbers through which the exhaust of all pumps in the
f a c i l i t y passes Tritium content of the air in all accelerator and target
rooms, in the maintenance areas, in the enclosures around the scrubbers and in
their input and output streams, and in the facility exhaust stack itself, 1s
continuously monitored and recorded
The presence of tritium throughout the
f a c i l i t y and in the body tissues of the operating staff Is monitored by a

combination of swipe tests and urine analyses

Fortunately, the 10 years

experience gained with RTNS-1 provided useful guidance in establishing
protocols for contamination control

All target containers are opened under

hoods in case of particulate release, and respirators and gloves are used in
all target changing operations

A fundamental goal in establishing rules for

all handling of radioactive materials was to keep individual annual dose below
0 5 rem Except in emergencies, no entry to target pits was to be made for
the first 8 hours after extended operation

2

Operating Experience and Modifications

1978-1986

The construction phase of the RTNS-ÎI project reached completion in
A

November of 1978

Unfortunately, the Magnetic Fusion Program was able to

provide only 60X of the funding estimated necessary to operate the two sources
1n the 24-hour per day mode for which they were designed Consequently, only
one source was operated for the next 4 years for 16 hours per day

Since the

accelerator had been tested successfully by operating one system as a
11gure 3
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prototype with hydrogen beams during the construction project, the accelerator
design staff were reassigned to different Laboratory activities Operation
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d u r i n g the first few years reached source strengths of about 1 5 x 10

n/s

and the first few 50-cm targets were produced
Because of the reduced
operating week and low source strength, maintenance could be easily
accomplished, and the systems were not stressed to their design levels

In February 1982, a joint agreement to operate RTNS-II was signed between
the Ministry of Science. Education and Culture (Honbusho) of the Government of

Japan and the Department of Energy of the United States

For the first time,

resources adequate to operate both sources continuously and to push them to
higher strengths were a v a i l a b l e Since that time, source strengths have
reached nearly 4 x 10 n/s and a v a i l a b i l i t i e s of about 85* have been
obtained in 24-hour per day operation for 5-day weeks

I n i t i a l and current

parameters of the sources are given in Table I The agreement between the US
and Japan expires 1n Feburary 1987
At that time, the f a c i l i t y will be shut
down and preserved for possible future use

species current available for acceleration to over 150 mA, with target

currents of up to 150 mA possible Successive developments have produced
extraction grid sets that last over 1000 hours and cathode assemblies that run
for up to 250 hours before replacement

The acceleration columns have operated without modification or failure

except for three occasions two when insulators shorted on the electron
suppression electrode at ground and one when a cooling Une in the accelerator
terminal failed into the vacuum system However, the sparking rate of the
tubes is very nonlinear with current and voltage Sustained operation at the
design voltage of 375 kV (nominal beam energy of 400 keV) is not possible

without excessive.sparking

Lowering the column voltage to 330 kV reduces the

sparking rate to 4 5 per hour at currents near 135 mA, and produces little

penalty in neutron output
Table I

Atomic fraction still remains below

50%, however, and the terminal pumping system has been upgraded to a total of
4000 1/s capacity

The cause of the sparking is throught to be x-ray

induced charging of the smooth inner surfaces of the Insulators

Initial and Present Characteristics of RTNS-II Neutron Sources

with convoluted inner surfaces has been built

Initial
360 keV

Total energy of beam

Ion source extraction voltage
Ion source arc current

25 kV
40 A

45
1013
23
4 4

Maximum beam current
Maximum neutron production

Target substrate size
Target tritium content

mA
n/s
cm
x 107 MBq

and tested if the operating schedule allows

365 keV
35 kV
50 A
150 mA
3 5 x 1013 n/s

are shown in Fig 4
Operation of all high voltage systems and power supplies has been
excellent Only nominal maintenance has been necessary for components 1n the
high voltage terminals
Less transient induced damage has been observed than
expected, a tribute to the excellent power distribution and grounding

50 cm
1 8 x 108 MBq

protocols in the design The main high voltage supplies have required
occasional replacement of diode sections, and each isolation transformer was

In general, the accelerators have operated with excellent reliability and
simplicity

The l i m i t i n g feature has been the atomic species output of the

ion source

In early operation, this fraction was as low as 30X of a total
In 1982,

This tube will be installed

Present

Accelerators

extracted current of 150 mA

A new tube

of identical electrostatic geometry, but with thicker electrodes and ceramics

the o r i g i n a l 25-kV extraction supplies

were replaced by 35-kV supplies of the same 0 5 A rating This modification,
combined with raising the arc power from 2 5 kW to 5 kW has raised the atomic

Sections of the two tube types

opened shortly after i n i t i a l operation to correct grounding errors on the
secondary leads Use of highly derated equipment has yielded excellent
reliability
Transmission through the acceleration tube and the transport system to
the target is virtually 100%
However, the occasional thermal loading of
elements during tuning caused welds to fail in the original hard-sealed
stainless steel beamline Gradually, most of the stainless steel transport

system has been replaced by water cooled copper components with elastomer
seals The two 1000-1/s pumps at the target were replaced by two 2000-1/s

(a)

pumps to improve operating vacuum there. Static pressure throughout the
_-j
system is in the low 10 Torr range. Operating pressures are typically
10"4 Torr near the ion source, 10" Torr in the transport region and
10~5 Torr at the target. All of the original Sargeant-Welch turbo pumps
have been replaced by Balzers pumps.
No satisfactory visual diagnostic has been developed for tuning the beam

spot on the rotating target. The light produced by the beam on the target
varies with target and gas pressure, and has never been successfully

correlated with the fluence measured by radiographie means. A combination of
sputtering and radiation damage rapidly darken the window through which this

light is observed. Similarly, there is no real time flux diagnostic; fluence
is s t i l l measured for each irradiation by foil activation. The geometry of
the target assembly and the irradiation packages precludes use of the sort of
neutron imaging systems that might otherwise be thought useful.

Target

(b)

Original operation was with 23-cm targets whose substrates were
fabricated at LLNL and then shipped to Oak Ridge National Laboratory for
titanium deposition and tritium loading. At currents 1n the 40-70 mA range,

these targets did indeed have useful lifetimes of 100-150 hours; however,
considerable variation in target quality (as evidenced by failure early in
operation) and in lifetime was observed. In parallel with the operation on
23-cm targets, the production sequence for 50-cm targets was developed.
Approximately one hundred 23-cm targets were used before operation with them
was discontinued.

Difficulties in control of the diffusion bonding, hydrostatic deformation
and pressure testing processes involved 1n production of the target substrates

/xrvxru

Figure 4

Old and New Acceleration
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Tube Details

led to unacceptable losses in the process. The diffusion bonding technique
was abandoned and replaced with an electrodeposition process. Target
substrates are now made by depositing a thin copper layer over etched cooling
channels that are f i l l e d with conductive wax. The wax is subsequently melted
and blown out. High success rates are obtained now, and the resulting target
has slightly better thermal properties as the electrodeposited copper has
higher conductivity than the alloy previously used. Partly because of the
variation observed with the ORNL loaded targets and partly to establish total
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Deuteron beam

too far before contacting the stiffener, then buckle under the additional

loads imposed by rotation.
l-Cladding (0.1 ;

More careful control of target dimensions has

prevented a reoccurrence of this failure. In both incidents, the rotating
bearing suffered major damage, but there was no violent disassembly of the
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Ancillary Systems
Plated copper (300 pm)

Cooling
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Cooling

Cooling
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Performance of the various supporting systems has ranged from vital and
excellent to irrelevant and virtually useless. The tritium scrubbers have
functioned with very little maintenance, removing tritium from the exhaust of
the vacuum systems at factors approaching 10 :1. After several years of
operation, it became evident that the annual release of 20-80 curies resulted
from roughing out operations during which the scrubbers are bypassed.
Installation of a large volume tank in the roughing system allows these surges

of gas to be buffered from the scrubbers. The stored gas is then slowly
processed by the scrubbers.

Copper alloy

Release of tritium from the facility is expected

to be less than 10 curies per year with this modification.
Because of the complexity of the experiments fielded (typically
multi-week irradiations under high vacuum and at carefully controlled

Figure 5
Schematic of Layered Target

control of the thermal cycles to which the targets were subjected in all
preparation steps, we decided to perform the tritium loading operations for
the 50-cm targets at LLNL. A dedicated loading system was built in the LLNL
Tritium F a c i l i t y for this mission.
Routine operation with 50-cm targets began in 1982. To date, a total of
75 of these targets have been produced. Average i n i t i a l yield of a new target
is 2.1 x 10 11 n/s-mA; average total yield before replacement is 1.1 x 10 19
neutrons. In this period of operation, two targets have failed mechanically
w h i l e in operation by c o l l a p s i n g under atmospheric pressure and loading caused
by rotation. These failures are thought to have resulted from radial
expansion of the target rim. The design of the target system relies on radial
s t i f f e n i n g by a graphite composite hoop into which the target is installed.
Elastic deflection of the target s h e l l under vacuum loading brings the target

rim into contact with the stiffening hoop.

An undersized target may deflect

temperatures ranging from 20° K to 720° K), the o r i g i n a l concept of

withdrawing the target assembly and experiment for weekly target changes has
never been used. The weekly cooldown period over each weekend has allowed

access to the target rooms on Monday mornings for both target changes and
repair or adjustment of experiments.

Neither the remote handling equipment

nor the hot cell have ever been used as originally intended.
Radiological Experience
Dose levels to operating staff remained below the 0.5 rem annual target
during the first few years of operation of the f a c i l i t y with the average

annual dose to workers actually handling maintenance operations being
t y p i c a l l y 100-150 mrem.

The contribution to total dose from tritium retained

in the body tissues was 10% of the total dose. No neutron dose has ever been
recorded for any staff member.
After switching to 50-cm targets and beginning 24-hour operation of both
sources, the average annual dose climbed to 250 mrem. Three or four

i n d i v i d u a l doses in the 500 mrem to 1 25 rem range were recorded in the years
1983 and 1984 This increase in dose resulted from higher residual activities
caused by higher source strengths, extra maintenance operations in debugging
larger target assemblies, and the more d e l i c a t e operations and longer times
required to change the larger targets More stringent control of personnel
entry to the activated areas, increased hardware r e l i a b i l i t y , more carefully
defined target replacement procedures and rotation of staff have reduced the
annual doses to their previous levels
In this period, both the long lifetime activation and tritium
contamination levels in the target c e l l s increased More elaborate entry and
exit and protective clothing requirements were instituted to prevent the

spread of contamination

However, in the summer of 1984 a major spread of

t r i t i a t e d particulates (perhaps 100 microcuries total inventory) was detected
throughout the f a c i l i t y A shutdown of several weeks was required to clean
the f a c i l i t y before operation could be resumed
The origin of the
particulates (determined to be from a target) and the exact mechanism of
spread of them throughout the f a c i l i t y remains uncertain What was clear was
that the d a i l y sequence of swipe testing had f a i l e d to detect the
contamination because of the exceedingly low exchange of tritium from the
particulates to the s c i n t i l l a t i o n solution used in the swipe testing
The
particles represented l i t t l e b i o l o g i c a l hazard because of this low exchange
rate and because they were not of the size to be retained in the lungs
Procedures were modified to require careful and slow scanning of personnel and
equipment with thin window x-ray detectors before leaving contaminated areas
F u l l body suits, gloves, boots and face shields are now used in target areas
Flow paths of people and components through the f a c i l i t y were modified to
provide more l i m i t e d pathways for particulate spread and a convenient station
for monitoring for contamination Since that time, no further spread of
contamination has occurred

3
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Future Possibilities

Discussions of improvements or upgrades of the technology of this
p a r t i c u l a r source technology are somewhat colored by the scheduled termination
of operations at R1NS-II
This closure w i l l leave RTNS-I at Mvermore,

Oktavian at Osaka and FNS at Jaeri, all operating in the 4 x 10 n/s range
as the strongest 14-MeV sources available until Oktavian-II becomes
operational
Nevertheless, as there are no plans for the construction of more
intense neutron sources in this energy range for any applications m the near

future, it is perhaps useful to document the ideas relevant to the further
development of this approach
Accelerators
Design of the RTNS-II sources anticipated the possibility of an upgrade

to 1 x 10 1 4 n/s in the power supplies and shielding of the accelerator
systems
By adding another rectifier stack to the high voltage supply, it is
p o s s i b l e to raise the current rating of the supplies to 500 mA at 400 kV
Similarly, a second isolation transformer can be added to the high voltage
platform to increase the power available at 400 kV to 150 kVA, adequate for

any likely ion source

Utilization of this capability requires an ion source

producing 0 5 A of atomic deuterium without excessive molecular components

At present, developments in the use of large RF ion sources suggest that this
step may be possible Sandia Albuquerque is currently debugging a 50 A RF
source b u i l t by TRW Corporation for thermal testing of tokamak limiter
materials
I n i t i a l short pulse operation of the source is encouraging
LLNL has discussed with TRW the purchase of a version of this source rated at
2 A of 0
Sufficient power exists in the high voltage terminal to operate
the source
The new acceleration tube would probably accelerate at least
0 5 A of current, above that level the redesign of the electrostatic optics

might be required

The main attractions of the RF source are high atomic

fraction and absence of cathode structures Recent experiments with RF
sources having ceramic arc chambers and external antennas offer the hope that
erosion of antenna insulators may be avoided as a l i m i t i n g problem
The balance of the present accelerator system is adequate for operation
at higher currents unless a newer ion source generates a significantly greater
gas load
It would be d i f f i c u l t to increase the delivered pumping speed on
the accelerator without major and unwieldy rebuilds of the vacuum system The
optical components of the transport system presently operate at fields

indicating complete space charge neutralization of the ion beam, no serious
problems are expected at currents a factor of ten higher

Total costs of the
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changes necessary to try to produce 10 n/s are under J750K The
reconfiguration of an accelerator to produce 1 5 A of 0 at 400 keV for a
4 x 1014 n/s source is estimated to cost $5-6M All projected costs assume
continued operation of at least one source
Target
Construction of a target able to operate at higher powers with an
acceptable l i f e t i m e is the major uncertainty in the extension of this
technique to higher source strengths A major study of such an extension
has been performed by David Tuckerman of LLNL His modeling of the present
target suggests that improvements in the aspect ratio of the cooling channels,

thinning the layer between water aid target layer, doubling the target speed

technology s t i l l has reserve for further development An investment of $15M
could provide yet another factor of ten enhancement in source strength As
RTNS-II provides both irradiation data and valuable operating experience with
high duty factor tritium contaminated systems, a further investment in this
technology seems appropriate if the fusion budget enters another period of
growth
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and diameter, and using microfabrication techniques to encapsulate the
tritium-bearing material in refractory layers and place a palladium drain
2
layer in the target would produce a target a b l e to operate at the 750 KW/cm
necessary for a 4 x 10 1 4 n/s source The development and fabrication costs
for this target system are estimated to be $4 5M
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Summary
The RTNS II F a c i l i t y has met the technical and program goals set out at
the time of its proposal in 1974 The solid target neutron generator
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INTEGRAL STUDIES BY 14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCES

characteristics of major problems in fission reactors (l e , solving
eigenvalue problems) The technique so called Pulsed Neutron Method

K SUMITA

(neutron die away experiments) has been a convenient way to measure the
diffusion parameters and thermalization costants of moderators by a amall
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pulsed neutron generator Those ways have been developed to measure the

degree of of criticality by using a small sealed D-T source in a subcritical
reactor Such method can be applied for both thermal and fast reactors It

Abstract

la these five years, the integral studies by D-I Neutron Source were
carried out mainly to resolve the problems of fusion reactor neiitronics In

addition to RTNS- I . OKTAVIAN. FNS and LOTUS were newly built for this area
Recent remarkable progresses in several fusion neutronics integral

experiments are introduced here as well as to the neutron source properties
and experimental methods
Those new machines have the very similar neutron intensity of 5X10'2n/s
order and proved that their neutron intensities were enough to resolve the
problems concerned with neutron spectrum However to measure the Tritium
Breeding Ratio directly, it may be helpful for us to have higher intensity
with nearly point-source characteristics
RTNS-n with the highest D-T neutron intensity of 6*l01Jn/s has mainly
served for the fundamental studies of radiation damage, however, it has been

sometimes very useful for fusion neutronics integral experiments

should be noted that the pulsed neutron intensity of D~T source over 10'~8
n/s is not required for such integral experiments in raultipling medium For
neutron thermalization studies, the intensity is optionally required to b<_
~10*~' n/s and most ambitious experiments such as a time dependent spectrum
measurement in multipling medium demand the intensity close to 10''n/s
Now, it is clearly required for us to have 14 Mev Neutron Sources for
promoting various neutronic researches and developement works for D-I fusion
reactors and large scale facilities serving D-T fusion studies The most

typical example is the source to measure neutron cross section of fusion
materials in the high energy region, where accuracies of cross section is
not satisfactory The D-T source is sometimes inconvenient due to its fixed
energetic characteristics, and mono-energetic neutron sources with wide
energy selection may be required for such needs

Since 1980, however, in the fusion neutronics area many integral works
have been performed Tbe efforts have been concentrated so far on the
following categories. Neutron Transport Problem (including Tritium Breeding
Problems, Neutron Shielding & Streaming ) and Material Problems (mainly

1

Introduction ' "" °

D-T Neutron Sources have a long and respectable history for serving
traditional nuclear studies from the early age On the way to develope the
nuclear fission reactor after World War 1 they have contributed to many
integral neutronic experiments in reactor physics due to their easier and

economical production of neutrons even though there exists a large
difference of source energy between D-T reaction and nuclear fission It
must be remarked that such difference did not cause any difficulty in
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analyzing the results of integral experiments because of the unique

Induced Activity and Radiation Damage Fundamentals) Such experiments ask
for 102 times higher intensity to get accurate and useful results for
reactor design than in fission reactor studies

Several experiments were carried out in the early stage using the
sources at our hands for fission reactor physics Generally their results
are lacking in the good statistics Requirement of energy condition is
rather strict in realizing fusion reactor conditions and also the point
source condition is very optional to make a simple system for easy analysis
These requirements nay be difficult terms to be satisfied by other type
neutron sources except for the D-T reaction itself
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Then, urgent construction of neutron sources with higher intensity was
requested as the first step5 ) In addition to the first D-T neutron source,

KINS-I (LLNL, USA)" of 101!n/s order with a rotating solid tritium target,
two nearly same type intense sources, OKTAVTAN (OSAKA UNIV Japan)7'(Fig.1)
and FNS (JAERI. Japan)"(Fig. 2). were constructed for fusion studies LOTUS

(EPFL, Switzerland)"(Fig 3.4), was also built for fusion studies by
introducing another type of machine, using the D-T mixed beam injection on a
fixed conical target developed for cancer therapy These neutron sources
have intensities very close to each other of about 5x10''n/s, and first
three sources can supply pulsed neutrons of nano-second width Presently the

world most itcnse D-T source is KINS-n (LLNL, USA)10', which can supply
5x10"n/s with a large diameter rotating target, but it is operated in the
DC mode only The activities of snnh newly constructed D-T sources are

aiming at studies on fusion neutronics (see Table I ) They have highly
contributed to the integral experiments in these 5 years. Through these
experiments and analyses, significant improvements have been made, for
example, in the tritium production cross section of Li Recently the source
energy characteristics of these water cooled complex target construction
have been investigated, and the results indicated that careful corrections
on experimental data should be considered
For the next stage, several proposals to build more intense new D-T
sources for integral experiments have been announced, but no project has

been establishd so far on the budgetally background Power increase of
present machines are also proposed. Technically, it seems to be fairly

difficult, but not impossible to get 10~*50 times jump in intensity and to
solve the problems in prolonging the target life. Even if this modification
is possible only in the short pulsed operation mode, very fruitfull results

are expected In the future, we hope to use more intense D-T sources for D-T
fusion study, especially for integral experiment in fusion neutronics.
From the last 1985 fisical years, it was started to design OKTAVIAN-I
as a new national facility for university researchers, by Osaka Univ. group
with industrial volunteers. At present conceptional design, we intend the 10
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times of continious neutron yield, and 100 times of pulsed neutron yield of
the presemt OKTAVIAN- I , the former characteristics of our design is near
value of US RTNS- I, the latter may be very unique characteristics for tune
dependent damage experiment and calibration of pulsed fusion diagnotics as
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OSAKA UNIVERSITY INTENSE 11 MeV NEUTRON SOURCE FACILITY (OKTAVIAN)

well as many precise fusion neutronic experiment. Major R&D items may include developements of Tritum Target and High Beam Current Pulsing Technique
Total budget to be requested for whole project is very breafly estimated
between 15 and 20 MS
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Fig.3 Schematic diagram of sealed neutron tube and accessories
for a high-intensity neutron generator. A mixed beam of
deutrons and tritons from a toroidal ion source is focused
by magnetic fields onto a conical target at the centre.
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rig.2

lop view of FNS point neutron source facility.

Fig.4 Schematic diagram of the LOTUS test chamber showing upper
and lower support structures and neutron generator ( 1=
upper support structure; 2=lower support platform; 3=neutron generator ; 4=LOTUS blanket assembly ).
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Table IT Aiming accuracy and the estimated uasertainty
of the quantities related to nuclear design

Table I D-T Neutron Sources for Integral Experiments in Fusion Neutnonics Studies

proposed by designer side ''J

Accelerator Name
(Status)
Location
& Facility

KINS I
(in operation)
USA
LLNL

RTNS-II
(in operation)
USA
LLNL

FHS
(in operation)
JAPAN
JAEKI

OKTAV1AN
(in operation)
JAPAN
Osaka Univ

LOTUS
(in operation)
SW1TZ
EPFL

400

380

400

300

250

Duoplasmatron
D*
40

Duoplasmatron

Duoplasmatron
D*

Duopla«anatron
D*
35

Toroidal
D* + T
500

Quantity

Aiming Estimated

a Tritium breeding ratio

High Voltagc(KV)

Major limiting factors

accuracy uncertainty and cause of uncertain!

IX

10X

Nuclear data,
heterogeneity

Ion Source Data

Type
Ion beam
Current (mA)
Analyzing Magnet

D*
150-400

35

with

with

with

with

without

23
0 6
25
1100
Water
100
6x10"

23 (50)
1 0 (1-2)
130
5000

23
1 5
20
1100

4 (conical)
SO cm'
500

Water

Water
100
5x10"

20
3
23
800
Water
100
4x10"

2

1 5

b Nuclera heating rate

20X
5%

100X
50X

Transport calculation

Superconducting magnets

10%

100X

Nuclear data, design

Biological shield

50%

350X

Nuclear data, skyshine

10X
20X

100X

Transport calculation

1ÛX
20X

100X
100X

Gamma-ray production

NBI

50%

Instrumentations

50X

Dose rate distribution

50X

200X
200X
500X

Vacuum vessel
Tritium breeder

heterogeneity

at Ion Source Outlet
Target Data
Diameter (cm)
Beam spot size in diam (cm)
Beam current (mA)
Rotating speed (rpro)
Cooling medium
Tatget lifetime (h)
Continuous Neutron Yield (n/sec)
Pulsed Beam Width
(nsec in FVHM)

c Bulk shielding

1 5

100
3x10"

(10")

criteria

Water

500
5xlO"

d Streaming effect
SQ1(Cu

insulator)

NBK Insulator)
Instrumentation
(window, semiconductor)
Cryopanels (heating)

500X

e Induced acivity

data
Activation cross

sections
Impurity content
Transport calculation

Corrosion Products

2 Neutronic Tasks for Fusion Reactor Design

3 Double Differencial Cross Section (DDX) Measurement for D~T Neutron

There are many candidates for a future fusion reactor in energy balance
competition However, neutronic works are ,so far, mostly common in each

reactor design

Major tasks of nuclear design of a fusion reactor are

abstracted as f o l l o w s , ' ' '

1 Estimate the accurate net tritium breeding ratio
2 Estimate Nuclear Heating in the component
3 Protect radiation sensitive component,c g .superconducting magnet
4

Protect public and personnel from irradiation during reactor

operation and at shutdown
5 Analyze fusion neutrons for plasma diagnostics
6 Aiming accuracy
The aiming accuracy and the estimation of the presentlly achievable
accuracy of quantities related to the above tasks are presented in Table-

compilation for DDX for 14 Mev neutrons Of cource, several endeavors have
been reported element by element independently
DDX data of 25 elements for fusion reactor materials have been measured

at the OKTAVIAN facility in these five years ''' These measured data have
been also useful to point out guide lines for re-evaluating nuclear data
libraries like ENDF/B-IV and JENDL-2. although the incident neutron energy
varies with the change of scattering angle Through the comparison work with
available evaluated nuclear data libraries, we have contributed to the

present jobs of ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3PR2. etc
It has become clear that the direct and semi-direct processes are

Il ' ° With some comments on the limiting factors of accuracy and the cause

important for the secondary neutron emisson data at 14 MeV For heavier

of uncertainty

elements, excitations of discrete and collective levels by inelastic

It should be noted that there is still a large difference

between the aiming accuracy and the estimated uncertainty
To improve the accuracy of tritium breeding ratio, nuclear data

differential data for individual levels at specfied neutron energy For

improvement and heterogeneity treatment of the breeding blanket composition
are requested Especially, improvement of energy and angular distribution

light elements, angle-energy correlation data (DDX) are important for
continuum neutrons Hence, a high resolution DDX measurements with fixed

data of secondary neutrons from the composite nuclides of the blanket is

incident energy are required

scattering should be further investigated It is expected to collect angular

2

required (so called, DDX Measurement)' '

In the calculation of neutron transmission through bulk shielding, the
accuracy of neutron transport cross sections seems to be the Imiting factor
Duct streaming and skyshine problems are serious matter for design

The 7 -

ray production data should be improved for calculation of nuclear heating in

superconducuting raagets and cryopanels

For the induced activity calculation, the accurate activation cross

sections are needed not only for the major component elements but also for
impurity elements
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First extensive measurements of DDX by D-T neutron source around 14 MeV
incident neutron energy were carried out by using a fairly small source at
Dresden11' in 1970 s, their massive data book was only one systematic

A new deg and 8 m TOP system' 5) (Fig 5) was co

nstructed for this purpose at the OKIAVIAN facility Using this system,
re-measurements have been planned for some of the 25 elements (Fig 6) and
new measurements will be started for other elements than the 25 By the new
system, reaction cross section data for individual reaction channel will be
expected to evaluate due to the fixed incident neutron enargy Besides the

activities of OKTAVIAN, A dynamitron of Tohoku Univ have also served to DDX
measurements of about 10 elements which included B F and Si '°
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4 Integral Experiments for Blanket Design of Fusion Reactor
Itr1

Neutron integral experiments are useful to assess nuclear data and
transport codes for calculating important reaction rates and neutron flux
distributions in fusion reactor blanket. There have been reported remarkable
works on breeding and neutron multiplication bassed on the integral
experiments and analyses of a lithium sphere and a beryllium assembly, which
have shown fairly large discrepancies between experiments and calculations
with evaluated nuclear data at that tine.
The "Pulsed Sphere""' experiment with KINS-I was the well known first
integral experiment served for fusion neutronics as a good supplement to
verify microscopic data. In this experiment a pulse of D-T neutrons about
1. 5ns was produced at the center of a sphere made of the material (i e..'Li.
7
Li, etc) to be studied. The diameter of the sphere, less than 45cm, is a
several mean free path length for 14-MeV neutrons. The spectrum of neutrons
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Fig.6 DDX of natural lithium, compared with JENDL-3PR2

Experimental Arrangement

leaked from the sphere is measured by T 0 F method with about 10 m flight
path In addition, spectra of gamma rays produced in the sphere may be
measured with gamma-ray spectrometer The objectives of this experiment
itself might be different from others, and the results of the very neutron-

1 7 5 0 m m f r o m the Calling

1250mm f r o m the thi

Floor

leaky system may be not directly applicable to fusion reactor
blanket design
Karlsruhe group carried out the same type experiment with a larger
sphere of 100cm diameter ' '-1 The preliminary measurement of Tritium breeding

ratios (TBR) has been done In this case, neutron source intensity was not
enough to give accurate data as a benchmark experiment
Then, re-measurements of 'Li(n,n t) cross sections and other
differential neutron emission cross sections have been required New nuclear
data libraries like ENDF/B-V, EFF and JENDL-3PR2 were conpiled for fusion
reactor design For accurate prediction of Tritium breeding ratio of fusion
Extension Tub«

reactor, it is required for nuclear data that high priorities for
unprovement are given to

7

Li(n,n t), Be(n.2n), Pb(n, 2n) cross sections and

double differential neutron emission cross sections of breeder, multiplier
and structure material elements Concerned with neutron multipliers.Pb 1 '~*°

Fig.7 Experimental Arrangement of TBR measurement.
Iff*

and Be 2 1 3 measurements of neutron multiplication factors have been earned

E*p

Croupi

LI only
Li-PBIOcm

G

EXP

>'LI(n.n a)T

out and most results had large discrepancies with calculational predictions

Since
out at the
which were
lead shell

Groupl
LI only
o
LI»Pb10cm o

oup2

o
a

} «Utn,a)7

A

Ll-PbtOcm

»

'LI(n,n'a)T
«LI(n,a)T

1982. many neutronics integral experiments have been carried
OKIAVIAN facility using spherical and slab assemblies, with
a natural lithium Sphere with 120cm diameter*''(Fig 7)including a
for neutron mulitiplier, a iron Sphere with 100 cm diameter. 30cm

thick litiura slab and so on In the early stage, numerical analyses for the

,0

experiments have been done using ENDF/B IV and recently using JENDL-3PR2
nuclear data libraries
In the lithium sphere experiment"5 for analyses by calculation, 1-d

VN

X\

*^frJ

î\V><n,n 0)7 *

I 10-

Cil

transport codes ANISN and NITRAN and 3-d Monte Carlo codes MCNP and NIMOS

——— LI o n l y

have been used with nuclear data sets processed from ENDF/B-IV and

— — L-PbtOc-n

JENDL-3PR2 NITRAN. NIMOS and MCNP utilize the DDX-type data set The order
of Sn is SI6 for ANISN and SI9 for NITRAN Measured source neutron spectra
by TOP method were used for calculations (Fig 8 and 9)
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Lithium carbonate pellets (enriched 'Li and 'Li, ) and many activation
foils were irradiated with 1~2 mA deuteron beam current (average 14 MeV

t Thick=5.06 cm
Rngle=24 9 deg

neutron yield was 10'' n/s)for about 10 hours The absolute number of

produced 14 MeV neutrons was determined by the activation of a Kb cup
(large solid angle foil) Tritium measurements of the pellets were done by
the Dierck s method based on the liquid scintillation counting technique
Tritium atoms produced in different samples were measured in two different
laboratories to ascertain consistency, a very good agreement between
experiment and calculation has seen for the tritium breeding ratios (TBR),
T-6 by 'Li(n,t)reaction For the T-7 from 7Li(n,n t)reaction, the
calculation with ENDF/B-IV data overestimates the experiment while the
calculation with JENDL-3PR1 data shows fairly good agreement TBRS were
deduced by integrating production rate distribution curves TBR is

—t———T——t——r—?——i—î—i—*————i———i——i——r—'—<—r~+- —;————t———t——i—~TT—t—i—i i •

2

normalized to triton per 14 MeV source neutron

At OKTAV1AN. re-measurement and analysis of multiplication factors of
Pb shells were also carried out2'} Neutron spectra of leakage currents from
Pb Shell (3-12 cm thick) were measured by TOF method with NE213 and
lithium glass detector (14KeV~2MeV) By integrating absolute leaking current
spectrum (current/MeV/source neutron )over the whole energy, we can obtain
the leakage multiplication factor which is very close to the real neutron
multiplication factor in the case of Pb or Be where parasitic absorption is

3

« 5 S 7 89 Q°

N . u l r o n En.rg,

2

3

« 5 6 7 89 [gl

2

3

« 5 6 7 8 9 ,g 2

(M.V)

Fig.10 Measured and calculated leakage spectra from the 5.06-cm
thick Li2<3 slab.

Thi c<=5 06 cm
=24.9 aeg

negligible It was checked by calculation that the existence of Pb shell
affected monitor counts only by less than 1 % Monitor counts by I7Al(n, a)
and 21Na reaction were finally adopted due to high counting statistics
At FNS(JAERI), U S -Japan joint experiments23'on tritium breeding began
in 1983 Most of the Phase 1 experiments (cylindrical LijO assemblies, (Fig
10 and 11) stainless steal first wall, and beryllium multiplier) have been
completed The phase 2 experiments will start in 1986 These experiments hav
e demonstrated that point neutron sources are very useful because many
neutronics issues can be treated in a low neutron fluence For example,

the fluences at the front surface of the assemblies in the Japan-U S

experiments are 7x10'' n/cm2 over 50 hrs of operation in Phase 1 and 7x10'2
n/cm2 over 50 hrs of operation in Phase 2

N.ulron En.rqj

(M.V)

Fig.11 Measured and calculated leakage spectra from the 5.06-cm
thick Li20 slab.

»

The clean benchmark experiments2*'also conducted at FNS include1 (a)
integral experiments,e.g., measurement of reaction-rate distributions, and

2nd

spectra in an assembly(Fig.12 & 13) and (b) IOF experiments for measurement
of angle-dependent spectra of neutrons leaking from a slab assembly. The int

Target

Room

S'fnulaied

|

I si Wo M "————

egral experiments have been carried out on the following three asssemblies;(

T

1) 60-cn thick LiiO cylindrical slab assembly (Li20 assembly) (2) 60-cm thic
k graphite cylindrical slab assembly (C assembly), (3) 60-cm thick Li20
cylindrical slab assembly followed by 20cm thick graphite reflectoHLijO+C
assembly),

argel Pomi
., , ,
___\V
*
MuUiplier
|p
__ 11__________
i}

,

Polyc'hylen«

As for the TOP experiments, measurements of LijO. graphite and lithium

B:

U;0

B luck 81ocx

metal slab assemblies have been done The work on the Li,0 slabs and its
analysis using DOTS. 5 transport code with the ENDF/B-IV nuclear data file
has been published1S).In the case of the lithium metal experiment, the lower
lirait of measured enegy was extended to the range from SOOkeV to SOKev. An
additionl experiment is planned in the near future to measure the efficiency
curve. The final result will be obtained using this efficinecy curve,

i
Fig.12 Typical Configuration in Crean Benchmark Test Experiments

LOTUS(Switz.) is the test facility designed for integral experiments in
fusion neutronics. Experimental data for slab assemblies representative for

fusion or hybrid blanket concepts were supplied by using a sealed high
intensity D-T neutron generator, so called Haefley type. Somepreliminary

ft.

results2° from a set of spectrum measurements with a HE-213 scintillator
8e

spectrometer were reported. Neutron spectra were given for measurements made
behind individual slabs of stainless steel, beryllium, lead and graphite.
These experimental results were compared with 2-d transport calculation

5 c» / »el

---O--- 5It 10 c« / ftl

based on the discrete ordinates code DOT 3.5 and neutron cross sections

derived from the ENDF/B-IV library. The agreement between the calcurated and
measured spectra is reported to be satisfactory in general. "-1
6. Neutron Shield, Streaming and Skyshine

Some experiments2'' had been carried out at the FNS to study the
radiation shielding.To fast neutron streaming experiments were carried out.
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The main objectives of the experiments are to acquire fundamental data on
the performanced of two experimental ports which will be used extensively
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Fig.13 Ratios of TPR for Li of Be System to That of the Reference.
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temporary

for coming shielding research program. The experiments provide also the data
appropriate to examine the current data and methods in both large small
diameter penetration probrems.
The one experiment is on a straight experimental port of 42 cm in
diameter . which is lacated in thick shield wall at a distance of 2. 5m form
a ratating target. The detailed spatial distribusions were measured across
the fast neutron beam streaming through the port as well as the spectra at
selected locations with putting the emphasis on the slope and tail of the
profile. The other is an experiment on the group fo parallel, small-diameter
long holes prepared on the shield plug of another experimental port. The

axial fast neutron distribution was measured in each bole into which the
source neutrons entered with a different angle of incidence. In both casses,
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Fig.14 Layout of the Streaming Duct (Personnel Accès Way)

a small spherical NE213 liquid scintillations detector was applied in order
to achieve a good spatial resolution and obtain spectral information at the

same time. (Fig.l4.&15)
Measurement of leakage neutron spectra from slabs of typical shielding
materials were carried out by means of time-of-flight technique with pulsed
D-T neutrons at OKTAV1AN '".The present experimental program was designated

Fait Neutron Spectrum
OtlKtar Heohl : 100 cm

as a benchmaek experiment with simple geometry shields to assess neutron
cdross section data and method for shielding calcurations of D-T neutrons.
The slabs of single material were prepared using ordinary concrete,
limestone concrette,(Fig.16) stainless steel 316 , polyethlene and water,

respectively. Neutron spectra obtained with good statistics and adequate
energy resolution in the energy range 0. 7 to 05 MeV can be used for the
experimental benchmark data. The assessment was don for leakage neutron

spectra calcurated with one-dimensional Sntransport codes, AN1SN and NITRAN,
using the ENDF/B-IV and the B-V library. Three-dimensional calcurations by
Monte Carlo code were also compared with experiments. Uncertainties in
differential cross section data were discussed as for energy-distributions
of secondary neutrons from neutroninduced reactions by D~T neutrons.
The dose distribution and the spectrum variation of neutrons due to the
skyshine effect"5 (Fig. 17) have been measured with the high-efficiency rem
counter, the multisphere spectrometer,and the NE-213 scintillator in the
enviroment surrounding the OKTAVIAN facility. The dose distribution and the
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Fig.15 Fast Neutron Spectra (Calculation Smeared)
at 4 Locations in the Duct.

energy spectra of neutrons around the facility used as a skyshine source
have also been measured to enable the absolute evaluation of the skyshine
effect.
The skyshine effect was analyzed by several transport codes NIMSAC and

MMCR-2 are the multigroup Monte Carlo Codes, ANISN and DOT 3. 5 are the
discrete ordinates code, and SKYSHINE- I is the shield structure design code

for skyshine. The calculated results show good agreement with the measured
results in absolute values These experimental results should be useful as
of fusion facilities. This work is the first experimental work on neutron
skyshine from a 14-MeV D-T neutron source facility and will be useful in
providing benchmark data for
of fusion reactors.

the skyshine analysis and for shielding design
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Conparison between measured
and calculated neutron spectra
from limestcn concrete slabs.
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Fig.17 Comparison of measured and

calculated neutron dose distributions in the field around
the OKTAVIAN buildings.
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7 Induced Activities and Related Problems

D-T neutron cross sections for many reactions on several elements J ° 5
contained in fusion reactor materials have been already measured with
sufficient accuracy by the activation method with few exceptions. An intense

Thousands of tensile test specimens had been packed together with
disksfor the TEM observation in an aluminum cylinder container of 50mm dia.
with very thin front window by using many aluminium disk spacer which have
many circular and rectangular holes to hold the specimes. Among the

specimens, a lot of iron dosimotry foils were also inserted. The container

neutron source and simultaneous irradiation2 J5 reduced the statistical and

was evacuated and sealed to prevent the contamination and oxidization, and

systematic errors as well as the irradiation tune A computer code that uses

placed just in front of the rotating target of 50cm dia. We have chosen

cross section datawas developed, and adopted to caluculate dose rates of

14 kinds of materials including pure metals, of which had two specimens

some practical irradiated alloys. (Fig.18) The results agree very well with

whose neutron fluences were ranging form 1 5 to 2. 4*10" and from 0. 8 to

experimental results. KINS-H have served for mainly material test, however,

3x10"

it could contribure to residual activity measurement on a lot of miniature
tensile test specimens. The residual activityof the tensile test specimens

high solution Ge(Li) detector system.

which had been irrrdiated for a long term in high flucnces ( I 0 " ~ 1 0 ' g n/m 2 )
were carried out at 1. 5 year after irradiation. The activities were compared

8 Source Properties and Neutron Field

n/cm 2

The irradiated specimens were shipped to Tohoku University at

about one year after irradiation

Residual activities were measured by a

with the calcurations using the cross sections based on the ENDF/B-V

dosimetry libaray, or other experimental data.

The source spectrum is selected dt 14 MeV in the neutronics
calculations of fusion reactor

However, in fusion neutronics experiments.

the D-T neutrons arc generated with a low enargy tail in addition to the 14
MeV peak. Several types of targets are currently in use at RTNS-H. FNS and
OKTAVIAN with various water-cooling conditions. To perform the analysis of
benchmark experiments chosor, for geometrical simulation the reactor blanket,

such observed external source spectra should be adopted

As an example,

recent dosimetry experiments30 in RTNS-II may be introduced here. The

measureraant had two subjects,

i ) neutron fluence characterization for the

material irradiation experiments at the very near position from the rotating

target, called as the primary positions",and i ) the neutron source
spectrum determination works for the neutronic experiments such as the
neutron reaction cross section measurements and soraefurther neutromc
benchmark experiment for thp tritium breeding rate evaluation Neutron
fluence has been determined by the activation data of ' s Nb(n.2n) reaction
deys

Fig.18 Calculated and measured dose rate at Lu
of JPCA-2
2

Fluence was 1.92x10 n/crn for 46 days.
Data Points are measured.

and special attention has ocen paid for determination of source neutron
spectra

Source neutron energies have been determined by the newly proposed
activation-rate method based on the two reactions of '"Zr(n, 2n)"Zr and

S^Nakamura I

"Nb(n,2n) '2°Nb, which is called as the Zr/Nb ratio method The calibration
curve between the neutron energy and the activation-rate ratio data, which

has been obtained using the international standard neutron source
Another important point in prepareing the IBR measurement is an
accurate absolute measurement of source intensity, rather different from
relativemeasurement for spectrum

The detail was already introduced in the

et al Proceed of the International Ion Engineering Congress.

Vol l p 567 (Kyoto,1983)
9)Haldv,P A et al.Atomkcrnenergie Kerntechrik Vol 44.No l.p 65 (1983)
10)Davis J

et al IEEE Trans

NS-26 p 1240 (1980)

11)Scki I .Proceedings of Specialist Meeting on Nuclear Data for Fusion

Neutronics at Tokai 1985 p 52 (1986)
12)Takahasl A :To be published in Proceed of JNDC 1985 Seminar on Nuclear
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Vol 21.p 577 (1984) and iome recent results reported in Proceed of JNDC
1985 Seminar on Nuclear Data for Fusion Neutronics at Tokai.p 99(1986)

D-T sources have served for the several integral experiments of fusion
neutronics The contribution may increase in the future support the accurate
design of a fusion reactor in detail Present intensity is still
to

unsatisfactory
assure the precise experimental results such as benchmark
experiments More intense D-T neutron sorces are expected to resolve many
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BASIC AND APPLIED STUDIES
WITH MODEST 14 MeV FACILITIES

Therefore the development of more flexible accelerators allowing production
of a wide range of particle species and energies, as also discussed in a
number of lectures in this conference,has made 14 MeV neutron generators

H VONACH
Institut fur Radiumforschung und Kernphysik,
University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria

less and less attractive for nuclear physicists especially in the Western

countries. In addition also neutron activation analysis has in many cases
proved not to be competitive with other methods like X-ray fluorescence or
proton Induced X-ray analysis. Accordingly a large number of such neutron

Abstract

generators were put out of operation in Europe and the U.S. in last decade;
Properties and applications of modest (total neutron production

11

<!0 /sec) 14 MeV facilities are discussed in detail. In addition to neutron

actually in Western Europe our neutron generator in Vienna will by next
year probably be the only one devoted to basic nuclear physics and fusion

generator and tritium target properties the discussion includes the problems

nuclear data research. On the other hand in Fastern Europe there is still a

of laboratory design, shielding radiation safety and the properties and

much stronger activity existing in the 14 MeV neutron field, although there

quality of the neutron field which can be produced with such machines.

also the trend towards increasing use of other neutron energies is present.

Application to basic nuclear physics, measurement of nuclear data for fusion

In a number of developing countries this situation is quite different.

and radiobiology to activation analysis and some more special subjects like

Neutron generators have been given by the IAEA to many countries such as

fusion diagnostics or calibration of neutron detectors are discussed in some

Algeria, Bangladesh, Bolivia, Cuba, Malaysia, Mongolia, Marocco, North-

detail. Some important

korea, Peru, Sudan, Thailand and 7ambia as a relatively Inexpensive start-

applications such as integral studies for fusion

and to geophysical problems - especially addressed in some other talks

ing point for training of scientists and start of a nuclear program and a

of this meeting

number of them are just now becoming really operational.

- are mentioned very briefly only.

Thus there is now the serious question how these neutron generators can be

used best both in basic and applied nuclear physics and whether further
neutron generators should be distributed by the IAEA. In the following I

will try to address these problems. In order to do this I will at first
1) Introduction

briefly talk about the technique of 14 MeV neutron production and the requirements of shielding and radiation safety for such laboratories. Then in
3
4
He(d,n) He reaction is used as convenient source

somewhat more detail I will summarize the properties of the neutron fields

of 14 MeV neutrons. The large cross-sections for this reaction at low ener-

produced by DT machines and then I will talk about applications of 14 MeV

gies permit high yields of fast neutrons to be obtained with relatively

neutrons, giving both examples of recent studies and future possibilities.

Since almost 40 years the

cheap low energy accelerators. Such neutron generators have since then been

In aîl this I will restrict myself to modest neutron sources, that is sour-

widely used both in basic nuclear physics and applications especially acti-

ce strength less than a few times 10

vation analysis and measurement of nuclear data for fusion. These genera-

tion damage studies and radiotherapy have just been discussed by J.C. Davis

tors do however have the important disadvantage that the energy range of

III. Likewise I will not address the applications in geophysics which are

neutrons which can be produced is quite limited to about 13.5 - 15 MeV.

the subject of a separate contribution 121,

n/sec as intense sources for radia-

2) U MeV Facilities
zs.o"

2.1. "Modest" Neutron Generators
<J

4

K

Concerning the technical problems of modest neutron generators I will re-

main very short. No new developments have been reported in the last 10

5

years and the subject has been reviewed recently by several authors, e.g.

Z

O

2

Prof. Barshall and Prof. Csikai /3,4/. Due to the energy dependence of the
DT cross-sections (s. fig.

1) the most economical deuteron energy in term

of neutron output relative to beam power Is about 180 keV. Accordingly
100

standard neutron generators are deuterium accelerators with energies of

200

JOO

DEUTERON ENERGY (kW)

150-300 keV arid currents around 1 mA which allow a neutron source strength
around 10

/sec. Radiofrequency ion sources are used in most cases because

of their high D

content. Neutrons are produced by irradiating TiT targets

The total cross section of the reaction 3H(d,n)4He and the total
3
4
neutron >ield of the reactions He(d,n) He induced by neutrons

with the accelerated deuterons. Such targets with a composition of about

stopping in a Ti target for an atomic ratio of tritium to tita-

TiT

nium of 1.6 (from réf. 3).

and

thickness sufficient to stop the deuterons are commercially

available from a number of sources /5/. These targets can be operated with
air cooling up to 100 uA and water cooling up to some mA. The useful life-

ries and described in detail /8,9/. Using the discussed "standard" neutron

time of the targets depends critically on the composition of the deuteron

generator it is possible to produce pulses of about 2 nsec (FWHM), frequen-

beam

cies of ^ .1-10 MHZ and intensity of about 10

Using pure magnetically analysed D

beam typical half-lives are ""20

neutrons/pulse.

mA. hours/cm2, whereas only "*• 2 mA.hours/cm2 are observed if such targets

are bombarded with unanalyzed accelerator beams which contain comparable
amounts of D , D

and D

reason of operating cost and to reduce the tritium contamination problems

Even "standard" neutron generators are intense radiation sources. A source

neutron generators should only be operated with pure D

strength of 10

beams.

Such standard neutron generators have been manufactured by a number of
companies; due to the decreasing demand however most manufacturers have
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2.2. Shielding and Radiation Safety

and heavy ion contaminations /6,7/. Thus both for
/sec produces an equivalent dose of 2 Sieverts/h at 1 meter

distance. In addition the conventional tritium targets do contain ^ 10
10 1 2 Bq of tritium which to a large extent is released during operation

left the field. At present there is essentially only one company, Irelec

into the forepump exhaust. Therefore rather high demands on shielding and

(former Sames) is left producing neutron generators in the West and even

radiation safety are necessary. Shielding will have to reduce the neutron

this compary might stop its operation in this respect. This situation cau-

dose by a factor ^ 10

if the exposure limit of .6 uSiev/h for the general

ses severe repair and maintanence problems for neutron generator laborato-

population is to be reached in 10 m distance from the source. The cheapest

ries using commercial neutron generators especially in developing coun-

and best material for this is concrete, a thickness of ^ 1.5 m is needed

tries.

for the walls of the target room /10/, in addition also the roof has to be

For many applications in nuclear physics and measurement of nuclear data

shielded by not much less (^ 1 m) because of the so-called sky-shine caused

for fusion a n-sec pulsing system is required. Such systems are not commer-

by the air scattering of the fast neutrons /10/. The use of the described

cially available, they have, however, been developed in several laborato-

tritium targets requires a number of precautions:

1) buch targets, both new and used ones, huve to be stored In a well
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ventilated glove-box.
2) The fcrepump exhaust has

air-conditioning both in the neutron generator and the control and measuring room. In addition neutron and gamma-detectors, standard nuclear elec-

to be connected to a separate chimney

which guarantees that this main source ol tritium release is sufficiently diluted.

tronics and a reasonably large computer system are required. This means
that in this case the cost of the neutron generator (^ 100.000 US $) itself
may be only one relatively small part (10-20%) of the total facility cost

3) The air in the neutron generator itself should be renewed several
times per hour during accelerator operdtion in order to assure that
the tritium concentration remains below the tolerable limit.

and this fact has to be taken into account if the purchase of a neutron

generator is to be compared with other possibilities e.g.

small Van de

Graaff machines

4) All parts of the accelerator, especially target construction will

eventually be highly tritium contaminated and should only be deposed
as radioactive waste.
5) The procedures to be used when changing targets are still somewhat

of an open problem. Very different experiences have been reported

2.4.

Output characteristic of the DT reaction and quality of 14 MeV neutron

field

obvious strongly dependent on target quality. Our own procedure has

been to always remove the whole target assembly and do the target

The main features of the neutron field produced by a typical DT neutron
generator are summarized in fig.

change itself in a ventilated glove-box

2. Neutrons are emitted with average ener-

gies of about 13.5-14.5 MeV depending on emission angle 0 relative to the
Induced activities will not be a serious problem for source strength < 10

deuteron beam. The differential n-production cross section is Isotropie in

n/sec. It should however be kept in mind that quite high dose rates due to

the c.m.

short lived activities in the hour to day range will be present from in-

emission angle as shown in fig.

system, accordingly the neutron intensity decreases slightly with

duced activity near the target after longer irradiations and all work with

2c) is determined by two effects.

2b. The energy width of the neutrons (fig.

such parts has to be done under supervision of a radiation safety officer

1) As the deuterons are completely stopped in the target the reaction

and some cooling time should be allowed for after long irradiations. Final-

may occur at any energy between the accelerator energy and zero. This

ly it is to be mentioned that an effective interlock system is needed to

causes different lab energies especially in forward direction,
2) Small angle scattering of neutrons within the target. This causes i

prevent unwanted irradiation of persons.

certain emission angle to correspond to different reaction angles and
2.3.

introduces an energy spread due to the neutron energy dependence on

General Laboratory Requirements

emission angle (fig.
The general requirements in the design of the neutron generator building

2a).

This effect dominates the neutron energy

width around 0-90°.

the planned

These properties of the neutron field, also the detailed neutron cne'gy

applications. For a pure activation analysis installation they are very

distribution at any emission angle, can be calculated very accurately from
4

modest, for a multi-pupose neutron generator these demands may be quite

the deuteron energy, the T(d,n) He cross-section and the specific energy

high

loss dE/dx of deuterons in Ti and T /11,12/. Fig

and

the necessary

auxiliary equipment

depends

strongly

on

If the reutrons are to be used for nuclear physics and nuclear data

3 shows typical o^mples

studies the shielded room for neutron generator and experiment should have

for such energy distributions for different emission angles. The miln sour-

at least the size of 10 x 10 x 5 m in order to allow a sufficiently clean

ce of uncertainty in these calculation is the lack of detailed knowledge on

neutron field (s. section 2.4.)

the tritium distribution within the targets. Nevertheless average energies

in addition it will be necessary to have

'S. T

En=200

<En>(MeV)
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13.2

13.4 13.5

13.8

14.0 14.2 14.4

14,6
14.8

15.2

Neutron energy (fleU)
IMeV)
Flg. 3.

Energy distributions of the neutrons produced from the

H(d,n) He

reaction at Ed = 200 keV in a thick Ti target at different emis30°

90°

sion angles (calc. according to réf. 11).

150°

can be calculated to about ± 10-20 keV and relative neutron intensities for
different angles to ^ ± .5%, the width of the energy distribution can be

predicted to about 10-20%.
The absolute source strength of DT sources can be

measured very accurately

(< .5%) by means of the so-called associated particle methods that is be
observing the number of recoil a-particles per solid angle in a certain
Fig. 2.

Properties of the n e u t r o n field of a t y p i c a l n e u t r o n generator

direction

with E, = 200 keV.

measurements with similar accurary. Thus for eaxmple the

d
(a) Dependence of the mean neutron energy on emission angle

(b) Dependence of the neutron energy spread (FVfflK) on emission
angle
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(c) Dependence of neutron intensity on emission angle

/13/.

Accordingly

it has been possible to make cross-section
Al(n,n) cross-

section /lit/ known to better 1% for the whole discussed energy region and

allows an easy measurement of absolute neutron flux with this accuracy as
also confirmed by the last international neutron flux comparison.

In practice it has to be taken into account that this ideal 14 MeV neutron
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field is always contaminated by lower energy neutrons to some extent. The
240 -

most important sources of these parasitic neutrons are:

1) Inelastic neutron scattering in the air and from the walls of the
JOO -

accelerator room.
2) DD (^ 2.5-3 MeV) neutrons froir reactions of the deuteron beam with
the deuterons accumulated in the target, amounting to ^ ,\-\7, of the

DT yield depending in age of the target /6/.
3) DD neutrons from self-target formation in apertures.

4) Low energy neutrons from inelastic scattering and (n,2n) reactions
of the source neutron with the target backing and other materials near
the target.
In order to keep these contributions small the target should have distance

of at least 3 meter from the walls and most important the mass around the
target is to be minimized e.g. by use of an air-cooled low mass target-construction attached to the accelerator by a thin walled tube of at least 20

cm length. Under these circumstances the contamination of the 14 MeV field
can be kept at the percent level in vicinity (^ up to 10-20 cm) of the
target

/15/.

Neutron generators using massive water cooled

target constructions and

sealed neutron generators will however be much worse in this respect and

may well produce low energy contributions in the 10% range /16/.

3) Applications
3.1.

Basic Nuclear Physics

Despite the work of the last 30 years there are still a number of open
questions also in basic physics with 14 MeV neutrons T will just mention
two examples» few body systems and precompound reactions in heavy nuclei.

2O
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40

CHANNEL NUMBER

As an example of the first kind fig. 4 shows the result of a recent study
of the

/17/.

li(n,ax) and

li(n,ax) reaction from Prof. Miljanic and co-workers

In this study the short-lived

spectrum from

7

4

H was clearly identified in the a-

Li in coincidence with the triton from the decay of
4

4

H into

Coincident a-particle spectra from

Li(n,ax) and

Li(n,ax)

reactions. The dashed lines represent calculated three-body phase

space distributions for the Li(n,ox) and

Li(n,ot)n reactions,

mechanism in an number of other reactions of 14 MeV neutrons with light

7
4
respectively. The dotted line shows the calculated Ll(n,a ) H
2
4
°
reaction contribution (E = 2 . 7 MeV, y - 2.3 MeV for H ground

nuclei is still an open question.

s t a t e ) . (From r é f . 1 7 ) .

t+n and both position and width of

H could be determined. The reaction

Likewise there are still open questions concerning the comparative role of
direct , precompound and compound reactions in the interaction of 14 MeV

103

•Wo . K MeV n

neutrons with heavy nuclei. Especially for the angular distribution of

n - Emission

emitted neutrons and protons very few reliable angular distributions have
been determined.

As an example of such work fig. 5 shows the angle-integrated neutron and
proton spectra from the interaction of 14 MeV neutrons with Niobium determined recently in Osaka and Vienna /18.19/. These measurements indicate
that in this case the conventional precompound and compound particle emis-

10*

sion is unable to explain both spectra and a third direct mechanism is
needed for the (n,n') channel. Similar comparisons for other nuclei would
be very interesting. Concerning the angular distributions studies of the
(n,p)

reactions on Nb, Ag and In performed recently at our institute in

Vienna /20/ showed an intersting systematic feature (s. fig. 6). All angular distributions showed a very similar shape; irrespective of proton energy and nucleus the angular distributions are compatible with the simple
form da/an = a (l+b.P.(cos 0) + .5 b,P„(cos 0)) with the constant b, and
oil

1 2.

1

thus the forward-backward asymmetry increasing with proton energy. Extension of these measurements to other nuclei and especially equally accurate

dE,

neutron angular distributions would be highly desirable.
Thus there are still a number of interesting experiments to be done which
however require in most cases the determination of double-differential
particle emission spectra for either neutrons or charged particles and thus
require rather sophisticated experimental methods.

3.2.

Nuclear Data for Fusion
• EIMeV 1

As a]] present designs of fusion reactors are based on the DT reaction,
cross-sections for 14 MeV neutrons are needed with rather high accuracy for

vf-

W

12

many materials, especially those relevant to the so-called tritium-breed-

350 requests for neutron cross-section measurements, more than 90% involve

Angle-integrated proton and neutron emission spectra from the
93
interaction of 14 MeV neutrons with
Nb. Experimental values for

energies including the 14 MeV region, thus there is still considerably work

protons from réf. 18,for neutrons from réf. 19, solid lines:

to be done. However most of the requests demand measurement of secondary

prediction of the statistical model of nuclear reactions, sum of

neutron spectra which requires source with n-sec pulsing. Some data for

preequilibrium and equilibrium contributions.

ing.
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At present the World Request List for nuclear data contains more than

CJ

Nb ( n px }
total proton and Helium production cross-sections and for photon production
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cross-sections could also be obtained with d.c. machines; practically no
further 14 MeV activation cross-sections are required for fusion purposes.
Thus fusion nuclear data will lemain an important field of application for

neutron generators suitable for time-o£-f1xght neutron spectroscopy. The
accuracy demanded for these measurements is generally of the order of 5-10%
and requires - as in the case of basic nuclear physics studies - both
rather expensive equipment and great care and experience of the scientists

involved.
3.3.

Calibration of Neutron Detectors and Spectrometers

The described properties of the neutron field make it very suitable for

calibration purposes. Neutron detectors for accurate flux measurements such
as proton recoil telescopes or fusion chamber can be calibrated to better
27
17. in a clean 14 MeV field, e.g. by use of the
Al(n,a) standard reaction
and subsequently be used at other neutron energies. In this way only the

error of the ratio o(tn)/o(14 MeV) adds to the uncertainty at the other
energies and the difficult exact absolute determinations of the hydrogen of
Uranium masses of

such

detectors can

be

avoided.

It appears

that

in

FNDFB/VI the uncertainties of the ratios o(E )/o(14 MeV) will be of the
235,,
238,,
order of 1-2% for the standards H, "JU and ""U
over most of the fast
180 GRAD

neutron range, thus absolute tlux measurements in the 27. range seen feasible in the whole MeV range At the IRK Vienna we have done such a calibra238
tion for a
U fission chamber to be used for accurate measurements of

activation cross-sections in the 3-12 MeV range /?!/.

3.4.

Radiobiological Studies

The well defined nature of the 14 MeV neutron field makes it also very
suitable for radiobiological studies, dose rates are quite sufficient for
this purpose even for generators in the 10

fig.

n/sec range. As an example

7 shows the results of an investigation of chromosome aberations in

human lymphocytes produced by both X-rays and fast neutrons (the neutron
irradiations were done at IRK Vienna /22/) . The results indicated give a

RBE value for 14 MeV neutrons and Indicate a possibly important difference

Angular distribution of protons from the
t

Nb(n,px) reaction at

= 14.1 MeV. Expérimenta] values from réf. 18, solid lines'
n
second order I egendre fits.

in the dose-effect relation between X-rays and fast neutrons,, wM ch certain-

ly deserves further study.

which the normîlly mere sensitivt

thermal neutron activation analysis is

not possible. A number of problems in agriculture, biology, geology, hydro-

logy, metallurgy have been successfully studied by 14 MeV neutron activation analysis - typical examples are determination of nitrogen and phospholOlllt

rous in fertilizers and of nitrogen in grain or other agricultural pro-

ducts, fluorine analysis in biological materials and organic compounds,
OICINTIKI

trace analysis of fluorine in water, elemental analysis of river sediments
for their major elemental constituents, determination of oxygen down to the
ppm level in a variety of metals.

Further need for such investigations certainly exists. A promising field is
perhaps the analysis of coal for oxygen and nitrogen /24/. Nevertheless the
use of fast neutron activation analysis has been decreasing considerably in
the Western countries in the last decade. Reasons for this are the rapid

development of other instrumental methods of elemental analysis like X-ray
fluorescence and Fixe and automated fast chemical methods, e.g. for nitrogen and excessive radiation safety regulations increasing considerably the
cost of neutron generator operation.

I 'l
0

10

i—i—l—l—p—l—r- -i—
30 «0 SO «O

70 W

W

100

—I——I—
ISO
Mît III *.y

110 IV)

In the case of developing countries the situation if certainly somewhat
different and the possibility to analyze most of the elements with one
facility is certainly quite important, even if the sensitivity may only be

Frequencies of chromosome aberrations per 100 metaphases induced

moderate in many cases, in the long run however also there will be the

by irradiation (from ref. 22).

trend towards using the optimum method for any special case and thus to-

• totals

wards decreasing importance of fast neutron activation analysis.

o

dicentrics

A

totals

A

dicentrics

caused by 250 kV X-rays

caused by 14.8 MeV neutrons

3.6. Development of neutron spectrometers for the diagnostics of DT fusion
devices
The energy spectrum of the DT neutrons in controlled thermonulear reaction

3.5. Activation Analysis

depends strongly on the neutron temperature. The halfwidth of the neutron
distribution increases from ca. 200 keV at T=10 keV to about 700 keV at

One of the classical applications of neutron generators has for a long time
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T=30 keV (s. fig. 8). Measurement of the spectrum thus allows an accurate

been activation analysis. Nondestructive elemental analysis by 14 MeV neut-

temperature determination. Development of suitable neutron spectrometers

rons is possible for more than 90Z of the elements with sensitivities in

which can measure this temperature sufficiently fast with the required

the 10

resolution of "" 100 keV will therefore be a challenging task which can be

-10

g range /23/. It is especially useful for a number of light

elements such as oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorous, aluminium and magnesium for

done with 14 MeV neutron generators.
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Industrial Use of Small Accelerators, North Texas Univ., Oct. 1976,
IEEE report 76 CH 1175-9 NFS 288 (1976)
/25/ H. Barshall, priv. comm.

TECHNIQUES FOR 14 MeV SOURCE UTILIZATION
D. SEELIGER
Technical University of Dresden,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic

Among this techniques the recent development of the ion beam,
control, computer control of the neutron generator, for tritium
handling, ion beam pulsing,neutron flux monitoring are discussed.

Finally a few examples for techniques of modern nuclear data
measurements at 14 MeV neutron sources are presented.

Abstract

2. Techniques for ion beam control and automation

This review considers recent development of those techniques
which are used for the utilization of DT-aeutron generators
usually not being a part of commercially delivered low voltage

accelerators. Such, techniques are needed for maintaining a
high stability of operation, high, quality of experiments,
radiation protection and flux monitoring. Moreover, a few
modern techniques for the utilization of neutron generators
in nuclear data measurements are oresented.

1. Introduction

The state of the development of DT-neutron sources "based on
low voltage accelerators is well described in many review
papers over the past years, for instance in LI - 5~\ •
The status of this neutron sources was discussed ic detail also
at the IAJ3A Consultants Meeting on Neutron Source Properties in
Debrecen, March 1980^6] . Moreover, since many years several
types of neutron generators are commercially available [ ?J .
Therefore, the author of this review does not recognize the
necessity of a new broad-scale review on this subject here. The
main development in the field - high intensity DT-generators is reviewed by J.C. Davis and applications of modest DT-generators

for basic and applied studies - by H.K. Vonach. Consequently the
present paper concentrates on the discussion of the progress in
those techniques which usually are neither part of commercially
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2.1. Ion beam transport and its control
The application of neutron generators in physical experiments
usually requires an analysed ion beam focussed in a stable, welldefined beam spot at the target. Therefore, commercially available
neutron generators have to be additionally equipped with a beam
transport system including focussing lenses (magnetic as well as
electrostatic quadrupole doublets or triplets), deflecting
magnets (which can be replaced by a Wien filter) and equipment
for ion beam diagnostics [a] .
As the most suitable ion beam monitor for many years in neutron
generator laboratories was used a quartz disc which was turned
into the beam and observed by a TV-camera. However, this method

can be used up to ion beam currents in the order of 100/uA only
due-to the melting of quartz glass at higher power densities.
Therefore, in connection with the development of high flux neutron
generators new techniques for the high-current ion beam diagnostics have been developed. A few of them should be mentioned
here :
(i)

For determination of the ion beam emittance at high
current and moderate power the multislits-probe or
niultidiaphragm-probe methods are used in combination
both with photocopying paper or solid states diodes
for registration of the ion beam ^9,10,11J .

(ii)

A crude information about the ion beam profile at a

delivered neutron generators nor a typical part of only one

beam power up to a few kW easily can be obtained by

specific application but which can be used as standard multipurpose equipment in a 14-MeV neutron source laboratory.

concentric diaphragms made from copper or tantalum

an arrangement of a few water-cooled isolated
as shown on fig. 1a

12] .
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2,2. Computer controlled operation
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conditions in nuclear data measurements and the broad availibility of microcomputer teonniques promoted the development
of computer base! control systems ior neutron generators daring
t lie last years £s] .
In L1&J the on-line closed or open loop control of the high
flux neutron generator INGK-1 is provided by three microcomputers

—li

camera

(H

Iron

( )

display
-»
u n

K 1520. Through optical transmission lines based on glass fibre
optics all the important parameters in tne nigh-voltage terminal
as well as on ground potential are controlled by the microcomputer and the operator is provided with information about
tne important physical parameters of the accelerator on tne
graphical display (see fig. 2).
Parameters controlled are: beam currents at the target and

diaphragms, temperature and circulation rates oi cooling water,
vacuun conditions, voltage and ouïrent oi po^/ar supplies,

Fig. 1

Methods of iatecse ion beam diagnostics
a) multidiapnragma-method;
b) infrared tnermography method

(ill)

p!2j

The harp monitor displays the intensity distribution

of the ion beam by means of two orthogonal sets of
tnin parallel tungsten or wolfram wires (diameters

£ 0.1 mm) without interruption of the beam transport
to the target. The applicability is limited by tae
power absorotion per wire [13] .
(1111) The most elegant method of nigh intensity oeam profile
aeasurements is the contactless viaeofrecuency scanning

of tne infrared radiation emitted frooi the surface of
the target by means of inirared tnermography, as shown
on fig. ID [13-'15] . "his method was used ior ion
oeam measurements up to 5 Krf power M^J .

neutron ilux, tritium monitors a.o.
Another control system presented in fl7/

is based also on a

û4-àAC-microcomputer. The system is capaole to control
about 20 analog and 100 digital Quantities.
No doubt, in the lutare a growing number of neutron generators
will be equipped with this comparatively cneap technique providing
a higher reliaoility ior experiments.
3. Tritiuiaaandling
3.1.

General considerations

The tritium content of an usual solia Otate Ti-T-target used at

standard neutron generators ^s ">n the order of uagnituie of
(1-5) • 102 GBq. in the hign flux neutron generators the tritium
content per target 13 increased m to 20 TBq. An essential part
of this ammount of tritium is releaseo. from the target during
its storage, transoort, change and operation. The main mechanism
of the release oi tritium irom the target is the displacement of

tritium by impiagicu, deuteroas. Measurements oy riarschall and
Booth Tisj obtained a release rate of about o J3a/h • mA. In

case of closed vacuum systems the niain part of tbis tritium gas
is absorbed in the getter pumps. Loreover, practically all inner
h

n

Gurfacer of t 2 vacuum syste

ivill oe covered jvith tritiur.

Tnerefore, besides shielding against external neutron and fradiation and protection against induced radioactivity handling
of tritium is one of the ma;or radiation protection problems

with neutron generators.
Besides tue gaseous tritium contaminations occur also in form

of tritiated water (cooling water), water vapour and metal
tritide aerosols or sputtered particles from the target. However,

in the case of neutron generators the main part of tritium
released is in the torm of Tp-gas for which the DAC limits are
much higner than in the case of tritiated water, "few estimates
assuming ^article contamination and gaseous release snowed that
in comparison with more conservative estimates (basing on a
complete HTO-contaiuination) the current limits could be relaxed
by several orders of magnitude [_20] . Nevertheless, in case of
tne use oi any pumped DT-neutron generators the following

neasures have to oe considered (and at least partially realized)
to meet the ICRP regulations concerning radiation protection
against tritium contaminations :
- handling of contaminated getter Dumps in the same way as
N E U T R O N GENERATOR

Fig. 2

Scheme o^ the computer control electronics ior the
intense neutron generator INGS-1 Ql6j

tritium targets;
- nandling of all other parts of the accelerator vacuum system
as being contaminated;
- appropriate storage and transoort of fresh and used targets;

In the case of open vacuum systems the main part of gaseous
tritium release is exhausted through the diffusion and iore
pumps contaminating the oil of the diffusion pump as well as
the surrounding air of the neutron generator.
At the other side, the derived air concentrations (DACs) are

strongly limited by the ICRP regulations. The annual limits
of DACs for Tritium in the case of occupational work (fourtyhour weeK) are
0,8 MBq/m3 and 20
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for HTO and T-gas, respectively [19] .

- high-speed exhaust of the air from the generator room,
the fore pump outlet and from all places where contaminated
parts of the accelerator or targets are stored;
- special regulations must be foreseen for orocedures of
opening of the vacuum system and changes of targets to

avoid high-level contaminations and

incorporations;

- use of tritium absorption systems for reduction of tLe
tritium emission to the open air;

- continuous control of the tritium concentration in the
generator room, of the tritiom emission to the air, in tae
cooling water and at other places as well as surface
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contaminations at the floor (especially near the target)
and the walls of the generator rooms;
- measures of personnel dosimetry like urine analysis and otners.
350 kV

3.2«

Tritium monitoring

Since many years methods for measurements of tritium including

low-level measurements are well-developed and described in the
literature. They can oe livided into two groups:
(i)

(ii)

300 kV

direct counting of tritium in the form of water vapour
or aydrogen gas in air using flow-through ionisation
chamoers or proportional counters and

CON

TROL

MEA
SU
RING

tiee
KI

-CAMAC

indirect registration of tritium containing samples from

the air, preferably using liouid scintillaxion counters.

Fig.

3

Control scheme of the Bratislava intense neutron
generator project
?

Essential improvements in the tritium proportional counting
techniques decreasing the background produced by Compton
electrons have been obtained many years ago f21,22J .

Recently a new type of counter for radionuclides emitting soft
beta-radiation has been developed by Povinec et al. L23j . In

this case the single wire inner counter aas been replaced by
many counter elements separated from each other by thin cathode
wires. This multielement low-level proportional counters enable
to reach a very high sensitivity and long-term stability of
tritium counting.

Recently the .aeasureraent of Tritium activity concentration in
air by a new netnod - by means of trie eloctret ionisation chamber
was proposed £ 24-] . In this case tne annulative tritium

activity release in air with nigh sensitivity by ineans of a
comparatively simple system could be measured over a long time.
Pig. 3 shows the meonanical construction of the PTF-3-electret
chamber and fig. 4 shows the raaiation induced electret voltage
decay A U -, as function of exposure time At.

Fig.
Construction of a simple electret detector for the
measurement of the tritium content in the air [24j
1 - capsule; 2 - lid with screw; 3 - lid with spring;
4 - gashet ring; 5 - spacing disc; 6 - electret with
rear electrode; 7 - opening with trap; 8 - spacing ring;
9 - chamber volume; 10 - opposite electrode

3.3. Tri t .t um absorption

4. Beam pulsing

During the operation of a high-flux generator with an open
vacuum-system, in case of emergency and in other cases (f.i.
opening of the target chamber in the glowe-box) the tritium has
to be extracted fron the air exhaust to guarantee the upper
limit oi tritiun concentration, in the air outside of the neutron
generator building.
Absorotion systems xor tnis procedure are well-described in the
literature [.25-30] . Fig. 5 siows the princiole scheme of such
an absorotion system. It includes fiJters for the oil from the
vacuum pumos, the stove for burning the tritium gas oy means
of a catalyst (Cu, Pd, Mn or otners), tne absorber for the
resulting HTO or TjO and the tritium monitor controlling the
proper function of the whole unit.

Since the pioneering work by Cranberg and Levin [jî] ^ae
nanosecond ion beam oulsing used for neutron t ime-of -flight
soectroscopy became a widely used technique also in connection
with DT-generators f32,33j « The main advantages of the pulsedbeam method of fast neutron spectroscopy are the nigh energy
resolution as well as high intensities accessible. Among the
different methods of beam pulsing and their combination between

v
ac-

dc = 1 Ocm
a = 1 3 Bq cm

3

REFERENCE ACTIVITY

CONCENTRATION

60-

Flg. 5

Radiation induced electret voltage decay

UE as

function of tne exposure tiae
t for an inter-electrode
spacing distance d =1,0 cm and a reference activity
concentration of 1.3 Bq.cm',-3
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each other f34_] in the case of DT-generators the most reasonable
solution consists of the combination of KF-def lection with
KF-klystron bunching of the ion beam after acceleration at the
same frequency. In this case more than 20 % of the ion beam
can be concentrated into 1 na ion bursts at the target due to

a compression factor higher than 40 £ 35 J . A drawback of
systems like this is the need for a comparatively long drift
path for ion bunching in the order of several meters. Nevertheless,
new pulsing systems of this type succesfully started operation
recently. As an example tne pulsing system of OKTAVIAN at the
Osaka University is saown on fig. 6 [3ol . With this system 1,5 as
ion pulses with 16 mA peak current are produced at the target.
A more compact construction of the pulsed neutron generator is
possible, if klystron, bunching is introduced into the beam at
the low energy end of the accelerator J6,37J • In this case the
period of bunching voltage has to be chosen much higher than the
needed period of neutron bursts at the target, resulting in a
lost of average neutron intensity.
Altogether one can conclude that during the last years no
remarkable changes in the techniques of nanosecond beam pulsing
have been introduced. To realize proposed multiple klystron
bunching which promises a compression of more than 60 % of the
ion beam ^33J , the combination between short ion source
pulsing with klystron buncning and other advanced techniques
are still open to the future.
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5.TJeutron flux, monitoring
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For raodest-lpvel neutron flux monitoring in 14lleV laboratories
long counters and proton recoil scintillation counters are u a e d .
Without special measure 0 the accuracy of this t y p e of flux

ironitoring is in the order of 1o# or even worse due-to thP sensivity of this d e t e c t o r s to self-target DD-neutrons .background
r a d i a t i o n , u n c e r t p i n t i e s of the e f f i c i e n c y calibration and o t h e r
reasons.?or high-level ^lux monotoring- special techniques have
to be u s e d , a few of them are mentioned oelow.
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Fig. 7
Post acceleration nanosecond beam pulsing syataias
at 14 MeV neutron generators
a - scheme of the pulsing system at the TOD [35,8J
b - TOF-laboratory at Osaka Jniversity Pjo

5.1. Associated particle method
Counting the associated of- particles from the T(d,n)Tîe reaction
by a solid state or plastic acintillator detector easily uncertain=
ties of the determined neutron flux (fluence) below 5/6 can be
obtained,and this was done since manyjears (for instance in£54j).
Using more refined methods the accuracy can be improved ,in thie

case uncertainties in the order of 1, 5$6 are realistic p9, 561.
The use of 'electronically marked'neutrons for a fast coincidence
with a neutron detector (fission chamber or scintillation counter)
was named 'time correlated associated particle me-thod*(TCAFM)
[38,551.This method can be used for the absolute neutron detector

efficiency calibration,but also for very precise fission cross
section measurements (in the order of 1/5),for (n,2n)-tof-measure=
ments and in other cases.

5.2. Proton recoil telescope
The proton recoil telescope (PRT) has been a standard method for
flux (fluence) measurements of fast neutrons up to 2o"eV for
many years [5?1.
Recently Brede et al. [Xojpresented a proton recoil telescope
consisting of two gaseous proportional ^E-couters combined with

a surface barrier E-detector.In comparison with experiments an
extensive Monte-Carlo simulation of the whole process£4 ijwas
carried out yielding a deviation of the response values of the
PRT of about 2% for typical experimental conditions.

monitoring in a fissiou cross section measurement

|33|

v

l"''/ tu
r-^,i
, 7/1

5.3« Thin scintillatora
The cross section of the reaction

Fig. 8

Associated particle method used for absolute flux

Li(n,t)^He is known with an

accuracy of o.5...2% below 1oo keV. Moreover,lithium glasses hare
a high neutron detection «fficiency and are capable of fast timing.
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For minimizing of multiple scattering effects compact materials

Fig. 9

must be kept out of the neutron beam.With an arrangement from
Harwellf42jshown on fig,1o uncertainties as low as 2...35Î can b«

Absolute neutron flux measurement by the proton recoil
method using a
E - B - telescope fw.'Hj

obtained below 1oo keV neutron energy.Due-to the decrease of the
cross section and its increasing uncertainties such flux monitors

A - gas target; B - polyethylen radiator;C + D - proportional

cannot be used at 14MeV incident energy.

countere; E - aperture; P - silicon detector
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Fig. 11

Neutron flux measurement using a Li - glass sointillator [42]

Neutron flux measurement using two thin recoil
scintillators

QoJ

For higher energies the most accurately known neutron standard

is well above SoîS.At 1 4MeV its behaviour becomes similar to that af

reaction is the elastic neutron-proton scattering( o,5...1.0%}.

a usual thick proton recoil scintillator.

The angular distribution is known to an uncertainty of 2% only.
Therefore,The most accurate results can be expected with a detector
counting the proton recoils in the whole angular range which at
the same time is thin enough to avoid effects of double-scattering

5.5. 235U fission detectors
JJ
The 235.
D fission cross sction is a standard in the energy range

of the incident neutrons.This thin proton recoil scintillaior
technique is widely used.

An improvement of this standard method recently was proposed in
the TCBS with a dual thin scintillator in which events with
incompletely absorbed recoil protons are excluded by anticoincidence,
(see fig.11) [43].The uncertainty of the detection efficiency in
the energy range betv;een 1 and 15 MeV is within 1...253.
5.4« Black detector

The 'black neutron detector'[44]consisting of a thick scintillation
counter with an entrance channel is suitable for precise neutron
flux measurements mainly below 1oMeV where its detection efficiency

up to SoKeV which is known to an accuracy of 2...?>%,Therefore,

fission fragment detectors ,mainly gridded fissionionization
chambers,are widely used as neutron flux monitors withan
uncertainty of a few percent[45l.
6.Typical experimental arrangements for nuclear data measurements

DT-neutron generators are widely used for nuclear data measurements
especially for the fusion reactor program.At the following figures
some typical examples for such experiments are presented.The list
of cited references 46,- 57 is far from being complete.These
examples are selected to show the big amount of different
research work which ia carried out at 14 MeV neutron sources
at present.

Sample

* 2cm« Z5 cm

Fig. 12
lypical arrangement for a fast neutron TOP spectrometer

Pig. 1*
Arrangements for the measurement of f-ray spectra emitted

in 14 MeV induced reactions using a Ge(Li)-Detector with
NaJ(Tl)-anticoincidence shield
rö

SL-Au d*tict«r

o Stitart
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Fig. 13

Fig. 15

Arrangement for the measurement of multiplicity of
secondary neutrons from 14 MeV induced reactions f

Arrangement for measurement of secondary
n-Y-correlations using different detectors

[sol
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Techniques for the measurement of charged particle spectra
resulting from 14 MeV Induced reactions Tssl
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a - telescope technique
b - quadrupole spectrometer

Pig. 17
Ring detector for the measurement of the angular

distribution of charged particles resulting from
14 MeV induced reactions [53]

Fig.18 Experimental arrangement for the measurement of secondary

neutron spectra fron the (n,2n) reaction by means of a

doubl«-tof-Bpeetrom«ter using the associated particle cethod

(571.
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ASSOCIATED PARTICLE METHOD
FOR 14 MeV NEUTRON DATA MEASUREMENT
YUAN HANRONG
Institute of Atomic Energy,
Beijing, People's Republic of China
Abstract

The application of associated particle method for lit MeV
neutron data measurement ie discussed. The improvements of the

AEP associated particle type fast neutron TOF spectrometer are
presented. A new AEP value of 2.07810.040 b for the fission cross
section of ->-*\\ induced by lit.2 MeV neutrons using the time correlated associated particle method is given and the "back-toback" TCAP method for direct measurement of fission cross section
ratio of 258U to 2^5n is described. In the latter experiment a
"correlated neutron beam wrapping up samples" geometry has been
adopted to eliminate the effect of the ununiformity of the
samples. The initial experimental results indicate that this
method is feasible.

The T(d,n)^He reaction used in neutron generators provides
a good condition for utilization of associated particle method.

The main applications of associated particle method for lit MeV
neutron data measurement are concentrated in the following fields:

•

To determine the lit MeV neutron flux by associated alpha

particle method;
. To establish the fast neutron tirae-of-flight spectrometer

for the measurement of neutron energy spectrum and angular distribution of elastically and inelastically scattered fast neutrons by
associated alpha particle method;
. To determine the fission cross sections induced by lit MeV
neutrons with the time correlated associated particle method.

The application of the associated alpha particle method in
lit MeV neutron flux measurement has achieved great success. Its

accuracy for the neutron flux determination is better than that
of the other methods used in this neutron energy region. Since
the sixties the associated alpha particle method has teen applied to determine the lit MeV neutron flux at the Institute of
Atomic Energy, Beijing (AEP) and the determination with an accuracy of \% has been obtained.

As compared with the TOF spectrometer using the pulsed-beam
method, in the case of the TOF spectrometer using the associated

particle method the intensity of the neutrons cannot be used to
be so high and the flight path cannot be used to be so long ' .
This is because the ratio of the effect to background is approximately inversely proportional to the squares of the neutron
strength and the flight path. However, the neutron backgrounds

are comparatively low and structureless because the correlated
neutrons are emited to a small spatial cone and it is very easy
to reduce the data from the spectrum. The width of the neutron
spectrum and the dynamic range of the spectrometer may not be
influenced by the functional changes of the accelerators, and
the time resolution may be slightly better than that with the
pulsed-beam method. It is thus clear that the associated particle
method can yet be regarded as a worthy method for constructing
the TOF spectrometer. In the last few years some improvements of

the associated particle type fast neutron TOF spectrometer have
been made at the Institute of Atomic Energy, Beijing^' . To put
it in a nutshell, they are the following:
1, A liquid scintillator ST-/t51 , 105 mm in diam. and 50 mm
in height, coupled with a XP 20ifO type photomultiplier tube was
used as the neutron detector instead of the plastic scintillator, and the neutron detector was shielded with a special pur-

pose paraffin, iron and lead block, thus improving the uniform
angular response and detection efficiency of the detector and
reducing the neutron backgrounds coming from the surroundings.
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2. The risetime to pulse height converter was applied to
realize the pulse shape discrimination between gamma rays and
neutrons. The risetime to pulse height converter discriminates
not only gamma ray pulses but also pulses, especially those

originated from the photomultiplier tube.
3.

The constant fraction timing circuit was adopted,thus

improving the time resolution of the spectrometer.
i+, A new time to amplitude converter was used and the occasional coincidence counts were reduced.
5, A goniometer with air cushion was disposed to the TOF
spectrometer. It convenienced for changing the angles for measurements.
This TOF spectrometer has been used for the measurements of
the secondary neutron spectra and differential scattering cross
sections of 14 MeV neutrons. The resolution time of the spectrometer is about 1 ns and the efficiently maximum flight path is
more than 3 m.

In spite of that one can put forward a question on reliability in making use of time correlated associated particle method,
on the present level of understanding the TCAPM may be still the
best mothod for measuring the fission cross sections in the lit
MeV neutron energy region. It enabled us to get the data of some
fission cross sections with an accuracy of \% or so. As mentioned
elsewhere, the absolute measurements of fission cross sections
for ^'U and •'•'Pu induced by lit.7 MeV neutrons using the associated particle method ^ were completed at the AEP. As a part of
the IAEA co-ordinated programme of research concerned, the absolute measurement of the fission cross section of •'•'u for lit.2
MeV neutrons by TCAPM has been carried out and the measurement of

the fission cross section ratio of 2^8U to 2-^U for lit.7 MeV neutrons is in progress. The experimental conditions of the absolute
measurement of the fission cross section of 235U for 11+.2 MeV
neutrons were similar to that of previous work ' and a value of
(2.078 + O.OifO) b has been obtained . The main feactures of this
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experiment are given in table 1. Comparing this value with that

Table 1. Main foactures of the absolute measurement of 235,,
fission cross section for 14.2 MeV neutrons

of "modern" measurements ''~ ^(as shown in table 2), it can be

seen that the "u fission cross section is nearly constant over
the 1 i«. MeV neutron energy region.

Besides the few fission events induced by background neutrons, one of the main advantages of the TCAPM used for absolute
measurement of fission cross sections is that the exact knowlege
of the alpha particle detection efficiency is not necessary. As

is known to all, in this case such prerequisites must be satisfied: the fissionable sample should be large enough to make the
base of the neutron cone to be situated inside the fissionable
sample and the fissionable sample should be uniform enough.
This is because in the absolute measurement by TCAPM the important thing is that to know exactly the number of fission events
induced by the whole neutrons correlated with the alpha particles

and the number of fissile nuclei per CM .

Neutron source T(d,n)*He reaction
Accelerator' 600kV Cockcroft-Walton
Deuteron energy: 210 keV
\eutron target. Ti-T, 0.6-1.0 mg/cm
Fission detector: Fast Current ionizatlon chamber
Gas filled in chamber: 1 atm. , CH4
Sample preparation: U electrodeposited on i+Qfi Pt backings
Areal density of layer: 271 -407 /ig/cm
Distance between fission chamber and target: 5 cm

Detector of AP: 100jü plastic scint.+56DVP/03A
AP angle with respect to beam: 90°
Number of AP per sec: 1 (X
Corrections- Detection efficiency of fission events, Attenuation

of neutrons, Fission events due to the other isotopes, etc.

In the case of determination of the fission cross section
ratio, when the "back to back" method is used and the whole
fissile nuclei of the two kinds of samples to be irradiated by

the same correlated neutron beam can be satisfied, the whole
numbers of the fissile nuclei of the samples can be used in calculation instead of the numbers of fissile nuclei per cm of the
samples. That means, the errors caused by ununiformities of the
samples can be avoided and the errors caused by background neutrons can be reduced by a big margin when the "back to back"
TCAPM with "correlated neutron beam wrapping up samples" geometry
is applied. Of course, the distance between the samples and the
target should be enlarged for enabling the samples to be wrapped
in the correlated neutron beam and prolonging the measuring time
appropriately is neccessary under these circumstances.
The "back to back" TCAPM with "correlated neutron beam
wrapping up samples" geometry are adopted to determine the fission cross section ratio of ^ U to
U at the Institute of
Atomic Energy, Beijing. Fig.l shows the schematic diagram of the

Table 2. Comparison of experimental results of
cross section for 14-15 MeV neutrons
Authors, ref •

Year

En, MeV

Czirr et al., (7)

Cance et al. , (8)

1975
1978

Alkhazov et al. , (9)
Adamov et al. , (10)

1979
1979

14.6
14.0
14.6
14.7
14.0

Arlt et al. , ( 1 1 )
Wasson et al. , (12)
Mahdavi et al. , (13)

Li Jingwen et al. , (5)
Li Jingwen et al. , (6)

1981
1981
1983
1983
1985

•'•'u fission

Of i b

2.075 ± 0.040
2.062 t 0.039

2.063 t 0.039
2.073 ± 0.023

2.084 t 0.034

14.5
14.7

2.101 ± 0.034

14.7

t 0.023

14.1
14.63
14.7
14.2

2.096
2.085
2.080
2.070
2.098
2.078

t 0.031
t 0.030
t 0.046
± 0.040
t 0.040

TCAPt-" for fission cross section ratio measurement. The fission
cross section ratio of
formula

•* U to

->->\5 can be determined by the

•'-'u samples were used. They were placed "back

technique and by titration. A thin film scintillation counter

nudei in

sample and

the number of ^ U nuclei in -^ U sample respectively; N^,-and
N'
are the number of coincidences for •'•'u and
U fission
events respectively.

D

U and

to back" respectively in the fission chamber. The quantities of
the samples were determined by direct weighting, alpha counting

"8Nf5
where n^ and n are the number of

In order to raise the counting rate of the fission events, two
pairs of

FS

consisted of a 100 ju thick plastic scintillation film and a fast
photomultiplier of 56DVP/03A type was used as the alpha particle
detector whereas the ORTEC electronic plug-in units were used as
the main electronic circuits. The experimental arrangement for
fission cross section ratio measurement is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.l. Schematic diagram of TCAPK for 11+ MeV neutron fission
cross section ratio measurement

d: deuteron beam,
D. diaphragm,
FS: 255U and 2^8U samples.

T: T-Ti target,
AD: alpha particle detector,

The preliminary experiment was carrying out using the 600kV
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator. The energy of incident deuterone
was 220 keV. The alpha particle angle with respect to deuteron

beam was selected as 135° and the 11+.7 MeV correlated neutrons
were obtained in the direction of 1+0° with respect to the incident deuteron beam. The fission chamber of fast current type was
placed 20 era away from the T-Ti target at the correlated direction. This distance enabled that all the fissionable samples
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fixed in the chamber were situated inside the correlated neutron
beam. The chamber was filled with methane gas of about 1.3 atm.

Fig.2. Experimental arrangement for fission cross section ratio

measurement
dashed line shows the electronic circuits for fission spectrum
measurement.

PA: pre-amplifier
FFA: fast filter amplifier
CFD: constant fraction discriminator
TPHC: time to pulse height converter

MCA: multichannel pulse analyzer
TFA: timing filter amplifier
LGS: linear gate stretcher
DEL: delay circuit
SCAL: sealer
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Fig.3 and Fig.'4 show the time distribution and amplitude
distribution of fission fragment pulses of ^U respectively.
From these figures it can be seen that in this experiment the

2oo r

o

correlated fission events were separated very clearly from the
background and the fraction of fission events which amplitudes
were lower than the setting threshold of the discriminator could

2.8 ns

u

be obtained by extrapolating the amplitude distribution of fission

100 '

fragment pulses to zero threshold with a not grave uncertainty.
The experiment and calculations on determination of fission cross

section ratio of
U to 2-^U have not been finished yet. Judged
by the initial experimental results, the "back to back" TCAPM with
"correlated neutron beam wrapping up the samples" geometry is
100
200
CHANNEL NUMBER

feasible for the fission cross section ratio measurement.

300

Fig.3. Time distribution of fission fragment pulses of 235,
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STATUS OF THE BRATISLAVA
MULTIPURPOSE NEUTRON SOURCE

During the first step, ion pulses of a length of 46 as will be
produced ina chopper. During the second step these pulses are
compressed to a length of 2 ns in a bunching system. The repetition rate of the system will be 5 1.21 z and the bunching frequency

J. PIVARC, S. HLAVÂC, V. MATOUSEK,
R. LÖRENCZ, L. DOSTÄL
Institute of Physics,
Electro-Physical Research Centre of the
Slovak Academy of Sciences,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia

10 MHz.

Recently, several components have been developed/completed
and tested succesfully. i) A high voltage power supply together

with a capacitor battery and all supplementary units such as

Abstract

A multipurpose D+T neutron source, based on a 20 niA

duoplasmatron ion source and a 300 kV/40 mA high voltage power
supply, under construction at the Institute of Physios in Bratislava, is described. Its basic purpose is to produce intense
and pulsed beams of 14 MeV neutrons. The intense section of the
source is expected to produce continuously 1012 ns— 1 with a rotating TiT target. The low current dc section is designed to produce continuously 10 ns~ and the fast pulsed section will be
+

capable of generating a compressible D ion beam of a length of
2 ns on a target spot with about 10

water resistors, a pneumatic discharger and high voltage cable
ends, ii) All high voltage transformers, i.e. an isolating transformer 300 kV/10 kVA for a high voltage terminal, an isolating
transformer 50 kV/2 kVA for a duoplasmatroa and 50 kV/3.75 kVA

for an extraction power supply source.
Under construction are the high voltage terminal, diagnostic elements of ion beams as well as the rotating target.
The paper gives a short survey of the present status in the
development of the accelerator components.

neutrons per pulae. The

source components are designed to give high reliability with
little maintenance in order to minimize the radiation hazard in
view of the extreme concentration of radioactive tritium.

2. Description of the neutron source
The layout of the source is in Fig.1. Deuterons are extracted from the plasma of a duoplasmatron ion source by a 50 kV
potential. An Einzel leas is included into the high vacuum beam

line to achieve the desirable focal properties. The 50 keV deu-

1. Introduction
At the Institute of Physics in Bratislava a multipurpose intense 14 MeV neutron source is being developed.
The intense section of the source should be capable of producing 300 keV/10 mA of a separated D ion beam. With such a beam
spot of 1 cm and a useful target life-time of about 10 h can be
expected.
The conventional dc section is designed to produce a neutron
yield about 10
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ns

and the fast pulsed section will be capable

teron beam passes then through a double focusing magnet placed
directly on the high voltage terminal. The magnet is designed
for the D+ separation from molecular ions, allowing the acceleration tube and the beam transport system to be optimized for a

single species of ions. The unwanted molecular ions, the eaergetic fraction and other unnecessary gases produced by the ion
source should te removed from the high-field region of the accelerator column.

of generating a compressible D* ion beam of a length of 2 ns on

Deuterons are further conducted into an acceleration tube.
After acceleration, the beam is directed either to the intense

a target spot with 10 neutrons per pulse for a 1 mA D

section, the dc or fast-pulse sections of the accelerator.

ion beam.
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Fig.1. Layout of the neutron source. 1-ion source, 2-column resistor, 3-accelerator tube, 4-main vacuum system, 5-beara steerer,

6-gate valve, 7-quadrupole lens, S-monitor, 9-static beam monitor, 10-target chamber, 11-auxiliary vacuum system, 12-water
cooled target, 13-water cooled slit, H-beam profile monitor,
15-rotating target, 16-analyaing-switching magnet, 17-chopper,

16-slit, 19-diaphragJi, 20-90° magnet, 21-bunching system, 22pick-up system, TG-thennocouple gauge, IG-ionization gauge,

Fig.2. Scheme of the high voltage power supply. 1-regulating

transformer RBO gs 16/380, 2-high voltage transformer PEOI (Z)
25/300/C,
3-Se rectifier, 4-holder, 5-multiplier capacitors,
6-protective resistor, 7-electro-hydraulic discharger, 8-voltage divider, 9,11-water resistors , 10-high voltage cable end,
12-paeumatic discharger, 13-capacitor b a t t e r y , SPS-stabilized
power supply, HVS-high voltage stabilizer.

I? 300-isolation transformer, HVÎ-high voltage terminal, HVTShigh voltage power supply.

3. Recent developments and status

Recent developments have been centred on the completion of
drawings, the assembly of a high voltige power supply, on putting
the main vacuum system as well as the acceleration tube into operation on developing two isolating transformers as well as a trans-

former for the extraction source and on developing a Pd valve for
the ion source.
The optical properties of the accelerator components have
been calculated taking into account the effect of the beam apace
charge. Likewise, the electronics control system has also been
developed 1)

3.1 High voltage power supply
The major components of the high voltage power supply were
supplied by ?UR Dresden (N.B.Transformer and Roentgen Plant).
The scheme of the supply together with a capacitor battery, water resistors and a stabilizer are shown in Fig.2. The supply
was constructed with respect to a long operation at 40 mA/20 C
or 30 mA/35 °C. The high voltage is regulated by a motor operated regulating transformer. The ripple factor of the supply is
2.5 %• The capacitor battery consisting of 12 capacitors (1.5
uF/30 kV) is added in order to obtain better parameters of the
system. We are able to reduce the ripple factor to 1 % by use
of such a capacitor bank.

The high voltage power supply is separated from the neutron
source terminal. They are interconnected through a water resistor by a high voltage cable. Suitable cable ends were constructed
to prevent a breakdown of the polyethylene isolation between the

wire and the lead cable covering.
The capacitor battery is connected tc the ground potential
through a 100 k/1 water resistor oy a pneumatic discharger.
This system can quickly short circuit the capacitor battery to

ground and protect the damping resistor of the high voltage power supply.
•The general layout of the high voltage power supply is shown
in Fig.3» It is mounted in a 6 m x 6 m cell.

Ion extraction should be performed by the 50 kV potential.
ïor this reason two transformers have been developed. One, labelled DEZ 50 provides tne 50 kV dc volta£e and the 3.75 kVA po-

wer for the extraction source. The other, the isolating transformer I? 502 '- for the 50 kV potential and the 2 kVA power,
should transmit the mains for the rest of the duoplasmatron power
supplies. The transformers of about 150 kg and 80 kg weight, respectively, are put into insulation cylinders made of laminated
paper and filled by inhibited transformer oil.

3.3 Vacuum system

One main and 5 auxiliary vacuum pumping systems will be used
to provide clean, safe pumping with pressure monitoring.

1 4, 5/

?ig.3. General view of the high voltage power supply.

3.2 Ion source and ion source electronics
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The ion source is a modification of a duoplasmatron source
developed at Vakutronik Dresden (U.E.Vacuum Electronic Plant).
-'he preliminary tests of the source have been performed. It has
baen shown that one can achieve the expected 20 mA beam at an
approximately 40 kV extraction voltage.

Pig.4. Scheme of the main pumping unit and LKg filling device.
1-rotary pump, 2-foreline trap, 3-vacuum relay, 4-desorptioa pumps,
5-Dewar vessel, o-vacuum reservoir, 7-beam steerer, 6-plate valve,

9-LNo l e v e l sensing elements, 10 UJg cooled trap, 11-water
cooled baffle, 12-diffusion pump, 13-heater, 14-solenoid valve,

15-L1I2 filling device, 16-valve, 17-safety valve, 18-LH2 reservoir, 19-heater, TG--thermocouple gauge ,IG-ionization gauge, A-

SU-analyaing-switching magnet, H-electrlc motor, MU-pressure
sensor, PS-power supply.
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For the main vacuum pump,
a larger diffusion pump is

used. The scheme of the main
pumping unit is shown in Pig.
Pig.5. General view of the main vacuum pump.

4. A 2000 ls~1 diffusion pump
together with a baffle, and
an LNo trap, two sorption zeolite pumps, a foreline trap

Pig.7. Rest gas spectrum
of air measured inside the beam steerer of the accelerator by the CJiG 112
quadrupole mass spectrometer65 at 10~4 Pa.

and a rotation pump are used. The diffusion pump usually pumps
either with the sorption pump or the rotary pump depending on the
pumping efficiency of the molecular sieves used at the LNg temperature for hydrogen gases. As soon as a vacuum of 10 Pa is reached,
the sorption pump is automatically connected to the diffusion pump
while the rotary pump is connected to it when the fore vacuum increases to 20 Pa. Two sorption pumps are provided (EGS 500 ')•
The pumpdown time of the pump operating with a 40 1 volume from
0.1 IviPa to 4 Pa is about 1 h.
The general layout of the main vacuum pump is shown in Pig.5.
The LN2 filling device is designed for three cold Dewar vessels.

The LN2 is forcing through the riser tube extending to the bottom
of the main reservoir of the LNg.

The coolant flows are regulated

by using three LNo regulating solenoid valves and 6 thermistors
Pig.6. General view of the filling

device.

mounted at the extremes of the desired LNg levels. Two thermistors are inside the one Dewar vessel.

The secondary stage (TRS-2) is based on the method of oxidation of tritium gas with a palladium catalyser doped on aluminum
silicate and subsequent absorption of water with a molecular sieThe general layout of the filling device is shown in Fig.6.
The auxiliary vacuum systems

ve No.5. The whole outlet of the vacuum system is connected with
this second stage. The gas pumped out of the second atage is continuously monitored with a compensated type tritium gas monitor.

have been designed to puinp the ion
source area, the pulse 'beam line
and all target chambers .
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pole type gas analyser is installed
in order to permit a quick diagnosis

and a residual gas analysis even
with the beam on.
The rest gas spectrum of air and the total pressure measured
inside the beam steerer of the accelerator by tha Qi^G 112 quadrupole mass spectrometer ' at 10~4 Pa are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.
6, respectively.
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îïg.8. Total pressure measured inside the beam
steerer of the accelerator by the QMG 112
quadrupole mass spect r o m e t e r 5 ^ at 10~4 Pa.
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The pressure inside the main
vacuum system is measured by a
thermocouple and a Bayard-Alpert
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K.g.9. Tritium recovery system of the accelerator.

3.4 Tritium recovering system

If the tritium concentration of the pumped out gas is higher than
The multipurpose neutron source will be mounted in four relatively small rooms: the power supply room, the accelerator room
with the intense and the low current dc beam line the low current pulsed beam line room and the operating room . A two-stage

tritium recovery system (TRS) has been designed for the neutron
O^
source. A similar TRS was installed in the OKTAVIAÏÏ project '.
The primary stage (TRS-1) is considered at the position very
close to the rotating target, where high tritium quantity is absorbed into a TiT target. The recovering principle is based on
the pumping of tritium by the ion sorption pump and two sorption
pumps. It is assumed that about 99 % of the released tritium gas
from the target will be caught at this stage.
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the value fixed by law, the gas is kept in the reservoir tank of
the TRS-2 to go through the second run of the TRS-2.

A drawing representing the tritium recovery system of the
accelerator is shown in Fig.9.
4. Concluding remarks
The pulse section of the multipurpose neutron source will be

the main tool for the production of jV rays the coincidence inbeam experiments and the exclusive neutron spectra measurements
in the next few years. The rotating target section can be utilized in the exact determination of activation cross sections of
rare reactions and measurements of charge particle spectra.
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The first version of the original design of the rotating
target section claims a TiT target of a tritium amount of about
15 TBq (400 Ci). However, we can also use a 30 TBq target. Then,
the development of more efficient rotating targets will be one of
the aims of investigation in the near future.
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from the O»T reaction may be obtained.

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
For the research into pure and applied nuclear physics very
i n t e n s e point sources of monoenergetic fast neutrons are i m p o r t a n t
tools. The most s u i t a b l e source reaction is the D-T reaction. The

m o r e n e u t r o n s are needed the l a r g e r is the beam power which has to
be dissipated in the t a r g e t so t h a t the t a r g e t and the t a r g e t cooling become major p r o b l e m s . For the high intense neutron source
used today the d e v e l o p m e n t of a suitable accelerator can be m u c h
e a s i e r t h a n the d e v e l o p m e n t of a s u i t a b l e t a r g e t '.
T h r e e t y p e s of t a r g e t s are g e n e r a l l y used: t r i t i u m gas targ e t s , m e t a l t r i t i d e t a r g e t s , and t a r g e t s in which a mixed beam of
deutcrons and t r i t o n s i m p l a n t s the h y d r o g e n isotopes in a m e t a l target (drive-in targets). The tritium gas and T 2 0 targets give the
highest source s t r e n g t h because of their low stopping cross sections end their high c o n c e n t r a t i o n of t r i t i u m atoms 2;T. However,
gas or T 2 0 t a r g e t s would r e q u i r e the use of a b a r r i e r foil between
the t a r g e t and the v a c u u m system. Such a foil would necessarily be
t h i n in o r d e r to pass the d e u t e r o n s * Experience has shown that cooling p r o b l e m s c o n n e c t e d w i t h the use of a t h i n foil would limit

the beam considerably. Such foils cannot be used at beam currents

much above 10 uA, and hence this type of gas target is limited to
very low-intensity D-T generators '.

That is why metal tritide targets are generally used. While
numerous target materials are under investigation now-available
targets include tritium occluded in either Ti, Zr, Sc or Er lay-

2.1 Targets for intense neutron sources
1967 11) Booth and Cossuta 12 ) developed the first targets

for intense neutron sources. The rotation of the target effectively increases the target area (without increasing the size of
the neutron producing area) and al-^o reduces the average heating
of the given target area. The original dosing of such target has
the shape shown in Fig. 1.

The performance and general aspects of drive-in targets have
5—8 i
been discussed in refs ~ '. Besides Ti, Zr, Sc and Er layers, also

a Y layer with a thickness of about 1-2 mg cm
can be used . One
uses Cr plated Cu tubing 9 ). These tubes are arranged in such a way
that 280 mA of mixed D-T ions from two ion sources bombard the
target from opposite directions. With this arrangement a source
strength of 5 x 10
ns" has been achieved within a target spot
6 cm in diameter.
The present paper gives a rather detailed survey of the rotating targets in use and designed for the production of 14 MeV neutrons by intense ion beams. Moreover, the tritium losses from the
targets, their reduction and the safe operation of the intense neutron sources are also discussed. Attention is also paid to the
thermal properties of the TiH, ZrH, ScH and YH systems and to the

2.1.1 The Lawrence Livermore RTNS I rotating target
_2

It consists of a 4-10 mg cm

thick Ti layer vapour plated

onto a 1 mm thick Cu, Cu-Zr (0.15 wt % of Zr) alloy (Amzirc) or
other suitable backing material with a 15 cm outside diameter. Zr

increases the mechanical strength and annealing temperature of a
ductile Cu. The Ti layer is deposited in a ring of 5 cm i,d., 14
cm o.d. About 20 TBq (500 Ci) of tritium reacts with the Ti and

forms a stable layer of titanium tritide. An 0-ring seal holds
the targets at the end of a 0.5 mm thick cylinder wall attached
to the accelerator vacuum system by a rotating seal. In order to
avoid local heating the target is rotated at 1100 rpm. The target

necessary requirements which are to be satisfied for higher yields
than 10 12 ns — 1 from U-T reaction to be obtained.
Tl OR-RARE EARTH^

2. Rotating targets

LAYER ——1||| ^SPECIMEN

D- BEAM

b-BEAM —I

The earliest users of metal tritide targets have shown that
the tritium leaves the target at temperatures above 200° C and
that the targets have to be cooled by blowing air or by flowing
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water. Even with good cooling the beam power that could be deposited on a 1 cm spot was about 450 W
. It corresponds to about
of 2.2 mA cm
at 200 kV. This restriction combined with the experience that the neutron output decreases to half its value with
a bombardment of about 10 C cm , limits bombarding currents to
about 1 mA and neutron strength to 2 x 10
ns . This source
strength would drop to half its initial value in 2-3 h.

"OUTJ
RADIUS

'«'

SPEED OF ROTATION

s

25cm

"5000cm

Fig. i. Schematic representation of the rotating target.
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forms the end of the accelerator vacuum system. A stationary 0.2
mm thick sheet of stainless steel is placed in parallel to the

2.1.2 The LANCELOT rotating target

centre of the steel sheet and causes a strong centrifugal force

Another rotating target was constructed in de Valduc Centre,
France 15 ). The scheme of the target is shown in Fig, 3. The target consists of a 1 mm thick cold-beaten Cu baseplate in the shape

owing to the rotation of the target. The large velocity gradient

of a portion of a sphere-1, the rotation of which is driven by the

between the rotating target and the stationary water spreader

frustrum of a cone-2 within which the beam is propagated. The ringshaped target (Rint=29.5 cm, Rext=34.5 cm) is covered by a tritiated titanium deposit of a 0.4 mg cm
thickness and contains about
40 TBq (1000 Ci) of tritium. Two high-precision roller bearings-3
allow a vibration free, 1500 rpm rotation. The tightness is ensured
through two plane seals-4 the fixed part of which is'pushed by a
jack-5 using the pressure of the seal cooling water. The cavity-6
between the seals is pumped by a differential pumping system. A
cooled electrically insulated tube-7 prevents any heating of the
lateral walls of the cone-2 and is used for beam losses measurement.

target and leaves a 0.3 mm wide gap. Water is injected at the

produces a turbulent water flow and efficient cooling. The axis
of the rotating target can be moved with respect to the stationary deuteron beam so as to allow the use of different concentric
rings on tha target without moving the position of the neutron

source. Design characteristics of such the rotating target are
shown in Fig. 2

.

In order to permit operation at higher source strength the
15 cm diameter rotating target was replaced by a 22 cm diameter
)
rotating target 14 '.
With this t a r g e t , 16 mA of 400 keV douterons.

a source strength of 4 x 1012 ns— 1 is produced that decreases by
10-20 % in 50 h for a 1 cm diameter target spot.

The cooling water comes through pipes-9 and is centrifugea
between 2 and 8. The cooling

thus obtained is sufficient
because of the high circulation speed of the water on
the target. With this target,
80 mA of a 200 keV douterons,
a source strength of 3 x 1012
ns" is produced. A half-life
time of the target is 3 h for
a 13 cm diameter beam spot
size on the target.

Fig.

2. The Lawrence Livermore rotating target RTNS I

. 1-coo-

ling water, 2-insulator, 3-bearing and seal, 4-bellows. 5-collimator, 6-current pick-off, 7-tritium target, 8-0-ring seal, 9-

water spreader, 10-water catch cage.

Fig. 3. LANCELOT rotating target 1 '. 1-sphere, 2-conical frostroom, 3-rollerbearings, 4-two plane seals, 5-jack, 6-cavity,
7-insulated tube, 8-water cooled gap. 9-pipe, 10-sample.

2.1.3 The Osaka University rotating target

In the OKTAV1AN project

of the intense neutron source a

commercially available rotating target system is used which includ-s in a titanium tritide layer on a Cu backing metal disk.

9

10

ÎI

12

13 14 15

17

20 mA of 300 keV deu-

The same target is prepared for experiments in Dresden
• A drawing of the rotating target is shown in Fig, 4. The ring-shaped

terons a source strength
of 3 x 1012 ns"1 was
obtained. A half-life
time of the target is
about 100 h for a 1.5
cm diameter beam spot
size.

cm ,
ext • 9,325 cm) is covered by a tntiated
titanium deposit of 6 mg cm -2 thickness and contains about 30 TBq
(800 Ci) of tritium. The operation speed of the rotating target
has been chosen to be 800 rpm in order to keep the target surface
target

temperature well below 120

The rotating target was manufactured
by NUKEM Co.Ltd, Hanau
(FRG). With this target ,

C.

The hollow shaft carries the coolant to the central region
2.1.4 The NIIEFA rotating target

of the target disk which has a large number of narrow slots. There

is a single seal on the side of the water, and the other on the
side of the vacuum. The attractive features of this design are

The intense neutron source in Leningrad 18 ') uses a rota-

that the two ball bearings are in air, the shaft and seal diameter
are comparatively small, which makes their life-time longer and,
if any of the seals fail, the water will not enter into the vacuum
system. The vacuum enclosure has a disc shape with connections to

ting target system (Fig,

the beam tube, the water end the flexible drive shaft.

Fig.4.0KTAVIAN rotating target 1 ^.
1.28-29,31-hexagon socked screws, 2rotation trigger, 3-motor coupler, 4
-stopper ring, 5-sensor for rotation,
6-holder, 7,13-ball bearings, 8.10inserts, 9-packing ring, 11-inner
cooling water pipe, 12,14-packing rings,

15-target shaft (SS 304), 16-flat head
screw, 17,19,25,27,30-0 ring seals, 18-

straight pin, 20-sealing plate (S3
304), 21-Seger circlip ring, 22-water

cooled plate, 23-bottom of target
insert (S3 304), 24-target disk (Cu),
26-centring ring, 32-oil feed cup.
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5) which enables to
use tritium targets on
a 10 (20) cm diameter
Cu backing metal disk.
The titanium ringshaped target (Rint"
3 cm, RQX r » 5 cm) contains about 2.5 TBq (65
Ci) of tritium. The

operating speed of the
rotating target is 1200
rpm and the life-time
of the vacuum seal is
1000 h.
The rotating seal
consists of a loaded
PTFE ring sliding on
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stainless steel. There are two sealing surfaces the central part
of which is differentially pumped out to a vacuum of 1 Pa.

The titanium tritide target is of USSR19) make. With this
t a r g e t , 20 mA of 150 keV douterons, a source strength of 10
is produced.

1 2 A

ns'

factured in the USSR1 '. The ring-shaped target (fT t»9.5 cm,
R eX„„=14
cm) contains totally 15 TBq (400 Ci) of tritium. The thickI

ness of the subtarget backing and the titanium tritide layer are
0.3 mm and 2-5 ym, respectively« The concentration of tritium is
about 60 GBq cm"2 (1.6 Ci cm ). The layout of the subtargets on
tha disk periphery is seen in Fig. 7.

3 4 5

12
0"BEAM

Fig. 7. Layout of the
jQ \

Fig. 5. Scheme of the Leningrad rotating target
. 1-bsam tube,
2-stator, 3 ,13-flanges , 4-holder , 5-0-ring seal, 6-target, 7-dia

4.5 cm diameter subtargets through the rota-

phragm, 8-water catch, A-rotating block of the t a r g e t , 9-insert,

tion disc periphery. 1subtarget, 2-water outlet, 3-water inlet, 4-

10-PTFE seal, 11-0-ring seal, 12-screw, 14-water cooled channel,
15-foravacuum channel, 16-high vacuum channel.

clamping ring.

2.2 The Bratislava and Debrecen rotating targets
Intense 0+T neutron sources based on duoplasroatron ion sources

and low energy deuteron accelerators (10 mA/300 keV dc) are under
20) Debrecen21' and Dresden ',
construction also in Bratislava
where recent developments have centred on the completion of rotating target designs or on obtaining suitable targets from industry«
2.2.1 The Bratislava rotating target

The scheme of the rotating target is shown in Fig. -22)
6";. The
target consists of subtargets located on s rotation disk. It has
been designed so as to use the 16 MoTiT or CuTiT subtargets manu-

Fig. 6. Scheme of the Bratislava rotating target system, I-beam tube,

port, 8-sealing rings, 9-rotor, 10-

The rotating target
will be cooled by water
driven through the centre
of the rotating target
assembly to a cavity from

pulley, 11-"V" belt, 12-stator, 13differantial p u m p , 14-ion Sorption
pump, 15-water channels.

where it is further delivered to eight 0.5 cm diameter channels. Two sub-

2-isolation support. 3-beanngs. 4simmerings, 5-ring, 6-target, 7-sup-

targets are connected with one channel. To cool the target to a
suitable temperature with respect to the tritium desorption rate

Limited, Crawley, Sussex (England)24'. With this target, 10-20 mA

it is necessary to supply the channels by a sufficient amount of

of 220 keV deuterons, a source strength of 10 12 ns— 1 is obtained.

A similar rotating target has been developed by the Multivolt

cooling water. Our design assumes that water consumption would

not be higher than 1.2 1 s~ . It corresponds to the minimum water
velocity in channels of 1.5 m s-1 .

2.2.3 Other rotating targets

-3
The rotor of the rotating target is moved in a vacuum of 10
Pa. It is separated from the high vacuum by three special 0-ringe

tense neutron sources. The first of these was built by Broerse et
25 \
al.
at the Radiobiological Institute in Rijswijk, The Netherlands
It uses 6 mA of 270 keV deuterons and produces a source strength of
6 x 10
ns
with a 15 h half life-time. Another rotating target is

seals fixed by a support. Two simmenngs separate the vacuum cham-

ber from the outside. The cavity placed between the rings and the
simmenngs is pumped by a differential pumping system. It involves

a mechanical rotary pump and a foreline trap. The rotor is further
carried in two high precision ball bearings which allow only a

There are several other rotating targets which are used in in-

in operation at the Eppendorf Hospital in Hamburg, (FRG). This unit

has been manufactured by Radiation Dynamics (Westbury, Long Island,
New York) and uses 12 mA of
500 keV deuterium ions. It
produces26^ 2.5 x 1012 ns"1

small vibration. We expect that the bearings will be suitable for

targetoperations at any spead up to 1100 rpm. although the necessary target revolution rate for the heat dissipation of 1.5 kW cm-2
is about 35 rpm23)

with a half life-time of less
that 10 h. A rotating target
is also in operation at the
Institute of Nuclear Research
27 \
at Lanzhou University, China '.
A 20 cm diameter target, which
rotates at 1100 rpm is used for
production of neutrons. When

With this target, 10 mA of 300 keV douterons, a source strength of 1O1 ns"1 and a useful target life-time of about 10 h for

a 1 cm diameter beam spot size are expected.
The detailed scheme of the neutron source target chamber with

the rotating target are shown in Fig. 8.

the target is bombarded with

2.2.2 The Debrecen rotating target
In the project of the intense neutron source in Debrecen the
use of a rotating target shown in Fig. 9 is considered 21). A thick
Cu disc of about 20 cm diameter is similar to the targets of the
Multivolt Limited of the Crawley series RTH. It has been proved
_2

that the 3-8 kW cm
beam power can be dissipated on a tritium
target. The ring-shaped target contains about 19 TBq (500 Ci) of
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20 mA of 300 keV deuterons a
source strength of 2 x 10

ns"1

Fig, 8. Detailed scheme of the

can be obtained. Their home-made

neutron source target chamber

ring shaped thick tritium tarop \
get
(Rlnt-7 cm. R^.9 cm)

with the rotating target. 1holder , ?-rotary pump, 3,15-

solenoid valves, 4-motor, 5-

tritium. The operation speed of the rotating target has been chosen

foreline trap, 6-water out, 7-

to be 30 rpm. The atractive feature of the design is that the magnetic farrofluid seals are used in order to separate high vacuum parts
of the target from at.nospheric pressure.

water in, 8-flange in, 9-beam

tube, 10-beerings, 11-feedthrough, 12-sample, 13-stator,
14-target chamber, 16-ion sorption pump.

contains totally about 13 TBq
(350 Ci). A thick Ti layer of
about 2.5 mg cm" is vapour
plated onto a 3 mm thick Cu
backing.

placing the cooling water inside a sandwich target backing that
contains convoluted channels to produce a turbulent flow. The channels are etched onto a 1 mm thick Cu alloy sheet which is then
bonded to a second sheet of the same alloy using two techniques:
diffusion bonding and elect reforming. The sandwich is coldformed
to the desired curvature.
Cooling water enters and
leaves the target through
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a rotating hub at the centre of the target. Chilled
water flows through the
target at a rate of 10 l min-1
2l )

Fig. 9. Schema of the Debrecen rotating targat assembly
. 1magnetic fluid seal. 2-bearings,3-PTFE insert. 4-remote drive.
5-0-ring seal. 6-annular raagnets. 7-OFHC Cu disc. 8-TiT coating,
9-radiator shaped cooling system. 10-plece for samples.

3. Conclusion
The rotating targets

must be capable of resisting a relatively high heat
load. The heat loads of the
systems TiH, ZrH, ScH, ErH
and YH were investigated in
4 31}
refs • '. It was shown that
the YH system is thermally
the most stable. After heating to a temperature of

2.3 Target for a high intensity neutron source
In order to increase the source strength further the beam current, the rotation spead and the diameter of the target have to be
increased. A now rotating target system had to be designed which
involved a different type of rotating seal end a different target
29 )
cooling system. The seal ' is designed to rotate at 50OO rpm and
4
has been tested up to 10 rpm. Fig. 10 is a drawing of the air bearing rotating seal and the target system. An air cushion prevents
the rotating part from touching the stationary accelerator vacuum
system. Two stages of differential pumping maintain the pressure
gradient between the air cushion and the accelerator vacuum. A
matched pair of ball bearings holds the load of the rotating target. The rotor is driven by en air jet that hits the blades of a

turbine wheel*

With larger targets and a higher rotation speed the power
requirement to overcome the viscous drag caused by external cooling would be excessive. Thie difficulty has been overcome by

426° C in a vacuum of about

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of
air bearing and rotating target assembly RTNS II. The bearing provides a vacuum seal
and permits target rotation

at 5000 rpm30^.

10"1 mPa there is practically no desorption of hydrogen. The equilibrium temperatures corresponding to
the dissociation pressure
of 10O Pa are given in Tab.l.
The front-surface temperature history calculations
for an element moving across
the beam centre were done by
Logan '. it was shown that
the front-surface temperatu-

In order to increase the source strength to about 10 14 ns -1

re rise can be limited to about 300° C by moving the target at a
4

velocity of 10

cm s

—1

(50 cm di;meter of the target and 5000 rpm).

Similar results were shown also in our refs 20'23 )
,

some additional requirements must be fulfilled* The following is
required:

In order to reduce further losses from the target it is necessary to prevent the sputtering of atoms, the displacement of

(i)

Tritium should be absorbed in the Sc or Ti layers,

(ii)

the energy of the 0+ ion beam should be adequate to the target
thickness (400 keV for the 0.6 pi thick TiT target),
the target should have a thin Al or Cr protective layer (0.1

tritium by deuterium, surface degassing and the creation of the
carbon layer on the target surface. A considerable limitation of

(iii)

ym thickness) ,

sputtering and surface degassing of the target can be achieved by

evaporation of thin
Al or Cr protective layers on the target sur2
face (0,05 mg cm

—

(iv)

thickness). The energy loss in such coatings

is about 15 keV. To prevent the formation of the carbon layer on
the target surface it is necessary to construct neutron generators

with ion sorption pumps or ion-sublimation titanium pumps. It is
also important to use a clean 0* ion beam. The molecular ions ere
accumulated near the surface of the target where only a small quantity of tritium is present so they contribute only minimally to the
neutron source strength.

(v)

the target should have a thin Pd "blocking" layer placed between the sorption layer of the target and the backing of the
target (0.5 urn thickness) and
the substrate of the target should be conveniently construc-

ted in order to dissipate and conduct the heat to a coolant
fluid for removal.

Such a target has been designed by Davis32) .
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INTENSE 14 MeV NEUTRON GENERATOR
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Kiev, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

An experimental generator of fast neutrons via T{d, n)
reaction is described. Neutron yield of 5.10

neutron.

is achieved.
Fast neutron fluxes generated by controlled radiators on the

basis of direct acceleration of deuterium ions to tritium targets

are widely used for carrying out investigations in the field of
FIG. 1.

neutron physics as well as for solution of a number of applied

tasks like engineering problems of thermonuclear fusion, activation analysis, radiation therapy ets. In order to solve the ma-

ration tube. The ion source is supplied from a motor-generator

jority of these tasks neutron fields with an average flux over

with a power of 5 kw. The ion source makes it possible to obtain

4

a deuteron beam of up to 15 mA with discharge current of about

solid angle exceeding or equal to 5-10

neutr. a

are nece-

ssary.

3A. The atomic component in the beam exceeds 50 %. A duration of

To create a controlled neutron source with a total flux of
12

10

neutr.'s

—1

, a number of investigations has been carried out.

As a result of those the task of obtaining tend shaping of deute-
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continuous ion source operation is determined by enlargement of
the emission opening in the molybdenum anode insertion within

rium ion beams with 10 mA current and 200 kev energy in a conti-

the process of operation, as wall as by the direct-filament
cathode life-time, and is normally several dozens of hours. The

nuous mode haa been solved and a target device was designed. The

ions are selected from the surface of plasma penetrating into a

principal view of the neutron generator is shown in Fig. i.

conical expander. A preliminary focusing of the ion beam is made

oil,

The ion source, a duoplasmatron, cooled with transformer

by means of electrical field between the extractor and the main

is divided from eath potential by means of a china accele-

source anode.
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The inner surface of the target is cooled with water, going into

the gap between the target substrate and the screen, rotating
together with it. Vacuum-tight joint of rotating parts is achieved
by means of a system of rings made of teflon. The gaps between

the sealing surface of these rings are addionally pumped. The
target active layer is a ring with the outside diameter of 280 mm
_p
and inner diameter of 220 mm; the layer thickness is 1,5 mg-cm .
Also the possibility to install fixed targets of varios diameters

is envisaged, both immediately behind the acceleration tube and
behind the mass-separator.

When the target is placed directly behind the tube both
atomic and molecular components are present in the deutron beam.

Simultaneouse target bombardment with ions of different component
FIG. 2.

The acceleration tube is made of china rings glued together.

composition (D^, D^, I>t) decreases its life-time. That is why it

is advisable to bombard the target with the analized beam - only

To increase electric strength, it is put into an isolation sheath.

atomic or only molecular species. In order to achieve this a magnet

The apace between the tube and the sheath is filled with liquid

is installed in the area of ionic conductor between the accelera-

dielectric. The length of the acceleration tube is 25 cm. Average

tion tube and the target of neutron generator. The same magnet

gradient of electric field in gaps between the three electrodes

fulfils one more function - it decreases the load of high-voltage

of the acceleration tube is 40 kv-cm~ .

rectifier with electrones, knocked-out by deutrons from the tagret

High-voltage supply of the acceleration tube is provided by
two series rectifiers constituting a voltage-doubling circuit.

surface.

In neutron sources, based on lowvoltage accelerators, the

Prom each stage, voltage is directed through a limiting resistor

electrostatic locking of electrons in the area adjacent to the

to a corresponding acceleration tube gap. Automatic protection

target is more widely used on comparison with the method of plac-

from overvoltage and current overloads is provided,

ing an antidinatron grid-like electrode at a certain distance from

In order to provide normal thermal mode of neutron generator

the target. However, electrostatic systems suppressing electron

target operation at ion beam power of several kW, a rotating tar-

component become not very much effective, being used in high-cur-

get with a. large surface of active layer is designed (Pig. 2).

rent accelerators, since at high currents the antidinatron elec-

trode itself starts to emit a large number of electrons into the

acceleration gap. It seems that in high-current accelerators the
method of magnetic electron locking now widely used at creation of
powerful ion diods is to be considered as a preferred one.

The accelerator vacuum pumping is carried out via magnetodischarge and zeolite sorption pumps, that provides for a closed pumping system. Additionally near the target one more magnetodischarge

PULSED 14 MeV NEUTRON SOURCE
V.V. BOBYR, A.P. BORDULYA
Kiev State University,
Kiev, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

This paper deals with, pulsed 14 MeV neutron sources. Time
length is within 2 mks to 10 min.

pump is installed, which mainly pumps out the gases desorbed from

the target.
The absolute value of neutron yield is determined by the

method of activation of gold and aluminium foils with relative
error about 5 %. The neutron flux into the whole solid angle was

5-I011 neutron-s"1.

The decrease of neutron yield depending on the duration of
deutron bombardment waa controlled by means of a aantillation
detector and a. fission chamber. On the fixed target at target

of 2 mks up to aome minutes. The average neutron yield reaches
10
neutrons per second.

current of 5 mA decrease neutron flux density 2 times took place

The principal of source operation differs from the above
mentioned £" ij by expanded time range and additional functional

during 2 hours, accordingly the total charge was about 40 Coulomb

possibilities. The reliable current suppression on the generator

and the charge density was about 7 Coulomb.cm" .
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In nuclear-phisical experiments pulsed fast neutron sources
find wide application, in particular, while measuring isomeric
nuclear states, delay nuclear fission, when working in neutronactivation analysis.
The authors worked out the pulsed neutron source with timelength pulsed and intervals between them changing within the rang«

target within the intervals between neutron pulses is obtained by
the. counter-phase changing voltage - 4 •» + 2 KV and + 2 * - 1 KV
input on the focusing and extraction intervals of ions accelerator. For improving the time stability of a neutron generator the
key control of focusing and extraction voltage is exercised by the
control block (CB) (see Fig. la), the reference frequency of which
being given by the quartz resonator. The impulses of the reference
generator JH-1, Ml-2, the frequency being 1 MHz, flow to invertors
M6-1 and M6-2 and further on binary countera M2, M3, M4, where
reference frequency is counted with the needed coefficient, which,
makes it possible to get pulses with periods from 4 mks uip to the
required largest possible time multiple of 2. The pulse period is
formed by the switch /7/7J> From the selected output of the recal-
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culation decade through /7/7./-<fthe signal goes to the counter
trigger input M5-1, the trigger being converted into the state of
"1" while the first negative drop voltage appears. From output

M5-1 the state "1" is transferred to the transmitting circuit
f.16-3. On the other input of the transmitting circuit M6-3 the signal is sent from /7/7' 1~4.

Switches /H7Ï- 3, and S7/7J-Ö operate synchronously ( ///vu - <f~
gives period of neutron pulse and/////-a- gives on-off time ratio).

As indicated in the scheme /Wl with the help of switch, tf/72.
on-off time ratio of neutron pulses can be chosen 2, 4, 8.

Output signal from M5-1 through the invertors Ml-4 and Ml-3

goes to the CB output keys T2 and T3, as well as to the pulse
formers MS-1 and M8-2, invertor M7 and key Tl, which determine the

neutron pulse start or end time.
As OB- is under voltage of 200 KV, this mark of time is given
for- the control of the registration electronic equipment through.
the system of light-emitting diode - of light guide - photomultl—
plier-.

Prom the keys T2 and T3 the signals appear at the input of a
stabilizer of constant voltage (SCV) extraction and focusing output
keys (in Pig. lo a scheme and a stress sheet diagram of SCV of
focusing key are shown.). The application of SCV between CB and the
keys of the focusing and extraction voltage Jl% and Jl2, is

required, on the one hand, by the capacitance between high-voltage
grid keys and low voltage CB, on the other.' hand, by the necessity
of halvanic control of keys fll and /12. , because the on-off time

ratio is not equal to 2 in all cases.
The SCV of the focusing and extraction keys are .similar.
Counterphase operation of SCV is provided by cross switch to CB.
The metal ceramic triodes f~(J-3& with, the forced air cooling
are applied in output, switches JIÎ and y7<? .
The application of SCV under modulation of the focusing and
extraction voltages made it possible to obtain neutron pulses witja.
the frount 0,2 mks, and the ratio of the number of neutrons background between the pulses to the number- of neutrons in the pulse
equal to the order of 10
.

\. Bobyr V.V., Bordulya A.P., Mitrochin O.E., Mikhnitsky I.B.,
Moiseev A.N. Pulse neutron source in millisecond band //

BecTHHK KneBCKoro yunsepcHTeTa. - I960. - fc 21.

INTENSE NEUTRON GENERATOR DEVELOPMENT
AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY DRESDEN

At present.there are in operation several neutron generators.

P. ECKSTEIN, U. JAHN, E. PAFFRATH,

differ between each other in many technical detail,as in the

D. SCHMIDT, D. SEELIGER
Technical University of Dresden,
Dresden, German Democratic Republic

Recently a review was presented elsewhere ^).These machines

ion sources used,the accelerationtubas,ion optical elements,targets,
control equipment and others.Although intense neutron generators

in the range of 1o12 neutrone per second are available commercially,
Abstract

most of the research institutes have constructed their own accele=

A Cockroft-Walton type accelerator producing low-energy intense

rator, because in this way an optimal adaption of the parameters

hydrogen ion beams is presented.This accelerator is aimed for the

of the machine £.an be realized.lt is of high interest both for

production of monoenergetic neutron beams by the DD- and DT-reactions

users and designers of intense neutron generators to exchange

So far,ion currents up to 25 mA

information concerning experimental problems and results connected

at a maximum of 24o keV energy

have been obtained.

with the development of the high current accelerators,such as beam

handling, beam diagnostic, working regimes, secondary
electron suppression, vacuum conditions, heating of beam
1. Introduction

pipe elements and other experimental details. Therefore,

General requirements in the field of accelerator development

the aim of this paper is the description of an accelerator

are the enhancement of the projectile energy as well as the

for intense ion beams. Its single components are desribed

increase of the ion beam current.At acceleration energies below

in detail as well as some ionoptical calculations. Further-

5oo keV ion beam currents of more than 1oo mA at the target

more, technical parameters obtained for the components and

have been obtained.The field of application of such accelerators

experimental investigation methods and results concerning

is mainly the production of intense 14 MeV neutron beams using

formation of the ion beam are reported.

the DT-reaction.Intense 14MeV neutron sources commonly are used
for cancer therapy,nuclear data measurements,material damage

2. The accelerator and its components

studies,fusion neutronics,shielding tests and other applications/1/.

The main parts of the accelerator are shown schematically

Further sore,intense ion beam accelerators can be applied as

in fig.1. Inside a high-voltage (h.v.) screening fence the

o

pre-injectors for LINACa
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) and other accelerators.They could be

h.v. terminal, the h.v. power supply, the insulating trans-

used also for the investigation of fusion reactions and technical

former and the acceleration tube are situated. The latter

applications of ion beans.

is connected with the accelerator part on ground potential.
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?ig.1

Arrangement of the main parts of the intense ion

Pig.2

Ionoptical layout of the accelerator.

team accelerator drawn schematically.

pu 10"3Pa

All devices for data acquisition and control of the accelerator, except

the vacuum system control, are located in

a separate control room. The h.v. terminal contains the ion
source with its electrical supply, a special ion getter
pump and the supply unit for the einzel lens after extrac-

tion. The ground potential part of the accelerator includes
a quadrupole triplet, the vacuum system, the target, measu-

ring sensors and control and supply units. The different

components of the accelerator are described in the following

in detail. For illustration fig.2 shows the ionoptical layout of the accelerator.
The ion source is one of the well known duoplasmatron type *)

Fig.3

Electrical supply of the duoplaamatroti ion source
and the einzel lens; for typical operation values

see text.

its electrical supply can be seen in fig.3. Typical opera-

t ion values of our duoplasmatron are: cathode current 20 A,

einzel lens is stainless steel. The inner diameter of the

arc current 3 * 5 A, magnet current 3 t 4 A and gas pressure

electrodes is 80 mm. The two outer electrodes have the same

2 t 10 Pa. The cathode consists of a directly heated pure

potential with respect to the anode as the extraction elec-

nickel grid covered with an oxide layer of barium, calcium

trode, i.e. nearly -30 XV. The central electrode is fixed

and strontium. The extraction region of the anode was spe-

at a potential of about -4 kv, where the exact value is

cially designed as shown in fig.4. The expansion cup is com-

chosen to maximize the ion current at the target, see also

bined with a Pierce geometry, the distance of the extrac-

sect.4.

tion electrode from the anode is nearly 5 mm. The extraction

The acceleration tube is a two-gap version (see

voltage has a typical value of 30 kv.

fig.2) de-

5

scribed in detail in r é f . ). The gap widths between each
of the two tube-like electrodes and the middle electrode
can be chosen individually between 15 and 35 mm. Up to now
the acceleration tube was investigated experimentally with
a gap width of 25 mm symmetrically only. The wall near the

gaps is screened against scattered charged particles and
x-rays by a broad ring which is connected with the middle

electrode. The aperture of the tube electrodes is 144 mm.
The acceleration tube is constructed from ceramic and stainless steel elements which are glued together.

The ceramic tube wall consists of 7 segments separated by
Pig.4

Geometry and materials used in the extraction region
of the ion source (1 - anode, 2 - extraction electrode, 3 - expansion cup,

4 - tungsten insert, 5 -

septum).

potential rings for potential linearization. These are connected with a voltage divider which has a total resistance
of 7 G Ohm. For good h.v. reliability of the tube a h.v.
training is necessary, especially after opening of the ma-

The einzel lens (see
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also figs.2 and 3) is connected with

chine, i.e. a very slow increasing of the high voltage over

the extraction electrode and consists of three tubes, which

the time. In this way h.v. values of 280 kV without beam

are hold concentrically by ceramic rods. The ceramic mate-

and 240 kV with full ion beam have been obtained. For sta-

rial is screened against particle striking by rings arround

bilization against breakdowns two potential rings were ar-

the gaps between the electrodes. Al*L metal used for the

ranged ar ound the acceleration tube, seen in fig.7.
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After acceleration the ion beam is focused by means of a

The material and thickness of the target plate limits the

electrostatic quadrupole triplet. The need of an additional

maximum beam power, because the maximum temperature should

lens follows from ionoptical calculations (see sect.3) ta-

lie in the region below 1100 K. For example, using iron

king into account the requirement of a distance between

with a thickness

acceleration tube and target more than 1 m, which came from

to 1 kW, also slightly depending on the actual current den-

some application possibilities. The lens consists of two

sity, i.e. focusing conditions. An other target version

symmetrical quadrupole pairs which are connected to a tri-

consists simply of two water-cooled thick copper diaphragms

plet, i.e. the inner electrodes have the double length of

(diameter 30 and 15 mm, reap.) in front of a cooled thick

the outer ones. The shape of the electrodes perpendicular

copper plate (fig.5). In this way a maximum beam power of

to the beam axis is circular forming an aperture circle

5 kw could be converted and a rough information about beam

with radius 80 mm. The stainless steel electrodes are ar-

distribution can be derived also. A further target Investi-

ranged inside aluminium rings using Teflon insulators, the

gated was a rotating target of the NUKEM type (U » 300 rpm,

rings are hold by steel rods. All electrodes are screened

N

from both aides against direct striking of the ion beam

diameter are fixed by a diaphragm in front of the target

and scattered charged particles by tantalum diaphragms with

with a given diameter.

3 mm, the ion beam power may amount up

max * 5 kw» diam. 15 cm). In this case the beam spot and

diameter of 70 mm. Both the outer quadrupoles are connected
electrically and provided symmetrically by supply units

+10 kV/20 mA. The voltage of the inner quadrupole can be
controlled independently in the same manner. The operation

voltage of the triplet is typically 2 t 4 XV.
For beam analysing (current and profile) different targets

have to be used. Beside the beam current which is measured
b)

in each cases, the maximum power and possibility for obtaining of informations about beam distribution are important characteristics

m

r IR-

). Fig.5 shows a target version for

C

IU

beam profile measurement, whereby an infrared camera detects
the temperature distribution on the. metallic target plate

-,

camera I

Ther-

». mo

iron

®)

k

display

-*

).
Pig.5

Targets for beam current and profile measurements.

The vacuum system includes three types of high vacuum pumps.

The electrical energy is transferred to the h.v. terminal

A commercial magnetic getter pump holds the vacuum in the

by a 25 kW/50 Hz transformer for an insulating voltage at

—4

accelerator in the order of 10

Pa without source operation.

maximum 300 kV. The h.v. supply can be controlled remotely.

A so called orbitron pump was developed and located near

The electrical supply of the ion

o

the ion source inside the h.v. terminal

). The advantages

source, orbitron pump and quadrupole triplet is designed

of thia pump type are email mass and dimensions and nearly
constant pumping speed in the pressure region 10

to 10

by the use of supply units which are operating for output
Pa.

powers below 500 W in switching mode 9). In this way small

During source and low team power operation the two ion get-

mass and dimensions and a high efficiency could be achieved.

ter pumps are sufficient for maintaining a reliable vacuum.

Furthermore, each supply unit can be controlled remotely

In order to compensate the gas production by ion bombard-

by a microprocessor and gives a standardized signal for

ment, during intense beam operation a 2000 1/s diffusion

check-up. The power supplies above 500 W (150 V/10 A and

Pv.mp with INj-trap has to be used additionally.

50 kV/50 mA, see fig.3) are of conventional type using thy-

The pressure in the accelerator holds normally at 10

Pa,

ristors and a regulating transformer, respectively. Other

it doesn't increase after the start of the ion source due

information signals were taken from developed sensors

to the effect of the orbitron pump near the source. During

as for temperatures and flow rates in the different cooling

beam operation the pressure was obtained in the range bet-

circuits, or converted into standardized signals, as the

ween 10

pressure inside the source and in the accelerator or beam

and 10~

Pa, depending on intensity and focusing

),

conditions of the beam as well as on quality of secondary

current magnitudes from diaphragms and targets. Thus, all

electron suppression. Higher pressure values should be avoi-

analogue informations are represented by signals between 0

ded for maintaining h.v. stability. The high voltage and

and +5 V corresponding to the maximum value of the magnitu-

also all high vacuum pumps permanently were controlled by

de examined.

safety feed-back loops.

The control and reference signals are transferred by opto-

The h.v. supply is a commercial device with nominal para-

electronical blocks in connection with glass fibres using

meters 300 kV/50 mA, the ripple factor is below 10%. As

analogue-to-frequency and frequency-to-analogue converters.

h.v. circuit a ground potential-free double rectification

The electrical potential of the glass fibres have to be ter-

is used, in this way the half output voltage can be taken

minated definitely on h.v. and ground potential in order to

to supply the middle electrode of the acceleration tube.

avoid discharges and destruction of the glass fibres. All

3/4

informations arriving f r o m the accelerator are accumulated

celerator (and in this way the gas inlet into the ion source

in a microcomputer. By a display different pictures can be

also) are controlled by hand, the control desk is arranged

chosen which represent a selected part of information ("ac-

near the microcomputer in the control room (see also fig.1).

celerator with target", "ion source", "vacuum system",

The complete accelerator is shown in

"ion optics", "list of all parameters"). At a head line in

fig.7. Prom the left -hand side the following details can

each picture the most important accelerator paremeters are

be seen: the h . v . terminal — the two potential rings (upper

shown. Into the head line is also implemented the alarm

part) — the terminated glass fibres (lower part) — the

function indicating that one parameter has exceeded certain

low-energy section of the acceleration tube with resistors

limits which can be given into the list before operating.

of the divider — the magnetic ion getter pump (upper part)

If two or more parameters are outside the limits, the alarm

and quadrupole triplet (lower part) — valves and a water-

order is fixed by priorities. Fig.6 shows the display pic-

cooled diaphragm — rotating target. Below the triplet one

ture "ion source" as example. All supply units of the ac-

can see the vacuum system control (left side) and the four
supply units 10 kV/20 mA (right side).

3. lonoptical calculations

The aim of the ionoptical calculations was to find the
best configuration of ionoptical elements with respect to
their geometry and operation parameters. Uncertainties of
such calculations arise from the uncertainties of initial
conditions as well as approximations in the models and computer codes used. Nervertheless, the results of ionoptical
calculations show some tendencies in the behaviour of the
ionoptical system investigated in dependence on the variation of parameters and enable, therefore, the designer to
Fig.6

Display picture "ion source"; the head line shows

find the best arrangement in a short time.

f r o m the l e f t : ion source pressure, extraction vol-

It is known that space charge effects plays an important

tage, acceleration voltage, pressure in the accele-

role in the ion beam current region investigated here. In

rator, target current, monitor counting rate, alarm

order to estimate its influence the beam divergence of a

function

parallel beam on a field-free drift path was calculated

).

It follows that this effect must be taken into account,
especially at lower ion energies. In opposite to it the re-

sidual gaa in the accelerator causes a partial compensation
of the spacecharge divergence, this effect can be evaluated
also in the order of magnitude. And a further important

question with respect to calculation performance are the
initial conditions. This point was taken into consideration
by the assumption of a plane and curved surface of the emitting plasma area in the expansion cup of the ion source.

r~

0020

030

059

?ig.8 Deuteron beam envelopes for a plane plasma emitter

surface (in the triplet region results for two perPig.7 The Intense neutron Generator CTGB - 1
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pendicular planes are drawn).

A lot of calculations have been car-

and magnet current. In this way could be shown that a cur-

ried out for different parameter sets and conditions. For

rent of 35 mA from the source is possible without problems

the ion path between the source and the acceleration tube

(for

exit the space charge was taken into account (code ELENS
11

)). After tube up to the target the code SYSFIT

12

) with-

the accelerator a current of 25 mA is sufficient).
Before acceleration of intense ion

beams a careful suppression of secondary electrons must be

out space charge effects was used. An example of such cal-

required. The electrons are accelerated In direction to the

culations is shown in fig.8. It could be demonstrated that

ion source heating the striked material. In this way gas

an ion beam transport with currents up to 30 mA should be

production occurs and the vacuum deteriorates drastically.

possible, i.e. a beam power on the target of 5 to 6 kW

Furthermore, the accelerated electrons produce bremsstrah-

could be obtained.

lung which can diminish the h.v. stability. Electron sup-

Concerning the residual gas, a compromise must be found:

pression was investigated using permanent magnets and water-

high pressure causes a. good spaca charge neutralization,

cooled diaphragms in connection with an electrical field.

but diminishes on the other hand the h.v. stability against

In fig.2 the magnets are shown as squares (outside the ac-

breakdowns.

celerator, near the exit of the acceleration tube and of

4. Experimental methods and results

the triplet) and the diaphragms as black slits (inside the

The duoplasmatron ion source has been investigated exten-

beam line near the magnets). The most attention in this sense

sively using a special test stand. The emittance was deter-

must be spent to the region ar ound the acceleration tube

mined from traces on thermopaper which was located behind

exit. The efficiency of the secondary electron suppression

a screen with parallel alita (width 0.5 mm, distance 5 mm).

was measured indirectly by use of a dosimeter with an energy

This method is from the technical point of view very simple

threshold near 25 keV. The dosimeter was arranged near the

and effective, but the gas production deteriorates the va-

ion source inside the h.v. terminal as well as in the acce-

cuum conditions. The emittance value of nearly 10TT mm.mrad

lerator hall outside the h.v. fence. In order to minimize

) was reproduced by calculations quite well

) allowing

the brerasstrahlung, positions and orientation of the magnets

conclusions concerning the ion beam initial conditions. The

as well as magnitude and sign of the voltages on diaphragms,

improved extraction geometry was shown in fig.4. The coo-

respectively, were varied.

ling of tne duoplasmatron is realized by means of an oil

An important point is the connection of all electrodes

circulation from ground potential. The ion beam current was

which can be striked by particles, with ground or h.v. ter-

measured as a function of arc current, extraction voltage

minal potential by power resistors. In the other case the

striking particle beam causes a certain potential which

At first the ion beam was studied without quadrupole triplet.

cannot be changed by the voltage supply unit, i.e. the elec-

The focusing effect of the einzel lens is shown in fig.9,

trode potential cannot be controlled to zero. The resistor

the curve has a flat maximum. The magnitude of the integral

R should have a value which is determined by the maximum

beam current on the target can be changed in certain limits

voltage U^ of the supply unit and the possible current I,

by operating the magnet current of the duoplasmatron. The

of striking particles. Two of such power resistors coupled

beam current change in larger steps is possible by changing

parallel to the corresponding supply unit are shown also

the arc current. In this case the operating pressure inside

in fig.3 (470 k Ohm at 10 kV/20 mA and 3 M Ohm at 50 kV/

the ion source must be regulated also.

50 m A ) .

If the high voltage is changed during constant ion source
operation, the integral current decreases due to the changed
lTlmA)

focusing, indicating that the acceleration tube acts as a

6

focusing lens. The changed focusing behaviour of the tube

4

can be compensated slightly by changing the zwischen elec-

2

trode potential of the einzel lens. The focus diameter

(fwhm) of the beam on the target can be obtained within

0

10 * 15 mm at beam currents up to 10 mA without triplet. For
I M IA1
IT[mAI
4

higher beam currents below 30 mA the focus diameter is estimated to be lower than 30 mm at the best focusing condi-

tions. The focusing properties of the quadrupole triplet
has been proved also, see fig.10. The real parameters de-

2

pend upon the requirements following from the intended ap0

plication.
The measuring method for beam profile determination was characterized in sect.2. This method is relatively simple but

Fig.9

Target current versus negnet current !„ as well as

effective. Fig.10 shows two examples obtained. Prom them

potential \S^ of the zwischen electrode of the ein-

it can be concluded that the temperature spread is probab-

2el lens (I ar( , =, 1.2 A, U g x t r - 25 kV, U h > y < , 200 k V ) ;

upper part: u^ - 3 kV; lower part: I M . 3 A.
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ly smaller than the dimensions of the beam current gradient, i.e. the temperature distribution reflects quite
correctly the beam current profile.

20 mm
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than 30 mm at all

these machine parameters. A long time

stability of the operating accelerator over hours is possible without remarkable correction of source and other
> 785 K

parameters. The number of breakdowns in that time was smaller than one per hour.
5. Summary

An accelerator for high-intense ion beams was developed.
A compact construction of the accelerator was achieved con-

cerning the h.v. terminal as well as the whole machine. An
important role in this sense plays the developed supply
units in switching mode.
There have been reported some methods for experimental investigation of the beam current and distribution and also
problems which are related to it. Beam currents on the target up to 25 mA and also a beam power of 5 kW are possible,

whereby the focus diameter doesn't exceed 30 mm.
The use of a microcomputer for data acquisition of all
standardized parameter values enables a comfortable control

of the accelerator and effective safety and alarm system.
Fig.10 Temperature distributions reflecting the beam profile;
a) without triplet; b) focusing e f f e c t of the triplet
for one plane.
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Abstract
The degree of biological damage produced by ionizing radiation
depends on the energy deposition at a macroscopic and a microscopic
level. For this purpose the quantities absorbed dose and linear energy

transfer (LET) are introduced. Due to the steepness of the dose-effect
relations the absorbed dose should be determined with an accuracy of

SESSION VI
SELECTED SPECIAL APPLICATION

better than ±5 per cent. The uncertainties in the assessment of the

absorbed

dose are

discussed

and

the

results

of

neutron

dosimetry

intercomparisons are summarized.
Fundamental radiobiological findings have initiated

the renewed

application of fast neutrons in clinical radiotherapy. At present more
than

10.000 patients have been treated with external beams of fast

neutrons. Interstitial neutron therapy with californium-252 has been
performed at d limited number of centers. For teletherapy with neutron
beams with energies below 20 MeV, clinical trials have only shown an

advantage for neutrons in comparison with photons for a limited number
of tumours. Most of the neutron beams applied for radiotherapy have been

less

than

optimal

because

of

inadequate

physical

and

technical

conditions. It is expected that these defects can to a large extent be
overcome with neutron beams produced by cyclotrons accelerating protons
or deuterons to energies in the range of 40 to 60 MeV.
A special aspect of neutron radiotherapy is the installation of low
energy filtered reactor beams to be used for boron capture therapy. The
large cross section for the

B (n, a)

Li reaction in the thermal and

epithermal energy region could provide a high local energy deposition.

The problem of attaching the boron isotope to tumour cells in the human
body is under continuous investigation.

* And Department of Clinical Oncology, Academic Hospital Leiden, Netherlands

1

Introduction

To
Radiotherapy is an important means for the treatment of malignant

diseases. In the Netherlands approximately 50-60 per cent of all cancer
patients

are

treatments

subjected

<-.g.

in

to

Although radiotherapy with

successful

radiation

conjunction

alone

with

or

as

surgery

part
or

of

combined

chemotherapy

(1).

Co gamma-rays and megavolt X-rayb has been

for a number of cancers e.g.

90

per cent cure

(LO-year

survival) for Hodgkin's disease, the results for tumours of other types
have been very disappointing, e.g.

5 per cent cure for lung carcinoma

(5-year survival) and 10 per cent cure (10-year survival) for brain

tumours. Due to the limitations of photon radiotherapy, considerable

eflort has been invested over the past 20 years in biomédical research
with nuclear particles with advantageous physical and/or biological
Neutron teletherapy started already within a few years after the
of

response

and

to

restrict

normal

tissue

complications after radiotherapy, the absorbed dose at the position of
the tumour should be determined with a sufficient degree of precision
and accuracy. To allow a direct comparison of clinical results obtained

at

different

centers,

intercomparison

of

neutron

dosimetry

are

imperative. The basic concepts of neutron dosimetry are described and
the results of neutron dosimetry intercompansons are summarized. When a
biological system is irradiated with neutrons, the energy is for the
major part dissipated

by

fast

protons, alpha particles, and

heavy

recoils which are produced in the tissue through interactions of the

neutrons with the tissue constituents. The secondary particles produced

by the neutrons have a higher lonization density than electrons produced
by X- or gamma radiation; consequently, neutrons can be described as

the

neutron

when

patients

were

treated

with

these

The

biological effects

of high LET

radiation,

neutrons, are different from those obtained

including

fast

with X-rays in several

MeV

respects. As will be discussed in the section on current radiobiological

deuterons on d beryllium target with the 37 inch cyclotron at Berkeley

knowledge, wide variations have been observed in relative biological

(2). A historical survey of the radiobiological and radiotherapuetic

effectiveness

indirectly

ionizing

particles

produced

by

the

reaction

of

8

experiences with fast neutrons can be found elsewhere (3). The initial
tumour regression was quite impressive, but the clinical results showed

large variations. This was to be expected since the dose per fraction

and

the number of

operation

fractions varied

considerably

due

to unreliable

of the cyclotron. In addition, the patients treated were

generally in an advanced stage of the disease. Another conclusion of the

(RBE)

for different

tumours and

normal tissues. From

studies on the response of pulmonary métastases in patients it has been
concluded that the REt for slowly growing tumours which are generally
well-differentiated

is

higher

than

for

tumours

with

much

smaller

doubling times. Results of clinical trials with fast neutrons performed

in Europe and in the United States have only shown some advantages
compared to conventional photon therapy in a relatively small group of

firot clinical applications was that late effects in different normal

tumours.

tissues were more serious than anticipated. In later analyses of the

applications have been inadequate to a variety of reasons. Patients were

data, i number of complications could be attributed to differences in
the

eftects

of

fractionation

of

neutrons

as

compared

to

photons.

However, the mechanism of repair of sublethal damage for different types

of radiation had not yet been investigated. Only at the end of the
fifties

stimulus

new

to

radiotherapy.
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tumour

high LET radiation.

properties.

discovery

predict

radiobiological

renew

the

data

became

application

of

available which

fast

neutrons

provided

for

a

clinical

treated

It

is

now

recognized

with cyclotrons constructed

that

most

neutron

radiotherapy

for other purposes, essentially

unsuitable for clinical work or with

d-t-T

neutron generators which

technically fell far short of modern megavoltage X-ray machines due to

relatively low dose rate, relatively poor depth dose, large penumbra and

limited target or tube lifetimes. High energy cyclotrons constructed for
medical applications will

be

the

first

step

to

improve

the

beam

characteristics and to make comparisons with megavoltage photon beams
feasible.

Appreciable etforts have been made Co employ thermal or epithermal

When the amount of mass is reduced, the stochastic aspects of the

neutron beams in combination with borated compounds for treatment of

energy deposition process will become evident. This has led to the

malignant diseases, such as brain tumours. The on-going pre-clinical

introduction of stochastic dosimetric quantities such as:
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studies will be summarized. Another medical application of neutron beams

The specific energy (imparted), z, defined as the quotient of c by

will be discussed notably the detection of insufficiencies in the normal

m, where c is the energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter of

distribution of

ma s s m :

specific elements

in certain organs. Deviations in

elemental composition in a living person can be investigated by in vivo

E

z = ——
neutron activation analysis.

-l
(SI unit: J.kg )

m

The special name for the unit of specific energy is gray (Gy).
2.

The

Neutron dosimetry for biomédical applications

specific energy, z, is a stochastic quantity.

The most elementary description of a radiation field is one in

events, i.e. traversais of charged particles through a volume element

The specific energy may be due to one or more energy deposition

terms of the type, energy, direction and number of particles. For this

considered. The statistical fluctuations will be less apparent when the

purpose radiometric quantities have been introduced

mass of the irradiated material is increased (5), as shown in figure 1.

such as fluence,

fluence rate and energy fluence (4). A second category of quantities

The solid line covers the region in which the absorbed dose can be

deals with the interaction of radiation and biological material. In the
third category dosimetric quantities are devised to provide a physical
measure to be correlated with actual or potential effects. In essence
these dosimetric quantities are products of the quantities mentioned in

the first two categories.

Biological effects are the consequence of energy deposition by
ionizing

radiations

in

tissue.

In

the

case

of

indirectly

ionizing

radiation such as photons or neutrons, charged particles are produced

through

secondary

spécification

processes. The

concern

objectives of

the description of

the

dosimetry
temporal

and

and

dose

spatial

distribution of the energy deposition at a macroscopic and microscopic
level.
The absorbed dose, D, is defined (4) as the quotient of de by dm,

where dT is the mean energy imparted by ionizing radiation to matter of

mass dm:
dF

D = ——

-1
(SI unit: J kg )

log m

dm
The special name for the unit of absorbed dose is gray (Gy). The special

unit of absorbed dose, rad, has been abandoned but can still be found in
older

literature

(1 rad

=

10

J.kg ).

The

absorbed dose

rate

defined as the increment of absorbed dose in the time interval dt.

is

Figure I. Energy density as a function of mass showing the statistical
fluctuations which become apparent at small masses (5).

in traversing a distance dl due to those collisions with electrons in
which the energy loss is less than A:

L =1 —— ) (SI unit: J.m"1)

The energy may also be expressed in eV (1 eV * 1,6.10-19 ) and hence, L
may be expressed in eV.m
such as keV.um"

or some conventient submultiple or multiple,

(1 keV pm~

= 1,6.10~

Jm" ). In order to simplify the

notation, Ù may be expressed in eV. Thus, L

is understood to be the

linear energy transfer for an energy cut off of 100 eV.
An example of LET spectra for different types of radiation is shown
in figure 3 (6). For

Co photons, neutrons from the d(50)+Be reaction,

heavy ions and pions a wide range of LET values is observed. When a
relatively high proportion of the absorbed dose is delivered in the LET
Figure 2. Schematic representation of energy dissipation patterns in
small volumes in cells irradiated with equal doses of X-rays
(A) or high-LET a-particles (B). High concentrations of energy
events occur for both types of radiation (small circles 1, 2
and 3), but they are per unit of dose less frequent for

interval between 30 and 300 keV urn

the biological effects can deviate

appreciably from those observed after exposure to sparsely ionizing
radiation.
As a measure of differences in effectiveness of various radiations,

low-LET radiation.

the term relative biological effectiveness (RBE) has been introduced
established in a single measurement. At large masses the energy density

(7),

is reduced due to attenuation of the indirectly ionizing particles. The

radiation to the absorbed dose of a test radiation required to produce

shaded portion represents the range where statistical fluctuations are

the same level of biological effect, other conditions being equal.

important.

Orthovoltage X-rays (250-300 kV) are generally taken as the reference

On the microscopic level the energy dissipation patterns of various

radiation. For any given type of radiation, environmental factors such

types of radiation are considerably different as shown schematically in

as the oxygen concentration can modify the radiation response. In this

figure 2 for sparsely ionizing electrons produced by X-rays and a

connection the term oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) has been introduced,

densely ionizing alpha-particle. The differences in biological effects

which is defined as the ratio of absorbed dose required under conditions

produced by equal doses of different radiations have to be attributed to

of hypoxia to that under conditions in air, to produce the same level of

these differences in the spatial distribution of the energy deposition.

effect.

To quantify the local energy transfer, the following quantity has been

introduced:

In practical situations a neutron fluence is always accompanied by
a fluence of photons. In view of the differences in effectiveness of the

The linear energy transfer or restricted linear colllssion stopping

power L , of a material for charged particles is defined
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which is defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose of a reference

(4) as the

quotient of dE by dl, where dE is the energy lost by a charged particle

two types of radiation the absorbed doses of neutrons and photons should

be evaluated

separately. This is generally

performed

by using

two

dosimeters with different sensitivities. One instrument (T) is usually
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sensitivities of each dosimeter to neutrons to its sensitivity to the
06

SOMeVd * Be

gamma rays used for calibration, and h

neutrons

sensitivities of each dosimeter to the photons in the mixed field to its

04

I
Ô)

are the ratios of the

sensitivity to the gamma rays used for calibration, respectively.

Heavy

The charge produced within the cavity of an lonizatlon chamber is

nudei

02

and h

derived

from the reading, R, of the chamber multiplied by several

correction

0

factors,

k ,

including

K

those

for

incomplete

charge

collection, leakage current and density and composition of the gas in

the cavity (9). For measurements inside a phantom, a displacement factor

20 Ne

D
O)

k.d has to be introduced which is defined as the ratio of the absorbed
dose for an infinltesimally small cavity to the absorbed dose actually

measured. The absorbed dose in the tissue adjacent to the cavity of the

O

c

chamber, D , can be derived from the reading of a tissue equivalent (TE)

o

ionization chamber:

B

u.

Pons

W.r

D t = R.JIk_.k..KO

02
0

10

m,g

1000

100

where e is the charge of the electron, m the mass of the gas in the

LET (keV urn-')

cavity, W the average energy required to produce an ion pair in the gas
and

Figure 3. Distribution of absorbed dose as a function of LET for

r
the gas-to-wall absorbed dose conversion factor. For the
m,g
neutron component, the ratio of the mass energy absorption coefficients,

60Co

gamma-rays, d(50)+Be neutrons, charged helium and neon
particles and negative pi mesons (6).

M

/p, can be replaced by the ratio of kerma in tissue and in wall

material, K /K . Detailed information on the actual values of the basic
t

constructed to have approximately the same sensitivity to neutrons and

to photons, whereas the construction of

the second

instrument

(U)

m

physical parameters can be found elsewhere (9). The mass of the gas in
the cavity can be derived from a calibration of the chamber in a

results in a lower sensitivity to neutrons than to photons (8). Thus,

reference photon field. For the calibration of the chamber and for

for the same mixed field, the quotients of the responses of dosimeters

measurements of neutron kerma in air complementary corrections have to

by their sensitivities to the gamma rays used for calibration, R

be applied, including those for wall thickness, stem scatter and angular

and

tL , respectively, are given by
R

T

dependence of response.

The uncertainties in the determination of the total absorbed dose

= k

TDN+hTDG

for
R =k

u

where D

photons

u WG

N

and D_ are the absorbed doses in tissue of neutrons and of
G

in

the

radiobiology

and

radiotherapy

applications

in

mixed

neutron-gamma-ray field using TE ionization chambers are summarized in
mixed

field,

k

and

k

are

the

ratios

of

the

table 1 (9).

Table 1
UNCERTAINTIES (IN

3.

Results of neutron dosimetry intercomparisons

%) IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE TOTAL

The

ABSORBED DOSE IN TISSUE IN A NEUTRON FIELD

most

important

motive

for

the

performance

of

dosimetry

intercomparisons is to allow for an adequate evaluation and comparison

of
Uncertain*/

Porom«t«r

and

clinical

results

obtained

b>

different

groups.

Additional aims of dosimetry intercomparisons are to provide a basis for
uniformity in dosimetry for patients and biological specimens and to

0 2

obtain information on the advantages, disadvantages, corrections and

0 3

systematic errors involved in various methods.

0 5

»d'T

biological

The dosimetry intercomparison programs can be subdivided into two
l 2

classes, intercomparisons of dosimetry systems at specific locations

v

'N' ' m ,g'c
(K /K

.

JN

4 0

under standardized conditions and intercomparisons at the beams actually

2 0

used for biomédical applications. In the first type of intercomparisons

2 6 to 9 T

such as the International Neutron Dosimetry Intercomparison, INDI (10)

0 I

and the first European Dosimetry Intercomparison Project, ENDIP-1 (11),
all participants brought their systems to central locations. In the

Overall 5 4 to 10 8*

second tvpe of intercomparisons, including those carried out under the
auspices of Task Group 18 of the American Association of Physicists in

•According to Bewley (1980) The lower value if valid
For a d(!6)+Be beam the higher for a p(66)+Be beam

Medicine, AAPM (12), by European institutes involved in clinical trials

(13)

and the second European Neutron Dosimetry Intercomparison Project,

ENDIP-2 (14) the dosimetry systems were taken to each institution and,

It can be concluded that the largest uncertainties are due to the
variations in the values for the basic physical parameters W and kerma.
Radiotherapeutical and
probability
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of

tumour

radiobiological
control

and

studies have
incidence

of

shown

that

normal

the

tissue

where possible, reciprocal visits among institutes were made.
The results of INDI performed in 1973 and ENDIP-1 carried out

during 1975 were rather discouraging. The neutron absorbed dose values
showed

standard deviations in the order of ±7 to 8 per cent for

complications are steep functions of the absorbed dose. This has led to

measurements

in

a phantom.

For a

few

specific

situations maximum

the requirements of a reproducibility of ±2% of the delivery of the

differences of up to 20 per cent were observed in the assessment of the

absorbed dose and an overall uncertainty of *5% in the determination of

neutron absorbed dose. The values reported for the gamma-ray absorbed

the dose in the region of interest. It can be concluded from the table

dose showed large variations of up to 100 per cent from the mean value.

that the overall uncertainty for dose determinations with TE ionization

These deviations are not acceptable for the measurements in-phantom

chambers does not completely fulfil this requirement, especially at the

where relatively large photon contributions can be expected (up to 25

higher neutron energies. When the different groups involved in fast

per cent of the total absorbed dose). Analysis of the results showed

neutron therapy adhere to the same dosimetry protocol a number of

that for the same experimental conditions, the various groups employed

discrepancies can be avoided

divergent basic physical parameters. In addition it appeared that there

intercomparisons.

as

shown in recent neutron dosimetry

were also great systematic differences in measurement procedures.
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Within the framework of the radiation protection programme of the

The early intercompansons have stimulated the collection of new

dosimetry data, studies on the characteristics of tissue equivalent

Commission

lonization chambers (15) and the drafting of protocols for neutron

dosimetry intercomparison was performed, ENDIP-2 (14). In four sessions

dosimetry

for

external

beam

therapy

(9,16).

Information

on

the

recommended physical parameters and the similarities and dissimilarities

eighteen
dosimetry

of

the

European

participating

groups

Communities,

in

six

CEC, an

countries

instrumentation of the ENDIP-2 group

on-site

were

neutron

visited.

included two

The

Exradln

further

tissue-equivalent chambers, a Geiger-Muller counter, gasflow systems and

consequence of the initial intercompansons was the introduction of a

Keithley 616 electrometers. The preliminary conclusion of ENDIP-2 is

of

the various

protocols

can

be

found

elsewhere

(13). A

common ionization chamber for clinical neutron dosimetry. The European
3

groups adopted the Exradin T-2 0.5 cm

thimble TE lonization chamber and

the American

FWT

centers

the

spherical

IC-17 1 cm3

spherical

TE

that the instrument responses of the participants deviate less than 3

per cent from those of the measurement team. This indicates a great
improvement compared to ENDIP-1 which can be attributed to the efforts
made in IE ionization chamber dosimetry techniques within the CEC and to

ionization chamber.
Since 1977 multicenter clinical trials were performed in Europe by

the adherence to the same neutron dosimetry protocol.

of

Despite these improvements, it should be realized that some of the

Cancer) High LET Therapy Group. The results of three small scale neutron

conversion factors still have appreciable uncertainties such as the

dosimetry intercomparisons between institutes participating

kerma ratios for kerma in wall-material versus that in soft tissue. In

the EORTC

(European Organization for Research on

the Treatment

in these

trials are shown in table 2 for the total absorbed dose at 10 cm depth

this connection, there is a need for more reliable kerma values, for the

in

neutron

a

phantom.

The

greatest

variations

are

observed

in

the

energy

range

between

15

and

80

MeV. In

addition,

more

intercomparison performed by the German groups. However, it should be

information is required on reaction cross-sections and total cross-

noted that these groups use different types of TE lonization chambers

sections for oxygen and carbon. Further experimental and theoretical

and applied diverging physical parameters. The discrepancies in the

investigations

intercomparison between Amsterdam, Edinburgh and Essen were mainly a

conversion factor, and

are

indicated

result of differences in the photon calibration. The good agreement

measurement.

for

the

gas-to-wall

the corrections for

absorbed

dose

the effective point of

between the Dutch and Belgian groups results from the application of the

4.

ECNEU protocol (9) by all participants.

Interest in the use of fast neutrons for cancer radiotherapy was

Table 2
NEUTRON D O S I M E T R Y I N T E R C O M P A R I S O N S B E T W E E N E U R O P E A N I N S T I T U T E S

stimulated by three radiobiological findings concerned with the oxygen

enhancement ratio, the sensitivity of cells at different phases of the

INVOLVED IN C L I N I C A L T R I A L S

cell
Heiz et al

W i l l i a m s et al

1981

Current radiobiological knowledge

Octave-Pngnot et al

1981

1982

0 985

1 005

cycle,

and

reproductive death.

the
It

contribution
appeared

that

of

sublethal

the

cellular

damage

to

cell

responses

after

irradiation with high LET radiation were different from those obtained
Amiterdom
Ed inburgh

0 967

Essen

1 023

0 956

1 000

Horn burg

1 000

1 009

1 073

Heidelberg

1 070

1 000

1 036

with low LET radiation.

For a number of cell systems, it has been demonstrated that, in the

1 000

absence of oxygen, cells have a much higher resistance to irradiation

Louvain

1 000

Ri|iwi|k

0 990

than when in the presence of oxygen. The quantitative factor derived to
described this effect, the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER), is in the

range of 2.5 to 3.5 for conventional X-rays. Studies performed in the

BROOKHAVEN
ScoHw-frM

early sixties have shown that the OER for neutron beams of different
energies is considerably smaller: about 1.5 to 1.8 (17,18). This reduced
oxygen

enhancement

ratio

could

represent

a

clinical

advantage,

especially for those types of tumours which contain a certain fraction
of anoxic cells. Subsequent studies with Chinese hamster cells (19) have

8
0

•

•

AMSTERDAM
Collicrwled

0

1
Z
Ul

shown that the OER is rather independent of neutron energy and remains

a

0
16

I4

Z

0

0

Ul

fairly constant up to high neutron energies produced by the p(100)+Be
Secondly,

:

i'

o

reaction (see figure 4).

investigations

on

the

radiosensitivity

of

cells

in

Z f

?a
JA
s5œ
(t
™
< -,
>

i n———— 1——— 1——— 1——— 1———

10

20
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o: <n

_j7
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4O

SO

60

70

8O

90

different cell cycle stages performed with X-rays have demonstrated that

14 M«

ENERGY OF DEUTERON OR PROTON (m«V)
INCIDENT ON BERYLIUM TARGET

cells in S phase have the lowest radiosensitivity. Radiosensitivity as a
function of cell cycle phase is less variable with neutrons than with
X-rays (20). The findings of different radiosensitivities in different
phases of the cell cycle could be of clinical significance. In the
situation where the tumour contains a higher percentage of cells in S

Figure It. Values of the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER) for various
neutron beams produced by the p+Be, d+Be and d+T reactions
(19).

phase than do the dose-limiting normal tissues, a higher RBE for tumour
response and preferential killing of tumour cells can be expected. The

15 M.V

neutron»

response to neutrons will be less affected by cyclic fluctuations in

radiosensitivity; consequently, variations in response from tumour to
tumour will be less than observed after irradiation with X-rays.

Thirdly, studies on the survival of a number of normal tissue and
tumour cells have shown a large variation

in the intrinsic radio-

sensitivity of these different cell types, which is demonstrated by
differences in the slopes of the survival curves, the D , and the
extrapolation numbers, N, or by the linear and quadratic components, a
and (3, ot the exponential survival curves (7). The survival curves for
effects on normal tissues (21) show that there is a great variation in

the intrinsic cellular radiosensitivity (see figure 5). Parallel with
the

investigations

on

the

radiosensitivity

of

normal tissues, the

sensitivity of a number of experimental animal tumour systems has been

investigated.

Information

is now available on

3

mouse crypt celli

4

rot capillary endothelium

the in vitro survival

characteristics of d number of animal tumours. Studies on cell cultures

absorbed dose ( Gy )

derived from an osteosarcoma, a lymphosarcoma, and an ureter carcinoma
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(22)

have shown

that

these tumours have distinctly different

radio-

sens! t ivities (see figure 6). For neutrons, the recovery from sublethal

Figure 5. Survival curves of clonogenic cells in different types of
normal tissues (21).

damage is, reduced and this could have clinical advantages, especially
tor chose combinations ol tumours and dose-limiting normal tissues where
the survival curve for the tumour cells treated by conventional X-rays

Contra-indication
for neutron therapy

shows a larger shoulder.
Cancer

Theoretical survival curves for normal and tumour cells after X-

and

neutron

hypothetical

irradiation, are shown

clinical

in

figure

situation where

7

cancer

(23).

cells

Cancer

celli

cell«

In the first

arc. more

X-ray do««

radio-

sensitive to X-rays than the cells of the dose-limiting normal tissues,

Cancer
cell»

there is no indication to use neutrons. On the contrary there is an
advantage for neutrons when cancer cells are more radie-résistant

Neutron dose

Cancer
celli

Indication

for neutron therapy

to
NoruialN
cell»

X-rays than the critical normal cell population.
The final assessment of the possible advantages of the use of tast

Naucron doae

X-ray doi«

neutrons for radiotherapy has to be based on a comparison of the RBE
values tor effects on tumours with those for effects on normal tissues.
For

neutron

beams

of

different

energies,

extensive

information

currently available on the RBb. as a function of the neutron dose for

is

Figure 7. Theoretical survival curves for normal and cancer cells after
X- and neutron-irradiation. The only hypothesis is that
neutrons reduce the difference in radiosensitivity between
cell lines (23).

15 Me V neutron

300 kV X-royl

both normal tissues and experimental tumours. From studies performed
with both in vitro and in vivo irradiations of a rhabdomyos-arcoma in the

O R-l iorcomo

rat and an osteosarcoma in the mouse, it was concluded that, for these

A

R O S - 1 lorcomo

V

R U C - I c o r e nomo

O

RUC 2 c o r c . n o m a

D

MLS l y m p h o s a r c o m o

types of tumours, the RBL values are generally higher than those for
effects on normal tissues (see figure 8)

(24)

have

response

also
alter

shown

differences

irradiation

with

Studies by Field and Hornsey

between
d(16)+Be

tumour

and

neutrons.

normal

The

tissue

fundamental

radiobiological findings h<ive stimulated the renewed application of fast

neutrons for clinical radiotherapy.
In the preclinical studies, special attention was devoted to the
probable occurrence of late tissue reactions. Studies on response of pig
0

2

4

6

10

12

H

16

0

2

4

6

dose m 100 rod

skin (25)

showed that the RBh of neutuns is continuously increasing

with the increasing number ot tractions

This increase in RBt means that

the neutron doses chosen by Stone et al. (2) on the basis of single-dose
effects tor X-iays, were too large. Sinee observations up to five years
Figure 6. S u r v i v a l curves of cells in c u l t u r e derived f r o m d i f f e r e n t
types of a n i m a l t u m o u r s ( 2 2 ) .

after

neutron

treatment

did

not

show

any

sign

of

increased

reactions in pig skin, sutficient confidence was gained

late

to try fast

neutron^

again

therapeutical

in

the

treatment

irradiations

with

of

fast

cancer.
neutrons

In
were

1966 new
started

radioat

the

Hammcrsmith Hospital in London. In the years following neutron machines
were installed

same patient cuuld be treated separately, the effectiveness of different

types of radiation could be compared by irradiation of one metastasis
with fast neutrons and anotner with X- or gamma rays (27,28).
From

in a number of countries, including Belgium, France,

the growth curves, the growth delay

and

the

extrapolated

residual volume can be derived and this allows a quantitative evaluation

Ctrmany, Japan, the Netherlands, the UK and the USA.

of the effect of the uradiation (see figure 9).

For 34 patients, the

results of single do&e irradiations with d+T neutrons and

Co gamma

o

mouse haemopoietic item cells ( stngl« dot« }
,, (5 doily fractions )
cultured celtt of human kidney origin
mouse intestinal crypt cells

a

raf skin

&

rat capillary «ndothelium

RBt values is derived, with a significant increase in RBE with longer

x
c
d

rot spinal cord
mouse osteosarcomo
rat rhabdomyoiarcoma

doubling

a,

rays have been compared and RBt values for volume reduction of pulmonary
métastases have been assessed. As shown in figure 10, a wide range of

times.

reduction

For

after

patients

neutron

and

with

multiple

photon

métastases

irradiation

the

volume

a

direct

allowed

assessment of the RBE (closed

ircles). When only one metastasis was

present

tne patient

and

the

condition

of

did

not

allow

a

second

irradiation, an approximate RBE value was derived by assuming that the
response to photons would have been similar to that of the group with

corresponding volume doubling times (open circles). Radiobiological data
and some clinical observations suggest normal tissue RBE values of about
three at these dose levels for 14 MeV d+T neutrons relative to gamma
10 1

10"

rays.

, (Gy)

This

implies

that

onlv

for

a proportion

of

patients

can

a

therapeutic gain be expected 1rom neutron treatment. It can be concluded
from figure 10 that tumours with volume doubling times in excess of 100

Figure 8. Relation between the relative biological effectiveness (RBL)
of 15 MeV neutrons and the neutron dose or daily dose per

days

may

benefit

from

high

LET

radiation.

Battermann

et

al. (28)

concluded that the RBE for slowly growing tumours which are generally

fraction (21).

welldifferentiated will be higher than that for poorly differentiated

5

Clinical results of fast neutron teletherapy
With the aim of investigating the radiation response of different

More

required

to

radiobiologieal

decide

which

and

clinical

tumours will

investigations

benefit

most

from

will
high

be
LET

radiation; the lung métastases model may be helpful in this selection.

types ot tumours, studies were carried out at Rijswijk and Amsterdam on

Neutron radiotherapy with curative intent started in 1969 in London

volume changes of pulmonary métastases. A substantial number of patients

with the MRC cyclotron. Due to the poor physical characteristics of he

develop distant métastases in the lungs which are visible and measurable

6.7 MeV fast neutron beam at Hammersmith Hospital, the first neutron

on routine chest X-rays. Observations of the diameter of these lesions

treatments were focused on rather superficial lesions, such as head and

t,how

neck tumours, brain tumours, breast tumours, and skin lesions. The first

an

exponential

introduction
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lesions.

of

this

growth
lung

for

many

métastases

of

these

model

tumours.
by

Breur

Since
(26)

the
data

report on results of a randomized clinical trial of fast neutrons in

accumulated from 200 patients with a variety of primary tumours show

comparison with X- or gamma-rays in the treatment of advanced tumours of

large differences in growth rate. If two or more metastatic foci in the

the head and neck indicated an appreciable advantage for the neutron

l 15 MeV neutron»

390

irradiated groups (29). These good results in the treatment of head and

neck made malignant lesions in this, region of the body of particular.
The

clinical

results of fast neutron therapy, which have been

reviewed regularly (30-32), vary according to the method of application
and the type ot cancer involved. A randomized trial on locally advanced

head and neck tumours performed at Houston (33) with d(50)+Be neutrons
shows a slight superiority for mixed-beam irradiation (twice weekly with
neutrons and three times weekly with photons). The local control and
survival rates for patients treated with the mixed beam irradiation were

greater than those achieved with photons (see figure 11) although the
difference in local control rates was not statistically significant.
Employing a d+T neutron beam Batterman and Breur (34) could not
20

-10

0

10

demonstrate an advantage for locally advanced head and neck cancer with

20

lime after irradiation (day)

reference to photons (see figure 12).

figure 9. Variation of the diameters of métastases in a patient with an
embryonal carcinoma of the testicle after irradiation with 15
MeV neutrons or gamma-rays from
Co. The values of the

residual volume, V
, and the growth delay are indicated
reS
(il).

100

100
• Mixed Beam (41 pts}
•Photont (32 p t s )

• Mi»«d Beam (4 t pis)
•Photons (3? pts)

80
80

BO

60

40

20

20
Compl cat Ons

10

10

10

10

3

1

2

3

Years

volume doubling time ( day )

Figure 10. RBE values relative to
Co gamma-rays for volume changes of
pulmonary métastases as a function of the volume doubling
time (28).

Figure 11. Actuarial local control and complication rates (left panel)
and survival curves (right panel) for patients with head and
neck cancer in a randomized trial at Houston (33).

Multicenter

neutron

therapy

trials

have

been

organized

in

Europe

$ 100
«

through the EORTC High LET Therapy Group (37) and in the United States

_ photons

l«

neutrons

80

through the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (38). After the initial

great expectations, the prospectives for the usefulness of fast neutron
60

radiotherapy

neutrons

40

for

are now

more modest.

Concerning

the treatment of different

the applicability of

tumour

types a number

of

conclusions (39) can be formulated:
20

1)
24
months

2)

for salivary gland tumours, neutrons are the treatment of choice.
for soft tissue sarcomas (especially when they are slowly growing
and well-differentiated) and prostatic carcinomas, advantages have

been demonstrated in the majority of trials.
3)

u 100

__ photons
- - neutrons

n
£

80 L

As far as head and neck tumours, rectal and cervix carcinomas are
concerned neutrons have shown advantages in some trials but not in

others.

8

60

""X.

40

\Ä\,

5

3

2

Figure 12. Actuarial curves
for patient survival (panel
1) and local tumour control
(panel
b)
for
locally

'

2

1

20

advanced
head
and
neck
tumours treated with 15 MeV
0 6

1 2

1 8

neutrons or photons (34).

2 4
months

It should be realized that most neutron radiotherapy studies have
been handicapped

by a number of factors, including suboptimal dose

distribution due to the low neutron energy or the large penumbra; suboptimal fractionation resulting from lack of cyclotron availability; and

suboptimal positioning of patients due to fixed horizontal beams and too
low dose rates. Despite these difficulties, a number of interesting

An interim analysis of a clinical trial of certain cancers of the

clinical data have become available and it has to be stressed that,

oral cavity, pharynx and larynx performed at Edinburgh with d(15)+Be

because of these handicaps, the possible advantages of fast neutron

neutrons has

therapy are probably underestimated for many tumour sites. Improvement

failed

to

demonstrate

differences

in

control

following neutron therapy compared with X-ray therapy (35). This is in

in the dose distributions will be indispensable for making the best use

contradiction with the earlier Hammersmith results (29) where a highly

of high LET radiation therapy. As indicated in figure 13 only with

significant

after

cyclotrons accelerating protons or deuterons to energies in excess of 50

irradiation with cyclotron neutrons with a neutron beam of closely

MeV, the neutron beams have depth dose characteristics comparable to

improvement

in local

similar quality. Because of

tumour control was

these apparent

observed

inconsistencies the two

trials have been subjected to a comparative review

391

tumour

(36). Important

those of megavoltage X-rays (40). A number of high energy cyclotrons and
linear

accelerators constructed

for

specific medical purposes have

aspects in which the clinical applications have differed include the

recently been put into operation or are near completion. Some of the

stage of the disease, radiation dosage, and differences in treatment

most important characteristics of these cyclotrons are summarized in

techniques. Another difference is that the 'photon arm' of the Edinburgh

table 3. The notation p(42)+Be(15) describes the reaction of 42 MeV

trial was performed on site whereas that at Hammersmith was carried out

protons bombarding a beryllium target in which the protons lose only 15

at various hospitals in the London area.

MeV.

6.
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Neutron brachytherapy and boron capture therapy

RELATIVE TOTAL DOSE
0

no

A compact source of fission neutrons which can be implanted into
tissues for brachytherapy in a similar way as done with gamma-emitting
252
Cf (half-life of 2,65 years). An assortment of californium

M

sources is

80

sources

is

available

either

in

applicator

tubes

intended

for

70-

intracavitary treatments whereas needles, cells and seeds are designed
252
for interstitial implantation (8). For an adequately encapsulated
Cf

60
SO

source (0.7 mm Ft) the ratio of neutron to gamma-ray absorbed dose at 1

to

meter from the source in free air is approximately equal to 2. When the
source is embedded in tissue, the gamma-ray component will account for

30

an
20

increasingly

significant

part

of

the absorbed

dose

at

larger

distances.

10

Brachytherapy

with

252
Cf

sources

has

mainly

been

applied

for

treatment of tumours of the oral cavity and gynaecological tumours (41).

0

20
DEPTH

For these types of cancers a rapid regression has been observed at

IN WATER

Obninsk, significantly faster than after photon therapy. At Lexington
promising
Figure 13. Depth dose curves for different beam qualities for a 10 cm x
10 cm field. The relative total dose is given in per cent for
measurements in water (solid lines) and TE liquid (broken
lines), and the depth in cm (40).

EMPLOYED FOR FAST NEUTRON THERAPY

tmCy min"')

complication

rate

were

reported

for

patients with advanced cervix carcinoma. Treatment of tumours of the
oral cavity with high intensity Cf sources at Tokyo have shown survival
rates which are not clearly different from those expected after external

low dose region outside the treatment volume m
gamma

do»« rate

at 2 m distance

low

the RBE values for Cf show wide variations e.g. between 3 and 10. In the

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS

reaction employ'd

a

irradiation. Biological considerations (42, 43) suggest caution in the
252
clinical application of
Cf. For a number of radiobiological endpoints

Table 3

il te

results with

contamination |
frM-m-alr

contamination flj
at 20 cm depth

depth (cml for SOI

interstitial implants

with californium, an increase in relative biological effectiveness is to

of maximum dos«
for 20 cm x 20 cm
field

be expected.

It can not be predicted

in how

far this effect will

increase the risks for normal tissue complications.

Batavia

p(66)+B«l«)

4M

S

Houston

p(42l+Be(lSJ

120

5

since

nuclides with large cross sections for the absorption of slow neutrons

Liverpool

p(62)+Be(36)

27«

2

LOS Angel««

p(46)*Be[26]

«60

S

p(«5)+B«

14«

-

The potentialities of neutron capture therapy have been recognized
long

time

(44, 45). The underlying principle is that

stable

have to be located in the tumour. The products of the neutron capture

reaction should have a short range in tissue to provide a high local
LouvUn

energy deposition.
SHttlt

p(SO)+Be(2S)

22S

In view of

the high

cross section for

the

B

-

(n,a) Li reaction most interest has centered on the use of this stable
isotope.

Clinical

trials

of

neutron

capture

therapy

performed

at

Brookhaven

National

Laboratory

and

Massachusetts

General

Hospital,

Under the conditions of delivering a prescribed dose of neutrons

Boston, were terminated in the early sixties since the average survival

(neutron

of patients was not prolonged in comparison with conventional therapy.

secondaries (boron neutron capture therapy) to the tumour volume with

teletherapy

with

high

energy

cyclotrons)

or

of

charged

The adverse results were attributed to the poor penetration of the

significant damage to critical normal tissues, beneficial effects can be

thermal beams used and the fact that the water-soluble boron compounds

expected. Considering the shortcomings of conventional radiations for

were

not

selectively

intermediate

energy

localized
neutrons

in

the

can

now

tumour.
be

Intense

produced

beams
by

of

using

the cure of certain malignant lesions, high-LET neutrons could provide
an effective additional utensil for cancer treatment.

interchangeable filters in the beam tubes o± high flux reactors (46). In
the search for suitable methods of concentrating the boron in the tumour
(47) including the development of tumour-specific monoclonal antibodies
(48),

significant

improvements

have

been

accomplished.

Clinical

applications at Tokyo with new boron compounds have shown evidence (49)
that slowly growing brain tumours may benefit from boron neutron capture
therapy

(BNCT).

compounds and

Additional

studies

on

the pharmacology

of

these

the effective dose distribution of neutron beams of

various energies have to be performed before initiation of clinical

The cooperation of Dr. D. Bonnett (London), Dr. J. Eenmaa (Seattle), Dr.

J.C. Horton (Houston), Dr. A.J. Lennox (Batavia), Dr. J.B. Smathers (Los
Angeles

Neutron beams of different energies offer specific features for

Vynckier

(Louvain)

in

kindly

providing

the

information on the characteristics of the high energy neutron sources

1.

neutron analysis can be employed for the detection of insufficiencies in

F.H.

industrial occupation. The

toxic

agents in

subjects are

the human body during

exposed

to

relatively

low

Stone, R.S., Lawrence, J.H. and Aebersold, P.C. Radiology 15, 322,

3.

Field, S.B., Curr. Top. Rad. Res. Quart. U.

4.

ICRU Report 33. Radiation Quantities and Units. ICRU, Washington

5.

Rossi, H.H. In: Radiation Dosimetry. Attix, F.H. and Roesch, W.C.

(1940).

or

immediately

by

analysis

of

prompt

gamma

(eds). Academic Press, New York, 43-92 (1968).

cadmium, calcium, phosphorus,

sodium, chlorine, oxygen and nitrogen can be determined employing total

6.
7.

ICRU Report

30.

Quantitative Concepts and Dosimetry in Radio-

biology. ICRU, Washington (1979).

the increased concern about the potential hazard from exposure to low
doses of fast neutrons (52, 53).

Fowler, J.F. Nuclear Particles in Cancer Treatment. Adam Hilger
Ltd, Bristol (1981).

and partial body irradiations (50, 51). However, the number of reports
on this application is strongly diminishing which might be attributed to

l (1976).

(1980).

absorbed doses of neutrons and the induced radioactivity is measured
radiation. A number of elements, e.g.

(eds). Academic Press, Orlando, 229-291 (1985).

2.

the normal distribution of selected elements in certain organs or of
undesirable accumulation of

Broerse, J.J., Lyman, J.T. and Zoetelief, J. In: The Dosimetry of
Ionizing Radiation. Vol. I. Käse, K.R., Bjarngard, B.E. and Attix,

including their capacity of activating the irradiated material. I_n vivo
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S.

and the assistance of Mrs. J.E. Legué-Smit in the preparation of the

biomédical applications. This is due to their high-LET characteristics

subsequently

Dr.
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SPALLATION SOURCES FOR NEUTRON NUCLEAR PHYSICS
C D BOWMAN

Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, New Mexico,
United States of America
Abstract
New Intense pulsed spoliation neuLron sources have come on line within the
past few years at the Argonne National Laboratory
Rurherford Appleton Laboratory

the KEK Laboratory

the

and the Los Alamos National Laboratory

While

the construction of new spallation sources is driven primarily by condensed

SESSION VII
GENERAL INTEREST SESSION

matter physics studies using theimal and epithermal neutrons

these sources ilso

may provide excellent opportunities for neutron nuclear physics research
Essentially all spallation sources produce microsecond wide bursts for work in
the V-eV region and below and offer the potential to produce intense sources of

nanosecond wide neutron bursts for the MeV range
potentially from 10
technology

to 10

The useful spectrum runs

eV if full advantage is taken of spallation souice

The properties of the source configuration used throughout this

energy range are discussed and illustrated using the Los Alamos Proton Storage

Ring (PSR) Facility as an example

The primary impact of the spallation neutron

source ii> an intensity gain often several orders of magnitude over existing
neutron source technology

The new neutron physics possible is discussed in some

depti and illustrated with the first examples of measurements over much of the
energy range

Finally

foreseeablp future

future prospects are described promising

for the

increises in intensit\ of perhaps an order of magnitude

beyond present technology

I

INIRODUCTION
T

he past several years have seen major increases in neutron intensity

through improvements in spalla*-icn nc iLron source technology

These intensity

advances are driven primarily b) ehe extraordinary promise of intense pulsed
neutrons for study of condensed matter physics

The primary purpose of this

paper is to draw attention to the opportunities for neutron nuclear physics
using the new sources

For some energy regions

effective neutron intensities

have increased by several orders of magnitude over that available a decade ago

Thus

storage/accelerator ring and simultaneously subnanosecond wide proton bursts

experiments which then were unquestionably impractical may now be

spaced by about one microsecond to a target providing a white neutron spectrum

feasible
Neutror nuclear physics and neutron scattering for condensed matter at the
same facility have not always been good bed partners
are more cultural than scientific
together

However

for MeV neutron nuclear physics
Presently this approach is only being implemented at the new neutron

usually for reasons which

facilities associated with LAMPF at Los Alamos

if the two disciplines can work

which are illustrated in Fig

1

a broader research base is established for making the next advance in

source intensity

Although this conference emphasizes modest neutron sources

the field should be avare of prospects for neutron physics at the major central
neutron facilities

Advances in neutron physics with the most intense sources

almost certainly will open up new vistas for research and instrumentation or
technique development using more modest sources

805 MHz_____

It may well be true that the

LINAC

future of research at the smaller facilities is directly tied to the health of
neutron physics at the larger facilities

In this report

K ICK ER
ö

J

fe~————————«-AREA A

CHOPPER

we will review

Line D

opportunities for neutron nuclear physics at spallation sources with the purpose
of encouraging the growth of such research and the resulting enhancement of
-- STRIPPER

neutron physics wherever it can be done
II

SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCES
Condensed matter physics using pulsed neutrons requires a spallation

source with proton energy of several hundred HeV and a pulse width of a few
tenths of a microsecond

The proton burst is produced in two stages

protons are accelerated in an r f
beam is accumulated in a ring
energy

This

possibly accelerated to considerably higher

and then dumped in one circuit of the ring

Inside the ring the beam

may be in a continuous ribbon or it may be bunched into several pulses
latter case

First

linac to an energy of at least 100 MeV

In the

the individual pulses can be ejected one at a time and pulse widths

of a few nanoseconds or less are practical

Fig. l The Los Alamos Epithermal
and MeV White Sources based at
LAMPF
As described in the next
10% of the LAMPF beam is directed
to the Proton Storage Ring which
compresses the beam to a 0 27
psec wide burst and feeds them
MeV
to the Epithermal White Source

(Target 1)

H

TGT'4
<
__ -" •"'

WHITE SOURCE

beam is directed

EPITHERMAL
WHITE SOURCE

~~ _

to the MeV White Source (Target 4)

^

Presently the maximum average

current which can be ejected from such a ring is about 100 microamperes of
protons and the maximum energy is about 800 MeV

The pulse rate is generally 50

Such a system also can provide intense subnanosecond bursts of protons

from the linac used to inject protons into the ring' '

The linac ordinarily

produces a string of subnanosecond wide bursts spaced by about 5 nanoseconds
If only ore in 200 of these bursts were injected into the accelerator

397

Two injectors are shown injecting oppositely charged beams into one linac
two injectors operating at 200 MHz produce strings of r f

Hz or less

then

The

bursts spaced by 5

nanoseconds and lasting for about 850 microseconds at a rate of 120 strings per
second

Ten percent of these strings consists of

H beam injected Into the

accelerator and accelerated to 800 MeV before injection into the Proton Storage
Ring

Approximately 60% of these strings consist of

MeV for pion physics studies

useful spacing for higher HeV range neutron physics experiments

be accelerated simultaneously with the +H beam and magnetically separated at the

Since an r f

However

chopped

H beam accelerated to 800

these bursts would be produced with a spacing of about 1 microsecond which is a
linac can simultaneously accelerate both negative and positive ions on opposite

output of the accelerator

phases of the r f wave

150 picoseconds bypasses the storage ring and strikes a several centimeters

the linear accelerator can supply H

beam to the

This sequence of

H beam of low current also can

H bursts with widths as short as

Although constructed

thick tungsten target to produce a white source of neutrons.' For a one

microsecond wide spacing, the average current is about 3 microamperes.

parasitically to the PSR and

This

operating parasitically on the

current might be doubled by bunching twice as many protons into each r.f. burst.

The neutron production target and drift tube arrangement has undergone a rapid

80
DEGREES

primary pion production mode o.f

1AMPF, this white source will be

evolution since this approach was first recognized^ '; the final geometry being
^ al. and is shown in Figs
implemented is close to that reported by Lisowski1( ?'et

TARGET 4

the most intense in the world

for neutron physics in the 3 to

2 and 3.

500 MeV range.

Some of the

science which will be conducted
with this facility will be
presented later in this report.
Neutron physics in the MeV range
could be very substantially
DETECTOR
CALBRATIONS

boosted at low cost by the
introduction of this concept
early in the design phase of new
accelerators for neutron

DETECTOR

scattering studies in condensed

STATION

matter physics.
The production of pulsed

neutrons for condensed scatter

PSR

physics studies is well

TARGET CENTER

ÎSO-m FLIGHT PATH

developed^ ' and will not be
Fig. 3 Neutron Drift Tubes for MeV
Neutrons. Four drift tubes are now in
planning for use with Target 2 (Blue Room)
Five additional drift tubes are under
construction for viewing Target 4. An
unevacuated neutron beam line extends to 250
meters for (p,n) measurements on neutrons
with energies near 800 MeV.

Fig.

2

Side View of Beam Transport and Target 4.

Microbursts of 800 MeV

discussed in detail.

We only

mention that the current
generation of pulsed neutron
sources, while competitive with
the world's best reactor sources
for some thermal experiments, is
clearly superior for the

protons may be directed at targets located at the center of Target 2 which is

production of epithermal neutrons^ '.

viewed by reversed neutron drift tubes. Alternatively It can be bent upward to
Target 4 which is the new MeV White Source viewed by additional drift tubes.
The two sets of drift tubes are at different elevations so that they do not
intersect. The proton beam will usually be directed at Target 4.

epithermal neutrons at such sources offers extraordinary intensity gains over

The presence of moderators tailored for

electron linacs in the region below 100 eV and competitive intensities up to
several tens of keV. The combination of the pulsed source with doppler shifted
energy reduction^ ' for producing ultracold neutrons is highly effective.
spallation source is useful over much of the 10

to 10

eV energy range.

The

Table I
Electron linacs are compétitive in thé 10 keV to 10 MeV range and monoenergetic

Spsllation Sources for Slow Neutron Spectroscopy

beams from lower energy accelerators also remain competitive in the same energy
range

The reactor will probably maintain its role in the thermal neutron

region for the foreseeable future

Facility

Proton

Energy

Nevertheless, where spallation sources

(MeV)

excel, they excel markedly over the competition

Proton Pulse
Width
(nsec)

Reference
Repetition
Average
Rate
Neutron Rate
(Hz)
(neutron/sec)

A summary of early, existing, and proposed spallation sources are listed

Early

in Table I along with source characteristics of interest for the energy region
from 10

to 10

ev.

The average intensity of the early and existing spallation

sources is shown in Fig. 4.

It is intriguing to note the exponential growth in

Spallation Neutron Source Intensities
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Fig. A Spallation Neutron Source Intensities
The advance in intensity of
spallation neutron sources for the production of epithermal neutrons is shown
for the past 30 years
The intensity is the total neutron production averaged
over one second
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Meson Factory
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USSR, Accumulator Ring

200

100

3.5 x 1016

Lobashev<19)
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intensity with time
future

(3 BY 7 5 CM) TUNGSTEN TARGET 15 DEGREES

particularly the implications of extrapolation to the

Among the facilities under consideration for the future, four contain

high power r f

linacs operating as follows

Aspun (200 MeV) Gemini (80 MeV)

Line (250 MeV) and the USSR Meson Factory (600 MeV)

Each of these

could provide excellent capability for MeV neutron physics

therefore

as well as the high

intensity epithermal beams which presently are a primary objective
The induction linac under consideration by the NBS is a substantially
different concept

The accelerator consists of a stung of induction modules

which each add 0 25 MeV to the bean energy

The phase relationship among them

can be individually controlled so that any particle can be accelerated

The

impedance of each unit is small so that high currents can be accelerated
present plan includes peak currents of 250 A of electrons
limit the proton current to about 2 5 A

r f

Power efficiency is lower them the

linac and the gradient is lower at about 1 25 meters/MeV

neutron source

The

space charge effects

As a white

I01

the facility can operate with either electrons or protons

producing about equal neutron intensity

ENERGY

10*

IO J

(MEV)

Any proton beam energy can be obtained

by accelerating to that energy and drifting the beam through the remaining
sections

Therefore

BY 7 5 CM) TUNGSTEN TARGET 15 DEGREES

the accelerator can serve as both a white source and a

variable monoenergetic source of neutrons via the (p n) reaction
technology is new and unproven in the high repetition rate mode

The

I0 1

and a few MeV

prototype for technology demonstration is required
III

I
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NEUTRON PHYSICS

û

Progress in neutron physics has been influenced strongly by the

i

availability of adequate neutron intensity for challenging experiments for
different energy ranges

For many years the field has been dominated by ion

beam facilities and electron linacs which have produced effective neutron
intensity for the keV and lower MeV range

10"

While exciting work will continue to

o
on

be done with these established sources, the spallation source provides intensity
which should allow major research advances in other energy ranges

Los Alamos

10-2

has established new facilities for this work which should become fully
operational this year

Hopefully

10

the description of some of the research
Fig. 5

a)
Current problems in both basic and applied science will be included

10

ENERGY (MEV)

either under way or under consideration at Los Alamos will serve as at least an
introduction to the new science which the spallation sources makes possible

10°

Properties of the MeV White Neutron Source

The surface current is given as neutrons/MeV sr proton as a function of

neutron energy
b) The standard deviation of the gausslan neutron pulse width in nanoseconds is
given assuming the best micropulse width measured of 150 picoseconds (FWHM)
To
obtain the full width at half maximum multiply the ordinate by 2 35

A.

3-500 MeV Range

of the new source will be about 100 times that used for the

„(20) produced by 800 MeV protons
The spectrum of neutrons at forward angles^"'

as calculated by an intra-nuclear cascade code is shown in Fig
deviation of the timing uncertainty is given in Fig

5b.

5a; the standard

An important point to

experiment

Ca(n,7o)

Using bismuth germanate detectors, which provide sufficient

resolution to resolve particular final states in many cases, it should be

possible to explore giant resonance phenomena in great detail by this technique

note is the shelf which extends to
about 500 MeV.

Fig

6 shows the

flux comparison' ' with ORELA when

40CA(N,GAMMA)

the flight path is adjusted for any

energy to give a resolution of about
AE/E - 10'2

A five-ns pulse is

assumed for ORELA and a one-ns pulse
for Los Alamos

Clearly Los Alamos

should concentrate its program above

%

.47

u

as

3 MeV where the neutron intensity
advantage over ORELA is very large

1

tn

(n.~y) and fn.YiO

The high intensity, high

repetition rate and low 7-flash make
13.0

this a powerful facility for neutron
01

1X1

100

100.0

NEUTRON ENERGY (M«V)

capture and neutron induced gamma
example, we show in Fig. 7 data on

_7 The Cross
Section for the
°Ca(n,70) reaction.

40

This data was measured

the E-l giant dipole resonance

Wender^

ray production studies.

Fig. 6

Comparison of neutron flux at

the WNR MeV White Source with ORELA.
The burst widths assumed are one
nanosecond for the WNR and five

As an

Ca(n,70) which clearly exhibits

nanoseconds for ORELA. -The first
number is parenthesis is the pulse

This spectrum was measured^

rate assumed and the second Is the

spallation neutrons at our earlier

flight path length in meters

ISO

ENERGY (MEV)

101

' using

source associated with the WNR in
about twelve hours.

The intensity

in about 12 hours by
'et al. using

the earlier white
source facilities at
the WNR. The peak at
MeV is the E-l giant
dipole resonance. With
the new white source data

rates will be higher by a
factor of more than 100.

401

23-0

•2&0
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2

(n.p) Reactions

of the flux

The study of (p n) reactions has been a major program at the Indiana

p oc

University Cyclotron again directed at the study of a variety of excitation

modes of the nucleus

k

The white source is sufficiently intense to allow study

of the complementary (n,p) reactions

The National Bureau of Standards will begin a high accuracy

measurement on the

U(n f) standard cross section at Los Alamos in 1986
i
Total Cross Sections

This source also will probably be used for some high resolution and

Time of flight can be used to define the

high accuracy total cross sections

The pulse width of 0 25 nsec will be

incoming neutron energy and trajectory analysis and total energy deposition used

to determine the energy and angular distribution of the protons

preserved in a 2-cm thick

The detector

to be used for these experiments (22) is similar to that shown in Fig

8

target, with a flight path of

The

im

neutron intensity at UNR Target 4 should allow a quality of data comparable with

t

that obtainable for (p,n) reactions

«

250 meters the resolution

10

01

o

might be better than 0 5 MeV
10

at 500 MeV

2*

i-

Although no

source of fine structure is
known at these high energies
a high resolution and high

10

PSR(120 Hz. 270ns)

statistical accuracy

10

measurement on several samples
<J

at these energies clearly

O» 10 2

«g
*

would be of interest

5.000.000
I
- 500,000
!
60.000
I
ORELA (1000 Hz 20ns)
ORELA (120 Hi, 40ns)

B

eV-keV Range

The average intensity in

the 10"2 to 104 eV range is

10'

shown in Fig
10

and for ORELA
10"

10"

10'

10'

10J

10'

Neutron Energy (eV)

9a for the PSR
A marked

advantage is evident for the
PSR in the lower energy

portion of this range
Fig. 9

Fiy. 8 The detector for MeV (n,p) experiments using a vhite neutron source will
be similar to that shown here
Using magnetic field raultiwire position
sensitive detectors, and the AE detector trajectory analysis allows the proton
energy and angular distribution to be determined
The neutron energy is
determined by time-of flight

3

(n.f) Reactions

Accurate neutron fission cross section measurements in the 3 to 20
MeV region have been difficult to obtain using the best of the electron linac

white sources owing to insufficient intensity and the strong energy dependence

Comparison of PSR and ORELA Neutron

Intensities
a) The average neutron intensity per second
in a 1% energy band is shown with flight
path and repetition rate adjusted for
greatest intensity and no frame overlap
The figure gives the ratio of intensities
b) The neutron intensity per pulse is given
to emphasize the advantage for experiments
requiring a low duty cycle
Practical
repetition rates and burst widths are
included
The curve demonstrates the
advantage of the PSR for the epithermal
range, ORELA is competitive in the higher
kilovolt and lower MeV range

The

advantage in neutron intensity
per pulse achievable with the
lower pulse rate of the PSR is
even more evident in Fig

9b

This intensity is clearly an
advantage when background is
an issue as in studies on

radioactive targets or when
work requiring long flight

paths might introduce overlap

problems

The low repetition rate might be disadvantageous for experiments

where high duty cycle is required such as in measurements of resonance neutron

capture 7-ray spectra

tœ mention below some of the experiments under

consideration at Los Alamos using the PSR

1

(n.p) Reactions on Unstable Nuclei

Most unstable neutron deficient nuclei exhibit a positive Q for the

(n p) reaction
on

Be

Our first measurement'

' using the PSR was the (n p) reaction

which has a half life of 53 3 days

in Fig

10

The experimental apparatus is shown

The neutron beam from the PSR was collimated into a 4 mm diameter

umbra at & distance of 5 5 meters from the source

About 90 nanograms of

was deposited in a 2 mm diameter spot on a thin aluminum foil
of

LiF also was included for flux measurement

Be

A small amount

Protons from the (n p) neutron

were detected using a surface barrier detector placed outside of the reaction
beam

Reaction products from neutrons on

Li also were detected in the same

detector for a measurement period of about 10 hours with average PSR proton
current of 30 microamperes
shown in Fig

11

The cross section normalized at thermal energies is

The measurements will be extended to several keV this summer

using an improved proton detector arrangement

This cross section and a number

of others on targets with mass less than that of nickel are of significant

interest for nucleosynthesis studies
2

(n.f) Reactions on Unstable Nuclei

The intensity of the PSR is sufficient to overpower the decay -/-ray

background encountered in capture cross section measurements on many unstable
targets

A UK high efficiency capture 7 ray detector is being designed by

Koehler and Bowman at Los Alamos for measurements at the PSR in the thermal to

30 keV range

Fast timing features of the detector and a high level bias set to

separate the 7-ray cascade following neutron capture from the decay 7-rays will

be used to detect neutron capture

It appears that measurements of eV resonance

capture will be practical on samples with half lives as short as 5 days and
capture at 30 keV will be practical for half lives as short as 100 days

Neutron capture measurements on radioactive targets will be valuable for better
understanding of the nucleosynthesis of the heavy elements by the s- and r
process and the intermediate n process
3

Parity Violation

It has been demonstrated by measurements on a few nuclei (24) that
slow neutron resonances are not states of pure parity and that parity violation

403

can be readily detected

The parity violation arises from the admixture of

amplitude from an s wave resonance Into a nearby p-wave resonance

The

Fig. 10 Apparatus for low energy (n,p) measurements
A colliraated neutron beam
emerges from the right and strikes a sample mounted on a thin aluminum foil
adjusted in position from the bottom
A surface barrier detector adjusted from
above detects the charged particles

404

has been for a detection of ai electric dipole moment of the neutron which would

7

Be(n,p)7Li

be in unambiguous signature for T violation in the neutron

The presence of

substantial P violation is a signature for a substantial amplitude arising from

the weak force

Such resonances are

search for T violation

therefore

candidates for a sensitive

The T violation will be minifested in an amplitude

containing a term of the form (o • k x 1) where a is the neutron spin
spin of the target nucleus and k the neutron momentum vector

I the

The experiment

requires th^ polarization of the neutron beam and the target nucleus normal to
one another and also both not.mal to k

T violation would be manifested as a

change in the transmission at resoia ice when the neutron spin direction is

changed by 180

The sensitivity of the proposed experiment^

' at Los Alamos

appears to be in a class with the forefront of attempts to detect T violation b>
measurement of the neutron electron dipole moment
search for the force exhibiting simultaneous P

This measurement allows the

and T violation

According to

/ 27\

Kabir^

2-10 '

' similar experiments using a polarized beam on an aligned target

through the amplitude a • (k x I)(k • 1) would allow a search for a T violation

10 '

Vf

in the absence of P violation

a sensitive search for a T violating component

in the strong force

Fig. 11 Measurements at the PSR of the Be(n p) Cross Section
results as a function of neatron energy

5

Preliminary

(n.-v) Spectra

Although the low repetition rate ind ehe associated low duty cycle
of the PSR is not conducive to neutron capture 7 ray spectral measurements

cbservable p wave amplitude is ipuch more strongly attenuated by the angular

spallation source has some suostantial advantages for this work

momentum barrier than the s wave parity violating admixture

flash intensity is, of course

effect is easiest to see in p wave resonances

Therefore

the

The experimental effect actually

an advantage for such measurements

The high

intensity also allows one t9 overpower the radioactivity of unstable targets ind

ireasured is the difference in transmission of a neutron beam polarized parallel

the high intensity allows measuiements on very small amounts of sample

and antiparallel to the neueren momentum

duty cycle problem can be substantially ameliorated by measurements at long

PSR is about 10

experiments'

^

The sersi^ivity practical with the

times greater than that previously brought to bear in these

flight paths

The

but under these condit ons the electron linac using shorter flight

paths may be competitive

It is therefore practical to conduct meisurements on many

resonances in the same nucleus and to study many targets in a shoit time

the

The low gamma

SInee

the parity admixture is a manifestation of the parity non conserving weak force

6

Res_Q_nance_ Neutron Optics

The wave properties of the neutron give rise to optical properties

such studies would allow a general stud> of the role of the weak force in the

of the neutron which are well established foi thermal neutrons

compound nucleus for heavy nuclei

properties are usuallv expressed through ai index of refraction
f)
n - 1
A~pacok/2ir w^ere * Is "he wavelength of the neutron p is the density of

The largest P \iolitior amplitude deterred

to date is 7% of the total resonance reaction cross sectior^
^

'

Time Reveisal Invariance Violation

Although CP violation was detected long ago in neutral kaon
decay^

'

the implied T violation property of the weak force has never been

directly detected experimentally

The most sensitive and most extensive search

These

nuclei and aco^ is the real component of the neutron coherent scattering length
For higher energy neutrons

tne strong wavelength dependence results in a value

for n very close *~o um L v except at resonances whert the scattering length can

become quite large compared to that at thermal energies

therebv compensating

for the shorter wave length

At resonance it is probably possible to observe

implies a threshold neutron energy arourd 10 eV for damage by neutrons below

resonance total reflectior and perhaps even neutron focusing with long focal

which no dajnage is possible other tl an that produced by neutron capture on

length lenses

hydrogen and nitrogen

The large resonance scattering length also should allow enhanced

b

diffraction effects at resonances which should be observable in powder and

single crystal diffraction studies
academic interest

While these effects are now primalily of

some application might be made of them for neutron beair

radiological damage
c

of flight techniques

or P from its site

In this case

damage also might

This threshold is probably about 150 eV
The neutron energy is large enough to displace a heavy

nucleus but the energy of the displaced nucleus is insufficient to

Neutron Induced Electronic Excitation

Neutron induced electronic excitation via neutron induced reaction;,
can occur by three distinct mechanisms

N

be small since displacement of a hvdrogen atom right not give rise to serious

handling and in spectroscopy of low energy neutrons without resorting to t^rae

7

The neutron energy is not large enough to displace a

heavy nucleus such as C

interaction of the magnetic moments of the neutron and electron^

'

simultaneously displace its partner nucleus in the DNA double helix

case the damage is substantial

The first is the much discussed

One. is

repair

In this

but the undamaged strand provides the ke)

d

interested in eV incoming neutron energies and ^.n electron excitations of a feu

The neutron energy is large enough to displace a heavy

eV with small momentum transfer and in excellent energy resolution (-1/1000)

nucleus which carries away enough energy to displace its partner in the DNA

The second is excitation arising from recoil of the nucleus under the electron

strand

cloud when the nucleus is struck by a neutron in a high momentum transfer
interaction^( 29}
'
The third is another hign momentum transfer excitation arising

irreparable

from non adiabatic coupling (NAC) between the nuclei in a diatomic or more

thresholds for neutrons between thermal and 1 KeV energy

complex molecule^

window of about 5 decades of energy 10

However

'

None of these neutron interactions have been observed

the intensity of the new spallation sources is probably sufficient to

detect and exploit all of them

In this case

the key to repair is also damaged and the damage might be

Thus it appears that there might be several differen"" biological damage
10

eV

However

within this

f-here might be no significant

damage produced by neutrons to biological tissue except by neutron capture on
hydrogen and nitrogen

The signature for such neutron inelastic

o

This energy might be around 1 Ke\

The disassociation of an atom from a molecule might be

scattering would be the change in energy o£ the neutron in the collision

evident from a measure of the inelastic neutron spectra in this energy range

Background could be significantly reduced by detecting the decay photon

An intense spallation neutron source in the epitherrcal range would undoubtedly

following electronic excitation in coincidence with the scattered neutron

the NAC interaction

For

be useful for such studies
9

the selection iules are substantially different from

be less complex and,

therefore, more easily resolved and interpreted

potential for advances in atomic

molecular

The

and condensed matter physics

8

' is a means of creating a very

high intensity source of neutrons whicn can be used as a spectrometer with poor
resolution using the time energy correlation of the neutrons in a l m

assembly

through neutron interactions of this type is very substantial

lead Slowing Down Spectrometer

The lead slowing down spectrometei^

electromagnetic selection rules and more restrictive so that the spectrum might

The PSR spallation source could inject 10

lead

n/burst into the assembly

which is probably at least four orders of magnitude more neutrons than have been

Physics of Neutron Dosimetrv

In contrast to biological damage arising from -y rays

primarily dependent on the deposited ionization energy density

which is

the damage from

used previously

Since the sensitivity gain of this irstrument is about 10

times that of a comparable neutron time of flight experiment

the sensitivity

neutrons is probably more nearly dependent on the density of nuclear

for cross section measurements would be extraordinary for experiments where high

displacements produced by neutron nucleus collisions

resolution is not important

There are four damage

C

regimes for low energy neutrons which can be postulated
a

The neutron energy is so low that not even hydrogen

atoms can be displaced from their sites by neutre i nucleus collisions

This

Thermal Neutron Range

Even for the new generation of spoliation sources
formidable competitor in the thermal neutron range

the reactor is a

While the peak thermal flux
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for the spallatton source might exceed that in the reactor by an order of

owing to the increasing range of protons with increasing energy and the mismatch

magnitude

between proton range and neutron moderation distance

the average thermal neutron Intensity of the reactor is higher than

that of the spallation source

Nevertheless

the pulsed source can be an

using a depleted uranium target instead of a lower Z material such as tungsten

advantage for some experiments as we illustrate next
The neutron neutron scattering length has never been directly measured and

its value to an accuracy of a few percent is of great interest
the edge of practicality have been proposed^
sources

Experiments on

' for steady state thermal neutron

A cavity is created containing a gas of thermal neutrons which is

Uranium targets are generally either planned or in use now for most facilities
A further increase in intensity without increasing current is practical with a
subcritical fission booster^
pulse broadening

to see the walls of the cavity

delayed neutron background

Only neutrons which scatter from other neutrons

Since the n n scattering depends on the square of the

neutron flux, the spallation pulsed source has an advantage over the steady
state reactor

If the scattering volume is filled with a low density of

'

These targets allow an Increase of about a

factor of five in neutrons produced per proton with the disadvantages of some

viewed by a detector through a collimated path which does not allow the detector
can strike the detector

Without increasing proton

current or energy the neutron intensity can be increased by a factor of two

substantially greater heat deposition in the target, and a
Owing to greater complexity in the target arising

from handling the extra heat, the effective neutron intensity is increased by
only a factor of three when the total neutron gain is a factor of five
As an extreme in fission boosters, King^

' long ago proposed a concept in

hydrogen gas, the n p scattering will be proportional to the first power of the

which a liquid fuel is vaporized but, nevertheless, contained In an expansion

flux

volume producing 1 4 x 10

Therefore

by measuring the scattering rate as a function of peak flux in

n/pulse in a 35 jisec wide pulse

The system was not

the cavity, the n-n scattering rate can be separated from the n-p rate and the

driven by a spallation source

The repetition rate for such a system is

n-n scattering length measured relative to the n p scattering length

necessarily low and, therefore

might not be useful for condensed matter physics

Although

a calculation has not been done for a spallation source, it has been done for a

studies

pulsed reactor^

interest

'

For a flux of 10

n/cm

sec

a cavity 10 cm long and 10 cm

in radius, a detector distance of 12 meters, a detector radius of 10 cm, and a
pulse width of 6 milliseconds
D

the detected rate is 30 neutrons per pulse

However, for some nuclear physics studies

such a source might be of

The ultimate in high average intensity with substantial repetition rate
for epithermal neutrons is achievable by spallation on a rotating depleted

uranium target since the energy deposited per neutron produced of 20 MeV per

Ultracold Neutrons

The pulsed spallation source is potentially a very powerful source for
production of a high density of ultracold neutrons

A rotating mechanical

neutron is lowest for this concept

The most ambitious pulsed spallation

epithermal proposal to date is the Aspun concept^15' under development at the

doppler shifting device viewing a cold source can be operated synchionously v,ith

Argonne National Laboratory

the accelerator pulse to reduce cold neutrons to ultracold velocity of < 8

microstructure for MeV neutron physics would be the facility nearlng completion

m/sec

at LAMPF with 800 MeV energy

The expected density'

' possible with the current generation of

The most effective MeV source using the linac
a current of about 3 microamps

spallation sources is substantially greater than that which has been achieved at

(larger duty factor) of about 50 000 Hz

reactors

operate with similar characteristics

Several interesting experiments have been proposed^

advantage of the special properties of ultracold neutrons

taking

but the search for a
Summary

neutron electric dipole moment continues to be the experiment receiving greatest

We summarize this paper with the following comments and recommendations

attention

IV

regarding the application of spallation neutrons in advancing the field of

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Fig

and a pulse rate

The meson factory of the USSR could

4 suggests that substantial increases in spallation neutron source

intensity can be expected in the next decade

It appears unlikely that greater

neutron nuclear physics
Completion of spallation sources now under construction will allow very

neutron intensity will come as a result of further increases in proton energy

substantial advances in intensities for neutron physics in the energy

since increases in energy beyond about J. GeV may not increase source brightness

range below 1 KeV

The r f

linac component of essentially all existing and new spallation

(4)

"Scientific Opportunities with Advanced Facilities for Neutron Scattering'

Workshop held at Shelter Island, New York, Edited by G

sources can be used parasitically as a very high intensity subnanosecond
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watched for opportunities for enhancement of neutron source intensity
•
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RESEARCH HIGH FLUX REACTOR PIK

Rather than discussing the advantages of pulsed sources
in neutron scattering experiments , we will restrict ourselves
to continous operation reactors to which the PIK belongs.
From the view-point of the design of the core, reflector,

K.A. KONOPLEV
Leningrad Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Gatchina, Leningrad,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

beam tubes and other reactor assemblies the most essential

factor is the character of the experiments being planned,

Abstract

The research reactor is now under construction at the Leningrad
Institute of Nuclear Physics, 45 km away from the city. The projected
power of the reactor is 100 Mwt. The reactor will t>e used for physical investigations with external neutron beams.
The thermal neutron flux in the reflector is higher than
10 ^ neutrons/cm aec and the flux in the usual water trap in the
15J
centre of the core is 4.10
neutrons/cm2 sec.

namely, whether they should be performed inside a tube or
on an external neutron beam Physical research reactors intended for experiments on external beams are called beam
reactors.

In-tube devices are needed primarily for nuclear physics studies. As examples may serve parity violation studies in nucleon-

-nucleon interactions ' ' , measurement of apectra in the
(n, / ) reaction on nuclei carried out on the WWR-M reactor

Sources of cold and fast neutronsare designed in the reactor.

in Gatchina '•", fission fragment studies ' 'on the ILL re -

Most of the experiments will be conducted on stationary neutron guides.

actor in Grenoble, or measurement of the light fragment parameters in triple fission ' . In all these cases the target
was mounted in a high neutron flux within the tube while
the radiation waa led out to the instrumentation which was lo-

cated in the experiment hall outside the reactor This scheme

High Neutron Flux Research Reactor PIK

requires ready access to the tube, a possibility to introduce

samples and, quite frequenty, facilities for cooling. In some
1. RR as a neutron source
There are at present about 300 nuclear research reactors
(RR) in operation all over the world '1'. With the exception

of a few of them constructed specifically to study reactor
technology or for training purposes, all these reactors are
used as neutron sources. The time-averaged power of these
sources may reach in special cases several hundred MW, the
mean fluxes of fast and thermal neutrons being a few times
10 15 cm-2 s-1 . The areas of RR application may be conventionally
divided into several broad classes, among them materials

sci-

ence, production of nuclides and physical research. The PIK
reactor ''' dealt with in the present report belongs to physi-

cal research reactors thus making it necessary
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this class of reactors in more detail.

to consider

experiments the tube has to be evacuated, and a gate has to
be provided to intercept radiation From this view-point, such

experiments are most suited for vertical tubes in pool reactors,
since the size and location of the tubes can be varied here

within a broad range. An obvious draw-back is that the vertical
arrangement of the instrument complicates its design.
Progress in shaping the external neutron beam spectra
changed the requirements also to beam reactors Restricting
the in-tube assemblies to beam collimators or neutron filters
only became insufficient.The use of cold (CN) and hot (HN)
neutron sources and of neutron guide techniques required easier

access to the reflector region and even to the core proper
Probably the most remarkable illustration of neutron beam shaping
is the universal beam tube (Pig 1) for the production of cold
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LIQUID
HYDROGEN
SOURCE.

?ig.1.

Schematic of the polarized cold and ultracold neutron
source in the Vh'/R-M reactor.

and ultracold neutron In the WWR-SJ reactor in Gatchina representing a further development of an earlier scheme ' '. Easy access
to the reactor core was used to advantage by placing at its
center a liquid hydrogen source of cold and ultracold neutrons.
A polarizing neutron guide is mounted inside the tube for cold
neutrons, while at the outlet the ultracold neutron beam is led
out to several instruments Such an arrangement permitted one
to obtain record-high fluxes at the instruments starting with
a moderate reactor neutron flux of 10 cm" s~ , namely,
5 x 1 0 ultracold neutrons/s, and 3 x 10 polarized cold
neutron/s.
After these introductory remarks a description of the PIK
reactor is in order.
The reactor is intended for a broad range of fundamental search
covering nuclear physics, weak interactions, condensed state,
and biology. The high neutron flux
provided (in excess of
10 •'cm s
offers possibilities for research at a qualitatively
new level compared with that reached on any other in our country.
The reactor power is set at 100MW which exceeds by about a factor
5-10 the power level of other reactors in our country used for
these purposes. The reactor is going to be provided with experimental halls, neutron research hall and various experimental
facilities. This gives us grounds to consider PIK reactor as
a neutron beam research center. During the first ye»re major
emphasis will be placed on neutron scattering studies The center
is expected to be operational for many years to come which requires
the reactor design to be flexible enough, particularly in what
concerns the core, reflector, and the beam tubes. The principal
requirements to the reactor as a neutron source are that it should
provide a small volume with a record-high thermal neutron flux
q C
_O
1
(at a level of 5x10 cm s ) for target irradiation, and a
large volume with a flux of 1015 cm- 2
s - 1to accommodate beam
tubes and neutron spectrum shapers. Experiments inside the core
are considered as exclusive, since the core of such a reactor
should obviously be at a high pressure, and the energy released
there should be prohibitively high.

2

Physical Criteria for Selection of_the Core

Basing on the above requirements, the general scheme of the
reactor la as follows There is a. compact core of 100MW power
The core accommodates a neutron trap with a record-high neutron
flux The core 13 surrounded by a. good reflector of a sufficient
volume to arrange many beam tubes, preferrably of a large diameter,
with at least part of them located in a thermal neutron flux on
the order of 1015cm~2s~1
To reduce the design
work, the PIK reactor uses fuel elements
Q
of the SM-2 reactor
which have a good record of operation
7he SF-2 operates at 100N'W with a 50 liter core, light water at

Pelative contribution of core fission spectrum to the
pea* thermal neutron flux
i

09 —

50 atm being used for cooling

The thermal neutron flux in the reflector grows with decreasing core volume at a constant power Obviously enough, placing
a trap at core center increases the core volume and reduces
the flux in the reflector, however providing a beam tube at core
center with a flux about three times that in the reflector compensates this loss

q

< »23
POSITION OF FISSION SPECTRUM SOUJCt

While reducing the core volume to below 50 1 in order to
increase the neutron flux in the trap and reflector is possible,
this would increase fuel consumption because of reduced burnout
A 50 1 core is

far from

being

a

point

rate along the PIK reactor radius in arbitrary

source

of fast neutrons glowing down in the reflector

Fig.3.

Different fuel

elements provide different contributions to the overall flux in
the reflector This is illustrated by Fig 2 10.
Fig 3 displays the radial distribution of the sources in the
PIK reactor. It is readily seen that it is the fuel elements
providing the largest contribution to the thermal neutron flux

that bear the heaviest load The fast neutrons are produced in
the core and leak into the reflector On slowing down they form
a flux of thermal neutrons which, in their turn, propogate to
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the core (Fig 4
) The reason for such a nonuniform distribution
of energy release is that the thermal neutrons transferring from
the reflector into the core are absorbed in a comparatively thin
layer. If no special precautions are made, the coefficient of
nonuniformity of the energy release along the core radius may

50

lOO

«50
MM
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reach a factor 5 to 6 or even more. Although the ratio of the
reflector (or trap) flux to power ( <? /W) growa, one has to level
off the energy release becauee of limitations on the apecific
pOv/er.The levelling off in the PIK reactor is achieved by placing
a semi-transparent shield at the core boundary. While being

3. Reactor Design and Parameters

practically transparent to the fast neutrons leaving the core,
this shield lunits the thermal neutron flux incident on the core
and thus reduces the coefficient of nonunif onnity down to Si 2.5.
Heavy water was chosen as reflector. The heavy water reflector
used to slow down the fast neutrons provides the best ratio of
Q
thermal neutron flax to power compared with other moderators .

in diameter and 2m high. The beam tubes are located in the heavy
water tank. The lov, pressure (2 atm) in the tank simplifies its
use in experiments. Horizontal, inclined and vertical beam tubes

Due to the large diffusion length in heavy water (L=1m for

The evaluation and top view of the reactor is presented
in Pigs.5 and 6 . The 501-core is in a pressure vessel and cooled

by light water. The vessel representing a long double-walled pipe
passes through the heavy water reflector tank. The tank is 2 . 5 m

are provided. The l a t t e r are intended for sample irradiation,
and the horizontal and inclined tubes, for leading the radiation
out. The neutron trap at core center accommodâtes a vertical
tube with an independent cooling loop

and considerable reflector thickness ( ~ 1m), the thermal neutron
flux is sufficiently high far from the core, where the background
of fast and slowing down neutrons, as well as ^ -photons, is
low (Pig. 4) .

Pig.5.
Pig.4.

Radial distribution of neutron fluz V, and energy
release O^for reactor operating at 100 UV7.
^ : f a s t neutron f l u x , C ? 5keV
$2 : epitherital neutron flux, 5<teV-> ÏÏ.? 0 , 5 e V
<P, : thermal neutron flux, E < 0 . 6 eV

Elevation of PIK reactor (schematic)
1- vertical tube; 2- coolant inlet; 3- well with water;
4- biological shielding; 5- horizontal beam tube;
6-core', 7- replaceable vessel", 8- heavy water reflector',
9- coolant outlet", 10- gate; 11- inclined beam tube.
Given on the left are distances from experiment hall
in meters.

+17
+15

?ig.6. Layout of beam tubes in the PIK reactor reflector
: - HBT - horizontal beam tube;
; - 1ST - inclined beam tube;
-VET - vertical beam tube;
- CBT - central beam tube;
- CSS- cold neutron source;
i/rn . HKG - hot neutron source;
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Layout of controls end alai—i "rods"
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The contrôles (Fig.7) are arranged in auch a way as, on the
one hand, not to increase the core volume and to exclude local
pertubatior.3 and, on the other, to minimize any effect on the

can be increased to 250 mm. Obviously enough, bringing several
adjacent tubes to their maximum size may fail to increase

fluxes in the beam tubes. Smooth control of the reactor is effected

flux and the interference between too closely located beam tubes

by varying the concentration of the water solution of gadolinium

may reach tens of percent.

nitrate. The solution flowa through a gap between the two shells

of the vessel. Past control and emergency protection are realized
by means of two absorbing rmga enclosing the trap and shifting
aside simultaneously to avoid asymmetry of the neutron flux.

Additional emergency protection is provided by the absorbing
rods dropping into the heavy water reflector.In this case the

rods affect strongly the fluxes in the reflector, however they
are led in and out only when shutting or starting up the reactor.
An essential aspect of the reactor design is the possibility
of replacing all the units in the reflector tank.This replacing
sterna from the need of periodic replacement of the damaged
material (the fast neutron flux on the reactor wall is 5x10 cm" s~ )

statistics in experiments

The perturbing effect of a tube on the

Pig.8 displays a realistic selection of the first horizontal
tube aet. One re&dily sees that the largest diameter here is

200 mm, and it is used only for one beam tube (HBT 4). It is
intended to accommodate the ultracold and polarized cold neutron
source similar to the one employed in the WWR-M but made horizontal.
For beam collimation one uses not circular tubes with a collimator
insert, but rather tubes of appropriate shape, mainly 120mm x 250mm

— -L

—

and of having sufficiently flexible and mobile design for mounting

new experiments. The vessel can be replaced by either a new one
of the same design, or another one of a different diameter. Facilities are provided for increasing the vessel diameter up to
520mm. In the first version incorporating a 501-core with a trap
at the center the vessel diameter is 380 mm. This offers a possibility for carrying out in-core experiments aiid for shifting the
maximum of the thermal neutron flux in the reflector to a somewhat
larger radius. At the same time it becomes possible to replace
the fuel elements with another type which usually meets with
difficulties in conventional reactors. The replacement of the
vessel and core is facilitated by moving the liquid control
circuit to the outer diameter of the vessel.
The same principle of interchangeability was applied also

to the beam tubes in the reflector tank The rated diameter for
the horizontal tubes is 100 mm, for the inclined ones 80 mm, and
for the vertical tubes 50 mm, however the parts in the reflector

tank and the flanges bearing the tubes permit increasing these
sizes. In particular, almost for any horizontal tube this diameter

G
Dimensions

of the PIK horizontal beaa tubes (1 set).

JIB T 1: circular, dia.82, length 820 ran

HBT 2: rectangular, tapered, 120x250 at inlet and
320x250 at outlet, length 1bOO mm.
HBT 3: rectangular, tapered, T20x250 at inlet, 320x250 at
outlet, length 1000 mm.
HBT 4: through, circular, dia.200, length 2210 mm

HBT "y : through, circular, dia.150, length 2210 mm
riBT 6: through, circular, dia.120, length 2210 mm

HBT 7: V-3h»pe, circular, dia 190 length 1450 mm
HBT B: rectangular, tapered, 190x60 at inlet and 190x190 at
outlet, length 1100 ram
HBT 9: rectangular, tapered, 190x60 at inlet and 190x190 at
outlet, length 1710 mm.
HB? lOirectangular, tapered, 190x60 at inlet and 190x190 at
outlet, length 1470 mm

and 190mm x 60 mm

Such tubes displace a smaller amount of heavy

water from the reflector Calculation of the effect of beam tube
shape and relative tube arrangement on the reactor operation and
external fluxes appears difficult however the reactor is provided
with a full-scale physical mock-up intended for modeling the

optimal size and arrangement of the beam tubes when planning
new expérimenta.
The approach to designing biological shielding appears to
be original (This does not mean, naturally, changing the allowable irradiation dose of the personnel which is set by the law
to be not higher than 5 rem/yr while being, as a rule, below
0 5 rem/yr). In many cases it may be practical to move a sample
(say, the first scattering crystal) in the tube closer to the
source with a corresponding increase of the incident flux Special
wide recesses were sometimes provided for this purpose in the

biological shielding (Pig 9). Such a recess can be made in cases
where there are few beam tubes passing through the shielding

With many tubes these recesses would overlap

Another aspect

of the problem is that when a beam is lead out the instrument

should be enclosed in a separate shielding irrespective of the
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thickness of the main biological shielding This additional
shielding should meet not only purely biological but more stringent
requirements as well, since it is necessary to reduce the background in the given experimental system and at the same time to
avoid any enhancement of background on the nearby instrument
Thus practically on each beam led out from a high power reactor
one has to construct biological shielding around the instrument
The shape and the thickness of this shielding vary in each particular case.
These two factors were used to advantage in the PIK reactor
to reduce the shielding thickness to the level permitting close
operation only with the shutdown reactor and closed gate With
the reactor in operation and the gate open, biological shielding
should be installed at the instrumentation This approach allowed
us to make the biological shielding thinner by about 1 meter and to
increase accordingly to neutron flux at the beam tube outlet by
approximately a factor two As a reault, the side shielding

Pig.9.

Schematic of biological shielding.
1: beam tube, 2- biological shielding', 3: gate,

4: recess for experimental instrumentation

consists of iron and water combination (0 5 m) and heavy concrete

(0.9 m,^=3 6.g/cm ). This shielding called physical reduces the
radiation to the level permitting one to operate the instrumentation with the shutdown reactor. The physical shielding is comple-

mented by a 1 m thick dismountable biological shielding The
latter represents an integral part of the research instrumentation

and is moved directly to the physical shielding only when no
experiments are in progress. These two layers of shielding bring
the radiation from a running reactor down to 0 4**rem,s~ , i e
to one half the standard regulations

4. Characteristics of Experimental Facilities

The PIK reactor is provided with experimental facilities
for carrying out physical research. They include a light water
trap, cold (CN) and hot (HN) neutron sources, neutron guides,
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horizontal and inclined tubes for leading out the neutron 'beams,
vertical tubes for sample irradiation, and other devices Some
of these devices have already been discussed Consider now in

more detail the principal experimental facilities
4.1. Trap
The cylindrical light water trap with an optimum diameter
of about 10 cm is located at core center. In the central tube
the unperturbed flux of thermal neutrons reaches approximately
4x10 1 5 cm~ 2 s~ 1 , and that of fast (E>

5keV) neutrons 2x101 ^ ~ 2 ~ 1

Only two reactors specially designed for operation with a trap
have close values of neutron fluxes, namely, the Soviet materials
testing reactor SM-28 and the american HPIR 12 for the production
of transuranium elements The PIK combines the advantages of the
trap and beam reactors Although the presence of a trap leads to
a loss in reactivity, nevertheless it is useful since the neutron
flux in it is three times that in any reflector beam tube The
PIK is particularly effective when studying neutron characteristics
of short lived isotopes produced in the trap, since the number of
events obtained in this case is proportional to the product of
neutron fluxes in the two devices, i e to the reactor flux squared
The central beam tube in the trap of i d. 6 cm is cooled by an
independent 400kW water loop with a pressure of 1 to 50 atm,

Pig 10 Schematic of the PIK cold neutron source

depending on the energy released in the sample under irradiation

This tube can be conveniently used to irradiate targets for high
specific activity neutrino sources. Mien the energy released in
the sample is sufficiently small to permit operation at a tube
pressure of 1 atm, samples can be led in and out v.ithout shutting
down the reactor.
4.2

CM Source
Some areas of condensed state ard biological research require

high fluxes of neutrons with wavelength A ^ 4A (E<0 005 eV). The

long wavelength neutron flux intensity can be raised tens of times
by reducing considerably the neutron gas temperature The reactor
reflector houses a cold neutron source representing a daa 19 cm
sphere contains about 25 1 of liquid deuterium at a pressure of
1 5 atm (Pigs 10 and 11) A 10 kW cryogenic helium installation
maintains the deuterium temperature near 25 K via a piping

0

o f

9 °

S

A

Pig.11. Neutron spectrum in D-O and

HNS

passing through the vertical beam tube. The center of the source
lies at a distance of 78 cm from the core center, with the
unperturbed thermal neutron flux here being, on the average,
3 5x1O 14 cm~2s~1. The horizontal beam tube HBT 3 from which
the neutron guides originate connects with the CN source.
4.3. Hfl Source

Precise localization of atoms needed in the investigation
of biological, crystalline and magnetic structures, as well as
studying high energy excitations in solids and liquids require
.
o
the use of short wavelength ( A <1 1A) neutrons To produce them,
the PIK reactor is equipped with a hot neutron source

The HN

source represents a sylindrical graphite block 30 cm high and
20 cm in diameter separated by a double zirconium

shell from

the main reflector. The graphite is isolated from the inner
Fig.12. Layout of the PIK HN source

shell with helium-filled graphite wool. The graphite is heated

by core ~fi - rays to about 2000 K

The center of the HN source

lies at 65 cm from core center and 40 cm above the midplane
(Pig.12). The unperturbed thermal neutron flux at the HN source
is, on the average, about 3x10
cm" a , The HN source piping is
led out up through the vertical tube The hot neutrons are directed
into the experimental hall through the horizontal beam tube HBT8

4.4. Beam Tubes
The reflector tank houses three tangential through, one
radial, one V-shaped tubes and three tangential thimbles. Apart
from this, one horizontal beam tube connects to the HN source,
and another, to the CN source (Pig 6). Each tangential through

tube can be replaced by two thimbles. To reduce interference
between the horizontal tubes they are mounted at different levels.

The reflector accommodates also six inclined tubes with an
inner diameter of 8 to 14 cm which supply neutron beams to the
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inclined tube hall located under the horizontal tube hall Apart
from this, one can mount in the reflector tank seven vertical
tubes with an inner diameter of 5 cm for irradiation of containers
with samples.
The unperturbed thermal neutron flux $0 at the sites where
the tubes are mounted is given in Table 1 The flux 'Pois

TABLE 1 Experimental beam tubes at the PIK reactor [7]
feeea

cts.

tubea

central

Q

ft.o
1015n/cn2»eo
4

h

1

Watt/ B

B

r.

1On0n/cm2eec

25»30

-

-

-

ft

boritontil
GHZ 1
GZZ 2
GEK 3
GEZ
GEE
GSZ
GZS
nj—

4
5
6
7
g

GEZ 9
GES 10

radial
tangential ' '

tangential * '
(cold aouro«)
going through tube

1
1.2
O.4
1

going through tube
going through tube

O.4

V-ehaped

O.1

tongentiel
(not aouroe)
tangential
tanfieptial

l5

'

+0.2

2.3

10

2

0

2.4

30

1

O
0

1.7

4
0.2
0.*
O.I

0.2

0.3
0.5
1

2

ii\
0)

-O. 6
-0.4
-O.B

2.5 < 5>

9

2.5 V '
2.5 V '

2
4

2.1

2
-

0.1

+O.4

1.6

0.5
2

O

2.3
2.3

*0.05

5
9
0.4*2

0.2*4
ÎZT 1*6 inclined
0.2*1
0 » +0.5
5.7
O.1*O.3
VT3T 1*7
vertical
O.O6*O.2
(1) Tapering beam tube of the initiai rectangular croaa aection 9.5 x 2} ca; (2) Tapering
beu tube of the Initial rectangular croaa station 12 x 25 ca|
(?) He an Talne for cold
cource or hot source; (4) Only cold neu trônai (5) Distance fron the center of the beeji
tube. CEE - Central upennutal beam tubei f.TT - Horizontal experimental beaa tube'
KEK - Inclined experimental beax tube; TEK - Vertical experimental bean tube.
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averaged over the tube cross sectional area Alao presented
are the length of the tube and the distance from its center to
core midplane, h (the direction upward is taken positive) The
table specifies the outlet fluxes 'P*. from the bottom of the dia
10 cm horizontal tube. Because of the small solid angle the fluxes
4
are reduced by about a factor 10
A correction for the pertubation
of the neutron flux by the tube proper which is roughly evaluated
as 15-20/0 vvas also introduced. Since the flux at the outlet of the
tangential through channel depends on the scatterer installed in
it, the table gives data for an equivalent thimble mounted in the
same place. The table specifies also 'the energy released in the
tabe material by % - rays from the core for the hottest point
It can reach a few W per gram. Therefore the tube parts which are
closest to the core and thus suffer the highest thermal stress
are cooled by heavy water For the same reason a closed 200 kff
water loop is provided for the cooling of collimators or large
experimental devices. A gas loop is designed to cool small samples

4.5. Heutron Guides
To reduce the fast neutron and^- ray background, it is
desirable to lead slow neutrons out of direct visibility of the
emitting tube to a large distance f,rom the reactor without
substantial loss- For this purpose the PIK is equipped with a
system of mirror- type neutron guides
. The inner surface of the
neutron guide tubes is co»t«d by the nickel isotope 58M, having
a total internal reflection cut off wavelength Ac of about
8.2
500 A (v
The neutron guides bent to a radius of
curvature J3 capture the neutrons within a characteristic small
angle v = (2a/p )1' ( a is the width of a rectangular neutron
guide) with wavelengths up to A\* —V9-*A\ and transport them over
an arc of length L.
The neutron guides are installed in two adjacent tubes,
the 2.4 m long horizontal HBT 2 and 1 7 m long HBT 3 which houses
the CN source. Both tubes are of rectangular cross section tapering
off toward the bottom. The neutron guide system is designed for
the installation of 10 guides (5 for the thermal, and the other
five for the cold neutrons, Pig. 13). The neutron guides are
enclosed in a common shielding. The six neutron guides specified

Pie.13- Layout of the neutron guide system
.
1: reactor', 2: ring-shaped experiment hall;

3: neutron guide shielding; 4: neutron guide hall,
N6 - neutron guides.

in Table 2 will be first to be installed Each neutron guide
o
is of rectangular cross section, 3 x 20 cm
The original
calculated thermal neutron flux at the site of the HBT 2 is
1.2 x 1015cm 2s~1 The cold neutron flux at the bottom of the
HBT 3 is estimated to be approximately 10 cm s
The geometrical characteristics of the PIK neutron guides being similar to
those of the GHFR reactor in Grenoble
, both systems should
have close order-of-magnitude fluxes at the outlet Por the
long wavelength and thermal neutrons these fluxes at a considerable
distance from the reactor and under conditions with a particularly
low background are in excess of 109 cm —2 a— 1

TABLE 2. Parameters of the neutron guides.
Do am

Tub*

CEK 3

Neutron
Guide

(Cold

MV3
NV4

leu trono;

KV5

G£K 2

(del-rail
Jeutrcao

î."/7

OTB
KV9

\•

S

L

?lux at £ r t t

A

. Q

n

n/cm' ooc

2.7
2.5
2.5

2000
2400
2400

27. 1

36.7
46.3

1.4- 109
1.2- 109
1. V 109

1.7
1.3
1.0

5200
S500
15000

41.5
51
55.5

1. T 109
1.2- 109
1.2- 109

of neutron euld«
p

It should be pointed out that the above calculated characteristics of the neutron beams are preliminary.
The reactor has three halls for operation with the external
beams and experimental equipment (Figs. 14 and 15), namely, the
horizontal and inclined beam and the neutron guide halls. The

physical laboratories of the horizontal beam hall are arranged
circularly adjoining it and can in principle be used to extend

the horizontal neutron beams beyond the confines of the

Pig.H. Schematic elevation of reactor building.

hall.
An essential feature of the horizontal beam hall is its
vibration-proof design. The high intensity neutron beams provided
aake possible fast accumulation of the statistics required in
high precision measurements. Accordingly, the systematic errors,
in particular, the effect of the building vibrations on the

physical instrumentation become a primary concern. Therefore
paritcular emphasis in designing the PIK reactor was placed

on the suppression of vibrations, primarily in the horizontal
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beam hall. The pumping station representing a major source
of vibrations was removed to a separate unit. Only a minimum of
equipment is left close to the horizontal beam hall, it is a part
of the heavy water system. The ring-shaped experiment hall proper
rests upon a special vibration-damping cushion (Pig 16). These
precautionary measures permit cutting down the amplitude of
vibrations in different parts of the spectrum tens and hundred
of times.

Pig.15. Top view of the horizontal team tube and neutron guide
halla.
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Pig.16. Schematic of vibration damping of the PIK horizontal
beam tube hall.
1: reactor pit; 2: biological shielding', 3: concrete
foundation; 4: experiment hall floor', 5: vibration
damping cushion; 6: rocky ground.

General layout of the PIK conplex

100A
100]

- reactor and physical laboratories;
- 1s loop pupmhouse, cooling pond, hot chambers etc

100B - sanitary facilities and plenum ventilation chambers;

100F - intermediate circuit pumping station,

A general view of the PIK complex is shown in Fig.17 Only
three of the units making up the complex, 100A, 104 and 105,
are intended for the accommodation of physical instrumentation.
Unit 105 houses electronics and working rooms of the experimenters

and thus has no provisions for external neutron beams
units contain reactor servicing equipment

The other

The volume of these three

units is about one half of the total volume, and that of the core,
one ten millionth.

The present communication is baaed on the few papers specified
n
in the references list, primarily, on réf.
. The reactor is in
the stage of erection and assembly, it is constructed at the
Leningrad Nuclear Physics Instituted located near Gatchina, 45 km
to the south of Leningrad. The reactor project was developed under
general scientific direction of LNPI by the Research and Design
Institute for Power Engineering and other institutes under the
auspices of the USSR State Committee on Atomic Energy

100D - power supply;
101 - cryogenics (CN source and cryogenics for physical research);
101A - ventilation stack;

102

- water supply pumphouse",

102A - cold water chamber;

103/1- cooling tower",
103/2104 104A 104B -

cooling tower',
neutron guide hall and laboratories
technical unit",
water supply pumphouse',

104F - cooling tower;
105 - multicomputer complex',
105A - storehouse,

108

- carbon dioxide facilities,

110
113
114
21

-

88

high pressure compressor house,
liquid nitrogen facilities;
containers storehouse,
chemical water purification',

- emergency tanks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intense beams of thermal neutrons having a wavelength X of
O

about 1 A are available at high-flux reactors and spallation

neutron sources. These neutrons are widely used for basic
research in many disciplines ranging from nuclear physics to
condensed matter. The neutron intensity at wavelengths longer
or smaller than 1 A can still be increased by moderating the
neutrons in cold or hot moderators, with temperatures ranging
from 25°K (liquid H2 or D2) to about 2000°K (hot graphite)
respectively. Neutrons thermalised at room temperature are
traditionally called thermal neutrons whereas those moderated
in cold or hot sources are called cold or hot neutrons respectively. A recent review of these special sources is given in /~.
An example of a facility providing many beams of thermal as
well as cold and hot neutrons is the Institut Laue-Langevin
(ILL). Its High-Flux Reactor, with a thermal flux of about
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n/cm2.s. is equipped with a vertical cold source recently

upgraded to give 70% more cold neutrons and with a hot source.
A second cold source will be installed in 1987.

For UCN's, the value of f is as low as 2.5.10" 11 for a Maxwellian
spectrum at room temperature but reaches f = 3.3 10~° for a cold

source at T = 25°K. To produce UCN's in reasonable number despite

the very low value of f, it is therefore necessary to dispose of a
There is also a need for neutrons of still longer wavelengths
than those for cold neutrons (i.e. above 15 to 20 A), the

primary neutron source with a high flux and a low temperature.
This is especially true because, from Liouville's theorem and
phase space considerations, it is well known that the UCN flux

so-called very-cold neutrons (VCN) with 20 A ^ X £ 600 A and
ultra-cold neutrons (UCN) with x J, 600 A. The UCN's have the

or density given by the primary source cannot be increased by

unique property of being totally reflected by some materials.
First observed by Fermi and Zinn /2j, .total reflection proved

collectively on the neutrons.

spectral transformations obtained by external forces acting

to be very useful for transporting neutrons with neutron guides

as was first demonstrated by Maier-Leibnitz and Springer /3~7.
For example eight neutron guides transporting thermal or cold
neutrons up to about 100 meters are installed at the Institut

Reviews of the properties, the production and the use of very
low energy neutrons (VCN' s and UCN's) have been made several
times (see for example £67, /lj , iff, /1 97) .

Laue-Langevin. The use of total reflection to trap and store
UCN's in bottles was first considered in print by Zeldovich /T7
and the first observation of the storage of UCN's was reported
by Luschikov et al. /57- The maximum energy of UCN's depends on

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW ILL SOURCE OF VERY LOW ENERGY NEUTRONS

the material used for storage but is typically about 0.18 neV
o

(corresponding to v = 6m/s and X = 670 A). These neutrons are
ideal for experiments in fundamental physics needing a long
observation time such as those for the measurement of the
electric dipole moment (EDM) or life time T„ of the neutron.
The domain of VCN's, in between those of cold neutrons and
UCN's is very promising in particular for some diffraction
and surface studies with very high resolution (10~6 eV to
10"~9 eV). Also VCN's can be an intermediate step towards the

The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly the new source
of VCN 1 s and UCN's recently put into operation at the ILL, already
presented in more detail elsewhere (/3~J , ^107 , /1l7) and to give
its latest status.
This source is obtained by combining three elements: a) an intense

primary source of cold neutrons, b) a set of vertical and curved
neutron guides of excellent reflectivity and c) a neutron turbine.
It should be said, at the outset, that this source is the result
of a joint undertaking of the Garching Group (FRG) and the ILL

production of UCN's. Both UCN's and VCN's are of great importance for neutron optics. Illustrations of the use of VCN's

(see general lay-out in Fig. 1).

and UCN's are given later in this paper.

The primary neutron source is the liquid deuterium cold source

Very low energy neutrons can be extracted from thermal neutron
sources, but the fraction f of the flux of neutrons with energy
below EMax in a Maxwellian spectrum of temperature T is only :

"Max

installed in the ILL High-Flux Reactor. The unperturbed flux
in that source is
4.5 x 10 n/cm .s. Supposing that the
neutrons are completely thermalised in that vessel, an Al
sphere of 38 cm diameter and 1.5 mm wall thickness filled with
liquid D2 at T = 25°K, the UCN flux in that source is

for

"Max

« kT

*UCN = 1-6 - 1 ° 6 n/cm2.s.

.DCN

Source A r e a
5 Exit Ports)

end of the guide of height h(cm) have initially energies between

h and (h + 180)neV at the bottom of the guide. Therefore no
converter is needed, in contrast to the case of a horizontal guide,

VCN Exit
Port
Curved Nickel Guide
(R =l3m, p<105mbar,

Turbine

(690 Nickel

2

"7x7 cm ,
L=13

Blades )

provided that h is greater than 180 cm. Another advantage of the
vertical guide is that neutrons are reflected less often than in
a horizontal guide during their transportation away from the
primary source simply because of their greater velocity.
For being reflected, and consequently transported, neutrons

must have a velocity component in the horizontal plane lower
than v^lm, the velocity for total reflection. Therefore the
solid angle to be considered is not constant for all neutrons
but rather varies as <v^lm/v)2. This shows that the neutron
flux at the exit of the neutron guide is no longer Maxwellian
He Borner
Straight Nickel Guide,
(015mm thick
l cm diam.

L_-5m)

but varies as v, at least for very low energy neutrons.
Ji

D?0
i
. .

,

$k———1_

| p : 0 2 mbar He ) «^--^

D? Cold Source
with Cavity

Fig.

1

General lay-out of the ILL source of very cold
and ultra-cold neutrons (After A.Steyerl et al

For being used outside the reactor, the neutrons must be extracted

from the primary source with a pipe (or a guide). This guide can
have any inclination but needs to be closed by a wall at the end

where it dips into the cold source. The UCN's in the cold source
cannot cross this wall. Therefore, if the guide is horizontal,

no UCN's are available unless a converter is placed next to the
wall on the opposite side of the primary source. The best arrangement is a vertical guide in which neutrons are decelerated by
gravity (1neV/cm). UCN's do not exist at the bottom of the guide
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but are produced higher up from more energetic neutrons wich have
crossed the wall at the lower end of the guide and have then been
decelerated to UCN energies when moving up. UCN's at the upper

The above considerations explain why a vertical guide was chosen
at the ILL to extract very low energy neutrons. This guide is
made of two sections of metallic nickel. The first one is
cylindrical (0 7 era and 0.15 mm thick) with a length of 5 m.
It is housed in an Al guide located itself inside the pile and
filled with helium at low pressure (p = 0.2 mbar) for heat
conduction without degrading the neutron beam. The second section
is curved (with R = 1 3 m ) with a square cross-section of 7 x 7 cm
and a length of 13 m. It is located above the first straight
section, outside the pile and evacuated for there is no need

of heat removal at this location. These two sections are separated
by two 0.1 mm thick zircalloy membranes with helium in between
(this is the He barrier) and a neutron shutter is installed just
above. An important factor is the good reflectivity of the nickel
guide obtained by using a new replication process. This method
is described in more detail in a patent _/127. Neutron metallic
guides obtained in this manner have a mean reflectivity superior
to that of nickel coated on glass. The neutrons coming from the
curved guide have a broad spectrum (20 to 400 A) centered to
about 80 A.
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This guide is connected to a neutron turbine inside which the

beam is split into two parts:
a) one half by-passes the turbine, with the help of a lamellated
bender and is available outside the turbine, thus providing

an intense source of VCN's,
b) the other half is fed to the entrance of the turbine where
the neutrons are Doppler decelerated by the rotating blades
down to UCN energies. They are then available as separate
beams outside the turbine at 5 exit ports.

The principle of operation of a neutron turbine for decelerating
VCN's down to the UCN energy region is well known /1T7 and is
illustrated in Fig.

2. The angle of incidence of the incoming

enough for total reflection to occur. After several reflections
between the moving blades the neutrons emerge with an exit
velocity, equal in magnitude but almost completely reversed

compared to the entrance velocity in the frame of the moving
blades. Then if the radial velocity VT of the blades is half

the velocity v1 of the incoming neutrons, the velocity v2 of
the outgoing neutrons is close to zero in the laboratory frame.
0
For incoming neutrons having X =i 80 A, (i.e. v-| =A 50 m/s) the
blade velocity should be VT =r 25 m/s, well within technological
capabilities.
Garching group
turbine with a
by a factor of

The neutron turbine installed at the ILL by the
is essentially the same as the initial Garching
few modifications only which increase its gain
2.

neutrons relative to the entrance edge of the blades is small
III.

Feeding guide tube

SO m/s

Blade;,

PROPERTIES OF THE NEW ILL SOURCE OF VERY LOW ENERGY NEUTRONS

The properties of this facility, as obtained since it started
to be operated in Autumn 1985, are briefly summarised below.
At the exit of the curved guide, the neutron density and the
neutron flux were measured by different methods:

Neutron mit

o)
Fig.

2

t»

a) Storage of the UCN's in a 6000 cir3 bottle made of electropolished stainless steel. A density of 41 UCN/cm^ (extrapolated to zero storage time)was measured. Taking into
account the efficiency of the whole system, this corresponds
to a UCN density (with v < 6.2 cm/s) of 68 UCN/cm3 at the
exit of the curved guide.

Principe of neutron deceleration in a turbine.
Incoming neutrons, with velocity v^ and solid

angle n-| , come out from the feeding guide inclined
at an angle a. These neutrons enter the turbine at
an angle 3 in the reference frame of the moving
blades. After several reflections from the moving
blades the neutrons come out with a relative exit
velocity Vr, equal in magnitude but almost reversed
compared to the entrance relative velocity. This

phenomenon brings the exit velocity V2, in the
laboratory frame, in the UCN velocity range. The
exit solid angle becomes î?2» much larger than !5-|
(after A.Steyerl /1 3?) .

b) Time of flight of VCN's by chopping the beam collimated by
a vertical slit at the end of the curved guide. The neutrons
are detected at a flight distance of 1.5 m and the beam
profile is scanned there with a movable horizontal slit.

The results for various positions of the horizontal slit
are displayed in Fig.

3 where they are compared to the intensity

which would be obtained in the absence of losses by reflections
in the neutron guides.

Scanning
* Detector
(Hör Slit
20 xO.5 mm')

Disk
Chopper

Scheme

of the

time- of -flight
S

.

4stem

R =13 m
End of the
curved guide

-5- 10°

__

§

I.

calculated spectrum
( if no losses caused by reflect
in the guide itself )

105
—

c) Activation of gold foils. The results of this measurement
are plotted in Fig. 4.

measured spectrum

These three types of measurements are consistent with a
mean phase-space density of 0.25 cm"3 (m/s)"3 at v = 50 m/s.
This represents an improvement of about 75 compared to the
previous ILL facility (called PN5) using a primary neutron
source at room temperature, a converter and an inclined tube.
At the exit of the turbine, the flux and density of the UCN's
were also measured using two methods:
a) By time of flight, the neutron beam being chopped by a set

10
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Measurement by the time-of-flight method of the
flux of very cold neutrons at the exit of the
curved guide (After A.Steyerl et al / 1 1 7 l •
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*UCN'

tne

intensity I0cjj and the density nUCN of the UCN's,

depending on the maximum value of vz which is used (vz is the
neutron velocity component perpendicular to the plane of the
turbine). For vz < 6.2 m/s, we have : <l>uctj = 2.6.10' n/cm.s,
I
UCN = 3.3.106 n/s and nUCN = 87 n/cm~3 whereas for vz < 7 m/s,
= 3.3.104 n/cm2.s, IUCN = 4.2.104 n/s
these figures become:
and njjcN = llu n/cm3.

O
2
1

bottom

0

6
5

of blades of the turbine itself. The measurements were carried
out to explore both the flux profile across the source (about
16 x 8 cm2) and the angular distribution of the outgoing
neutrons. The results are displayed in Fig. 5. Analysis of
these results yields the following figures for the flux

9

Measurement of the very low energy neutron flux
profile, by the gold foil activation technique,
as a function of height across the beam at the
exit of the curved guide. The abcissa is the flux
of 2200 m/s neutrons which would give the same
observed activation (After P.Ageron et al /10/).

b) By neutron storage using the same bottle as for the measurement at the exit of the curved guide. A density of 46 nUCN/cm3
was actually observed, a result consistent with the above
figure if an overall efficiency of 41% is assumed for this
experiment.

The flux of UCN at the exit of the turbine is comparable to that
at the exit of the curved guide. This is an illustration of the
excellent quality of the neutron guide reflectivity. The advantage
of the turbine however is to provide UCN's over a much larger
area than that of the curved guide.
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Magnetic storage of UCN's (called NESTOR) for the measurement
of the life-time ~n of the »free neutron /157- Many tn measurements have already been made but with discrepancies of about
10% in the results. An increase of 100 in the UCN density

should permit measurement by this method with 1% accuracy.

Neutron microscope using UCN's. This instrument has already
been tested at PN5 with a slit in a cadmium sheet used as
the object /97. A magnification of about 50 has been obtained
and, after being moved to the new facility, a resolution of
60 urn has been measured 7167.

High-resolution neutron spectroscopy with UCN 1 s using a neutron
gravity spectrometer. Such a system called NESSIE /177/ based
on the analysis of the maximum reach of UCN's in their parabo-

Fig. 5

Measurement of the properties of the UCN source at

the exit of the turbine for several values of the
parameters ç, n and a. The parameters n and ç are
the cartesian coordinates in the turbine plane.
The parameter a is the angle of inclination. The
abscissa vz is the neutron velocity component along
the normal to the turbine plane (After A.Steyerl et
al /11?).

lic trajectory, is already in operation at Garching. Present
O
4
performances of momentum transfer Q £ 0.03 A~' and resolution
AE s: 200 neV already present a great interest in such fields
as polymers, biology etc.

Neutron optics with VCN's since such neutrons i) have a wavelength long enough for standard optical diffraction elements
to be used and 11) have an energy for which the refractive

index differs significantly from 1. It has been proposed to
IV. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME WITH VERY-COLD AND ULTRA-COLD NEUTRONS

Several experiments are already planned or envisaged for the

install a granite optical bench, as free of vibrations as
possible, to study a wide range of applications.

use of this intense source of very low energy neutrons. Among
them, let us cite:

The VCN source, associated with a chopper, could be used also

/147- An increase of 100 in the UCN density should improve

for some cross section measurements at very low energy. An
example is the "-^u fission cross-section which needs to be
known at very low energy for reactor physics applications as

the accuracy down to the 10~2° e.cm level.

well as for a basic physics standpoint /187.

- Measurement of the neutron electric dipole moment. With the
2

previous PN5 set-up, on accuracy of 3.10~ ^ e.cm was achieved

V. CONCLUSION

_/4/

Yu.B. ZELDOVICH, Sov.Phys. JETP 9(1959)1389

To conclude, an intense source of very cold and ultra-cold

/5_/

V.I. LUSCHIKOV, Y.N. POKOTILOVSKY, A.V. STRELKOV and

F.L.

neutrons has recently been put in operation at the ILL. The

cf what can be obtained with a steady-state reactor. The presentation of these results is particularly relevant in a
country where the study of ultra-cold neutrons has been pioneered
and especially at the Leningrad Institute of Nuclear Physics
w^ere excellent results for the production and the use of ultracold neutrons have been obtained. Further improvements can be
envisaged with intense pulsed spallation neutron sources provided
one can take advantage of the peak flux /197. This new ILL source
of very cold and ultra-cold neutrons is opening and expanding a

rich field of basic physics of which the examples given above

SHAPIRO, JINR Dubna Preprint P3-4127 ( 1968)

Sov.Phys.-JETP Lett. 9(1969)23.

characteristics of this source represent probably the ultimate
/j>/
/?/

R. GOLUB and J.M. PENDLEBURY, Rep.Prog.Phys. 42 (1979)439.
R- GOLUB, W. MAMPE, J.P. PENDLEBURY and P. AGERON

Sc.Am. 240 Nb (1979)134.
/J5/

L. KOESTER and A. STEYERL, Neutron Physics (1977)

Springer-Verlag.
_/j»/

/1O/

A. STEYERL and S.S. MALIK, Physica 137 B(1986)270.

P. AGERON and W. MAMPE, Proceedings Workshop on Investigation

of Fundamental Interactions with Neutrons, Washington D.C.(1985)
in press.
/I 1/

provide only an illustration.

A. STEYERL, H. NAGEL, F.Y. SCHREIBER, K.A. STEINHAUSER, R. GABLER,
W. GLASER, P. AGERON, J.M. ASTRUC, W. DREXEL, R. GERVAIS and

w. MAMPE, to be published.
/12/

French patent n° 85.01650 dated Feb., 1985.
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